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PREFACE
Linnaeus had

he would

or

descriliers,

Amphibia and

a poor opinion of the

Init

have

not

the former

called

"

their

pessima

tetraque animalia," nor would he have cUsmissed the latter with
the

omnium

Amphibiologi

"

remark

terse

:

paucissimi

That was, however, nearly 150 years ago: and

nullique veri."

at the present time there are fewer thfficulties in writing a

Those who care

on Amphibia and Eeptiles.

Amphibia and Eeptiles
scientific

title

—have

—

never been numerous

One reason

branch of Natural History

touch,

creatm'es

and

of

delight in keeping

which

Xewts

properly.

of

fascinating

;

and

studies internal

for

the fact that this

may

l>e

is

clammy and

a prejuthce
cold

the

to

People

poisonous.

But

in reality

wh(j

these cold-blooded

interest provided
is

they are studied

intimately connected with

this correlation is perhaps

Amphibia and Eeptiles than

who

are

The structure of animals

their life-habits

but most of them

;

or Frogs, Tortoises or Snakes, are, as

a rule, considered eccentric.
creatures are

the study of

for

not very popular,

is

some of which

some

book

the Herpetologists, to give them their

have been serious students.

against

sunt

in any other class.

and external structm-e

is

more apparent

in

The anatomist
as

much

struck

with the almost endless variety in details as he who takes the
trouble to observe the living animal in its native haunts, or at
least

V.

under conditions not too unnatural.

von

Schetfel's

Toad

•'•

that

those

He

will agree

above seem

to

with

have

no

PREFACE

vi

notion

swamp"

the

of

beauties

the

of

—

in amorous play, concert-giving Frogs,

Xewts engaged

morphosing Tadpoles.

The motto assigned

singularly appropriate

when we

have

of reptiles have lost

and meta-

the Eeptiles seems

to

consider that poisonous snakes

many kinds

developed from harmless forms, and that

lieen

coloured

brilliantly

and eyesight in the process

limbs, teeth,

of evolution.

work

The present
readers

—

the

to

intended to appeal

is

two kinds

to

who, while interested in

field-naturalist,

histories, habits,

and geographical

ness of forms,

indifferent to the homologies of the

is

or similar questions

;

— and

A
It

was necessary

somewhat

to treat

fully, since

impossible

base

to

to the morphologist,

of the book

great portion

is

metastemum

who

in his turn

alive.

anatomical and systematic.

anatomy, especially that of the skeleton,
has long been recognised that

it

a

life-

distribution, beauty or strange-

specimens were once

is liable to forget that his

ot

classification

scientific

upon

is

it

external

The reader familiar with Vertel irate anatomy has a

characters.

right to expect that questions of special morphological intere.st
will

Ite

dwelt upon at length.

Tho.se

who have no anatomical

foundation must be referred to one of the

now ninnerous

intro-

ductory manuals on the subject.

The account
the

Keptilia.

recent genera
in order to

of the Amphil»ia is

was possible

It
;

and

this has

show how

in

diagnose practically

to

l)een

more complete than that

especially done

in

all

of

the

the ^Vnura.

an otherwise very homogeneous group

almost any part of the l>ody, internal or external, can be modified
in

The same could not be done with the

kaleidoscopic variety.

Keptilia.
pre.'^ent

Their

work,

in cmiiparison
differ so

principal

in (irder to

groups,

—

called

sul)-classes

in

the

emphasise their taxoiioniic iin^iortance

with the main groups of

much from each

other that

it

liirds

and Mamnial^.

was decided

to refrain

PREFACE
from attempting

number

general

a

account

of

many

them.

of

^Moreover,

and snakes

of species of recent lizards

ing, the genera

vii

is

families being but tedious variations of

same theme, that only those forms have been

the

which are the most important, the most
traveller is

go

to

most likely

to

come

striking, or

recent

the

Museum

British

Mr. G. A. Boulenger, the author of this

(London, 1889-1896).
has

series,

which the

must consult the seven

volumes of the Catalogue of Reptiles in

magnificent

described

The student who wishes

across.

systematic details

farther into

the

so Ijewilder-

rendered

the

systematic

Amphibia and Eeptiles an easy

treatment of

During many

task.

years of the most friendly intercourse I have profited on countoccasions

less

by

his

ever -ready

he

Altliough

advice.

has

kindly read the proofs of the part dealing with the Amphibia
it

would be

unfair

associate

to

liim

with

any

for

which

comings or with contestable opinions,

of
I

its

short-

am

alone

responsible.

Cope's large work on the Crocodilians, Lizards, and Snakes
of

North America {Rep.

unfortunately

appeared

U.S. Nat.

Mus. for 1<S9S' (1900)) has

too

to

late

l)e

used

in

the

present

work.

The drawings on wood were, with few exceptions, made by
Miss M.
which

Dm'ham, mostly from

E.

living specimens

has to a great extent determined the

—

a procedure

selection of the

illustrations.

Since both the metric and the English systems of measure-

ments have been employed,

it

may

he well

to

state

for

the

convenience of the reader that the length of a line of the text

is

four inches or approximately ten centimeters.
I

have

frecjuently

and

freely

quoted accounts of previous

authors instead of paraphrasing them.
to

Messrs.

Longmans, Green, and

Co.,

Especial thanks are due

and

to

]\Iessrs.

Murray,

VI 11

ZZ^^Z^^.^ru.^nof„,„ Sir
on the

.T.

make

several long quotations

and from H, ^V. Bates
E. Tennenfs Ceylo,,,

Sinr Amazons.

Lastly

so.«e

to

of

a

remark about

MturaUst
,

my

Editors.

Instead of

l*mg„ a„
,

me the greatest help.
annoyance they have rendered
H.

1900.
CAMBr.IDGE, Dcccmhtr 19,

GADOAV.
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SCHE^ilE

OF THE CLASSIFICATION ADOPTED
IX THIS

BOOK

CLASS AMPHIBIA.
Stegocephali Lepo
spondyli

BraxchioSATJRI (p. 80).

I

AisToroPEs

I

I

..I'-SO)

STEGOCEPHALI (p.

i'

Sub-Family.

Faniilv.

Sub-Order.

Order.

Sub-Class.

(p. 81).

Stegocephali Temnospondyli
78)

(p. SI)

Stegocephali
Stereospondyli
f

COECIXIIDAE(p.89).

Apoda

Amphiumidae

f

(p. 97).

Desniognathiuae (p. 102).
Plethodontiuae (p. 103)
.......w,. 109).
.-.---Aiublystomatinae
(p. 1,
115).
1. Salamandrinae (p.

C

Salaman'DRIDAE

Urodela

I

^'

(p. 102)

(p. 94)

"I

Proteidae
(p. 132).

SiREXIDAE

(p. 136).

Aglossa
(p. 143).
f

DiSCOGLOSSIDAE
(p. 152).

LISSAM-

Pelobatidae

PHIBIA(p.S4)

(p. 160).

BUFOXIDAE
(p. 166).
[

Hylidae
(p.

13S)

(p.

Amphignathodontinae
(p. 188).

i5)-!
185)

Hyliuae ([
^^
„_^
(jLOSSA
(p. 152)

r

Cystigxathidae
(p.

209)

189).

Hemipln-ictiiiae (p. 210).

Gystiguatlunae (p. 211).
Dendroplirynisciuae

}

"l

I
f

(p. 224).

Engystoniatinae

EXGYSTOMATIDAEj Dygcopliiuae
(p.

225)

y

(p. 225).

(p. 235).

Geuyophryniuae

(p. 236)_^

Cenitobatrachinae
C

Raxidae

(p.

237}

-

[

Raninae

(p. 237).

(p. 238).

Deudrobatmae

(2/2).

SCHEME OF CLASSIFICATION

CLASS REPTILIA
PROREPTILIA

(p. 285).

PROSAURIA
•'

Eryoi>s

I

...
""^

!•.

Family.

Sub-Order

Microsauri
Prosauri

I

Critotus (p. 287).

2S6).

(i>.

OnJT.

Sub-Class.

p. l'7 7

2SS).

(i-.

(

Piiutokosavki

(p. 290).

\ Rhynchoceph.xli

sj')

Paxeiasauii (p. 304
Theriodontia p. 306;.
Anomodontia p. 309
Placodontia p. 31 1>.

(p. 292).

.

THERO-

MORPHA
p. 31.0

f

Atheca

(p.

.

Sphakgidae

333)

(p. 333).

Chelydrid.\.e

(p.

338).

Dekmaxemydidae
/"CRYrTODIIl.V
(p. 338)

CHELONIA
,p.

312.

Thecophora
.1'.

y^s,

rLEriiOi>ii:.A.
(p.

388)

(p.

404)

(p. 341).

ClXO.STEKXIDAE (p. 342).
Platy-STEKXIDae (p. 345).

Testudixidae (p. 345).
Cheloxidae (p. 378).
Pelomedu-sidae (p. 390).
Chei.ydiuae

(p. 399).

Carettochelydidae
TiuoyycHOiDEA Trioxychidae

(p. 404).

(p. 404).

Sauropoda
p.

!>

.

Theropoda
(

p.

420

.

DINOSAURIA
p.

ilii.

(p. 425}.

I

Orthopoda
IP.

424

I

Oknithopoua
(p.

I

426)

Ceratopsia
^p. 4.:j0;.

Pseudosuchia ^p. 432).
Parasuchia p. 433).

Telecsavridae (p. 450).
Metriorhyxchidae (p. 451).

CROCODILIA
-p. 4:jl

M.A.CRORHYXCHIDAE

(p. 451).
G.A.A-IALIDAE (p. 451).
Atopcsauridae (p. 453).

Eusuchiaf]!. 434)

GOXIOPHOLIDAE (p. 453).
Crocodilidae (p. 454).
Meso-sauridae

Nothosauri

PLESIO

SAURIA
ICHTHYO-

SAURIA

PTERO
SAURIA
I

p.

4S4)

MORPHA
487,

PLESIO.S.\rKIDAE

Pterodactyli
(p. 486).

Pteraxodoxtes

(p. 4.s6y

Dolichosauri

Mosasauri
y.

4s;.

.

(p.

478

i.

El.a..'5M0.sauri3ae (p. 478).

Ichthyosauri

Pterosaur!

(p. 477}.

PLIO.S.A.rRIDAE (p. 477).

Plesiosauri
p. 477.

•

(p. 476).

XOTHOSAURIDAE

'7-;

(p. 487).

PYTHONO
^1..

!•

SCHEME OF CLASSIFICATION
Sub-Class.

Order.

Sub-Order.

Familv.

Sub-Family.
(

f

Geckones
(p.

Geckoxidae

502)

(p.

I

507)

507).

(P- 512).

j
(^

"

Geckoniuae (p.
Eublepharinae
Uroplatinae

(p. 512).

Agamidae

(p. 515).
Iguaxidae (p. 528).

Xexo-sauridae

(p. 536).

ZOXURIDAE (p. 536).
Anguidae (p. 537).
Helodermatidae (p. 540).
Lanthaxotidae (p. 541).

Lacertilia
(p. 491)

Yaraxidae
."i

Lacertae
(p.

(p. 542).

Xaxtcsiidae (p. 547).
Tejidae (p. 547).
Lacertidae (p. 549).

513)

Gerrho.sai'ridae (p.
SCIXCIDAE (p. 559).

559).

AXELYTROPIDAE (p. 564).
DiBAMIDAE (p. 564).
AXIELLIDAE (p. 564).
Amphisbaexidae (p. 565).
Pygopodidae (p. 567).

Chamaeleon-

SAURIA
(p.

TES

(p.

567)

-j

Chamaeleoxtidae

(p. 573).

Typhlopidae (p. 593).
Glaucoxiidae (p. 594).

491)

Ily.siidae

(p. 594).

Uropeltidae

^ Boidae

(p.
^^

(p. 595).

596)1
'
\

Xexopeltidae

(

Acrochordinae
(p.

606).

Colubrinae (p. 607).
Rhachiodoiitinae

606)

(p. 622).

I

Dipsadomoriiliiuai*

Ophidia
(p.

598).

lioiiiae (p. 601).

(p. 605).

^Aglvpha
(p.

Pythoninae (p

(p. 623)._

Opistho-

581)

I'

glvi)lia
(p:

Elachi-stodbntiuae
(p. 625).

623)

Honialopsinae
(p. 625).

Proteio-

glypha
^

(p. 625)

Elapinae (]>. 626 j.
\ Hvdropliinae.
r

I

"(p.

635).

Amblycephai.idae
(p. 637).

ViPERIDAE
(p. 637)

I

\

A'iperinae

Crotalinae

(ji.

638).

(p. 644).
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'

's

scheint, (lass die hier obeu keine
liaben von dem Sumpf und

Ahnung

Seiner Pracht."

The

'•

plattgedriickte Krbte,"

Scheffel's Trompeter von Sdkkingen.

CHAPTER

I

AMPHIBIA
POSITION OF THE CLASS AMPHIBIA
CHARACTERS AND DEFINITION
HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE
IN THE PHYLUM VERTEBRATA
CLASSIFICATION OF AMPHIBIA

A

Bird

is

known by

but there

a Beast by its hairs, a Pish by
no such obvious feature which characterises

its feathers,

is

its

fins,

the

Amphibia and the

Hesh, nor fowl.

want

In

Eeptiles.

fact,

This ill-defined position

of vernacular

names

for these

two

they are neither

classes,

All the creatures

applies not only to the English language.
in question

Those which are

are backboned, creeping animals.

covered with horny

scales,

and which from

fish,

by the
a deficiency which
indicated

is

their bii-th breathe

by lungs only, as Crocodiles, Tortoises, Lizards, and Snakes, are
The rest, for instance, Newts or Efts, Frogs and
Their skin is mostly smooth and
Toads, are the Amphibia.
clammy and devoid of scales the young are different from tlie
adult in so far as they breathe by gills and live in the water,
before they are transformed into entirely lung-breathing, terresthe Eeptiles.

;

trial

creatures.

But there

are

many

exceptions.

Siren the mud-eel, always retain their

gills

;

Proteus and

while not a few

undergo their metamorphosis within the egg, and never
If we add the tropical limbless, burrowing
by gills.
(Joecilians, and last, not least, the Labyrinthodonts and other
in
fossil forms, the proper definition of the class Amphibia,

frogs

lireathe

—

other words, the reasons for grouping

them together

separated from the other backboned animals,
examination of manv other characters.
class,

—

into one

requires the

AMPHIBIA

4
80

far

numbers

as

of

living

CHAP.

species

concerned,

are

the

There are
numerous of the Yertebrata.
100 Urodela or tailed
limbless, burrowing Apoda
two- or four-footed newts, and about 900 Anuka, or tailless,
in all some 1000 different species.
foiu'-footed frogs and toads
Few, indeed, in comparison with the 2700 Mammals, .'^>500
But
Keptiles, nearly 8000 Fishes, and almost 10,000 Birds.
we shall see that the Amphibia have not only " had their day,"
having flourished in bygone ages when they diA^ded the world, so
far as Vertebrata were concerned, between themselves and the
InterFishes, but that they never attained a dominant position.
mediate between the aquatic Fishes and the gradually rising terrestrial lieptiles they had to fight, so to speak, with a double front
during the struggle of evolution, until by now most of them have
become extinct.
The rest persist literally in nooks and corners
of the teeming world, and only the Frogs and Toads, the more
recent branch of the Amphibian tree, have spread over the whole
globe, exhibiting almost endless variations of the same narrow,
much specialised plan. The greatest charm of the Anura lies in
and
their marvellous adaptation to prevailing circumstances
the nursing habits of some kinds read almost like fairy-tales.

Amphibia
al»out 40

are the least

;

;

;

Characters of the Amphibia.'
1.

The vertebrae

2.

Tlie .skull articulates

3.
4.
!^.

G.

are (a) acentrous,

(6)

pseudoceiitroiis, or

(c)

notocent rou.s.

with the atlas bv two condyle.s which are fonnefl
by the lateral occipitals. For exceptions see p. 78.
There is an auditory columelLar apparatus, fitting into the fenestra ovalis.

The limbs are of the tetrapodous, pentadactyle tj^e.
The red blood -corpuscles are nucleated, biconvex, and oval.
The heart is (a) divided into two atria and one ventricle, and

(h) it

has

a conus provided with valves.
7.

The

8.

Gills are present at least during

9.

The kidneys

aortic arches are strictly symmetrical.

some early stages of development.

are provided with persistent nephrostomes.

during

10.

I^ateral seiLse-organs are ]iresent at least

11.
12.

The vagus is the la.>*t cranial nerve.
The median tins, where pre.'^ent, are not supported by

13.

Sternal

14.

llierf

1

.">.

riljs

and a

or true

larval stage.

.spinal skeletal rays.

sternum are absent.

is no paired or unpaired medio-ventral, cojiulatory
Development takes place without amnion and allantois.

None

of these characters

applies only to the
'

co.sta]

tlie

is

absolutely diagnostic, excej)t

Anura and most

apparatu.**.

1

(i

),

and

this

of the Stegocephali.

Ilcferences to explanations of the terms used below will be found in the index.

CHARACTERS AND
Numbers

1 (b), 1

Nmuber
Number

2, 3,

(c),

Numbei-s 1, 6 6),
Birds, and ^Mammals.

I'OSITION

5

4 and 12 separate the Aniphiliia from tlie Fishes.
11, 13, 15 separate them from the Reptiles,

7, 8, 9,

them from the Fishes, Reptiles, and Hii-ds.
them from the Mammals.
sej^arates them from the Fishes (excl. Dipnoi, Birds and

2 separates
5 separates

Nimiber 6

(a)

Mammals.

We

can, therefore, very easily detiiie all the Amphibia, both

recent and extinct, by a combination of the characters enumerated

For instance, .Ity the combination of numbers 2, 3 or 4
with either 7, 8, 9, 11, 13 or 15.
Atiipliicondylous Aruimnia would be an alisolutely correct and

above.

but it would be of little use in the determination of adidt specimens and the tetrapodous character is of
no avail for Apoda.
Anvphicondylous animals withovt an intraall-sufficient diagnosis,

:

cranial hyiwglossal nerve

is

a more practical diagnosis.

In the case of living Urodela and Anura the absence of any
scales in the skin affords a more popular character
it is unfortunately not applicable to the Apoda, many of which possess
dermal scales, although these are hidden in the imbricating
transverse rings of the epidermis and the frequent occm-rence of
typical scales of both ecto- and meso-dermal composition in many
;

:

of the Stegocephali forces us to discard the scales, or rather their

The
clammy, and very glan-

absence, as a diagnostic character of the class Amphibia.

same applies

to the

mostly

soft,

moist, or

dular nature of the skin.

The position of the

class Amphibia in the Phylum Verteno doubt that the Amphibia have sprung from
fish-lilve ancestors, and that they in turn have given rise to the
Eeptilia.
The Amphibia consequently hold a very important
intermediate position.
It was perhaps not a fortunate innovation when Huxley brigaded them with the Fishes as Ichf]iyoj)sida,
thereby separating them more from the Sauropsida ( = Eeptilia
and Aves), than is justifiable,— perhaps more than he himself
intended.
The connecting-link, in any case, is formed ])y tlie
Stegocephali
all the recent Orders, the Apoda, Urodela, and
Anura, are far too specialised to have any claims to the direct
ancestral connections.
The line leading from Stegocephali to
fossil Eeptiles, notably to
such Proreptilia as Eryops and

brata.

—There

is

:

Crieotus,

and even

gradual, and

the

to the Lepospondylous Prosaima, is extremely

steps

are

almost imperceptible.

Xaturally,

AMTHiniA

6

assigning evolution to be true, there
"

CHAP.

must have

lived countless

neither

creatures

which

Amphibia

nor Eeptilia, in the present intensified sense of the

were

a

indigestaque

rudis

moles,"

The same consideration applies equally to the line
But the great gulf
downwards
which
to the Fishes.
within the Vertebrata lies between Fishes and Amphil»ia, between
altsolutely aquatic creatures with internal gills and " fins," and
terrestrial, tetrapodous creatures, with lungs and fingers and
toes.
On the side of the fishes only the Dipnoi and the Crossopterygii come into consideration.
The piscine descent of the Amphibia is still proclaimed by
the following features.
(1) The possession by the heart of a
long conus arteriosus, provided with, in many cases, numerous

systematise

leads

—

valves, or at least

(Anura) one

another at the

series at the base,

beginning of the truucus where the arterial arches branch

off;

(2) the strictly symmetrical arrangement of these arches; (3)
tlie trilocular heart is still like that of the Lung-fishes or Dipnoi

;

(-i)

the occurrence of as

many

as four or even five branchial

skeletal arches in the larval stage

;

(5) the glottis

is

supported

which themselves are derivatives of posterior visceral
arches; (G) the development of tlie vertebrae (Stegocephali and
Urodela) from four pairs of arcualia, and the formation of the
intervertebral joints by a split across the intervertebral ring of

by

cartilages

cartilage

:

this feature is

in Lcpidosteas,
glosstil

still

vmknown

most probably also

in Eeptilia, but it occurs also
in Polypterus

(V) the hypo-

;

retains the character of a post-cranial or cervical

spinal nerve
(D) the
(8) the presence of lateral sense-organs
possession of external gills is of somewhat doubtful phylogenetic
:

;

value, although such gills occur amongst fishes only in Dipnoi
and Crossopterygii.
It is not unlikely that in the Amphibia
these organs owe their origin to entirely larval requirements,
wliile the suctorial mouth of the larvae of the Anui-a and many
fishes has certainly no ancestral meaning, but is a case of con-

vergent development.
Tlie usual diagnoses of the

Amphibia contain the statement

that they, or most of them, undergo a metamorphosis, or pass

through a larval stage.
The same applies to various lishes
while, on the other hand, the larval (not ancestral) stage has

become jiermanent in tlie Proteidae and Sirenidae and lastly, we
cannot well speak of larvae in the viviparous Sulamnndra atra.
;

CLASSIFICATION'

The evolution of an adequate classification of the Amphibia
has been a long process.
Even their recognition as a class,
separate from, and of equal rank with that of, the Eeptilia, was
by no means generally accepted until comparatively recent

A

times.

historical sketch of the laborious, often painful, striyino- for

light, in

America,

France and Germany, then in England, and
not without interest.

lastly in

is

The term Amphibia was

invented, by Linnaeus for the third class of animals
in his famous " Systema Naturae."
It comprises a very queer assembly,
which, even in the 13th edition (1767), stands as follows
:

1.

Reptiles pedati, with the four "genera" Testudo, Draco, Lacerta,
and Rana. Lacerta includes Crocodiles, Lizards, and Xewts

2.

Serpentes apodes.
Nantes pinnati. Elasmobranchs, Sturgeons, Lampreys, and various

!

3.

other

fishes.

1768, in a dissertation entitled "Specimen medicum, exhibens
.," iLses Brisson's term, Reptiles, and divides
Synopsin Reptilium

Laurenti,

.

them

into

.

:

Reptilia salientia, these are the Anura.
Gradientia, namely the L^rodela and Lizards..
Serpextia, the Snakes and the Apoda.
Brongniart, 1800, " Essay d'une classification naturelle des Reptile.s,"
tinguishes

^

dis-

:

Chelonii, Saurii, Ophidii, Batrachii the last for the Frogs, Toads,
and Newts.
Latreille, 1804, "Nouveau Diet. Hist. Nat." xxiv.,- accejjts the four Orders of
Brongniart's " Reptiles," but clearly separates the fourth Order,
" Batrachii," from the rest by the following, now time-honoured,
diagnosis: Doigts des pattes n'ayant pas d' angles; des hranchies, du
raoins pendant un temps; des metamorphoses.
But there is not one
word about " Amphibia " in opposition to " Reptilia."
Dumeril, 1806, " Zoologie analytique " (p. 90), and "Elemens de I'histoire
naturelle," 1807, divides the "Reptiles batraciens," or " Batracii," into
Ecaudati and Caudati he also introduces the terms " Anoures "
and " IJRODfeLEs " as their equivalents but since these terms appear in
the French form purists do not admit their having any claim to
;

;

;

recognition
Oppel, 1811, "Die Ordnungen, Familien und Gattungen der Rejjtilien,''
establishes the term Apoda for the Coeciliae, and recognises their
affinity to the Ecaudata and Caudata by removing them from the
!

Snakes.

De

Blainville,

animal

1816,

"Prodrome d'une nouvelle

Amphibiens squamiferes.
„
^

distribution

du regne

" ^

[The

NUDiPELLiFi:RES

Bull. Soc. Philom.

s.

Rei^tilia.]

Ichthyoides.

p. 81.

ii.

3

£i>n. Sor. Philom.

"

[The Amphibia.]

Tableaux methodiques,

p. 113.

p. 61.

AMPHIBIA

.8

Merrem, 1820, " Tentameii systeuiatis Amphibioiuiu."'
[The Reptilia.]
Pholidota.
Batrachia: a pod a.

SALIEKTIA.
metamorphosis,

[with

IMutabilia

Amphipiieiista

[

e.g.

Pereiinibranchiate Uro-

dele.s]
F. S. Lc'uckait,

1821,

•'

Eiiiige.> iieber

[The

MoNOPNOA.

j

DiPNOA.

die fischartigen Ainphibien."

^

Reptilia,]

[The Amphibia]

with temporary giUs

Ecaudata

:

^J^^' p,,„j^„^„^ ^^y^

.

+ Caudata

u Proteidae,"

Meno-

jjoma and Am-phimnu.

I

The Vertebrata are
1825, " Familhs iiaturelles du regne animal"
These terms for warmdivided into Hnfinntherma and Haemacryma.
and cold-blooded creatiu&s were later on amended by Owen to HaematoTlie latter are divided by Latreille as
th^rma and Haematncriia.

Latreille,

follows

:

Reptilia.

Amphibia

including the Coeciliae amongst the Snakes.

Still

rCaducibranchiata.
'

.,

,

.

,
\^rerenni "ranch lata.
I

Pisces.

Wagler, 1830, '' Systema Am])hil)iormu.'"
Testudines, Crocodili, Lacertae, Serpentes, Axgdes, Coeciliae,
Ranae, Ichthyodi.

Ranae

I.

II.

AGLOSSA.

PHANERUGLOSSA

„

Cauda
Cauda

1.

:

2.

„

[The ,\nura.]
[The Sala-

nulla.

distincta.

mandridae.]

Ichthyodi

.1.

I.

ABBAXCHIALES.

Menapoma

[Cryptobranch^is]

and /] mj)h iama.
[The Peremiibranchiatt^ Urodela.]
II. BRANCHIALES.
der Amphibien."
Muller, 1831, "Beitriige zur Anatomie ,
Salamandrina, BaiProteidae.
Gymnophioxa, Derotrkmata,
.

.

R.VCHIA.
.1.

Btll, 1836, Todds
• Amphibia."

'•

Cyclo].aedia

of

Anatomy and

Physiology,"

An.

Amphipnelst.v, the IV'iunnibrauchiate Urotleks Anoura, Urodela;
Abranchia, MmoporiHi and Amphiuma Apoda.
,\iiatoniii- der Wirbelthiere."'
Stanniu.*, 1856, " Handbuch der Znotomie
(2nd ed.)
;

:

:

Amphibia Moxopnua.
Amphiijia Dipnoa.

1.

The Reptilia.
Urodela. PERENNIBRANGHIATA.

HEROTREMATA

:

Amphiuma and

Menapoma.

MVCrODERAS'
'

Jsis.

1S21.

.
••

IVcviranus' Zcitschr,

dipri,

npck

;

ym''w,

clo.sc

f. Phtjaiol.

18-31,

j..

190.

CLASSIFICATION
2.

AG LOSSA.
PHANEROGLOSSA

Bate AC HI A.

:
Systomata =
Engystomatidae.
Bufoninae.
Without iiiauiil)riuin

stern i.

Raninae.
Hyloidea.

With luanuljiiuni.
With adhesive hiiger-

discs,

GYMNOPHIONA.
Gegenbavir, 1859, " Grundziige der vergleichenden Anatomie."

Amphibia

as a separate class, equivalent to tliat of the Reptiija, are
divided into the four Orders PERENNIBRANCHIATA, SALA:

MANDRINA, BATRAGHIA,

and GYMNOPHIONA. In the
second edition of the "(irundzlige" (1870) thev are divided into

URODELA, ANURA, and GYMNOPHIONA.
Huxley, 1864, " Tlie Elements of Comparative Anatomy."
Mammals.
Sauroids, subsequently changed into Sauropsida =
IcHTHYOiDS,
Ichthyopsida
„
„

+ Aves.
= Amphibia +

Re])tilia

Pisces.

Haeckel, 1860, " Generelle Morphologie."
Amphibia. A. Phragtamphibia s. Ganocephala = Labyrinthodonta
Peromela [Apoda].
Sozobianchia = Hozui-a [ITrodela]
B. LISSAMPHIBIA
,>;.

+
+

Anura.
Cope, 1869.^

Stegocephali, Gymnophidia, Urodela, Proteidea, Trachy.stomata,

Anura.

"A

Huxley, 1871,

Amphibia

I.

II.

Manual of the Anatomy of Vertebrated Animals."
Saurobatrachia [v.d. Hoeven's term] s. rRODEi.A
1.

Proteidea.

2.

Salamandridae.

Labyrinthodonta.

III.

CiYMXOPHIONA.

IV.

Batrachia

s.

Andra.

Boulenger, 1882, " Catalogue of the Batrachia Gradientia
Batrachia Apoda," divides the Caudata simply into
:

s.

Caudata and

SALAMAND-

RIDAE, AMPHIUMIDAE, PROTEIDAE, and SIRENIDAE.
1882, '-Cat. Batrachia Salientia s. Ecaudata," see
Cope, 1890, " Synopsis of the Families of Vertebrata."

14<i.
i>.

-'

Class Batrachia.
Sub-Class I. Stegocephali.
Order 1. Ganocejihali
2. Rhachitomi

'

Pnic. Ac. Philad.

3.

Embolomeri

4.

Microsauri

ji.

209.

:

:

TrimerorJiachis, Archeijosanrus.

Eryops

:

:

Cricotus.

Branchiosaums, Hylonomu.i,

-

Avieric. Natural, xxiii.

etc.

j).

849.

AMPHIBIA

lO
Urodela.

Suli-Class II.
Oi-der

Proteus.

1.

Proteidae

L'.

P^eudosiuria.

:

[All

the

the

of

rest

Urodela +

Cueciliidai'.]
3.

Trachystomata

Siiciiidae.

:

Salikxtia.
1890, "Zur Eutwickluugsgeschichte der Ceylonesischen

III.
P.

and K. Sai-a.sin,
Blindwnhle, Ichthyophis
Su>)-(Jlas< I.

^

glutinosii."

Archaeobatrachi

Stegocephali.

.s.

Xeobatrachi.
Order 1. VROhKLA.
II.

2.

The

classification

a.

Salaniandroidea.

h.

Coeciloidea

[The Urodela.]

= Aniphinmidae +

Coeciliidae.

ANVBA.
adopted in

tliis

volume

i.s

as follows

Class Amphibia.
Suh-C"la<s

I.

Orfler

Phiactamphihia.
Stegocephali Lepo?poiidyIi.

I.

Sub-oi-der

Branchiosauri.

1.

Suh-oi-der 2. Aistopode.*.

Order

II.

Stegoceidiali Temuospondyli.

Oi-der III. Stegocephali Stereospondyli.
Sub-Cla.«.< II.

Li<sain])hibia.

Apoda.
I.
Order
Order 11. Urotlela.
Order III. Aiiura.
Sub-order 1. Aglos-sa.
Siib-order
^

Sarasins' Ergebnissc

.

Phaneroglossa.

2.

.

.

Ceylon, 1887-1890.

:

CHAPTER

II

URODELA AND ANURA— SKIN COLOUR -CHANGING
RESPIRAMECHANISM
POISON -GLANDS
SPINAL NERVES
TORY ORGANS
SUPPRESSION OF LUNGS
URINO -GENITAL
DEVELOPMENT
FECUNDATION
NURSING HABITS
ORGANS
AND METAMORPHOSIS

SKELETON OF

Skeleton of the Urodela

The vertebral column.

— The number

of vertebrae is smallest in

the terrestrial, greatest in the entirely aquatic forms, and
tionally large in

the eel-shaped Aviphuima.

table the sacral vertebra

is

lacertina

.

Necturus macidatus

.

Proteus angiiinus

.

Grijptoiranchus alleghan ien sis
C.

acheuchzeri

C.

japonicus

.

.

-

.

Ainblystoma tigrinum
Salamandra maculosa

.

Amphiunia means

Triton cristatus
Triton taeniatus
Triton palmatus

Salamandrina

.

.

.

.

.

.

perspicillatti

Spelerpes fusciis

.

excep-

included in those of the trunk.
Trunk.

.S'treu

is

In the following

.

.

.

.

22
19

30
20 or 21
21
22
63
17 or 16
17
17
14 or 15
14

15

16

Tail.

35 +
29
28 +
24 +
22
35
32
27
36
36
23
32
23

to

26

+
+

+
to
to

25
42

The vertebrae of the Urodela and those of the Apoda differ
all the other Tetrapoda
by possessing no special
centra or bodies.
That part which should correspond with the
centrum is formed either by the meeting and subsequent complete
co-ossification of the two chief dorsal and ventral pairs of arcualia
from those of

^

^

Credner's term for all Vertebrates higher than fishes.

URODELA

1

(tail-vertebrae), or entirely

There

is

chap.

by the pair of chief dorsal

consequently no neuro-central

central region of each vertebra

is

areualia.

Moreover, the

suture.

strongly pinclied in laterally,

Another feature of the vertebral
widening towards the ends.
column of the Urodela is the possession of a considerable amount
of intervertebral cartilage, by which the successive vertebrae are
held together.
This cartilage does not ossify, and it either remains
its entirety and owing to its flexibility as
becomes more or less imperfectly separated into a cup
and ball portion, the cup belonging to the posterior end of the
Such joints are called opisthocoelous, and occur in the
vertebra.
In the adult the cup and
Desmoguatliinae and Salamandrinae.
ball fre(|uently calcify, and the chorda dorsalis or notochord is
completely dt'stroyed.
Tliose vertebrae between which the inter-

continuous, serving in
a joint, or it

vertel;)ral

cartilage

remains unbroken, are called amphicoelous,

most obviously

in macerated or dried skeletons,
In such
appear hollowed out at either end.
amphicoelous vertebrae a considerable amount of the chorda
always remains, running in an unbroken string through the

since in them,

the

vertebrae

Towards adult life
whole length of the vertebral column.
the chorda bec(jnies constricted, and is ultimately squeezed out
or destroyed, in the middle <tf the vertebra, by the invasion of
This intravertebrally situated
Cttrtilage from the chief areualia.
cartilage has Ijeen described erroneously as chordal cartilage.

The development

of the vertebrae proceeds as follows.

First

and a pair of basiventralia (Fig. 1, i,
B.I), B.V), Ijlocks of cartilage, imbedded in and resting upon the
tliin sheath of the chorda dorsalis.
Next appears a pair of interdorsal blocks, immediately beiiind the basidorsals and somtnvhat
later appears a pair of interventral blocks.
These four pairs of
cartilages or " areualia " each meet, above or below the chorda, and
form .semi-rings, which again by extending upwards or downwards
fuse into complete rings, in such a way tliat the interdorsal and
interventral elements form the intervertebral mass spoken of above.
The basidor.sals fuse with the basiventrals, and form the body of

appear a

paii-

of basidorsalia

:

the vertebra, the fusion being effected chietly

l>y

the calcification

and ossification of tli«; lateral connecting portion of the skeletogenous layer.
Tiie ba.sidorsalia form the neural arches with
their unjiaired short .spinous or neural, and the paired anterior
and jiosterioi' /ygapophysial processes.
Concerning the basi-

VERTEBRAL COLUMN
ventralia

In

we have

to distinguish

the latter they produce

a

between the trunk and the tail.
ventral outgrowths ov

pair of

haemapophyses, which ultimatel}' enclose the caudal blood-vessels.
In the trunk the basiventral blocks of cartilage are suppressed
they appear in the early larvae, but disappear during or even
before metamorphosis.
Towards the end of the tail the vertebrae diminish in size,
and their constituent cartilages assume a more and more
;

Fig.

—

1.
1-5, Five successive stages
of the development of a caudal
vertebra of a uewt ; 6-7, the

second and the first cervical vertebra of CryjJtvbranchus ; 8-9.
side view of the constituent
cartilaginous blocks of a caudal
vertebra (8) and a trunk -vertebra (9) of Archeijosaurus as

examples of Temnospoudylous quadripartite and

typical

The

cross-

hatched parts indicate the

artic-

tripartite vertebrae.

ular facets for the ribs.
Tlie
anterior end of all the vertebrae
looks towards the right side.
af, In 7, articulating facet for
the occipital condyle /?./>, basidorsal piece or neural arch
B. V, basiventral piece or ven:

;

tral arch

;

Gli,

chorda dorsalis,

or notochord
I.D, interdoisal
/. r, interventral piece
piece
I.V.L, intervertebral ligament
X, spinal nerve these are numbered I, II, III in 6 and 7
E,
rib
T, in 7, rib-like tubercle
on the first vertebra.
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

indifferent shape, until they

rod

of

cartilage,

become confluent into a continuous

resembling in this respect the Dipnoi and

A

Holocephali.
periodical revival of this rod, at least of its
connective tissue, appears in the tail-filament of the male Triton
2)cilmatus

The

during the breeding-season.
first

vertebra, called

the atlas, because

it

carries

the

remarkable for the possession of an odontoid process.
The latter is formed by a pair of cartilages and represents part
of a vertebra, the dorsal portion of which seems to have been
head,

is

added

to the occipital part of the cranium.

URODELA

14

the trunk -vertebrae, with

All

carry

ribs,

exception of the atlas,

the

Owing

at least vestiges thereof.

the early dis-

to

appearance of the basiventral cartilages the capitular portions of
the ribs are much reduced, and
are mostly represented l»y strands

The

of connective tissue only.
ribs develop

therefore

occasion-

some distance from the

ally at

vertebral column, and that portion of the rib which in the
metamorphosed young newt looks

— Transverse

section through a
vertebra of a larva of Salomandra maculosa, enlarged. The right
side shows the actually existing state,
while on the left side the rib and its
attachments are restored to their probable original condition.
A, Vertebral artery within the true transverse
canal B. V, remnant of the basi- ventral
Ck, chorda dorsalis ; Sp.c,
cartilage
*, the false transverse
spinal caual

Fig.

2.

truuk

-

like the

capitulum

extent

really

its

to a great

is

tuberculum.

Witness the position of the vertebral artery, which still indicates the true foramen transversariura.
The homologies of
these

parts

are

still

more ob-

scured by the fact that a

new

;

;

;

canal.

procCSS growS OUt from the rib,
,

i

•

i

i

^ i

by which the latter gams a new
support upon a knob of the

neural arch.
Thus an additional foramen
confounded with the true transverse canal.

is

,

,

formed, sometimes

The meaning which

underlies all these modifications is the broadening of the body,
the ribs shifting their originally more ventral support towards
the dorsal side.
The whole process is intensified in the Anura
it is

an

initial stage of the notocentrous

type of vertebrae.

transverse ossified processes of the adult are often

much

The
longer

than the vestiges of the ribs themselves, and are somewhat complicated structures.

Tiiey are composed

first

cartilaginous outgrowths of the neural arches

;

of the rib-bearing

secondly, of a broad

string of connective tissue which extends from the ventro-lateral

corner of the porichordal skeletogenous layer to the
Tlie shoulder-g-irdle

entirely cartilaginous,

separated by sutures.

is

extremely simple.

ribs.

It remains almost

and the three constituent elements are not
Ossification is restricted to the base of the

and may extend thence over the glenoid
cavity.
The coracoids are broad, loosely overlap each other, and
are "tenon ;nid mortised" into the triangular or Idzenge-shaped
shaft of the scapula,

LIMB-GIRDLES

i 5

cartilaginous .sternum, which latter has no connection with the

The precoracoid

ribs.

not meeting

its

fellow

The humerus

;

is

a large,

it is

flat process,

directed forwards,

absent in Siren.

articulates with both radius

two bones of the forearm remain separate.

and ulna, and these
The elements which

compose the wrist and hand

exhil)it an almost ideally simple
arrangement, slightly varied by the frequent fusion of two or
more neighbouring carpalia into one, and by the reduction of the

number

of Angers.

Most frequently the intermedium and the
is more often one
two.
The wrist and hand of the Urodela

ulnar carpal element fuse together, and there
centrale instead of

no longer the entirely primitive pentadactyle
with its metacarpal
and carpal element.
Comparison with the Anura makes it
probable that the Urodela have lost the pollex, their four fingers
being consequently the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th.
Siren has four
Proteus has only three fingers and three large
or three fingers
compound carpal cartilages.
In Aytqj/iiuma, with either three or
fingers,
the
ulnare,
intermedium,
and cai'pale are fused
two
together, the radiale with the neighbouring carpale.
The number
represent, however,

owing

type,

to the loss of one finger together

;

of phalanges in the four-fingered species
respectively.

The pelvic

girdle.

—The

is

generally

connection

is

rib

to

only one vertebra, and

acetabular in

2

ilium stands vertically to the vertebral

axis, slanting slightly forwards and downwards.

by means of a

2, 3, 3,

its

position,

i.e.

It is attached

this

it lies

ilio-sacral

in the

same

transverse plane with the acetabulum, in other words vertically

above

it.

The ventral portion

large continuous

of the pelvis is formed

by one

mass, the united pubo-ischia, the anterior or

pubic portion of which extends forwards in the shape of a broad
triangle (Necti(rus) or as a slender, stalked, Y-shaped cartilage,

the epipul lis, which
lateral

is

portion of the pubic cartilage

the nervus obturatorius.

and

The
always perforated by

often mT)vably jointed at its base.

Ossification

is

is

'

restricted to the ischium

to the middle of the shaft of the ilium.

The acetabular

fossa

closed.
The tibia and fibula
more primitive than the anterior extremity, as
the majority of Urodela possess the full complement of five

for the

The

toes,

femur

remain separate.

is

foot is still

with

2, 2, 3, 3,

2 phalanges respectively.

Concrescence of

the tarsalia applies most frequently to the fourth and fifth distal

URODELA

1

and

to

the two centralia

hranchiis Japonicus, are as

:

exceptional, for instance, in

many

shown

individual, even a one-sided variation, as

a specimen in the Cambridfje Museum.
occurs

sporadically

in

Crypto-

as three centralia, but this is an

genera of

for instance

Loss of the

different

fifth

by
toe

groups, namely, in

Salamandrelln, Batrcwhyperua, Salamandrina, Necturus, Manculus,
In Amphi/uma the number

Jiatrachosfps.

is

rediicod to

three

and in Siren the hind limbs,
in J'roteus to two
two
Lastly, in some species
with their girdle, are altogether absent.
of Spelcrjirs and BntracJiosrps both fore and hind limbs have
become so small as to be practically without function, parallel
cases being found among various Scincidae and other Lizards.
The hyoid apparatus is still very primitive in many,
or

;

;

especially in larval, Irodela.

Besides the hyoid there are as

many

as four pairs of branchial arches, which, however, decrease in size

and completeness, so that the last two have lost their connection
with the median copular piece, and become attached in various
ways to the second branchial arch.
This is the arrangement
apparently in all larvae, but four ptiirs of branchials persist in
the adult Siren, Aniphivina, and Cryptohranchvs aihghaniensis.
The whole branchial apparatus is reduced to three pairs of
arches in Necturus and Proteus, to two in the adult Crypt ohraiu-hus japonic us and in the Salamandridae.
Of considerable
interest is the vestige of a

fifth

pair of arches in the larvae of

Triton and Salamandra, in the shape of a pair of tiny cartilages,

which
trachea,

lie

in

front

and give

and on each

rise to

side

of the opening of

the

the formation of the laryngeal cartilages,

better develoi)ed in the higher Vertebrata.

The following are notew'orthy characters of the skull of
The articulation of the skull with the vertebral column
Urodela.
is not always effected entirely by the two condyles of the lateral
occipital bones, but the

median basal cartilage often possesses a

pair of facets for the odontoid-like process of the
sucli

additional

facets

are

])erhaps best

first

vertebra

;

developed in Cryjito-

and in the Salamandrinae.
middh^ portion of the primitive cranium, from the exit
of the optic nerve to the ethmoid cartilage, is formed by a pair
hraitchus
Tiie

of

se])arate

frontal

bones,

the

orbito- sphenoids.

bones remain separate.

exist, besides

One

or

The parietal and
more periotic bones

the prootic, in the aquatic families.

SKULL
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is present in most Salamandridae,
Ainbly stoma, especially in the larva, and
these bones are absent in Ampliiuma, Necturvs,

pair of prefrontal Lories

Salamandra,

I'riton,

in Cryptohranchus ;

Proteus, and Sirr/i.

The lacrymalia are

still

separate in some Amblystomatiuae,

Fig.

— Skulls

3.

various

of

Salaraandra viarulosa, ventral view, and 2,
dorsal view 3, Axolotl stage of
Urodela.

1,

;

AvMystoma

;

4,

adult stage of

Atnblystmui

;

5,

Salamandrinu

perspicillata
lieiiii)

Wieders-

(after

Salamandra

6,

;

culosa, dorsal

ma-

view of the lower

jaw.
A, Articulare
C\, t'.,,
outer and inner occipital condyles
Ch, choana or posterior
nasal opening
d, dentary
E,
;

;

;

;

ethmoid

F,

;

frontal

lateral occipital

y, nasal

;

sphenoiil
frontal

;

;

J/, maxillary

3'(v,nostril
;

LO.

;

;

P, parietal

/V, palatine

;

OS, orbito-

;

;

Pf, pre-

Pm,

pre-

maxillary ; Pu, prootic
PS,
parasphenoid; P<, pterygoid Q,
.Si,
angulo-splenial ;
quadrate
;

;

;

Sq,

squamosal

vomer

;

.*>/,

stapes

;

Vo,

VII, X, exits of the
optic, facial, and glosso- vagus
;

II,

nerves.

Ranidens and Hynohius.
A pair of nasalia are generally
The
are
Xecturus,
but
absent
in
Proteus, and Siren.
present,
and
Plethodoutiuae
furnished
with
teeth
in
the
]iarasphenoid is
e.g.

I )esniognathinae.

Separate palatine bones exist in Necturvs and Proteus, and in
in the adult form they fuse with
characteristic of the
vomero-palatiues
the vomers, producing the

the larva of

Amhly stoma, but

majority of Urodela.
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The pterygoid bones

CHAP.

are most fully developed, so as to reach

the vomero-palatines, in the Amblystomatinae, in Xecturus, and
in Proteus ; they are reduced, so as to leave a gap, in Cryptohranchus, and
in

still

more in the Salamandrinae

Am2)hiuma and
The ([uadrates are

they are absent

;

in Siren.
directed forwards in Xertunis, Froicus,

and

Siren, while in the other Urodela they extend transversely and
The hyomandibular remnant, the so-called
almost horizontally.
is small, and forms a plate which fits into the fenestra
extending as a ligamentous process upon the quadrate.
The quadrato-jugal elements are reduced to ligaments. In

operculum,
ovalis,

many Salamandrinae

the large orbito-temporal space

and a
by the meeting of
squamosal and frontal
bony (Salamandrinrf,

temporal fossa by an arch which

into an orbital

two

corresponding

bones respectively.

processes

liable

generally

Cryptohranehus,

formed
from the
is

This bridge

is

rarely

Triton), mostly ligamentous -.—apparently

The two pre-

a reminiscence of the Stegocephalous condition.

maxillary bones are

divided

is

in

fuse

to

adult

into

one,

Tritons.

for

instance in

They

are

most

reduced, and are toothless, in Siren.

The two maxillary bones are absent only in Xerturns, Froteus,
Their posterior end is frequently free,
and Siren.
loosely connected by ligaments with the pterygoid in Cryptohranchns ; or with the distal portion of the quadrate, and in this
Typhlouiohje,

case either just touching

it

(Tylototriton), or

forming

a

broad

junction {Facltytriton).

Each half of the lower jaw consists of a dentary, articular
The splenial remains as a separate
and angulo - splenial.
element in Siren ; in others only during the larval period. There
are no mento-Meckelian elements.
Skeleton of the Anuha

—

The vertebral column. The distinctive peculiarities of
Anura are that tliey are notocentrous, and
that about a dozen of them are modified and fused into an os
coccygeum.
The whole column is the most specialised found in
the vertebrae of the

the Vertebrata and various stages are rapidly hurried througli
and obscured caenogenetically during the embryonic development.
Paired cartilages appear on the dorsal side of the thin chordal
sheath, and whilst tending to enclose the spinal cord in a
;

u

THE DEVELOPING VERTEBRAL COLUMN

canal, their

bases

grow head- and tail-wards

ultimately become the intervertebral region.

I

what

into

9

will

This extension of

cartilage leads to a fusion with that of the next following p;dr

of arches, so that the axial

column at

this early stage consists of

a right and left longitudinal ridge of cartilage which sends off
dorsal processes, neural arches, in metameric succession.

the

cartilage

intervertebral

increases

in

such

a

Next,

way

as

to

the chorda either laterally (Hava) or obliquely from

constrict

above downwards and inwards {Bufo, Hylci). "We recognise in this
Ventral arcualia are late and much
cartilage the interdorsalia.

There

obscured.

is

scarcely

any

cartilage

which could represent

being almost
These fuse together and
form a disc or nodule, which later fuses either with the
vertebra in front, and in this case fits into a cup carried by the
vertebra next behind, (procoelous vertebrae), or the knob is added
to the front end of the vertebra, fitting into a cup formed by
the tail end of the vertebra next in front (opisthocoelous
Much later than the two longitudinal dorsal bands
vertebrae).
there appears on the ventral side an unpaired band in whicli

the

interventralia,

entirely

made up

the

intervertebral

cartilage

of tlie interdorsalia.

appear metamerically repeated

swellings of cartilage,

likewise

These swellings become confluent, in a way similar
to that which produced the dorsal bands, and form the unpaired
ventral band of cartilage, the hypochordal cartilage of some

unpaired.

-^

authors.
ventralia,

The swellings in
become semilunar

this band, equivalent

in

a

to

the basi-

transverse view, their horns

tending upwards towards the basidorsal cartilages, but there

is

no actual meeting.
Both dorsal and ventral elements
however, joined together and form the chief portion of the vertebrae, owing to the rapidly proceeding calcification and later
are,

ossification

of

the

all-surrounding

skeletogenous layer so far as that

is

"

membrana reuniens

"

or

not cartilaginous.

Procoelous vertebrae exist in the overwhelming majority of

Anura opisthocoelous
;

are those of the Aglossa, the Discogiossidae,

and of some Pelobatidae.

The systematic value

or opistho-coelous character has been

much

of

this

exaggerated.

pro-

We

have seen that the centra of the vertebrae of the Anura are
formed entirely liy the interdorsal elements, hence the term
" notocentrous," and these centra sometimes remain in adult
specimens of PeJohates as separately ossified and calcified pieces,

AN'URA
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This important

not fused with the rest of the vertebrae.

dis-l

covery has been made by Boulenger, but StanniiLS had previouslji

mentioned a specimen of Pelohatea in which the second and!
tburtli vertebrae are biconvex, the third, sixth, and eighth bicon-^
cave.

^Moreover, since the sacral vertebra, generally the ninth,;

in

the

all

biconcave

Auura
in

the

is

invariably

procoelous

remaining

seven

ditticnlt to

imagine that in

vertebrae

biconvex,

families,

in
tlie

the

the

eiglvth

opisthocoelous

other

families,

the

is

not

it

Anura the production

beingi

like

of pro-

ori

depends simply upon the centra or,
articulating knobs happening to fuse either with the hind or the
front end of the vertebrae.
This nnist of course ultimately b^
determined by a mechanical proldem of motion.
vertebrae

opistho-coelous

A

second type of the vertebrae amongst

fpichordal

tlie

Anura

the'

is

an exaggeration in degree of the notocentrous
tendencies of the more usual perichordal arrangement.
It shows,
namely, the almost complete suppression of all the ventral:
cartilaginous elements, so that the chorda remains for a long
tj\)e,

time on the ventral surface of the axial column in the shape
a

flattened

c(»nnected.

longitudinal

The suppression

most typically
exists in

to

of^

These two types are not un-j
of the ventral elements applied

the trunk region, while hypoch(n-dal cartilage

the anterior cervical vertebrae, and above

all

in

the

Typically epichordal are the vertebrae of Fipa, Xeno-

coccyx.
jHtfi,

band.

Bumhiiiatof,

Pplohates,

iJiscof/lossi's

and

Alytea.

It

is:

significant that the epichordal often coincide with opisthocoelousj

vertebrae,
is

and

still

more suggestive

is

the fact that Bomhinato'r'

eminently aquatic, Piim and Xenupus entirely

tlic

tympanum,

at least externally.

Tlie

not necessarily indicative of relationshi}».

so,

having

lost

epichordal feature
It

is:

has probably been:

developed independently in various groups, in correlation with

a:

resumption of aquatic life.
Various genera of I'elobatidae and
most likely some Cystignathidae, e.g. Fseiidis, will not improbaldy!
connect the two types and their several correlated features, fi*!^
instance, the frequent reduction of the

The OS coccygeum

much

lias

tympanic

'

cavity.

retained rather primitive features

in'

and ventral cartilage is developed but this
has almost entirely lost its metameric arrangement, and the!
liosterior half of the coccyx is formed chiefly by the ventral massi
of cartilage, while the dorsal elements are more or less I'educeilj
,s«)

far as

dorsal

:

VERTEBRAL COLUMN
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Only two vertebrae, generally the tenth and eleventh of the
whole column, are clearly visible, each being composed of a pair
The sacral
of dorsal and a pair of ventral cartilaginous blocks.
vertebra articulates with the coccyx by one or two convexities,
but in the Aglossa, in s(>me I'elobatidae, and a few others, the
coccyx

fused

is

with

tlie

sacral

vertebra.

l>eyoud

the

first

and second component vertebrae of the embryonic coccyx, the
cartilage is continued in the shape of two dorsal, and one ventral,
Dorsally

which soon fuse with each other.

l)ands,

surrounds the spinal cord;

cartilage

tliis

degenerates towards the

latter

tlie

end of the tadpole-stage, leaving, however, the empty spinal
The chorda, completely surrounded l)y cartilage, persists
into the post -larval stage, but is destroyed long before the
Ultimately the whole coccyx ossifies.
creature attains maturity.
The tail proper, namely that portion which is absorbed
during the metamorphosis, remains throughout its existence in
The chorda dorsahs and the
an apparently primitive condition.
spinal cord extend through its whole length, surrounded by

canal.

continuous connective tissue without any cartilage
represents a piece of typical vertebral

ance of cartilage.

The reduction

of this

The verj3ebral column of the adult.
(we will

call it

the atlas since

it

in fact it

swimming organ begins

hind end.

at the

;

column before the appear-

carries

— The

the skull)

first
is

vertebra

not, as in

It articulates
the Urodela, provided witli an odontoid process.
by two cups with the condyles of the occiput. In some Anura it
co-ossifies, rather incompletely, with the second vertel)ra, regularly
in

the

fossil

Falaeohafrachus,

and

occasionally

This

is,

in

often

Fdohates,

in

Bufo,

Ceratojihrys,

however, no justification for looking

vertebra as a complex of two vertebrae, although

frequently

very

thick

and

broad,

and

even

Brevice2)S,

and Xemrpvs.
upon the first

Bana,

the atlas

carries,

Aglossa, considerable lateral wings or diapophyses.

in

is

the

Those of the

trunk-vertebrae are often very long, acting thereby as substitutes
for ribs which are absent, except on the second, third, and fourtli
vertebrae of the Discoglossidae, and on the second and third of
the Aglossa.
In the adult Aglossa these ribs fuse witli the

processes
Tlie

which carry them.
diapophyses of the sacral vertebra carry no

ilia beinu'

attached to them directlv.

They

ribs,

the

are cither cylindvic al

AXURA
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as in

dilated

CHAP.

the Ranidae and Cystignatliidae, or they are more or less
as in all the other families, most strongly in the

Tn some members of the large
the otherwise cylindrical

rdohatidae and the

Agluss<i.

sub -family

Cystignathidae

of

the

diapophyses are slightly dilated.
The sacrum is formed by the ninth vertebra, but there are
I'rlohatcs, Pipa, and Hy menochirus
a few interesting exceptions.
and, neglecting individual abnorpossess two sacral vertebrae
:

malities,

these

three genera form the only exception amongst

In the three genera the coccyx is fused with
the second sacral vertebra, and such a fusion occurs elsewhere
recent Amphibia.

normally only in

Bvmhinafor with

The morphologically

its

single

sacral

vertebra.

oldest condition is normally represented

by

One

Fdohatrs, the sacral vertebrae being the lentli and ninth.

—

Dorsal view of the sacral or ninth vertebra (9), with the attachment of the ilium,
of [l) Rona teniponn-ia, (2) Bii/o I'li/jaris, showing the whole coccyx and pelvis, (3)
I'dobntes /nscux. a« examples of cylindrical and of dUated sacral diapophyses.
(Ahont nat. size., ». Acetabulum ; r, coccyx
/, ilium
z, anterior zygapophyses.

Fit;. 4.

;

:

ca,se
''

has been recorded

by Boulenger of Bomhinator 2^nchypvs

with eleven segments," the last carrying the ilium.

Individual

lop-sided abnormalities have been described in Bomhinatvr

and

where the right ilium articulated with the tenth, the

left

Aiytes,

This shifting forwards of the

ilium witli the nintli vertebra.

ilium to the extent of one metamere has been continued further
in

Pipa, in which the sacrum

is

formed by the ninth and eighth

vertebrae, their diapopliyses fusing on either side into extra broad

wing-like expansions.

the

seventh vertebra

In old specimens oi Pdlarohatravlivsfritschi
is

in

a

transitional condition, the ilium

being carried by the ninth and eighth, and
diapri]iliyses

(if

the Seventh vertebra

;

and

in

sliglitly also
7'.

by the

rfilnrianiia

the

VERTEBRAL COLUMN
diapophyses of
the

to whicli
first sacral

is

these vertebrae are united into one broad plate

all

are

ilia
tlie
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attached.

Lastly, in Hymenocliirus the

sixth vertebra, and this creature has thereby

reduced the pre-sacral vertebrae to the smallest number known.
This shifting forwards of the iliac attachment implies the
conversion

of

original

trunk

into

sacral

verteljrae,

and the

original sacral verteljra itself becomes ultimately added to the
urostyle.

of Fipa,

The second sacral, the tenth of Pelohates, the ninth
and the tenth on the right side of the abnormal

Bomhinator, are

still

in a transitional stage of conversion.

Discoglossidae the tenth

and

is

In

already a typical post-sacral vertebra,

added to the coccyx, but it still retains distinct, though
In the majority of the Anura the tenth
vertebra has lost these processes, and its once separate nature is
visible in young specimens only.
In Bomhinator even the
eleventh vertebra is free during the larval stage.
lu fact the
whole coccyx is the result of the fusion of about twelve or more
vertebrae, which from l)ehiud forwards have lost their individuality.
We conclude that originally, in the early Anura,
there was no coccyx, and that the ilium was attached much
farther back
and this condition, and the gradual shifting forwards, supply an intelligible cause of the formation of an os
coccygeum.
The fact that the sacral vertebrae of the Anura
possess no traced of ribs as carriers of the ilia, is also very
suggestive.
The ilia have shifted into a region, the vertebrae
of which had already lost their ribs.
By reconstructing the
vertebral column of the Anura, by dissolving the coccyx into
about a dozen vertebrae, so that originally, say the twenty-first
vertebra carried the ilia, we bridge over the enormous gap which
exists between the Anura and Urodela.
That whole portion of
the axial continuation behind the coccyx, more or less coinciding
with the position of the vent, is the transitional tail.
The disappearance of both notochord and spinal cord, and
is

short, diapophyses.

;

the conversion of the cartilaginous elements into a continuous

rod

in the case of

the os coccygeum, find an analogy in the

hinder portion of the tail of Dipnoi and Crossopterygii, and in
the tail-end of most Urodela, portions wdiich are not homologous

with the OS coccygeum.
The term urostyle should be restricted
to such and similar modifications of the tail-end, and this latter
happens to be lost by the Anura during metamorphosis.

ANUKA
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rather

or

speaking,

Strictly

in

CHAP.

anatomical

parlance,

the

In
whole tail has retained most
Ciirtilagt', and lias become the coccygenm, which is required as
Tliis requirea " backl>one " tor the often enormous belly.
ment is an outcome of the great sliortening of the trunk proper
Vertebrate
the

(if

begins with the

tail

Annra that

]»ortion

first

post-sacral

vertebra.

of the

the trunk be defined us ending with the pelvic region), and this

shortening of the trunk

is

ayain intimatelv connected with the

jumping mechanism, enlargement of the hind-limbs, elongation
of the ilia, and thrcjwing the fulcral attachment forwards as
much as possil>le. The pre-acetabular ilio-sacral connection is
carried to

\\u-

exlrenie in

.Vnura.

tlie

The shoulder-girdle and
the precoracoidal bars.
In

sternum

'

are

more complete

tlian

being also a pair of clavicles, fused with

•in the I'rodela, there

The whole apparatus presents two

types.

the arciferous type the coracoids and precoracoids retain

a great amount
cartilages (the

cartilage in

<tf

their distal portions,

and these

epicoracoids of some authors) overlap each other

movably on one anotlier, tlie right usually lying ventrally upon
left.
The epicoracoidal cartilage of each side, by connecting
the distal end of the coracoid with the precoracoid of the same side,
forms an arc, lience "arciferous.'
In tlie firmisternal type
the

the epicoracoidal cartilages

are

much

reduced, and, instead of

overlapping, meet in the middle line and often fuse with each
other, forming thereliy a firm

median bar, which connects the
with those of the coracoids.
This typt' is morphologically the higher and more recent, and
passes in the larval stage through the arciferous condition.
It is restricted to the Itauidae, Engystoinatinae, and Aglossa.
Although these two types afford an excellent distinctive character for the main divisions of the Anura, they are to a certain
extent connected l»y intermediate forms in such a way, that, for
instance, in Bnfo and among Cystignathidae in (^rraiophi'ifs, the
two opposite epicoracoidal cartilages l>egin in unite at the
ventral ends of

tlie

precoracoids

anterior end.

In

many

clavicles are

Engystoinatinae the precoracoids together with the

much

reiluceil,

sometimes to thin ligaments,

beiu"-

mostly curved back and lying closely against the
coracoids; ox they may, be lost completely.
Very rarely the
]irex;oracoidal liars are actually much stronger than the coracoids,
in

this case

SHOULDER-GIRDLE
and the median symphysial bar of
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cartilage

is

lost

;

this

is

the

case in Hem.isus.

always large and curved into tr;insverse,
is
blades,
the dorsal greater portion nf wliicli,
broadening
dorsally
does not ossify but calcifies.
supra-scapula,
so-called
the

The scapula

It is very doubtful if the

Anura

possess a true sternum,

if

by sternum we understand a medio -ventral apparatus whicii
The so-called
owes its origin to the ventral portions of i-il)s.

Fri;.

5.— Vential views

(tiliglitly eularged.)
of the shoulder-girdles of various Auura.
1.
liombinator igneus, and 2, Bu/o vulgaris, as examples of the aruiferous type
3,
adult, 4, luetaniorphosing Rana temp(yraria, showing change from the arciferous
into the firmisternal type
5, Hemisvs guttatum ; 6, Breviceps gibhosns ; 7, Caxopus
cystoma. (5, 6, 7, after Boulenger. ) Cartilaginous parts are dotted
ossified parts
are left white. CI. Clavicle
Co, coracoid E, epicoracoidal cartilage
//. humerus
/',
Sc. scapula ; >'. .S supraprecoracoid
.1/,
metasternum
0, omosternum
;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

scapula.

One,
the Anura consists of two pieces.
named episternum, presternum, or omosternum,

sternal apparatus of
;

interior, variously

rests

upon the united precoracoids and extends headwards, being
Sometimes it is partly ossified,

either styliform or broadened out.

with a distinct suture at
the

Firmisternia

cartilaginous and

the cartilage of
relation

to

the

;

in

its liase

many

;

this is the case especially in

Arcifera the omosternum remains

is

continuous, without a sutural break, with

tlie

precoracoids, indicating thereby its genetic

shoidder- girdle.

Hence umostcrnum

is

the

ANURA
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preferable name.

instance

for

in

The posterior
forms

It
is

It is frequently

them forms

to

the

their

in

may

counterpart

posterior

attached behind

with

much

most Bufonidae and

so-called sternal part

the

CHAP.

the Engystomatinae.

be termed metnstermim.

of the

epicoracoidal

]>osterior

reduced, even absent,

omosternum.

cartilages,

continuation.

or
It

It

fusing

appears

mostly in the shape of a style, which is frequently ossified, and
broadens out behind into a cartilaginous, partly calcified blade.
In the Discoglossidae only it diverges liackwards into two horns,
assuming a striking resemblance to the typical xiphisternum of
In young Anura the metasternal cartilage

the Amniota.

intimately connected with the pericardium, an indication of

is
its

being deri\'cd not from ribs but from the shoulder-girdle.
The glenoid cavity is always formed by the coracoids and by
the scapula, but the jirecoracoid often takes part in
tion, for instance in Bufonidae, Hylidae,

its

forma-

and Discoglossidae.

In the fore-limb the humerus has a crest, stronger in the males
than in the females it assumes extraordinary strength in some
Eadius and
Cystignathidae, notably in the male LcptodiuiyI as.
Tlie carpalia are originally nine
ulna are fused into one lione.
;

radiale, ulnare, two centralia, and five carpalia distalia,
which is rediiced to a tiny nodule or to a ligamentous
The primitive condition still prevails in the Discovestige.
glossidae.
In most of the other Anura tlie fourth and third
distal carpalia, in any case very small, fuse with the enlarged
ulnar centrale
the radial centrale comes, in the Bufonidae and
I'elobatidae, into contact with the radius, so that the forearm
articulates with three elements as in the Urodela, but with this
difference, that tlie intermedium of the Urodela has been lost l)y
There are five metacaiqialia and five fingers, but
the Anura.

in num1)er
tlie fiftli

:

of

;

the elements
tlie

polbix

is

(jf

the

first

or tluimb are nearly vestigial, so that

reduced to one or two nodules, scarcely

visiltle

The normal number of the phalanges of the second
fingers is 2, 2, 3, 3.
The distal phalanges are generally

externally.
to fifth

expanded or with Y or T-shaped ends;
amongst the Kanidae, and in
(krulolufla, one of the Ib'mi]>hiactinae, the terminal phalanges
are produced into curved claws which support the adhesive
finger-discs.
There are, however, many genera of different
families, which possess finger-discs and have no claw-shaped
straight, either pointed or
Iiut in

the Hylidae, in

//////n/z/w/cs

PELVIC GIRDLE

The Hylidae, and many

phalanges.

2/

of the climbing

members

of

the Eanidae with adhesive discs, possess an extra skeletal piece

and last but one phalanges of the
This piece, a mere interarticular cartilage in
in the following Eaninae" developed into an additional

intercalated between the last
lingers

Hyla,

and

is

toes.

phalanx, so that their numbers are

4 in the

3, 3, 4, 5,

foot:

lixalus, RlicLcophoriis,

3, 3, 4,

4 in the liand and

Cassina, Hylaynhates, Iiu^pia, Mega-

ClriromantAs, Ixalus,

and

All

Nyctixdlu^i.

the other Eanidae are without this additional phalanx, irrespective of the presence or absence or size of digital expansions.'

p.

The pelvic girdle looks like a pair of tongs
The ilium is enormously elongated and

22).

attached to the sacral diapophyses.

4,

movably

is

This connection

The ilium and ischium

Fig.

(see

always

is

comand make up nearly the whole of the pelvis; the pubis
very small, and remains cartilaginous unless it calcilies.
It

pre-acetabular in position.

co-ossify

pletely,
is

rarely possesses a centre of ossification, for instance in Felolates,

where the osseous
recalling

certain

nodide

from the acetabulum,

excluded

is

Labyrinthodonta, whose ossa

The

pubis likewise

open or perforated in
young Anura and remains so in the Discogiossidae, but in the
others it becomes closed up as in the Urodela.
The ventral
halves of the pelvis, besides forming a symphysis, closely approacli
each other, just leaving room for the passage of the rectum and
do not reach that cavity.

latter is

the uri no-genital ducts.

The hind-limbs are in all cases longer than the fore-limbs.
The femur is slender, the tibia and fibula are fused into one bone.
The tarsus is much modified by the great elongation of the two
proximal tarsalia (there being n<» intermedium) into an astragalus
and a calcaneum, both of which fuse together distally and
jtroximally, or completely as in Felodi/fcs

;

in

tlie latter

case the

limb assumes a unique appearance, since it consists of three
successive and apparently single bars of nearly equal length.

The other
two well

marked

-

joints,

one

cruro

-

tarsal,

lateral ones, are

therel)y accjuired

the

other

tarso-

shows a high stage of specialisation in comwith the Urodelous and Stegocephalous type of still

metatarsal
]»arison

more
The Anura have

tarsal elements, especially the

practically reduced to pads.

;

this

undefined joints.
1

Bouleiiger, F.Z.S. 1888, p

204.

ANURA
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possesses five well-developed toes with normally
and 3 phalanges, and the ludimeuts of a sixth digit,
the so-called iirehallux, wliich consists uf from two to four
This
pieces, ineludiuu' the one which represents its metatarsal.

The Aiiuia

2, 2, o, 4,

l)rehallnx, as

once

a

of

\cstige

a

better

developed

<ligit,

is

exactly like the elements on the radial side of the wrist, which,

we

remnants
The only weighty

are certain, are the

the

))ollex.

tion

as a ]trehalhix

lies

of a once complete finger,

namely

difficulty against its interpreta-

the fact that hitherto no six-toed

in

Stegocephali have been found: but the fact that there are no
Stegocephali known with more than four fingers coidd be used as
an argument against there being a jtullex-ve.stige in recent
Aniu'a with Just as little reason.
The skull of the Anura differs from that of the other recent

Am]>hibia

in tiie

Tlie orl»ital

laginous. l)ut

following features:

region

<jf

further forward the cranial cavity

of the

The

of fronto-])arietal bones,
line

;

is

closed

by the

ring round the anterior
"

by

frontals ;nid parietals fuse into one pair

and these again can fuse together in the
and Pclohates. The palatal portion of

as in Aglossa

the palato-quadrate cartilage
sides of the

a

brain -cavity, hence called " os en ceinture

some anatomists.
middle

^

the primitive cranium remains carti-

unpaired sphenethnioid, which forms
l»ortion

—

is

ethmoid region.

cartilage, is covered

complete, reaching forwards to the

The curved

arch, formed

by

this

the following bones: (1) the quadratojugal, reduced to a thin splint which connects the (juadrate and

squamosal with the

i>y

])osterior

end of the maxilla;

goid, always strong, extending from

('1)

the ptery-

the distal inner corner of

the (piadrate to the maxilla, sometimes also to the palatine, and

with a broad, median ]n<x*e.ss to the parasphenoid, this ))rocess
covering ventrally most of the otic region
'3) the palatines,
;

which

var}'

considerably

in

shape and

size

transversely and meet in the middle line:

;

in

they are placed
Bmnliinidor and

Prhulytea they are alfsent.

The (juadrates are directed transversely and backwards, in
conformity with the wide gape of the mttuth.
The squamosal is
always well developed, covering the whole of the quadrate on its
outer side; it has a forwardly directed process which ends freely
in Jlnnn,

meets a corresponding process of the maxilla and forms
with it in lUstniflDfisiis, J't/nhafrs. and others, or

a Ijony arcli

SKULL
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instance in Bvfo.
In Pelohates
xevj wide and forms a junction with
the fronto-parietals, thus producing a broad bridge across the

is

ciilfriprs

the squamosal

temporal

all, for

is

fossa.

The nasal bones are large and meet in the middle line.
Frequently they leave a space between them ami the diverging
anterior portion of the fronto-parietals, through which gap
appears part of the dorsal surface of the ethmoid cartilage.
A fontanelle between the'frontals occurs in most Hylidae, many
C'vstignathidae, some few Bufonidae, in Pelodytes amongst the
Telobatidae, and in the Discoglossidae.
The tympanic cavity is bordered in front, above, and 1>elow
by the squamosal and quadrate, liehind by the musculus depressor
mandibulae, internally by the otic capsule, and by the cartilage
of the cranium between this and the lateral occipital lione.
The cavity communicates, however, by the wide and short
tube with the mouth, the passage being bordered
by
anteriorly
the pterygoid, posteriorly by soft parts.
Partly
imbedded in these soft tissues is the styloid process or stylohyal,
which is attached to tlie cranium, mostly behind the otic region,
and is continued downwards into the anterior horn of the hyoid.
The whole partly cartilaginous, ligamentous, and osseous string-

Eustachian

is,

in fact, the entire ventral half of the hyoid arch, while the

dorsal half or hyomandibular portion of
arch,

is

tliis,

the second visceral

modified into the columellar or auditory chain.

inner end of this chain, the stapes,

is

The

inserted into and around

the fenestra ovalis of the otic capsule, while the outer end

somewhat T-shaped, and is loosely attached to
rim of the tympanic ring and to the middle
disc.

In

outside.

many Anura

various

The middle portion
modifications

in

number and the extent
cartilaginous portion

tympanum and

the

by

a

cartilaginous

;

tympanic
from the

of the

this terminal bar can be seen

of the columellar chain

the rest remains cartilaginous.

ring,

is ossified,

But the whole chain exhibits

different

genera,

especially

in

the

of the processes sent out by the outer

these
its

is

or near the upper

are

which

sent out by the (juadrate, and

attached

in

The tympanic

rims.

is

rests

ways

various
disc

is

to

carried

against a special process

probably

itself a differentiation

of this element.

In some very aquatic genera the whole tympanic cavity

is

AXURA

T,0

much

i-educed,

for iust<auce in
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Pelohates, Bonibinator, Liopelmn.

In Batrachophrynns not only the cavity, but also the Eustachian
In the Aglossa only the two tubes are
tubes are suppressed.
united into one short but wide median canal, oi3euiug at the level
of the pterygoids on the roof of the mouth.

The lower jaw is remarkable for the possession of mentoMeckelian cartilages, absent only in the Aglossa and DiscoAt first thev are much longer than the rest of the
iilossidae.
jaw during the larval life they indeed form the functional
jaw, and they are now covered with horny sheaths instead of
Owing to the absence of teeth on them, these mentoteeth.
Meckelian cartilages are later not invested hj bone, although in
;

many Anura

they ultimately ossify, either retaining their sepa-

rate nature or fusing partly with the dentary bones.

The bvdk
by

of the lower jaw, the Meckelian cartilage, becomes invested

the dentary, a small articulare, and an inner augulare, while a
splenial element is ab.sent.

The dentary

to a small dentigerous splint, while

tlie

itself is

mostly reduced

angulare forms by far

the greater part of the Ijouy jaw.

Teeth are more restricted in their occurrence than in the
On the jaws they always stand in one row. With
the exception of the Hemiphractinae, Amphignathodontiuae,
I'rodela.

Ceratobatrachinae, and Grenyophryninae, no recent

Anura carry

teeth on the lower jaw, and even in these genera they are mostly

much reduced

and firmness, having all the appearance of
The premaxillae and maxillae are frequently
furnislied with teeth, except in the Dendrobatinae, Genyophryninae, Engystomatinae, Dendrophryniscinae, Bufonidae, Fipa, and
Hymenorhirii^.
The vomers mostly carry a series of teeth on
in size

vanishing structures.

their posterior border;

when

these teeth are absent, as in

many

kind of substitute sometimes occurs on the
palatines in the shape of a row of tuberosities.
The palatines
species of Bufo, a

The parasphenoids are toothed
Tripriun and DuitjJmui, and occasionally in Prlvhutrs cultripcs.

carry teeth in Henii]»hractinae.
in

A

few Anura possess peculiar substitutes for teeth in the

anterior portion of the lower jaw, namely, a pair of conical bony
jirocesses,

sometimes rather long, but always covei-ed by the
I'.y.
of the jaws
Lepidohatrarh'us,

dense gums, or investment
several
hrcvis.

Rana,

ejj.

;

B. (Khprrsn, B. Ihasiann, B.

/.nJtli,

and

Crypf.otis

SKIN
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Cranial dermal ossifications are developed in some species of
still more in the Hemipliractinae, and above all in Felo-

Bvfo,

and in the Cystignathoid genus Gdljiptocrphnlvs.
It is
The hyoid apparatus of the Anura is complicated.
originally composed of the hyoidean and four branchial arches,
The branchial arches form in
with one median, copular piece.
the early life of the tadpole the elaborate framework of the
During metamorphosis
filtering apparatus mentioned on p. 44.
the whole filter disappears, owing to resorption of the greater
part of the branchial arches only their median portions remain,
and fuse with the enlarged copular piece and the hyoidean
hates cidtripes

;

arches into a broad

shield-shaped cartilage

(corpus

linguae),

whence several lateral processes sprout out, the posterior pair of
The
which are generally called thyrohyals or thyroid horns.
true hyoid horns give up their larval lean-to articulation with
the quadrate, become greatly elongated, and gain a new attachment on the otic region of the cranium. The transformation of
the whole apparatus has been studied minutely by Eidewood, in
Pelodytes jntnctatus}

Skin

The epidermic
with
a

cilia,

which

hyaline

thin

remain, at least
aquatic

life

young larvae

of the

of

Amphibia

In the

of the adult, in the epidermal sense-organs.

frog, currents are set

and are maintained

up by the

ciliary action at

to a later stage

active almost

mm.

up

an

earlier stage,

than in the newt.

latter the tail loses its ciliation, w^hereas in

of 3-10

furnished

is

on are suppressed by the development of
layer or cuticula, but clusters of such cilia
during the larval life and during the periodical
later

the frog

to the time of the metamorphosis.

nearly the whole surface

is

ciliated

it

In the
remains

In tadpoles
(Assheton).'

work from head to tail, causing the little animal, when
move forwards slowly in the water. Beneath
the cuticula, in the Perennibranchiata and the larvae of the
other Urodela, lies a somewhat thicker layer of vertically striated
cells, the so-called pseudo-cuticula, which disappears with the

The

cilia

perfectly quiet, to

transformation of the upper layers of the Malpighian
the stratum corneum.

The

two layers of flattened
'

P.Z.S. 1897,

p. 577.

cells

into

latter is very thin, consists of one or

cells,

and
^

is

shed periodically by

Q.J. M.S. xxxviii. 1896, p. 465.

all

'

A.MI'HIi;iA
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one
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In the l^rodela

piece.

and the animal

loose aroiiml the luouth,

breaks

generally

it

slips

out of the delicate,

shirt,' wliich during this process of
In the Anura it mostly
moulting becomes inverted.
breaks al<Mig the middle line of the back, the creature struggles
Urodela
out of it, pttkes it into its mouth, ami swallows it.

transparent,

tK-dysis

(»r

eat

also

"

colourless

this

As

skin.

a

rule

the

first

ecdysis

place

takes

towards the end of the metamorphosis,
80 lt)ng as the animal grows rapidly, the skin has to be
preparatory to terrestrial

life.

shed fretiuently. since this corneous layer is practically dead and
.Vdult terrestrial Urodela do not seem to moult
unyielding.
often, mostly only

when they

take to the watei- in the breeding

hand, moult often on land, at least
Anura, on
The surface of the new skin is then quite
every few months.
but
moist and slimy,
it soon dries and liardens.
consists of several layers, thickest
stratum
Th<' Malpighian
the otiier

s«-a.son.

in

th«'

Percnniliranchiata

throughout

in others

Later, regular

life.

on

life,

the

surface.

distrilnited.

;

in

tliem

it

contains

mucous

cells

such slime-cells are restricted to larval

slime -glands

are

developed, which open

Tliey are very numerous,

and more evenly

over most parts of the body, than

the specific or

poison-glands, which are restricted to certain parts, often fonh-

They

ing large clusters, especially on the sides of the body.
reach their

gre^itest

development in the

"

parotoid glands

"'

of

Both kinds of glands are furnished with smooth
muscle-fibres, which are said to arise from the basal membrane
underlying and forming part of the Malpighian layer
these
muscle-cells extenil later downwards into the coriuni.
For the
the Anura.

:

action of the poison, see

p.

The stratum corneum

37.
is

mostly thin, but on

many

i)arts

the l)ody, especially in Anura, the epidermal cells proliferate

of

and

form hard spikes or other rugosities, generally stained dark brown.
tliese may be grouped tlie nuptial exci'escences so frequent in

With

Anura, especially on the r\idiment of the thumb, and on the
under surface of the joints of the fingers and toes.
In many

tlie

.Vnura. less frequently in the l^rodela, the tips of the fingers
toes are encased
nails.

among

in

and

thicker horny sheaths, producing claws or

They are best developed among newts in Onychndactylus,
the Anura in Xmopus and I/f/uinioc/irrus.
The horny

covering of the metatarsal tubercles reaches

its

greatest size

in

SKIN
In most of these cases

the digging spur or spade of Pelohitcs.
the cutis

is

elevated into more or less wart-like papillae, covered,

In the
by the proliferated and cornified epidermis.
teinj^oraria nearly the whole surface of the body
becomes covered with rosy papillae during the breeding season.
Similar nuptial excrescences are common, and are most noteworthy in the male of the Indian Iia7ia liebigi.
They attain
The epidermis also contains sense-organs.
later on they undergo a
their highest development in the larvae
Each of these sense-organs is a little
retrogressive change.
It is composed of
cup-shaped papilla, visible to the naked eye.
elongated cells which form a mantle around some central cells,
each of which ends in a stiff ciliuni perforating a thin, hyaline
membrane which lines the bottom of the cup, and is perhaps the
These ciliated cells are connected
representation of the cuticula.
with sensory fibres, the nerve entering at the bottom of the
whole organ.
The cilia are in direct contact with the water,
but the outer rim of the whole apparatus is protected by a short
These sense-organs are,
tube of hyaline cuticula-like secretion.
of course,

female of

Rana

;

in the larvae, scattered over the head, especially near

and around the

eyes,

the

whence they extend backwards on

mouth
to

the

mostly in three pairs of longitudinal rows, one near the
They are supplied by
vertebral column, the others lateral.
They disappear during
the lateral branch of the vagus nerve.
the metamorphosis, at least in the Anura, with the exception of
tail,

The
which they form conspicuous white objects.
is caused by the
tubes becoming choked with
the debris of cells or coagulating mucous matter, so that it is
doubtful if these organs, which moreover have sunk deeper into
the skin, are still functional.
In the terrestrial Urodela these
organs undergo a periodical process of retrogression and rejuvenescence.
During the life on land they shrink and withdraw

JCenojyus, in

white colour

from the surface, and their nerves likewise diminish, but in the
breeding season, when the newts take again to aquatic life, they
They
revive, are rebuilt and become prominent on the surface.
are an inheritance from the fishes, in which such lateral line
organs are universally present.

most Amphibia is very rich in lymph -spaces,
the Anura, assume enormous proportions,
since the so-called subcutaneous connective tissue forms comD
YOL. VIII

The

cutis

of

which, especially in
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by which the upper and denser
with the underlying
with lymph, and into some of them

paratively few veitieal septa
layers,

coriuiu proper, are connected

the

The spaces are filled
muscles.
the abnormally expanded vocal sacs extend, notably in Pahidicohi,
Leptodactylus, and other t'ystignathidae, and in Rhinoderinti.
The cutis fre([uently forms papillae and prominent folds,

sometimes regular longitudinal keels on the sides of the back; but
dermal, more or less calcified or ossified scales are restricted to
conthe Stegocephali and to the Apoda, q.v., pp. 79, 87.

We

clude that the Urodela and Anura have entirely lost these organs.

Dermal

those which

ossifications, Ijesides

many

part of the skeleton, like

now form an

integral

of the cranial membrane-bones, are

They are least infrei|uent
rare, and are restricted to the .Vnura.
on the head, where the skin is more or less involved in the
ossification of the underlying membrane-bones, for instance in

The
Triprion, Cali/ptocephalns, Hemiphradus and PcJohatcs.
thick ossifications in the skin of the back of several species of
Ceratophnjs are very exceptional.
these dermal bones enter

into

In Bracln/crjihalns rpliippiina
connection with the vertelu'ae

small plates fuse with the dorsal processes of the
vertebrae, while one large

dorsal vertebrae.

of the

cutis are less
vulgaris.

uncommon,

We are

for

instance, in old specimens of

scarcely justified in looking

and even

to

first

and thick plate fuses with the
Simple calcareous deposits in

third
rest

the

Bufo

upon these various

as

reminiscences of Stego-

The skin contains pigment. This is
brown or

either diffuse or granular.

calcifications

ossifications

cephalous conditions.
Diffuse pigment, mostly dark

yellow, occurs frequently

The granular
pigment is stored up in cells, the chromatophores, which send
out amceboid proces.ses, and are restricted to the cutis, mostly
in the epidermis,

to its

even in the stratum corneum.

upper stratum, wliere they make their first appearance.
of the chromatophores withdraws the pigment

Contraction

from the sui'face, expansion distril)utes it more or less equally.
The usual colours of the pigment are black, lirown, yellow, and
red.
Green and blue are merely subjective colours, due to
interference.

A

peculiar kind of colouring matter

is

pigment, which probably consists of guanine, and
deposited within cells

the skin of

Hyla

;

cf.

corrulea.

the white
is

lik'wise

the description of the white spots in

CHANGES OF COLOUR
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Most Amphibia are
however, far

changing colour, the Urodela,
the Anura, some of which exhibit an

capaljle of

than

less

35

extraordinary range and adaptability in their changes.

The mechanism by which the change of colom- is produced in
by Biedermann.^
If we examine
the green skin of the common Tree-frog, Hyla arhorea, under a
low power and direct light, we see a mosaic of green, polygonal

frogs has been recently studied

by dark lines and interrupted by the openings of
Seen from below the skin appears black.
Under a stronger power the black layer is seen to be composed of
AVhere the light
anastomosing and ramified lilack pigment-cells.
The epidermis itself is
shines through, the skin appears yellow.
The mosaic layer is composed of polygonal
quite colourless.
interference-cells, each of which consists of a basal half which is
granular and colourless, while the upper half is made up of yellow
drops.
Sometimes the tree-frog appears blackish, and if then
the black pigment-cells are induced to contract, for instance, by
warming the frog, it appears silver-grey; in this case the pigment in the yellow drops is no longer diffuse, but is concentrated
into a round lumpjodged between the interstices of the granular
portions; the black pigment -cells are likewise balled together.
These black chromatophores send out numerous fine branches,
which occasionally stretch between and round the polygonal
cells.
When each of these is f|uite surrounded and covered by
areas, separated

skin

the

-

glands.

the black processes, the frog appears black.

when

On

the other hand,

the black pigment-cells withdraw their processes, shrink up,

and, so to speak, retire, then the light which passes through the

yellow drops

is,

by

interference, broken into green.

Stoppage of the circulation of the
the black chromatophores to contract.

l)lood

in the skin causes

Carbon dioxide paralyses

them and causes them

to dilate.
This is direct influence
without the action of nerves.
But stimulation of the central
nerve - centres makes the skin turn pale.
Low temperature
causes expansion, high temperature contraction, of the chromatophores.
Hence hibernating frogs are much darker than they
are in the summer.
Frogs kept in dry moss, or such as have

escaped into the room and dry up, turn pale, regardless of light
or darkness, probably owing to a central, reflex, nerve-stimulus.
Tree-froi^s

turn OTeeu as the result of the contact with leaves.
1

Arch.

ijcs.

Physiol,

li.

1892, p. 455.

AMPHIBIA
Dark

frogs will turn green

vessel

which

in

are

there

when put

is

chromatophores,

the

an absolutely dark
reflex action, and

The principal centres of the

blinded specimens do the same.
nerves which control

into

This

leaves.

the

in

lie

corpora

When

these

centres are destroyed, the frog no longer changes colour

when

bigemina and
put

upon

in the optic thalanii of the brain.

but

leaves,

if

a

nerve, for instance

the

sciatic,

be

stimulated, the corresponding portion of the body, in this case
Eough surfaces cause a sensation which
the lej:, turns green.

makes the frog tm-n dark. Rana seems to depend
temperature and the amount of moisture in the air,

chiefly

upon

so far as its

Biedermalin concludes that the
changes of colour are concerned.
" chromatic function of frogs in general depends chiefly upon the
sensory impressions received by the skin, while that of fishes

depends upon the eye."
All this sounds very well, but the observations and experiments are such as are usual in physiological laboratories, and the
frogs, when observed in their native haunts, or even when kept
under proper conditions, do not always behave as the physiologist
There is no doubt that in many cases the

thinks they should.

It is
changes of colour are not voluntary, but reflex actions.
quite conceivable that the sensation of sitting on a rough

roughness means bark,
but one and the same treefrog does not always assume the colour of the bark when it
rests, or even sleeps upon, such a piece.
He will, if it suits
him, remain grass-green upon a yellow stone, or on a white

surface starts a whole train of processes

bark

is

brown, change into brown

window - frame.
coincidences,

purposely describe such conditions, changes,

and discrepancies in various

Hjila arhorea,

that in

I

:

;

many

If.

species,

notably in

cocndea, liana tcmpora.ria, Biifo viridis, to show
the creature

cases

knows what

it

is

about,

and

that the eye plays a very important part in the decision of whafc

The sensory impression received
the same, no matter if the board
or green, and how does it then come to

is
to be produced.
through the skin of the belly

colour

be painted white, black,
]>ass

that the frog adjusts

its

is

colour to a nicety to the general

hue or tone of its surroundings ^
Boulenger ^ has given us a sunnuary of
poison of Amphibia

:

'

\ut. Sci.

i.

1892,

]».

185.

tht-

action

of the

POISON

II

It is

well

known

to

ly

who have handled

all

freshly-caught

newts, and certain toads, especially Bomhinator, that their secretion acts as a sternutatory,

and causes

irritation of the nose

and

produced on us by Bomhinator being comparable

eyes, the effects

the head.

to the early stages of a cold

in

Batrachians have learned, to

tlieir

Many

discomfiture,

collectors

how

of

the intro-

duction of examples of certain species into the bag containing the
sport

their

of

prisoners

;

for

excursion

may

cause

the

although the poison has no

death
effect

individuals of the same species, different species,
allied,

may

poison

each

other by

mere

the

of

other

on the skin of
however closely

contact.

But when

inoculated the poison acts even on the same individual.

Miss Ormerod, to personally test the effect, pressed part of the
" The
tail of a live Crested Newt between the teeth.
first effect was a bitter astringent feeling in the mouth, with
irritation of the upper part of the throat, numbing of the teeth
more immediately holding the animal, and in about a minute
This
from the first touch of the newt a strong flow of saliva.
was accompanied by much foam and violent spasmodic action,
approaching convulsions, but entirely confined to the mouth
itself.
The experiment was immediately followed by headache
lasting for some hours, general discomfort of the system, and half
an hour after by slight shivering fits."
Numerous experiments have shown that the poison of toads,
salamanders, and newts is capable, when injected, of killingmammals, birds, reptiles, and even fishes, provided, of course, that
Small
the dose be proportionate to the size of the animal.
back and

birds

and

succumb as a rule in a few minutes
and dogs in less than an hour.

lizards

pigs, rabbits,

This poison of Amphibia
lieart

is

Some

Erijthroplilaeum.

acid, others regard it as

its

guinea-

not septic, but acts upon the

and the central nervous system.

toad has been compared, in

;

effects, to

That of the common
that of Digitalis and

authorities hold that the poison

an

is

an

alkaloid.

Phisalix
has come to the conclusion that toads and salamanders are possessed of two kinds of glands, different both
anatomically and physiologically.
These are, first the mucous
glands, spread over the greater part of the body, with an alkaloid
secretion, which acts as a narcotic
secondly, specific glands, as
^

;

1

C. E. Ac. Sci. cix. 1889, pp. 405, 482.
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the parotoids aud larger dorsal glands, the secretion of which
is

and acts
The Indians

acid,

a convulsive.

a.s

employ the secretion of
The poison is
obtained by exposing the frog to a fire, and after being scraped
It acts on
off the back is sufficient for poisoning fifty arrows.
shooting
for
the central nervous system, and is used especially
for
"dyeing"
Concerning the use of this poison
monkeys.
of Colombia are said to

JJrndivbatcs tinctoriua for poisoning their arrows.

parrots, see p. 272.

The milky

secretion

protects

of toads

them against many

A

enemies, although not always against the grass-snake.
whicli has once been induced

to bite a toad, suffers so

not easily repeat the experiment.

tliat it will

tree-frogs also irritates both nose

the "Water-frosr,

Runa

escvlenfa,

and eyes.
have a very

dog

severely

handling of
limbs of
hind
The
Tlie

bitter, acrid taste.

In sliort, most, if not all, Amphibia are more or less poisonous,
;nid it is significant that many of the most poisonous, e.g.
macoJusa, Boinhiudtor, Dcndruhitcs, exhibit that very

SiiUi.iHfiii(Jra

conspicuous combination of yellow or orange upon a dark ground,
Other instances of
which is so widespread a sign of poison.
such warning colours, protective in a defensive

.sense,

are

the

"Wasps and Heloderma, the only poisonous lizard.

Xerves
Spinal nerves.

—Each

spinal nerve issues originally immedi-

ately behind the neural arch of the vertebral segment to

This intra-vertebral

l)elongs.

a

more

inter- vertebral one,

po.sition is

owing

to the

which

it

ultimately modified into

predominant share of

tlie

neural arches, basidorsalia, in the composition of the whole vertebra.
(

'onsequently the nerves issue behind their corresponding vertebrae.

The
.several

a
all

first

spinal nerv^e, or X. suboccipitalis,
It

respects.

is

exceptKinal in

develops a dorsal and a ventral root like

typical spinal nerve, but the dorsal root soon degenerates in

Amphiliia, while in the Plianeroglossal

(lisiippears.
l»ersists

ill

first

Anura the whole nerve

spinal nerve reduced to

its

ventral half

therefore only in the Apoda, Urodela, and the Aglossal
It issues originally

Anur;i.

but

Tlie

the adult

the atlas.

Its

it is

own

to the cranium.

between the occiput and the

atlas,

partly imbedded in the anterior portion of

vertebra

is lost,

having probably been added

NERVES
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spinal nerve either remains separate,

with it and with a branch
from the third nerve the ceiTical plexns, which supplies the
The third, fourth, and fifth
muscles of the cervical region.
nerves, and sometimes also the sixth, form the brachial plexus.
or

joins the second spinal, forming

it

In the Aglossal Anura X. spinalis

I.

mostly sends a fine

thread to the second spinal nerve, the rest supplies chiefly the

M.

levator scapulae, in

the other

Anura

Pipa the abdominal muscles
N.' spinalis

this

I.

is

lost

:

also.

In

all

occasional vestiges

have been reported in Bufo vulgaris and Bana cateshiana, and
remnants of it may possilily be found in Pelobatidae and Discoglos-

The

sidae.

first

actually persisting nerve of the Phaneroglossa

consequently N. spinalis IT.
The brachial plexus is

is

Pipe, N.
composed as follows
and III. Smopus and Phaneroglossa, X. spinalis
the next
III. and IV., with a small branch from the second
following three nerves, numbers V.. VI., and YIL, behave like
spinalis

II.

:

;

;

ordinary trunk nerves.
pelvic plexus of the Phaneroglossa is formed in Iia/ia

The

by

the YIII.

+ IX. -P X. + Xlth

the

In B^ifo and Jlyla the
vertebra and the coccyx.
composed of five nerves, the seventh spinal sending

sacral

plexus
a

is

branch to

it.

nerves, the tenth issuing between

Occasionally the twelfth nerve contributes a

small branch to the posterior portion of the plexus.

This and

the eleventh nerve leave the coccyx by separate holes, thereby
indicating its composition.

The

rest of the spinal cord gives off

no more recognisable nerves, owing to its reduction during the
later stages of metamorphosis
its terminal filament passes out
of the posterior end of the coccygeal canal.
Concerning the cranial nerves it is necessary to draw attention to one point only.
The last nerve which leaves the
;

cranium of the Amphibia is the vagus or tenth cranial nerve.
There is consequently no eleventh, and no twelfth or hypoglossal,
pair of cranial nerves.
Their homologues would be the first and
second spinal nerves, but the whole tongue of the Amphibia,
with

its

muscles,

cranial pair,
touiiue of the

and

is

is

supplied by the glossopharyngeal, or ninth
morphologically not homologous with the

Amniota.
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Eespiratory Organs

A

is

very importaut and characteristic feature of the Amphibia
the development of two sets of respiratory organs Gills and
:

Limgs

It is as well to give definitions of these organs.

Lungs.

are hollow evaginations from the ventral wall of the pharynx,
and their thin, vascularised walls enable the blood to exchange,
liy

which enters
The
and the windpipe.

osmosis, carbon dioxide for oxygen from the air

the lungs by the
latter

is

mouth

or the nostrils,

Gills are

unpaired, the lungs themselves are paired.

hiffhlv vascularised, more or less ramified excrescences, covered

by a thin epithelium of ecto- or endo-dermal origin, which permits
of the exchange of carbon dioxide for oxygen from the air which is
It is obvious that this
suspended in the surrounding water.
well-vascularised
organs whose
sorts
of
definition applies to all
water.
Various
recesses
with
the
into
contact
thin surface comes
folds
dorsal
and
ventral
of the
the
of the pharyngeal cavity,
tail-fin, nay, even any part of the skin of the body can, and does
occasionally, assume additional respiratory functions.

definition of gills,

tion that they

The proper

in Vertebrates, requires, therefore, the restric-

must be developed upon and carried by

visceral

arches.

The general statement that the Amphibia breathe by

lungs,

by gills, requires
various restrictions.
As a rule the majority of Amphibia first
develop gills, later on also lungs, whereupon, during the metaand, at least during some stage of their

morphosis, the

gills are

life,

also

gradually suppressed, so that the perfect

animal breathes liy lungs only (see p. 61).
But a number of
Urodela retain their gills throughout life, although the lungs are
also functional.
These are the Perennibranchiata, not a natural
group, l)ut a lieterogenous assembly, Prtiteidae and Sirenidae.
Some species of Amhhjstoma remain individually rerennibranchiate

Anura the

(cf.

Axohitl,

gills are

p.

112).

On

the other hand, in some

almost or entirely suppressed, or restricted

to the embryonic period only.
Lastly, a considerable number of
Salamandridae liave lost their lungs they breathe by gills until
their metamorphosis, but have in the adult state to resort to
:

by the .skin (cf. p. 46).
The general plan of the development
spiratory apparatus is as follows
The
re.s])iration

:

—

of the
six

branchial re-

visceral

arches.
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namely, the mandibular, the liyoidean, and the four branchial
arches, correspond, long before they are cartilaginous, with four

main

arterial arches of

the truncus arteriosus.

arteria hyo-mandibularis, belongs to the liyoidean

segments, the second to the

first Ijranchial,

The first, the
and mandil»ular

the third to the second

branchial, while the fourth soon splits in two for the third and

On

fourth or last branchial arch.
arterial arches

the dorsal side these branchial

combine to form the radix of the dorsal

aorta.

These arches, especially the three branchials, appear in newts,
less clearly in frogs, as transverse ridges on the sides of the

Between the arches the pharynx gradually bulges
lirst between
the mandibular and the hyoidean arch, the second between the
hyoidean and the first branchial arch, etc.
These pouches soon
break through to the outside and liecome gill-clefts, except the
first pouch in T^rodela.
Bi'forr, the breaking through of the
clefts there appears upon the outside of the middle of the rim of
each arch a little knob, which soon ramifies and forms an external
gill.
The knob^owes its origin to the development of a Ijloodvessel which buds from the arterial arch, ramifies and luvaks up
into capillaries, and returns a little further dorsalwards int() the
future neck.

out in the shape of five lateral gill-pouches; the

A

arch.

arch

secondary loop to the outside of the primary arterial

thus formed

is

;

and whilst

this

outer loop sprouts out

and thus
primary arch

further, driving before it the likewise proliferating skin,

producing

the

remains in

the

gill,

middle

portion

of

the

in the Anura it
and henceforth acts as the internal I'fcrent

the Urodela as a short cut, but

partly obliterates,
vessel of the

When, during metamorphosis,

gill.

appear, their intrinsic

((ffcrent

and effemtt

the

gills dis-

vessels vanish likewise,

and the short cut completes the circuit.
In order to do this
they have, in the Anura, to form new connections with the trunks
of the afferent vessels.

The

arterial arches themselves are modified as follows

:

— The

form the right and left
aortic arches, while the third and fourth unite and are transformed into the pulmonary arteries and " ductus Botalli,"' the last
first

pair

become the

arterial arch

lungs.

The

carotids, the second

having previously sent a branch into the developing

In the Anura the third arch
gills

and

clefts

present

Urodela possess three pairs of

oljliterates.

various

gills,

modifications.

The

one each upon the dorsal
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half of the three branchial arches, just near the upper corners of
the clefts and the skin of the body is continued upon the stem
:

of each

])igmented like the rest of the surface of the body.

cfill.

Such a gill is more or less like a blade, standing vertically, and
is composed of a stem of connective tissue, thick at the base, and,
as a rule, carrying two series of fine lamellae, which, however, do
not form two opposite series, but hang downwards, being, so to
speak, folded down, so that the upper surface of the stem is bare,
In the Axolotl some
and carries the lamellae on its under side.
In Xccturi/s they are
enormously increased in numbers, but are rather short, and they
Those
stand no longer in two rows, but are crowded into one.
those of Siren
of FrotcHS form two rows of dendritic filaments
of these lamellae are further subdivided.

;

are likewise

The

much

ramified.

larvae of the Urodela have four clefts.

In the adult

namely, that between
In
the hyoid and the first branchial arch, being closed up.
Nec.tiirus, Proteus, and Typltlornolge the clefts are further reduced
Siren these are reduced to three, the

first,

owing to the closing up of the first and last, only those
between the first, second, and third arches remaining. Amphnimo,
and usually Cri/ptohrajirhi(s aUeghaniensis, possess only one pair
of clefts, while in C. japonieus and in the Salamandridae all the
to two,

clefts are abolished.

The

gills

of the Urodela are always uncovered, although a

short operculum

hyoidean arch

and

per.sist in

;

is

formed from the posterior margin of the

the halves of this fold meet below the throat,

various terrestrial and aquatic species as the

It reaches its greatest size just before

fold.'

scarcely ever produces a

cover

gular

metamorphosis, but

proper outer gill-chaml)er, and

owing

"

it

does

pronounced dorsal
position.
It is perhaps best developed in TypliJomobje, and even
there its dor.sal portion is continued upon the first of the three
broad vertical and short-fringed Idades which form the fjills.
A description of the gills of the Apoda will be found in the
not

the

gills

to

their

rather

systematic part.

In the Anura the

ment

same way
the
5

gills are

complicated, owing to the develop-

of the so-called internal gills.

first

mm.

as in

three branchial arches.

in

First a})pear, exactly in the

the Urodela, the external

length, a

little

gills,

one upon each of

In the larva of

Bona

esevlenta,

protuberance appears upon the

first.
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In the 6 mm. larva the first
and then upon the second arch.
gill shows four knobs, the second two, the third one knob.
They
are always delicate and thin, although sometimes pigmented, long,
The first pair is always the
and much -ramified structures.
well developed and persisting a long time in liana
largest
tnivjioraria ; smaller in B. escalrnta and Bufo rulr/aris ; very
short, scarcely forked, in B. virldis and Ifi/la arhorca.
They are
:

relatively largest in Alytcs, while still in

Numerous

the egg.

descriptions of these gills will be found in the systematic part.

Great changes take place about the time when the fourth or
branchial arch and

last

the pulmonary arteries are developed.

This occurs in B. esculmta

when

the larA^a

is

about 9

mm.

long.

The sprouting of the gills extends gradually dowmwards along the
arches upon their ventral halves, and these new gill-filaments or
loops transform themselves into numerous dendritic bundles,
resting in several thickset rows upon the hinder margin of the
first to the third arch, one row only on the fourth arch, which
no external gill.
These " internal gills " look like red
Whilst they are
or thicl^ and short-tasselled bunches.
developing the dorsal, older gills become arrested in their growth
and disappear, an^l at the same time a right and left opercular
caiTies

l)olsters

'

grows out from the head and covers these new gills, shutting
them up in an outer branchial chamber, just like that of Teleostei
and other Tectobranch fishes.
This is the reason why these new
gills have lieen called internal, and the mistaken notion has
sprung up that they are comparable with the true internal gills
fold

They
gills.
by ectoderm, are restricted to the outside of the
arches, and are developed l.iefoi-e the formation of the
In reality Amphibia have only external

of fishes.

are always covered

Ijranchial

These

clefts.

gills

are in

many

cases directly continuous with

the more dorsally and more superficially placed earlier external
gills

;

but although

nearly every

one

who has

studied

their

development has observed this agreement, the old error still
prevails.
They are morphologically as little internal as the true
internal gills of Elasmobranch embryos are external

gills,

because

these have become so elongated that they protrude out of the
gill-clefts.

The

fact that the

Amphibia

possess only external gills throws

Not only do the Apoda,
with each other than
more
Urodela, and Anura agree much

important light upon their ])hylogeny.
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\wuld be the case

if

Anura possessed both internal and
Amphibia reveal themselves also in this
the

gills, but the
point as connected with the Crossopterygii and the Dipnoi, some
It is of course quite
of whicli tishes also possess external gills.

external

possible

that

the

dependently, but

Amphibia have developed these organs

we understand now

and not the primitive respiratory organs
in adaptation to embryonic conditions and
occasionally perennibranchiate, aquatic

Xeoteny,

p.

in-

that the latter are accessory,
;

life

they are developed
to prolonged larval,
(cf

the chapter on

(53).

no valid reason for supposing that tlie Stegocephali
had true internal gills. "We know their branchial skeleton, and
we can discern even gill-rakers on the arches. Such gill-rakers
The
occur also, although but feebly developed, in Urodela.
and
Apoda
undergoes
whole branchial framework of the Vrodela
simple reductions during metamorphosis (see p. 86), but in the
Anura these arches are in early tadpole life transformed into a
most complicated basket-work which acts as a straining apparatus
or filter, to prevent any particle of food or other foreign matter
from finding its way into the delicate gills, the current of water
passing from the mouth through the filter, past tlie gills and out
of the clefts.
During metamorphosis this whole elaborate
apparatus is again transformed, almost beyond recognition, into
the hyoidean apparatus for the support of the generally very
movable and much-specialised tongue.
The fact that the hyoid
apparatus of the Aglossa, especially that of Xenoim.s, is constructed upon tlie same lines, is a strong indication that these
creatures have arrived at their tongueless condition through the
Tliere

loss

is

of this organ,

and this

their absolutely acjuatic

is

intelligible

in

correlation

with

life.

The opcrcidar folds assume great dimensions in all tadpoles.
They cover the wliole gill-region, thereby producing on either
side an outer gill-chamber.
The posterior margins of the folds
gradually become continuous with the rest of the surface of the
body.
P2ach gill-chaml)er opens at first by one lateral canal,
u.sually called the spiracle.

This condition prevails in the tadpoles

of the .Vglossa.

In the Discoglossidae the two canals gradually
converge and condjine into oue median opening on tlie middle of
the belly.

In

do.sed, or ratlier

all
its

the other

Anura the

right opening becomes

canal passes over to and joins that of the
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both opening by one short tube laterally on the left
distance between the eye and the vent.
Hence
the elegant terms of Amphi-, Medio-, and Laevo-gyrinidae (yvptvo<i

left

side,

side, at a variable

being the Greelc for tadpole).

The external

gills lead to

a further consideration.

Protoi)teriis

possesses a vestigial external gill on the shoulder-girdle.

them on the

dosiren has

Lepi-

gill-arches, besides true piscine internal

and Pohjpterus has a large biserially fringed external gill (in
some cases not disappearing until the fish is adult), which starts
from the mandibular arch, at the level of the spiracle or first
visceral cleft, and overlaps the operculum externally.
The axis
of this peculiar organ is possibly based upon the homologues of
the spiracular cartilages, which themselves are the branchiostegal
gills,

rays of the dorsal half of the quadrato-mandibular arch.

The

hyoidean arch, at least their material,
have given rise to the elaborate opercular apparatus and, in conformity herewith, the hyomandibular itself is not known to carry
a gill.
Quite possibly the large external gill of PolypUrus, is not
l:)ranchiostegal rays of the

;

—

with other external gills
it may not be a
has perhaps quite a different function
but it

serially homologo-us

true gill at

all, it

—

seems to throw light upon a mysterious pair of organs which are

common

in larval

in the Apoda.

and young Urodela, in the

These are the

"

larval Aglossa

In Triton taeniatus, before hatching, there appears a
protu.berance behind and below the eye
of the mandibular arch,
verse, externally visible

and

and

balancers."

;

it

rests

separated from the

is

ridge of the

first

little

upon the angle
first

trans-

branchial arch by the

beginnings of the liyoidean arch.
A few days later the arteria
hyomandibularis sends a vessel into this knob, forms a vascular
coil, and leaves it as a vein which, instead of returning into the
arterial arch, passes into the veins of the body.

Its epithelium

but with cubical cells and sensory cells
have not been found in it. These organs attain some size, and are
shaped like rods, with thickened ends they are movable, and are
used by the larvae as " balancers," keeping the head from sinking
is

not covered with

flat,

;

;

into the slime at the bottom.
besides,

and

organs like

it

is

feelers.

But they may have other functions

not unlikely that they develop into sensory

They occur

in

many

Salamandridae, and are

metamorphosis, and during this
time they shift their place with relation to the eye and the mouth.

not reduced until, or even

after, the
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The same kind

Amhiystoma}

of organs occur in

appear,

'J'hey

previous to the breaking open of the gill-clefts, as protrusions of
epiblast, long l»efore any of the external gills on the branchial

have l»rokeu open, the quadrate sends
out laterally a tiny crescent-shaped process a little above the jawjoint, and this process extends to the base of the balancer, but

Wlien the

arches.

clefts

grows into the Italancer.
It is easy to recognise the same organ in the extremely long
In the Apoda
thread-like structures of the larva of Xenopus.
as highly
permanently
they are likewise present, but are retained
not into

it,

and

a bundle of muscle-cells

specialised, probably tentacular organs

One

(cf. p.

of the most unexpected features

is

86, Apoda).

the suppression of

The lung.s are
the lungs in various kinds of Salamandridae.
This
either reduced to useless vestiges or they are quite al)sent.
occurs in aquatic and terrestrial,

and

it

is

apply to

American and European forms,

noteworthy that the reduction of the lungs does not

all

the species of the various genera, nor

is

it

restricted

to one sul (-family.

The following
Camerano,"*

L.

E.

list

is

due to the researches of H. H. AVilder,'

Lonnberg,* and

G.

S.

Hopkins

^

:

—

All

the

Desmognathinae and Plethodontinae Amblystomatinae, Amhiystoma opiuuiit ; Salamandrinae, Sclamandrina perspiciUata.
In
Triton and other Salamandrinae the length of the lungs varies;
in some they extend more, in others less, than half way down the
distance Vjetween liead and pelvis.
Hopkins remarks
Two
questions are naturally suggested by this apparently aberrant
condition of the respiratory organs.
First, what structures or
organs have taken on the function of the lungs and liranchiae
and secondly, is there any modification in the form or structure
of the heart which in any way may Ije correlated with the abovementioned peculiarities of the lungless forms ? "
Wilder concluded that respiration was probably carried on by the skin, and
]»erhaps, to some extent, by the mucosa of the intestine.
Camerano
thinks that, at least in the Em*opean forms, respiration is effected
by the bucco -pharyngeal cavity, and that the skin affords no
efficient aid.
The left auricle in the lungless forms is much
:

'"

:

;

'
'^

Orr, Quart. J. Mlcr. Sri. xxix. 1889,

ji.

316.

" Lungenlose Salamandridcn," Anat. Anz. 1894, ji. 676 1896, ]>. 182.
" Nnove ricerclie aiiatomo-fisiologiche iutonio ai Salamaudiidi iibrmalmento
;

^

;i|ineunidiii."
••

Torino, 1894.

Zw,l. An-.. 1896, p.

:J:i

;

1899,

\).

.'.4y.

''

Amcr. Xatuml, xxx.

1886, p. S29.
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smaller in comparison than the right, and there

is no pulmonary
The auricular septum has a large aperture, the communi-

vein.

cation between the auricles being larger than even in Nccturus

The sinus venosus, instead
(which breathes essentially by gills).
of opening into the right auricle only, opens more freely into
the left than into the right, and the latter communicates more
directly with the ventricle than the left, instead of about equally.
In short, the heart of these creatures appears almost lulocular,
instead of being trilocular, at least functionally.

The lungs

of the Urodela are always simple, extremely thin-

They

walled bags.

are highly developed in the Anura, the walls

being modified into numerous
surface

whereby the respiratory
The lungs are filled with air
the throat while the mouth is closed,
air-cells,

considerably increased.

is

by the pumping motion of

A

the nostrils being provided with muscular valves.

apparatus assists the

filling of

muscular

the lungs in the Anura.^

Most, if not all, Anura and some Urodela have a voice produced l)y the larynx, which, especially in the Anura, is provided
with a complicated cartilaginous and muscular apparatus and

The voice
with vocal cords.
of the Urodela is at the best

The females
mute

a feeble squeak.

Anura

of the

are either

or they produce a

but

mere grunt,

many males

of

that

is

very loud, and, moreover, in

many
by

species

intensified

is

it

vocal, sacs

which

resonators.

These

diverticula

of the

act

sacs

as

A

are

lining

of

j.^,

B

e.-iuteruai view of the mouth of A.

the mouth-cavity, and bulge Rana
,

,

out the outer

.

1

Skm and

.

the

esadenta, B, Bufo calamita (cf. Fig. 52,
Ch, Ohoaua, or iuner nasal opening
,,;
opening of the Eustachian tube; .S, slit
Vo,
T, tongue
leading into the vocal sac
patches of teeth on the vomers.
P- 269).

;

mylorni
hyoid, ot the throat.
The
nostrils and the mouth are firmly closed during the croaking.
" The sacs are called internal when they are covered by the
muscles,
.

,

,

the

chiefly

,.

,

unmodified gular integument, however
tended
'

;

external

when

:

;

1

their

membrane

much

this

may

be dis-

projects through slits at

For the mechauisin of the frog's respiration, see Gaupp, Arch. Anat. 1S96,

239.
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Rana esculenta (Fig. 52, p. 269),
thinned and converted into a bladder-like

the sides of the throat, as in
or

when

the skin

is

pouch, as in Hifla arhorea."

modifica-

They may be unpaired and median, and open by two

tions.

into the mouth, on either side below the tongue

the

many

These sacs exhibit

^

slits

or openings, either the right or the

;

in

left, is

slits

Bufo one of
obliterated.

They may be paired and synmietrical, and open one on each
side of the head, Ijelow and near the posterior angle of the jaws.
They reach
These modifications difter iu closely allied species.
their greatest complication in Eltinodcrina and in some of the
Cystignathidae by extending far back beneath the skin into the
wide lymphatic spaces.
In liliinoderma they are put to the
Leptodactylus
unique use of nurseries for the young (see p. 228).
typhomus has a very distinct pair of outer vocal sacs and a
well-marked unpaired sac which extends into the belly and communicates with each outer

sac.

Several species of Paludicola,

P.fuscomacuhda and P. signifera, have a similar arrangement,
in addition to an unpaired gular sac which can be inflated

e.g.

independently of the rest (see Fig. 45,

p.

220).

Urixo-Gexital Okgans

The kidneys and the male generative glands are still
mately connected witb each other.
The general plan
follows

intiis

as

:

The kidneys consist of a large number of glomeruli, produced
by the coiled segmental tubes, each of which is composed of a
nephrostome or funnel opening into the body-cavity, a Malpighian body and an efferent canal.
Tbe latter combine to form
the segmental duct which opens into the cloaca.
The testes,
composed of a large number of sperm-producing glands, are
drained by transverse canals which combine into a longitudinal
canal, and this again sends off numerous efferent canals which
open into the efferent canals of the kidney, so that the segmental
duct (Leydig's duct of

many

authors) conveys both sperma -and

urine.

Tn the female tbe network of transverse and longitudinal

which originally connect the generative glands with the

canals,

kidney's efferent canals,
'

is

reduced in so far as the connection

Boiilenger, The Tailless Batracliiam of Europe,

Ray

Sue. 1896.

is

URINO-GENITAL ORGANS

Fig.

7.

—Diagrammatic

representation

modifications

of

of
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urino- genital

the

ducts.

Male and female Newt
4, male Rana ; 5,
3, a tubule of the kidney
a, Ai-tery
male Bufo; 6, male Bombiaator ; 7, male iJiacof/lossiis
8, male Alytes.
B, Bidder's organ
entering, and producing a coil in, the Malpighiau body,
F.B, fat-body gl, glomerulus K, kidney l.c.c.
1'f.s.c, efferent segmental canal
longitudinal collecting canal
M, Malpighian body Md, Miillerian duct N,
Ur, ureter
T, testis
s.d, segmental duct
nephrostome
Or, oviduct
0, ovary
1,

2,

;

;

:

V.d, vas deferens

VOL. VIII

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

M

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

V.s, vesicula seminalis.

E
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interrupted and the vestiges of the transverse canals are no longer

The eggs

functional.

and are caught

into the body-cavity

fall

Tip by the ostium or inner abdominal opening of a special duct,
Vestige.s, more or
the oviduct (Mitllerian duct of many authors).
males of most
the
in
persist
oviducts
less complete, of these

Amphibia.
scheme presents some modifications in the
Amphibia.
various groups of
The Apoda retain the most primitive conditions. The kidneys
are still long and narrow, and the glomeruli are, at least in the
This

general

anterior part of the organ,

number and

number

position, each

of the glomeruli

still

with
is

strictly segmental, agreeing in
a vertebral

segment

;

later,

the

greatly increased, and the former

The generative glands still
agreement becomes quite disturbed.
retain their segmental arrangement, but they are restricted to
In the male Apoda a
a much shorter region than the kidneys.
considerable portion of the cloaca can be everted by special
Both sexes possess
muscles, and acts as an intromittent organ.
a ventral urinary bladder.

In the Urodela both kidneys and testes are

much

concentrated,

the testes especially have lost all outward appearance of seg-

mentation, and their efferent canals, connectincr them with the
longitudinal collectinsr canal, are

much reduced

in numbers.

The

greater portion of the kidneys, at least their anterior half, has
all

the appearance of a degenerating organ and

losing

its

urinary function, although

bodies and complete

ducts

:

the

the conveyance of the sperma.

and

in

some

othei-s,

e.g.

is

on the way to
Malpighian

possesses

main function of the

now

collecting canal, between

it still

Spelerpcs

latter is

In the Perennibranchiata,
variegatus, the

and kidney,

longitudinal

sometimes suppressed, a very simple, but pseudo- primitive arrangement.
A
urinary bladder

is

present.

In most Anura,

scheme

is

adhered

testis

e.g.

to.

The

cloaca

is

is

not eversible.

liana and Bufo (Fig. 7

The

;

efferent canals of the

4,

5),

the same

testis

form a

network, with a longitudinal canal, and open into the efferent
canals of the kidney, in the substance of whicli they are more or
less

deeply imbedded.

The ducts which lead out

of the kidney

to compose Leydig's duct, are frequently dilated, or the latter

duct

is

portion

much
is

elongated, convoluted or varicated, and this whole

enclosed in a sheath of connective tissue, giving an

urixo-c;enital organs

II

the single duct itself were dilated in the greater
length hence the occasional name of vesicula seminalis.

appearance as
part of

its

5

if

;

Such means of storing the sperma enable the

latter to be ejected
suddenly in great quantities.
In Bomhinator (e) some of the most anterior seminal canals do
not perforate the kidney, but run over it superficially and open

directly into a branch of Leydig's duct.

number

equivalent to a

This liranch, no douljt

of segmental canals

which

have

lost

their uriniferous function, is curved round the upper end of tlie

permanent kidney, while its forward continuation, ending blindly,
This arrangeis the remnant of its former headward extension.
ment of Bomhinator is carried further in Discoglossns (7). The
testis conveys its sperma through a wide duct directly into Leydig's
canal, without interfering with the kidney, and all the testicular
efferent netw^ork is lost.
The anterior end of Leydig's duct
its middle portion acts solely as a vas
still extends headwards
;

deferens, while

the

lower

portion

still

behaves like a typical

segmental duct, CQnveying both sperma and Urine.
Alytcs

(8)

carried to

now

Lastly, in

the functional division of the old segmental duct has been

an extreme.
and

a true ureter,

The kidney

is

drained by one canal only,

this is of course

produced

b}'

a consolida-

tion of the multiple exclusively uriniferous canals of the

lower

The whole of the segmental duct is now
the testis, and near its junction with the ureter

half of the kidney.

fa the service of
it

forms a large cUverticulum or true vesicula seminalis.

Eemnants

of oviducts, or ]\Iiillerian ducts, are

common

in the

they are best developed in Bufo, much reduced,
and individually absent, in Eana.
In Bomhinator each duct is

male Anura

:

restricted to

its

upper or abdominal portion, and

the vestigial headward extension of Leydig's duct.

and in Alytes

coglossus

all traces of

is

attached to

Lastly in JJis-

oviducts seem to have vanished,

at least in the adult males.
It is interesting to note that in the

genital ducts

tlie

arrangement of the uriuo-

Discoglossidae are the most advanced of

all

Amphibia, instead of showing the most primitive conditions.
This is rather unexpected, but is paralleled by the epichordal
type of the vertebral column.
The oviducts of the Apoda and Urodela remain more or less
straight
in the viviparous species they form uterus-like dilatations.
In the Anura they become greatly elongated during the
;

J-
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breeding season and form

many

As

con\"olutions.

a

rule each

oviduct opens separately into the cloaca, but in Hyla they have
one unpaired opening, while in Btifo and Alytes the lower parts
of both oviducts are themselves eontluent.

Amphibia

All

possess

They

Fat-bodies.

consist of

richly

vascularised lymphatic tissue, the meshes of which are filled with

lymph-cells, gloliules of fat

and

oil.

In the Apoda these bodies

and along the posterior half
In the Urodela they accompany the anterior
of the kidneys.
In the Anura they are lobate, and are
half of the kidney.
Their
placed upon the anterior end of the testes or ovaries.
lie

laterally to the generative glands,

exact function

is

with

the

that

of

still

doul;»tful,

generative

but

it

glands.

is

intimately connected

The

old

notion,

that

they are simply stores of fat for the nourishinent of the animal
The fat-bodies do not
during hibernation, is quite untenable.
ilecrease

during this period, on the contrary they attain their fullest

the spring at the time of the rapidly awaking activity of

size in

the reproductive organs, and they enable considerable quantities
of sperma and of eggs to be produced

ment

to,

and ripened without detriwhich often spawn

or utter exhaustion of, the animals,

have had time or opportunity to feed.
After the
spawning season the fat-l)odies have dwindled down to inconbefore they

spicuous dimensions.
Lastly, there

is

in

some Anura, hitherto observed

in

Bufa only,
and the

a mysterioiLS organ, intercalated between the fat-body

testis or ovary.
This is " Bidder's organ " and it seems to be a
nidimentary ovaiy, or rather that upper, anterior portion of the
whole organ which imdergoes retrogressive metamorphosis.
It
it sometimes
assumes a size equal to, or surpassing that of the testes.
The
males are in this respect hermaphrochte, and cases are known in
which parts of the generative glands have developed testes and

disappears in old female toads, but in the males

egg-be;

I

rinii"

ovaries.

The spermatozoa
ing

of the

membrane along the

Apoda and Urodela

tail,

while the head-end

liave
is

an imdulat-

either pointed

Those of Spelerpes fnscus and of Ichthyoiyhis
measure about 0*7 mm. in total length, those of the
other Urodela being much smaller. A peculiarity of the Urodela is

or

truncated.

iflutiriosa

that their s|)ermatozoa are massed together in or upon spermatophores, an arrangement which undoul)tedly facilitates the internal
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fecimdation of the female without actual copulatiou.
The female
takes up such a deposited spermatophore with the cloacal lips,
S([ueezes the sperma out of the capsule which remains liehind, and
either conveys the former into a special receptaculum seminis,
in

e.g.

Sahunnndra atra and in Triton, or the spermatozoa wrioole
tail, directly up the oviducts

their way, thanks to the undulating
to tlie ova.

are .composed of a

The spermatophores
tinous mass, which

The

is

shell of jelly is in fact a cast of the cloacal

cavity, reproducing all its
folds,

while

the cloaca

are

makes the

much

furrows and

ridges,

toad -stool -shaped

a

simpler,

papilla

of

lumen of the cast,
Salamandra iiKunilosa

inside

Those of

in Triton.

e.g.

colourless, soft, gela-

probahly produced by the cloacal gland.

consisting,

in

conformity

with the absence of a cloacal papilla, merely

(jf

a cone with a globular
mass of sperma on the
«
/
top.
ihose ot Ainhlystoma are similar.

The spermatozoa
^

of the

Anura show

con-

Fig.

8.-A

,^''!:f'^"

"''^f ^''''f
*

•

^

^•

(After Zeller.)

.

the various genera, of

siderable differences in

the European forms have been

wliich, however, only

Lell-shaped
of

spermatophore

properly

The " head " is wound like a corkscrew in Discor/Iossvs,
Fr/ohates, and Fdoclytcs
spindle-shaped, more or less curved, in
IiKiia teiiipordvia and B. agilis, Hgla, Biifo and Bomhinator, in
examined.

;

tlie latter

in

Eana

with an irregular membrane on one side

and B.

escnloita

The

arvalis.

tail

is

;

cylindrical

mostly long and
is provided with

filiform, but in Bi'fo vulgaris and Discoglossus it
an undulating meml)rane.
Their size is generally very small,
only al)Out O'l mm., excepting those of Discoglossus which reach

the astonishing length

of 3

mm.

especially

that

genus,

Band tnnpvraria and

e.g.

of the

These differences in shape,

head, explain

why

species

of the

same

B. arvalis, cannot fertilise each

otlier.

The eggs

differ

are holol)lastie, with

much

They
in size, colour, and numbers.
tmequal cleavage, but those species which

amount of food-yolk, for instance Bliacopliorns
and the Apoda, approacli the meroblastic type of segmen-

possess an unusual
srhlegeli

tation.
is

the

As a
numbfr

amount of yolk, the smaller
But the number which is laid

rule, the greater the

of eggs produced.
1

Z'-itsrhr.

wiss. Zool. xlix. 1889, y. 583.
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(luriug oue season

is

uot only difficult to calculate, but

females

old

individually,

Moreover, some kinds,
in

one year.

in

fact

e.g.

varies

it

young specimens.
the Discoglossidae, spawn several times
laying more

than

RJiinodcrma, Hylodes, Bliacophorus, Pvpa,

Alytes,

those kinds which are remarkable for special nursing

habits, lay only a few dozen eggs at a

Uyla arborea

time.

pro-

Eana tcmporaria about 3000, Bv/o vulgaris
averages 5000, Bufo viridis and JRatia escidenta up to 10,000
T. H. Morgan ^ has observed a Bvfo lentiginosvs
and more.
which laid 28,000 eggs within ten hours! The number of eggs
produced by the Apoda and Urodela is comparatively moderate, in
duces up to 1000,

the average a few dozen, Amhh/stoma alone laying about 1000.

The eggs

and

possess a gelatinous mantle of variable thickness

Amphmnm

In

consistency.

they are strung together like the

and the envelope hardens into a kind of shell.
Xewts and some Anura fasten their eggs singly on to
plants and other objects in the water, with or without threads of
lieads of a rosary,

]\Iany

stiffening mucas.

many Anura,

In

f.g.

Bufonidae, they pass out

as closely-set strings of beads, one string out of each oviduct
others,

e.g.

masses, especially

The use

water.

in

when the

of the egg proper, drops into

many

species,

and remains

Possibly the latter affords

jelly.

up

gelatinous mantle swells

in the

of this mantle seems to be chiefly the protection

of the groNving embryo, which in

softened

;

Kanidae, they are disconnected, and form large, Imupy

when hatched out

some time in the
some nutriment to the
for

early larva.

Concerning the mode of fecundation

remarked
For the
Urodela Boulenger " has given the following summary.
In no
case does actual copulation take place.
The male deposits the
spermatophores which it is the office of the female to secure
is

it

to be

that copulation proper takes place only in the Apoda.

:

I.

Nn

aiiiiilexu.s,

tlie water; tlie male is more
than the female, and ornamented with dor.saI and

but a leiigtliy courtshij) in

luilliantly coloured

caudal
II.

crests,

or other ajjpendages

Aiiiple.vus takes place

;

there are no

:

Triton ,

cf.

also systematic part.

marked sexual

diflerences in colour

and no ornamental dermal appeudages.
A.

Amplexus

of short duration, partly

sperma in the water.

No

on land,

Init

deposition of the

acce.ssory sexual characters

:

Terrestrial

Salamanders, namely Salamandra, Chioylossa, Salamandriua.
erpes breeds in damjj caves without water.
'

Aiiicr.

Natural, xxv. 1891,

p. 753.

^

^^qI Jahrh. Syst.

vi.

1892,

ji.

,S})el-

447.

OVIPOSITION

II

B.

— NURSING

Aniplexus of lengthy duration and in
'(.

The
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water.

tlie

male, distinguislied hy a greater development of

armed with temjiorary

limbs, Avhich are

tlie

fore-

excrescences, clasps the

Triton v:ultli.
female in the axillary I'egion with the fore-limbs
Tlie male, distinguished l)y a greater development of the hindlimbs and a jirehensile tail, clasps the female in the lumbar and
:

b.

caudal regions
T. rusconii,

:

and

E iijirocf us-groui)

The

of

iieAvts

Triton asper,

:

riioiifiniHS.

T.

The act of fecundation

most of the other kinds of Urodela,

of

notably Cryptohranclius, Ampliiuma, Proteus, has not yet been
observed.

Embracing

two sexes

of the

the universal rule with the

is

Anura, the male creeping on to the back of the female and
clasping her firmly with the arms and hands either in the
inguinal

higher

region,

under the armpits.

or

up,

See

the

This often exnumerous statements in the systematic part.
tremely forcible, pressing embrace seems to be necessary, although
the females can deposit the eggs without the help of the male,
l)ut in

such

the expulsion takes place at irregular intervals

cases?-

When

instead of at one time.
liappens in

many

species

last, and this
some days, after

the eggs appear at

many

hours, or even

the beginning of the embrace, the male voids the contents of
its

seminal vesicles

over

them.

Fertilisation

external, with the possible exception of Fipa,

Deposition of the eggs and nursing habits.
of the iVmphibia are oviparous, but
are viviparous.

It

ovo-viviparous,

since

is

difference.

Viviparous forms

unnecessary to
this

:

is

really

is

consequently

q.r. p.

1;"')2.

—The

majority

some Apoda and Urodela
call

—amongst Urodela

the latter condition

distinction

a

;

without

a

SaJamandi'u maculosa,

the young burst the egg-membrane in the act of being born, and

aim, the young undergo their
whole development and metamorphosis within the uterus (see
p. 119); Spelayes fascus, the young are likewise born in the

are provided with long gills

;

*S'.

perfect condition
amongst Apoda Typlilonectes com/pressicauda
and Dcrmojiliis thomensis.
The oviparous Apoda, at least IclifJiyophls and Hypogeophis,
and a few of the Urodela, as Desmognathus and Ampliiuma, take
care of their eggs by coiling themselves around them in a hole
:

;

underground.

Xursing

habits

are

very

common

amongst

the

Anura.

ANURA
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CHAi'.

has summarised the various conditions concerning the
is taken of the eggs, in the following
in which more recent discoveries have been interpolated.

Boulenger

^

deposition and care that
list,
I.

The ovum

is small, and the larva leaves
embryonic condititm.
A. The eggs are laid in the water

iu a comparatively

it

t^ail\-

:

Without further care or prejiaratious probably the majority
all European forms, except Alytes.
of Anura
h.
The egg? arc laid in a specially walled-in jiart of the ])nnd
Hyla faber.
The eggs are dejKisited out of the water
The larvae
a. In holes, or under giass, near the banks of pools.
are lil>erated and washed into the water by the next hea^y
«.

:

;

:

B.

:

rain: Leptodnctnlits ocellatus, L. mystacrni's, Pdlvrlicola giacilis,

Pseudophrynr avstralis and P. bibroni.
On leaves above the water, the larvae drop2)ing down when
Chiromanfis rufrsrens, PhyUomednsa iheringi,
leaving tin* egg
Ph. hyporhon dria lis.
The yolk is \ery large and the young undergoes the whole or part of
the metamorphosis within the agg at any rate the larva does not
assume an independent existence until after the loss of the gills.
The
A. The eggs are deposited in tlainp situaticms, or on leaves.
h.

:

II.

;

young escape
t(.

as

:

Tadpoles: Arthrol^ti.t

Bhac&phorus

neychellensis,

schlegeli,

Rh.

maciilatiix.
h.

air-brei\thiiig

Perfect,

tinicensis,

B.

The
i(.

Rano

frogs:

opisthodoti,

Hylodfs war-

ncbulosa.

eggs are carried by a parent.

By
a.

the male

fi.

a.
ft.

:

legs

;

young

the

the egg in

leavt-s

the tadpole

AlyUs.

In the enlarged vociil
Rhinodermn.

state

By

:

Round the
stage

b.

Hyla

.<acs

;

the

young leave

in the perfect

:

the female

:

Attached to the belly Rhacophorus reticulatn.^.
Attached to the back the yoimg complete their metamorphosis within the egg
Pipu.
In a doi-sal pouch which the young leave as tadpoles Xotofrema marsupiatum
or in the perfect state: Nototrema
testudivfum, X. rornnfiim, N. oi'ifmnii, A. /f'ss?})?.*, and Hyhi
:

;

:

y.

:

:

—

yofJdii.

The development and metamorphosis
been described

of

many

species have

The following

in tlie systematic parr.

is

general account of some of the more important features.

morphosis in the Apoda and Urodela
reduction of

tlie gills,
'

is

a sliort
]\Ieta-

restricted chietiy to tlie

the closing of the clefts, and the loss of

Ann. Xat.

His!,

(f.),

xvii. 188(i,

jt.

i6:'..

tlie
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and the finny margins of the tail; l)ut the change
the tadpole U) the final Anurous animal implies an almost

will-chaui1)er
t'loni

entire reorganisation.

In the earliest condition the embryo consists of a. large head
Behind the beginnings
and body, while the tail is still absent.
of the future mouth appears a transverse crescentic fold, with the
convexity looking backwards, which develops into tiie paired or
This consists of large complex
unpaired adliesioc /q)2)airf.tvs.
glands, developed in the Malpighian layer, originally covered hj

the cuticida, which soon disappears, whereupon tlie sticky secreti<^n enables the larA'a to attach itself to the gelatinous mantle of
the egg, later on to weeds or other objects in the water.
of suckers, often applied to this apparatus, conveys a

name

The
wrong

Sp.T

Fi(i.

9.

— Four stages of the development of the adhe.sive apparatus

.1/,

Mouth

;

S2}.T. spiracular tube.

(.1

)

of

Bufo rulyaris

.•

almost completely hidden V)y
The small outlined figures indicate the

lu 3 the

gills are

the united right and left opercular folds.
shape and natural size of the tadi)oles.
(After Thiele.)

being neither muscles nor any suctorial

idea, there

functi(jn.

The

many changes during the early
and differs much in the various genera,

shape of this organ undergoes
life

of the

individual,

At

affording thereby diagnostic cliaracters.^
divides into a right

and

first

a crescent,

a left oval or disc, whicli either

it

remain

asunder and behind the mouth {liana, Bufo), or they move forwards to the corners of the mouth {Hyla^ or further back, and
unite

more

again

or

completely, as

less

Plscojilossus

in

and

mostly of short duration, and disappears l)y
the time that the larva, by the proper development of the gills
and the tail and the functional mouth, changes into the tadpole.
l)ut in a few s])ecies these discs transform themselves into an
B())iihinaf.or.

It is

elaborate ventral disc.
greater part of
J'ana, all

tlie

of whieh,
'

Such an organ

persists

throughout

tlie

tadpole-stage in certain Oriental species of

when

adult, possess

J. TliiLde, Zcit.tr/n:

iriss. Z(>«1. xlvi.

fully
188S,

webbed
]..

67.

toes
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strongly dilated discs on the fingers and toes, e.g. Rana ivhiteheadi, R. natatrix, and R. cavity mpa mm. of Borneo, R. jerboa of
Java (this larva was originally described and figured as that of

Rhacophorns rcinwardti), and R. afghana of the Himalayan system.
These tadpoles, at least those of R. jerboa, are further remarkable
for having the " spiracidar " opening very far back on the left
side, nearer to the l)ase of the tail than to the snout, so as to be
well out of the

adhesive

way when the

creature has attached itself

by the

disc.

The mouth

of the tadpoles of

Auura

furnished with horny

is

Their development and that
armaments, substitutes
In
well
described by Gutzeit.^
been
has
general
of the mouth in
after
two
days
or
one
teinporaria,
Rana
of
larvae
the young
for

teeth.

hatching, a shallow groove appears above the conspicuous pair of
adhesive organs. The groove

becomes rhombic in outline,
and when the mouth has
been formed in its centre,
appear

jaws

the

median

corners

in
of

the
the

rhondjus.

The

epidermis

then

like

a circular

rises

wall around the jaws, and
mouth of a tadpole of Raiia tein^iorariu, showing the transrows
of
verse
tiny horny teeth ; 2. three
successive horny teeth, much magnified. (After
Gutzeit.

FlG. 10. -1, Front view of the

divides into an upper and

lower
these

comb-like

transverse

sibly tactile

endings of a

On

organs,

plates

of

teeth.

but although

sensory

nature

have

lip

;

furrows appear

and

them,

on

between

various papillae and

The

papillae

nerves enter

not yet

are

pos-

them, nerve-

been

discovered.

the fourth day the jaws become black, by the tenth

day
horny teeth have appeared upon all the plates of the mouth
armature, and on the seventeenth day the mouth-apparatus has
reached the configuration typical of the tadpole, which is now
about 14 mm. long. The number of horny teeth in R. femjjoraria
amounts to about G40.
These teeth are not cuticular products,
but coriiified cells they are very small, and consist each of one
horny cell, which is shaped like a nightcaji, tlie apex of which is
curved back and serrated.
The little teeth are shed coiitinu:

Zcitschr. viss. Zuol. xlix. 1889, p.

4-3.
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.

by successive cells growing into
The shape and size differ much in
The comb-like plates, composed of
the various genera and species.
surround
which
the
lips, seem to be used chiefly for
those teeth
of
hooking
the
food,
while those which compose
the tixing or
the lioruy beak proper, the armature of the jaws, are used like
These beaks are likewise composed of a
the radulae of snails.

ously, the renewal taking place

the bases of the older series.

number

great

individual teeth, closely packed

(»f

several rows, but the teeth themselves are simple

In HyJa arlwrea

there are in

all

together in

and not

seiTated.

about 560 teeth.

The

development of the mouth does not begin before the eleventh day
the horny teeth break through, and the jaws get black edges, on
In Felohafes fiiscus the number of horny teeth
the eighteenth.
In Borhorocoetes taeniatus the horny
is increased to about 1100.
;

teeth form series of five
joints of a rattlesnake's

One

which

Ijells.

fit

into eacli other like the

tail.

most extraordinary kinds of tadpoles is that of
Mr. Annandale (Skeat Expedition) found
it at Bukit Besar, Malay Peninsula, from 2000 to oOOO feet
The tadpoles (Fig. 11) were found
above the level of the sea.
in the beginning of the month of Mav 1S99 in sandv streams
and in pools of rain-water they floated in a vertical position,
of the^

Mrniilopli rys hioiifana}

:

membranous funn(4-shaped expansion of the lips
surface-floats.
The inside of the funnel is beset with

the peculiar
acting as

radiating series of

little

horny

possibly used for scraping

is

and the whole apparatus
under -surface of the leaves

teeth,

the

of water-plants in search of food.

Total length of the tadpoles

1 inch.-

The

gills,

the formation of the operculum, and the modifica-

tions of the branchial arterial arches have been described fully

43

on

p.

of

the

;

those of

opercular

tlie

fold

hyo-l)ranchial skeleton on

with

skin

the

of

the

p.

31.

Fusion

neck, across

the

branchial region, causes the head to become confluent with the

The body becomes oval, more or less
Fig. 9, 3, p. 57).
and the alimentary canal is greatly elongated and stowed
away in the shape of a neat, very regular spiral, shining through
trunk

(cf.

globular,

M. Weber, Ann. Jard. Botan. Buitenzorg, Siippl. ii. 1898, p. 5.
"A Synopsis of the Tadpoles of Europeau Batrachians," see Bouleiiger,
also Bedriaga, "Tableaux synoptiques
P. Z. S. 1891, pp. 593-627, pis. xlv.-xlvii.
pour servir a la deteruiination des larves des Batracieus Urodeles," C. B. Ass.
'

-

For

;

Franr.

Set.

ii.

1891. pp. o40-.".46.
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the anus opens at the end of a
somewhat protruding tube, either in the median line, just in front
of the ventral tin (Discoglossidae, FelohoAes, Bv/o), or it assumes
an asymmetrical position hy tnrninu to the right side {Hylo,

the ventral wall of the bodv

;

Rana).

Although both pairs of limbs begin

Fi';.

11.— Tadpoles

of M<'{/a/oj)hr)/s

to

montano from Bukit

or

bud simultaneously,

Be.<ar,

Malay Peuinsula.

x

3.

the fore-limbs even earlier, the hind-limbs are hurried on, and

appear

first,

l)eneath the skin of the gill-ehanjl)er,

through the skin, while the
'^yrinidae, wliile
tlirougli

the outer
in

The

long before the fore-limbs.

in

tlie

left

and

tloes

latter

lie

leady

the right always breaks

the same in the Medio-

L;ievogyrinidae

it

is

generally pushed

the left-sided spiracular opening, immediately l>ehin<l
gills.

According to Barfurth the right limb appears,
Bona escidento. from two to eight hour.=5

about 80 per cent, of

l)efore tlie left.

METAMORPHOSIS

6

Meanwhile the lungs are being developed, and the tadpole
air.
The gills, which,

occasionally rises to the surface to breathe

as has been explained elsewhere, are less ancestral than thev are
larval organs, degenerate, and all the organs are modified for the

The fins of the tail are absorbed, the
coming terrestrial life.
horny armature of the mouth and lips is shed in pieces and makes
room for the true teeth, the eyes receiAe lids, and the whole
cranium, especially the apparatus of the jaws, undergoes the final
widening and lengthening of the mouth, arrestinomodifications

—

of the mento-Meckelian cartilages, elongation of the Meckelian
cartilages or

lower jaw proper, shifting backwards of the sus-

pensorium, and lengthening of

its

process to form

orbital

the

ptery go-palatine bridge.

The tadpole ceases to feed, the whole intestinal canal is Aoided
and by " histolysis " is thoroughly rebuilt, becomingwider and shrinking to about one-sixth of its original length,
of its contents,

— undoing

thereby the spiral

—

preparatory for the coarser food,

worms, and other strictly animal, livingmatter.
Hitherto the tadpoles have lived on " mud." confervae,
Diatoms, rotting vegetable and animal matter.
The anal tube
collapses, becomes ultimately al)Sorbed, and a new vent is formed
at and below the root of the tail.
Barfurth ^ has made interesting observations and experiments
with regard to the absorption of the tail and other organs whicli
disappear during the metamorphosis.
This is retarded by
low temperature it is accelerated by rest and freedom from
mechanical disturbances, as, for instance, concussion of the water.
Hunger shortens or hurries on the last stages of metamorphosis,

which consists of

insects,

;

the absorption of the

tail

taking place in four instead of

five days.

Amputation of the tail has no retarding influence it is followed
at once by regeneration, although the tadpole may be on the
verge of reducing the tail. Whilst hungering the whole organism
draws upon its available store of material, naturally first upon
those parts which sooner or later are to become superfiuous.
This applies eminently to the tail, which represents a considerable amount of " edible " matter, and also to that portion of the
skin which still covers the fore -limbs.
The elements of the
and consequently
cutis are resorbed, thereby thinning the skin
;

;

the limbs

break

through
^

earlier

in

fasting

Arch. mU-r. Aiiat. xxix. 1887,

p.

1.

than in well-fed
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II

Xatuie herself seems to apply hunger as an accelervon Chauvin found that the larvae of TJrodela
normally fost during the transformation, and according to Barfurth

specimens.

Mile,

ator.

the larvae of

Bana

are fully developed.

tcniporarla eat less after their hind-liml)s

This

is,

however, also preparatory for the

reorganisation of the gut, which

has to be more or less empty

during the shortening process.
The loss of the tail is not due to a sudden dropping
organ

—

a

uncommon

crude but by no means

belief

off of this

— but

is

When
brought about by a very gradual process of resorbtion.
the fore-limbs begin to break through the skin, the tip of the
tail shrinks and becomes black, owing to an increase, or rather
The reduction proceeds from
concentration, of the pigment cells.
the tip forwards until on about the fifth day there remains only
From

a short, conical, black stump.
of reduction the tail

is

rowing with

or

may

its legs,

mm.

the beginning of this process

scarcely used for locomotion, the tadpole
it

crawls and hops about, although the

The cells of the epidermis atrophy,
and peel off, while those of tlie cutis, blood-vessels, nerves,
muscles, and chorda dorsalis become disintegrated, often undergoing fatty degeneration.
The leucocytes eat up the debris and
other dissolved tissue, and carry it away through the lymphatic
tail

still

be 20

long.

shrink,

vessels, to be used as

new building material

in

the rest of the

animal.

Why

Barfurth asks very properly,

and die
the

?

do these tissues degenerate

Because the vasomotor nerve-fibres cease to regulate

circulation.

And why

central nervous system stop

does
?

this

trophic

influence of the

Because the function of the

tail

becomes superfluous through the appearance of the fore-limbs.
The tail is doomed, and degenerates like any other organ v:ithout
a function.

The

wliole process

is,

ancestral, phylogenetic evolution.

of course, a recapitulation of

CHAPTER
NEOTENY

REGENERATION

III

TEMPEEATURE

GEOGRAPHICAL

DISTRIBUTION

—

It has long been known that the larvae of the Spotted
Neoteny.
Salamander occasionally attain the size of 80 mm. or about 3
inches, whilst the majority undergo metamorphosis when they
Again, larvae of Triton have been found,
are only 40 mm. long.
in the months of April and May, 80 to 90 mm. long, still with
functional gills, but with the sexual organs fully developed.
De
Filippi ^ found in one locality in Lombardy, besides a few noimal

metamorphosed specimens of only 30 mm. in length, more
than forty specimens, which, although they had attained full
fully

size,

about 55 mm., and were sexually mature,

still

retained their

According to him such gill-breathing, otherwise mature
specimens, occur constantly in a small lake in the Yal Forma zzo,
<m the Italian slope of the Alps, in the province of Ossola. Later
Dumeril - astonislied the world by his account of the metamorgills.

phosis of

tlie

Mexican gill-breathing Axolotl into an

entirely

lung-breathing and terrestrial creature, hitherto called Aiiihh/stoma,

and supposed

to be not only a

different

species, Init

belong to a different family from the Axolotl, which was
Siredon axolotl

as

s.

to

known

pisciformc, and naturally classed with the

Perennibranchiata.

This discoveiy led to a series of observations and experiments,

conducted by Marie von Chauvin, instigated thereto by
Koelliker and by Camerano.'"
It was then found that many,
if not most of the European Amphibia, both Urodela and Anura,
chiefly

per I'anat. comp., Genova, 1861,

p. 206.

^

Arch.

2}cr zool. e

-

Ann.

sci.

^

Mem.

Ace. Torino, xxxv. 1883, and Attl Ace. Torino, xvii.

nat. (5), vii. 1876.

also AVoltersdortf, Zool. Garten, 1896, p. 327.

1883,

p. 84.

See'
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occasiouully postjioiu' their uietamorjiliosis, aiul also that such

Urodela sometimes become adult

f«>r

]>ractical

all

])urposes, liut

ii'tain their gills.

beyond the
young
He distinguished further between: 1.
TeiVft), extend, stretch).
Partial Xeoteny, namely, simple retardation of the metamorpliosis beyond the normal period, for instance, the wintering of
This retardation, the retention

itt'

normal period, was called Neotenic

larval characters

Ijy

Kollmann

^

(^/eo9,

V

tadpoles

JJombinator

Pelohates fnscvs,

of

pachyj^ns,

Alytes ohstetricans, HyUi, arhorea,

jnirictatas,

Rana

—

Felodytes

esculenta,

li.

Bnfo vulgaris, and B. viridis II. Total Neoteny,
where the animal retains its gills, but becomes sexually mature
hitherto observed in Urodela only, e.g. Triton vidyaris, T. aljpestris, T. cristatiis, T. hoscai, 7'. wcdtli and Amblystoma.
Intermediate stages Ijetween these two categories are not uncommon.
A satisfactory explanation of the meaning of neoteny is beset
with difficulties.
Some autliorities look upon the phenomenon
simply as the result of adaptation to the surroundings, which
fnivpo'i'dria,

:

;

make

it

advantageous for the creature to retain

its larval features.

Others think that the surroundings somehow or
prevent the assumption of the adult characters.
there are

many

cases in

(jtlier

retard or

Undoubtedly

which larvae have been reared

in water-

holes with steep walls, so that they could not change from aquatic
to terrestrial life, and it stands to reason that abnormally forced
and prolonged use of the gills and of the tail may stimulate these
organs into further growth at the expense of the limbs and
other organs which are intended for terrestrial life.
P)ut not
unfre(piently typical neotenic and overgrown specimens occur side
\)y

side with others wliicii

and the same

have completed their metamorphosis,

true of larvae of newts which wen; reared, for

is

experimental purposes, under exactly the same conditions
instance, in

a

AVeismann

high-walled glass
tried

to

—

for

vessel.

explain neoteny as cases of reversion to

is based upon an
His idea necessitates
the supposition that all the Am])hil)iH were originally gillIm^athing, aquatic, and limbless animals, and that every feature
seen in a larva must necessarily indicate an ancestral phylogenetic stage.
It is, on the contrary, nnich more probable that

atavistic

ancestral conditions,

assumption

which

•

is

I'erli.

but this idea

probably

O'es.

Basel,

wrong.

vii.

1882,

]..

\%:
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the external gills of the Urodela have been developed in adapLa-

and

tiou to their embryonic

larval, essentially aquatic,

se([uently the possession of such gills

life.
Couwould be a secondary, and

Normal loss of these
and preponderating

an atavistic feature.
pulmonary respiration,

not, strictly speaking,

exclusively

gills,

characterise the final adult Amphibian.

terrestrial life

cases of neoteny are therefore instances of

more

These

or less complete

retardation, or of the retention, of partially larval conditions.

The whole problem is, however, by no means simple. Salamandra atra has become viviparous, and the whole metamorphosis takes place within the uterus
in fact, the young have an
embryonic, but no larval period, if by the latter we understand
the free swimming and still imperfect stage.
Similarly, various
Anura for instance, Hijlodcs martinicensis pass rapidly through
their metamorphosis, and have suppressed the stage of free
swimming tadpoles. On the other hand, in many newts, the
duration of the larval period is much prolonged, and moreover
;

—

—

is

very subject

larval

period

is

to

individual

In the Axolotl this

^'ariation.

continued until and after sexual maturity

is

The extreme condition would then be represented by

reached.

It may seem reasonable to look
upon these as the youngest members of the Urodela, and the loss of
the maxillae in the Sirenidae and Proteidae supports this idea.
But it so happens that the majority of the most neotenic genera
are more primitive in the composition of the skull and the vertebral column than the typically terrestrial and rapidly metamorphosing genera.
AVitness the amphicoelous vertebrae, the

the Perennibranchiate genera.

completeness of the pterygoids, the separate nature of the palatine bones,

and the separate

splenials, as

mentioned in detail in

the description of their skull.

We

have therefore to conclude, first, that the various Perennigenera do not form a natural group, but are a
lieterogeneous assembly secondly, that they have become Perennil)ranchiate at a phylogenetically old stage
in fact, that they are

branchiate

;

—

and not the newest, members of the present Urodela.
At the same time, it would be erroneous to suppose that the
the oldest,

Urodela were aquatic creatures, provided with a finny tail,
with small, ill-developed lungs, and with epidermal sense organs.
All these features are, on the contrary, directly correlated with

first

aquatic

life,

VOL. VITI

and are larval

acquisitions, not ancestral

reminisF
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would be equally wrong to allude to the absence of
as a piscine and therefore ancestral feature.
The development of the typical pentadactyloid Ihnh, the con-

cences.

It

lungs in

many newts

nexion of the pelvic girdle with the vertebral column, the
development of the lungs, and absolute suppression of internal
AVhat then,
gills point without doubt to terrestrial creatures.
may we ask, were the first Amphibia like ? and how about
They were undoubtedly akin to the less
the external gills ?
specialised Lepospondylous Stegocephali, in particular the gill-less

Microsauri, and
as follows

tlie

various stages

may perhaps

be reconstructed

:

(1) Terrestrial,

two pairs

with

pentadactyloid

of

limbs;

with a fully developed apparatus of
five pairs of gill-arches, which during the embryonic life perhaps
with or without several pairs of gillstill carried internal gills
clefts.
Reduction of the dermal armour and of the cutaneous
breathing by lungs only

;

;

scutes

had taken

place.

(2) Additional

respiratory

were

organs

embiyo, in the shape of external

gills

;

developed

these were at

by the
first

re-

embryonic life (as in the existing Apoda), but were
gradually used also during the aquatic life of the larva.
These
external gills, together with the lungs, have superseded the
internal trills, of which there are now no traces either in Urodela
or in Anura.
(3«) Some Urodeles, retaking to aquatic life, retained and
stricted to

further enlarged the external gills into more or less permanent

organs

(cf.

also Siren, p. 136).

The majority of Urodela hurried through the larval,
aquatic stage, and some
became absoe.g. Salamandra atra
lutely terrestrial.
The possession of unusually long external gills
l)y this species and by the Apoda indicate that these organs are
(Zh)

—

—

essentially embryonic, not larval, features.

Regeneration.

— Most

Ampliibia possess the faculty of

generating mutilated or lost limbs.

re-

This takes place the more

The amputation
phenomena need not be experimental.

certainly and quickly the younger the animal.

necessary to study these

maim each other
one or more limbs. The gills do
not even require amputation.
If the larvae are kept in stagnant
water tlic gills often shrivel up or slough off and grow again.

Axolotls and other Urodelous larvae frequently
fearfully,

by biting

off the gills or

REGENERATION
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same applies
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to the larvae of viviparous species, e.g. Sala-

which,

atra,

TEMPERATURE

when

cut out of the uterus and put into

water, soon cast off their long, tender gills and produce a stronger

In an Axolotl,^ two years

set.

four weeks there was a conical

stump had two points

;

in

old,

stump

the

a hand was cut
;

eleventh

After

off.

after the sixth

week

week three

or

this

four

were discernible, and a week later the complete hand.
Frequently these creatures reproduce five instead of the normal
But the more proximal the cut, the more lialile is
four fingers.
fingers

the new limb to reproduce supernumerary fingers, or even extra
Complete regeneration of the limb, cut off in the
hands and feet.
middle of the humerus, took place within five months.

Triton tacniafvs, adult, reproduces cut fingers w^ithin
six weeks,

and

if

hand be cut above the

the

stumps appear in about one month.

mdnths

;

new

five

or

finger-

Gotte has observed that an

adult Profevs did not completely reproduce
after eighteen

carpus,

its

whole leg until

and, according to Spallauzani, more than

one year elapses before the limb, bones, and cartilages of Trifov
regain their normal strength.

The Anura are likewise capable

of regenerating their limbs,

the more readily the younger the specimens.

For instance, in
- limbs
were
still hidden, the hind-limb, cut at tlie middle of the thigh,
reproduced nineteen days later a knee, followed by a short twotoed stump.
Ultimately the whole liml) became completed. The
tail of tadpoles regenerates very quickly and completely, even

a

tadpole of

if

it

Bana

tcmporaria, in which the fore

be cut off shortly before the final metamorphosis,

when the

^Metamorphosed Anura have
I myself
almost entirely lost this faculty, Ijut not absolutely.
have kept two specimens of Bana temporaria, -which, when
tail

would in any case be reduced.

already adult, had each lost a hand at the wrist.

First there

was onh" the clean-cut stump witli a scar, but within a year this
changed into a four-cornered stump, and two of the protuberances developed a little Tiirther, reaching a length of about 4 nnn.
These specimens lived for four years without further changes.
Amphilna, like Fishes and Eeptiles, are, as
Temperature.

—

a rule, classed as cold-blooded animals, in opposition to the

blooded Birds and Mammals.
only.
.

This distinction

is

The terms poikilothermous and homothermous
1

Barfurth, Arch. Entwickmech.

I.

warm-

one of degree

1895, p. 117.

{ttoIkCKo^,
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variable

6/xo<;,

:

equable)

are

CHAP.

based upon a

sounder principle,

Those creatures which,
like Birds and Mammals, possess a specific temperature of their
own under normal conditions, that of hibernation being excepted,
Cold - blooded creatures have no specific
are homothermous.
but are likewise liable to exceptions.

they more or less assume that of their surroundFrogs and newts, for instance, when living in the water,
ings.
natm-ally assume its temperature, which is, of course, many

temperature

:

degrees lower in a cold spring than in a shallow pond warmed by
The same applies to the
the sun on a hot summer's day.

Dark-coloured tortoises basking in
changes from day to night.
the sun are sometimes so hot that they are disagreeal )le to
touch, since they possess but little mechanism for regulating
The same individual cools down during a chilly
their heat.
Anura are, however, very susceptilde
night by perhaps 40° C.
to heat

;

40"" C.

most of them die when their temperature

Under such conditions they

die quickl}'

rises to

when

about
in the

but in the air their moist skin counteracts the heat,
otherwise it would be impossible for
it by evaporation

water,

lowering

;

a tree-frog to

sit

in the glaring sun in a temperature of

120"

F.

Toads and others with drier skins seek the shade, hide under
stones, or bury themselves in the coolest spots available, and many
Amphibia and Eeptiles aestivate in a torpid condition during the

Many of them can endure a surprisingand during hibernation their temperature may
sink to freezing-point.
This power of endurance does not apply
tropical species can stand less than those which live
to all alike
in temperate and cold regions.
In spite of many assertions to
the contrary, it may safely be stated that none of our European
frogs, toads, and newts survive being frozen hard.
They may
be cooled down to nearly —1'' C, and they may be partially frozen
dry and hot season.

amount

of cold,

;

into the

down

Circulation of the blood

ice.

frogs

a ])iece of

;

their limbs

may become

wood, but the citadel of

is

so

life,

suspended in such cooled-

hard that they break like
the heart, must not sink

much below

freezing-point, and must itself not be frozen, if the
have a chance of recovering.
The protoplasm resists
a long time, and so long as some of it is left unfrozen the rest
will recover.
Hiljernating frogs are lost if they are reached by
]trolongcd frost during exceptionally severe winters.
Every frog
will be killed in an artificial pond with a clean concrete bottom.

animal

is to

,
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if there is sufficient mud, with decaying vegetable matter, the
creatures survive, simply because they are not absolutely frozen.

but

A

more

not

winter

severe

creatures, while

carefully

infrequently

kills

off

all

tlie

younger

the older and more experienced hide themselves

and

live to

propagate the race.

Geographical Distribution.
There

a very ably written

is

chapter un

the

geographical

Amphibia by Boulenger in the Catalogue nf
Batraehia Salientia, pp. 104-118.
He came to the important
conclusion that the geographical distribution of the Amphibia
distribution of the

agrees in general with that of the freshwater fishes.
division

into

a

Giuither's

Xorthern, Ec^uatorial, and

Southern zone is
two are combined into one,

modified only in so far as the last
"

Tasmania and Patagonia not differing in any point regarding their
Frog Fauna from Australia and South America respectively."
Boulenger recognises
I.

II.

—

The Northern zoue (1; Palaearctic,
The Equatorial Southern zone.
A. Firmisternia division
1.

2.

f2)

= C'vprinoid

Xortli American, legion.
division of Giinther.

Indian region.
African region.

1.

= Ac}iJrinoid division of Giinther.
Tropical American region.

i.

Australian region.

B. Arcifera division

In the chapter on geographical distribution in Bronn's Thierrrich,
tion of Vertehrata

p. 296 (1893), and in my Classificadue
attention had been paid to the
(1898),

Amphibia

as to the other

Vi'Kjd,

Systematischer Theil,
as well

classes

applicable to the Ampliibia so far

of Yertebrata.

It

my

arrangement is well
as fundamental principles are

will be seen in the following pages that

concerned.
It

cannot be sufficiently emphasised that any attempt to form

the various faunas of the different classes of animals into one

The timescheme must necessarily l)e a ^j^^iYio p^nncipii.
honoured six zoo-geographical regions established by Sclater and
"Wallace

represent fairly well

the main continental

divisions

North America, South America, Africa, Australia, and the large
northern continental mass of the Old World, with India as a
tropical appendix.
There is no correlation and no subordination
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Huxley's division (1868) iuto Xotogaea and
The next
74) is of fundamental importance.
improvement was the combination of the Palaearctic and Nearctic
" legions " into one, an advance originally due to I'rofessor Newton,
ill

this scheme.

Arctogaea

(see p.

carried out by Heilprin (1887) as the Holarctic region.

I have,

1893, substituted for it the more appropriate term Feriarctic,
meaning the whole mass of land which lies around the indifferent
Arctic zone. Tlie want of further co-ordination and subordination
required the combination of the African and Oriental or Indian
countries into a Fahieutropical reyion (189."->); the Ethiopian or
African and the Indian or Oriental regions of Sclater and Wallace
thereby assuming their proper subordinate rank of subregions.
The two primary divisions Notogaea and Arctogaea are
The four secondary divisions, namely the Ausfundamental.
tndian and Xeotrupinil Feriarctic and Fahieotropical re(/ions,
also stand the test of application to the various classes and main
but naturally, under the present congroups of Vertebrata
tiguratiou of the world, the Palaeotropical region is nothing but
the Southern continuation of the Eastern half of the Feriarctic
This is especially obvious so far as India is conmass of laud.
cerned.
There is, however, that broad belt of desert, sand, and
salt-steppes, which extends from Xorth-West Africa to Mancliuria,
and this belt is one of the most important physical features of
the Old World.
It is complicated by the system of mountainchains which, broadly speaking, centre at the Pamirs, and radiate
westwards through the Caucasus and Alps into Spain, eastwards
through tlie Himalayas into China, and north-eastwards to Kamtschatka interiupted by P>ering's Sea, it is continued as the backbone of both Americas to Patagonia.
The tertiary divisions, the subregions, have no real existence.
They depend upon the class, or even order, of animals, which we
happen to study.
The faunistic distribution of the Urodela is
n(»t that of the Anura, and both follow separate lines of dispersal,
dilferent from those of the various orders of Peptiles, Birds, and
Mammals. This must be so. There is no doubt that the distribution of land and water was totally different in the Coal Age
from what it is now.
The face of the globe at the Jurassic Age
can scarcely be compared with the aspect which the wt»ild has
assumed in the Miocene period.
in

,

;

:

This leads to anotlier consideration, often

neglected.

We
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r

know

that the various classes, orders, families, etc., of animals
successively upon the stage.
A group which
appeared
have
followed
lines
of
dispersal
Age
different from
Coal
the
arose in
evolved
not
until
Jurassic
times,
and postwas
one which

what assisted
Tlie Amphibia are bound absoand rU-r ccrsd.
transportation across salt
lutely to the land and to fresh water
must
be
accidental,
and is not a case
excluded,
but
not
water is
"
Speaking
generally,
the
older a group,
spreading."
(if regular
widely
distributed.
If it appears
likely
is
it
to
be
the more
cretaceous creatm-es could nut avail themselves of
their ancestors,

;

scattered, this

may

be due to extinction in intermediate countries

or to submergence of former land-connexions.

There

is

great danger of arguing in a circle.

It is one of the

most difficult tasks to decide in cases of great resemblance of
groups of animals between their being due to direct affinity or
It is the
to heterogeneous convergence, or parallel development.

who

morphologif^t
of faunistic

is

ultimately responsible for the establishment

not the

regions,

systematist, least of all

he

who

accepts an elal»orate classification, and then mechanically, mathematically,

by

lists

and species, maps out the world.
The Xeotropical region and Mada-

of genera

Let us take an example.

gascar, but not Africa, are supposed to be fauuistically related to

each other.

In

lioth

namely occur Boa and CoraUus amongst
and of the Insectivora

snakes, Dendrobatiuae amongst lianidae,

More cases can
in Cuba, Cmtcfes in Madagascar.
no doubt be found which would strengthen this resemblance,
perhaps in support of the startling view that Madagascar
and South America have received part of their fauna from the
famous Antarctica.
But the value of the Insectivores has Ijeen
disposed of by their recognition as an extremely ancient group,
or as a case of convergence, and the two genera are no longer put
Snlrnmhj'ii

The Dendrobatinae (Ma risame family as Centetidae.
South America) are decidedly
not a natural group, but an instance of very recent convergence
(cf. p. 27:^).
About the members of the ancient Boidae we do
into the
fe/ 1 a

not

in Madagascar, the others in

feel quite so sure.

It

is

purposes

therefore

groups

doubt, otherwise

advisalde

about

to

which

eliminate
there

we may argue that

for

can

zoogeographical

be any reasonable

certain genera

stitute a very old family, because they are

now

must

cori-

restricted to widely
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separated coimtries, or ou the strength of their distribution we
may conclude that the genera in question cannot be related to
each other, and do not belong to the same sub-family or family
as

may

the case

and the genus

be.

Spelcrjjcs

Such groups are the Engystomatinae
amongst reptiles the Eublepharidae,
;

Helodermatidae, Anelytropidae, Ilysiidae, Amblycephalidae.
It is customary to represent the various regions and subregions as

they had boundaries as fixed as political frontiers.
are quite arbitrary, and what is of more im-

if

Such limitations

portance, they differ in reality according to the class or order of
Moreover, there has
animals with which we happen to deal.
been, and is probably still going on, an exchange or overlapping
Such debatable grounds are Central America and
of faunas.
The famous
the highlands of Xorth-western South America.

between Borneo and Celebes, Java and Lombok,

AVallace's line,
is

From

absolutely inapplicable to the Anura.

point of

their

view the Austro-Malayan covmtries, Papuasia and Polynesia do
not form a sub-region of the Australian, but rather of the I'alaeoConcerning the Urodela, the division into Palaetropical region.
and Xe-arctic sub-regions is unjustifiable since Eastern Asia has
The Sahara
emphatically American affinities (cf. also p. 96).
and the rest of Northern Africa are intimately connected with
Arabia, Persia, Afghanistan, and Northern India, just as equatorial
Africa and Madagascar possess strong faunistic relationship with

and the Malay

Soiithevn India

islands.

—

Common salt is poison to
Limiting factors of distribution.
the Amphibia even a solution of 1 per cent prevents the development of their larvae. Conse(j[uently seas, salt lakes, and plains
;

encrusted with saline deposits act as most eificient boundaries to

made long and

successful voyages

Solutions

trees.

species,

But undoubtedly many individuals have

" spreading."

normal

and

Amphiliian

it is
life,

of

lime are

across

the

seas

a general fact that limestone-terrain

unless, of course, sulficient

on floating

detrimental

likewise

to
is

many

poor in

accumulation of humus

counteracts or prevents the calcareous impregnation of the springs

and pools

in

in

abundance

granite
" hard "

;

Srdamandra mandosa is, for
Germany on the Muschelkalk, but

meadows.

absent in Central
nor
watei-.

neighbouring

in

can

the

On

larvae

districts

be

reared

of red

instance,
it

occurs

sandstone or

successfully

in

very

the other hand, Proteus lives in the sub-
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terranean waters of Carniola, where the whole country

hut limestone.
Cold is another

powerful

northern limit of Amphibian
the

somewhat

erratic

temperature, a

little

line

to

of

the

limiting
life

0°

is

nothing

The absolute

factor.

coincides rather closely with

Centigrade of annual

north of which line the

mean
ground

The surfaceremains permanently frozen below the surface.
which thaws during. the summer, engenders an abundance

crust,

of insects as food-supply, but its freezing

makes hibernation impossible.

There

down

bottom
some ex-

to the icy

are, of course,

ceptions, for instance the occurrence of Urodela in the

Schilka

and in the district of Lake Baikal.
Kancjes of mountains are far less effective barriers than is
generally supposed. In many cases the fauna is the same on either
slope, and they act rather as equalising or dispersing factors,
Witness the
especially when they extend from north to south.
.Vndes, owing to which Ecuador and Peru bear a great resemblance to the Central American fauna, and differ from the
The existence of an Amhlytropical parts of South America.
sfoma in Siam is another instance.
The more specialised a family the more intimately is it conTypically
nected with the physical features of the country.
Some have
arboreal frogs are dependent on the presence of trees.
undoubtedly spread into treeless countries and have changed
into prairie-frogs, e.g. Acris.
They come out, so to speak, as
something different at the other end, and it is unlikely that
tliese modified descendants redevelop exactly the same features as
their ancestors before the migration.
Baldwin Spencer^ met
with only six species of frogs in Central Australia, Limnodynastes, CJiiroleptes, Helcioporus, and Hyla.
They are in the main
river

forms found in the dry inland parts of
Xew South Wales and Queensland. They are to be regarded as
immigrants from the latter regions, which have been able in the
identical with certain

majority of cases to adapt themselves to unfavourable climatic
conditions by means of a marked development of the burrowing

which in certain cases has been added a capacity
absorbing and holding water.
habit, to

^

The Horn

Scientific Expedition, 1897, p. 155.

for
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Faunistic divisions of the Amphibia.

XOTOG.EA.

South World.

Characterised hy the Cystiguathidae* aud by tlie predominance of Arcifera, which form nearly 90 per cent of the Anurous
population.

—

Absence of Apoda and Urodela.
region.
I. Australian
All the Anura are arciferous, with the exception of one species of
Buna in the Cape York peninsula. The fauna of the Australian
continent and of Tasmania consists chiefly of Cystiguathidae and
Hylidae (Jli/Ia and Hylella) and several small genera of Bufonidae {Fseudophry ne ^
It is customary,
justifiable,

to

Notadcn^ and Myohat radius^).
and from the study of other Yertebrata quite

divide

the

Australian region into several

sub-

Amphibia lend no support to this. The only
Amphibian in the Sandwich Islands is a Bvfo, closely related to
The only Amphibian in Xew Zealand
Xorth American species.
is Liopdma,^ one of the Discoglossidae which are otherwise confined to Europe, Xorth-east Asia, and Xorth-west America, and,
to judge from their low organisation, had formerly a much wider
Xew Caledonia possesses no Amphibia. The Fiji
distribution.
Islands are inhabited by one or two species of Cornufer, a genus
The same genus is tyx^ical of the Austro-Malayan
of Uanidae.
and Papuasian islands, the fauna of which consists of Rana
and Cornufer, Ceratohatrachus, several genera of Engystomatinae,
Hylidae, and Pelobatidae.
II. Xeotropical region.
Characterised by Apoda, Aglossa
regions, but the

—

{Pipa), abundance of Cystiguathidae (Hemiphractinae,* Cystig-

and Dendrophryniscinae*), Hylidae fHylinae and
Amphignathodontinae*), numerous Bufonidae and EngystomaDcnclrohatinac*
tinae
the Eaninae are represented by a few
peculiar genera, mostly restricted to the Andesian province
the genus liana occm-s there in a few species only.
Absence of Discoglossidae, Pelobatidae and Dyscophinae.
Several species of I'rodela, of the genus Spelerpes, extend
from Central America into the Andesian province, one occurs
in Hayti, and Pletliodon platense in Argentina.
nathinae,

;

This region
*

;

is

indicates Anipliiliia

by

far the richest in the

which

number

of families,

are peculiar to the respective refjioiis or sub-regions.
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of the latter being, accord-

known

ing to Boulenger, about four-ninths of the

species.

legion comprises South America, Central America, and the

The
West

Central America is naturally debatable ground
Indian islands.
one species of HyhnJcs and one Ungystoma, besides about twenty

Hylidae, extend into Xorth America proper, while possibly the
Iianinae have entered the Xeotropical region from the north.

The occurrence

Btifo is too cosmopolitan to assist our conclusions.
of four species of

Xew

one in

Prom

HylcUa

in

South America, one in Australia, and

(iuinea indicate that this

is

not a natural

ffenus.

Amphibia the whole region can be
divided into two sub-regions only
(1) The "West Indian
islands with Central America and the north-western Andesian
the point of the

:

province

;

(2) the rest of South America.

"

AECTUG-AEA.— Xoi;tii Would.

Characterised

l»y

the absence of Cystignathidae.

Pepjalctic region.

I.

being almost

Apoda.

Presence

Paninae.

—

Characterised by the Urodela, these

peculiar to the region
Discoglossidae,

of

Few Hylinae

(cf.

p.

Absence of

96).

Pelobatidae,

Bufonidae,

occur.

The whole region can be subdivided

Western Pa la e arc tic.

—

into

three sub-regions.

of Salamandrinae
{Salaiiwndra^ C/iioglossa* Salamandrina* IVifou) ; Proteidae
(Proteus anguinus*)
Biseoglossus,
BomSpelerpcs fuscus.^
hiiiator, Alytcs^ Bvfo, Hyla arhor'ca, Fclohates,* Felodytes* Bana.
1.

Prevalence

—

;

—
—

2. Eastern Palaearctic.
Amphiimiidae {Cryptolrmnchus);
Amblystomatinae Salamandrinae {Triton, Pachytriton* Tylototriton*); Amblystomatinae.
Bomhinatui', Bvfo, Hyla arhorea,
;

Ba no Bh acoph ori's.
,

Nearctic.

0.

—Amphiumidae

{Oryptohranchus, Am^ihiuma*)]

I'roteidae (Typhlomti/gr,'* Xerti'i'/is*)

tinae

:

most Plethodontinae

;

1

:

Sirenidae*

)esmognathinae.*

;

—

AmblystomaDiscoglossidae,

Bufn ; Hylidae (Hyla, Aeris, ChoroBanc.
II. Palaeotjiopical region.
Characterised by the presence
of AjMjda and by the great prevalence of Firmisternal Anura,
wbich amount to nearly 00 per cent of the total population.
Pelobatidae (Scojihiojii's*)

jili ill's)

;

* imlicates

:

—

Amphibia which

are peculiar to the respective regions or sub-regions.
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Absence of Urodela (except Amhly stoma jJersimile*), of Cystignathidae, and practically of the Hylidae, only two of which occur
But this great chain of mountains
in the Himahiyan district.
should not

l)e

spurs in Upper

included within the region, while the outlying
Burma (with Arnhlystoma) are debatable ground.

this widely extended region is beset w^ith
The
on account of ^Madagascar and Papuasia.
All its Amphibia are
fauna of Madagascar is very remarkable.
The island
Firmisternal, a mixture of African and Indian forms.
agrees with Africa, in opposition to tlie Oriental countries, in no
all the Kaninae, except Megalixahis, Rwpjna, and
special point
two rather common species of Eona, belong to different genera.
^Madagascar differs from Africa by the absence of Apoda, of
On the other hand, it agrees with India
Aglossa, and Bufonidae.
or with the Malay islands, in opposition to Africa, by the possession
of Uyscophiuae, of the Eanine genus Bhacophorus, and the Engy-

The subdivision

of

tlifficulties, cliietly

;

stomatine genus Ca/ophrt/ni's.
Africa, and India agree with each other, and differ from
Madagascar by the possession of Apoda, the genera Bufo and
Xectophryne, and Ity the close resemblance of several genera of

Eaninae.
India,

Malay

the

islands,

and

Papuasia

with

Melanesia

possess Pelobatidae {LeptohracMum,^ Bat rack ops is* Asterophrys*),

and

therelty

differ

considerably from Africa and

Madagascar.

Batrachylodes* of the Solomon Islands has unmistakable affinities

with Bhryyioderma* of Karen, between Bm-ma and Siam OreuhatrarJi us* of Borneo mucli resembles Bhryiwbatrachns* of West
Africa
and Cornn/er, t}"pical of the Malay and Melanesian
islands, occurs also in West Africa.
All these Eaninae indicate
that the Austro-Malayan and ^Melanesian islands belor.g to the
:

;

Palaeotropical region.

Ceratohatrachus* type of a sub-family,

is

peculiar to Melanesia.

all

There are conseciuently several possible modes of subdivision,
result, according to tiie group of Amphibia,

with a different

which we may

select

as of leading importance,

e.g.

Apoda

or

Tlie EngyDyscophinae and JllnuiipJiorus.
stomatinae and Eaninae are to be eliminated, since they occur in
all tlie countries in question.
We have either to leave the
whole region undivided
and it is a significant fact that tlie

Pelobatidae,

or

—

*

iiiiJicrites Ai)i]))iil)ia

wliidi

;irr

iioculiar to tlif ri'S]>ei-tive regions or s\il)-rcgioiis.
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Indian countries possess not one sub-family of their ownit uy) into four provinces, not sub-regions

we must break
1.

-or

:

or continental African, with Aglossa and Apoda, no Pelono Dyscophinae, few Bufonidae, and many Eaninae.
Indian .and Malayan, with Apoda, no Aglossa, but with Pelobatidae,
Dyscophinae, many Bufonidae and Eaninae, amongst which Rhacophortts.
with Firmisternal Anura
Malagasy, without eithei* Apoda or Aglossa
only, chiefly Dyscophinae, and Bhacophoras and other Eaninae.
Papuasian, M'ithout Apoda, Aglossa, Dyscophinae, and Bufonidae, but with
Pelobatidae and Eanidae.

Ethiopian,
batidae,

2.

3.

4.

;

DISTRIBUTION OF FAMILIES AND SUB-FAMILIES OF THE AMPHIBIA.
T3

C

"3

1

1
"^

o
p.

8
o

6

Palae-arctic.

5

1

1

IS

;§

+

+
+
+

West.

East.

H

S

HH

•i

1

P4

^

!

1

Amphiumidae
Salamandridae
1

.*•

Proteidae
Sirenidae

Apoda

.

+
+

+
+

1

-r
.

.

.

Aglossa
Discoglossidae
Pelobatidae
Bufonidae

+

+

+

+

.

+

.

Hyliuae
Amphignathodontinae
Hemiphractinae

-f

Cystignathinae
Dendrophryniscinae

+

.

.

Genyophryninae

.

Engystoiuatinae

.

Dyscophinae
Dendrobatinae
Raninae

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

1

+
+
+

+
+
+

+

1

1

+

+
-f

+
+

+
+

+
+

+

+

+
+

1

1

+

+
+

+

+

+
-1-

+

X

+

+

+

Ceratobatrachinae

1 signifies

the occurrence of only one species of an elsewhere numerous group.
X Mantella, cf. p. 71 and p. 272.

CHAPTER

IV

STEGOCEPHALI OR LABVKINTHODOXTS

Sub-Cla.^h

STEGOCEPHALI

I.

With a considerable amount of

or

APODA

LI88AMPHIBIA

FHBACTAMPHTBIA

derntal ((rmour, especially

on the head.

The

earliest

known

terrestrial four-footed creatures occur in the

They and

Carboniferous strata of Europe and North America.
their

immediate

Upper

the

allies,

Trias, are

which extend through the Permian into

now comprised under

the

name

of Stego-

CEPHALi, so called because the whole of the dorsal side of the

by dermal bones (a-reyoi;, roof;
That these creatures, of which naturally only
Ke<f)a\,i], head).
the skeletal parts are known, were not fislies, is shown ]»y
but to recognise them
the typically pentadactyloid limlis
as Amphibia, and as distinct from Eeptiles, is difiicult, especially
if the incipient Eeptilia, which have sprung from some memcranium

is

covered, or roofed over,

;

bers

of

this

Stegocephalous

stock,

are

taken

into

account.

However, they possess either two occipital condyles, or none, and
their vertebrae are either pseudocentrous or notocentrous, but not

gastrocentrous.

Moreover, the whole skeletal organisation

so ideally generalised, that

it

is

the arrangement prevailing in the

is still

easy to derive directly from

it

Apoda and Urodela.

The vertebral column always comprises a well - developed,
sometimes a very long tail.
The vertebrae exhibit three types,
two of which are fundamentally distinct, while the third is a
further development of the second.
1.
Lei)os2wndylous and i^seudocentrous.
The vertelna consists of a thin shell <if bone surrounding the chorda dorsali.>i, and

—

is

composed of two pairs uf arcualia. wliidi moot each other,
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a suture, along the lateral side of the vertebra, 'both
partaking iu the formation of a transverse process which carries

foriuiiig

the

rib.

Two

—

Temnospondylous.

2a.

of

pairs

units,

them

of

which

vertebra

Tlie

remain

in

composed

is

which tends

are dorsal arcualia, one of

of three

unfused

a separate,

state.

form the

to

centrum of the vertebra, which then carries the neural arch.
21j.
Stereospondylons. rThe three component units fuse by

—

co-ossification into a solid, amphicoelous vertebra.

The

ril)S

are one- or two-headed, rather strong, but short,

They occur on

rarely reaching half-way round the l^ody.

vertebrae of the trunk and on most of those of the

the

all

tail.

One

pair of ribs connects one vertebra, the sacral, with the pelvis, of

which the ilium and ischium are generally

ossified, rarely also

a portion of the pubic region.

The shoulder-girdle
the Crossopterygian

is

very primitive, greatly resembling that of
bones

It consists of the following

fishes.

:

a median, rhombic, or T-shaped interclavicle, a pair of clavicles,

The limbs show the

and of scapulae.

of cleithra, of coracoids,

typical pentadactyle plan, but even in these earliest Tetrapoda

the hand possesses only four fingers, with

The

respectively.

has

foot

five

phalanges

2, 2, 3, 2

with

toes,

2,

3,

4,

4, 3,

or

2, 2, 3, 4,^3 phalanges.

Many Stegocephali
either the whole

were possessed of a dermal armour, covering
Hence the term
parts.

body or only the under

Phractamphibia (^paKro<i, armoured).
The armour consists of a
number of small cutaneous scales, partly calcified, or
perhaps ossified, and arranged in many more or less transverse
rows.
We can only surmise that these scales were covered by
great

corresponding epidermal sheaths.
in the

number

Besides the
unpaired,

outer nares

small,

The

skull

and

interparietal

the

orbits

ideally complete

completely roofed

:

nasals, frontals, parietals, supra-

lacrymals (unless fused with the jugals
postorbitals, squamosals,

and

is

always

an

temporal

The following bones are
and latero-occipitals

is

present

over.

there

The whole

foramen.

region

—

is

of separate bones which appear on its surface.

?),

;

prefrontals, postfrontals,

epi- (or opisth-) otics

;

premaxillaries,

and supra-temporaLs quadpararates, pterygoids, palatines, vomers, and un unpaired
sphenoid.
The lower jaw is composed of a pair of dentaries.

maxillaries, jugals, quadrato-jugals,

—

:*

8o
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articulars, augulars,

sometimes the

The eyes

teetli.

Order

and

and apparently
and vomers carry

deiitaries

possess a ring of sclerotic bones.

STEGOCEPHALI LEPOSPONDYLI.

I.

Vertebrae pseudocen t ro us.

Sub-Order

The

splenials.

splenials, the palatines, maxillae,

Branchiosauri.

1.

—The

young had several pairs
and from the

of gill-arches, which, to judge from their size

12.— a,

Fig.

Dorsal and B, ventral views of the cranium of Dmnchiusmmis saiamanx about 4. (After Fritscb.) C, Posterior view of tlie cranium of Trematosaurus, x about h. (After Fraas.) Jir, Branchial arches
C, condvle
Up. epiotic
F. frontal
L.O, lateral occipital M. maxillarv
/, jugal
N, ua.>al Ko, nostril;
droides,

:

;

Pa,

;

parietal

;

Ps, parasphenoid

;

S.o, supraoccipital

fact

:

P/, palatine

;

Pt, pterygoid
;

S'/,

little

;

squamosal

:

;

processes

like

S(,

supratemporal

numerous
gill-rakers

One

of

the commonest genera
B.

sal amandraides

is

;

;

;

V, vomer.

nodules, denticles, or

—seem

exposed to the surface and to have carried
the arches and gills seem to be absent.
Protriton.

:

;

P.o, postorbital ; I'r.f, prefrontal
;
Pff, postfrontal (>, quadrate ; (?/, quadrato-jugal

that they are beset with

irregular

;

;

Pm, premaxillary

gills.

to

have

1)een

In the adult

Branchiosaurus, including

Lower Eed Sandstone of
Europe is known in every stage, from larvae of 1 6 mm. to the
full grown animal of 64 mm. in length.
The whole Ijodv was
of the

BRANCHIOSAURI
covered with

little

cutaneous

AISTOPODES
Pelosaurus and perhaps

scales.

Melanerpeton are allied genera.
The following genera are small newt-like creatures of the
Carboniferous age of Europe and North America. In Keraterpeton

Bohemia, Ireland, and Ohio, the dermal scales were restricted to
and the ribs were rather long, reaching half way
the under parts
K. crassvm, a
Gills have not been observed.
body.
round the
more
than
one
foot
in
reached
length,
two-thirds
European species,
of

;

of

which

the

fall to

The ventral

tail.

elaborate armour, which

rows of

side is covered

The

scale-shaped nodules.

little

with a most

consists of about eighty chevron-shaped
epiotic bones

end

in

strange processes, carrying a pair of spikes, giving the skull a
"

horned

an

"

appearance, hence the generic name.

allied genus.

Sub-Order
any

2. Aistopodes.
hence the name

limbs,

— Body
ai<TTo<i,

Urocordylus

snake-like

unseen

;

is

and without
long, and

ribs

way round the body from Carboniferous strata in
Bohemia,
with allied, or perhaps identical forms in
Ireland and
longissimum
Dolichosoma
possessed more than 150 verteOhio.
The epiotics end in obtuse
brae, and was about a yard long.
These marvellous
projections, recalling those of Keraterpeton.
creatures had strange appendages, extending from behind the
sides of the head, which were possibly the supports of external
gills
since the upper end of one of the visceral arches, prol>ably
the hyoidean arch, is attached to the labyrinthic region, and from
this arch starts a bony rod which carries long skeletal filaments.
The body seems to have been naked.
Oplilderpeton had a compound ventral shield, while the skin
of the back contained granular scutes.
Although the Aistopodes
have, not without reason, been looked upon as greatly resembling

reaching half

;

;

the Coeciliae or

Apoda

vertebral column,

in organisation, especially in that of the

the total absence of any other fossils which

Age and
Apoda from these

miglit bridge over the enormous gulf between the Coal

recent times,

makes the attempt

to derive the

creatures very hazardous.

Order
Mostly

II.

with

STEGOCEPHALI TEMNOSPONDYLI.
rather

long

ribs

and

with

chieliy

ventral

armour.
VOL. VIII
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Chelydosaiirus from the
3 feet long,

and

chap.

Lower Eed Sandstone

Bohemia was

of

possessed a beautiful, complicated, ventral armour,

consisting of about sixty chevron-shaped rows, about three times
as

numerous

the

as

vertebrae

the

in

corresponding

region.

Sjyhenosfn'rus from the same strata and localities must have been
The trunk-vertebrae of both these genera were
2 yards long.

composed
Permian

of four pairs
of Texas

vertebrae, as the

is

name

of arcualia.

Trimer orhachis

very imperfectly known, but

from the
its

trunk-

implies, consist of three pairs of separate

arcualia, one of which, the interdorsal pair, tends to form a

kind

of centrum.

Dissorophus multicinctus, also from the Permian of Texas, has

and conknown, of
an aggregate length of 93 mm. the length of the creature was
The neural spines are elevated, and the apex
perhaps one yard.
These
of each extends in an arch on each side to the ribs.
been described by Cope

^

as a "Batrachian Armadillo,"

sidered allied to Trimerorhachis.

Ten vertebrae

are

;

Above,
dermal
similar
and
and corresponding to each of them,
osseous element, which extends from side to side without interruption in the median line, forming a dermal layer of transverse
bands which correspond to the skeletal carapace beneath it. This
creature remotely approaches the genus Zatachys, Cope, where a
dermosteous scute is co-ossified with the apex of the neural
spine.
The systematic position of this genus is at least

spinous branches touch each other, forming a carapace.
is

a

doubtful.

Archegosaurus

known by many
or 5

feet.

decheni from

the

Lower Red

Germany,

of

well-preserved specimens, reached a length of 4

The trunk vertebrae

are tri-partite, those of the tail

quadri-partite, like those of the trunk of Che/ydosaurus.

Young-

specimens show traces of gill-arches.
The thoroughly terrestrial
walking limbs have four fingers and four toes the arrangement
;

of the tarsalia, most of

which

are ossified, lend support

to

tlie

view that the morphological axis went through femur, fibula,
intermedium, the centralia, the second distal tarsale, and the
second

toe.

folded,

and

The dentine and enamel of the teeth are much
which applies to most members of this

this feature,

Order, to a lesser degree also to others, has caused ttiem to be

comprised under the name of Labykinthodonta.
^

Amcr. Nutumf.

x.\i.\.

1895, p. 998.

The upper
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the head shows very characteristicallj arranged
which probably contained slime - canals and possibly

of

surface

grooves,

sensory organs.

Actinodon and EiLchirosaurus are closely allied forms, chiefly
from the Lower Eed Sandstone of France Gondivanoscmrus occurs
in the Permian of India.
;

Order

STEGOCEPHALI STEREOSPONDYLI.

III.

These are the most highly developed members of the typical
Labyrinthodonta, characterised by their much-folded teeth, and
by their solid, bi-concave vertebrae. Loxomma occurs in the Upper
Carboniferous of England and in the Lower

Eed

Bohemia

of

Trematosaurus, Capitosaurus, and Metoinas from the

New Red

or

Keuper of Germany.
Mastodonscmrus from
the Trias of England and Germany is the most gigantic
Amphibian known, with a skull of nearly 1 yard in length.
Lahyri7ithodon from the Keuper of Warwickshire is one of
the latest members of the group.
Labyrinthodont creatures have
Lower Trias

also

to the

been described from the Trias of South Africa,

e.g.

Bhyti-

North America are insufficiently preserved.
Many of these and allied genera have left their footprints in
slabs of Sandstone, both Lower and New Red, in Europe, Africa,
and America.
But although their spoors are common enough,
dosteiis

;

those from

only a few can with certainty be referred to Stegocephali,
Saurichnites salamandroides

The

spoors

of

of

the

Lower Red

common

Chirotherinm,

the

in

Germany and England, for instance in
unknown owners
both the large hind
;

much

New Red

of

belong

to

Cheshire,
feet

e.g.

Germany.

of

(which

measure

had
Fivewhich stood off like a thumlx
fingered Stegocephali are unknown.
There is an almost complete absence of fossil Amphibia from
the Upper Trias to the Oligocene.
The Stegocephali as such
seem to have died out with the Trias.
The recent Amphibia, of
There is
course, must have had ancestors in the Mesozoic age.
one little skeleton, from the Wealden of Belgium, which belonged
nearly half a foot in length) and the
live

to

digits,

a

the

first

newt-like creature, called

France,

and

feet,

of

Hylaeohatrachus eroyi.

fragments, described as Mcgalotriton, are
cene of

smaller fore

Triton

itself

known from

seems to

Scarce

the Oligo-

be indicated

by

APODA OR COECILIAE
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remnants in the Lower Miocene of France and C^erinauy.

But

specimens of large creatures, much resembling
Cryptohranchvs, have been found in the Upper Miocene of

fairly complete

Canton Solothurn, Switzerland.
The first known
at Haarlem, indicating a total length of 3 feet or
more, was described and figured in the year 1726 by Scheuchzer,
Oeningen.

now

specimen,

in a learned dissertation entitled "

Homo

diluvii

testis."

Betriibtfes Beingeriist von einem alten Svinder
Erweiche Herz und Sinn der neiien Boslieit'khider.

Which may

be rendered as follows

:

Oh, sad remains of lx)ne, frame of poor Man of sin
Soften the lieart and mind of sinful recent kin.

This was the motto attached to the illustration, and
a warning to

mankind

Tschudi named

that of some large newt.

but

it is

it

remained

until Ctivier declared the skeleton to be
it

Andrias scheuchzeri,

scarcely generically distinct from Cnjptohraiuhvs, being

almost intermediate between

C.

alleghaniensis

and

C. joponiciis,

see p. 97.

Sub-Class

II.

IISSAMPHIBIA.

Amj>1iihia toithout dermal armour.

Order

I.

APODA

or

LIMBLESS AMPHIBIA.

The Amphibia Apoda, Coeciliae or Gymnophiona, are a small
group of worm-shaped, burrowing creatures, restricted to the
Xcotropical and Palaeotropical regions, excluding Madagascar.
They have no limbs and no girdles. The tail is extremely
short

;

the

vertebrae

are

pseudo-centrous, and

most of them

carry rather long ribs, none of which, however, meet to "form a

sternum.
The whole snake-like body is covered with a smooth
and slimy skin which forms numerous transverse folds or rings.
The most remarkable feature of the skull is its solid compactness, which stands in direct correlation with the burrowing
habits of these creatures.
The whole dorsal surfiice of the
cranium is practically roofed in by bone, so that, in this re-spect,
it
is

greatly resembles that of the Stegocephali

but this resemblance
produced chiefly by a broadening of those bones wliich exist
;

GENERAL ANATOMY
also

ill
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the other Lissamphibia, while suprateniporals and supra-

There

oc'cipitals are absent.

represent

either

the

however, a pair of bones which

is,

postorbitals or

the

postfrontals,

perhaps

The quadrato-jugal arch is enormously
developed, and by reaching the parietal, frontal, and postorbitooccur only in IchthyoijMs and
frontal bones (which latter

both, of the Stegocephali.

and the maxilla, extends over the whole of tlie
The squamosal is completely fused with

Uraeotyijhlus)

orbito- temporal fossa.

x 3.
(After Sarasin.)
A, Lateral, B, ventral.
^'k-aWoi TcMhyophis ghdinosa.
^-1, Posterior ])rocess of the os articulare ; Ca, carotid foramen ; Ch,
choaua or posterior nasal opening
./, jugal
Lo, lateral occipital
i% frontal
Pa, palatine Pm,
J/./-, maxillary ; X, nasal ; Ni), nostril
/', parietal
0, orbit

Fig. 13.

C, dorsal view.

;

;

;

premaxillary

squamosal

;

;

;

;

;

;

S,
Pt, pterygoid
Po/, postfrontal
Prf, prefrontal
Q, quadrate
T", vomer
X, exit of vagus nerve.
T, tentacular groove
.S/, stapes
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The stapes has the typical stirrup-shape, is
even perforated by an artery, and articulates distally with the
shaft of the quadrate (as in the snakes).
The maxilla is very

the quadrato-jugal.

large

and broad.

Owing

to its broad junction

with the quadratois reduced

jugal arch, the prefrontal and frontal, the orbital fossa
to a

very small hole, or the maxilla completely covers the eye.

Somewhere between the latter and the iiares the maxilla is
perforated by the tentacular groove.
The periotic bones are
represented by the prootics and epiotics
they fuse with
the lateral occipitals and with the parasphenoid.
The whole
;

APODA
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orbito-ethmoidal region of the primordial skull

is

also turned

into one mass of bone.
of the lower jaw forms a thick and
which projects upwards and backwards from the
The former possession of a splenial bone
mandibular joint.
is indicated by the occurrence of a second series of teeth in
Other genera
the mandibles of IclitliyopMs and Uraeotyphhis.
have vestiges of this second row, or it may l)e completely

The angular element

large process

lost.

The hyoid and branchial apparatus is more primitive than
In the larva the hyoid and the
any other recent Amphibia.
first and second branchial arches are connected with each other
The third branchial arches are free
hy a median copular piece.
from the rest, but are fused in the middle line, the fourth are
in

In the adult both fuse

loosely attached to the previous pair.
into one transverse, curved bar,
lose their

and the second

pair of branchials

connexion with the basal longitudinal piece and likewise

form a transverse

bar.

The vertebrae are built upon the pseudocentrous type, are
amphicoelous, and the chorda is intravertebrally destroyed by
The number of
cartilage, as in the majority of the Urodela.
vertebrae is great, amounting in some species to between 200
The first vertebra
and 300, of which a few belong to the tail.
is devoid of an odontoid process.
The ribs are proximally
l>ifurcated as in the Urodela.

The
less

eyes

are

concealed

practically

under

maxillary bones.

the

being

useless,

they

or

are

either

covered

more or
by the

All Coecilians possess a peculiar tentacular

apparatus, which

sensory

skin,

consists

of a

conical

fiap-shaped

or

which is lodged in a special groove or
canal of the maxilla, between the eye and the nose, whence it is
These
frequently protruded while the animal is crawling about.
tentacles in the young Siphonops lie, according to the Sarasins,
globular soft

tentacle,

quite close to the eyes, but are later transferred nearer to the

The organ

nose.
fold

which

receives

blood,

a

and

consists of a peculiarly rolled

up and pointed

from the bottom of the sac or pit, where it
nerve.
It is protruded by becoming turgid with
arises

is

retracted

Ijy

a strong muscle.

Into the lumen of

the sac are poured secretions from the large orbital (Harderian)
gland, to keep the apparatus clean.

Hence

arose the mistaken

GENERAL ANATOMY
notion

of its

being a poison -organ.
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The whole structure

is

possibly an offshoot of the naso-lacrymal duct.

In the ripe embryo the
The skin is most remarkable.
epidermis passes smoothly over the surface.
Beneath follow two
layers of soft cutaneous connective tissue, bound together by
transverse or vertical lamellae, so that ring-shaped compartments
are formed, and

these are

in

adult each compartment

is

embedded slime -glands.

In the

modified into an anterior glandular

space, from the bottom of which grow
The number of cutaneous rings agrees originally
with that of the vertebrae
but later, and especially in the
hinder portion of the trunk, each ring breaks up into t^^o or
more secondary segments, and these no longer agree with those
Each scale is beset with numerous smaller
of the skeleton.
scales which consist of hardened cell-secretions infiltrated with
calcareous matter.
The whole scale is consequently an entirely
mesodermal product of the deeper layers of the cutis.
The

and a

belt

posterior

several scales.

:

usual statement that

the skin forms imbricating lamellae, on
which appear the scales, is wrong.
The
" lamellae " can be lifted up only after the general epidermal
sheath has been broken artificially in the constrictions between
the rings.
i*^o scales exist in the Indian genus Gegenophis and
in the American Siphonoi^s, Tyi)hlonectes, and Chthoneij^eton, a
secondary loss which does not indicate relationship.
The scales
develop late in embryonic life, and they are reasonably looked
upon as inheritances from the Stegocephali.
The glands either
produce slime, whose function seems to be tlie keeping clean of
the surface of the body, or they are squirt-glands.
The latter
kind are also. numerous and are filled with a fluid which is squeezed
out by muscular contraction, and seems to be poisonous, as it
the

inner

side

of

.

causes sneezing to those

The

who handle

live in

or dissect fresh specimens.

moist ground and lead a liurrowing

Their developmental history has only recently been studied,

life.

and

(Joecilians

in but a few species, see lelttinjopliis, p. 91,

and Hypogeophis,
The female is fertilised internally, copulation taking place
Ijy means of eversion of the cloacal walls in the shape of a tube.
The spermatozoa possess an undulating membrane
the eggs
imdergo meroblastie division and the embryos have three pairs
p.

92.

;

of long external gills.

The

Some

are viviparous.

snake-like, limbless shape of the

body

(Fig. 15)

is,

as in

APODA

8?.

snakes,
hint's

left

long cylindrical

is

an asymmetrical develupmeut

with

correlated

the

:

CHAP.

of

the

drawn out into a
likewise very long, and partly

reduced, while the riirht

The liver is
number of

sac.

constricted into a great

reduction of the ribs progression

is

is

Owing

lobes.

effected in

to the great

an almost earth-

worm-like fashion by the peristaltic motion of the skin, assisted
its numerous ring-shaped constrictions.

by

The systematic
a

still,

the Coeciliae

position of

has been, and

is

The Sarasins took up Cope's

matter.

controversial

suggestion, that their nearest allies are the Urodela, especially

Amphivma, and they went
a neotenic form of the

Amphiumidae and

upon Anvphiuma as
which they divided into
the Coecilioidea and Salamau-

so far as to look

" Coecilioidea,"

Coeciliidae

;

They based
upon remarkable resemblances
between Amphiuma and Ichthyophis, namely, (1) the mode of
laying the eggs on land and coiling themselves around them
(2) the existence of remnants of a tentacular apparatus in

droidea forming the two sul)-orders of the Vrodela.
startling conclusion chiefly

this

;

Amphiuma ;

(.3)

Cope's statement that Ain2}hhima' alone

the Urodela possesses an ethmoid like the Coeciliae.*
point
that

is,

however, erroneous

Amphiuma

;

it

among

This latter

has since been shown by Davison

possesses no ethmoid bone, but that, instead of

^

it,

descending plates of the frontals join below the premaxilla and
function as a nasal septum, with a canal for the olfactory nerves.

AVe look upon

tlie

Apoda with more reason

as

creatures

whicli of all the Lissamphibia have retained most Stegocephalous

characters and at the same time form a highly specialised group

equivalent to

tl>e

I'rodela

The following are

and the Anura.

Stegocephalous inheritances peculiar to the Apoda in opposition
to the otlier recent Amphibia
retention of cutaneous scales
with calcareous incrustations, greatly resembling the scales of
:

the

Carboniferous

I'rontal

and

]Microsauri

lateral nasal or

occasi(jnal

;

retention

of

post-

lacrymal bones, and of a second row

To these may be added the presence of
and the primitive character of the branchial arches.
The loss of all these characters would turn the present Apoda
into limbless Urodela, but tliis assumption does not justify their
inclusion in this Order.
The possible homology of the tentacular

of teeth in the mandil)le.
<*piotic bones,

ajtparatus has been discussed elsewhere,
'

J. Mor/ihol.

.\i.

189.'>,

p.

4.").

p 375.

^^'

COECILIIDAE

Fossil Apoda are not
not favour preservation.

Only

known

family, Coeciliidae.

:

3g

their

About

siil)terranean

forty species are

does

lite

known

These have been placed in seventeen genera,
mostlv on comparatively slight grounds, and several of these
^enera are pr.jbablv

\^
9^1

Fig.

14.-.Map sliowing the di.stnbutiou of the

Coeciliae or

Amphibia Apo.hu

unnatural, the distinctive characters
having undoubtedly been
developed independently in various
countries.
AVe have to
remember that the recent species are the
remainder of a formerly

much more numerous group

it is also likely tliat more
will be
the tropical forests of South America
and Sumatra.
Boulenger ^ has distinguished them as follows

discovered

;

m

:

I.

Cycloid scales embedded in the skin.
A. Eyes distinct, or concealed under

the skin.

<(.

Two
a.

series of teeth in the

lower jaw.
Quadrato-jugal (squamosal) and parietal bones
in contact.
Tentacle between eye and nostril.
IrhthyopJus, 2 species, India

„

below and behind

,,

below and in front of eye.

and Malav

islands, p. 90.

nostril.

HypogeoiJhis, 3 species, East Africa

and

Sevchelle.><, p.

92

Dermophis, 5 species, America and Africa,
p. 93
nostril.
CocciUa, 6 species, America.
Quadrato-jugal
Pseparated from parietal.
Tentacle close to the eye.
Rhmatrema, 2 species, America.
,,

below the

„

below and behind

nostril.

Geotrypietes,

„
,
t>.

^
One

below

species, "West Africa.

1

nostril.

Uraeofuphlns,
series of teeth in the

,3

species,

West Africa and India

lower jaw.

Tentacle in front of the eye.
Gryptopsophis,
'

1

P. Z. S. 1895, p. 401.

species, Seychelles.

^HAP.
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gQ

below the cranial bones.

B. Eyes

Quadrate- jugal

in

contact

with

parietal.

Tentacle near the nostril.
Gymnophis, 4 species, South America.

HerpeU, 2
II.

.species,

Panama and Gaboon.

Without scales.
the skin.
A. Eyes distinct, or concealed under
a.

series of teeth in the lower jaw.
Quadrato-jugal in contact with parietal

Two
a

Tentacle behind nostril

ft.

;

end of body laterally compre-ssed.
TypUonede.^, 3 species. America,

Chthoner^yeton, 2 species,
h.

One
a.

B

series of teeth.

;

.

.

Eves below the cranial bones.
Two series of teeth. Quadrato-jugal

«.

tentacle

b.

America.

in front of the
Quadrato-jugal and parietal in coutact tentacle
species, America.
4
^ijjhomps,
g^-e
Quadrato-jugal separated from parietal
Bdellfjphis, 1 species, East Africa.
.

B

93.

p.

Quadrato-jugal separated from parietal.
Tentacle between eye and nostril.

One

behind and below

series of teeth.

and parietal in contact:

nostril.

GegenophU, 1 species, India.
Quadrato-jugal separated from parietal.
ScoUcoraorphus, 1 species, East Africa.
Boulengerula,

1 species.

East Africa.

of the HimaIchthyophis glutinosa extends from the slopes
second
Siam.
into
and
islands,
Malay
layas to Ceylon, the
and
Borneo,
Malacca,
Malabar,
in
occurs
species, /. monochrous,
with a
length,
in
foot
one
about
reaches
/. f/luti-nosa
Java.
The
an inch.
greatest thickness of a little more than half
band
yellow
a
with
black,
bluish
or
brown
general colour is dark
along each side of the body.
^
Sarasins.
This species has been studied extensively i>y the
The ovarian egg
It breeds in Cevlon after the spring monsoon.
The yolk is yeUow the
by 6 mm.

A

is

oval,

measuring 9

:

The strong viteUme
ljla.stoderm lies towards one of the poles.
by a dense
oviduct
the
in
surrounded
membrane becomes
just like
chalazae,
twisted
forms
which
albuminous membrane,
strung
are
eggs
the
cords
two
these
and
by
those of birds' eggs,
albumen.
of
mantle
another
lies
this
all

Around

together.

The female

digs a hole close to the surface in moist

ground near

ceylonesischen BlindSarasiu, " Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der
avf Ceylon,
Forschungen
naturwiss.
Erycbnisse
wiihle, Ichthyophis glutinosa.'
1

P and

F.

1887-1890, vol.

ii.
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The eggrunning water, and there lays about two dozen eggs.
bunch,
and the
into
a
entangled
together,
glued
strintfs become
in
that
remains
posiand
bunch
the
round
herself
female coils
burrowing
other
against
eggs
the
protect
to
probably
tion,
creatures, as blind snakes {Typlilops and Bhinophis) and certain
which the ground literally swarms. During
assume a round shape, and grow
original size, and the mature embryo weighs four

limbless lizards, with

this kind of incubation the eggs
to twice their

much as the newly laid egg.
gills are delicately fringed and red, and they
external
The
The body of the
in the tiuid of the egg.
down
and
move up
times as

Ichtlii/ojihis ijltitinosa x 1.
(After P. and F. Sarasiii.) 1, A nearly ripe emhryo,
"2, female guardwith gill'*, tail-flu, aud still with a considerable amount of yolk
ing her eggs, coiled up in a hole underground
3. a bunch of newly laid eggs
4. a single egg, enlarged, schematised to show the twisted albuminous strings or
chalazae within the outer membrane, wliich surrounds the white of the egg.

Fig. 15.

;

:

embryo

is

at tirst white, but

A strong line
lies

:

becomes pigmented with dark grey.

of lateral sense-organs is formed,

and a ring

of

around the eye and others on other parts of the head.

short tail develops a

the shortest, and

is

fin.

Of the three

them
The

pairs of gills the third

generally turned dorsalwards.

is

In embryos

4 cm. in lencrth the longest cjill measures as much as 2 cm.
Yolk is still present in embryos which have reached the

of

surprising length of 7 cm.
little,

and at

the base of the third external

When

Then the

begin to shrink a

to

through

at

gill.

the larvae are hatched the

larva takes

gills

this time one pair of gill-clefts breaks

gills

are lost.

The young

the water in a gill-less state, and moves about

like an eel.
At the bottom of the gill-hole on each side two
arches are visible, and there are at this stage neither inner nor

APODA

2

cuter

to
The larvae frequently come up tu the surface
tentacles
the
biit
The eyes are large and clearly visible,
The epidermal sense-organs are numerous,
undeveloped.

gills.

breathe.
are still

and appear as white spots in the grey skin

:

about

from the gill-opening to the tip of the tail.
larval
Ichthyophis seems to live a long time in the
to "the surface.

extend

state.

At

and the tentacles

disappears,
last the gill-clefts close, the tail-fin

come

fifty

The whole skin assumes

a

totally

new

into a burrowing, substructure, and the fish-like larva turns
drowned when made
gets
terranean creature so terrestrial that it
to remain in the water.

is.— A^covdiug to A. Brauer^ three species of
Cnjpto-psojMs multiphCoecilians are found in the Seychelles:
and H. aUernans.
rostratus
ratMS, which is rare, HypogeopUs
higher up
swamps,
in
coast
They live in moist ground, near the
depth of
the
to
down
rocks,
in humus, under rotten trees and
them in
found
Brauer
In the island of Silhouette,
one foot.
September.
to
May
from
brooks, at least during the dry season,
" vers de terre."
They seem to propagate
Tlie natives call them
Hi/pogeopJi

sufficient
during the greater part of the year, provided there is
from
vary
which
eggs,
The female coils round the
moisture.
measuring
rostratvs
of
half a dozen to thirty in numljer, those

K

7-8 mm., those of H. alternans only 4-5

The embryos undergo

mm.

their whole development in the egg.

Four pairs of gill-clefts break through, the first between the
third
hyoid and the first branchial arch, the fourth between the
spiracular
a
also
appears
There
and fourth branchial arclies.
this cleft is,
cleft between the cpiadrate and the hyoid arch;
shorter time.
a
for
persists
however, only developed dorsally, and
clefts, upon
the
as
time
The external gills appear at the same
latest, and
the
gill
is
third
the
the first three branchial arches
others.
two
the
by
up
remains in a vestigial condition covered
;

The gills, of which the second is the longest, are not (as stated
by the Sarasins) direct prolongations of the gill-arches, but they
They begin
begin as button -like growtlis upon the arches.
absorption of the yolk, getting actually
In embryos of G cm. they are 6 mm. long, while in
smaller.
Tlie
embryos of G.5 cm. they are reduced to 4.5 mm. in leii-itb.

disappear with

to

1

"

Beiti-figc

tlie

zur Keiiutiiiss

yiiiiiopliionfii." Zoul. Jahrh.

del-

Entwickluiig.sgeschiclite

Anat.

x.

1897, p. 389, and

und der Anatomie der

xii.

1899, p. 477.
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hj being resorhed
Hyp»geopliis not leading an aquatic larval life possesses no tail-fin in
the embryonic state, the gill-holes are closed, and the epidermal
first to

disappear

and the

is

the third

gill,

of course

;

the creature leaves the egg.

clefts are closed before

sensory organs disappear long before the time of hatching.
Vestiges of gills appear also on the hyoid and on the

man-

dibular arch, but on the latter they are of very short duration.

Those of the hyoid gradually fuse with the first of the branchial
and these also concentrate with their bases so that they
ultimately seem to spring from one common stem. *Brauer

gills,

remarks that the distinction between internal and external gills
seems to be one of degree only the hyoidean and mandiltular
;

from the hinder margin of the arches, just
like the internal gills of Torpedo according to Ziegler, while the
He also
other gills start from the sides of the branchial arches.
found a pair of little swellings behind the last gill-cleft, and an
unpaired swelling (corresponding with a double one in Ichthyophis)

gills

namely

start

in front of the vent.

the

last,

Not unreasonably he

sees in these swellings

very transitional vestiges of the paired limbs.

Typhlonectcs compressicatcda of Guiana and Venezuela

is

one

18 inches, with a
The general colour, as in most of these

of the largest Coecilians, reaching a length of

body-diameter of

^

creatures, is olive

brown

inch.

A

to black.

sort of adhesive disc sur-

rounding the vent occurs in this genus.

Peters,

who

described

found in one female six embryos of comparatively
enormous size, one of them being 157 mm. (more than 6 inches)
Instead of
long, and 12 mm. thick, and devoid of a tail-fin.
lateral gill-openings there is a " bag " on each side 5 5 mm. long,
The Sarasins have
upon which is distributed a blood-vessel.
examined the same specimen The gills are not a bag, but consist of two flat, unbroken membranes which are closely connected
this species,

:

with each other.
said

to

begin in

In fact the outer
the

shape

of

gills of all

small

Amphibia may be
whence sprout

bags,

but in Typhloiiectes they form these
The embryos
growing into the usual three gills.
have no epidermal sense-organs, but plenty of skin-glands. Probably when born they take at once to terrestrial life, the flaps are
possibly .shed at birth, and there remains a little cicatrix.
secondarily the gill-fringes

;

flaps instead of

Dcrmojyhis thomensis of
in

West

Africa

(its

East Africa, South and Central America)

other relations live

is also

viviparous.

CHAPTER V
LISS AMPHIBIA

Order

II.

{(VXTIXUED)

URODELA

or

— URODELA

TAILED AMPHIBIA.

Xewts in the wider
have been grouped into four families which can be conveniently diagnosed by the following characters

The

recent tailed Amphibia, Salamanders and

sense,

:

Both the upper and lower jaws are furnished with

Fore- and hind-

teetli.

limbs are always present.

Maxillary bones present.
Eyes free and devoid of lids
Amphiumidae, p. 97.
Eyes with movable lids^
Salaaiandridae, j). 102.
Maxillary Ijones absent.
Eyes without lids. Perennibranohiate Proteidae, p. 132.
Both jaws are toothle.ss. The hind-limbs, the maxillary bones and eyelids
Sirexidae, p. 136.
are absent.
Perennibranchiate
.

.

.

.

.

These four families are closely allied to each other, especially the
Amphiumidae and the Salamandridae.

The geographical distribution

of the

Urodela

is

essentially

Amhlystoma
and of S[)el(:riies extend southwards into Central America, and in
the case of the latter genus even into the Audesiau parts of
Periarctic, except that about one dozen species each of

South America.
Pldhixlon platense inhabits Argentina.
The Urodela afford good reasons for dividing tlie Periarctic
region into three co-ordinate sub-regions, namely, Nearctic,
Eastern and Western Palaearctic.
The difference between tlie
Euro})ean and the Eastern Asiatic fauna is well marked the two
are
at least with our present knowledge
separated by a wide
stretch of country very poor in I'rodele forms
while, lastly.

—

;

—

:

'

Tlie existence of sucli a form as

Typhlotrilon, in the adult of which

tlie

eyes

become closed up, makes such short diagnoses of the families defective, although
tliere is no doubt about the Desmognathine afiiuities of this genus.
See p. 103.

~
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there are not a few resemblances between this Eastern Asiatic
and the American fauna. The Urodela thus lend no support to the

usual division of the Periarctic into a Palaearctic and a iSTearctic
Nor is it possible to divide the Palaearctic into a
sub-reoion.

We have in this case
Eurasian and a Mediterranean province.
to distinguish between an American, an Asiatic, and a European

:

SALAM. LECHRIOOONTA

Fig. 16.

.$^ ICHTHYODEA.

— Map showing the distiibutiou of the Urodela.

"

Icbthyodea

"'

= Amphiumidae

— Protei«iae + Sirenidae.

fauna.

The Asiatic

or Eastern Palaearctic sub-region assumes the

central position, at least from a merely geographical point of view.

would be unjustifiable to assume a spreading from this centre
on the other hand, into America. The centre
existed more probably in the Arctic circle, now devoid of Urodela.
So far as mere numbers of species are concerned the huge
Asiatic or Eastern Palaearctic region is the poorest, but it is
also the least explored, and China will probably yield a good
many new forms. "We know at present only 15 species, nearly
all from the eastern half.
These 15 species represent no less
than 11 genera, 8 of which (=73 per cent) are peculiar to the
sub-region.
Next comes the Western Palaearctic or European
sub-region with about 2 1 recent species of 5 genera, 4 of which
are peculiar.
America is by far the richest, with no less than
66 species (36 eastern, about 10 western, and the rest Central
American, etc.), belonging to 19 genera, 17 of which ( = 90 per
cent) are peculiar to the Xew World.
But this richness in species
is due mainly to the abundance of the two genera Amhlystoma and
It

into Europe, and,

Europe is characterised by its many Tritons.
most striking features of the Asiatic sub-region

Spelerpes, just as

One

of the

is

URODELA
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m

They have very httle
two species of Triton
and
common. Fachitriton., Tylototrifvn,
Salamandnnae, while
only
the
(T ,n,rrho,,astcr\nd. T. sinensis) are
like the American
102),
(see p.
from the

European.

its

difference

all

the rest are Lechriodont

UkODELA
(lEOGKAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE
WHstern Palaearctic.

(1

AndrifiK, }iliooene)

;

Eastern Palaearctic.

Cryptobianclius

1

1

Siren

1

Pseudobranchus

1

Necturus

1

Typhlomolge

1

Anipbiunia

1

Cryi>tobranchus

1

1

Thorius
Haptoglossa

3

Desmognathus

21 Spelerpes
2 Manciilus
7

3
1

Plethodon
Batrachoseps
Typhlotriton

2 Aiitodax

1

Amblystonia

16 Amblystonia
1

1
1
1
1

Dicamptodon

Batrachyperus
Ranidens

Geomolge
Onychodactylns

2 Salaniaudrella
3

Hynobius

Pachytriton
Tylototriton
2 Triton

1
1

14 Triton
1

Salamandriua

1

Cliioglossa

:j

Salamamlra

21 species, 6 genera

r

ISspecies, 11 genera 66 species, 18 general

two American Tritons, T. torosus and
persirmie
The occurrence of an Amhhjstoma, A.
viridesccns.
and
suggestive,
most
is
the mountains of Siam and Burmah,
borne
be
also
It must
will in all probability be found.

Urodela
in

2 Triton

tthers

excepting

the

m

AMPHIUMIDAE
mind that the
are

differences

between the genera of Amblystoniatinae
and the same applies to the sub-

reality very slight

in

the

all

possession

of

mean much, and

vertebrae, do not

notion that

:

The presence or absence

families themselves.

parasphenoid,

97

amphi-

on the

of teeth

opistho

or

-

coelous

certainly does not forbid the

common

the recent Urodela are the offspring of one

generalised stock which inhabited the northern portion of the
globe.

Nothing

of the

essentially
It is

Geotriton.

gained by hiding the solitary European species
American genus Spelerpes under the name of
a Spelerpes in all characteristic points. Speaking
is

.

broadly, each of the three principal sub-families of Salamandridae
characteristic of a sub-region the Salamandrinae of the

is

;

Palaearctic, the Plethodontinae of the

stoniatinae

genera

is

Fam.
The

chiefly Asiatic,

are

concerned.
1.

Amphiumidae.

at

least so

—Without

far

gills in

as diversity of

the perfect state.

a vanishing stage, being either reduced to

gill-clefts are in

The maxillary

one pair of small holes or being altogether absent.
bones

Western

American, while the Ambly-

Teeth occur in both jaws

are- present.

;

those

of

the

The vertebrae are amphicoelous.
vomers form transverse rows.
The fore-limbs and hind-limbs are present, but small. The small
eyes are devoid of

lids.

This family

now

species,

is

represented by two genera, with only three

found in the United States and in Eastern Asia.

—

The limbs are functional, with four fingers
The outer digits and the sides of the limbs are
bordered with folds of skin.
The head and body are stout and
depressed
the tail is short, laterally compressed, and provided
with a fin.
The skin is very glandular and slimy, and forms a
Cryptohranchus.

•

,

and

five

toes.

;

thick, irregularly-shaped fold along the side of the body.
C.

{Menopoma)

alleghaniensis.

— The

reduced to one pair, individually
closing up.

There

are,

The general colour
darker patches,

is

to

is

left

are normally

cleft,

the right

however, four l)ranchial arches and vessels.
brown or grey above, sometimes with

lighter

below.

The
46

"

length of nearly 18 inches (about

and

gill-clefts

the

Hellbender

"

reaches

a

cm.), is entirely aquatic,

apparently restricted to the rivers and streams of the
It is very
districts of the Eastern United States.

mountainous

voracious, living

the fishermen, as
VOL. VIII

on worms and on
it

fish,

being

much

disliked

by

takes the angler's bait, and destroys great

H

6

>

t
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quantities of the valuable food-fish Coregonus alhus.

common and

rather

easily

known.

kept,

larvae

its

still

Although
remain un-

—

maximus.
The Giant Salamander of Japan
s.
from its American relation in one essential point only,
namely, by the absence of gill-openings and of the modifications
It has but
of the branchial apparatus connected therewith.
japonicus

C.

differs

and the skeletal arches are reduced to
Japan and in China, from 600 to 4500 feet
above the level of the sea, in small streams of mountain-meadows.
It is easily
It feeds upon fishes, Amphibia, worms, and insects.
fished with the hook and is eaten by the Japanese.
The first living specimen was brought to Europe in 1829 by
It grew within a few years from
Th. von Siebold, its discoverer.
1 foot to 3 feet in length, and died in 1881, at least fifty-two
Another specimen lived in the Hamburg aquarium
years old.
for fourteen years, during which time it is said to have grown
three branchial vessels,
It

two.

lives

in

3 6 cm. (more than 1 4 inches), having attained a length of nearly
4-g-

or

feet,

cm =

134 cm.

The

largest specimen

known measures 159

5 feet 3 inches.

The

life

-history of this species

still

is

imperfectly known.

Japanese picture-books contain drawings of the adult and of

showing three pairs of fringed external gills.
of 16 cm. length have already lost the
gills, but still retain a cleft on either side of the neck, in the
shape of a horizontal slit, and this is soon after closed up V)y

larvae, the

latter

Young specimens

the skin.

The best account has recently been given by Sasaki.^ Accordhim the Giant Salamander leads a solitary life, concealed

ing to

in dark places,

under rocks in swift-flowing, thickly shaded small

brooks of clear and cold water.

The animal may be
witli

a

fish, frog,

few feet in length.
stick

easily captured

with a fish-hook, Imited

or several earth-worms,

This

is

into the salamander's retreat.

The

the stick, but the point of the loaded hook
of it, far enough to keep
pushed under the rock.

it

and

string
is

in place while this

When

J. Coll.

Japan,

is

not tied to

forced into one end

end of the rod

is

the bait has been thus brought

near the salamander, any bite will be instantly
1

tied to a string a

thrust by the aid of a small baml;)oo-

i.

1887, p. 269.

felt

through the

URODELA
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chap.

The latter is then withdrawn as quietly as possible, the
hook and bait being left.
As soon as a jerk of the string is
noticed, a pull is made, which generally ends in the capture of
rod.

the unfortunate animal.

If the tirst pull should

replaced as before, and a second opportunity

unwary

creature accepts as readily as the

liaving obtained one

l)ite, is

fail,

the bait

is offered,

first.

is

which the

The fisherman,

sure of ultimate success, as the sala-

mander does not learn by experience to refuse the
morsel.
AVhen captured, it emits a peculiar slimy

proffered
secretion,

having an odour much like that of the leaves of the Japan
This secretion hardens into a
gelatinous mass after a short exposure to the air.
pepper {Xanthoxylon peperitum).

Temminck and

Schlegel state that the act of inspiration

is

This is true
performed once every 6-10 minutes.
for specimens kept in tubs
but Sasaki is inclined to think
that they perform this act less frequently in their native brooks.
The eyes are so small that they are ob^'iously of little importordinarily

;

ance

;

the salamanders capture their prey not by pursuing, but

by waiting

for its

by a

their teeth

near approach, whereupon they seize

swift lateral

movement

of the head.

it

with

The eggs

August and September, and they form a
Each egg floats in a clear fluid,
inclosed in a bead-shaped gelatinous envelope, and this is connected with the next by means of a comparatively small string.
The egg measures about 6 mm. by 4 mm., and is yellow
everywhere except at the upper pole, where it is whitish.
All

are said to be laid in

string resembling a rosary.

attempts to make Cry-ptohvanclivs breed in captivity have failed
hitherto, owing no doubt to the difficulty of obtaining the cool
temperature of its mountain streams.
Sasaki's smallest specimens
measured 19 to 20 cm.
These had three pairs of very short

from 3 to 5 mm. in length, attaclied just
orifice.
Each process was somewhat
flattened and tapering, most of them still with branchlets.
In
another specimen, 20"5 cm. in length, the gills had almost
wholly disappeared, but the branchial slits were still visible.
One of 24"5 cm. length showed no trace of gills, and the
Itranchial orifice was completely closed, but still marked by a
brancliial

inside

processes,

the

branchial

light streak.

Amphiuma means

s.

tridactylu.

reduced, and end in two or three

— The

limbs are very

little fingers or toes.

much

Just

in

I

AMPHIUMIDAE
frunt

the fore-liml is

of

liuarded

by two

flaps of

lies

the

the skin.

lOI

uf small gill-clefts, each
There are four hrauchial arches.

pair

The general colour of this eel-shaped creature is black, lighter
The head is covered with numerous pores, arranged in
lielow.
several rows, which unite in the region of the neck, so that only
It reaches a
two rows extend along the sides of the body.
length of three feet, and lives in swamps or muddy waters.

Fig. 18.

for

Anqjhiuma means.

x

i.

instance in the ditches of rice-fields, burrowing occasionally in

the mud, feeding on crayiishes, molluscs, small fishes,
confined

to

the south-eastern

Carolina to Mississippi.

States

of

etc.

It is

North America, from

According to Davison,^ copulation takes

May.
The rather hard-shelled eggs are deposited in the
August or Septemlier, and are connected by a twisted
cord.
The female lies about them in a coil. The embryos, which
are hatched in the month of Xovemlier or Decemlier, have welldeveloped external gills.
By the following February they have
place in

folhnving

1

J.

Morphol.

xi. 189;'., p. 37:3.

URODELA

I02

mm.

reached a length of from 68 to 90
in

damp

localities

lost their gills.

chap.

(about 3 inches), living

under rocks or rooted stumps, and have already
The legs are said to be relatively longer than

they are in the adult.

—

Salamandridae (Salamanders and Newts). Without
Both jaws are
Maxillaries are present.
The eyes are protected by movable lids,
furnished with teeth.
Fore- and hind-limbs present, although
except in Typhlotriton.

Fam.

2.

gills iu the perfect state.

sometimes very much reduced.
To this ftimily lielong by

Amphibia.

They have

the greater

far

number

of tailed

been, for the sake of convenience, grouped

which are all
Little better is
and of cumparatively slight importance.
the division into Mecodonta, with the teeth of the palate in two
longitudinal rows diverging behind and inserted upon the inner
margins of the two palatine processes, w^hich are much prolonged
posteriorly, and Lechriodonta, in wiiich the series of palatal teeth
are restricted to the posterior portion of the vomers and form
into four sub-families, the determining characters of

internal

either transverse or posteriorly converging rows.
I.

Series of palatal teeth traiisvei-se, restricted to the posterior portion

Parasphenoid beset with dentigerous plates.
Desmognathinae, p. 102.
Vertebrae ojjisthocoelou?
amphicoelous
Plethodontinae, p. 103.
„
II. Serie.s of palatal teeth transverse or posteriorly converging, restricted
Parasphenoid toothless.
to the posterior portion of the vomers.
Vertebrae amphicoelous Amblystomatinae, p. 109.
III. Series of palatal teeth in two longitudinal series, diverging behind,
inserted on the inner margin of the long palatine processes.
Parasphenoid
toothless.
Vertebrae amphicoelous
Salamanof the vomers.

:

:

:

:

rJri')ni'\

]>.

1

1

^.

—

Sub-Fam. 1. Desmognathinae. Comprising only
with ti\'e species, in Xurth America.
Five toes.
Desmognatlms.
The tongue is attached along
line, free behind, oval in shape.
Three species in
half of the United States.
D. fnscus is one of

three genera,

—

which condition

Urodela,

for

smooth

parotoids

;

see

prominent,

(xeneral colour al)Ove,

p.

gular

4G.
fold

the median
the eastern
the lungless

The skin
strongly

brown suffused with pink and

is

nearly

marked,

grey, someunder parts mottled brown. The
vomerine teeth are frequently absent.
Total length, a]>out 4 to 5
inches.
They live, carefully concealed in the daytime, under

times with a dark lateral l>and

;
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stones in or on the edge of the banks of little

mountain streams.
The eggs are laid in two long strings, and are wrapped round the
body of the female like a rosary, the female having resorted to a
hollow in the mud, below a stone or other suitable place.
The
outer envelope of each egg tapers out into a short stalk, and the
several stalks all converge, or are glued together into one common

"much

said to

bunch of toy balloons held
The egg is
be meroblastic. The

larvae

seem

knot,

like a

in the

hand

of a

street vendor."

egg

the

remain in
they are

to

until

and
the}
adult,
emerge at midsummer, with

nearly

much

the gills already

morphosis

takes

autumn

the
"^

place'

little

,.

in
""-

same

the

of

These

year.

newts
.

^9-— ''^''«'"^5'««</"''S/wscms; female with eggs
in a hole underground,
x 1. (After Wilder.

^i*^-

,

Wilder.

according to

can,

re-

The complete meta-

duced.

be collected all the year round, in Massachusetts from

March

December, except during the time of deep snow.
They are
nocturnal and are easily kept.
Thorius pennatulus, from Orizaba, Mexico, the only species, is
noteworthy for its extremely large nostrils, and for the tongue,
which is supported by a central pedicle, free all round, and ending
in a thick knob, which can probably be protruded.
The limbs are
weak, and the digits are also much reduced.
Total length, under
to

2 inches, or

50 mm.

Eock House Cave in Missouri, is
becoming concealed hr the skin during metamor-

Ti/phlotriton sjjelaeus, of the
blind, the eyes

when the gills are lost.
Sub-Fam. 2, Plethodontinae.

phosis,

entirely

—

The five genera of this abnost
American sub-family (only one species of which, Spelerpes

fnscvs, occurs in Europe) can be distinguished as follows
I.

Tlie tongue

ends in a

is

With
With

1

by its central pedicle only, is free all round,
knob and can be shot out to a considerable distance.

attaclied

soft

:

5 toes: Spelerpes, p. 104.
4 toes: Manculiis, p. 106.

Amer. Natural,

xxxiii.

March 1899,

p. 231.
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is attached along the middle line and cannot be protruded out of the mouth.
Jaw.c with numerous small teeth.

The tongue

With 5
With 4

toes: Plethodon, p. 106.
Batrachoseps.
toes
:

Maxillary and mandibular teeth few
With 5 toe.s Autodax, p. 107.

iii

number but very

large

:

Spelerpes.

— Except

in a few species the limbs are well de-

which are either free or
still more in
webbed.
But in the Colombian S.
the limbs and
Eica
Costa
of
lineolus of Orizaba and S. unifonnis
without
practically
and
are
digits are reduced to mere vestiges,
having
assumed
tail,
long
the
body,
with
the
extremely
function,
a wormlike shape.
The young of many, if not all, species have
veloped and possess 4 fingers and 5

toes,

^>rt/v//^c.s,

a

pair of

balancers below

short

each

nostril

*S'.

;

in

the

adult

these organs are reduced to little swellings or lost completely.

Several species are lungless, see

p.

46.

The geographical distribution of this genus, of which some
The majority live
twenty species are known, is very remarkable.
in Mexico and in the United States, a few are found in Colombia
and Northern Teru {S. <iltamazonicus and Plethodon platense
Iteiug the only Urodeles hitherto recorded from south of the
sitbjJaJniatus and
equator), one in Hayti
infuscatus), two
S. uniformis) in Costa Eica, and S.fi'scus in Europe.
60-95
S. hilineatus is a little newt under 4 inches in length
(^S*.

(*S'.

—

—

nnn.
found in the Atlantic States. It is brownish-yellow above,
with a black lateral line extending from the eye to nearly the
It lives on
end of the tail. The under parts are bright yellow.
land, in damp places, concealed during the daytime imder stones
or old trees, whence it emerges after a rain or in the dusk of

evening.
" the eggs are deposited in May and
upon the lower side of submerged stones,
The stones which are
each batch containing 30 to 50 eggs.
suitaVde for this purpose must be in the form of an arch, allowing
the water to flow beneath. They are generally in the more rapidly
flowing portions of the brook, but the depth of water must l)e
such that the eggs are at all times entirely submerged. They are
attached to the stone by gelatinous threads, proceeding from the
outer envelope, and althougli they are generally contiguous, they

According

June

to

H.

II.

Wilder,'

in a single layer

'

Aiiicr. A^atural. Marcli, 1899,

ji.

'I^Mi.

~
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:

The eggs are holoblastic. The
hatch early and continue for a long time in the larval
probably two or three years.

are each attached separately."
larvae
state,
aS'.

2^or])hyritmis

s.

sahnoneus.

—Yellowish-brown

or purplish

grey above with tiny darker dots and markings.
The sides of
the body are salmon-coloured, with a tinge of yellow.
The under
parts are whitish, turning into salmon-pink on the tail.
This
newt reaches about 6 inches in length and has a verv
moist, slimy skin, which, .combined 'with the lively motions ol
lieautiful

make

the creature,

it

Alleghany range, from
Specimens which I

as slippery as

an

eel.

It is found in the

New York to Alabama.
am keeping prefer the wettest

part of the
concealed in the moss and mud, leaving their
hiding-places at night in search of insects.
One of them escaped
into the greenhouse and was discovered after nine months, havinoestablished its permanent home in a cleft between mossy stones
cage,

where they

lie

when the sweepings

of a butterfly-net are emptied near its hidingpeeps out and with a flash of its long, forked, whitecoloured tongue it secures its prey.
Occasionally it goes into a

place

tank,

it

when

it

swims with

rapid, undulating motions, the limbs

being laid back and remaining inactive

:

it

sometimes

rises to

the

and to take in air, but, although mostly resting
half in the water, upon a rotten stump, it often lies for hours at
the bottom without stirring.
When kept in dry surroundings,
surface to emit

the skin soon dries and wrinkles, and the animals show every sign
and general discomfort.
The respiration of this

of suffocation

lungless species by means of rapid movements of the throat is
very limited, most of the necessary oxidisation of the blood being
effected through the skin.
S.

fuscus.

—

only European species, is thoroughly
found in the mountains bordering the Gulf of
Genoa, and in Sardinia.
Its total length remains under four
inches.
The smooth, very delicate and easily broken skin is
terrestrial.

This, the

It is

brown above, light below, and speckled with lighter and darker
markings.
Below each nostril is a slight swelling, the remnant
')t

the cirri or balancers

It lives in

common

to the

young of many

species.

shady surroundings, under stones, in old trees and in
limestone-caves, glued to the v>ralls with spread -out toes, belly
and tail, quietly waiting for insects and spiders which it catches
by flashing out the long tonsue.

URODELA

io6
Aecordiug to

Berg/

J.

ventilated places.

It

keeps well in cool, moist and well-

it

lives

on

flies,

small beetles, and maggots

owing to their lively
movements, but a few minutes later the newts roll about in
spasms and soon die.
Towards the end of March one of Berg's
specimens gave birth to four young, which were 86 mm., or nearly

ants are also taken

at

once, probably

Fig.

20.

—

shape

fuscus,
position and
the partly and

Sjjelerjjes

showing

tlie

of

tongue.
protruded
The figure on the right side
shows the tongue and the
skeleton of the hyoid apfully

paratus. jB, the threadlike,
elongated, first branchial
arch ; H, hyoid, in reality
attached by its outer end
to the vicinity of the quadrate ; T, tongue. About x 2.

(After Berg and Wiedersheim.

1^ inches

and

long,

differed

from the adult only by their exception-

ally large nostrils, thereby resembling the
little

shot out their

ones

Aphides.

Manculus.
Florida.

— The two

J/,

Mexican Thorivs. The
10 mm., feeding on

tongues al»out

species of this

quadridigitatus

a

is

genus

very

live in Carolina

graceful

slender,

and

little

animal, about 3 inches in length, the long and thin

tail

considerably

Yellowish,

larger

tlian

the

rest

of

the

body.

minutely speckled with l)rown above and on the
white below.
Fletltodon.

being

sides, greyish-

Life entirely terrestrial.

—

Al^out seven

genus has given

its

name

species

in

This
North America.
which might

to that of the subfamily,

with more reason be called Spelerpinae.
1^.

glutinosus

is

slaty or

with small whitish
where they are large

bluish -black,

specks, especially on the sides of the trunk,

and often confluent.

The skin

is

smooth and shiny.

about 5 inches, half of whicli belong to the
this as

sidt'red

tail.

Total length
Holln'ook cou-

one of the commonest of the North American

newts, and mostly widely distributed, from Ohio to the Gulf of

Mexico.
fallen

It

trees,

usually lives concealed under

stones, but

prefers

probably on account of the insects upon which
'

Zool. Garten, 1896, p. 88.

it

PLETHODONTINAE

When

preys.

taken in the hand

l

o/

gives off a great quantity of

it

slime.

P. erythronotus

Brown

over the head, back, and

grey and brown specks.
Autodax s. Anaides.

median
large,

Canada

extends into

and

is

much

smaller.

or grey above, mostly with a broad, reddish-brown

— The

The jaws

line.

The under parts

tail.

large tongue

is

band

are white, with

attached along the

are furnished with few, but surprisingly

knife-shaped teeth, about ten in the upper and fewer in the

The small teeth of the vomers form a chevron-shaped
behind the choanae, those of the parasphenoid stand in one
elongated patch. The tail is round number of toes, five. Three
species in Western North America, from California to Oregon.
^The eyes are very large and prominent.
A. luguhris.
The
upper jaw shows a peculiar recess on either side for the reception
of the large lower teeth.
The skin is smooth, devoid of parotoid
glands, but has a strong gular fold.
The upper parts are dark
brown or lead-coloured, with whitish dots on the sides under
parts white.
Total length some 6 inches, about half of which
belongs to the tail.
The fingers and toes are very rich in subcutaneous venous sinuses.
lower jaw.

series

;

—

;

The habits of these creatures are

Van Denburgh
slowly,

^

in

says of A. iecanus " that

moving one

foot at a

time,

surprisingly rapid for a salamander.
aids the action of its legs

but

many

respects peculiar.

usually moves quite

it

is

capable

When moving

by a sinuous movement of

of

motion

rapidly,
its

it

whole

tail.
The latter is prehensile. Several individuals,
when held with their heads down, coiled their tails around my
finger, and, when the original hold was released, sustained themselves for some time by this means alone.
One even raised

body and

itself

hio'h

enough

to secure a

foothold.

When

This animal's

tail

is

remain
motionless, but if touched, will either run a short distance with
great speed, or quickly raising its tail and striking it forcibly
against the surface on which it rests, and accompanying this
with a quick motion of its hind-limbs, will jump from four to

also of use in another way.

caught,

it

will often

high as two or three."
have made extensive observations on the lifehistory of A. luguhris.
When wishing to pass from the hand to

six inches, rising as

Eitter

'

and

Miller"'

P. Calif. Ac. (2) V. 1895, p. 776.

-

Amer. Kahu-al.

xxxiii. 1899, p. 691.
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the table, the creature will frequently execute a well co-ordinated

spring and alight on

its

feet

some distance away, instead of

falling over the edge in the typical

species

is

salamander -fashion'.

This

nocturnal and entii-ely terrestrial, and seems to be

Eotten stumps and logs
and wherever these occur in the
region about San Francisco Bay, even though at the places
remotest from water, specimens are sure to he found.
The eggs are laid in a hollow under ground, and the female
seems to remain curled around them until they are hatched,
The specimen observed
which takes place in two or three weeks.
Each was contained in
by Hitter and Miller laid 19 eggs.
a gelatinous capsule 6 mm. in diameter, and was firmly anchored
to a clump of earth by a narrow peduncle about 8 mm. long.
The embryos developed very large gills, each being composed of
three broad membranous lobes, the latter being thin and delicate,
much expanded, highly vascidar and widely confluent at their
bases, so that tlie gills of each side really form one three -lobed
indifferent even to proximity to water.

are the habitations preferred,

mass.

Their dorsal surfaces are applied to the inner surface of

The amount

the egg-capsule.

of food-yolk

is

considerable.

The

whole larval life is passed tlirough within tlie egg.
Before the
young is hatched the gills wither and cease to be functional, and
the gill-slits close up.
The tail is round, and shows no indication of a fin at any time during the larval period.
Newly hatched
individuals appeared much distressed when put into water, and
were quite unable to swim.
They immediately sank to the
bottom and remained there until they were removed.
The
integumentary sense-organs, so well developed in the aquatic
larvae of Urodeles, are entirely wanting.
When hatched the

young creature

is

about 3 2

mm.

long

;

its

general colour

blackish -grey, finely sprinkled with bluish-silver.

is

I)uring the

is changed to the dusky brown (jf the
and the fine silver speckling is replaced by much larger
and less numerous yellow spots.
Although one of the most terrestrial cjf Urodeles, this species
is lungless, but the skin remains delic;itely smooth and moist
throughout life.
According to the observers (juoted, the pharynx
plays an important part in respiration.
From 120 to 180 or
even more vibrations are made l)y the throat in a minute, and
in some cases these movements are grouped into series of aliout

second year this garb

adult,
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20 to 25 extremely rapid vibrations, with periods between each
two series.
Subfam. 3. Amblystomatinae. ^Composed of seven closely
allied genera, the distinguishing characters of which are the
grouping of the palatal teeth and the number of the toes,
The geographical range of the
which varies between -i and 5.
subfamily extends over the whole of North America and
Mexico and over the whole of Xorthern Asia, from Kamtchatka
and Japan westwards to the Ural, and southwards into China.
The occurrence of one species, Ambli/sto)na persimile, in the mountains of Siam, makes it highly probable that other species and
genera exist in the hitherto unexplored intervening countries.

—

Boulenger gives the following synopsis
I.

The

series of palatal teetli

:

converge backwards, forming a V-shaped

figure.

With
With

5 toes
4 toes

:

:

Hynohius, 3 species in Japan.
Salamandrella, -2 species Lake Baikal, Ussuri and

Schilka rivers, and Kamtchatka, p. 109.
teeth form an uninterrupted, doubly arched
V-shaped figure.
The 4 fingers and 5 toes are furnished with l)lack, horny claws
Oniichodadijlus jajwnic us.
III. The series of palatal teeth form two arches, convex forwards, separated
II.

The

series of palatal

:

liy

a wide interspace.

The two

series

are short, confined to the sjiace between the

choanae.

With

5 toes

:

Ranidens

sibiricus.

Eastern Siberia and X.E.

Cliina.

With
The

Batrachyperus sinensis, Moupin in China.
Dicamplong and converge backwards, 5 toes

4 toes

series are

:

:

todon ensatus, California.

IV.

The

palatal teeth are arranged in a nearly straight, transverse line,

or they

form an angle which points slightly forwards

separated by a wide median space.

Some

1 6 species in

With

5 toes

;

:

they are not

Ambly stoma.

North and Central America, one in Siam,

Salamandrella keyserlingi.

— The mode

p.

110.

of propagation of this

newt-like species has been observed by Shitkow near Jekaterin-

The eggs were laid at the end
and were deposited in bags, which were attached to
a plant, with one end about an inch below the surface of the
water.
The bag measvired 15 cm. in length and 2 cm. in width
and contained 50 to 60 eggs.
The larvae were hatched in
1-f days in a sunny aquarium;
in another with a northern
burg in the Ural moimtains.

of April

I
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aspect the hatching took 23 days.

and remarkable

for the length (1

—

The larvae were 10 mm.
mm.) of their balancers.

long,

The general shape is very much like
The head is short
Salamander.
European
Spotted
that of the
are very proeyes
rounded.
The
snout
is
and broad, the
The neck has
minent, with a black pupil and a dark-grey iris.
almost round.
and
is
thick
The
tail
well-marked
gular
fold.
a
The
The hind-limbs are considerably larger than the fore-limbs.
general colour of the shiny, moist skin is a purplish-black with
Amhli/stoma opacum.

light grey, transverse, partly conlluent bars, giving the creature

a pretty appearance

the under parts

;

Total length

are paler, bluish-grey.

between 3 and 4 inches, or 9 cm.
This beautiful species inhabits
many of the United States east of
the
Eocky Mountains, from Xew
In the
Jersey to Florida and Texas.
perfect state it is thoroughly terrestrial and easily kept.
My specimens
prefer the holes of rotten

and moist,

moss-covered stumps, or holes beneath

which they

stones,

only,

in

search

of

leave,

at

night

earthworms and

insects.

A.

talpoideum

is

closely

allied,

somewhat stouter and almost uniform
21.— Egg-sac

Fig.

schrenki.

x

i.

of Salmuindrdla
(After Shitkow.)

bl'OWnish-back.
brook,

it

will

its

bury

itself in

" it

According to Holsoil in which

chooses light

a few seconds like a mole, and there continue

course concealed from view

;

but

its

track can often be followed

by the elevation produced on the surface of the soil, similar to
that seen in fields infested by moles."
A. punctatum is bluish-black, with a row of roundish yellow
spots on each side of the body and tail and upon the limbs.
E. A. Andrews ^ has made observations upon the breeding of
this species.
Near Baltimore the eggs are very abundant in
^larch and even in February, in small pools in the woods, but
the adults are then rarely seen.
Even when small pools, but
-I
feet wide and 9 inches deep, were thoroughly raked out
'

Aiiici-.

Xalnrul. xxxi. 1897,

p. 635.
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no

I i i

were found, so that
and
that the adults leave the water every day to conceal themOne female was found moving away from
selves under stones.
This specimen was
a bunch of eggs early in the morning.
kept isolated, and laid many eggs, and as these developed into
before

it is

and

after the eggs appeared,

advilts

to be inferred that the laying takes place in the night

normal larvae, the existence of internal fertilisation was proved.
Previously to the laying of the eggs white spermatophores were
found in the small pools, on the dead twigs and leaves covering
the bottom.

A. jeffersonimmm.

— This

reaching a length of 6 inches,

very slender and slippery species,
is

remarkable for

its

long fingers

The general colour is
and toes, and its rather compressed tail.
brown above, dirty whitish below, generally with numerous,
small, light blue and pale brown spots on the sides of the neck,
There are several colour-varieties, one of
body, limbs, and tail.
It is a very active and surprisingly
them with white specks.
good climber, easily escaping out of high-walled bell-glasses, hiding
Its range extends
in the daytime in dark and moist localities.

from Indiana and Virginia to Quebec.
A. persimile.
This species is remarkable on account of

—

its

non-American species,
inhabiting the higher mountains of Siam and Upper Burmah.
There is no doubt about its belonging to the genus Amhiy stoma,
It
although it had originally been described as a Plethodon.
closely resembles A. jeffersonianum in most of its characters,
notably in the arrangement of the palatal teeth, general proportions, slender toes, and even in the presence of whitish spots,
which are scattered over the sides of its blackish, smooth skin.
A. tigfinum.
This, the commonest species, is conspicuous for
its large, depressed head, which is as broad as it is long, its
width being enhanced by the unusually large parotoid glands.
The mouth is very wide.
The large, prominent eyes are golden,
and reticulated with brown.
The gular fold is strong. The
limbs are stout, the fingers and toes short.'
The trunk is
The tail,
strongly constricted by twelve intercostal grooves.
which is as long as the rest of the body, is somewhat compressed
laterally, but bears no trace of a fin.
The general colour is
more or less dark brown or bluish black, marked with numerous

geographical distribution.

It is the only

—

yellow spots and large blotches

;

the under surface inclines to
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The length

grey.

of the adult male is about half a foot

females, as usual being

The range

inches.

the
sometimes reach the length of
from Xew York to California and to
;

larger,

is

Central Mexico.
It is
The larva of this species is the famous Axolotl.
provided with three pairs of delicate and much-lnanched external
gills,

a Hat, long tail with a broad ventral and dorsal

extending

along

fin,

the latter

The

back almost to the neck.

the

limbs,

althougli comparatively slender, are fully developed, and the head
is

mucli more pointed than

it is

The larvae

in the perfect form.

inches in length

usually reach 8 or 9

;

exceptional specimens

T^^g^iW

11

.

-'_'.

— Axolotls or

larvae of

x

Amblystoma (igrinum.

I.

have been recorded of one foot in length, and have been described
as Triton ingens.

These larvae were found by the Spanish conquerors to occur
in great numbers in the lakes near Mexico City, and were called

Axolotl

Viy

the natives, a word signifying " play in the water."

They were, and are

still,

eaten, eitlier

roasted

or

l)oiled,

with

vinegar or cayenne pepper.

For
species

SireJon

many
of
(S.

the

years

these

creatures

were

Perennibranchiata, under

axolotl,

s.

Cuvier suspected that

2)isvitor'mis,

s.

looked

niexicajius,

were but the larvae
unknown terrestrial Urodele. The mystery was
until the year 1865, when some Axolotls which
for a year in tlie Jardin des I'lantes at Paris,
tliey

upon

the generic
etc.),

as

a

name

of

althougli

of an otherwise

not cleared up

had been kept
suddenly l)egan

AMBLVSTO.MATIXAE
and

pair,

to

into

laid

full -sized

eggs

Axolotls.

which within
This

i j

months developed

six

certainly

^

looked

as if these
creatures were not larvae, but a true Perennibranchiate
species.
But to the general surprise several of these young Axolotls
gradually lost their gills, the clefts closed up, the fins of

back and
tures left

the
disappeared, the head became broader, the creathe water permanently, and in fact tiu-ned into
the

tail

already well-known terrestrial

AmUystoma tigrinum. The other
same brood remained aquatic Axolotls,
which thereby revealed themselves after all as the larval and not
brotliers

and

sisters of the

as the perfect stage of this remarkable species.-

At the suggestion of Kolliker and Weismann, Frl. Marie
von Chauvin ^ undertook, at the University of Freiburg, long and
carefully conducted experiments, showing
(1) that little Axolotls
can comparatively easily be caused to develop further into
the
perfect Amhhjstoma if they are induced to breathe air
more
frequently than usual
shallow vessels, perhaps also insufficiently
;

aerated

water, will

produce the desired result; (2) that the
commencing metamorphosis can again be checked, the shrinking
gills then undergoing fresh development
(3) that they can
be forced to remain Axolotls
(4) that the cutting oft' of the
gills has no influence upon their possible
metamorphosis, the
gills being easily and quickly renewed.
The same lady found
:

;

that Amhhjstoma,

also

diuring the

the perfect form, lives in
pairing time and behaves in the same

water

the

way

as

the

Axolotls.

The
lotls,

latest observations

at least

have been made by Metzdorff.- Axothose which are kept in captivity in Europe, are

ready for propagation several times in the year, either in
the
from Agril to June, or in December.
The male deposits
spermatophores, which in the following night are taken up by
the female into- the cloaca.
On the following day, preferably in
spring,

the afternoon, she grasps a suitable leaf, for instance
that of
Vallisneria, with the hind-limbs, and presses it against the
vent.

The eggs are expelled by strong wriggling movements
body, and are formed into three or four packets
of six
eggs
1

each,
Zeitsckr.

ijo

wiss.

that about thirty eggs
Zool.

xxvii.

1877,

p.

522;

are
xli.

laid
1891,

at
p-

one

36".:

of the
to ten
sitting.

Zooh

1882, p. 513.
-

Zoolog. Garten. 1896, p. 114.
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Then she

takes a rest before proceeding again

;

the whole ])roeess,

which the male takes no further interest, lasting about two
The most suitable temperature is one of 18-20° C, or
days.
Sterile eggs
The water must be well aerated.
about 68° F.
The little larvae are hatched in
turn white on the second day.
Eggs which are kept in a higher temperaabout a fortnight.
ture, from 22-24' C, develop more quickly, but the resulting
young are smaller they show already on the fifth day head,
in

;

According to Bedriaga,
and the beginning of the gills.
they live at first upon Infusoria and Daphnin ; when they are
20-25 mm. long they eat Tuhifex rivulorinn ; later on they take
scraped meat and are liable, when hungry, to nibble oft' each
"When 20-25 cm.
other's gills, but these are easily reproduced.
tail,

the age of about six months, they are able to breed.

at

long,

The chief point of

interest is the fact that this species of

stoma frequently remains throughout
that

life

The natural causes

develops generative organs.

it

retention

are

wlio observed

Amhhj-

in the larval state, except
of this

According to Shufeldt,

not completely known.

them under natural conditions near Fort Wingate

New

Mexico, plenty of food, the drying up of the swamps, and
the increasing temperature of the diminishing water, hurries on
Weismann ^
the metamorphosis, while deeper water retards it.

in

specimens

the

suggested

that

remained

Axolotls

were

Amblystomas on account
of the

surrounding

may

Mexican lakes which
from Ijecoming perfect

of these lakes, after the disappearance

forests,

boundaries, which are

the

in

prevented

now

having

their former

receded from

covered with a saline, uninhabitable

be an explanation, although Axolotls do not

crust.

This

live in

brackish water.

But Weismann went

farther,

and with

his well-known dialectic powers has succeeded in spreading the
belief

not only that the

ancestral

stage,

Axolotl

being the progressive, perfect form,

A

reversion

is

a case of reversion to an

but that the present Amhiystoma, instead of

from a

would then be as follows:

is

likewise a case of reversion.

The whole line of evolution
Amhiystoma; its young, owing to

reversion

!

adverse circumstances, revert to the stage of the Perennibranchiate
ancestors of all Urodela

and
'

(2),

fins,

ZrUschr.
i.

they
iriss.

1892, p. 178,

revert

;

if

some of these Axolotls

thereby

Zuol. x.w.

1875,

i>.

into
297.

the

lose their gills

original

See also Halm,

Amhiystoma.
lice.

Qvesf. Set,
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of explaining a curious but after
all
of. p. 63.

rather simple process of Xeoteny;

on the metamorphosis of Siredon lichenoides
AmhJystoma mavortium have been made bj Marsh, who
also
gives figures of the larval and adult forms.^
Sub-Fam. 4. Salamandrinae.
The six genera of this subfamily fall into two natural groups
I, True Salamanders,
with
Observations

into

—

:

the palatal teeth

arranged in a pair of S-shaped figures, and
without a fronto-squamosal arch.
II, Tritons, with the palatal
teeth in the shape of a A, i.r. the right and left series
meet
.

an angle

the fronto-squamosal arch
least ligamentous.
Triton cristatus
;

is

at
present, either bony, or at

is, however, exceptional, in
that the two palatal series often do not meet and
that the arch
is absent.
The number of fingers is universally four, that of the
toes is five except in Salamandrina, which has only
four.
The geographical distribution of the sub-family, entirely Peri-

arctic,

may be

said to be the reverse of that of the Amblystomatinae.

Of the twenty-five species namely, only two are American, four
are Eastern Asiatic, and of the remaining nineteen,
two are Algerian,
while the rest live in Europe or in Asia Minor.
It is in feet an'
essentially Palaearctic group.

The
I.

six genera can be distinguished as follows

The

palatal teeth are arranged in

two S-shaiied

:

curves.

True Sala-

manders.

Tongue short and tliick. Salamandra, ji. 11.5.
Tongue long and projectile.
Chioglossa, p. 121.
II.

The

palatal teeth are arranged in a

Witli only four

With

toes.

A

shape.

Salamandrina,

p.

True Tritons.
122.

five toes.

Pterygoids

separated from the maxillary and quadrate
bones: Triton, -p. 122.
Pterygoids touching the maxillae and quadrates.
HimaloChinese
Tijlotofriton, -p. 132.
Pterygoids united broadly with the maxillae.
Chinese
:

:

Pachytriton,

p.

1

32.

—
—

Salaviandra.

AVithout fronto-squamosal arch. Five toes.
Three species in Europe and Western Asia.
S. maculosa.
The Spotted or Fire Salamander. General habit
stout.
Usual length about 5 to 6 inches the females are mostly
larger than the males; specimens of more than
8 inches in
Tail round.

;

^

A/iier.

Journ.

Sci. (2), .\lvi.

Xov. 1868,

p. 364.

I

I
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lenjytli

Head

are sjiaats.

as broad as

it

lontj,

is

snout rounded.

Limbs

and digits stout and short.
The skin is smooth,
The parotoid
shiny and full of pores, with a strong gular fold.
glands are large and covered with large pores.
A series of distinct
cutaneous glands, each with

swellings, or

extends along either side of the back, and

The general colour

the flanks.
is

a

opening,

distinct

a shorter series

along

of the Spotted or Fire-salamander

yellow patches on the back and

black, with irregular, large

These markings vary extremely, so much so that scarcely
In some the
two specimens, collected at random, are alike.
yellow patches form two more or less regular bands, in others
again the yellow may be preponderant
tliey are partly confluent
Occasionally the chromeon the back or much restricted.
limbs.

;

yellow

replaced

is

bluish grey-black.
is

a

good

by orange.
The under surface is as a rule
This combination of shiny yellow and black
warning colom's.
"When left in peace,

instance

poisonous, cf

p.

of

38.

The

creature

is

or handled gently,

it
perfectly harmless, but when treated with violence, or
is
submitted to severe pain, a milky white fluid exudes from
the glands and is, under violent contractions of the muscular

skin and body, sometimes squu'ted out in fine jets to the distance

Burning pain and subsequent inflammation result if
The same applies to the mucous
lining of the mouth and throat.
A few drops of this poison
introduced into the blood or into the stomach of a small animal

of a foot.

this poison gets into the eye.

are sufficient to cause

its

Cold-blooded animals are as

death.

susceptible as warm-blooded creatures.
I once

put two American bull-frogs into the same outdoor en-

closure with a large

number

of salamanders.

Next morning the

huge frogs were found dead, each having swallowed a salamander,
w^hich they were not acquainted with and liad taken without
suspicion.

The Plre-salamander has

a

wide range, namely the whole of

Central, Southern, and "Western Europe with the exception of

the

British

Algeria,
it

does

It

Isles.

occur

it

extends

through

eastwards
is

rather

southwards into

Asia

]\Iinor

into

common, provided

Corsica

Syria.

the

and

"Where

terrain

is

mountainous or hilly and covered with vegetation. There it lives
under moss or rotten leaves, in the roots of old trees, in the
cracks and clefts of the i^round, of rocks or of ruins of buildings

SALA.MANDRINAE
in default of anything better

dug by mice

holes
is

under heaps of

One

or moles.

jj^

stones, or in the
chief necessity for its happiness

moisture.

The salamander does not occur everywhere, but

On

local.

certain kinds of limestone it is rare or absent

is
;

rather
granitic

and red sandstone seem to suit it best, for instance
the
Thuringia, and
Heidelberg are favourite
localities.
But even there we may spend days and weeks and
never come across a single specimen.
We may turn stones, rake
up tlie moss and leaves, pry into cracks, and we unearth
perhaps
terrain

Hartz

Mountains,

a few sorry-looking, listless, dull

same place

'llie

after a

and dry, half-emaciated creatures.
thunderstorm will be literally swarmino-

with sleek, lively salamanders, in search of earthworms
and all
kinds of insects, especially at dusk or during the
night.
They
disappear in the autumn, in October, to hibernate in
the ground,
•ut of' the reach of frost, and they
reappear again in° April.'
Later on they congregate at little springs, always
at running
•

water, to reach which they have often to

make long migrations!
these thoroughly ten-estrial creatures
approach water, in which they easily get drowned.
This

is

the only time

when

Although

this species is so common its mode of reproduction
has been satisfactorily discovered only quite recently.
There are
some puzzling facts which it took a long time to observe
correctly

and

to

interpret.

while there

The larvae

are born in April,

May,

or June,

no eggs in the oviducts, but in July these are
full of fertilised eggs before copulation
takes place.
This seems
contradictory.
The explanation is as follows.
In July there is an
amplexus of the sexes, short, and often on land
a sort of prehmmary exciting performance. Both sexes then descend into
the water, but generally remain on land with
the fore part of
the body.
The male deposits a spermatophore and the female
are

—

takes part of this into its cloaca.
In the case of a virgin female
the eggs are fertilised in the oviduct and
ripen until the autumn,
but the larvae nearly ready for )irth remain within the
uterus until
the following May, i.e. about ten months.
The mother then crawls
half into the water, mostly at night, and
gives birth to from a
]

few to

fifty

young, fifteen being perhaps the average. The young
by the egg-meml)rane, which either bursts before

are surrounded

or shortly after expulsion.
ni the ])roper sense.

This species

is

consequently viviparous

If she produces a few

young

only, say from

URODELA

Il8
two to

these are

five,

much

CHAP.

and stronger than those of a

larger

Occasionally a few addled or only partly developed

large litter.

eggs are also expelled.
of old females which have produced offspring
The sperma, taken
whole process is more complicated.
up in July, remains in the receptaculum of the cloaca until the
May or June following, i.e. until the previous larvae have }»assed

In

the case

before, the

Then the spermatozoa ascend
upper ends of the oviducts, wliere tliey meet and fertilise
the new et^c^s.
After these have descended into and filled the
uterus, and are already developing into embryos, copulation takes
out of the uterus and are born.

to the

place again in July, preparatory for next year's eggs.

The new-born salamanders have three
long

a

gills,

pairs of long external

with a broad dorsal and ventral

furnished

tail

small.
The total
The general colour is
blackish witli a pretty metallic golden and greenish lustre.
The little creatures are very active, and at once eat living or dead

and

fin,

length

four

limbs,

about

is

animal matter.

although

25 mm. or

are

these

inch.

1

In captivity they are

During the

liable

to

nibble each

and tails.
first
weeks they
assume a row of dark spots on the sides these spots enlarge, and
the whole skin becomes darker.
Yellow spots appear next, first
above the eyes and on the thighs, later upon the back
the
ground-colour at the same time becomes l»lack, until at the
other's gills

six

or eight

;

;

beginning of the fourth month they look like the parents.

The metamorphosis
but the gills grow

first,

is

The

very gradual.

tail-fin

diminishes

shortly before the little creatures

until

Darkness, cold, and insufficient food retard the
metamorphosis, sometimes until October.
It is easy to rear them
artificially provided they are well fed, kept in a light place, and
leave the water.

in

clean,

latter, for

well aerated
instance

If prevented

water.

when kept

in a glass vessel

or if hindered Ijy a piece of gauze from

and taking

in

air,

from leaving the
with vertical walls,

rising to

the surface

they can be kept as larvae well

into

the

winter.
\'ery

inches

in

young,
length,

perfect

little

salamanders, of from

inches are far from common.

1

to

2

even specimens of 3
They probably spend the first two

are excessively

rare

;

or three years of their life in carefvd seclusion.

A

few

adults can be

easily kept

for

many

years in

shady
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with moss, rotten stumps and stones, to afford
and cool hiding-places, and they readily take

places provided

them

I

suitable moist

earthworms, larvae of beetles, snails, woodlice, etc.
But any
attempt to keep them in large numbers ends in failure.
They congregate together in clumps, all making for the same cavity or recess,
as if that were the only one in existence (very likely they are
right in so far as that place

is

probably the

best),

and they get

rapidly enlarging sores, chiefly on the elbows and knees.

These are
with fungoid- growths, and this disease spreads
like an epidemic and soon carries them off.
atra.
The Alpine Salamander differs from the Spotted
Salamander by its uniform l)lack colour and smaller size, which
inches.
averages between 7 and
It is restricted to the Alps
of Europe, from Savoy to Carinthia, at from 2000 to as much
as 9000 feet elevation, living wath predilection near waterfalls,
the spray of which keeps the neighbourhood moist, or in mossy
walls, in tlie shade of forests near brooks, or under flat stones on
The most interesting feature of this species
northern slopes.
is that it produces only two
young at a time.
These are
nourished at the expense of the partially developed eggs in the
uterus, and they undergo their whole metamorphosis before
they are born.
By far the best and most complete account
of this mode of propagation has been given by G. Schwalbe.^
The length of the ripe embryos is about 45 mm. they lie
mostly bent up, with their heads and tails turned towards the
head of the mother.
The gills are beautiful, delicate red organs,
the first pair being generally directed forwards and ventralwards,
the second upwards, the third backwards
they are lt)ugest
soon

infested

—

*S'.

;

;

when the creature is about 32 mm. long, while
much yolk present. At this stage the gills are
envelop nearly the whole

embryo

in the

same

There

embryo.

uterus,

it is

not used as food, but that

it

fit

is

to

live

is

rarely a

;

it

still

long as to

so

and an extra foetus

smaller, frequently a monstrosity not

that

is

there

is
is

second

generally

probable

expelled at parturition.

The embryo passes through three stages, (1) still enclosed within
its follicle and living on its own yolk, (2) free within the
vitelline mass which is the product of the other eggs, (3) there
is no more vitelline
mass, but the embryo is possessed of
During the
gills 10-12 mm. in length, and is still growing.
1

ZdUchr. Biol.

.\x.\iv.

1896, pp. 340-396.
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second

the yolk

stage

The walls

is

the maternal

of

directly

chap.

swallowed

uterus

ai-e

rather

by the
red.

mouth.

The

ex-

change of nutritive lluid takes place through the lung external

which thereby function in the same way as the chorionic
Mammalian egg. Each gill contains a ventral artery
and a dorsal vein, each of which looks like the midrib of a pinnate
leaf; there is also a fine nerve and a weak bundle of striped
muscular fibres.
Each gill -filament receives a capillary artery
which extends to the epitlielium of the tip, where it turns
into a capillary vein.
The epithelium of these filaments, which
gills,

of the

villi

are full of blood, is ciliated, the resulting current being directed

from the base towards the tip.
In older larvae this ciliation
becomes restricted to the tips. The body of the gills is fm-nished
with flat epithelium, these non-ciliated portions alone are closely
appressed to the uterine wall, and it is here that the exchange
The nutrition
of gas takes place between mother and larva.
takes place through the gills, as they are bathed by the yolkmass.

Schwalbe
of the

also

number

explains the whole question of the reduction

of embryos.

He

says rightly that in S. maculosa,

which gives liuth to many young, there are in the oviduct many
eggs which have only partly developed into embryos, and these,
perhaps from want of room and nourishment, degenerate into the
irregularly shaped whitish-yellow bodies which are occasionally
found packed in Ijetween the developing embryos.
Consequently
all those eggs had been fertilised near the ovaries.
S. atru exhibits
a further stage in so far as most of the eggs, fertilised above in the
oviduct, degenerate, and only two or three become fully developed.
These few embryos live on the degenerating eggs, wliich together
The two fullI)roduce the vitelline material spoken of above.
grown and metamorphosed emljryos, each measuring about 50
mm. in length, are equivalent to the numerous new-born larvae
of
maculosa, especially if the smalleT size of the adult Alpine
Salamander is taken into consideration.
]\llle. von Chauvin ^ has experimented with the unburn larvae
(if this Salamander.
She cut out 23 larvae and put them into
water.
One of them, already 43 mm, long, took earthworms
on the next day, and the beautiful long, red gills became pale
and slirunk, and on the third day were cast off close to the
^S'.

'

Zritsc/tr. iviss. Zool. .\xi.\.

1877,

l>ji.
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body.
Xew gills sprouted out on tlie same day, first in the
shape of three tinj knobs on either side.
After three weeks
thej had become round globes, which gradually sprouted
out
into several

branches, far

shorter and more clumsy than the
During the whole time the larva' was lying
quietly at the bottom, in the darkest corner, but showed
a o-ood
appetite.
The fin of the tail disappeared and was supplanted
by a stronger one.
In the sixth week the skin was shed in
fiakes, and this process took -fifteen days. This larva
lived in the
water for fourteen weeks and grew to 6 cm. in lenoth
"When
original

gills.

.

!

new

the

gradually shrank, the compressed and finny tail
assumed a round shape, the skin became darker and shinier,
and after the larva liad again shed its skin, there appeared
the
dark rugose skin of the typical
atm.
The gills were reduced
to useless appendages
not cast off— and the creature crawded
out of the water.
fortnight later the gill-clefts were closed.
A second larva behaved similarly, first casting off the feathery
gills

,S'.

—

.

A

substituting a new and stronger set, which, however,
fourteen days after excision from the uterus, shrank again,
and
on the nineteenth day the gill-clefts were closed.
The lady
gills,

also

observed

that nearly ripe larvae,

in the water

and

ate,

when

cut

rushed about
just like the new-born larvae of the Spotted
out,

Salamander.

A

third species, S. caumsica, is found in the Caucasus.
It
rather resembles the Spotted Salamander in coloration, but
has
a larger tail and lacks the lateral warts.
The male is remarkable for the possession of a soft permanent knob or hook
at the
top of the root of the tail.
This pommel possibly prevents the
slipping off during the amorous amplexus, provided
the sexes then
entwine like certain Tritons.
Chioglossa.

—

lusitanica.
The only species of this genus is
the north-western third of the Iberian peninsula.
This graceful, slenderly-proportioned and beautiful Salamander
]S apparently ^ery rare and local,
having hitherto been found
restricted to

at a few places, namely, near Coimbra, Oporto

and Coruha.
It
imder moss, and runs and climbs with an agility surprising in
a Urodele. The tongue is long, ending in a fork,
and is supported
by a median pedicle so that the tip can l)e quickly protruded
lives

to

the distance of

the animal

is

more than an inch.
The whole lengtli of
about 5 to 6 inches, two-thirds of which belong to
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chai-.

the long tail, which is compressed at the
and shiny, with a gular fold and large

end.

The skin is smooth
The general

parotoids.

is a rich dark brown, with a pair of broad reddish-golden
bands along the l)ack and tail, the bands being separated by an
almost black vertebral line.
The few specimens which I have been lucky enough to
observe made little holes or passages in the moist moss of their
cage, peeping out with their heads in wait for little insects,
which they caught with tlash-like quickness.
Tliey seem to be

colour

crepuscular.

—

Scdamandrina persimillata.
This genus, represented by one
and Xorthern Italy, possibly extending into Dalmatia, is the only Salamander which has but four
The skin is not shiny and smooth, but is finely granular
toes.
and dry, forms no gular fold, and is devoid of parotoid
glands.
The tail is more than half the length of the animal,
which measures from 3 to 4 inches.
The general colour is
l)lack- brown
with a broad V-shaped orange - yellow mark
extending from eye to eye over the occiput.
A faint irregular
yellowish line extends along the middle of the back and tail.
The throat is black, with a diffused white patch in the middle
species, a native of Liguria

;

the

belly is white, with black dots

sides of the legs

and the under

;

the anal region, the inner

side of the tail are carmine-red.

This slender and pretty Salamander

is diurnal, and feigns deatli
Only the female goes into the water, in March,
to glue the eggs on to submerged rocks or water-plants.
The
young finish their metamorphosis by the month of June, and

when

reach

discovered.

full

during the winter, the climate of their home

size

being sufficiently genial to make hibernation scarcely necessary.
Tritdji

s.

Moh/r.

— The

frequently has a permanent
variable, it being either

and American

tail
fin.

is
strongly compressed and
The fronto - squaniosal arch is

bony as in the South European, Eastern

species, or reduced to a ligament, or lastly al)sent

The males of all the
marmoratus, develop a
tail during the breeding
acts not only as a swimming organ and
as in T. cristatus.

English Newts, of T.

and of
on the back and

high cutaneous crest

vittatus

T.

season,

and

this crest

ornament, but also as

a sensory organ.

The whole genus comprises some eighteen species, twelve of
which are European, although some of these extend into Western
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Asia

and

T. pyrrliogaster

;

the former also in Japan

T. sinensis are

j
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foimd in N.E. China,

and T. hagenmuelleri live in
Algeria, and only two, T. torosus and T. viridescens, are Xorth
American.
Some of the species have a limited rano-e thus
T. montamis is confined to Corsica, T. rusconii to Sardinia, T.
;

T. poireti

;

hoscai to the north-west of the Iberian peninsula

and

T. asjier to

the Pyrenees.

Xewts all prefer moisture without heat. During the pairinuseason they take to the water, mostly to stagnant pools, which
sometimes implies long migrations.
During this period, which
is

in

a(j[uatic

much

some cases rather prolonged, they become
and undergo some important changes.
The

enlarged

:

in the males of

thoroughly
tail- fins

are

some species a high cutaneous

grows out on the back, devoid of muscles, but rich in senseThe whole skin, instead of being dry, possesses numerous
mucous glands and, what is of more importance, specialised
fold

organs.

sensory apparatuses which are arranged chiefly along the lateral
lines of the body and part of the tail.

After the breeding season
cracks, trees, or in the

Newts become terrestrial, hiding in
Some species aestivate during
They hibernate either in the ground,

sandy

the hot and dry season.
or

occasionally in ponds.

soil.

T. vulgaris is difficult

the water

with

I",

beyond the pairing season, while this is
alpestris and T. cristatus ; T. v:aUli can

water for years.
pedes,
It is

ally

worms,

The food

snails, etc.,

astonishing to see a

to

keep in
done

easily
live

in

the

consists of all kinds of insects, centi-

which are searched
little

for chiefly at night.

Triton getting hold of and gradu-

swallowing a wriggling earthworm almost as thick and as
AYhen two newts seize the same worm, as these

long as itself

voracious and jealous creatures often do, each gets hold of one
end,

and swallowing

as

much

as

it

can, twists

and roUs round

in a direction opposite to that of its rival, until the

worm

breaks,

or until the jaws of the

two newts meet and the stronger of
the two draws it out of the weaker one and swallows the
whole worm.
They do not drink, but soak themselves in the
water.

The skin is shed periodically, and rather often by the rapidly
growing young; by the adult, during the life in the water,
rarely during the sojourn on dry land.
The skin breaks round
the

mouth

;

assisted

by the

fingers

and by contortions of the
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it is then slipped backwards over the trunk and tail,
whereupon the newt seizes the skin with the mouth, draws the
shirt off entirely, and
swallows it.
Such freshly shed skins are
very delicate and pretty objects when suspended in water or
some preserving fluid.
The shed skin, consisting only uf the

body,

—

outermost layer of the epidermis, is entire, but turned inside out,
with lingers and toes complete, the only holes being tho.se for
the mouth, eyes, and vent.

Xone
glued

The

Tritons are viviparous.

of the

singly

or

small

in

numbers on

to

eggs,

stones

which are
or

water-

plants, are hatched in about a fortnight, sooner or later accord-

ing to the species and the prevailing temperature.

Tlie larvae

are always provided with three pairs of branched external gills
tlie

fore-limbs appear

much

earlier tlian

the hind-limbs.

Most,

two pairs of thread-like protuberances
on the sides of the upper jaw, by means of which they attach
or anchor themselves on to water-plants shortly after they are
hatched.
Thus moored they remain motionless in a slanting
position, now and then wriggling their tails and shifting their
place, or sinking to the bottom.
The metamorphosis is tinished
during the first summer, and the little newts, often partially
transparent, leave the water to hide under stones.
Xot unfrequently the metamorphosis is retarded and not tinished by the
autumn.
The larvae of T. cristatus, especially when reared in
ponds with abrupt or overhanging banks, so that they cannot
leave the water, retain considerable remnants of the gills, still
more frequently tlie clefts, although breathing chiefly by the
lungs.
Such individuals reach a length of 3 inches, and are
larvae so far as the finny tail and the gills are concerned.
They
Iiibernate in this condition, and in exceptional cases reach sexual
maturity
the
at least the females, which develop ripe eggs
perliaps

all,

;

larvae develop

—

;

males are not known to produce spermatozoa.
Much has been written on the amorous games of newts,
but it is only recently that the mode of fecundation has been

Gasco

placed the newts in glass vessels
suspended from the ceiling of his laboratory.
The antics of the
enamoured male around the female, rubbing the latter with its
actually

observed.

head, or lashing
in

its

often

it

gently with the

beautiful
'

^

nuptial

tail,

dress, are

Anil. Mus. Getiora,

.\vi.

and playing around 'i:
meant to excite th(;

1880, p. 83.
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The male then at intervals emits spermatophores,
which sink to the bottom, and the female takes them up into its
For further information see p. 54.
cloaca.
female.

—

The Crested Newt has a slightly tubercular
pores
on the head, on the parotoid region and
skin with distinct
the
side
of the trunk.
on a line along
There is a strong gular
Triton cristatus.

The general colour above

fold.

olive

tinge,

interspersed with

is dark or black-brown with an
darker spots
the sides of the
;

body bear irregular white spots.
The under parts are yellow,
almost always with large black spots. The iris is golden yellow.
The nuptial dress of the male is very striking. A high, serrated

Fk;.

'23.

— Triton cristatus.

1,

Female;

2,

male in nuptial

dress,

x

§.

on the head and body the upper surface of the head
marbled with black and white the under parts are orangeyellow with black spots, and the sides of the tail are adorned
with a bluish-white band.
The female, always devoid of a crest,
crest occurs

;

is

;

—

generally exhibits a yellow line along the middle of the back.

— The

average length of

fully adult specimens is

about

5-6

inches or 13-15 cm.; the females are as usual larger than the

males:

144 and 162 mm.

for

an English

male and female

respectively are exceptional records.

Propagation takes place in April.
are yellowish-green, with

The newly hatched

larvae

two black dorsal bands, and with a

whitish edge to the tail-fin.
By the middle of July they are
about 5 cm. lung, and the white-margined tail now ends in a

URODELA
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CHAP.

The general colour above is light olivethread 1 cm. iu length.
brown, dotted with black the flanks and belly have a golden
shimmer.
The Crested Xewt has a wide distribution, extending from
:

England and
caucasia

;

through

Scotland

Central

Europe

into

Trans-

the northern limits are Scotland and Southern Sweden.

Although found

in Greece

and Lombardy,

it

does not occur in

the Iberian peninsula nor in the South of France, where

it

is

represented by the next following species.

—The Marbled

Newt is of the same size
ground colour is grass -green above,
brown below, with numerous large and small irregularly shaped
The crest of the
marbling patches, spots and dots of black.
neck and trunk is entire, not serrated, adorned with dark
vertical bands, and separated from the high dorsal fin of the tail
The female has an orange line,
by a deep indenture or gap.
This newt is confined to
slightly sunk in, instead of the crest.
In the North of Portugal
France and the Iberian peninsula.
and in Galicia it is frequently seen in little streams and ponds
The rest of the year it
during the months of March and April.
In France occur hybrids of this species and
spends on land.
T. cristatiis.
They have been described as 2\ blasii.
T. alpestris.
The Alpine Newt is easily distinguished by the
rich orange colour of its under parts, which are unspotted, excepting a few dark specks across the throat, below the gular fold.
Specimens with many ventro-lateral black spots are exceedingly
The
rare.
All the upper parts are dark, but vary individually.
prettiest specimens are dark purplish grey, with black marblings
others incline more towards brown ground -tones, the blackish
The sides are often
markings then appearing more prominent.
The iris is golden yeUow.
stippled with tiny whitish dots.
The nuptial male has a low, not serrated crest, which extends
uninterruptedly from the nape into the dorsal fin of the tail.
The crest is pale yellow, with black vertical bands and spots.
The ground-colour of the upper parts inclines to blue, especially
on the sides.
The lower fin of the tail assumes an irregular
band of Ijluish-white confluent patches.
Triton marmoratus.

as the Crested Newt.

Its

—

This newt

is

rather small, females rarely exceeding

home

100 mm.

and
mountainous parts of Central Europe, from Holland to Lombardy,

or

4

inches

in

length.

Its

is

chiefly

the

hilly

SALAMANDRINAE
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Austria-Hungary, and Greece.

Although it ascends the Alps to
between 6000 and 7000 feet, it is also found in the Netherlands, but not in the North German plain.
T.

vulgaris

Spotted

Newt

(s.

taeniatus,

s.

usually reaches 3

imnctatus).

inches

Boulenger's record-specimen measured

— The

Common

104 mm.

It

is

charac-

by the yellow, partly orange under surface, which
always spotted with black.
The upper parts are olive-green
terised

brown, inclining to white on the flanks

;

or

(7-8 cm.) in length.
is

or

the black spots of the

and especially of the tail, are arranged in more or
less distinct lines, giving a somewhat banded appearance to
some females.
The breeding dress of the male shows a nonserrated, but " festooned " high and very wavy crest, which
extends from the neck without interruption into the likewise
wavy tail -fin. The tail is adorned with a lateral, glittering
back, sides,

—

^

blue stripe, interrupted

marked by a
line and the

by

vertical dark spots.

series of yellow dots,

The larvae are
which extend over the lateral

tail, which latter temporarily possesses a terminal
filament like that of the larvae of T. cristatus.

The distribution of the Spotted Newt is the same as that of
namely Europe, with the exception of tlie Iberian
Peninsula and Western Asia.
T. palmatus s. lielveticus.
This is the smallest of all the
European newts, rarely reaching more than 3 inches in length.
It is distinguished by several specific characters.
The tail ends in
a thread which is in some males 1 mm. in length, but is only just
indicated in the female.
The breeding male develops a cutaneous
fold along each side of the back, and a low, entire, vertebral
crest; the toes are fully webbed.
The under parts are pale
yellow, inclining to orange towards the middle of the belly, and
with a few blackish dots.
The lower caudal crest has its edge
blue in the male, orange in the female.
The general colour
of the smooth skin is olive-brown above, with numerous dark
spots, which are arranged in more longitudinal streaks on the
T. cristatus,

—

head.

The Webbed Newt is a native of Western middle Europe,
ranging from Great Britain and Northern Spain to Switzerland
and Western Germany.
Closely allied

and Portugal,

T.

to

the

italic us,

last
T.

species are T. huscai of Spain
montadoni of Moldavia, and the
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beautiful
are

2\

known

rittatas of

From China and Japan

Asia Minor.

T. pijrrliogaster

and

I

T. sinensis.

The North American species are T. torosus and T. viridescens.
The former, of "Western Xorth America, is one of the largest
The head
newts, reaching a length of more than six inches.

i.';

much

and broad, and has very prominent parotoid
The limbs are strong, especially in the
and other glands.
male.
The skin of the upper parts is very granular, uniform
The tail, which is larger than
dark brown, w^ithout a crest.
the head and body, is strongly compressed, with a low dorsal
The under parts and the lower edge of
and ventral fin.
The iris is green.
the tail are uniform yellow or orange red.
A specimen in my keeping spends most of its time in the cracks
of rotten stumps or on the top of moss in the darkest shade.
Like most of the
It lives on earthworms but despises insects.
other newts it becomes lively at dusk.
and
T. viridescens is common throughout the Northern
Large females are about
Eastern parts of the United States.
1 1 cm. long, the males 1 cm. less.
The
general colour above is brown, with a
tinge of green
on each side of the
trunk, with a row of bright vermilion
spots
the under parts are orange,
depressed

•.

i

!

i

j

\

-j

I

i

;

I

;

j

studded with small black dots.
Halfgrown specimens are brownish red,

with the same lateral red spots as the
adult.
According to Jordan,^ this

J

voracious species lives chiefly on the
larvae

of insects,

on small molluscs

,

Fk;.

2\.~TrUo,i

riridescens.

1,

Egg just after deposition, with
the outer membrane opened.
X6
2. a spermatophore just
discharged .showing its gelatinous base with a projecting spike
which bears a tuft of spermato:

zoa.

x2.

(.After Jordan.")

such as Cyclas and PJanoyhis, on earthn n
Ti.
and On SmaU
i

•

i.

CrUStacea.

^^'O^^S

It IS

^

n

•

«

-\

'

'

.

,

or even longer.
from 20th April to 30th
May.
After having selected a suitable plant, for instance an
Anacharis or a bunch of Fontincdis leaflets, she bestrides the
plant and gathers in the surrounding shoots with her hind-

108 eggs

laid

I

eminently aquatic in the adult stage.
^
mi
p
-i
t
The cggs are laid from April to June,
the period lasting for one individual
tour

One female

j

in

Journ. Moiyhol.

to

SIX

weeks,

all

viii.

1893, p. 269.

\

j
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limbs, pressing the leaves closely around the cloaca.
She next
her side, or occasionally on her back
with fore-

turns on

;

limbs outstretched and rigid, with hind-limbs and leaves completely hiding the cloaca, she remains perfectly motionless for

Then she slowly leaves the " nest," which
well protected by a tangle of shoots glued
together by the gelatinous secretion poured out of the cloaca.
six to eight minutes.

now holds an egg

Jordan concludes, from the

he never found spermatozoa

fact that

in the oviducts, that the eggs are fertilised just before they are
expelled, when passing the receptaculum seminis.

The metamorphosed young pass
and logs as the so-called red

their

stones

stage in the life-history of the species.

It

on land under
which is merely a

life

variety,

seems to take them

several years to reach maturity,

and to become again typically
aquatic.
Young, red individuals which I have myself kept,
have behaved for more than a year like the young of other
newts, spending their time under moss and bark without goiuointo the water.

The change from the red-spotted

stage has been exhaustively

He

studied by Gage.^

remarks that this species is very common
near Ithaca, in an upland forest and along the head-waters of
the Susquehannah,
The transformation takes place either in
the

autumn

or in the spring, either while the

newt

is

still

on

land, or after entering the water.

Of two which were kept

in a jar with moist wood, one was
within two weeks it assumed, in the
middle of September, the characteristic coloration of the viriespecially brilliant, l)ut

descent

form.

following July,

The two specimens were in the jar until the
when they were placed where they could enter

the water.

This they did with great readiness, and tliey refor a considerable time at first.
The time
under water increased in length, until within two or three days
the pharyngeal respiration under water was fully established.
On the other hand, viridescent specimens never reassume the
red garb when kept out of the water.

mained submerged

Eed specimens entering the water
into

in the spring, changed
form within a few weeks, and established

the greenish

the pharyngeal respiration, losing the ciliated oral epithelium.

Branchiate larvae and the adult aquatic forms have non-ciliated
'

VOL. VITT

Amcr. Xotural. 1891,

11.

1084.

K

1
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epithelium, and the

men

is

when

cilia are re-established

forced again to live on land.

green speci-

a

Ciliation always exists in

the red stage, and in the green stage before the newt has taken

The cilia sweep towards the stomach.
The three following South European species belong

to the water.

Ev.proctus group, so called

backward

pyrenaeus.

s.

found only in

to the
conical,

and vividly coloured vent.
The Pyrenean newt has hitherto been
the Pyrenees, for instance in Lac Bleu and Lac

directed,

T. asper

on account of the mostly

—

which latter lies about 7000 feet above the level of the
According to Bedriaga,^ it prefers lakes which are supplied
during the whole summer with water from glaciers.
It is
very sluggish, only moving to breathe and when in search of
d'Oncet,

sea.

which consists of worms and

food,
is

greenish brown, dark above

;

insects.

The general colour

the under side of the head and

body are bright orange red in the female, yellow in the male
dark spots separate this bright colour from the flanks.
The tail
has a narrow ventral stripe of bright red and yellow.
The
cloaca of the female is bright red, that of the male dull grey.
The total length amounts to about 4 inches or 10 cm.

The pairing time
The male gets hold
round her

tail

;

is

the end of June, or later

of the female

cold seasons.
its

underneath, the cloacae being pressed

lies

it

m

by forming a noose with

together so that the spermatozoa can be taken in directly.

The

have large yellow-green spots on the back and

sides,

larvae

and a bright red ventral tail- tin
when metamorphosed the
greenish spots become more confluent on the back, producing a
broad spinal Ijand.
Larvae which live in deep water are dark,
while those in sunny places are light-coloured and spotted with
;

yellow.
T.

montanus in Corsica and

rv.sconii in Sardinia are allied

I",

forms, but the males are distinguished by a spur-like process or
dilatation at the end of the fibula.
2\ waltli,

the Iberian Newt,

is

with blackish markings below.
ventral
tliis

of

line.

There

species (which

the

sharply

Loo-Choo
pointed,

no

is
it

crest.

A

remarkable peculiarity of

shares only with

Islands)

and

olive-brown above, yellowish

Tlie tail has a yellow or orange

is

its

frequently
'

P.Z.S. 1895,

ribs,

Tr/lototriton andersoni

which are very

perforate

the

skin.

long,

Before

p. 150.

I
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rilj lies
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in a lymphatic space.

This

authorities been considered as

Certainly young, and even many
found in which the skin is not perforated,
but when these are handled the wriggling motions of this strong
newt force the points of the ribs through the skin, and they
The
remain sticking out to the extent of several millimetres.

abnormal

or

pathological.

adult, individuals are

Fig.

'2o.

—Triton

ivaltli.

Spanish Newt, adult and larvae

x

f,

wounds heal up, the skin forming a neatly linished-off hole
through which the spike projects, not as a formidable, but as a
sufficiently awkward, protective weapon.
Large females reach a length of 10 inches.
The larvae
metamorphose, as a rule, when they are between 2 and 3 inches
long, but those which have been bred in tanks often reach
double this length.
These newts are frequent inhabitants of
the rain-water cisterns common in the South of Portugal and
Spain, into which they tumble without ever being able to get
out again.
This species spends most of its time in the water,
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preferring ponds,

CHAP.

vegetation of which they can be

among the

watched lying motionless, with their limbs hanging down and with
but they are lively during the night.
the head close to the surface
AVhen their ponds dry up they leave them, crawling into the
most unexpected places, to aestivate under rocks, or even in the
walls of old buildings, where they are found by accident only.
The range extends from Central Spain and Portugal into
;

Morocco.
Tijlototriton verrucosus lives in the Eastern

The skin

Himalayas and in

tubercular, with large

the mountains of Yunnan.
the tail has
parotoids above uniform black-brown, pale below
about
length
6 inches.
Total
line.
orange
a ventral yellow or
for the
remarkable
is
Islands
Loo-Choo
T. andcrsoni of the
is

;

:

pointed ribs which perforate the skin.
Pachytriton hrevipes, discovered in Kiansi, Southern China,
has a smooth skin, olive-ljrown aljove, with many black dots;
Total length
the under parts are yellowish, dotted with black.

about 7

inclies.

Fam.
gills

3.

Proteidae.

—The

present.

absent.

three

pairs

external

fringed

of

and hind -limbs are
maxillaries are
The
lids.
of
devoid
are
eyes
The
Teeth are present on the premaxillaries, on the vomers,

persist throughout

life.

Both

fore-

The vertebrae are amphicoelous.
of t)nly three genera, with one
consists
family
This

and on the mandible.
in each.

specitis

—

The eyes are
Necturus maculatus s. Menohranchus lateralis.
The
skin.
transparent
thin
the
by
covered
being
functional,
lingers
four
have
and
developed,
well
short,
are
although
limbs,

The whole animal, which reaches the length of
brown with irregular dark,
form a dark lateral
frequently
which
patches,
and
spots
blackish
The latter, which
tail.
to
the
mouth
from
the
extending
band

and four
one foot,

toes.

is

quite smooth and slimy,

measures about one-third of the w^hole length,
pressed, caiTies a thick dorsal

and ventral

tin,

is

and

strongly comis

rounded

off

The skin of the throat forms a strongly-marked
The thick stalks of the gills are brown, while
transverse fold.
the numerous and delicate fringes are dark red in life beneath
and behind them are two gill-clefts. N. maculatus is found in
the eastern half of the United States, chiefly the eastern part
of the basin of the Mississippi and the Canadian lakes.

at the end.

;

PROTEIDAE
These creatures are rather dull
of the water,

more

:
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they remain mostly at the
in the weeds or

or less concealed

bottom
Mine, which are kept in a
between rocks during the daytime.
roomv, light-coloured tank, lie motionless, with their gills spread
Every now and then the gills contract
out transversely.
suddenly and become pale, whereupon they are filled again with
Very rarely they rise to the surface, but tiny air-

blood.

bubbles are

let

out more frequently, especially

Then the

are disturbed.

when

gills collapse, are laid

flat

the animals

against the

neck, and the creature darts about with quick, eel-like motions.

At night they

leave their hiding-places,

swdm about

or creep

along the ground with slow, undulating movements, the limbs
])eing scarcely used, in search of food,

which in their wild state
worms, insects and

consists of rather large Crustacea, small fishes,

They are most voracious, and absolutely indifferent to
The spawning takes place in the months of April and

frogs.
cold.

May.

—The

Frofrus anr/tdnus.

fore-

and hind-limbs are

veloped and possess only three fingers and two toes.

fully de-

The eyes

hidden beneath the opaque skin.
This peculiar
creature is restricted to the subterranean waters of Carniola,
Carinthia, and Dalmatia.
The vast caves of Adelsberg not
are completely

from Trieste are especially celebrated for the occurrence of
" 01m,"
the German name of this animal.
The river
Poik, a moderate mountain -stream, but a large, fierce torrent
during the rainy season, disappears into the limestone-hills, and
rushes through enormous stalactite-grottoes, most of which have
been only partially explored, until several miles farther on it
reappears on the surface.
There, deep down below the surface,
in absolute darkness, in an almost constant temperature of about
far

the

50° F.

is

the

home

of Proteus.

Their total length

is

scarcely one foot.

The whole body

is

with a slight fleshy, rosy tinge,
They
while the three pairs of gill -bunches are carmine -red.
are easily kept in captivity, and live for many years, provided
white,

three

occasionally

conditions

suffused

are

strictly

adhered

to,

viz.

fresh

and clean

=

10° C. and

water, an equable low temperature of about 50° F.

darkness.

The question

refu.sed

to

known

of food

is

not so very important, since

have existed for years, although they
How far darkness is an
take anv nourishment.

specimens are

to
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absolute necessity is not known.
Anyhow, the white skin is
If
ahnost as susceptible to light as is a photographic plate.
light is not absolutely excluded the white skin becomes in time
cloudy, with grey patches, and

the whole animal

turns

kept exposed to stronger light,
^Ir. Bles has

if

ultimately jet-black.

succeeded in producing several totally black s}iccimens, having
in a white basin under ordinary
experiments have yet been made to
find out if the black pigment deposited is lost again in darkness.
Those which are kept in a tank in an absolutely dark cellar of

kept them

for several

months

conditions

of light.

Xo

the Cambridge

very well.

Fio.

2t).

less or

Museum,

When

permanent water-supply, are doing

witli

approacb.ed with a candle they become rest-

— l^rotevs anf/uinvs.

x

^.

Front view of the

remain partly hidden in

all

nioutli in tlie k-ft

sorts of .seemingly

upper corner.

most un-

comfortable attitudes, squeezed in between the sharp-edged

and drain-pipes with which
the

introduction

their lodgings are furnished.

of a wriggling

worm, a

little

tiles

But

crustacean

or

other live bait draws them from their hiding-places, and, guided

by the motions of the prey in the water, possibly
it up and devour it.

also

by the

sense of smell, they snap

If the water is not sutliciently well aerated, they rise to the
surface, emit a bubble of air,

lungs.
gills
till

As

and take a new supply into their

a rule they remain motionless under water, but the

contract spasmodically and become paler, whereupon they

again with blood and darken

;

the contrast l)etween the pure

white body and the carmine-red feathery gills is very beautiful.
Until recently the mode of propagation was (]uite unknown.
Several Proteus, kept by E. Zeller, laid, in the miildle of April,

TROTEIDAE
a

number

t

which were then fastened singly on

of eggs

-,

c

to the

under side of projecting stones in the water.

The pale yellow
yolk measured 4 mm. in diameter and was surrounded by a

mm.

in thickness, besides

an outer gelatinous mantle,
egg measured about 11 mm.
The larvae
were hatched after 90 days; they were 2'1 mm. lono-, and
cover of 1

so

that

already

the wliole

much

the

like

adult, except that the fin was not
but extended over the last quarter of the
trunk, and that their eyes -were still visible.
The fore-limbs
restricted to the tail,

were already typical in shape, but the hind-limbs were
less little stumps.^

still

toe-

—

Typhlomolgc mthbuni.
It is of the greatest interest that
subterranean Perennibranchiate newt, in all respects closely
allied to Proteus, has recently been discovered in Texas.
There
can be no doubt that similar conditions of life have produced
a

these

one

closely

in

resembling

Europe,

the

forms

other

in

from Necturus-\\kQ ancestors,
Xorth America, absolutely

independently of each other.
The limbs of Typhlomolge are
long and very slender, the four fingers and five toes are thin,
free

and pointed.

The head is large, the mouth square. The
and the whole animal is colourless
The tail is furnished with a dorsal and a ventral

eyes are completely hidden

and white.

fin.
The very deep gular fold
united but large opercular fiaps.

is

nothing

The three

but

the pair of

pairs of gills are

remarkable for their blade -like stalks, while the gill -lamellae
proper are short and restricted to the tapering ends.
Total
length about 75 mm., of which the head measures 15, the tail

32 mm.
This peculiar creature inhabits subterranean caves in Texas,
judge from tlie fact that all the specimens hitherto known
have come up with the water of an artesian well 188 feet
deep, near San Marcos.
According to Blackford,- " the legs are
to

iised for locomotion and the animals creep along
the bottom of
the aquarium with a peculiar movement, swinging the legs in

ii-regular circles at

each step.

piled in the aquarium,

All efforts to

and
induce them

They climb

liide

to eat

easily over the rocks

in the crevices

have been

between them.

has also
been the case with blind cave-fish in captivity, and they are
^

futile, as

See also M. von Chauvin, Zcitschr. wiss. Zool. xxxviii. 1S83,
-

Nature,

Ix. 1899. p. 389.

p. 671.
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either capable of loug fasts or live ou infusoria in the water."
It

seems more reasonable to suppose that

Cnistacea, four kinds of which, all

with the water.

Fam.

4.

Sirenidae.

—

new

three

Tlie

tliese

of

pairs

The body

newts

upon
came up

live

to science, also

fringed

external

Hind-limbs
are altogether absent, while the fore-limbs are short and have
The maxillar}' bones are absent. "With
three or four fingers.
the exception of small teeth on the vomer the mouth is toothThe eyes
less, but the jaws are furnished with horny sheaths.
are devoid of lids, but shine through the skin.
The Sirenidae are the most degraded members of the Urodela
and are represented by two closely-allied genera, each with one
gills persist

throughout

life.

Fig. 27.

Siren lacertina.

is eel-like.

>:

'..

Their
United States.
which bears upon the cjuestion of
neoteny, is their retrograde metamorphosis as descriVjed by
Cope.^
The gills atrophy in the young and are subset j^uently
redeveloped.
Cope therefrom concludes rightly that the ultimate
or persistent gills of Siren are signs of maturity and not a larval
character.
In young specimens of Siren of 5 to 6 inches in
species, in the south-eastern parts of the

most

length

interesting

tlie

gills

feature,

are functionless

found to be entirely vestigial and
a common dermal investment.

:

in one of 3 inches they were
" subepidermal,"

i.e.

covered by

young
unknown.
Old Sirens can li\e witliout gills, as
has been shown by acpiarium-specimens.
In the adult Psevdohntnchus all the gills are normally covered up by an investment
of the skin so as to be quite without function and movability.
Siren loeertina, the " mud-eel," is distinguished by the
larvae are

Unfortunately

still

'

Amrr. Xnluml.

xix. 18S5, p. 1226.

really

SIRENIDAE
possession of three pairs of gilLdefts
It reaches a length of 70 cm., or about

one-third

is

and by

21

its

four finders

which about
taken up by the tail, which is
strongly compressed
The skm is smooth, mostly blackish,
liohter below
feet, of

and finned.
sometimes with whitish specks all over the
body.
This creature
IS frequently found in ditches
and ponds, where it burrows
in
the mud.
When swimming the limbs are folded
back
They
are said sometimes to leave the water
and to crawl about on the

moist ground.

Pseudohmnchus
only three fingers.

striatus has
Tlie

only one pair of gill-clefts
and
slightly granular skin is
dusky brown

above, with a broad yellow

narrower stripe below.

band on either

side

and with

Total length about 7 inches

a paler
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tailless

VI
AXUKA

\^CoyTIXUED)

or

TAILLESS AMPHIBIA.

Amphibia, or Frogs and Toads in the widest
number of species (about 900), with

sense, contain such a great

such a diversity of characters, that

it is

sake of mere convenience, to group

number
for this
1.

The

of families

and

sub-families.

necessary, if only for the

them into a considerable
The characters available

purpose are few.

pos.sessioii

of a

tongue

characterises the

Phaxeroglossa, the

al)sence

of a tongue the Aglos.sa.
2.

of the shoulder-girdle.
Overlapping of the two
shoulder -girdle on the ventral side characterises the
Arcifera, while in the Firmisterxia the two A-entral halves meet in
the middle line and form a firm, median liar.
See, for details, p. -lA.
halve.*

3.

—

The character
of

the

The shape of the transverse processes or diapophyses of the
vertebra which carries the iliac oi- hip-bones. These jiroces-ses are

sacral

either

dilated or cylindrical.
4.

The

This is
teeth in the upjier and lower jaw.s.
which
means al^sence of teeth max. means
presence of teeth in the ujiper jaw niand. means presence of teeth in the
ijresence or altsence of

indicated by a formula in

;

;

lower jaw.
5.

The terminal joints or jihalanges
times clarr-shaped.

6.

See

of the fingers

The shape of the centra of the vertebrae.
posterior end

is

toes are

some-

Opisthocoelous, if the

cup-shaj>ed or concave, procoelous if the anterior end

concave and the posterior

By means

and

p. 26.

is

convex.

of these characters

the following key:—-

See

p.

is

19.

we can arrange the Anura

in
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Sacral diapophyses dilated. UqloSSA,
Vertebrae opisthocoelou.s, with ribs, j
Phaneroglossa.

Aglossa.

p.
'

'

II.

143.

A. Arcifera.
Sacral diapophyses dilated.

a.

a.

Terminal phalanges not claw^shaped.
Opisthocoeloiis,

with

ribs,

Procoelous, without ribs,

"^ l-DISCOGLOSSIDAE,
-JBUFONIDAE,

Procoeloiis, or opisthocoelous,
.,,

,

without

.,

ribs,

p. 166.

'^

VPELOBATIDAE,

max.
:—

—

p. 152.

'

p.
>

160.

max. AmpJiignathodontinae, p. 188.
mand.
HYLIDAE'I max.
,.
^
—
f

§.

Terminal phalanges claw-shaped—

I

Hijknae,

f

ted.
Sacral diapophyses cylindrical—

h.

|

p. 189.

max. Hemiphractinac,

max.

p. 210.

Gystignathinac,

CYSTIGNATHIDAE'

p. 211.

Dcndrophryniscinac
p.

B. Firmisternia.

227.

—

'— DyscopJiinae, p. 235.

Genyophryninae,

Sacral diapophyses dilated

a.

ENGYSTOMATIDAE

P- 236.

mand.

- Engystomatinae,

p. 225.

max. CeratohatracMnac
mand.
P- 23/.
h.

Sacral diapophyses cylindrical—

!

RANIDAEl

]}1^- Eaninae, p. 238.
^
'

- Dendrohatinae, p.
^ 272.

Concerning the evolution of the classification of the Anura,
interesting to follow the changes of the value attached
to the various anatomical characters by systematists.
At first
the presence or absence of teeth and of adhesive discs on the
it

is

fingers

and

toes

were considered to be of prime importance

for

the division of the Phaneroglossa.
" Erpetologie generale."
Dumeril et Bibron, 1 84 1.
I.
Phrynaglosses = Aglossa of Wagler Pipa and Xenopus.
Eanitbrmes.
II. Phan^roglosses.
a. Without discs
1. With teeth,
:

:

....
h.

1856

(see

p.

8),

discs

:

Hylaefornies.

Bufoniformes.
separated the Engj^stomatidae as " Systomata,"

2.

Stannius,

With

Toothless

and used the presence or absence of the " manubrium sterni " (oniosternum) as a character of distinction between his Bufoninae and Raninae.
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1858, "Catalogue of the Batracliia Salientia."
No progress was
his sclieme, wliich relied upon the tongue and digits.
Aglossa w-ith Myohitrachug.
Opisthoglossa.
a. Oxydactyla.
h.
Platydaetyla.
Proteroglossi
Rhinophrynidae.
Cope, 1864.
"On the limits and relations of the Raniformes." ^ He
introduces the shoulder-girdle and the sacral diapophyses, and drops
the discs as too adaptive and misleading.
He distinguishe.s between
Raxiformes and Auciferi.
Cope, 1865.
"Sketch of the in-imarv groups of the Batrachia Salientia."Gliiither,

made by

:

Aglossa.

Bufoniformia (Bufonidae).
Arcifera (Discoglossidae, Scaphiopodidae,

and Hylidae).

Raniformia.

In 1867 Cope separates the genus Hemisufi as Gastrechniia on account of

its

peculiar pectoral arch.-'

In

1875, "Check-list of North
elaborates his sy.«tem

American Batrachia and

Cojje

Rei^tilia,'"'"

:

Order Anura.

Class Batrachia.
1.

Raniformia.

2.

Firmisternia.

3.

Gastrechmia

:

4.

Bufoniformia.

5.

Aglossa.

[Deudrobatinae and Engystomatidae.]
Hemisus.
[Bufonidae.]

Pipa.

G.

Odontaglos.sa.

7.

Arcifera.

Xenopus.

[Cystignathidae, Hylidae, Pelobatidae and Disco-

glossidae.]

Cope consequently considered the characters

of the pectoral arch as equivalent to those of the dentition.
Boulenger, 1882, "Catalogue of the Batrachia Gradientia s. Ecaudata,'"'

recognises that the pectoral arch
dentition.

The

is

of greater .sy.stematic value than the

latter is used, together

with the shape of the

sacral

diapojihyses, for the sejjaration into families.
r
I.

Phaneroglossa.

1.

Ranidae.

2.
3.

Dendrobatidae.
Engystomatidae.

4.

Dyscophidae.

o.

Cy.stignathidae.

6.
7.

Dendrophiyniscidae.
Bufonidae.

8.

Hylidae.

A. Firmisternia.

Jj.

Arcifer;
1

9.

Pelobatidae.

0.

Di.-^coglossidac.

11.
12.
II.

Aglossa
'

••

1 13.

Hemiphractidae.
Amphignathodontidae.
Dactylethridae.

114. Pipidae.

Proc. Ac. Philud. 1864, p. 181.
The Natural History Heviev. No. xvii. 1865,
Journ. Ac. Xnt. ITi'sl. P/n7n</. vi. p. 189.

p.

97
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This emendation of the Arcifera and Firmisteruia was accepted
by Cope in his synopsis of the families of Vertebrata (Amer.
Xatural.

xxiii.,

1890), except that he

still

retained his suborder

(jrastrechmia.

Since the publication of Boulenger's great work a number of
forms have been discovered which, from the characters of their
dentition, have necessitated the establishment of certain
new

namely, Ceratobatrachidae and Genyophrynidae
and
Boulenger was the first to .recognise that the taxonomic value
of the mere presence or absence of teeth in the jaws had
been
overestimated.
I therefore propose using it as a character
distinctive of the sub-tamilies only, thereby reducing the number
families,

;

of families, relying first (leaving the Agiossa

aside) upon the
tirmisternal or arciferous condition of the pectoral arch, secondly
upon the dilated or cylindrical shape of the sacral diapophyses,

upon the dentition.
Blindly consistent application of
would reduce the Phaneroglossa to four families
namely Eanidae, Eugystomatidae, Cystignathidae and a

thirdly

these principles
only,

fourth family comprising

all the Arcifera with dilated sacral
This would obviously be wrong.
We have there-

diapophyses.

fore to resort to other additional characters or rather
peculiarities.

The opisthocoelous character of the vertebrae and the possession
ribs, together with
the disc-shaped tongue, separate the Discoglossidae and justify their retention as a
family.
The Hylidae are marked off by the claw -shaped terminal
phalanges, but the remaining forms, comprising the Bufonidae
and Pelobatidae, cannot be separated except by their dentition,
and I plead guilty of inconsistency in retaining them as separate
of distinct

families.

After

all,

system, and

may not represent the natural
be nothing but a convenient key.
have eliminated the characters of the vertebrae, the

it

When we

our classification

may

dentition, the claw-shaped phalanges and the adhesive discs,
may well be asked what characters remain. The firmisternal

is

it

a

further, higlier modification of the older, more primitive
arciferous
condition.
The difference between the dilated and cylindrical

shape of the sacral diapophyses is in not a few cases very slight,
and there are various, most suggestive exceptions.
The presence
or absence, size and shape of the omosternum and
metasternum
are of very limited taxonomic value, not always
applicable to all
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the members of the same family.

CHAP.

The

fact

is,

that the

are a very recent and a most adaptive, plastic group.

The

Anura
earliest

known

fossils are scarcely older than the Middle Eocene.
Almost every one of the greater families has produced terresTheir habits have
trial, arboreal, aquatic, and burrowing forms.
modified, and are still shaping their various organs, first of course
those by which the animals come first and most directly

into contact with

their surroundings

{e.g.

adhesive discs, denti-

shape of the body, length of limbs, wartiness uf
the skin, tympanic disc). These are the so-called adaptive charaction, general

ters,

sometimes decried as merely physiological

;

as

if

habits,

and requirements did not likewise influence and ultimately
model every other organ {e.g. tympanic cavity. Eustachian tubes,
vertebrae, ribs, coccyx, pectoral arch, etc.).
There are true Toads,
Bufonidae, which are as smooth, wartless, slender-bodied and longlegged as the most typical of " Frogs"; true Ranidae, like Rhacophoi'us, which by their green colour, large adhesive discs and
arboreal habits may well put any of the Hylidae to shame.
use,

Ceratohyla

developed the claw-shaped

has

terminal

phalanges

which are otherwise typical of, and peculiar to, the Hylidae, but
this genus reveals itself 1)y various details as a close relation of
the other Hemiphractinae
and tliese fall in with the Cystignathidae on the strength of their cylindrical, not dilated, sacral
;

diapophyses.

In sketching

Anura we have
There

is

the phylogenetic tree of the families of the

to proceed

not

with great caution.

much doubt about

the Aglossa.

They have
now

retained some of the most primitive characters, but liave by

been so much modified and specialised that they are to be looked
upon as an early side-1)ranch.
Among the Phaneroglossa the Discoglossidae are with certainty

now scarce in genera and species, and much
The Pelobatidae connect them with the Bufonidae.
The Cystiguathidae form a rather ill-defined assembly which
points downwards to the Pelobatidae, upwards to the Hylidae.
There is no divergence of opinion about the Eanidae being the
highest of all the Anura, and amongst them the Eaninae the
most typical, the Dendrobatinae the most specialised.
If we
assume that moderately dilated sacral diapophyses represent a
more primitive stage than cylindrical processes, we shall natu-

the oldest, but are
specialised.

AGLOSSA
14:
rally look to the Engystomatidae as the
connectiug liuk between
the Eanidae and the Arcifera, through Bufonoid
creatures still
%\ath teeth in both jaws.
If, on the
other hand, we take the
dilatation to be a further development
from more

or

cylindrical

then

processes,

less

the

Eanidae can be considered as
having sprung from Cystignathoid creatures,
which have con
solidated

and

their

this

ill

group,

This

the

pectoral

case

the

arch

into

the

Firmisternia

Engystomatidae .pointing,

would,

to

a

great

extent,

firmisternal

would
to

mean

a

not

the

be

conditiona

Bufonoid

reversion

idea.

to

natural
stock
Cope's
^

Sub-Order 1. Aglossa.— The two diagnostic
peculiarities
members of this group are first, the

of the few

:

a

tongue;

one

secondly,

median

the union of the Eustachian

pharyngeal opening

in

absence of
tubes into

the posterior iiortion of

the palate.

The pharyngeal opening

and the tubes themselves are wide
the tympanic cavities are present,
but the tvmpanic discs are'
not distinct from the
of the skin.

rest

The

fronto-parietal bones are
fused into one mass, a
rare

feature

Anura.
large.

in

the

The nasals are
Fipa a,nd IfT/ine-

/lochirus

have no teeth,

Xenopics
the

has teeth on
upper jaw.
The

vertebrae
coelous

are

and

opisthotypically

epichordal in their de-

velopment

;

lilllPlPA.

Fig.

^^XENOPUS.

28.— Map showing

distribution of Aglossa,
Ili/menochirus to be added in Equatorial Africa.

the second, third, and fourth carry long ribs,
which in
with the supporting diapophyses.
The sacral

old specimens fuse

diapophyses are enormously dilated, and the
sacrum is fused with
the OS coccygeum.
The serial number of the sacral vertebrae
exhibits a most interesting gradation.
In A'enopus the ilium
IS carried by the
diapophyses of the 9th, in Fijxr the 9th and
8th,
Hymenochirus the 7th and 6th.
In these cases the

m

two diapophyses of each side are fused
together into a single
broad blade, and their original duplicity
is indicated only by tlie
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holes

the spinal

for

CHAP.

Hymenocliirus has consequently

nerves.

only 5 presacral vertebrae, the vertebral column being shortened
For further
to the greatest extent known amongst Vertebrata.
information see

p.

The

22.

and are firmly attached

to

much broadened

are

ilia

vertically,

The shoulder- girdle

the sacrum.

sometimes described as of the arciferous type, but this is quite
unjustifiable.
The epicoracoid cartilages do not overlap each
The
other, but meet, and partly fuse in the middle line.
is

In Fipa and Hymevo-

three genera exhiljit some differences.

much expanded

the bony portions of the coracoids are

cJiirus

and

dorsally,

there

is

considerable

a

amount

of

epicoracoid

of the precoracoid Ijars extending backwards as

cartilage, that

Xenopus is devoid of
broad-based and blunt omosternum.
an omosternum, and the configuration of the whole apparatus
is more slender.
The metasternum of Xenopus and Hymenorhirus broadens out laterally.
Hymenochirus greatly resembles
Breviceps, a genus of Engystomatinae, in the relative position
and size of the various parts of the shoulder -girdle and
a

sternum.

The

tibio-fibula of

Hymenochirus has a wing-like expansion

of

thin bone on each side, forming a deep groove on the outer aspect.

The astragalus and calcaneum

by a similar bony

united

are

expansion with wing-like projections.

The lungs

are remarkable for the prominent development of

trabecular projections and niches, so

that

tlieir

free

lumen

is

have thereby reached a much higher
Tlie
stage than in any other Amphibia or even many Autosauri.
persistence of an arteria sacralis s. caudalis, a vessel absolutely

much

restricted;

they

absent in the adult Rana,
applies

to

the

presence

is

a primitive feature,

of a

true

first

spinal

and the same
or

suboccipital

nerve.

The skin

of

the back and belly

is

supplied by two great

branches from the arteria anonyma, one arising pr(jxinially, the
herewith is correlated the
other distally from the subclavian
;

almost complete absence of the arteria cutanea magna, which as a
branch of the ductus pulmo-cutaneus plays such a prominent
rule in the other

Anura.

Only

in Pipa, Ijut not in Xenopus,

is

these genera possess a

much more

the other Anura, chiefiy owing

complicated

to a

"

diaphragm
which

special muscle

the

Both

great cutaneous vein represented by a very small branch.
"

than

arises

AGLOSSA
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from the anterior end of the ilia and spreads out fan-like to
the oesophagus and to the bases of the luugs.^
This diaphrao-inatic arrangement is correlated with the great development of
the lungs, and is not a primitive but an advanced feature.
It is
reasonable to suppose that this has caused the reduction of the
and that the other two cutaneous

usual arteria pulmo-cutanea,
arteries

have

been

developed

The Ao-lossa are
and only Cope looked

secondarily.

generally considered as the lowest Anura,

upon Fipa and Xempus as two convergent terminal branches.
Beddard came to the conclusion that both are closely related to
each other, chiefly on account of their peculiar diaphragmatic
arrangement.
The whole question has entered upon a new stage
since the recent discovery of Hymenochirtis, which is in many
ways intermediate between the two other genera.
Moreover, the
mid-Tertiary Falaeolatrachus of Europe is undoubtedly related to
them, and we conclude now that all these four genera belouo- to
one group with a distribution formerly much wider than Africa
and part of South America.
But this does not necessarily mean

the Aglossa are in all respects the most primitive group
On the contrary, they possess few 'decidedly
primitive characters, namely, the long typical ribs, the presence
tliat

of living Anura.

of

the

arteria

first

spinal nerve, the unimportant persistence of the
and lastly, the possession in the tadpoles of a

sacralis,

right and left opercular " spiracle."
The absence of the tongue
cannot possibly be an archaic feature, considering its universal

presence in all the other Amphibia, including the Apoda, and
the suggestive circumstance that this organ is least developed in
the entirely aquatic members of the Urodela.
In fact, thoroughly
aquatic creatures, which seize and swallow their prey under water,
require no elaborate tongue and since we know that the Anura
:

must owe their typical formation to terrestrial life, it follows that
those which have again taken to the water and are tongueless,
have

lost this organ.
As I have shown elsewhere,- the epichordal
development of the vertebrae is likewise a secondary feature, far
from primitive; and the tendency of the shortening of the

vertebral

column, which has reached

its extreme in Hymenosame conclusion.
The apparatus of the
shoulder-girdle and sternum is in the last transitional stage from

chirns, points

to the

the former arciferous
'

Beddard, P.Z.S. 1895,

VOL. VIII

to

the typically consolidated lirmisternal

p. 841.

2

p/^^^^

Trans. B. 136, 1896,

p. 1.

L
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CHAP. VI

In fact there is little left which is primitive, hut much
very specialised and highly developed in the Aglossa,
mostly in adaptation to their absolutely aquatic life, to which they
must however have taken very early. They are in a position
somewhat analogous to the Ratitae among Birds, which are liketype.

that

]

is

wise an old group, although

many

of their

most striking features

have been acquired secondarily.
The upper jaw
Xniopus s. Dactylethra.

.J

j

|

I

furnished with

is

The ilia are attached to the ninth vertebra. The pupil is
The terminal phalanges are pointed. The fingers are
round.
are covered with
free, the toes broadly webbed, and the first three
sharply pointed, horny, black -brown nails, a feature which is
teeth.

A

cutaneous
to by the alternative generic names.
tentacle projects from below the eye and naturally invites comThe
parison with the tentacle of the Apoda and of Urodela.
tuljeskin is smooth, rich in mucous glands, besides certain

alluded

^

j

,

j

which are scattered over the
body, especially on the head, and form a conspicuous series of
white dots along the dorso-lateral Une, from the eye to the vent.

like apparatuses, possibly sensory,

colour of the upper parts is olive l)rown, mottled
The female has
darker, while the under parts are whitish.
three cutaneous flaps closing the vent. The male develops black
There are
nuptial brushes along the inner side of the fingers.

The general

,

|

;

]

several species, all African (Ethiopian).

X.

lac vis,

ranging from the Cape to Abyssinia,

by the absence

of a metatarsal spur.

The

is

tentacle

distinguished
is

very short.

X. muclleri of Zanzibar and Benguella,
The tentacle is conspicuous, as long as the diameter
is smaller.
The inner metatarsal tubercle carries a sharp claw.
of the eye.
X. caknratus of tropical West Africa is only 2 inches long, and

Size about

3

hand.

liy

]

inches.'

eyes.
has strong metatarsal claws, short tentacles and very minute
"
"
The habits and oviposition of the Clawed Toad have been

described

.

Leslie.^

The Boers

Entirely aquatic,

it

call

it

"

Plathander,"

rests floating in the water,

i.e.

|

|

flat

{

with the

1

has to change the

and leaves the water only if it
The pairing
on account of drought or scarcity of foutl
i.e. in
takes place, at least at Port Elizabeth, in the early spring,
The only sound which is emitted is heard
the month of August.
at only
durino- this time, a very slight and dull tick-tick, audible

nostrils exposed,

localitv

1

P.Z.S. 1890,

p. 69.

|

;

j
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a

few

feet distance.
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The male grasps the female by the

mm.

loins

;

in diameter,

the eggs are extruded singly, measuring only 1.5
but swell to double that size. They are attached singly to stones
or water-plants.

Latterly these creatures have frequently been brought over to
They stand confinement very well, even in a little
England.

water-weeds to keep the water fresh and
They greedily snap up worms,
they do not require special heat.
their hands.
strips of liver, or meat, and poke the food in with
for the last
lived
A few kept l»y Boulenger in a glass jar have
in Loudon.
room
eleven years in the ordinary temperature of a

aquarium with

sufficient

;

Curiously enough they are often in amorous embrace, regardless
of the season, but they have never shown any signs of spawning.
Some of those in the Zoological Gardens in London laid eggs
on Saturday the 27th of May, and on the morning of the follow-

They have been
the larvae were already hatched.
an unpaired
with
described by Beddard.^ The larvae are provided
out on
sprout
to
The tentacles begin
circular, ventral sucker.
the
with
connexion
the sixth day after hatcliing, at first not in
ing

Monday

but soon a cartilaginous rod runs into the
tentacle from the ethmoid " just above the joint with the under
Boulenger has most reasonably compared these organs
jaw."
with the "balancers" of Triton and Amhlystoma (cf p. 46 for
cranial cartilage,

The tentacles soon
the possible homologies of the balancers).
appear:nice.
curious
reach a great length and give the tadpole a
tentacles
the
In tadpoles of X. cdcaratus, 65 mm. long,
30 mm. long, and are inserted just at the angle of the
By the time that these tadpoles show their fore-limbs,
mouth.
the feelers are reduced to 4 mm. in length, and their relative

are

position has lieen shifted to a little above the angle of the gape,
and whilst the latter gradually extends further and further back,

the feelers come to

lie,

or rather remain,

below and a

little in

front

External

gills

of the eyes.

The tadpoles have no

traces

of

horny

teeth.

project as low conical or lamellar processes from the
branchial arches, but so-called internal gills are not developed.

first tliree

Amongst

a

number

of

Clawed Toads imported

in the spring

one female became swollen with eggs, but as they did not show
signs of wanting to breed, a pair was put into tlie tro])ical tauk
1

P.Z.S. 1894,

\\ 101.
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the Cambridge Botanic Gardens, a

transfer which had the
and more during the followinonights
they hatched out within thirty hours.
The whole brood
was lost, before any of them were older than a few days, since
they
were attacked, beyond the possibility of a cure, by a Saprolegnia
or some similar pest.
desired

Eggs were

effect.

laid,

;

Hymenochirus, represented by one species, //. hoettqeri,
has
been discovered in the Ituri, German East Africa,
and in' the
Frencli Congo, and has no doubt a much wider
distribution.
It

is

Ij inch

scarcely

toothless

mouth, the

long,

and

half- webbed

name), the incompletely webbed
longer than
canals in

tlie

the

is

easily

recognised by the

fingers \hence

toes,

the third

the
of

generic

which

is

and the absence of sensory muciferous
The three inner toes are, as "in Xenopus

fourth,

skin.

furnished with small black claws.
The skin is rough, beset with'
small granular tubercles.
The general colour above and below
IS olive-brown.
The vent is, as in Xeno2n(s, produced into a
spout or semi-canal, but is devoid of dorsal flaps
of skin.
Pipa.
This Neotropical member of the Aglossa is quite
toothless, but the jaws of the adult
have horny substitutes.
The only
species is P. americam,, the
famous Surinam

—

Toad, chiefly
from the Guianas, but undoubtedly extending
mueli
further, having recently been reported
from the

known

neighirourhood

of Para.

The general shape of this creature is very peculiar.
The head
depressed and triangular the eyes are very
small
the
skin forms several short,
irregularly-shaped flaps and tentacles
on the upper lips and in front of the
eye, and at the angle of
the mouth.
The tympanum is invisible.
The pupil is round
The fingers are very slender and free, ending
in star-shaped tips
the toes are broadly webbed.
The whole skin is covered with
small tubercles and is dark brown
above, while the under parts of
the very flat and depressed body
are whitish, sometimes with a
dark brown stripe along the middle
line.
In the female

much

IS

;

;

the skin
the back forms growths for the
reception of the eggs, and in
the.se the young undergo
their whole
ol

metamorphosis.

The most characteristic feature of the
exactly the same structure in 1;)oth
sexes, is
'

skin,^
tlie

which has
which

papillae,

Groenberg und Klinckowstroeni, '"Zur
Auatouiie der Fipa ameHcana,-' Zool.
A, Hit. vii. 1894, p. 609.

''"II lit.
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are spread over the whole surface, except on tlie webs of the
toes
on the cornea and on the star-shaped points of the fino-ers.
Each'
papilla carries a little horny spike, and a poison-gland frequenthopens near its base.
Larger poison-glands exist on the dorsal
and ventral side in four rows, and smaller glands open upon the
sides of the body, but there are no parotoid complexes.

Slime-

glands occur

all

over the surface.

The epidermis

consists of the

usual layers, namely the Malpighian, the stratum corneum,
and
the part which

is

shed periodically.

The

latter

is

completely

horny, appearing to be structureless like a cuticle, but
it
reality composed of polygonal cells with flattened
nuclei

is
;

in

each

little
spike is one modified horny cell.
The whole outermost layer contains black-brown pigment.
Tlie upper portion
of the cutis is devoid of pigment, then follows
a layer of
clusters of ramified dark pigment -cells, and lastly
the rest of

the cutis.

Each of the four fingers ends in a four-armed star, the tips
of
which again carry four or five sensory papillae.
The cartilage of
the terminal phalanges

is

correspondingly star-shaped.

According to Klinckowstroem these toads, which are
entirely
aquatic, are easily collected at the end of the
long dry period,
when they are all confined to the half-dried-up pools.
But
they do not spawn there.
This happens after the rains have
inundated the forest, and then it is very difficult
to

get the

females

with eggs on their backs.
Each of the eggs^ when
once they have been glued on to the back,
sinks into an invagination

of the skin.

The

initial

stages

are

projjably the

same as those caused by the eggs on the belly
of Bhxcophorus
reticMlatus (see p. 248).
Later, each egg is .|uite concealed in a
cavity with a lid.
These cavities are simply pouches of the skin,
and are not formed by enlarged glands as
has l:)een suggested
by some anatomists.
Each cavity consists of the epklermal
pouch and the lid.
How the latter is produced is not known.
According to the authors quoted above, the lid
looks like a sliiny

or

sticky layer which

It

lies

and

is

has hardened into horn-like consistencv.
exactly like a lid upon the rim of the
pouch itself,
certainly not in structural or organic continuity
with'

the epidermis.

Most proljably it is produced by the remnant
of the egg-shell itself, which,
after the larva is hatched, is
cast up to and remains on the
top of the cup.
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Bartlett

has

^

described
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the spawnino- of specimens in the

Zoological Gardens in London.

"About
and were

1806

the 28 th of April

constantly

heard

the males became very lively,

uttering

their

most

remarkable

On examination we then observed

metallic, ticking call-notes.

two of the males clasping tightly round the lower part of the
bodies of the females, the hind parts of the males extending
beyond those of the females. On the following morning the keeper
arrived in time to witness the mode in which the eggs were
deposited.
The oviduct of the female protruded from her body
more than an inch in length, and the bladder-like protrusion
being retroverted, passed under the belly of the male on to
her own back.
The male appeared to press tightly upon this
protruded bag and to squeeze it from side to side, apparently
pressing the eggs forward one by one on to the back of the female.
By this movement the eggs were spread with nearly uniform
smoothness over the whole surface of the back of the female
to which they became
firmly adherent.
On the operation
being completed, the males left their places on the females, and
the enlarged and projected .oviduct gradually disappeared from
one of the females.
In the other specimen, the oviduct appears
not to have discharged the whole of the eggs."
Boulenger, who examined this second specimen, wliicli died,
confirmed this egg-bound condition.
He remarks further " The
ovipositor formed by the cloaca (not by the prolapsed uterus),
was still protruding and much inflamed.
It may be deduced
from the observation made by the keeper, that fecundation must
take place before the extrusion of the eggs, and it is probable
:

that

the ovipositor serves in the

which

spermatozoa
eggs being

laid

in

first

would penetrate
the impregnated

instance to collect

the

oviducts,

the

into

the

condition,

as

in

tailed

Batrachians."

Sub-Order 2. Phaneroglossa— Fam. 1. Discog-lossidae.The tongue lias the fshape of a round disc, adherent by nearly
the whole of its base, and it cannot be protruded.
The vertebrae
are opisthocoelous, and in the aquatic genera are of the most
exaggerated epichordal type

;

the diapophyses of the second to

the fourth vertebrae carry short, free ribs, and those of the sacral

vertebra are dilated.

The metasternum behind
'

r.Z.f^. 1896,

)..

09;').

is

forked.

The
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Upper jaw and the vomers are provided with teeth.
The males
The tadpoles are distinguished by havinohave no vocal sac.
opercular spiracle placed in the middle of the thoracic recrion
anatomical part, p. 44).

tlie

(see general

The few members of

lAopdma

is

this family have a peculiar distribution.

confined to

New

Zealand, w^here

representative of the Amphibia.

Asccvplms

it

is

the solitary

found in North
The other genera, Discoglossus, Bomhinator, and Ahjtes,

America.

is

are typical of the Palaearctic sub-region,
tion oi Bomhinator, confined
Fig. 32,

on

p.

and are, with the excepWestern Provinces (cf Map

161).

Discoglossus.
less

to the

— The

tympanum

concealed by the skin.

The omosternum

is

small.

is

indistinct, being

The pupil is round or
The vertebrae are of the

more or

triangular.
epicliordal

type.

D. pictus, the only species, has a smooth and shiny
skin,
provided with numerous small mucous glands.
The palms of
the hands are provided with three tubercles, of which the
innermost is the largest, and is carried by the vestige of the thumb.
The coloration of this species is very variable.
The ground-

colour of the upper parts is a rich olive brown with darker,
lightedged patches, which are either separate or confluent in various
ways, forming broad, longitudinal bands, or a few larger
asymmetrical

x)atclies,

conspicuous

separated in some individuals by a broad and
brown or yellowish vertebral stripe. An

light

irregular reddish

band frequently extends from the eyes backThe under parts are mostly yellowish

wards along the sides.
white.
This variability

is purely individual, the most differently
marked and variously coloured specimens being found in the same
locality and even amongst the members of one and
the same brood.
The male develops various nuptial excrescences, consisting of
minute, dark, horny spines, notably on the inner palmar pad, on

the inner side of the
throat,

first and second finger, on the chin and
and smaller and more scattered spicules on the belly and

legs.

This

measures

and extremely active little creature, which
between 2 and 3 inches in length, is confined to

pretty

the south-western corner of the Palaearctic sub-region, being
found in Algiers and Morocco, Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, and the
southern and western parts of the Tlierian Peninsula.
Curiously

I
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enough

absent in the Balearic

it is

CHAP.

Isles.

Eather aquatic in its
is also often found

frequenting pools and streams, it
on land.
The male lias a feeble voice, which sounds like"ha-a, lia-a-a," or
" wa-wa-wa," uttered in rapid succession.
The pairing season lasts
a long time, in Algeria from January to October, but a much shorter
time in the north of Portugal, where it extends over the spring
Boulenger has made extensive observations
and summer months.
The embrace, which
on many specimens kept in captivity.
habits,

The eggs are small, 1 to 1"5 mm.
is lumbar.
dark brown above and grepsh belotv, each surThe
gelatinous capsule of 3-7 mm. in diameter.

never lasts long,
in

diameter,

rounded by

a

eggs are laid singly, and a set amounts to from 300 to 1000, the

Each female lays
whole mass sinking to the bottom of the pool.
several times during the season.
The eggs are developed very
rapidly, the larvae escaping sometimes after thirty -six hours,
The external
but usually from the second to the fourth day.
gills are lost on the seventh day, when the tadpoles are 11 mm.
long the hind-limbs appear on the tenth, and after four weeks
the tadpoles reach their greatest length, namely from 25-30 mm.
The fore-limbs appear on the thirtieth day, and a few days later
the niost precocious specimens leave the water and hop about.
Others, however, of the same brood took from two to three months
in metamorphosing.
This species lives on insects and worms, and can swallow its
prey under water.
Bomhinator.
The tympanum is absent and the Eustachian
:

—

The pupil is triangular. The omosternum
The vertebrae are absolutely epichordal. The fingers are
free, the toes are webbed.
The upper parts are uniformly dark, and
are covered with small porous warts.
The general shape of the
The habits
head and body is depressed or flattened downwards.
are eminently aquatic.
This genus consists of three species, two
of which are European, the third Chinese.
B. igncus.
The under parts are conspicuously coloured duish
tubes are very minute.
is

absent.

—

l)lack

1

with large irregular red or orange-red patches

parts are

more

or less dark

golden, speckled with brown.
vocal

sacs

grey or olive

be inflated

the upper

The

Ijlack.

The male has a pair

by which the throat can

;

:

iris is

of internal

nuptial ex-

crescences are developed on the inner side of the fore-arm and the
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Total length from 1^ to 2 inches, the males
than the females.
This '' Fire-hellied

fingers.

generally smaller

Unke

"

of the Germans, is essentially a native of
and other standing waters of the plains.
ranges through the whole of North Germany, Bohemia,

toad," the

"

lakes, ponds,
It

The
and Himga,ry into Eussia, eastwards as far as the Volga.
latter river, the Danube, and the Weser form, roughly s]teaking,
northwards it extends into Denmark and the
its boundaries
;

.southern extremitv of Swe<ien.

Fig. 31.

Bombinator

ir/nei's.

:

Fire-bellied Toad,

1.

'warning"
B. pachypns.

male

is

— The under

devoid of vocal

Two

of tlieni in

attitude.

parts are yellow instead of red.

sacs,

l)ut

has

The

nuptial excrescences on

the under surface of most of the toes, in addition to those
on the fore-arm and fingers.
The "Yellow-bellied Toad" is the
representative of the red-]iellied species in Southern and Western

Europe,

preferring,

mountainoiis

although

districts.

It

not

ranges

exclusively,

and
Belgium
and the whole

the

hilly

from France and

through Soutli-Western Germany, continental Italy,
<»f Austria and Turkey in Europe.
Where l)oth species meet,
instance in the hilly districts between the
in

Weser and

for

the Eliine,

Thuringia and in Austria, the predilection of the yellow-bellied

ANURA
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species for the hills,
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and that of the other

for the plains, is

well

marked.
AVhile

B. ignens

vegetation, B.

prefers
is

23f(c-fi]/2Ji(s

standing

waters

with

plenty

of

often found in the smallest occasional

puddles produced hy recent rain, for instance in the ruts of
roads.
Both species have otlierwise much in common.
They are
essentially aquatic.

They hang

in

the water, with

their legs

extended, nose and eyes just above the surface, and bask or

lie

in

wait for passing insects, the tire-bellied kind preferring to conceal itself in

the vegetation of

the pairing season, in

Germany

tlie

in

During
May, they are

margins of ponds.

the

month

of

very lively and perform peculiar concerts, one male beginning witli
a slowly repeated note like " hoonk, lioonk," or " ooh, ooh," in which
all

the other males soon join, so that,

almost continuous music

is

produced.

when
Tliis

there are

sound

is

many, an

not at

all

and very deceptive.
It appears to be a
long way off, certainly at the other end of the pond, until by
careful watching you see the little creature almost at your very
feet.
But on the slightest disturbance the performance ceases,
tliey dive below and hide at the bottom.
The yellow-bellied
kind, when surprised in a shallow pudille, skims over the mud,
disturbs it, and allows it to settle upon its flat body, so that
nothing but the little glittering eyes will Ijetray its concealment.
AVhen these toads are surprised on land, or roughly touched, they
assume a most peculiar attitude, as sliown in Fig. 31.
The
head is partly thrown back, the limbs are turned upwards
with their under surfaces outwards, and the whole l»odi is
curved up so that as much as possible of the bright yellow
or red markings of the under parts is exposed to view.
The
loud, a little mom-nful

creature remains in this strained position until all danger seems

In reality this is an exhiljition of warning colours, to
show the enemy what a dangerous animal lie would have to deal
with.
The secretion of the skin is very poisonous, and the
passed.

I know of no creature
have kept numbers in a
large vivarium, together with various snakes, water-t(»rtoises, and
crocodiles, l)ut for years the little flre-bellies remained unmolested,
although they shared a pond in which no other frog or newt could
live without being eaten.
Hungry water-tortoises stalk them
under water, touch the intended prey with the nose in order to

tire-toads

which

are

thereby well

will eat or even

protected.

harm them.

I
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the right sceut, and then they withdraw from the Bombinator,
which has remained motionless, well knowing that quick move-

<Tet

ments, or a show of escape, would most likely induce the tortoise
to a hasty snap, with consequences to be regretted by both.

After they have been handled frequently, they do not readily
Miss Durham experform, but simply lie still, or hop away.
perienced considerable difficulty in inducing her tame specimens
to

assume and to keep up the correct warning attitude.

statement that they " turn over on the back
allv fixed in various illustrated works.

" is

The

a fable, graphic-

that these two species are diurnal and
They are certainly active in the daytime,
sing in full sunshine, and spend most of their time in the water,
but they display much more liveliness towards the evening and
It

has been

said

thoroughly aquatic.

during the night, especially when there is a moon. My fire-toads
Hve by no means always in the water, but conceal themselves

daytime under stones, while they are regularly all astii"
worms and all kinds of small insects.
The spawning takes place several times during the spring
The amplexus is lumbar, and the eggs are
and summer.
They sink to the bottom, or are attached to
extruded singly.
The oviposition takes a long time, perhaps the
water-plants.
whole night, and several dozen eggs, not hundreds as in the
The egg, with its swollen gelatinous
allied genera, make a set.
in the

at night in search of

capsule, is large for so small

a creature, namely

The embryos escape

diameter.

after a week,

reach two inches in total length.

and

Discoglossus.

mm.

in

Those of B. ignens have a

triangular mouth, but in B. iiachypvs
Alytes

7-8

and the tadpoles

this

Metamorphosis

is

is

elliptical,

as in

completed in the

same autumn the little toad is then about 1 5 mm. long, and
differs from the adult by the absence of the conspicuous coloration of the under parts.
In reasonable conformity herewith it
does not take up the warning attitude.
The colour appears
gradually during the second year, but full growth is generally
;

not reached until the third year.

They do not hibernate

in the

water, but hide on land out of the reach of frost.

—

Alytes.
The tympanum is distinct, the pupil vertical, the
omosternum is absent.
The only two species live in Southwestern Europe.
I'he male attaches the eggs to its hind limbs,
and nurses them until they are hatched.

ANURA
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A. obstetricans, the
of a

smooth

toad.

"

Midwife-toad," has the general appearance

The upper parts

times ahiiost shiny,

CHAP.

are ratlier smooth, some-

numerous more or less
prominent warts, of which those of the lateral lines, and those
above the ear, are generally most marked.
The colour of the
upper parts varies a great deal according to tlie prevalence of
in

spite

of

the

and reddisli spots upon the grey or brown groundThe red is sometimes, especially in the breeding males,
rather conspicuous on the parotoid region and on the upper sides
of the body.
The under parts are whitish grey.
The iris is
pale golden, with black veins.
The male has no vocal sac, and
greenisli

colour.

is

as a rule smaller than the female, the latter reaching a length

of

two

inches.

This species occurs in the wliole of the Iberian Peninsula and
in France, extending into Switzerland and beyond the Ehine
valley into Tliuringia.

Altitude above the sea does not seem to
have any influence upon its range, which reaches from sea- level to
the tops of subalpine mountains.
I have found great quantities
of its tadpoles in Portugal on the SeiTa d'Estrella, nearly 6000
feet high, and they are recorded from 6500 feet in the Pyrenees.
They seem to be ubiquitous in Spain and Portugal, not that they
are often found or seen, but they are heard everywhere
besides,
tadpoles are sure to be in the clear cold lakes on the tops of the
mountain-ranges, in the dirty puddles caused by the village
;

swampy ditches on the roadwith scarcely enough water to hold the wriggling mass.
AVhevever there is water within easy reach, on the lonely
mountains, in fertile valleys, in the gardens of the busy towns,
you liear during the whole night, from March to August, the
double call-note of the male, sounding like a little bell but to
fountains, and in the sun-heated

side

;

see the performer is quite a different

of his

liole,

matter.

He

sits

in front

dug out by himself or appropriated from a mouse, in
bottom of a wall, under stones, or in a similar

a crack of the

place into whicli

lie

withdraws

for the day.

The pairing and the pecuhar mode of taking care of the
eggs by the male, which liabit has given it the specific name
ohsteiricaus, the midwife, have been most carefully observed l)y
A. de risle du Dr^ueuf, near Xantes.
A condensed account has
been

given

l)y

Boulenger.

Several

males

collect

around

a

femak- on land, not in the water, and the successful one grasps

DISCOGLOSSIDAE
her round the waist.
the

cloacal

jrQ

For nearly half an hour the male lubricates
female l)y more than one thousand

region of the

whereupon the female extends the hind-limbs
forming with the bent hind-limbs of the male a receptacle for
the eggs, which are then expelled with a sudden noise.
The
strokes of his toes,

eggs are yellow and large, up to 5 mm. in diameter, and are
fastened together in two rosary-like strings, several dozen making
During the expulsion of the eggs the male shifts its
one set.

body forwards, clasps his fore-limbs round the female's head, and
After a rest he pushes first one hind-limb
and then the other through the convoluted mass of eo-crs, which
then have the appearance of being wound round the hindfecundates the eggs.

limbs in a figure of

withdraws with
leaves

its

during the

Then the sexes separate and the male
8.
precious load into its hole, which it, however,
following nights, in search of food, taking

opportunity to moisten the eggs in the dew, occasionally
even immersing them in the water.
After at least three weeks,
when the larvae are nearly ready, he betakes himself to the
this

nearest

and

water,

the

larvae

gelatinous cover of the eggs.

burst

]SJ"ot

the thereby softened
infrequently the same male

ventures upon a second pairing, and adds another load to the
one which already hampers its movements.
The eggs being
large, owing to the great amount of yellow food-yolk,
the embryos
are enabled to be hatched in a more advanced stage than
in most
other Anura.

The larva develops only one pair

within the egg.

upon the

third

These appear
branchial

of external gills
the shape of oval bags
which sprout out secondary
in

first

arch,

branches, soon in their turn to be resorbed

and replaced by the

so-called internal gills before hatchino-.

Fischer-Sigwart
of this species.

gives the following account of the growth

^

The male took

to

the water, with

twenty to thirty eggs, on the 6th of June.

its

load of

The larvae escaped

out at once, 16-17
the 14th they

mm. long, the body measuring 5 mm. On
had reached 32 mm. in length, whereupon they

grew very slowly, although they were well fed, in a temperature
of about 50° F.
This same brood did not metamorphose until

May

of the next year.
The growth took place as follows
The hind-liml)S appeared on the 8 th of September, when the
tadpoles were 50 mm. long; by the middle of the next May they
:

1

Zool. Garten, 1885, p. 299.
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had reached their greatest length, 76 mm., the hmd-liml»s being
On the
18 nun. long, whilst the fore-legs were just indicated.
21st of 'Shij the hind-limbs were 27 mm. long, and the whole
Tlie
creature was practically metamorpliosed, except for the tail.
latter was resorbed on the loth of July, and the little toads,
25 mm. in length, were actually smaller, certainly far less bulky
and heavy, than the tadpoles, which had required one year and
a quarter for their metamorphosis.

The early broods probably finish their development by the
autumn of the same year, but those which are born later, in
I have
July and August, certainly hibernate in the water.
found very small tadpoles, scarcely

mountains as

1

5

mm.

long,

on the Cantabrian

the end of September, and rather large

late as

ones in the spring at the time of

first

pairing

;

the fact that

whole summer explains the occurrence
stages of development almost the whole year

this takes place during the

of tadpoles in all

round.

A. cisternasi has only two palmar tubercles, the middle or
third one of A. ohstetricans being absent

and

Instead

thick.

;

the outer finger

is

short

very long and wide fronto-parietal

of a

fontanelle, the fronto-parietal bones diverge only in front so that

are

there

two

fontanelles, a small one in

the parietal and a

The limbs are
and stouter in conformity with the hal)its
of this species, which prefers to burrow in sandy localities.
Otherwise it leads the same kind of life as A. ohstetricans, and
It has hitherto been found in Central
the male carries the eggs.
Spain and in the middle provinces of Portugal.
Liopelma is intermediate between Alytes and Bomhinator,
agreeing with the latter, in conformity with its essentially

large

triangular

one in the frontal

region.

relatively shorter

aquatic

life,

tympanum, while the Eustachian
The tongue is disc-shaped, but
The pupil is triangular. The male is

in the absence of a

tubes are entirely suppressed.
is

slightly free behind.

devoid of a vocal

Amphibia

sac.

L. liochsfrtteri

is

the sole representative

New

Zea^md, where it is apparently rare.
The upper parts are coverea with smooth tubercles, and are dark
brown with blackish spots the under parts are whitish. Total

of the

in

|

length only

1:^ incli.

Fam. 2. Pelobatidae.—VThe upper jaw and, as a rule, the
vomers are provided with Iteeth.
The tongue is oval, sliglitly

PELOBATIDAE
and

nicked,

free

behind, so that

in Astcnrph rys turpicola of

it can be thrown out, except
Guinea, which has a laro-e but
The vertebrae are procoelous, except

Xew

entirely adherent tongue.
Asterophrijs

in

and the Malay genus

Megaloi:)hrys,

where they

The

sacral diapophyses are strongly dilated.
oniosternum is small and cartilaginous.
The metasternum

are opisthocoelous.

The

l6l

has a bony style, and ends in a cartilaginous, rounded or heart-

=
Fig.

CYSTIGNATHIDAE,

32.— Map showing

!illlll

DISCOGLOSSIDAE.

^/./.PELOBATIDAE.

distribution of Cystignathidae, Discoglossidae. and Pelobatidae.

shaped

disc,

plate.

The tympanic

but in Scaphiopus

it forms an entirely cartilaginous
mostly hidden or indistinct, and is
The Eustachian tubes are very small in

disc is

quite absent in Pelohates.

and exceedingly minute in Scaphiopus stagnalis of Xew
The pupil is vertical.
This family contains seven
with about twenty species, with a rather scattered

Pelolvdes,

Mexico.

genera

distribution.
A. Toes extensively webbed, sacrum and coccyx confluent.
a. Metasternum a cartilaginous plate.
America
Scaphiopus,
h.

B.

Metasternum

bony style.
Europe
Metasternum with a Ijony style.

-svitli

a

p.

164.

Pelohates, p. 162.

Toes nearly free.
K. Vertebrae procoelous.
u.

Sacral vertebra articulating

by one con-

dyle with the coccyx.
Pelodytes,

Batrachopm.

vertebra with
India and Malaya
Vertebrae opisthocoelous.
ft.

h.

(Europe

\New Guinea
Sacral

/Ceylon and Malayan
(New Guinea
.

VOL. VIII

two

Island.^

.

ji.

165.

condyle.s.

Leptobrachiu))),

j).

Megalojyhnjs, p.

60

166.

(Fig. 11).

Aste7-02)hrijs.

M

^
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").
The tympauum is absent the toes
The inner tarsal tubercle is large, and is transformed
into a shovel which is covered with a hard, sharp-edged, horny
The skin of the upper surface of the head is partly
sheath.
co-ossified with the underlying cranial bones, giving them a
The general shape is toad-like.
pitted appearance.
The smooth skin is brown alcove, with darker
P. fuse us.

Pelobates (" Spade-foot

1

1

;

are webbed.

—

\

j

]

1

i

marblings, while the under parts are whitisli, but the coloration

|

varies greatly, from pale to dark

brown

or olive-grey

with more

or less prominent irregular dark, sometimes confluent, patches.

Some specimens

adorned with numerous red

are

tarsal spur is yellow or light browji.

or

golden.

The

iris

spots.

is

The

sacs.

The male has a long oval gland on the upper
and although possessed of a voice, has
The total lencrth of full-fjrown females is nearly

3 inches, that of males half an inch

!

1

metallic red

surface of the upper arm,

no vocal

I

,

1

less.

j

which occurs throughout the
whole of Central Europe, extends from Belgium and the
middle of France to North-AVestern Persia, and from the southern
It prefers sandy localities,
end of Sweden to Northern Italy.
in order to dig its deep hole, in which it sits concealed

The

during
the
left.

"

Spade

the

hole

is

-

footed

daytime.
filled

Owing

to

the

looseness

of

the

sand,

up

that no trace of its inhabitant is
so
done by means of the spades, and in
the animal soon vanishes, sinking backwards

The digging

suitable localities

Toad,"

!

j

'•

'

j

is

Except in the breeding season, or at night, it is
therefore found only accidentally.
The sand-loving habits do
not, however, prevent it from enjoying moist localities.
Several
which I have kept for years dig themselves into the wettest
moss in preference lo the drier parts of their habitation.
Being
thoroughly nocturnal, they hunt after nightfall, tho food consisting of all sorts of insects and of worms.
When captured they
utter a startling shrill cry, and their skin becomes covered with
a dermal secretion wliich smells like garlic, a peculiarity which

out of sight.

has given them in Germany the name of

"

Knoblauchskrote,"

Although they become very tame, so that they
no longer smell wlien handled, they can be made ill-tempered
by being pinched or otherwise teased, whereupon they take up
a defiant attitude, and with open mouth continue to cry for
several minutes.
Some such scenes occur now and then, without

:

i

j

j

'

"garlic-toad."

I

|
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m5' interference, with the specimens which share their abode with
several species of Amhly stoma and SpeJerpcs ; there are heard

now and then sudden loud veils, like the squeak of a cat or the
japping of a little dog.
In the spring the Spade-footed Toads take to the water for
about a week, and the male's call-note is an ever-repeated clucking sound, which can also be produced under water, with the
mouth shut, the air being shifted backwards and forwards through
the larynx. The male grasps his mate below the waist
the eggs
are combined into one thick string, which is about 18 inches
long, and is wound round and between the leaves and stalks of
water-plants.
The eggs measure 2-2"5 mm., and are very
;

nimierous, a

large

string

containing

several

thousands.

The

larvae are hatched on the fifth or sixth

day in a very unripe condition.
They are only 4 mm. long, quite black, and still devoid
of gills and tail.
They attach themselves to the empty gelatinous
egg-membi-anes, which they possibly live upon.
On the following
day the tail begins to grow two days later fringed external gills
sprout out and serve for about ten days, when they in turn give
;

way

to

new, inner

The

tadpoles tlien leave their moorThe hind-limbs appear in the
ninth week, the fore-limbs in the twelfth.
At the age of three
months they begin to leave the water.
The most remarkable
feature is the enormous size of the full-grown tadpole, the body of
ings

gills.

little

and become independent.

which

is

as

including the

large as
tail,

a

pigeon's egg;

amounts

to about

-4

occasionally regular monsters are found.
thirty years ago,

when

the Berlin

the usual total length,

100 mm., but
This was the case some

inches or

Museum

received a

number

of

tadpoles, the largest of

which measured nearly 7 inches.
They
were found in the month of December near Berlin, in a deep claywith high, steep walls, so that the tadpoles were prevented
from leaving the water.
Similarly hemmed-in broods probably

pit

hibernate in the water under the ice, and such instances have
been recorded.
Normally they metamorphose into the much
smaller toad within the same year.

—

P. cuUripes.
This is the Spade-foot of the whole of Spain and
Portugal and of the southern and western parts of France.
It
is

similar

in habits

from which it differs but
and there is a parietosquamosal bridge which completely roofs over the temporal fossa
slightly.

The

tarsal

to

P. fuscus,

spur

is

black,

ANURA
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and

closes the orbit behind.

— Boulenger

has discovered the

rare,"

individual occurrence of minute teeth on the parasphenoid and
These teeth are unquestionon the pterygoids of this species.

ably the lasi reminiscences of a condition almost entirely super-

seded in the recent Anura.
ci'Ifripes
P. syriacus from Asia Minor and Syria agrees with P.
spur
brown
or
yellow
the
has
but
configuration,
cranial
in the
of P. fnscKS.

Fig. ZZ.—Pelohates cidtrijjes, Spade-foot Toad, x

1,

and under surface of

left foot.

— The

Spade-foot of North America and Mexico
of a
differs slightly from those of Europe, chiefly by the presence
by
and
sac,
vocal
sul)gular
more or less hidden tympanum and of a
Scaphiopv.s.

the sternum, which forms an entirely cartilaginous plate without
The close relationship of these two genera is
a special style.
further indicated by

tlie

occurrence of peculiar large glandular

complexes in some of the species, pectoral in S. solitarius, tibial
At the same time this genus
muliiplicatus of Mexico.
in
,S'.

—

About eight species are known, two of
approaches Pelodytes.
which inhabit the United States, the others Mexico.
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solitarius is the commonest species of the Southern States.
brown above, with darker patches its total length is about
2 inches. According to Holbrook it excavates small holes half a
foot deep, in which it resides, seizing upon such unwary insects
JS.

It is

as

;

may

enter

its

dwelling.

It

never leaves the hole except in

It appears early in
the evening or after long -continued rains.
March, and soon pairs as an instance of hardiness Holbrook
;

mentions that he has met it whilst there was still snow on the
When teased they assume a humble attitude, bending
ground.
the head

downwards with

their

eyes

shut, as

illustrated

by

Boulenger.^

Fehdytes

is,

like the rest

of the genera, devoid of the tarsal

The tympanic disc is rather indistinct
the
subgular sac.
The general appearance of the slender

digging spur.

male has a

;

Two species
body with long hind-limbs and toes is frog-like.
only are known, one in South -Western Europe, the other in the
Caucasus.
r. jmnctatus.

— The

"

Mud-diver

"

has the upper parts covered

and is about 1^ inch in length.
Its
coloration is variable, and changes much.
One day it may
appear greenish brown, the next day pale grey in the daytime
perhaps with many bright green spots, and in the evening spotless and unicoloured.
The under parts are mostly white, some"
times with a fleshy tinge.
The male has a voice like " kerr-kerr
"
or
creck-creck," uttered during the breeding season, which lasts
from the end of February until May, according to the temperature
and the more Southern or Northern locality.
Occasionally they
breed a second time in the summer or autumn.
The male
develops nuptial excrescences, chiefly three rough patches on the
inner side of the fore-limbs or on the inner side of the first two
fingers, while the belly and thighs are covered with small
with

small

warts,

;

In the mode of copulation, the laying of the small
and numerous eggs, the hatching of the larvae in a tail- and gillless condition, this genus closely resembles Felobafcs ; but the
granules.

tadpoles never reach a colossal size, the usual length

and even this

being 2

comparatively large for so small a species.
It inhabits the greater part of France, most of Portugal, and the
southern half of Spain, avoiding, however, the central plateaux
inches,

is

and the mountain-ranges.
1

Its habits are essentially nocturnal,
P.Z.S. 1899,

p.

790.
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^

^

,

^

^

living in the immediate vicinity of the water, into

with a long jump in order
it

which

hide in the mud.

to

it

hops

Easily kept,

breeds regularly in captivity, according to circumstances at

|

almost any time of the year.
cancasicus

P.

has been discovered

7000

in

the Caucasus at

an

The remaining genera of this family
contain only a few species each, and are restricted to Southwestern Asia, the Malay and Papuan Islands.
The commonest
is Lejitohracliium, which ranges from the Himalayas to Borneo
and Java.
Pupil vertical.
Vomerine teeth sometimes absent.
Tongue roundish, very slightly nicked behind. Tympanum indistinct.
Omosternum small, cartilaginous. Male with internal
vocal sacs.
Tarsus with a roundish tubercle.
Some of the
species, e.g. L. carinense from the Karen Hills, attain to a large
size, namely, 6 inches
they seem to live on rats and mice, and
one specimen contained a young squirrel.
Fam. 3. Bufonidae (Toads). The formula
no teeth in the
upper and lower jaws, vertebrae procoelous and without ribs, sacral
altitude of

feet.

;

—

diapophyses dilated,

—

is suflficiently

:

—

the

members

many are

of the family.

The majority

burrowing, the Javanese Kectes

Xedophryne

I

i

\

rather thick-set, short-limbed, warty appearance, does not apply to
all

]

diagnostic of this cosmopolitan

The generally entertained notion that toads have a

family.

;

is

.,

i

are quite terrestrial,

aquatic, the Afro-Indian

Mexican Myohatrachus and the
Australian Bkinophrynus eat termites and are correspondingly
modified lastly, Bnfo jerboa is a slender, long-legged creature.
is

arboreal, while the

;

Teeth are almost entirely absent, except in Kotaden, which
has teeth on the vomers.
The omosternum is mostly absent,
except in Enyystomops and in some species of Bufo, while in
Xotaden it is merely vestigial.
The metasternum shows more

The tympanum is usually distinct, but varies even
within the same genus, being hidden beneath tlie skin or lieing
entirely absent.
The terminal phalanges are modified according
to the habits of the species, but they are never claw-shaped.
The Bufonidae are connected in various directions. The Neovariety.

Engystomops greatly resembles the likewise Neotropical
Cystignathoid Faludicola, and the Australian Pseudopliryne closely
approaches the Australian Cystignathoid Crinia.
It is therefore
tropical

all

the

more remarkable that a similar approach,

in

another

direction, namely, towards the Firmisternal family of the Engysto-

\
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Mexican Rhinophrys and the Australian
However, since there are no true Engystomatidae

matidae,is indicated by the

Myobatrachus.

in Australia, although

cases

several genera occur in Papuasia, these

be instances of convergence without necessarily im-

may

An unmistakable line of connexion leads,
plying relationship.
accordino- to Boulenger, to the Pelobatidae, the link being the
Cophopliryne,

Himalayan

with

very

strongly

dilated

sacral

diapophyses, with a single condylar articulation of the coccyx

with

the

=^ BUFO.
Fig. 34.

sacral

V///-

vertebra

FORMS WITH FINGER DISCS.

some

in

(as

Indo- Malayan

Pelo-

^S^^ FOf?MS BESIDES BUFO.

— Map showing distribution of Bufonidae.

The

vertical lines indicate the

occurrence of Bufonidae, but not of Bvfo.

batidae), while

this articulation

bicondylar in

is

all

the other

Bufonidae.

The whole family is divided into eight genera with more than
hundred species, of which only about fifteen do not belong to the
genus Bnfo.
The distribution of the family is well-nigh cosmopolitan, with the remarkable exception of Madagascar, Papuasia,
a ad the small islands of the Pacific
Bufo has been wrongly said
to inhabit the Sandwich Islands.
The greatest number of
a

;

species, chiefly

number

Australia,
A.

Bvfo, occur in the Neotropical region, the greatest

of genera in Central America,

where

it is

where Bvfo

is rare,

and

in

absent.

Pupils contracted to a horizontal slit.
Typically arciferous.
a. Australian.
Tympanum invisible. Fingers and toes not dilated.
1.

Both the omo- and meta-sternum are
Notaden bennetti.
East Australia
Without vomerine teeth. Omosternum absent. Meta.sternum
Pseadophryuf, ix 168.
cartilaginous:

"Witli

vomerine

rudimentary.

'1.

teeth.

:

.

.

.....
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Australian.

1.

Metasternuni with u
Oinostenium narrow and cartilaginous.
bony style ending in a cartilaginous disc. Fingers and toe.s

2.

Metasternuni cartilaginous.
Omosternuni absent.
terminal phalanges T-shaped
a. Fingers and toes webbed
and with adhesive broadened tips. Africa and India

slightly swollen.

Neotropical

Engystomops,

.

:

p.

168.

;

:

Xectophryne,
/3.

Fingers

free,

webbed

toes

terminal

;

p.

169.

jjhalanges simple,

Nectes, p. 169.
not dilated.
Tymijanum distinct. Java
^letasternum cartilaginous, sometimes ossified along the middle.
Fingei-s free toes more or less webbed tips simple or dilated
into very small discs:
Bufo, jj. 169.
:

3.

....

:

B.

Pupil a vertical

slit.

;

The

epicoracoid cartilages are narrow and scarcely

Omosternuni absent

overlap.

Vomerine teeth

excejjt in Cophophrijne.

The terminal

Sacral diajtophyses strongly dilated.

absent.

jjhalanges

are simple and the tips are pointed.

Austmlian.
The metasternuni is calcified
Tympanum distinct.
Myobatrachus, p. 184.
along the middle
Mexican.
Tympanum absent. Metasternum rudimentary

a.

:

b.

.

.

.

.

.

:

Rhinophryniis,
f.

:.....

Himalaj'an.
style

Engystomops

Tympanum

is

absent.

p.

185.

Metasternum with a slender 1>ony
C(jphoplir]ine sihhimensis.

interesting because

it

clo.selj

resembles the

Cystignathoid genus Pahulicola, and thereby seems to connect
these two

families.

It

differs

from Paludicola chiefly by the

absence of teeth, by the moderately dilated sacral diapophyses

and by

tlie

slightly swollen tips of the fingers

phalanges of which

are, in

The tympanic

shaped.

one species, E.

toes,

T-

the end-

or anchor-

disc is either distinct or hidden.

The

The generic name

refers

males have a large subgular vocal
to the small

and

pctersi,

sac.

head with a prominent snout.

Three species are

known from Central America and Ecuador.
Pseudophryne appears to be another link with the Cystiits resemblance to the Australian genus Crinia, from
which it differs by the absence of teeth and by the absence
of an omosternum.
The sacral diapophyses are but moderately
dilated.
The males have a flat oval gland on the liinder side of
the thighs, aiid they are provided with a subgular vocal sac.
The 3 or 4 species of this genus wliich live in Australia, both
East and West, are not unlike Bomhinator in their general shape,
gnathidae by

short

limbs and coloration.

hihroni

is

covered with

The skin

small

of P. australis

smooth warts and

is

and P.
blackish

brown, while the under parts are blackish with large yellow
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patches.

1

Total length little more than one inch.

the breeding habits, see

— The

Nectopliryne.

p.

69

Conceining

223.

sacral

diapophyses are strongly dilated.

N. afra, without a tympanum, but with fully-webbed digits and
several broad, cushion-like or lamellar pads on the fingers and
toes,

Cameroons, K. tuberculosa

inhabits the

of

Malabar, and

X. (juentheri and N. hosei of Borneo, have a visible tympanum
These slender
and the fingers are webbed at the base only.

and long-legged species are most probably arboreal, as indicated
by the broadened, but truncated, tips of their fingers and toes.
N. hosei is about 4 inches long, JY. miser a is a little creature of
only ^ inch in length. Nectes, hitherto known by one species,
N. subasper of Java, is a swimmer and exceeds 6 inches in

The tympanum is very distinct the small nostrils look
The toes are long and webbed to the tips the hindlimbs are very long. The sacral diapophyses are strongly dilated.
The skin of the upper parts is very rugose, covered with round
the under parts are granular and uniwarts, and dark brown
length.

;

upwards.

;

;

forndy light brown.
Bufu.

— The

great nvmiber of species, more than 100, renders

a strict definition of this genus difl&cult.

The tongue

is

pear-

shaped, thicker in front, entire, not cut out, but free behind, so

The fingers are free, the toes more
can be projected.
The terminal
webbed although never completely so.
phalanges are obtuse and sometimes carry tiny discs.
The
omosternum is absent or merely vestigial.
The metasternum
is a rather
large cartilaginous plate with a waist, which is
sometimes incompletely calcified.
The sacral diapophyses are
moderately dilated.
The tympanum is distinct or hidden. The
that

or

it

less

skin of the upper parts
a concentration of

is always rich in specific poison-glands,
which forms in many species very conspicuous,

The

thickened parotoid glands.

surface of the

skin

may

be

smooth, moist and slimy, or rough and warty, sometimes covered

with tiny, sharp, horny spikes and quite dry.

The genus

is

cosmopolitan, with the exception of the whole

Australian region and Madagascar, from which we

may perhaps

contains about half of all

was not in Notogaea, in spite
in the Neotropical region, which now
Next to Central
the species known.

America the Indian region

is

conclude that

its

original centre

of the diversity of species

richest in species of Bi/fo.
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B. vulgaris.
The Common Toad of the Palaearctic region.
The skin of tlie upper parts is much wrinkled and beset with
numerous round warts or poison-glands, the openings of which

can be seen with the naked eye, especially on the large parotoid
comjdexes.
The outermost layer of the epiderm, in fact all that
portion which

is

periodically shed,

much

development varies

their

southern specimens, especially those from Portugal, being

;

Others appear quite smooth to the touch,

perhaps the roughest.

and

elevated into numerous

is

The extent of

cornitied spines.

little

this

many

the case with

is

of the under parts

The general colour

of the upper

brown, more or

mottled

less

;

The skin

English specimens.

more granular and devoid

is

parts

is

of specific glands.
to dark

olive grey

the under parts are whitish, often

with a brown, yellow or reddish tinge.

The coloration of

and

this species varies considerably

more-

is

These changes depend chietiy upon the
surroundings and the locality, in which certain styles of coloration
seem to be the fashion, not necessarily to the absolute exclusion
of others.
Some specimens are of a rich brown colour, with or
without dark brown spots and patches, and these are sometimes
over very changeable.

The groundwith or without darker

confluent, forming irregular, longitudinal bands.

colour of other individuals
patches,

and

is

paler

these

olive grey,

tones

prevail

in

toads which

live

I recently found
on light-coloured soil, for instance on chalk.
one between two dark-coloured slates, and this creature was so
black that it gave the impression of having soiled itself with

coal-dust.

One and

darker according

immediate

to

the same specimen will appear
its

surroundings,

mood and the leading
but

it

cannot

change

paler or

tones
its

of

its

dominant

A third colour- variety occurs more frequently
mountainous districts of Southern Em-ope.
1 have ol»tained the most handsome specimens in the Serra Gerez, in North

ground-colour.
in the

Portugal.

many

Tlieir

ground-colour

is

pale brownish-yellow, with

brown patches, or if the latter colour
])redominates, these patches and spots are separated from each
(ttlier by creamy seams, with the occasional effect of dark brown,
large

and small,

yellow-ringed eyes.
fin(^

rich

Eastern Asiatic specimens often have a

yellow vertebral line and the under parts are inclined to be

marked with dark spots.
The iris is red or coppery,

niottlcil

with

l)lack.

The male
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and, besides being smaller than the female,

by

slight nuptial excrescences in the shape
horny brushes on the inside of the inner palmar
The full size of this toad
tubercle and the three inner fingers.
Taking the standard of everyday experience
varies extremely.
in England and Central Europe, one would call any female
beyond 3^ inches in length, and any male of more than 2:^ inches,
But occasionally they grow to a much larger
unusually large.
size, especially in the mountains of Southern Europe, provided
there is a rich vegetation of meadows and deciduous trees so
is

of

distinguished
little

^

Although Eatio
mentions a toad
6 inches long, and Boulenger succeeded in gettino- a toad from Paris which measured 132 mm.,
i.e. almost 5^; inches, one of my specimens from the Serra Gerez
seems to hold the record with a total length from snout to vent of
135 mm. or more than o^ inches. Jersey is also famous for its large
as

a

insure

to

variety

of

plentiful food.

153 mm. =

toads, possibly

on account of the

many

large greenhouses.

large specimens do not constitute a special race.

among them

These

The monsters

are without exception females, often but not always

have often found large masses of eggs in them. Eood is
At least I have observed that the more voracious
some
Spanish
of
and Portuguese specimens, which were already
oh inches long, and therefore entitled to respect, continued to
grow rather rapidly, adding about half an inch within a year.
Again, if the growth of a promising toad is arrested for
a season
not necessarily by starvation, but by uncongenial
smToundings, sameness, and unvaried nature of food
they
consolidate so to say, or settle down, and no amount of future
good feeding will turn them into exceptionally big specimens.
There are no data to tell how old such monsters really are.
At
sterile, as I

the chief cause.

—

least

—

ten years are required by the Southerners to reach four

The usual length of life attained by a toad is likewise
unknown.
Boulenger kept one in a box provided with a sod,
a pan of water and plenty of varied food, but twelve years of
close captivity did not make any appreciable difference in its
appearance.
A number of large Spanish and Portuguese specimens in my greenhouse were at first very shy, and tried every
possible means of escape or sullen hiding, but gradually they
condescended to take food when lifted on to the slate-covered
inches.

^

Faune

Vertehr. Suisse,

iii.

1872, p. 587.
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upon which their food was spread. After a few weeks
they had learned this so thoroughly that, towards the usual
hour of feeding, they climbed most laboriously on to the slates,
lying in wait between the flower - pots, and coming forward

stage

when we

The

entered the house.

rest

of the

day and night

they spent on the ground, under stones or plants, each in

The biggest

its

and several others, became
so tame that they took food whilst sitting on the hand, and
then they looked up for more.
The food must be alive and
individual

lair.

of

all,

.S5£P0Tha.TC

^iTTc^'d'-l,

1,

Fig. 35.

sliow

movement.

creatures are

first

Buj'o vulgaris.

Mealworms,

Portuguese

speciineii.

and other small
bent-down head, and
then conies an audible

beetles

snails,

carefully inspected with

are sometimes followed for a few inches

;

snap, a flash of the rosy tongue and the 'prey has disappeared.

Large earthworms are nipped up witli the jaws and laboriously
poked in with the hands, the fingers being so placed as to clean
the

worm

worms

are

of adlierent

shaken,

soil

twisted,

and other impurities.
pressed

against

the

Very

large

ground and

gulped down with convulsive movements, but not unfrequently
the tip-end remains for some minutes sticking out of the tightly
shut moutli.
Several are taken at one sitting, until tlie toad
is gorged.
One of the biggest took full-grown mice, which
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by the fiery eyes " but were stalked into
a corner and then pounced upon immediately when they moved.
The shells of snails can for half a day be felt through the body
they then dissolve or are disgorged. The dung, which is passed in
were not

"

fascinated

;

large,

of

long masses,

is

often full of fine earthy matter, the contents

the earthworm's intestines, and sometimes

it

contains

chitinous remains of certain beetles which are supposed

the

to be

I know of no instance of slugs being eaten.
hunting -time begins with tliQ evening and
throughout bright nights, the toads crawling

excessively rare.

The
is

regular

continued

and hopping about.
succeed

in

They

expert

are

climbers of rocks,

reaching apparently inaccessible places by

and

shoving

themselves up between vertical walls, and taking advantage of
Every few weeks they shed their
any roughnesses for foothold.
Without any preliminary symptoms or loss of appetite
skins.
or liveliness, the body makes a few twisting motions, the back
is now and then curved, and the skin splits down the middle
Owing to the more forcible contortions of the body it
line.
slides do^^ll to the right and left of the back, whereupon the
toad gets hold of the peeling-off' skin with fingers and toes,
scraping the head and sides, and conveys the thin, transparent,
slightly tinged skin into the mouth, slips out of it backwards
and swallows it.
The new surface is then quite wet and shiny,
but it soon dries and hardens.
Many toads, for instance the Common Toad and the Pantherine
Toad, assume a peculiar attitude when surprised.
Instead of
blowing themselves up by filling their lungs with air, they
raise themselves upon their four limbs as high as possible, but
turning the back towards the enemy in a slanting position, either
to the right or to the left side,

apparently in order to present as

much surface as possible, in other words to look their biggest.
Some of my specimens hibernated regularly for a few months,
loose, dry soil, under leaves, or,
Others, and
heap of cocoa-nut fibre.
English specimens transferred from the

burying themselves completely in

—

a favourite place,

this

applies

also

—

to

in a

garden into the greenhouse, are lively all the year round, but
even they withdraw for an occasional sleep of a few weeks at

any time of the year.
The whole family of large toads came to a sad end after four
years, when they were put into new temporary quarters, a slate-
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bottomed terrariuin. Being kept during my absence in wringing
wet moss, which became fouled by their own excretions, they
contracted a mysterious disease from wliich they never recovered.
They are rather averse to wet surroundings, and except during
the short pairing season they live in cool, shady places, preOccasionally they take a
ferably with just a little dampness.

One specimen,

soaking bath.

living

in

the

garden,

repaired

during the hot and dry summer nights to a standpipe in the
garden, enjoying the occasional drips of water.

Considering the amount of snails and other noxious creatures
destroyed by them during their regular nocturnal hunts, toads
Nevertheless, they suffer much
through the stupid superstition of people who ought to know
better.
It is difficult to find a gentle, absolutely harmless and
useful creature that is more maligned than the European toad.
It brings ill-luck to the house, the " slimy toad " spits venom, sucks

are eminently useful creatures.

the cows' udders and after that destroys their power of giving
poisons the milk in the cellar, and a certain builder's
which was grazing in the grounds of the Cambridge
Museums, and died there from a large concrement obstructing
its bowels, was solemnly declared to have swallowed one of my
toads.
Silly superstitions, owing to faulty, or rather entire want

milk

:

it

horse,

The toad is not slimy, but dry it is often
observation
found in buildings, where it keeps down the woodlice it cannot
suck, nor does it drink at all
it does not spit venom, but
becomes covered with milky white and very strong poison when
in acute agony, for instance when trodden upon
and unless the
of,

!

;

;

;

;

big skin-glands be forcibly squeezed, there will be no
Therefore, leave

it

alone, or put

down

food on

its

scj^uirting.

evening beat,

it will soon come to know and to recognise its friends.
The Common Toad can exist without food for a long time,
provided the locality is cool and damp, but it wastes away almost
In order to disprove the persistently cropto skin and bones.
ping up fable and sensational newspaper-accounts of toads having
been discovered immured in buildings, where they were supposed
to have lived for many years, Frank Buckland put a dozen

and

specimens into separate holes bored in a block of porous limestone, covered them up tightly with a glass plate and buried
tlie

soil.
A second dozen were treated
After a
were put into a block of dense sandstone.

block a yard deep in the

similarly, l>ut
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year and two weeks

all
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the toads enclosed in the latter block

were of course found dead and decomposed, but most of those in
the porous block were still alive,' with their eyes open, and did
not succumb to starvation until eighteen months of confinement.
These poor creatures could of course not move about, and were
practically undergoing enforced continuous hibernation.
Otherwise they would soon have wasted

away and have died within
Those which tumble into deep and dry wells remain
rather small, but generally .manage to keep alive for years on
six

months.

the spiders, woodlice, earwigs and other insects

which likewise

tumble in.
Toads hibernate far from the water in dry holes or clefts, retiring in the middle of October in Central Europe, and they do not
reappear before March.
Soon after, and this depends naturally
upon the season, they congregate in ponds or pools, and the
males, which

far

outnumber the females,

for

whom

they

fio-ht,

make a

peculiar little noise, something like the whining bleat of
a lamb, uttering this sound day and night.
The male having,

much wrestling with competitors, secured a female, which
often several times bigger than himself, clasps her tightly, by
pressing his fists into the armpits, and the pair swim or crawl
after
is

about in this position sometimes for a week before the spawning
takes place.
The number of eggs laid at one sitting is enormous,
varying from 2000 to 7000.
They are very small, only 1-5-2-0
luTn. in diameter, and are expelled in two double rows or strings,
one coming out of each oviduct.
These strings consist of a soft

gelatinous mass, in which the double rows of entirely black eggs are

imbedded, and they measure in the swollen condition about 6 mm.
or 1 inch in diameter, and from 10 to 15 feet in length.
The
strings are wound round and between water-plants by the parents,
which move about during the laying and fertilising process.
According to the coldness or warmth of the season the larvae are
hatched in about a fortnight, and for the next few days they hang
on to the dissolving gelatinous mass of the egg-strings. They then
leave the slime and fasten themselves by means of their suckers
to the under side of grasses and water-plants or sticks, with
their tails

hanging downwards,

still

in a rudimentary condition,

but henceforth progressing rapidly.

Fischer-Sigwart

^

found the time of development as follows
'

Zool. Garten, 1885, p. 299.
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eggs were laid ou the 6th of March the larvae left the
on the 16th, being 4 mm. long.
On the 2ncl of April they
measured 13 mm.; on the 25t'ii, 20 mm.
On the 7th of May
the hind-limbs appeared.
On the 18th of May the tadpoles had
-Tlie

;

jelly

reached their greatest length, namely 24 mm., and this

is

a rather

The fore-limbs In-oke through
on the 28th, and the metamorphosis was completed eighty-five
small size for so large a species.

days after the eggs were

laid,

the creatures leaving the water

The tadpoles showed a preference for
rotten pieces of Agaricus, which were floating in the water. The
little baby-toads are surprisingly small, scarcely 15 mm. long,
and live in the grass, under stones, in cracks of the ground, and
hop about in much better style than their heavier and more
on the 30th of May.

Where many broods have been hatched
they can be met with in myriads, the ground literally swarming
with them, and as they are naturally stirred up by a sudden
warm rain, perhaps after a drought, people will occasionally state
it as an observed and well-ascertained fact that " it has rained

clumsy-looking parents.

toads.'"

What
it

takes

becomes of

them

all

these hopeful little creatures

fully five years to reach maturity, one

?
Although
would expect

that the whole country would be swarming with toads

;

but since

more toads now than there
were before, it follows that their enormous fecundity is only just
sufficient to keep the race going.
Adult toads seem to have
scarcely any enemies except the Grass Snake, which takes them in
default of anything better.
But how about the reduction where
there are no snakes
We know nothing about epiilemics which
might carry them off, but elderly toads are liable to a horrible
disease produced by various kinds of flies, notably by Lucilia
hufonivora and Calliphora silvatica, the maggots of which somehow or other eat their way from the nostrils into the brain and
into the eyes.
Those which reach the brain at first produce
this is not the case, there being not

1

eflects

similar to those of Coenur^is

cerehralis,

the

hydatid or

bladder-worm of sheep.
The toad inclines its head towards one
side, and cannot crawl straight, l)ut walks in a circle.
By eating
away the brain they gradually destroy the host's life. But
if none enter the brain, and a few only find their way into the
eye, they only impair or destroy its sight.
Such toads show
signs of pain, poking at or stroking the affected eye, which becomes
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and ultimately remains enlarged, with the iris partially
by the maggot, which does not develop
further, but dies in the eye-chamber, this being really an unsuitThe eyesight is of course affected, and is mostly,
able place for it.
Such half -blind individuals
but not in all cases, lost.
the
recover their health,
disease affecting sometimes one eye only
and except for a little awkwardness, behave like normal specimens.
This applies to Bnfo vulffciris as well as to B. calamita. Australian
Anura are cursed with a fly of their own, called Bcdrachomyia}
B. vulgaris inhabits almost the whole of the Palaearctic region;
the whole of Europe, with the exception of Ireland, the Balearic
Islands, Sardinia and Corsica. Northwards it extends to Trondhjem,
and thence along a line drawn across Eussia and Siberia to the
Its southern limit in Asia is indicated by a line drawn
Amoor.
from the Caucasus through the Himalayas into China. In Asia
South of the Mediterranean
Minor and in Persia it is absent.
it occurs only in Morocco and Algeria.
B. melanostictus is the common toad of the whole Indian
region and of the Malay Archipelago. The epidermis of the fingers
and toes is thicker and more cornified than usual, and is stained
black brown, hence its specific name.
The male has a subgular
inflamed,
or

entirely destroyed

—

—

—

vocal sac.

In other respects the Indian species

much

resembles

and brown varieties of the
According to S. S. Flower this toad is very
common in the Straits Settlements, hiding by day under stones
or logs, or in holes, coming out shortly before sunset, and remaining abroad till dawn
it may be met with on the roads and in the
grass, hopping or crawling about in search of ants, bees, and

more spinous
European species.
the

or rough-skinned

;

when handled
change its colour from light yellowish
to dark brown.
The spawn, which resembles that of B. tidgaris,
may be seen in March and April in ponds, in long strings twined
about the water-weeds.
The tadpoles are very like those of the
common English toad in form, size, colour, and structure of
mouth.
The largest adult found in Penang measured 115 mm.
(about 4 inches) from snout to vent,
It utters a rather feeble, plaintive cry

similar food.
for

the

first

time.

It can

^ For
further informatiou, cf. Port.schinsky, " Biologie des luouclies coprophages et necrophages, 2me partie.
Etude sur la Lucilia bufonivora, parasite
des batraciens anoures." Horac Soc. ent. Ross, xxxii. pp. 225-279 (in Russian).

German summary
VOL. VIII

in Zool. Ccntralbl. v. 1898, pp. 855-859.
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/entiginosus

s.

americanus

is

c"-^P-

the

common

toad of North

It is worth
Lake.
America, from Mexico to the Great Bear
the Eastern
coloration
its
in
resembles
notincr that this species
a light
have
generally
they
as
far
races °of B. vulgaris, in so
surface.
under
the
on
spots
dark
and frequently

vertebral line,

darker spots, two of
The upper parts are brown and oHve, with
the tympanum is
But
eyes.
the
behind
which form a chevron
inner metatarsal
the
sac
vocal
subgular
larcre, and the male has a
digging spur.
of
kind
a
as
used
is
and
tubercle is very large,
;

in great numbers,
During the pairing time they take to the pools
trill, continued
prolonged
a
of
consists
which
uttering their music,
knew
Holbrook
night.
and
day
both
].y different individuals,
perbecame
and
time,
long
a
for
kept
was
an individual which
to a corner
retired
it
months
summer
the
During
fectly tame.
had prepared for itself in
of the room into a habitation which it
a

small

quantity of earth

placed

there

for

convenience.

its

wandered about in search of food. Some
Towards the evening
from a sponge upon its head one hot
squeezed
water having been
next day to the spot, and seemed
the
day in July, it retm^ned
nor did it fail during the extreme
repetition,
with the
it

well pleased

heat of the

summer

to

repair to

it

frequently in search of

its

shower-bath.
Several varieties of this widely

distributed

species,

The

inches, have been described.

average length is 2\
was called B. quercinus by

Holbrook— according

to

whose

prettiest

whom

it

is

small species of
mostlv found in sandy places covered with a
have been
pine-forests
where
abundantly
oak— which springs up
of its
most
"
spends
it
as
oak-frog,"
the
It is called
destroyed.

buried

or partially
time in concealment under fallen oak-leaves,
in the sand.
toads, and is one ot the
B. marinus s. agua is the giant among
ranging from the
region,
Neotropical
the
commonest species of

frequently reaches a
inches when squatting
length of 6 inches, with a width of 4
parts are rough, owing
upper
Tlie
attitude.
favourite
Antilles

down

and Mexico

Argentina.

It

in its

complex is
prominent warty glands, of which the parotoid
The general colour above is dark brown, with sooty
enormous.
This
blackish patches.
dark patches below whitish, often with
especially durmg
numbers,
large
in
often
dusk,
creature appears at
with surprising
season, hopping about, not crawling,

to the

;

'

to

the rainy
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activity.
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of the male, strengthened

be a kind of loud snoring bark.

said to

by a subgular sac,
The pairing time

with the winter rainy season, especiand lasts several months, until October, but it is
interrupted by the cold, which in the hills of South - Eastern
Then the tremulous bass
Brazil covers the ponds with ice.
they have all withdrawn
voice of the males is heard no longer
beneath stones and trees in the neighbourhood of the water. The
begins, according to Hensel,^

ally June,

;

The

eggs are laid in strings.

larvae are at

first

quite black

and

very small, and the young baby-toads are only 1 cm. in length.

They
1

considerably from the adult until they are more than

differ

inch long

;

the upper parts are yellowish brown, with darker

ocellated patches, each

the sides of the head

with a light seam, most conspicuous along
The under parts are grey, finely

and back.

stippled with yellow.

Budgett' remarks that B. marinus feeds on
''

One half-grown specimen

sitting

by a man's

all

kinds of insects.

foot picked off fifty-

two mosquitoes in the space of one minute, picking them up with
The call of this very common toad
the tongue as they settled.
of

consists

three bell -like

notes;

the middle

The enormous parotoid glands
when the creature is roughly handled.

highest.

squirts

comes on
with

its

In

it

hops out from

eyes

;

one being the
discharged like

When

hiding-place to

wet weather

sit in

a puddle,

head out."

many

Bufo the crown of the head forms more or
between the
instance, in B. melanostictus and B. lentiginosus.
The
species of

prominent

less

its

are

for

ridges, especially strong in the region

skin overlying these ridges

is liable to

be involved in the cranial

and this reaches its greatest extent in the two Cuban
species B. empusvs and B.'peltoceplicdus. It is a curious coincidence,
to say the least, that such dermal ossifications should be best
developed in Neotropical species, in those very countries which
amongst the Cystignathidae have produced the abnormal genera
Triprion, Calyptowplialus, and Pterrioliyla.
The most peculiar
and odd - looking species is Btifo ceratophrys, a native of
Ecuador, which has the upper eyelid produced into a horn-like
appendage, the two sharply-pointed cones standing out transversely, reminding us of several species of the Cystignathoid

ossification,

genus Ceratophrys
^

;

there

Arch. Naturg. xliv. 1868,

[i.

is
141.

a series of four small pointed

also
-

Quart. J. Micr. Sci.

xlii.

1899, p.

3.
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appendages on each side of the body.
Protective conceahnent
possibly the reason of these queer outgrowths.
B. viridis s. variahilis, the Green or Variable Toad, reaches a
length of about 3 inches, and is the prettiest toad of Europe.
The skin is distinctly smooth, the numerous porous, large and
is

Parotoid glands are well developed,

small warts being flattened.

and a similar pair

sometimes occurs on the inner side
of the calf, especially in Central Asiatic and in Algerian specimens.
The coloration is very variable and changeable. The groundcolour of the upper parts is creamy, with large and small, partly
of glands

confluent and irregularly shaped spots and patches of green, here

and there interspersed with vermilion-red specks, especially along
the sides of the back.
The under parts are whitish, sometimes
spotted with black.
The iris is brass-coloured, greenish-yellow,
with flue dark dots.
The male does not differ from the female
in size, but has an internal subgular vocal sac, a conspicuous
callosity on the inner side of the first finger, and nuptial brushes
on the first three fingers and on the inner palmar tubercle.
The changing of colour affects mainly the intensity of the
green the same individual which uow looks almost uniformly
dull, almost grey, with dusky olive patches, will, if put into
grass and sprinkled with water, within a few minutes appear in
a tastefully combined garb of grass-green on a creamy ground.
Some Soutliern and Eastern specimens have a creamy stripe along
;

the vertebral

line,

thereby closely resembling B. calamita, from

which, however, they can always be distinguished by the

little

pads below the joints of the toes these pads being single in B.
viridis, and double in B. calamita and in B. vidgaris.
The Green Toad spends most of the day in holes, although it is
;

roams about chiefly in the evening.
and ofteuer than the Brown Toad.
The food consists strictly of insects of all kinds, and most
individuals prefer slow starvation to eating an earthworm.
Although continuing to live four or five years in captivity, th^y
do not readily become tame they are indeed no longer wild, and
when handled they no longer emit their peculiar insipid smell, but
on being approached they still crouch deeply into the grass, or
withdraw into their holes, just as they did when recently caught.
The voice is heard during the pairing season, and sounds like the
slow creaking of a door, or a combination of a spinning top and
not averse to daylight, and
It can

jump

well,

much

it

better

;
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In Germany, during the months of April and May, they
take to the ponds, or, improvident like the common frog, to a
The male sits upon the female and grasps her
roadside ditch.
rattle.

below the arms, his hands on her breast, and in this position
The eggs are laid in two strings, twisted
they remain for days.
Heron - Eoyer
around water - plants, and are very numerous.
has

calculated

them

10,000

at

embryos are hatched,

like

or

more

those of the

in

one

Common

the appearance of the external gills and of the

set.

The

Toad, before
tail.

In this

imperfect condition they remain in the jelly of the egg -strings

few days, while their external

for a

gills

sprout out like un-

In about eight
weeks the tadpoles, which reach a length little more than 1^
inch or -10 mm., have metamorphosed and leave the water as
baby-toads scarcely half an inch in length.
This species has a very wide range, namely, the whole of
^Middle Europe excepting the British Isles, France and the
Iberian Peninsula; the region between the Elbe and Ehine being
southwards it extends over all the Mediterits western limit
ranean islands and the north coast of Africa, eastwards through
the whole of Eussia, Western and Central Asia, not entering India,
branched

little

stumps, only to disappear again.

;

but spreading along the Himalayas into China.

Stoliczka

men-

having been found in the Himalayas at an altitude of
15,000 feet, the highest record of any Amphibian, at least in

tions its

such latitudes.
B. rr/iamifa.

— The

Green Toad

Xutterjack

is

practically the representative

Western Europe, but both species occur
together in Denmark, Southern Sweden, and nearly the whole
of Germany.
In the British
Its southern limit is Gibraltar.
Isles it occurs in South-Western Ireland, in Co. Kerr}', and in
England and Wales, Ijeiug however local, and preferring sandy
This
localities, where
niimbers.
it is found in considerable
predilection is shown by its frecpiency on the sandy dunes of
most of the islands off the German and Dutch coast, where it
of the

may

in

be seen running about in glaring sunshine.

Besides in the coloration,
ing points.

The

paired, not single,

much

'^r,

little

it differs

su1)articular

from B. ririclis in the followpads of the toe-joints are

and the hind-limbs are decidedly
But it runs

that this species cannot hop.

shorter, so
well, like a

mouse, generally in jerks, stopping every few seconds, and owing
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1

to

habit

this

it

is

c^alled

the

"

CHAP.

running toad

The skin

labourers of Cambridgeshire.

"

by the

is

smooth, but

field-

so

less

than in B. viridis, owing to the slightly more prominent warts
the parotoids are small; a similar pair of glands lies on the
The
upper surface of the fore-arm and another on the calf.

The ground-colour of the upper
a green tinge and scattered
brownish
yellow,
with
parts is light
narrow yellow stripe along
have
a
green spots most specimens
The under parts are
head.
line
and
over
the
the vertebral

tympanum

is

rather indistinct.

;

The iris is greenish
more or less speckled with black.
the same size as
is
of
male,
which
speckled.
The
yellow and
white,

the female,

—very

large specimens reaching 3 inches in length,

has a large subgular vocal sac,
the

first

three fingers, but the

and develops nuptial brushes on
first lacks the thickened pad of

B. viridis.

The yellow vertebral line is sometimes absent in specimens
from the south of France and the Iberian Peninsula and since
these southerners are as a rule more handsomely marked, the
;

green being more pronounced and arranged in larger patches,
interspersed with red spots, they much resemble B. viridis.
Boulenger,
streak,

who

which

is

has paid especial attention
a not

different families, has

uncommon

made the

uncommon

this

vertebral

interesting observation that the

streak has never been found in Danish
of B. viridis,

to

design in various species of

where B. calamita occurs

and German specimens
also,

while

in B. viridis of Italy, South-Eastern

it

is

not

Europe, Asia,

Lastly, he
and Xorth Africa, where B. calamita is not found.
remarks that in Eastern Asia, where neither B. viridis nor
B. calamita with sucli a line occurs, the same character is
Tlie only conclusion
assumed by some specimens of B. vulgaris.
we can draw from these facts is, that for some unknown reason
is a desirable, but not necessary, possession, but that
by two species in the same country, B. viridis
not
kept
it is
dropping it entirely where the typically streaked species,
The breeding season does not begin in
B. calamita, also occurs.

the streak

end of April, in cold springs
months. The males, congregating in pools in great numbers, make a loud noise, each
individual uttering a rattling note which lasts a few seconds,

England and Middle Europe
not before May, but it lasts

the repetition distending

its

until tlie

for several

bluish throat into the shape of a

BUFONIDAE
globe as large as

its

As

head.

the note

other males, a continuous chorus

and

still

fists

land,

is

into

taken up by

is

established,

nights can be heard nearly a mile

all

the

which on warm

Single croaks are

off.

The embrace, the male digging

uttered at any time of the day.
its

183

the armpits of the female, often takes place on

near the edge of the water, to

which

they resort

in

The egg-strings are slung around waterplants, unless the water is a mere puddle, and are much shorter
than those of B. vivid is, measuring only 5 to 6 feet, and containing altogether 3000 to 4000 eggs.
The larvae, when hatched,
the night for spawning.

and blackish the external gills last a
The young tadpoles live on mud, subsisting on

are very small, imperfect,

very short time.

diatoms and low Algae

:

they are the smallest tadpoles of

;

all

the European kinds, scarcely reaching more than one inch in
length,

and they metamorphose quickly, the baby-toads leaving the

water and running about in

less

than six weeks,

when they
By

only 10 mm., scarcely three-eighths of an inch, in length.

end of their second summer they are

still

are

the

only three-quarters of an

inch long, and they do not reach maturity until the fourth or
fifth year,

with a

size

of

1^

to

2 inches

;

still

smaller young

males become mature several years before they are full grown.
Natterjacks stand captivity well and become very tame.

When

discovered, they first do their best to run away, instead of

when caught they become covered
foamy lather, the exudation of their glands, which
has a peculiar smell, reminding some people of gunpowder, others
of india-rubber.
They are not very particular as to food, all
sorts of insects and earthworms being taken.
Natterjacks are
great climbers and diggers.
Many of mine have established
themselves in the peat with which the walls of the greenhouse
are covered, where they have dug out, or enlarged, holes in
hiding or squatting down, and
witli a slightly

which they pass the daytime, just peeping out with their bright
others sit high up, always in dry places, and bask.
In
the evening they descend, hunting about on the ground, and
occasionally they go into the water, whereupon they become
quite flaccid and soft.
When taken up and held lietween two
fingers, being slightly pressed under the armpits, both sexes
eyes

;

utter little jerky notes, as

—by

the

way

—most

toads and frogs

do under similar conditions.

In Cambridgeshire they frequent certain clay-pits surrounded

1
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by high and steep walls of sand, the breeding places of large
colonies of sand-martins.
During the months of May and June
they are found in the shallow water, running about on the mud,
sometimes swimming, in which they are not very proficient, and
rarely diving.
But they spend most of the time on land. Early
in October they climb up and enter the holes of the sand-martins,
or they dig large, deep burrows for hibernation, and the old
males are the first to disappear.
B. mauritanica s. pantherina.

and

of the few African species,

— The

"

Pantherine Toad

" is

one

one of the prettiest of all toads.
almost smooth, although provided with porous glands.
is

The skin is
The parotoids are large, but flat large glandular complexes on
the legs or arms are absent.
The tympanum is very distinct.
The upper parts are adorned with a delicate pattern of darkedged, rich brown or olive patches upon a light, buif-coloured
;

ground

;

the

subgular vocal

under parts are uniform white
sac.

beautiful species

is

The

total length

one of the gentlest, and

to lap

up food whilst

either

closely

the male has a
This
4 inches.
becomes tame enough

3

is

it

;

to

on one's hand.
It lives entirely
upon insects, prefers shade and dusky light, and utters a sound
like " kooh-rr."
It is a native of North-Western Africa, Algiers,
and ^lorocco.
In the rest of Africa, from Egypt to the Cape,
Senegambia to Abyssinia, it is represented by B. regidaris.
This
species has often little spiny tubercles upon the warts, and
occasionally a light vertebral line
the colour of the upper parts
sitting

;

uniform

resembles that of the previous species, or

it

is

brown, while the under parts are whitish, or
variegated with brownish patches.
West African specimens are
the smallest, only 2 inches long
those of the Cape are the
light

;

largest, reaching 5 to 6 inches.

The next two

genera

approach

the

Engystomatinae, and

thereby lead from the arciferous towards the firmisternal type.

The epicoracoid cartilages are narrow, and they scarcely overlap,
so that by a further step in this direction they could easily fuse
into the firmisternal condition.
Another bond between these
two genera and the Engystomatinae is their habits, they being
ant-eaters of an extremely stout appearance, with exclusively
short limbs and very small heads.
Myohatraclius gouldi, living in Australia, has a smooth skin,
brown above, lighter beneath, and is about 2 inches lorn:.

HYLIDAE
Bhinoijhrynus dorsalis of Mexico

185
is

remarkable for

its

tongue,

and free in front, so that it
not by reversion as in other toads
can be protruded directly
and can be used for licking up the termites which seem to be
The body of this ugly creature is almost eggits principal food.
shaped, and the head is merged into this mass, only the narrow
The limbs are very short and stout.
truncated snout protruding.
The toes are more than half webbed, and there is a large oval,
shovel-like metatarsal tubercle, covered with horn and used for
The general colour is brown, with a yellow stripe
digging.
along the spine and with irregular spots and patches on the
Total length 2 to 2|- inches.
Hanks and limbs.
Fam. 4. Hylidae (Tree-frogs). The upper jaw in Amphiwhich

is

elongated, subtriangular

—

—

—

FiG. 36.

— Map

—

showing distribution of Hylidae. The vertically shaded countries are
by other genera of Hylidae the horizontally shaded countries

inhabited by Hijla and
only by Jly^a.

;

—

and the vomers carry teeth
and Diaglena alone have teeth on the parasphenoid also,
and the latter genus is further distinguished by possessing
palatine teeth.
The vertebrae are procoelous and have no ribs
the sacral diapophyses are dilated.
The omo- and meta-sternum
are cartilaginous, the latter forming a plate with scarcely any

gnathodon the lower jaw also
Triirrion

The terminal phalanges are
and swollen at the base, and carry a
The tympanic disc is
flattened, roundish, adhesive cushion.
varialjle in appearance, being either free, or more or less hidden
by the skin. The tongue is also variable in its shape and in the
basal or style-shaped constriction.

invariably claw-shaped

extent to which

it

can be protruded.

1
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many lead an
the " Tree-frogs " are

Hylidae are climbers, and

does not follow that

all

green.

Their
family

is

distribution

is

very remarkable.

To say that

this

cosmopolitan with the exception of the African region,

but very misleading.
There are in all about
and of these 100 are Xotogaean one-half of the
whole number, or 75, being Neotropical; 23 are Central
American, 7 Antillean, and about 18 are found in North
is

literally true,

150

species,

America.

;

One

species,

Hyla

arhorea, extends over nearly the

whole Palaearctic sub-region, and two closely allied forms occur in
Northern India and Southern China.
Consequently, with this
exception of three closely allied species, the Hylidae are either

American or Australian.
"We conclude that their original home
was Notogaea, and that they have spread northwards through
Central and into North America.
The enormous moist and
steamy forests of South America naturally suggest themselves as
a paradise for tree-frogs, and it is in this country, especially in
the Andesian and the adjoining Central American sub-regions,
that the greatest diversity of generic and specific forms has been
produced.
It is all the more remarkable that similar forestregions, like those of Borneo and other Malay islands, are
absolutely

devoid of Hylidae

(while there are about

a

dozen

whose place has however been taken for all
practical purposes by correspondingly modified Eanidae, notably
the genus Rhacophorus.
Lastly, the fact that tropical evergreen
forests of Africa and Madagascar possess no Hylidae, but are
inhabited by several kinds of tree-climbing Bhacoplwrus, points
with certainty to the conclusion that the origin of this large and
flourishing family of Hylidae was not in Arctogaea.
The versatility and the wide distribution of the Hylidae
has naturally produced cases of convergent analogy, and the
species in Papuasia),

various species of one " genus "

assembly.

Sucli

an instance

may
is

be in reality a heterogeneous

probably the genus Hylella, of

whicli four species live in the Andesian and Central American
provinces,

while

the

two others occur

in

New

Guinea and

Australia.

The two North American genera Chorophilus and
the

Brazilian

V'horojJa,

connect

the

Acris,

Hylidae with the

and

Cysti-

gnathidae, in so far as their finger-discs are very small, or even

HYLIDAE

VI

absent,

On

and their

sacral diapophyses

187
are

only slightly dilated.

has to be emphasised that the possession
of adhesive discs on the fingers and toes does not necessarily
constitute a member of the Hylidae.
That requires the further
the other hand,

it

comhinatio 71 of an arciferous sternum, with dilated sacral diaFinger -discs are easily
pophyses and teeth in the upper jaw.
developed,

and

still

more

easily

lost.

Hylidae are constructed as follows.
elongated, claw-shaped, swollen at its

Those of the typical

The terminal phalanx is
base.
Between it and the

lies an interphalangeal cartilaginous disc
which projects ventrally below the end-phalanx, thus assisting
the formation of the ventral pad, and the turning upwards of the
whole disc-like phalanx like the claw of a cat.
This peculiar
motion can be well observed in Tree-frogs which are at rest
upon a horizontal leaf, or, better still, upon a rough stone, when
the creatures take good care to adjust their discs into a safe

penultimate phalanx

The pad or disc itself is fm^nished with
and easy position.
unstriped, smooth muscular fibres, the contraction of which produces one or more longitudinal furrows on the under side.
When
the disc is in action or adhering, being flattened to a smooth
surface, the end-phalanx sinks into the cushion
when not in
action, the cushion swells and the phalanx appears as a slight
dorsal ridge.
The disc is rich in lymph-spaces, and its surface
contains mucilaginous glands.
Various suggestions liave been made to explain the function
of these discs.
Suction, adhesion, and glueing -on have been
resorted to.
Suction, through prodviction of a vacuum, is quite
imaginary and does not exist. The question has been thoroughly
studied by Schuberg.^
Adhesion is due to the molecular attraction of two closely appressed bodies.
The less air remains
between them the stronger it is.
Consequently it' can be increased by the interference of a thin layer of fluid, which as
everyday observation shows, possesses both adhesion and cohesion.
The more sticky the fluid, the more effective it is, as shown
experimentally by Schuberg, who moistened the under surface
of a glass plate, and pressed it against a little disc of glass from
which was suspended a weight. A disc of 1 6 square millimetres,
approximately equal to the aggregate surface of the 18 discs of
a European tree-frog of 4 grammes in weight, carried with water;

^

Arbeitcn Instit. JViirzbunj,

x.

1895, p. 57.
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adhesion no

grammes,

of

Tree-frogs,
slide

than 14 grammes, with glycerine-sohition 20

less

— more than

secretion

down

sufficient to

suspend the

glands greatly enhances

its

when hopping on
a

CHAP.

little,

sticky

adhesive power.

to a vertical plane of clean

probably until the secretion

into greater consistency.

The

frog.

the

glass,

stiffens, or

dries

After a few days I find the glass-walls

of their recently cleaned cage quite dirty, covered everywhere

On the other hand, wet leaves or moist
no hold.
The adhesion of these frogs is
assisted in most cases by their soft and moist bellies, Just as a
dead frog will stick to a pane of glass.
All Hylidae have a voice, often very loud, and enhanced by
vocal sacs, which are either internal, swelling out the throat, or
with their finger-marks.

glass

-

walls

afford

external, paired or unpaired.

The various Hylidae resort to all kinds of modes of rearing
Most of them lay many eggs, up to one thousand,

their broods.

in the water, not coherent in strings but in

clumps

;

others lay

only a few, attach them to various parts of the body,
the genus Nototrema, the female receives

them

or, as

in

in a dorsal pouch.

These modifications will be described in connexion with the
different species.

Sub-Fam.

jaw

u-if/i

1.

Amphignathodontinae.

Botli

upper and

lov:er

tcii/i.

Ampthignathodon, of which only one species
fiuentheri of Ecuador, agrees with Xototrema in

is

all

known, A.
important

jaw
There are further differences, but they are of degree only.
The sacral diapophyses
are more strongly dilated and the omosternimi is absent.
The
characters

except

in addition

tympanum

that

it

possesses

teeth

in* the

lower

those in the upper.

to

The pupil is horizontal the roundish
The terminal phalanges are clawshaped and carry large discs.
The female has a dorsal pouch
opening backwards.
The skin of the head is involved in the
ossification of the cranial bones.
The skin of the back is smooth,
slightly tubercular, non-granular below.
The middle of the
tongue

is

is

distinct.

;

slightly free behind.

upper eyelid carries a small, pointed, cutaneous appendage, and
even this little character occurs also in some species of Kototremo,
e.g.
in N. longipes and in N. cornvtum.
The heel carries a
triangular

little

fiap.

The upper parts

specimens, probaljly green in

life

;

are

olive

in

spirit-

the borders of the dorsal pouch

HYLLDAE
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The sides of the body are adorned with a black,
white-edged streak, the limbs are whitish, with black cross-bars.
The total length of the female type-specimen is 3 inches.

are black.

Sub-Fam. 2. KyliTiaie.—Loiver Jmv toothless.
The Hylinae are divided by Boulenger into 13 genera, which
can be recognised by the following key, without reference to
their natural affinities
A.

The

:

contracted pupil forms a horizontal

a.

slit.

Tips of the lingers and toes with large
a.

With vomerine

discs.

teeth.

Hyla, p. 189.
Female without a dorsal pouch
Female with a dorsal pouch
Kototrema, p. 202.
Without vomerine teeth
Hylella, p. 203.
Tongue free behind.
with very small discs.
Tympanum distinct. North America
and Peru
Ghorophilus, p. 208.
Tympanum indistinct. North America Acris gryllus, y>- 207.
.

f3.
b.

Tijis

.

.

.

.

.

.....

c.

.......

simply swollen, not dilated into

Tijjs

Brazil

discs.

Thoro^m miliaris,
IX

B.

The contracted pupil forms
a.

Tips with large
a.

a vertical

209.

Tropical America.

slit.

discs.

Tongue extensively free l:)ehind.
Phyllomedusa, p. 203
Inner linger and toe opposable
Inner finger and toe not opjiosable Aijalyclinis, p. 206".
Tongue scarcely free behind. Ecuador Nyctimantis rugicejis,
.

.

(i.

p.

206.

With parasphenoid teeth and peculiar
Yucatan
Ecuador

helmet-shaped head.

peculiarly helmet-shajjed.
Brazil

.

Triprion, p. 207.

Diaglena,

207.

Pui)il
.

.

Corythoniantis
ing'i,

h.

p.

Head

AVithout parasphenoid teeth.

rhomboid.

.

.

j^.

green-

207.

Tips without discs.
Without parasphenoid
teethj but head peculiar in shape.
Mexico PternohyJa fodiens,
p. 20*7.

— The

pupil is horizontal.
The tympanum is distinct or
The tongue is entire or slightly nicked in its hinder
margin, which is more or less free behind.
The fingers and toes
Hi/la.

hidden.

are provided with typical adhesive discs.

This

150

is

the largest genus of all Amphibia, containing about

species,

ffimily.

and

Many

its

distribution coincides with that of the whole

of the

species are very closely allied to each
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other, differing only in small points, for instance in the extent

of the webs to the

and toes, the confignration of the
and appearance of the tympanic disc,
and the relative length of the hind-limbs.
In some of the West
Indian, and in one Brazilian species, H. nigromaculata, the upper
surface of the head is rough, owing to the cutis being involved
vomerine teeth, the

in

the

fingers

size

cranial ossification.

Bony

or perhaps

only calcareous

deposits in other parts of the skin are rare, but are notably

developed in

IT.

which they extend from

dasi/notus of Brazil, in

the head to the sacrum, rendering the skin immovable.

Many

are capable of changing colour to a great extent,

a popular error to suppose that

it is

all

tree-frogs are

and

green,

iH.BO
Fig. 37.

Il>/la

arborea, var. meridioncdis.

although this colour
kinds.

H. arhorea.

is

— The

perhaps the most

tongue

is

behind, and can be protruded but
tinct,

but small.

South European Tree-frog,

The upper

rather
little.

common

x

1.

in the arboreal

round, slightly nicked

The tympanum

is dis-

parts are grass-green, quite smooth

and shinv owinif to the skin beiufj covered with a film of
moisture the under parts are yellowish-white and granular, fleshcoloured or rosy on the tliighs.
Total length of large females
This, the Tree-frog of Europe, has an enormous
2 inches.
range, namely, from Morocco, France, and the south of Sweden,
across the whole of Europe and Asia ]\Iinor to Japan and
Southern China.
;

HYLIDAE
Several varieties have been described

191

:

the tyincal or Ev.roi^eaii

ornamented with a narrow black stripe, which, beginning
at the nose, extends backwards along the side of the body to the
groin, where it generally forms a hook turned upwards.
This
black colour forms the ventral lioundary of the green, and is
itself narrowly seamed with white on its upper border.
In the south of France, the Iberian Peninsula, Morocco, and
the Canary Islands the black lateral stripe is often al)sent
In Spain and Portugal both
this is is the var. meridioncdis.
forms are found in the same localities.
In the Asiatic, chiefly in the eastern specimens, the lateral
stripes tend to break up into irregular spots, vanishing altogether

form

is

this var. savignyi s. japooiica occurs also on
most of the Mediterranean islands.
If. arhorca can change colour to a great extent, mostly in
adaptation to its immediate surroundings, but ill health and
moulting may also influence it. The change is slow.
The usual
colour is green, brightest on bright, sunny hot days, dull when

towards the groins

;

windy and showery. Day and
The hue of
green agrees mostly with that of the foliage on which the

the sky

is

overcast, or

when

it is

night have no influence upon the colour-changes.
the
frog

happens to take

its rest, for

birch-trees, or oak-trees.

Saxony.

When

I

instance a field of Indian corn,

once received a consignment from

the box with moss was unpacked, they were of

they were put into a wired-off corner
and were given the freshly cut branches of a lime-tree
to sit upon.
On the following morning I at first looked for
most of the frogs in vain. The leaves had withered and all those
frogs which sat upon the dark brown branches had put on a light
brown garb, mottled with darker patches.
Another specimen, one of several which were at liberty in
a greenhouse, took to resting on the frame of the window-pane,
in a corner where putty, glass, and discoloured white paint met
in the morning it was always of a mottled leaden colour, but
during the nocturnal hunting it was green.
In the winter, the
windows-corner being of course cold, the frog remained stationary
for several months, but kept the leaden grey colour, until one
day in the early spring it was mottled with green, and soon after
the dullest greenish-grey

;

of the yard

it

joined its green mates.

Liebe observed a half grown tree-frog which he kept in Gera
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during the winter in a glass with water-cress. "While the temperature was near freezing the frog sat in the water, very lethargic,
breathing perhaps once every quarter of an hour.
Its colour

was light green.
When the water-cress was cut and removed,
the frog darkened and became at last quite a discoloured grey.
When the water-cress was put back, the creature reassimied the
light yellowish-green colour, remaining in its lethargic condition
until it became lively in the spring sunshine.
The European tree-frog spends most of its time in the summer,
after the pairing is over, in trees, often in the very crowns*

but

the neighboui'hood of even a small patch of Indian corn has

still

greater attractions.

There are

sorts of green insects to be

all

chances of coming across the

caught, there are fair

-

Cabbage White, a butterfly which the

common

and last
a tirm foothold, and the

tree-frog loves,

not least the large luscious leaves afford

between stalk and broad-based leaves are just the places
where nobody can find it.
During the
day they mostly sit still, on the keen look-out for passing insects,
which, when they settle within reach, are jumped at otherwise
they have first to be stalked.
The jump is quite fearless,
regardless of the height above ground there is the leaf upon
which the prey sits, and even if this leaf be missed, there are
others, and one of them is sure to be struck by some of the discs
of either fingers or toes.
If the fall is broken by the toes, and
the new leaf or branch is very elastic and bends down, then there
are some frantic antics to be gone through until the frog has
axillae

for the frog to slip into,

;

;

settled itself again.
is

devoured at

Then the

leisure,

large blue-bottle, or the butterfly,

wings and

assistance of the little hands.

being poked in with the

all

But the

real hunting-time is the

night.

During a shower the frog

sliifts its

position to the under side

of the leaf, or into a less slippery position,

wet

descends into the grass, or

it

greatest
else,

enemy

is

it

the Grass Snake, which prefers

it

Its

to anything

not minding the poisonous secretion of the skin, which

shai-p

when

enough

to produce sneezing or even

incautiously brought into the

human

The male has an internal vocal

sac,

The

voice

is

a sharp

is

temporary blindness

eye.

which, when inflated,

much

larger than the

and rapidly-repeated

note, something

bulges out the whole throat into a globe,
liead.

and during continuous

takes to the water.
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" creek, creek,

It is uttered at

creek," with more or
any time of the day, more

less
fre-

quently at dusk, and of course chiefly during the pairing season.
This tree-frog suffers from the reputation of being a good weatherprophet, and

it is for this reason often kept in confinement, the
orthodox abode being a muslin-covered glass jar, with a hole to
put flies through, water and plants at the bottom, and a little
ladder to sit upon.
The prophesying is of the usual popular

unreliable

nature, although

the

little

creature,

provided

it

is

a male, often sounds its voice on the approach of a shower, or
when there is a thunderstorm in the air. During continuous fine

weather

on the top of the ladder, or is glued on near the
while on wet and dull days it is less active, and
may keep nearer the ground or in the water. There is a German
rhyme which well expresses the prophet's reliability by its amit sits

rim of the

biguity

glass,

:

Wenn

die Laubfrosche knarren,

Magst du auf Regen harren.

"When the
it

does

you may wait

tree-frogs croak,

come

for

rain.

Sometimes

true.

Tree-frogs are not very intelligent, although they have a keen

but they are nice pets, being easily kept, and
have a pretty appearance.
There is a record of one which lived
for twenty-two years in confinement.

sense of locality

;

The pairing begins soon
hibernation in the ground

after the frogs reappear

Germany

from their

month

of May.
The congregating males make a great noise and take to the water
before the females, which join them when ready to spawn.
The male grasps his mate near the shoulders, and the pair swim
about together, sometimes for days, mitil the eggs are expelled.
;

in

in the

These are laid in small climips of 800 to 1000, which soon
up and remain at the bottom of the pond.
The larvae
are hatched in ten days; two days later the adhesive sucker
swell

below the throat appears, and after another two days a pair of
thread-like external gills are developed.
The tadpoles, which
reach a length of 2 inches, owing to the long tail which is
nearly three times as long as the body, metamorphose in about
twelve weeks, and the baby tree-frogs, scarcely half an inch in
length, hide in the grass for the next two years, until they are

about half grown, not reaching maturity until the fourth year.
VOL. VIII
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same pool, and each
which are hatched,
produces up to one thousand eggs, most
swarm with tiny
literally
the neighbouring meadows sometimes
rare and
comparatively
are
Nevertheless the adults
tree-frogs.
Since

many

pairs

congregate

in

the

of

are very local.

H. carolinensis s. lateralis of the South-Eastern States of
North America greatly resembles If. arborea in general appearBut the head is more pointed, and the
ance, size, and habits.
vivid green of the upper parts is separated from the yellowish
white under surface by a conspicuous, pure white line, giving the
According to
little creature a very smart and neat appearance.
upon broadlies
commonly
most
trees,
but
Holbrook, it ascends
Indian corn.
of
tields
in
and
Xyiaphaea,
like
leaved water-plants,
and
morning
the
in
emerge
they
daytime,
Motionless during the
and
brisk
very
become
and
hiding-places,
their
evening from

which is not unlike that
AMien one begins, hundreds take it up from all

noisy, often repeating their single note,

of a small bell.

parts of the corn-field.

other tree-frogs of the South-Eastern States may be
mentioned H. squireUa, 1^ inch in length, which is very changeable in colour, generally olive above with darker spots and bars on

Among

It lives in trees, sheltering
the limbs, and with a white upper lip.
size, without the white
same
the
of
femoralis
H.
in the bark.
forests of Georgia and
dense
of
the
trees
in
the
up
lip, lives high

Carolina.

H. versicolor is one of the most delicately coloured species of
It
Eastern North America, extending northwards into Canada.
time
short
a
within
passes
colour
Its
long.
2
inches
is about
from dark brown or olive grey to pale delicate grey, almost
white, occasionally retaining a few large darker patches on the
A small portion of
back, and delicate cross-bars on the limbs.
the sides and the posterior part of the belly are bright yellow.
The skin is granular, owing to the presence of small warts which
It is said to be found in trees, or
produce an acrid secretion.

about old stone fences overgrown with lichens, the colour of
which it resembles to perfection. It becomes very noisy towards
the evening, in cloudy weather or before rain, the voice consisting
of a liquid

note, terminating abruptly, like " 1-1-1-1-luk."

My

own captives fully bear out this statement of Holbrook's. Settled
motionless during the day upon a piece of bark in a shady
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but occasionally uttering the quaint and rather faint
they become very lively in the evening, catching insects by
long jumps, or investigating the hollows of decaying mossy
corner,

note,

Their general colour is then spotless, almost silvery
In the day-time they are sometimes suffused with delicate

stumps.
grey.
ffreen.

The propagation has been studied by Aliss M. H. Hinckley.^
They pair in shallow pools, in Massachusetts, in May.
On the
10 th of that month eggs w«re attached singly, and in groups,
on the grasses resting upon the surface of the w^ater first drabcoloured, they became lighter in a few hours.
Some larvae
;

escaped from the gelatinous envelopes on the following day, the
the third day; they clung to the grasses by means

others on

prominent suckers.
The head and body were creamand averaged 1 inch in length.
Gills
appeared on the fourth day, to disappear again during the four
of their

coloured, with olive dots,

following days,

first those of the right, then those of the left,
the suckers became less conspicuous, and the general colour
turned into deep olive-green, with fine golden dots on the upper
and lower surfaces.
The eyes were of a brilliant flame-colour.

side

;

On

the eleventh day the suckers or " holders " had disappeared,
and the hind-limbs were indicated by small white buds.
By

June

5 th,

i.e.

terminal discs

;

the twenty-seventh day, the toes developed the
the mottling of gold had given way to a uniform

olive or pea-green.
Movements of the future arms beneatli the
skin appeared on the 28 th of June, at the age of seven weeks.
The arms, mostly the right one first, were thrust out on the 2nd

of July

;

the fins of the tail were absorbed rapidly, and towards

the end of the seventh

week the nearly transformed creatures
began to leave the water.
The young frogs changed colour
rapidly, in adaptation to their surroundings, but the four
specimens which survived were never all found to be of the
same colour during the next three months.
They first lived
upon Aphides, later upon flies, and they were alert nocturnally.
About the beginning of October they left the fronds of their
fernery and nestled away in the damp earth, which they left

when the temperature rose above 60° F.
H. vasta of Hayti is the giant of the tree-frogs, reaching a
length of 5 inches.
In order to support its great weight the
only

^

Proc. Bost. Soc. Sat. Hist. xxi. 1883, p. 104.
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adhesive discs of the fingers and toes are of a surprising

about as large as a threepenny piece.

The skin

is

size,

covered with

small warts, and forms a peculiar fold on the hinder surface of
the fore-arm and on the tarsus, and small flaps near the vent.
Tlie colour is grey above, blackish

band between the eyes

on the head, with a brown

the under parts are flesh-coloured, the

;

throat with black spots.

H. maxima, of the forests of British Guiana, is scarcely less
and is distinguished by a projecting rudiment of the
pollex, while the adhesive discs are smaller than the tympanum.
The skin forms folds on the arms and tarsus, like those of H.
The general
vasta, in addition to a triangular flap at the heel.
colour is reddish-brown above, sometimes with a dark vertebral
parts are whitish and covered with large
line, the under
granules the throat of the male, which has an inner vocal sac,
gigantic,

;

is

brown.
//.

faher of Brazil

is

closely allied to the last species, l^ut the

upper parts is quite smooth.
There is a small tarsal
fold, and one extending from the upper eyelid to the shoulder.
It is light brown above, with darker marks which form a conspicuous vertebral line, transverse bars on the hind-limbs, and
a few irregular, scattered, vermicular or linear marks on the
The adult, when put into a strong light, will
head and body.
rapidly turn pale at liight the longitudinal stripe on the back
and the bars on the hind-limbs become very distinct the under
This is
parts are white, and exhibit a beautiful orange tinge.
As will be seen from the
the famous " Ferreiro " or " smith."

skin of

its

;

;

f(

>llowing graphic account

doubly deserves

its

name

by Dr. Goeldi

^

of Para, this species

oi faher, not only in virtue of its voice,

but also because of the marvellous nest-building habits recently
discovered.

The Ferreiro is common in the Province Eio de Janeiro,
more frequently still in the mountain regions of the Serra dos
"

Its voice is one of the most
Orgaos than in the hot lowland.
characteristic sounds to be heard in tropical South America.
Fancy the noise of a mallet, slowly and regularly beaten upon a
copper plate, and you will have a pretty good idea of the concert,
given generally by several individuals at the same time and with
When you approach the
slight variations in tune and intensity.
'

r.Z.S. 1895,

p.

89 (with a sketch of a poud, with nests, in Dr. Goeldi's garden).
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where the Tree-frog sits, the sound ceases. But keep quiet,
will be resumed after a few moments.
You will discover
the frog on a grass-stem, on a leaf of a low branch, or in the
mud.
Seize it quickly, for it is a most w^onderful jumper, and it
will utter a loud and shrill, most startling cry,' somewhat similar
spot

and

it

wounded cat."
Smith " makes very regular

to that of a

The

"

pools, in the shallow
water of ponds, or nurseries for the tadpoles surrounded by a circular wall of mud.
Dr. Goekli has watched the building process
" We soon saw a mass
during a moonlit night
of mud rising to
:

the surface carried

by

which no more than the
two hands emerged.
Diving again, after a moment's time, the
frog brought up a second mass of mud, near the first.
This was
repeated many times, the result being the gradual erection of a
circular wall.
From time to time the builder's head and front
part of body appeared suddenly with a load of mud on some
a Tree-frog, of

But what astonished us

opposite point.

was the manner in which

used

in the highest degree

hands

for smoothing the
would a mason with his trowel.
the height of the wall reached about 4 inches, the frog

mud

of the

inside

When

wall,

it

its

as

was obliged to get out of the water.
The parapet of the wall
same careful smoothing, but the outside is neglected.
The levelling of the bottom is obtained by the action of the lower

receives the

surface (belly

and throat principally) together with that

of the

hands."

The male takes no active share in the construction of the
but will suddenly climb up the wall of his home, and then
upon the back of his busy mate.
The building operation may
take one or two nights, and is performed in the most absolute
silence; the croakers around are all males clamouring for a
nest,

mate.

The eggs are laid during one of the following nights, and are
hatched some four or five days later, the parents keeping hidden
in the

neighbourhood of the nursery.
Heavy rains may destroy
the walls, and thus prematurely release the tadpoles.
It

is

nature's

Brazilian

only owing to

such

keen

observers

ways that the breeding
Hylidae have become known.

fascinating

H. nebulosa,

s.

with brown dots

;

luteola also living in

and
habits

lovers

of

of

some

Brazil, is yellow above,
the sides of the belly and thighs have trans-
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verse bluish bars, the under parts are whitish.
2 inches.

Goeldi has often found

it

Its size is

under

in the sheaths of decaying

lumps of eggs on to the edges and
withered leaves, where even during the hot
hours of the day sufficient coolness and moisture are preserved.
banana-leaves.

It glues the

to the inside of the

These lumps are enveloped in a frothy substance, in which the
nearly metamorphosed tadpoles can be watched wriggling.
If
these are put into water, all will die in a few hours.
H. 'polytaenia deposits its eggs in free lumpy masses on waterIt is a small creature, little more than 1 inch in length,
plants.
light olive above, with numerous brown parallel longitudinal
bands on the body and limbs.
A dark, white - edged band
extends from the nose along the side of the body.
The heel has

The male has an internal vocal sac.
H. goeldii is a most interesting form, leading to the allied
genus Nototrema.
Boulenger ^ has described a female which was
captured by Goeldi on the
5th of January, near Para.

a short flap of skin.

It

is

about

The whole

1:^

inch

su.rface of

long.

the back

occupied by a layer of
twenty -six pale yellow eggs
which are 4 mm. in diameter.
is

Fig.

dS.—Hyia

(joekiii.

x

Female with

1.

eggs in the incipient dorsal brood-pouch.

rj.^^

^^-^^

^^

^j^^

^^^j,

-g-

expanded into a feebly reverted fold, which borders and supports
the mass of eggs on the sides, thus suggesting an incipient stage
of a dorsal brood-pouch.

Owing

amount

to the great

of yolk,

the young are probably able to remain upon the mother until

they are nearly metamorphosed.
H. coerulea s. cyanea is one of the largest Australian green treefrogs, ranging from the South to the very Xorth of Australia.
The discs are as large as the fully-exposed tympanum. There

no projecting rudiment of the pollex, but a slight cutaneous
inner side of the tarsus.
The skin is smootli
and shiny, always a little moist, and studded with numerous
this somewhat
rather large pores on the nape and shoulders
thickened region forms a prominent fold which begins behind
The belly and the under parts of the thighs are
the eyes.
The male has an internal vocal
granular as in most Hylidae.
is

fold borders the

;

'

r./.S.

189.".,

p.

209.
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and during the breeding season, which seems to occur during
winter, develops brown rugosities on the inner
side of the first finger.
The tongue is round, slightly notched
behind and free enough to be protruded a little.
The alternative specific names are most unfortunately chosen,
sac

;

autumn and

our

as they apply only to spirit-specimens.

frog

During

life

this tree-

exhibits

a considerable amount of colour -changes.
The
normal colour is bright green above, white below. A conspicuous

Fig.

'i2.—Hijla coernlea.
Australian Tree-frog (from photographs).
Length of the
large specimen 4 •2 inches.
The upper right specimen with vocal sac inflated.

feature of this species is the frequent occurrence of
white specks
which are probably due to the deposition of guanine,

or spots,

a peculiar white colouring matter.
The spots appear in any part
of the green skin, and are quite irregular in
their distribution.
Sometimes they remain for weeks in the same place, or they disappear after a few days and others appear.
They are in no way

connected with the shedding of the skin, nor do they indicate illhealth.
H. coerulea lives well in confinement, and becomes tame
enough to take food from one's fingers, even when sitting upon the
hand.
Some of mine took to living during the daytime in a small
box, preferring a

crowded condition in companionship with Natter-
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Others squeeze themselves into the most uiiconitbrtable

cracks, while others again prefer the broad leaves of Pli'dudendron.

A favourite place for two or three at a time is the funnelThose specimens
shaped spaces formed by ^romf/ia -plants.
which are hidden in the box or in the hollows of rotten
stumps are, almost without exception, dull, very dark brownish
olive, while those on the Bromelias assume exactly the sombre
dull green of its leaves.
Lastly, those which sit in the light,
exposed places, no matter if upon a leaf, on a white stone, or
upon a board, are emerald -green, especially beautiful on hot,
sunny days
and they are not always averse to the full glare of
"When squatting u})on a flat surface, such as a broad
the sun.
leaf, they tuck the fore-paws under the head like a cat, and with
half open eyelids, the pupil contracted to a tiny slit, so that the
golden iris is exposed, they remain motionless during the day.
They take food when offered, liut at night they roam about,
either hopping on the ground, or making enormous leaps from
leaf to leaf, sometimes deliberately stalking some choice insect,
and patiently climbing up a stem, hand over hand. At night
their whole aspect is changed.
The colour is saturated green,
the eyes are transformed into round, projecting sniny black
beads, and the head is erect.
The ludicrously dreamy, complacent
They take all
look has given way to wide-awake alertness.
When they find an earthworm, they first
kinds of living food.
look at it, bending the head sharply down, lift themselves upon
the fore-limbs and then pounce upon it, nipping the prey with
the jaws, and then poking it down deliberately with the hands.
Cockroaches are simply lapped up, and disappear in the twinkle
Mealworms, wood-lice, butterflies and moths, flies and
of an eye.
spiders are taken.
The stomach of a specimen in the Dresden
^Museum, from the Aru Islands, contained some four or five young
freshwater Crustaceans of the genus Sesarma.
They fortunately
do not molest smaller frogs of their own kind and of other
species.
Like many Amphil)ia they like a change of diet, and
;

—

ultimately refuse their food
largest specimen, wliich

takes snails, Helix

To my surprise my
more than 4 inches,
half-a-do/en at a time, and on the

if it is

unvaried.

measures a

rin/'ti((,

little

following day, not during the night, vomits the sucked-out shells
in a lump, like the pellets of birds of prey.

]tainful-looking ])rocedure the wliole

During

this rather

tongue and about half an

VI
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inch of the everted gullet are protruded out of the mouth, and

having roamed about all
where each
individual is sure to be found in exactly the same spot, day after
They do not mind being looked at, but if taken up and
day.
put back they avoid that place for perhaps a week, taking
shelter somewhere else.
Both sexes have a voice, but that of the female is only a
grunting noise, wliile the male inflates its gular sac and sends
forth a sharp cracking sound, which can turn into a regular
They bellow
bellowing hke the gruff barking of an angry dog.
at any time of the year, frequently on the approach of a shower
then slowly withdrawn.

are

After

night, they return to their respective resting-places,

Certain noises wdll also induce them

or during a thunderstorm.
to

bark.

The

rattling

prodviced

by the syringing

the

of

greenhouse, sawing of wood, hammering, the raking of the gravel,
or even the scraping of boots
start

on the gravel -path

is

one of the males, and the others are sure to chime

liable to
in.

According to Fletcher, H. coerulea and H. aurea lay theiieggs in round white frothy patches, which float in the water,
but when
chiefly during the months of August and September
the spring months are very dry, the pairing is delayed until
;

the

following January.

Hijla, e.g.

conditions

Several

H. ewingi, spawn
are

favourable.

other

Australian

any time
They attach

at

of

the

their

species

year

eggs

if

to

of

the

sub-

merged bkdes of grass or to twigs.
H. uarea is one of the commonest and most beautiful species,
occurring throughout Australia and Tasmania, excepting of
course in the large deserts.
It has the appearance and restlessness
jf a water-frog, is not unlike JRuna escuhnta, and grows to about
three inches in length.
The tympanum is very distinct, but
rather small.
The fingers are without a poUex-rudiment, the

The adhesive discs are
The male has two internal vocal sacs, which
bulge out sideways.
The
The skin is smooth and shiny.
tarsus has a fold aloutj its inner edge.

decidedly small.

imder parts are white

the upper parts are, speaking generally,
mixture of blue and olive, with blue or brown spots, but spiritspecimens give fio idea of the beauty which this changeable
;

a

species can assume.

Sometimes the same individual is saturated
and green, with several longitudinal stripes of burnished
copper along the back a few minutes later the stripes glitter
blue

;
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and in other moods the whole upper surface is mottled
and brown.
My specimens often went into the
water and did not climb.
The food is said to consist chiefly of

like gold,
blue,

green,

other small frogs in preference to insects.

Xototrema differs from Hyla in so far as the female has a
This bag is
pouch on the back for the reception of the eggs.
formed by an infolding of the skin it opens backwards in front of
the vent, it has a sphincter and is permanent, although it distends
An initial stage of such a pouch
to larger dimensions when in use.
is possessed by Hyla goeldii (Fig. 38).
The pupil is horizontal,
the tongue can be protruded but little
the tympanum is free,
and the adhesive discs of the fingers and toes are well developed.
These marsupial frogs," of which about half-a-dozen species are
known, live chiefly in the tropical forest-region of South America,
notably from Peru to Venezuela.
iV. morsupiatum
is green with
darker ]jlue-grten spots, or
with longitudinal patches which are each surrounded by a
whitish or yellow seam of little dots.
The limbs have cross-bars.
Total length about 2^ to 3 inches.
The eggs of this species
are comparatively small and numerous.
The very small tadpoles
have no external gills, and escape from the pouch to finish their
metamorphosis in the water.
j\\ testudineum, about 3 inches in length, is of a uniform leadcolour, but is lighter beneath.
The skin of the back is studded
with stellate calcareous deposits, a peculiarity which is alluded
to in the specific name.
X. oviferum is brown above, with darker patches on the sides
of the liody and with cross-bars on the limbs.
The last two
species and X. Jissipes of Brazil, near I'ernambuco, carry their
This
young in the pouch until the metamorphosis is completed.
;

;

''

long nursing-period necessitates a great amount of food-yolk in
the eggs, and

this enlargement in

reduction in their number.
fifteen

eggs only,

l)Ut

The

tm-n

implies a considerable

female's load consists of about

these are of a great size,

namely one-eighth

of the length of the mother's body.

X. pi/f/maeiun, in Venezuela,

is

a

tiny creature.

The

female,

It
from four to seven eggs.
looks then " as if it carried a sac filled with a few gigantic balls."
This species is further worthy of note on account of the opening
of the brood-pouch, which is a longitudinal slit, whence a kind

just one inch in length, carries only
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slightly elevated ridge or fold of the skin extends on

to the neck.

The

seam

suggestion, that this

order to set the full-grown

young

free,

is

burst open, in

instead of their passing

through the existing opening, is scarcely credible.
These Neotropical tree-frogs seem to be rare, and females with
embryos are of course still more uncommon, so that the best
account of their structure is still that given by Weinland ^ of JV.
How the eggs get into the pouch has not yet been
oviferum.
observed, but it is most likely with the help of the male, immediately after fertilisation.
The pouch forms two blind sacs
which extend forwards over the sides of the back.
The eggs are
cm. in diameter, and the enclosed embryos, or rather

large, 1

mm., with a large amount of yolk still
The first two gill-arches
carried each a double thread, which expanded into a funnelshaped membrane, not unlike the flower of a Convolvulus, and
furnished with a capillary network the stalk contained muscular
These most peculiar strvictures are of course the much
fibres.
modified external gills.
Those of
testudineum and JV. cornutum,

had a length of

tadpoles,

contained in the spirally

15

wound intestine.

;

K

are likewise bell-shaped.

Hylella differs from Hyla chiefly by the absence of vomerine

and

teeth,

consists of about half-a-dozen small species, about one

The

inch in length.

and

New

suggests

two species

fact that

live in

Queensland

Guinea, while the others are natives of tropical America,
that

this

genus

is

not a

natural

but an

artificial

assembly, an instance of convergent evolution.

P]cy II medusa, composed of about one dozen species of tree-frogs,

by the vertically contracted pupil, large adhesive
and the opposable nature of the inner finger and of the
hallux, the last joints of which are like thumbs.
The sacral
diapophyses are strongly dilated.
The range of the genus
extends from tropical Central America to Buenos Aires.
Most

is

characterised

discs,

the

(jf

species

are

about

2

inches

in

length,

blue -green

to

with white purple-edged patches on the sides of the
body the under parts uniform white, or with purple or brown
patches.
The male has a subgular vocal sac. Some have more
violet above,
;

or less

distinct

parotoid glands.

Pli.

dacnicolor of Mexico

uniform green above, whitish below, and attains a
tlian
'

P)

inches.

size of

is

more

In Ph. hicolor of Brazil, the skin of the upper

Afch. AncU. und Ph>/s. lSo4,

p. 449.

Also Bouleiiger, P.Z.S. 1898,

p.

107.
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It is blue-green above, purplish white below, the sides of

the body and limbs with white purple-edged spots.
Pli.

hypochondrialis

has been found breeding freely in the

Chaco by Budgett/ from whose account the
This brilliantly coloured
following notes have been extracted.
frog is green above, which colour may become brown -grey or
below, white and granular.
The flanks are
bluish at will
scarlet, with black transverse bars, and the plantar surfaces are

Paraguayan

;

deep purplish black.

The

Total lengtli about l| inch.

"

Wollunnkukk," as it is called by the Indians, from the
call of both male and female at pairing time, is extremely slow
in its movements, and is active only at night.
At this time, if it
is seen by the aid of a lantern as it slowly climbs over the low
In the daytime, howbushes and grass, it is very conspicuou.''.
ever, nothing is seen but the upper surface of the body as it lies
on the green leaf of a plant.
It has a remarkable power of
changing its colour to harmonise with its surroundings, and can
effect a change from the brightest green to light chocolate in a
The skin is also directly sensitive to light for if
few minutes.
;

the frog

is

exposed to the sun while in a tuft of grass in such a

way that shadows

fall across it, on removal it
dark shadows of the grasses remain on the
skin, while the general colour has been raised to a lighter

will be found

shade.

of blades of grass

that

Its food consists largely of

on each side are divided into

young

locusts.

five distinct clusters.

has a large saccular diverticulum, which

mented.
In the breeding season

—-December

ful frog collects in considerable

pools.

to

numbers

During the night-time they

is

The species
The creature

very heavily pig-

February

—

this beauti-

in the neighbourhood of
call

another, and produce a sound as of a dozen

incessantly

men

to

one

lireaking stones,

well imitated by the native name.

enclosed in batches in leaves near the margin of
Budgett has been able to watch the whole process of
He foimd, at 11 p.m., a female
oviposition and fertilisjition.
carrying a male upon her back, wandering about in search of a
At last the female, climbing up the stem of a
suitable leaf
plant near the water's edge, reached out and cauglit hold of the

The

esffs are

the water.

'

Quart. J. Micr. Sci.

xlii.

1899, p. 313.
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and climbed into

Both male and

it.

female held the edges of the leaf together, near the
hind-legs, while

the

female poured her eggs

tip,

into

with their

the funnel

them as they passed. The
was of suflBcient firmness to
Then moving up a little
hold the edges of the leaf together.
further, more eggs were laid in the same manner, the edges
of the leaf being fastened together by the hind-legs, and so on up
the leaf until it was full.
As a rule, two briar-leaves were filled
in this way, each containing about 100 eggs.
The time occupied
in filling one leaf was three- qviarters of an hour.
Development proceeds rapidly.
Within six days the embryo
increases from the 2 mm. of the egg-diameter to 9 or 10 mm.
When it leaves the leaf it is a transparent glass-like tadpole, whose
These are very large and
ouly conspicuous parts are the eyes.
thus

formed, the male

jelly in

fertilising

which the eggs were

laid

"

of a bright metallic green colour, so that

water

that

all

is

seen

is

when swimming

in the

The newly-

a pair of jewel-like eyes.

hatched tadpole has also a bright metallic spot between the
nostrils

somewhat

This

in front of the pineal spot.

is

the point

which touches the surface of the water when the tadpole
favourite

position.

Whether

some mechanical arrangement
could not

make

it

is

a

protective

in its

for holding the surface,

Budgett

out.

The egg contains a great amount of yolk
contents of the egg becomes

jelly-like

is

coloration, or

the end of embryonic

life

membranous

the larva comes to

The

the rest of the

;

so

fluid,

lie

that towards
quite freely

appear
on the fifth,
when these bright red filamentous organs extend beyond
the vent.
By the time the tadpoles are ready to be hatched
within

a

capsule.

on the third day, and reach

their

external

gills

greatest size

have quite disappeared, there is a median spiracle,
transparent bodyare shining through the
wall.
Five weeks later, i.e. six weeks after the eggs were laid,
the tadpole is 8 cm. long, glossy green above, rosy and silvery
these

and

gills

the

below,

lungs

and the hind-limbs protrude.

The young

frog

at

the

metamorphosis is two-thirds the length of the adult,
and at this time acquires the red flanks barred with black.
The first account of the breeding of Phyllomedusa was
given by v. Thering^ concerning Ph. iheringi of Southern Brazil.
close of its

1

Ann. Mag. Xat.

Hist. (5) xvii. 1886,

p.

461.
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" PhyUomcdusa does not lay its eggs in the water, although
the larva develops in that element, but in the open air in masses

50 millim. long
between

by 15-20 broad,
hanging over the

"Willows are frequently used

water.
for

leaves

that

purpose.

contains

rather

The egg - mass
large

white

ova,

wrapped up between two or three
leaves in such a way as to be completely enveloped save an inferior

My

opening.

attempts at rearing

the eggs failed owing to the leaves

drying up

am assured that
may be seen wriggelatinous mass.
As

but I

:

the tailed larvae
gling in the

at a later period the latter is found
branch with eggs of t'mpty, we
40.
Phyiiomedusa iheringi, x 1, en- drop into

-a

Fig.

veloped in the leaves.

must

infer that the larvae

water below.
The
found only on plants
hanging over stagnant water.

(After

eggs

Ihering.

the

are

" The adult animal is a stupid creature, and will let itself be
Their moderately loud
taken without attempting to escape.
voice resembles somewhat the sound produced by running the
Only during the breeding
finger nail over the teeth of a comb.

season, in the

frogs

make

month

of

January in Eio Grande do

their appearance

;

Sul,

do these

at other times not one is to be seen,

probably because they establish themselves high up in the trees."
Ajjalychnis, with two species in Central America, is practically like

Hyla

;

but the pupil

is

and the tongue

is

round tongue, which

is

vertical,

extensively free behind.

Nyctimantis
not

nicked

differs

from either by

behind, and

is

its

almost completely adherent,

much

The sacral diapophyses
resembling that of the Discoglossidae.
The only species, X. ri(giceps, lives in
are but slighth' dilated.
The head
Ecuador, and grows to nearly three inches in length.
is large and rough owing to the skin being involved in the
cranial ossification.

It is further peculiar in its coloration, the

under parts being chestnut -brown
upper parts are olive-grey or brown.

The following four

instead

of whitisli.

The

genera, each represented by one or two species

HYLIDAE
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much resemble each

onl)',

other in the curious shape of the head,
projecting snout, used probably for digging in
There is a peculiar degradation
in search of insects.

which forms a
rotten

wood

flat

in the extent of dentition

Ti'iprion are the only

of the palatal region.

Anura which

Diaglena and

possess a longitudinal

row

of

Diaglena jictasafa of Mexico and JD. jordani
of Ecuador have, moreover, a transverse row of teeth on the
palatine bones in addition to those on the vomer.
parasphenoid teeth.

Triprion peiasatus of Yucatan has parasphenoid and vomerine
The head is a bony casque, with strong superciliary

teeth.

being extensively ossified.
The mouth forms
owing to the long projection of the upper over
The skin of the back is smooth brown with
the lower jaw.
darker spots the under parts are uniform whitish.
The male
Like Diaglena and Corythomantis they
has a subgular vocal sac.
possess adhesive discs on the fingers and toes, and climb trees.
The total length of this curious creature is 2 inches.
Corythomantis greeningi of Brazil has a similar head.
The
vomers alone carry teeth, besides of course the maxillae.
The
pupil is rhomboid.
The tongue, as in the
ridges, the skin

a

flat

snout,

;

two previous genera, is roundish, scarcely
General colour above olive, with

free.

darker freckles
whitish

;

the sides are studded with

tubercles

;

The male

whitish.

under

the

parts

devoid of vocal

is

are
sacs.

^

,,

Fig. 41.

Total length 3 inches.

— Head
tt

,

^

^

of Corytho-

mantis greeningi.

x

1.

^"'"
Mexico ap^BalZchf''^''''^^''
proaches the previous three genera by the
curious shape of the head and prominent upper jaw, although
these features are not so exaggerated.
The dentition agrees
with that of Corythomantis and other normal tree-frogs.
The
fingers and toes are not provided with discs, in conformity with
the burrowinc;, not climbincr habits of this creature.
The

PternohyJa

fodiens

of

following

three

genera

Cystignathidae.

The

next

Acris.

the

Hylidae

with

the

— The adhesive

indistinct.

of Eastern
into

connect

sacral vertebrae are but slightly dilated.

discs are very small, the tympanum is
A. gryllus, the only species, inhabits the greater part

and Central North America, extending northwards
The coloraIt attains a length of 14 inch.

Canada.

tion is very changeable, in adaptation to the surroundings.

As
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it is brown, with g, more or less reddish or grey groundornamented with dark brown or blackish irregular, longitudinal patches,one of which is bordered with light green, and there
is often a light vertebral streak.
The legs are cross-barred, the under
parts are whitish brown and yellowish.
The male has a subgular
vocal sac, and its most remarkable feature is the voice, which

a rule
tone,

closely resembles the noise of a cricket or of certain grasshoppers.

Holbrook describes it as a merry little frog, constantly chirping
even in continement.
It frequents the borders of
pools, and is often found on the leaves of aquatic plants, rarely
on the branches of such low shrubs as overhang or dip into the
When distiu:bed it takes long jumps, and hides at the
water.
bottom of the pond.
Insects are secured by leaps.
It can
easily be domesticated, and takes food readily from the hand.
Sprinkling them with water never fails to make them more
lively and noi.sy.
Appearing in April in great numbers, they
like a cricket,

autumn for hibernation. The
by the end of August.
Choroj)hilv.s.
Tlie fingers and toes are provided with very
small adhesive discs.
The sacral diapophyses are very slightly
dilated.
About seven species occur in Xorth America, chiefly in
are said to vanish early in the

tadpoles are metamorphosed

—

the Southern States, one, Ch. cuzcanv.s, in Peru.

Ch. ocularis

is

the smallest of the frog-kind known, and lives in South Carolina,

frequenting

damp

places, the vicinity of stagnant

plants or low shrubs, for instance the

"

pools, water-

myrtle," JTi/rica cerifera.

I once had two of these tiny creatures less than three-quarters of
an inch in length.
They were very active, and took surprisingly
long leaps, jumping distances of '2 feet, but could not be kept
through the winter, although they took minute insects readily
enough. The head is narrow, long and pointed the upper parts
are of a rich chestnut-brown with a lironzy gloss.
The upper
jaw is white a black band extends along the sides of the head
and body.
The under parts are yellowish white.
;

;

of the South-Eastern
dark brown patches on the back
and sides, bordered with golden yellow, upon a reddish-brown
ground-tone, while the under parts are silvery white with fine
This frog, a little more than one inch in length,
grey spots.
lives on laud in dry places, preferably in corn-fields, has no voice,

ornatus

Ch.

States

;

its

name

is

another

inhabitant

refers to the

and, except during the pairing season, carefully avoids the water.

CYSTIGNATHIDAE
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The fingers and toes are free, the tips simply
dilated into discs.
Closely allied to ChorojjhUus.
and
not
swollen
of
Brazil,
miliaris,
the
only
species,
has very long toes.
The
Th.
The upper, nearly smooth surface of the
head is broad and flat.
body is flesh-coloured, with brown marblings the limbs are
The
cross-barred the under parts whitish, granular on the belly.
male is devoid of vocal sacs. The total length may be 2 inches.
Hensel has published the following notes of this species, under the
name of Hy lodes abhreviatiis. The tadpoles are quite flat, their
bellies forming a kind of sucking disc, so that these creatures,
Thoropa.

;

;

even before the appearance of the hind-limbs, can quickly wriggle

up vertical walls of stones, provided these are covered with a
water.
In correlation with this habit, the root of the tail
is not compressed laterally, but is as broad as it is high, and the
little

usual vertical fin

On

restricted to its distal third.

is

imal portion of the

the ventral fin

tail

flattened

is

the prox-

and broadened

out so as to form almost the continuation of the peculiar disc-

The anal opening

like belly.

flattened transverse

slit.

is

not a projecting tube, but

is

a

—

Fam. 5. Cystignathidae. This is one of the largest families,
Its numerous members,
and also one of the least satisfactory.
more than 150, exhibit such a versatility in adaptation to
circumstances (there are aquatic, terrestrial, arboreal, and burrowing species), with a corresponding development or loss of
anatomical characters which we should like to rely upon as
taxonomic marks, that the numerous genera not only run into each
In
other, but also get entangled with those of other families.
fact the whole family is ill defined.
It can be characterised as
follows

:

—The

shoulder-girdle

are cylindrical
either

bony

a

terminal

is

arciferous

but slightly dilated

style

phalanges,

discs, are

The

or

or

it

forms

although

they

a

;

;

the sacral diapophyses

the

metasternum has

cartilaginous plate

sometimes

;

the

carry adhesive

never claw-shaped.

last

statement

is,

of course, intended to

separate

the

Cystignathidae from the Hylidae, of which, however, the three
genera ThorojJci, ChoroiJhilus, and Acris stand on debatable

186, Hylidae), while, on the other hand, most of
genera, notably Chirolepies, have unmistakably
dilated sacral diapophyses.
The difference from the Pelobatidae
can in this case be one of degree only.

ground

(cf. p.

the Australian
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The C'ystignathidae may be said to represent the Rauidae in
Some of them can be distinguished from the true,
typical frogs solely by the arciferous type of the shouldergirdle and sternum.
There is in both families the same adaptive
versatility, the same amplitude in the formation of the fingerNotogaea.

tips,

the occasional slight dilatation of the sacral diapophyses,

the same range in the configuration of the omo- and meta-sternum.

In

fact,

young Eanidae, before the firmisternal character

is

assumed,

are indistinguishable from Cystignathidae, and the latter would

turn into Eanidae

if

they could be induced to consolidate their

sternal apparatus.

The

geographical

distribution

the

of

Cystignathidae

is

members
morphological development.
The

suggestive of their being an old family, most of whose

have reached a high stage of
overwhelming majority inhabit the
forms extending into

tropical

region, a few
America and into the

Neotropical

Central

the rest, some twenty species only, are confined to the
Continent of Australia and to Tasmania.
Antilles

;

The family name is rather a misnomer. It is taken from the
genus Cystignathus, which is, or rather was, characterised by the
peculiarly broadened lower jaw, hollowed out by the vocal sacs
but this generic name had to give way to that oi Leptodactylns, in
obedience to the

often senseless rule of priority.

The family

composed of three sub-fiimilies.
Teeth are carried by both
Sub-Fam. 1. Hemiphractinae.
jaws, the vomers and the palatine bones or by the palatines and
is

—

;

parasphenoids in Amjjhodus.

The vertebrae

are opisthocoelous,

and the sacral diapophyses are not dilated.
The
shoulder-girdle and sternum are strictly arciferous.
The omosternum is very much reduced
the metasternum forms a
cartilaginous plate.
The tongue is slightly free behind. The
tympanum is distinct.
Three genera, with eight species, all
inhabitants of South America.
Hemiphr actus. The head is large the upper surface of all
the cranial bones appears pitted, owing to most of the covering
The temporal fossa is
skin being involved in tlie ossification.
bridged over or roofed in by the fronto - parietal and the
squamosals, so that the orbit is completely encircled by bone,
The terminal phalanges are simple
as in Pelohates cultripes.
The teeth of the lower jaw are
and are not dilated into discs.
devoid of

ribs,

;

—

;

The tongue

very small and numerous.

H.

snitatiis,

length

2^

is
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round and very small.

the only species, living in Ecuador and Colombia,
creature, with a

frog-like

a

HEMIPHRACTINAE

CYSTIGNATHIDAE

y,

large helmet-shaped head.

is

Total

inches.

Ceratohyla has the same kind of helmet-shaped head, and the

by bone, but the terminal phalanges
and carry regular adhesive discs.
This genus,
the five species of which live in Ecuador, bears undoubted
In C. prohoscidea the upper eyelid
resemblances to the Hylidae.
is produced into a little upright fold, as in Amphignathodon
and some species of Nototrema and Ceratophrys among Cystiorbit is likewise enclosed

are claw-shaped

The snout

gnathidae.

is

produced into a long, compressed,

appendage, and the heel carries a triangular

bifid

In C. huhcdus
the partly ossified helmet sends out a pair of diverging processes,
formed by the squamosals, extending backwards and sideways
llap.

The tip of the
from the concave and ridged interorbital spaces.
snout and the tips of the divergent horns fprm an equilateral
and the whole head bears a striking resemblance to
some of the fossil Eeptiles from the Elgin Sandstone, e.g.
triangle,

Total length 3 inches.

Triceratops.

Amphodi/s wucheri.
found near Bahia.

— The

only species of this genus has been

It has teeth

on the palatine bones and

five

small teeth on the parasphenoid, but none on the vomers.

series of

The teeth of the mandible number about eleven on each side
and decrease in size towards the symphysis.
The tympanum is
distinct
the heart-shaped tongue is free behind.
The cranial
bones are only slightly pitted.
The skin is smooth above,
chocolate-brown, spotted with yellow, and with a yellow band
on the sides of the body beginning with the upper eyelid and
ending in a broad patch above the vent.
The under parts are
;

yellowish white.

Sub-Fam.
with

teeth.

2.

this sub-family
for
I.

Cystignathinae.

— The upper jaw

Vertebrae procoelous.

alone

is

provided

The twenty-seven genera

of

have been arranged in the following key, merely

convenient determination.
American genera.
A. The metasteriium forms a
handle.
a.

The pupil

The terminal phalanges
with large
is

absent

discs
.

;

cartilaginou;?

plate without

contracts into a horizontal

the
.

are bifurcated,

tympanum
.

is

a

narrow

slit.

Y -shaped, and provided
the omostemum

distinct

;

Centrolenc geckoideum, Ecuador.

2

I
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The terminal phalanges are T-shaped and carry discs.
The
omosternum is cartilaginous.
a. Disc? divided hy a dorsal groove.
Elosio., 3 species in BraziL
With vomerine teeth
Without
Siirrhojyns} 9 species, South America.
.

,,

(3.

Disc^ undivided.

With vomerine
Without
c.

....

Hijlodes, p. 214.

teeth

,.

.

d.

Hylopsis.

Terminal phalanges simple, pointed, or with very small discs.
First finger opposed to the othei-s
Pseudis, p. 213.
Terminal jihalanges simple, without disc.<.
a. Tympanum hidden.
A large, flat gland on each side of
the l.iody
Cyclorhamphus fuliginosus, BraziL
.

ft.

y.

Tympanum
Tympanum

.

.

Head rough,

distinct.

hidden

or

absent.

entirely bony.

Calyptocephalus, p. 215.
Tongue roundish, not

Toes webbed.

nicked, free behind.

.

Telmatobius, 6 species in We.stern South America.
8.

Tongue

€.

Tongue round,

Toes welibed.

heart-shajied, free.

Ceratophriis, p. 215.

With two

Toes webbed.
tooth-like projections in the lower jaw.
behind.

free

Lepidobatrachus,

Tongue

p.

218.

Toes free.
Borborocoetes, 1 1 species in Western South America.
Tongue entirely adherent Tympanum distinct.
7;.
Zachaenus parvulus, Brazil.
B. Metasternum with a bony style.
(.

a.

entire, or slightly nicked, free behind.

Pujiil horizontal.
a.

Terminal i)halanges T-shaped, with

Tympanum

discs.

distinct.

Plectromantis, 2 species in AVestern South America.

Terminal phalanges simple

fS.

;

tips

not dilated into regular

discs.
1.

Tympanum

distinct.

Sacral diapophyses slightly dilated.

Edalorhina, 3

s^jecies

in Ecuador

and Peru.

Sacral diapophyses not dilated.
Leptodactylus,
2.
h.

Pupil

Tympanum

verticiil.

indistinct or hidden, Paludicola,

Terminal

p.
j).

218.
220.

phalanges simj)le and not dilated.

Chili.
a.
(3.

Limnomedusa macroglossa.
Tongue slightly nicked
Tongue entire, but free behind. Digits very long.
.

Hylorhina
II.

silvatica.

The terminal phalanges are simple and not dilated.
The omosternum and metasternum are cartilaginous, the latter forming

Australian genera.

a plate, semi-ossified only in Heleioporus.
'

=Phyllohatcs (part) Bibron

;

of.

Boulenger, P.Z.S. 1888,

p.

207.
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I

3

A. Pupil contracted into a horizontal slit.
((.
Omosternum rudimentary. Vomerine teeth present.
a.
ft.

Tympanum
Tympanum

Omosternum

b.

distinct

liidden

present.

....
.

.

.

Vomerine teeth

Phanerotis

fletcheri.

CryptoHs

brevis.

vestigial.

Crinia, 4 species.
c.

First finger opposed to the others

B. Pupil contracted into a vertical
a. Omosternum rudimentary.

Chiroleptes, p. 221.

.

slit.

Vomerine

teeth absent.
Hijperolia

b.

Omostornum
a.

fully developed.

Vomerine teeth

marmorata.

present.

Tympanum

distinct.

Tympanum
Tympanum

Toes webbed.
Heleioporus, p. 222.
Toes free or slightly webbed.
indistinct.
Limnodynastes, p. 222.

Toes webbed.
Mi:rophyes fasciolatus.

j3.

y.

hidden.

Pseudis, widely distributed over South America, consists of

have the appearance of long-legged frogs.
which the first is opposed to the others, are free
The tympanum is exposed.
the long toes are fully webbed.
F. jj«r«f/oA'« is absolutely aquatic, floating in pools, and is
extremely shy.
In life it is most beautifully coloured with
bronze, bright green, and black markings above underneath it is
shiny yellow, with Ijrown spots on the body and stripes on the
thighs.
Within a few minutes after death all the brilliant
colours of the smooth skin of the back titrn into dull uniform
brown, with indistinct darker spots.
Total length of the adult
from 2 to 2^ inches.
The specific name refers to the peculiai
shape and monstrous size of the larva or tadpole.
One of the larvae described and figured by Parker measures
10^ inches in length, the head and body taking up 3-^ inches.
The spiracle lies on the left side and the hind legs are -^ inch
long, just breaking through the skin.
The vent is median.
The huge tail is very thick and muscular, and is furnished with a
high, irregularly shaped dorsal and ventral fin, the whole organ
measuring 4 inches dorso-ventrally.
Another larva, or rather
tadpole, in the national collection is older, and although still very
four species ^^'hich

The

fingers, of

;

large,

namely, 7 inches long, has fully developed hind-limbs 3

inches long

;

the fore-limbs are less than half that

size,

the left

protrudes through the spiracle, while the right has broken tlirough
the skin.

shrunk

;

The

dorsal

and ventral

fins of

the whole organ, 5 inches long,

a point like the tail of ordinary tadpoles.

is

the

tail

have much

gradually tapering to

By

the time that the
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tadpole is nearly ready to leave the water, its whole Ijidk is reduced to less than one-fifth that of the largest tadpole. It measures
from snout to vent only 1^ inch (in the 7 -inch tadpole this
distance is fully 2 inches), and the tail, devoid of fins, is

reduced

to

2

inches

spiracle there are

now

in

Instead of the solitary

length.

two, one on the ventral side

and a

left
little

in front of the base of each arm, the border of each hole being

continued by a peculiar semilunar
Hylodes.

American

— The numerous

genus exhibit

fold.

species, nearly fifty, of this tropical

several

anatomical differences.

tympanum

is

hidden,

or

Eustachian

The

sometimes indistinct
in which case
the
tubes

The

very narrow.

generally

are

fingers are free,

and carry discs, like the toes,
slightly
which
are
sometimes
welilied.
The males have a subgular vocal sac, producing a loud,
The general
or whistling, voice.
appearance is that of land- and
tree-frogs the size is small, mostly
Isetween 1 and 2 inches.
H. martinicensis is about 1^
inch in length.
The groundcoloiu' is pale yellow-grey, with a
large brown patch on the nape,
which colour IS coutmued over the
back in the shape of more or less
;

FiG.

\2.-Hyiodes

martinicensis.

1,

an egg with embryo about seven
days old
2, another, twelve days
old; 3, the young Frog just hatched;
all X f
(After
4, adult male x 1.
;

;

,

Peters.)

•

-,

,

-,

,

i.

i

i

coherent or dissolved patches.

dark brown stripe runs along the middle of the sides.
limbs are barred with brown, the under parts are whitish.

^

A
The
This

known by the vernacular name of " coqiti," inhabits many of
the West Indian islands, e.g. Karbadoes, Martinique, Porto Eico, and
Hayti.
It has become fiimous, as it was the first instance known
species,

of a frog which undergoes

its

whole metamorphosis within the

The pairing takes place on land, in the months of May
and June, when the female lays about twenty eggs, which are
enveloped in a foamy mass and glued on to a broad leaf, or
hidden in the axillae of Iridaceous plants.
The mother eieems to
remain in the neighbourhood watching the eggs, which are
egg.
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Dr. Giiudlach, a resident
measuring -4-5 mm. in diameter.
was one day, in the month of Maj, attracted by
somids like those of a young bird, and found three males and
one female of this species sitting between two large leaves of an
He put them all into a glass vessel and soon saw
orange-tree.
The female laid about twenty -five pale
a pair in embrace.
large,

in Porto Eico,

straw-coloured
gill-openings,

eggs.

The embryo develops neither gills nor
tail, by means of

but a large well-vascularised

which, being immersed in .the watery fluid contained within the
egg,

it

After twenty-one days the tadpole,

seems to breathe.

up

liaving used

all

the available yolk and

fluid,

and most of

own tail, bm'sts the egg-shell and hops away as a
5 mm. in length, but still with a stumpy white
quite absorbed within the

Kew

tail,

its

frog of

which

is

same day.

This species has several times
tropical houses of

little

Gardens.

made

its appearance in the
seems to have bred and

It

vanished again.
-

Calyptoceplialvs

is

remarkable for the dermal ossification of

the cranium, which has assumed
It affords a curious parallelism

to

the

greatest

possible extent.

Triprion and other Hylidae,

which are likewise Central American forms.
Only two species
are known
C. gayi of Chili, and C. testudiniceps of Panama.
They are large, thoroughly aquatic creatures, 5 to 6 inches in
length, w^th huge heads.
The tadpoles grow to an enormous
size.
One specimen of C. gayi in the National Collection is
more than 6 inches in length, the tail taking up more than half
of the total
the spiracle lies on the left side, the vent on the
right, and the hind-limbs are still half enveloped in a kind of
;

:

fold of the skin.

Ceratophrys is a genus of some ten toad-like species, living in
South America, from Guiana to Argentina.
The generic name
alludes to the peculiar modification of the eyelid, which in most
species

is

developed

into

a

triangular,

upright,

but

The head, in conformity with the huge mouth,

flexible

is very
sometimes quite
hidden.
Several of the species have a large dorsal shield, which
is produced by a thick ossification of the cutis, but is not fused
with any of the vertebral processes.
The male has a vocal sac.
C. dorsata s. loiei of equatorial Brazil is a monster toad, reaching

appendage.

large.

The

tympanum

1

is

rather

See Giinther, Nature,

indistinct,

lii.

1895, p. 643.
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a length of 6

inches.

The upper

eyelid is transformed into a

triangular horn, whence a cutaneous ridge extends all along the

meeting that of the other side above the vent.
The tpupanum is
no osseous shield on the back.
Ground-colours, orange or green, with sharply marked

side of the back,

There

is

hidden.

dark brown or blackish patches.
C. cornuta, in Northern Brazil, lacks the dorsal shield, but has
horned eyelids and a visible tympanum.
Its coloration renders
it one of the most beautiful toad-like creatures known.
The
ground-colours are green, black and brown, with an orange-yellow
stripe over the head and back. All these colours are most pleasingly
blended and arranged in marbled patches or stripes radiating

Fig. 43.

iiurucU ToaU.

CtralujjU/i/J i,i-natu.

x

-j.

from various centres, as, for instance, from the eyes towards the
circumference of the mouth, the slit of which they pass, the

same line of the pattern being continued upon the lower jaw.
The whole surface makes the impression of a gay but exquisitely harmonious carpet.
The under parts are yellow, inclining to white towards the middle.
C.
SL

is

The tympanum

urnata has a dorsal shield.

and the eyelids form only low

liut

Argentina, and Paraguay, where
rarely

4^

inches.

witli large

visil)le,

it

is

This

Uruguay, Xorthern

universally

known

one of the Spanish words signifying a toad.

surjjasses

and yellow,

just

sharp-edged projections.

likewise a beautiful toad, living chieHy in

" escuerzo,"

is

as

the

Its size

The ground-colours are greenish

dark green patches on the

liack,

decreasing

CYSTIGNATHINAE
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Each of these insular patches is surin size on the flanks.
rounded by a narrow Hne of white and yellow dots, interspersed
The object of
here and there with lines of rusty brown or red.
These toads,

this elaborate carpet-like pattern is concealment.

and this applies to

— bury

themselves half in
the ground, preferably in the grass, where they are well-nigh
If there is not enough green vegetation, they throw,
invisible.

with their

feet, little

Fig. 44.

of

all

the species,

lumps of earth upon

t'eratiiphnjs ornatii.

From

their backs, the skin

Xatv.re.)

which becomes at the same time more crinkled and assumes

tones.
There the creature lies, perfectly concealed,
betrayed only by the metallic glittering eyes, waiting for some
duller

unfortunate

creature

the enormous

to

pass

into

the

trap

represented

])y

mouth, which opens and shuts with lightningrapidity and
with an audible snap.
They seem to live
Two
chiefly" on frogs, and sometimes they turn cannibals.
specimens were brought over to me from Buenos Aires by a
friend, in a well-closed basket with moist soil at the bottom, but
only one was visible on arrival.
The other was inside the

2
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and could

larger one,

same

caiinilial

still

be

CHAP.

through the

felt

meal, swallowing them whole and
lair,

which

bath in

it

its

soft

This

body.

took large-sized frogs greedily, one or two for a

scarcely ever

left,

then sinking back into

its

except for an occasional soaking

water-pan, especially before shedding

its

skin.

It

many mouths

in tlie same enclosure with a pantherine
toad, Bufo mauritanica, of equal bulk, until one morning I found
the Moroccan half swallowed and almost lifeless in the mouth of
the American, whence it was rescued with difficulty.
It came
round after a few hours, but never fully recovered, lingering on for
weeks the skin was changed to a lead-colour so far as it had
been swallowed and partly dissolved by the gastric juices, and
soon began to develop festering ulcers.
These " horned toads " make a squeaking noise when teazed,

lived for

;

not at

all

loud or strong in proportion to their

size.

Ill-tempered

jump at tlieir aggressor and can inflict rather painful
They hibernate during the dry season in the ground.

individiials
nips.

Lepidolat radius.

—Large

upper jaw, and two
jaw near the symphysis.
Tongue
diapophyses not dilated.
teeth

in

the

large tooth-like projections in the lower

Vomer

Sacral

toothless.

round, and free behind.

ment

of the

Tympanum

distinct.

Great develop-

membrane-bones on the head, and a weaker

tion in the skin of

the

back, recalling

that

in

ossifica-

Ceratophrys.

The eyes are closely set together, and the nostrils take up the
most elevated portion of the head.
The
Pupil horizontal.
two species of this genus were discovered by Budgett in the
Paraguayan Chaco.
L. asper lives continually in muddy pools,
floating with just the eyes and nostrils above the surface.
If
distiu'bed it slowly sinks to the bottom, leaving uo ripple.
It
feeds largely on Bh/o granulosus.
Total length from about 3
inches.
The skin of the upper parts is tubercular, tough, and of
^

a dull leaden colour

;

the tips of the toes are horny.

L. laevis

smooth and slimy, " with the organs of the lateral line showing
clearly upon it," a feature elsewhere known to exist in Xenopus
and Leptohrachiuin only.
L('pt()dartylus= Cystignathus.
Some twenty species inhabit
The
tropical America, from Central Mexico to Buenos Aires.
only
fingers and toes are not webbed and end mostly in points
a few species, e.g. L. hylaeodactylus, having small adhesive discs.
is

—

;

^

Qimrt. Micr. Set.

xlii.

1899, p. 329.
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legs are long

2

and the general appearance

is

very

much

I

9

like

that of an ordinary frog.

One

commonest and

of the

prettiest

Brazilian species

is

L.

hy a number of longitudinal
The colour of the
glandular folds on the back and Hanks.
upper parts is olive -brown, that of the prominent folds is
The under parts
yellowish white, interspersed with black spots.
oceUatus,

are

which

yellowish

characterised

is

white,

with

marblings on

blackish

the

throat.

The males have a sharp black spur on the inner carpal edge
and one on the rudiment of the thumb.
•4

Total length about

inches.

According
Grande do Sul

to

Hensel

spawning

the

^

takes

Eio

places in

The voice of the male is then
very loud, resembling the sound made by a carpenter chopping a
beam.
They repair to ponds and produce a cup-shaped puddle,
about 1 foot in width, by raising a wall of mud, which
The tadpoles
separates the inner water from that of the pond.
remain in this nursery until the spring-rains demolish it and set
the young ones free.
Drought causes the drying up of these
water-pans and subsequent destruction of the brood.
after hibernation.

another Brazilian species, about 2 inches in

L. mystacinus is

length.

Its specific

name

refers to the

dark brown stripe which

runs from the tip of the mouth through the eye to the tympanum.

and never enters the water.
an ordinary tea-cup, under stones or
rotten trunks, always in the neighbourhood of ponds and just
so high above the water that the latter can rise up to the
nest in the rainy reason.
The straw-coloured eggs are laid in
this cavity, and are enveloped in a foamy, sticky mass, like the
well-beaten white of an egg.
The young tadpoles seem to live
This species
It

is

thoroughly

terrestrial,

digs a cavity, the size of

on this froth until the rains
rains delay

and a drought

them

set
kills

free.

When, however,

the

the broods of other less circum-

spect species, these tadpoles, still provided with

gills

and

long-

remain in their moist nest or withdraw further beneath the
rotten stumps, huddled together in large numliers until the next

tails,

rainy season.

Similar nursing habits have been

recorded

of L. alhilahris,

which inhabits Mexico, Cuba, and several other "West Indian
islands.
The same applies to L. typlioniv.s. Gundlaeh found eggs
^

Arch. Naturcj.

.\xxiii.

1867, p. 124.
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in Puerto Rico on the 4th of November
on the
25 th the young showed the first signs of hind-limbs, on the 3rd
of December of fore-limbs, and on the 7th of the same month
thej began to climb out of the water.
Paludicola is a semi-aquatic genus with some eighteen species,
ranging from Mexico to Patagonia and across the Andes into
Cliili.
Some of them have a peculiar gland on the lumbar region,
or large, flat warts on tlie back, sometimes arranged in longitudinal folds.
The toes are slightly webbed, or free, according to

of this " Sapo

more or

tlie

"

;

less

pronounced aquatic habits.
an inhabitant of Southern Brazil, Paraguay,
a short-liml>ed frog, with spreading slender toes
Tiiere are shoveland a small head.
shaped, Idack, horny tubercles on £he

P. fuscomacidata,

and Uruguay,

is

The general colour

metatarsus.

is

olive

darker markings and con-

with
fluent white -edged spots; the limbs are

al)0ve,

lumbar glands are
margin in front. The
male has a vocal sac.
Budgett ^ gives
cross- barred

the

;

black, with a white

the following account of

The peculiar
stantly heard

in

shallow pools in
Paludicola J'tiscox 1, with vocal

Fig.

iimcuiata,
s.ics

frog

par

e

J

appears

.

be

to

and resembles that of
duced by the alternate
^^j abdomen.
"When

the

size

of a

liave vanished.

It

habits

:

kitten, is pro-

a

inflation of throat
fully inflated, the

golf- ball,

instantaneously shrinks to one-fifth of that
to

its

which is so conthe neighbourhood of
the Paraguayan Chaco,
cry,

but,

startled,

if

it seems
has also the power of ventrilo(|uising.

size, so

that

The food consists largely of water-beetles. In the spawning time
was found at night floating on the surface of pools in the
distended condition, and crying to the females in a most
it

mournful way.

On coming

to the surface

a few gasps, greatly distending

tlie

then drives the air into the vocal
di.stended

as

tlie

body

collapses,

it fills its

sacs,

lungs with

abdomen, and
causing them to become

walls of

and giving

tlie

rise

to

a

kitten-

like cry.

Tiie eggs are cliiefly laid in January,
'

Quart. J. .Virr. Sci.

xlii.

and are found embedded

1899, p. 309.
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mass floating upon the surface of the ^vater.
The
mm. and are without pigment, and with extremely little yolk. The larvae become free-swimming within from
iu a frothy

eggs measure only 1

eighteen to twenty-four hours after the

first

ready for hatching they wriggle their

way through

the water below, and hang into

it

segmentation.

from the floating

When

the froth to
froth.

lumbar gland, the
The upper parts are
place of which is marked by a black spot.
The male
olive, with darker marblings and a dark lateral stripe.
Hensel found
has a black throat and two external vocal sacs.
the eggs, in Eio Grande do Sul, in September, forming a frothy
mass of the size of a fist, floating between grass upon the water
P. hiliyomgera

s.

notata, in Brazil, lacks the

near the margin.

The following three genera may serve as Australian examples,
we are indebted to Baldwin Spencer for interesting
observations made on their habits in Central Australia.^
Chiroleptes, of which six species are known, is easily recogThe
nised by the first finger, wdiich is opposed to the others.
The general shape is that
sacral diapophyses are slightly dilated.
The
of a thick-headed, rather stout land-frog or of a tree-frog.
tympanum is distinct, and the toes are only half webbed, or even
less, except in CJi. platyceplialus, in which the toes are entirely
This species is about
webbed and the tympanum is indistinct.
especially since

2 inches long,

uniformly olive-green above, with a few tubercles
Other species rather resemble the

on the otherwise smooth skin.

European Natterjack in coloration.
Spencer's account

is

as follows:

—"In Central

Australia Ch.

seems to prefer the hard clay pans rather than
sandy creeks, as the sand-beds of the latter are too loose for the
formation of the burrow.
We came across the animal first when

platycephalus

encamped by the side of a very shallow clay pan, the floor of
Around the edge
which was deeply cracked with the sun's heat.
were withered shrubs of Chenopodium nitrariaceum, and it was at
the base of these that the black fellows looked for the burrow.

In the hard-baked clay were imprints made by the frog as it
and about a foot underground we came across the

bm'row^ed,

animal, puffed out into a spherical shape, and just filling up a
cavity, the walls of
'

pt.

Beport on the
ii.

Work

"Zoology," 1896,

which were moist but not wet.
of the
p. 164.

Hum

Scientific

Expedition

to

The ground
Central Australia,
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was

SO

hard that

had

it

to be

chap.

chipped away.

When

one side of

the burrow was opened, the frog remained perfectly

still

;

its

lower eyelid was drawn up over the eye and was very opaque,
giving rise to the belief amongst the l)lacks that the animal is
blind.
"

this

On

In the sunlight, after a short time,

it

opened

its eyes.

squeezing the body, water was forced out of the cloaca

was accumulated principally in the urinary bladder.
On
tlie body open it was seen that there was a certain

cutting

amount

of water in the subcutaneous spaces, but that the greater

which caused the great swelling-out of the body, was
itself; and it was also observed that
the lungs were considerably distended and lengthened, their
apices lying right in the pelvic region.
They contained air and
not water, but their outer faces were bathed with the water in
the body -cavity."
The larvae and tadpoles probably develop
with extreme rapidity, soon to aestivate as very small frogs.
Heldoporus has a calcified metasterual plate and slightly
dilated sacral vertebrae.
The two species have a toad-like appearance, owing to their stout bodies, short limbs and conspicuous
parotoid glands.
H. alhopiuictdtus is mottled whitish red
and brown above
it
extends from Western into Central
Australia.
H. pic t us is olive, with darker marblings, and. is distinguished by a light vertebral line.
It is likewise found in Central
Australia, and it extends into Victoria and New South Wales.
Spencer found it in swarms after heavy rains, the specimens
being much swollen and distended with caterpillars and beetles.
They looked as if they were simply gorging themselves with
portion,

contained in the body-cavity

;

food preparatory to returning again

to

their long

aestivating

condition.

Limnodynastes is one of the commonest genera in Australia.
six species have the habits and appearance of stout frogs or
L. dorsalis seems to range through the whole of
smooth toads.
Australia, from east to west, and looks like the European
Felohates.
The skin is smooth, but with an elongated white
gland extending from beneath the eye to the shoulder, and
another glandular complex on the thigh.
The upper parts are
mottled olive-brown, often with a light vertel)ral line.
The
under parts are whitish, with brown .spots.
Tlie male has a
vocal sac.
One of the specimens in the National Collection cou-

The

tained a half-grown Heleioporus alhopunctatus in

its

stomach.
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Concerning the pairing and the other habits of the Anura of
Xew South Wales we have some valuable notes bv J. J. Fletcher.^
He observes that Australian frogs spawn whenever they are ready,
and when the very irregular conditions of moisture will allow
it, but that they are not all ready at the same time, ie. they
Limnodynastes, Hijla cmrea,
have no fixed period of the year.

and H. coerulea deposit their spawn in the water, in more or less
The
irregular floating patches, which look white and frothy.
period extends from July ta May, and is at its height in August
and Septemljer but if there is a spring-drought vigorous spawning may be looked for about the middle of January, when heavy
Crinia and several Hyla, e.g.
showers are likely to occur.
The eggs form small
H. ewingi, spawn at any time of the year.
submerged bunches, enclosed in a transparent jelly, attached to
the blades of grass or twigs of dead branches in the water.
Pseudophryne, a genus closely resembling Crinia, but on
account of the absence of teeth in the lower jaw relegated to
the Bufonidae, spawns during the Australian summer and autumn.
The numerous ova of P. ausfrcdis and P. hihroni are laid separately,
not in the water, but under stones, or in the deltris of reed- and
grass-tussocks, on the edge of a pool.
The larvae of Pseudophryne and others have often to depend
upon the next following rain, sometimes waiting for months to
be r^eased from the eggs, wherein they have so fs^r developed.
But the tadpoles, once hatched, probably do not bury themselves
they either metamorphose or die.
The males of Mixophyes and Hyla grasp the females in the
axillary region
those of Limnodynastes, Hypcrolia, Crinia, and
Pseudophryne throw their arms round the inguinal or luml)ar
;

;

;

region.

For

some

three

months

durino-

the

winter,

commencino-

about May, the frogs, like lizards and snakes, resort to shelter
imder logs and stones, beneath which they are then to be met
with in a more or less sleepy condition.
During the hot and

many bury themselves in the drying-up mud,
which becomes very hard, and does not release them until the
next rains.
They croak during showery times of the year.
There is no evidence that any Australian species live in the liigh
Evxalyp tu s-tree s.

very dry periods

'

Proc. Linn. Soc. JV.S. JF.

(2), iv.

1898, p. 357.
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Hi/lojjsis jjlati/cephalus, of South America, is of importance as
forming a link with the Dendrophryniscinae, owing to the very
small si/cc of the teeth in the upper jaw.
There are no vomerine
The fingers and toes are webbed, and fm-nished with
teeth.
discs.
The very small omosternum and the metasternum are

The pupil

cartilaginous.

or under

1

is

horizontal.

Total

length,

about

tV incli.

Sub-Fam.

3.

Dendrophryniscinae.

—

The

two

Xeotropical

genera of this sub-family are characterised by the entire absence
of teeth.
sole

The

toothless condition of the upper jaw

is

really the

character which separates them from the Cystignathiuae,

taken as a whole.

The suppression

of the

tympanum and

of the

webbed

toes

oi B. macrostomos indicate complete adaptation to aquatic

life.

P^istachian tubes in Batrachophrynus, and the fully

The absence

of the

omosternum

in Vendrophnjniscus, the absence

of vomerine teeth, the dilated phalangeal tips, the entire and quite

adherent tongue, are

all features

which likewise occur in some of

the Cystignathiuae, and therefore cannot be urged against their
affinity.

Hyl 02)818
owing

to

South American genus
by Werner,^ an intermediate link,
the extremely small, scarcely visible teeth in the upper
Lastly, the recently discovered

is,

as pointed out

jaw.

Dciulrophryniscus hrevipollicatus has been found in the neighbourhood of Eio Janeiro.
The head is depressed and triangular.
The tongue is entire, but free behind. The tympanum is suppressed.
The omosternum is absent the metasternum forms a
long bony style.
The sacral diapophyses are cylindrical. The
terminal phalanges are simple, but carry dilated tips.
The first
;

finger is rudimentary.

above, whitish below

;

The skin

B((ir((c/(0pJiry/iU8 inhabits
is

much

is

nearly smooth, reddish brown

the limbs are cross-barred.

the mountains of Peru.

The head

depressed and small, with the eyes directed upwards,

The tongue is large,
The tympanum and the EusTlie omosternum is cartilaginous,
tachian tubes are suppressed.
The sacral
and the metasternum forms a cartilaginous plate.
The terminal phalanges are simple,
diapophyses are cylindrical.
The four fingers are short the toes are
and carry no discs.
B. hracJi y dactyl ns has a
The male has no vocal sac.
webbed.
as

is

usual in essentially aquatic species.

circular,

and entirely adherent.

;

'

Zool. Anz. xvii. 1894, p. 156.
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ENGYSTOMATIDAE
smooth

olive-brown above with darker spots.

skin,

stomus, 2 inches in length,

by

completely webbed

its

Fam.

6.

ENGVSTOMATIXAK

is

distinguished by

its

B. raacru-

larger size, and

toes.

Engystomatidae (ISTarrow-mouthed

Toads).

Firmi-

sternia with dilafril sacral diapophi/ses.

—

Without teeth in the iqrper
Sub-Fam. 1. Engystomatinae.
Although there are only about 60 species known, these have
been grouped into more than two dozen genera, many of which
The range of this
are represented by one or two species only.
sub-family is peculiar, namely, Neotropical and Palaeotropical.

jaic.

—

Scaphiophryne and Bhomhopliryne are peculiar to Madagascar:
Calophrytius occurs in the same island and in the Indian region

;

Xenohatrachus, Sphenophri/ne, Liophryne, Mantophryne, Calhdops
Breviceps, Cacosternum and
and Xenorhina live in New Guinea.
Hemisus are confined to Africa, while of Pht-ynomantis two species
live in Africa, and the third in the Malay island of Amboina.
Such freaks of distribution indicate either that many of these
genera are not established upon very valid characters, or that
their respective species are instances of convergent evolution, and
do not form natural genetic groups.
Many of the members of this sub-family live upon ants and
termites, and it is a well-known fact, not restricted to the Anura,
that this kind of fare has a peculiar, modifying influence upon
the structure of the mouth, teetli, tongue, limbs, and various

other

In the present case the tongue

organs.

affected

;

with few exceptions, more or

it is,

but free behind

;

in the Indian Glyphoglossus

of Madagascar only

is it

is

less oval,

much

not

not nicked,

and in Rhomhophryne

modified into a rather long and grooved,

almost double, apparatus.

A

very

common

feature

is

the small size of the

mouth and

the formation of a snout, which projects beyond the upper rim of

the

mouth and beyond the

pointed snout

is

Such a prominent and

nostrils.

well developed in Bhinoderma, Phryniscus, Calo-

phrynus, Stcreocyclops, Hypopachus and

Engy stoma.

The mouth

very narrow in Cacopus, Glyphoglossus, Brexiceps, Bhomhophryne, and Hemisus, all creatures which seem to be confirmed

is

eaters of ants

that the

and termites.

mouth

character, rather

name

of all

marked

of the family.
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the

However,
genera

in Engystoma,

must not be supposed

it

is

narrow, although
is

now embodied

A peculiar development

this

in the

of the palatal region

Q
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is

possibly

toothless,

with this

correlated

but

its

skin

is

CHAP.

The palate

food.

is

mostly

frequently raised into a transverse fold,

between or behind the vomers, and into a second fold in front
these folds are sometimes rather hard and

of the oesophagus

;

The palatine bones carry true teeth
and sometimes in Callula in Xenohatrachus
The tympanum is
the teeth are reduced to two large pairs.

serrated or denticulated.
in Ilhomhophryne,

;

usually hidden.

The shape
short,

of the

notably

Hciiiisus,

so

body

in

Stereocyclops

is

generally very stout.
Breviceps,

Glyiyhoglossus,

and Cacopus.

Others, for

The limbs are
Bkomhophryne,
instance most

and Sphenophryne, are
and their limbs, instead of being short
and well adapted to digging, are long and may even be provided
with t}"pical adhesive discs, supported by T-shaped phalanges,
especially in the two genera last named, and in Scaphiojjhryne and
Phrynomantis.
However, none of the forms provided with discs
species of MicrohyJa, Phryniscus, Callula,

of a very slender build

are

known

;

to be arboreal.

is shown in the shoulder -girdle and
The omosternum occurs only in Bhinoderma and
Hemisus.
The metasternum is a cartilaginous plate, very large
in Cacopus, distinctly small in Breviceps, and almost absent in
Hemisus.
The precoracoids and clavicles show all stages from

Exceptional diversity

sternum.

a well -developed condition {Breviceps, Bhomhophryne, Hemisus,

Bhinoderma, Phryniscus and Brachycephalus) to complete absence.
The circumstance that these bars are very weak in Melanobatrachus, Calophrynus, Scaphiop/rryne and Hyp)opachus, i.e.
in Palseo- and Neo-tropical genera, indicates a widespread
tendency towards complete suppression, a feature independently
aimed at both in America (Engystoma) and in the Old
World.
Until we know something about the habits of the members of
this

much

diversified sub-family,

it is

idle to connect the various

modifications with each other, and thus,
their meaning.

by

correlation, to find out

Those forms which possess well-developed discs

on their fingers and toes are said not
true meaning of the prominent snout
Most of the good
•ligging forms ?
precoracoid bars, and tlie coracoids
but in Glyphoylossus and in Cacopus

to be arboreal.

which

is

What

is

the

not restricted to the

diggers have well-developed
are distinctly strengthened,

the precoracoids are entirely

ENGYSTOMATINAE
abseut,

and

this loss is

22 7

compensated for by exceptionally strong

coracoids.

On the whole, those genera are to be considered as the most
primitive which have undergone the fewest losses.
Those with a
complete shoulder-girdle, with an omo- and meta-sternum
and

with simple phalanges, are necessarily the older forms.
farther back in another direction, the possession of

One

step

teeth on the

and on the upper jaw, leads to those genera which
have
been separated off as Dyscophinae, while teeth in
the lower jaw
constitute the Genyophrynixae.
Lastly, the firmisternal type has
palate,

necessarily been evolved from the arciferous condition,

and there the

two Bufonid genera Mijohatrachvs and Rhinophrijmis,
the former
Australian, the latter ^Mexican, with their narrow
and scarcely
overlapping epicoracoid cartilages, seem to form a
connecting link,
although their ant-eating habits, with concomitant
modifications
structure, may be nothing but cases of convergent
evolution.
Key to the genera

m

:

I.

American.

.-1.

....

with omosternum

Bhinoderma,

228.

p.

B. without omosternum.
a.

Pupil horizontal.
Precoracoids present.
Sacrals strongly dilated.

b.

moderately „

„

feebly

a.

Palaeotroiiical.

a.

p. 230.
Brachycephalvs, i\ 231.

.

Precoracoids feeble.

Pupil round.

Hypopach us.

.

absent.

•"

Engystoma,

.

p.

231.

Precoracoids

Pi"*^'5ent

11.

„

Oreophrynella.

Phnjniscus,

.

Pupil vertical.

A
c.

„

.

.

Stereocydops, p. 231.

.

Pupil horizontal.
a. Precoracoids present.

With

palatal teeth.

Madagascar.

Ehombophryne.
Palate with dermal papillae.

Africa.

Breviceps,

With

dermal

palatal

folds.

j).

232.

Madagascar.
Sca2)hiophryne.

Witli serrated jjalatal folds.

Madagascar and

India.

Palate smooth.

New

Guinea.

Calop)hrynus.

Sphenophryne

and Liophryne.
fi.

Precoracoids absent.

Malacca.

Xew

Africa

.

.

.

....

Guinea

.

.

.

Phrynella,

ik

Mantophryne.
Cacosternum.

233.
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Pupil vertical.
a. Precoracoids present.

)8.

ludia.

Melanobatrachus.

Africa.

Hemisiis, p. 232.

Precoracoids absent.

j

Cncojms.
Tongue ovaL India.
Microhyla.
Tongue elliptical. India.
Tongue divided l)v a longitudinal furrow.

and

toes

p.

233.

Africa

and

Glyphoglnssus,

India.

Fingers

\vitli

discs.

Amboina.

New
r.

Pupil round.

Tongue

Phrynomantis.
Guinea.
Call u lops,

Precoracoids absent.

Tongue round.

India.

Callula, p. 234.

long, oval,

with a deep groove.

—

Rhinoderma.

—Omosteruum and
Tympanum

teeth.

simple, and not dilated.

Pupil horizontal.

Terminal

Tongue heart-shaped, and

phalanges

free

\

j

'

behind.

Habitat, Chili.

Rh. darivini, the only species, was discovered by Darwin,
during the voyage of the Beayle.
Its total length is only
3 cm., or little more than one inch.
The shape is grotesque, as
the skin is prolonged, beyond the very small triangular mouth,
into a false nose,

I

two

Palate

precoracoids present.

indistinct.

|

Xcm- Guinea.
Xenorhina.

Xotc.
Palatine bones, each with
Xciiohatrachus ophiodon. New Guinea.
large curved teeth. Otherwise imperfectly kuowu.

without

\

I

i.e.

i

a nose-shaped projection, wliile the nostrils

The skin is smooth above,
remain at their original place.
granular on the under parts, and forms a triangular flap or spurshaped appendage on the heel.
A glandular fold extends along

The general

the sides of the body.

colour

is

brown above, black

below, with large white patches, the latter colour being sometimes

predominant on the throat and chest.
The male has a pair of
internal vocal sacs, and the use of these as nurseries for the
young has made this species fiimous.
Espada ^ has given an elaborate account of this species, which
Its voice soimds like a little
lives on the ground in shady woods.
bell, and before taking its short jumps, it erects itself vertically
The gular sac of the male opens by two
upon the hind-limbs.

]

1

j

J

one on each side of the tongue. Grcnerally this sac does not
extend beyond the middle of the chest, but during the breeding
slits,

|

time

tlie

eggs are put into

it,

whereupon

it

becomes greatly

die-

j

tended, so
.

^

much

An.

so indeed that it reaches back as far as the groins

Soc. Espan.

i.

1822.

See also Howes, P.Z.S. 1888,

p. 231.

;

Jj
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dorsalwards

pophyses

around

the

flanks,

ventrally and forwards

;

almost
it

229
to

the

vertebral

dia-

The walls
the buccal lining, of which

reaches the chin.

same structure as
They adhere, at intervals, to the
and
abdominal
muscles.
the
pectoral
and
to
cutis
of
the
sac upon neighbouring
the
distension
effect
of
The
the
viscera
are
pressed
back within the
twofold.
First,
is
organs
temporary
and
does
not apply to all
disturbance
is
this
abdomen
Secondly, a perthe feeding in no way impeded.
specimens
manent change is prodviced in the direction of the precoracoid
bars, in such a way that each bar is curved tailwards and rests
with its ventral half upon the coracoid owing to this forcible
bending the clavicles do not meet each other. Tliere is, of course,
not so much space gained by this slight rearrangement of the
shoulder -girdle as Espada implies, but w^e have here, perhaps,
an illustration of direct correlation between two originally
Reindependent organs, namely, shoulder-girdle and vocal sacs.
of the sac are of the

they are in fact continuations.

;

•

:

:

peated distension of the throat-bag during every breeding season,
while the whole organisation of the male
condition, has pressed the clavicular

staved

them

in,

and this at
become a

dition has at last

we know next

first

is

in a highly excitable

bars back, or rather has

pathological and abnormal con-

fixed feature.

It is

to

be regretted

nothing about the habits, especially the
mode of breeding, of the other genera which likewise have reflected
or very feeble precoracoids and clavicles.
Their weakness or even
complete absence must have a reason, or rather must have had
that

to

a cause.

The pairing and

oviposition,

and the manner

in

which the

eggs are conveyed into the gular sac, have not yet been observed.

Espada examined five males with young, tlie number of which
varied from five to fifteen.
In one male with eleven embryos the
most developed tadpoles measured 13 '5 mm. from the snout to
the end of the tail, and they were lying within the chest of the
father, the less advanced in the farther recesses of the bag. Three
of the tadpoles

had already completely-formed fore- and hind-liinbs,
still hidden.
The least developed were still

while the arms were

a proof that the eggs are conveyed into the bag.
Another male with fifteen embryos looked as if it had gorged
itself with the almost fully- formed tadpoles, which measured
1-4 mm.
They were quite irregularly distributed, and nowhere

globular,
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None of them had horny jawarmaments, and not even the smallest specimens showed any traces
attached to the walls of the bag.

of gills, resembling in this latter character those in the female

The intestine of the tadpoles is short
and filled with yolk, certainly not

brood-pouch of Xototrema.

and

up

thick, coiled

spirally

Consequently the entire
with vegetable or other foreign matter.
development from the egg to the complete stump-tailed little
creature is undergone within the pouch and this, after the young
have escaped, probably shrinks back to its original size and acts
:

as a gular vocal sac.

Phryniscus.

— About

genus are known

They

differ

;

ten

species

of

this

American

tropical

they extend from Costa Eica to Buenos Aires.

The tongue is
The palate is smooth. The
Fingers and toes more or less webbed,

not inconsiderably in various details.

elliptical, entire,

and

free behind.

tympanic disc is absent.
sometimes with swollen tips, without, however, forming adhesive
In a few species the first toe is quite indistinct. The male
discs.
has a subgular vocal sac.
The mouth is small, and there is a
short snout.
The general appearance varies much. Fh. nigricaiis
the skin
of Uruguay, etc., is stout and has very short hind-limbs
of the upper parts is black, spotted with white, and covered with
warts.
Most of the other species are slender, with larger hindlimbs and a perfectly smooth skin, the coloration of which ranges
from dull uniform brown, or black with crimson markings, to
bright green with purple spots.
The under parts are, as a rule,
conspicuously coloured, a rare feature in Anura, the favourite
colours being orange, yellow, or even crimson, with or without
;

black patches.

Phryniscus nigricans has been observed in Paraguay byBudgett,^

who

gives the following account.

This

is

a brilliantly coloured

The
and about 33 mm. in length.
ground-colour is black, with yellow spots or patches on the upper
parts, the under parts are Idack, with scarlet blotches, the palms
At the breeding
of the hands and soles of the feet are scarlet.
season both sexes utter a call-note which consists of two clear
musical " rings," followed by a long descending " trill," like that
This frog, which at ordinary times is
of our British Greentincli.
the slowest and boldest of frogs, is now active and excessively
shy.
Swimming rapidly between the blades of grass, it climbs a
frog of toad-like appearance,

'

Quart. J.

Mkr.

Sci. x\n. 18P0, p. -307.
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tuft,

and dilating

disturbed,

it is

its throat,

repeats its call

The eggs

suddenly gone.

23

;

but

if

in the least

are laid in quite tempo-

rary pools in grassy ground, and form separate globules of jelly,
which iloat on the surface of the water, and are heavily pigmented.
The segmentation beThe development is excessively rapid.
ginning at 10 A.M., they were hatched and wriggling about by
They are probably washed down into
7 A.M. the following day.
deeper pools by the retreating w^aters, and for this purpose the
manner in which the eggs -are laid, namely, in separate globules
of jelly, seems especially suited.
Brachycephcdvs ephippium in Brazil, the only species, is
remarkable for the development of a broad dorsal shield of bone,
which is fused with the processes of the second to seventh vertebrae,
an ossification which strongly resembles that of several species
of the likewise Brazilian Ceratophrys, a genus of the Cystignathinae.
Stercoc //clops is remarkable for the peculiar formation and

The

protection of the eyeballs.

anterior portion of the sclerotic

which surrounds the transparent cornea.
Another peculiarity lies in the metasternum, which is so much
broadened out that its cartilage is in wdde contact with the
is

ossified into a ring,

posterior
"

edge of the coracoids.

The epidermis is everywhere*
incrasThe only species,

thickened by a chitin-like deposit."

aS'.

found near Eio Janeiro, is an altogether aberrant creature.
general appearance recalls that of Pi2xi.
The gape is large,

satus,

Its

with a slightly projecting muzzle

;

the limbs are so short that

and the thighs scarcely stand out from tlie
broadened and flattened body, which is leathery brown, with a
narrow white median line extending dorsally from the nose to
the upper arms

the vent.

Engy stoma, with about
Central and South America,
chiefly

five species

on account of priority of name.

mouth forms

in the

Southern States,

the type-genus of the whole family,

is

It is fairly characteristic

somewhat pi'ojecting snout
the precoracoids, the clavicles, and the omosternum are absent,
the palate is devoid of teeth, the lining of the mouth forms a
dermal ridge across the palate and another in front of the oeso-

in so far as the

phagus, the

tympanum

is

a narrow,

hidden, the sacral diapophyses

moderately dilated, and the tongue

is elliptical

The pupil

and

is vertical.

The

fingers

slightly dilated or blunt tips

;

and

are

free behind.

toes are free, ending

in

the terminal phalanges are simple

ANURA
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and the hind-limbs

are

short.

CHAi'.

The male has

a subgular vocal

sac.

The most northern species is U. carol inense, living in the
Southern United States, concealed under the bark of fallen trees
The skin is smooth, but forms a fold across the
or in old fences.
The general colour is brown, with light,
head, behind the eyes.
•

whitish dots on the under parts.

Total length 1 inch.

The
and directed backwards, but so broadened
that they form a long and strong symphysis, touching in front
that of the precoracoids, which stand transversely and are well
developed.
The metasternum is cartilaginous and decidedly small.
The sacral vertebra has much dilated diapophyses and is co-ossilied
with the coccyx. The general appearance is extremely stout and
short, the head being almost drawn into the nearly globular body,
and ending in a short snout with a small mouth -opening. The
tongue is long and oval, not nicked, but slightly free behind. B.
mossamhicus is about 2 inches long, and looks like an overstuffed
round bag, out of which the short arms and legs project from the
elbows and knee-joints only. The tarsus is provided with a strong
horny, spade-like tubercle, which enables the creatui'e to dig into
the ground, and into the nests of termites, which seem to be its
chief food.
I'eters found this species in enormous numbers, during
the tropical rains, coming out of the ground, whither they withdraw again completely for the dry season.
The skin is smooth,
reddish brown above, with darker patches the under parts are dull
Breviccps

is

a South African genus with three species.

coracoids are very strong

;

white, with a large black patch on the throat.

Hemisus is another African genus, with two
and H. sudanense in East and West

in Natal,
is

so exceptional in

from

The
from

all

its

shoulder-girdle, that

Anura

the other

species,

H. guttatum

Africa.

This genus

Cope separated

as a special sub-order

it

Gastrechmia.

precoracoids are extremely strong, and form a broad symphysis

which springs

the

long

cartilaginous

omosternum

;

the

coracoids are slender, very long, and converge backwards to a

narrow symphysis, and there is no metasternum.
The two
symphyses are connected l>y a narrow cartilaginous median bar,
probably produced

liy

the

much

modified epicoracoid cartilages.

However, except for the reverse development shown ])y the omoand meta-sternum, it is easy to connect this apparently quite
anomalous shoulder -girdle of Hemmis with that of Breviceps.

ENGYSTOMATIXAE
(cf.

5 and 6, p. 25).
The sacral diapophyses are slightly
the fingers and toes are free and end in points.
The

Fig. o,

dilated

;

tongue

is triangular, broader in front.
The lining of the mouth
forms a transverse ridge across the palate, and another in front of
the oesophagus.
Tlie male has a subgular sac. The general shape
is stout, the head small and ending in a pointed snout.
brown above, with whitish spots.
Total length about 2
s

Colour
inches.

Glyphoglossus has a peculiar tongue.
It is elongated, notched
behind and in front, divided into two lateral halves by a deep
groove moreover, the tongue is not only extensively free behind,
but also slightly so in front.
The skin of the palate forms a
;

transverse serrated ridge.
are absent; the

The precoracoids and the omosternum
metasternum is a well-developed cartilaginous

The sacral diapophyses are moderately dilated; the
terminal phalanges are simple.
G. molossus, the only species, is
olive-brown above, marlded on the sides
the under parts are
uniformly whitish.
This creature, about 2 inches in length, looks
plate.

:

like

a roundish

bag, with a ridiculous, short face.
The typethe only one known, was taken l)y Dr Theobald
under the following circumstances
" I had halted one day
within the tidal portion of the Irawaddy delta, to enable my

specimen,

still

:

boatmen

their dinner.
One of my servants, having
poured out the hot water as usual on the ground,

to prepare

cooked his

rice,

and some of

Xo

spot.

—

it

went down a hole that happened to Ije near the
had the hot w^ater disappeared than

sooner, however,

out scrambled in great haste a fine Ghjphoglossvs, only, alas
lie transferred to a collecting
jar'."
Phrynella.

.'

to

—

The tongue is heart-shaped, free behind.
The
smooth and toothless.
The fingers and. toes end in
small discs, supported by T-shaped phalanges; the fingers
are
palate

free,

is

the toes extensively webbed.

Precoracoids absent
metaPupil horizontal.
Malay I'eninsula.
Ph. poUicaris is dark olive brown above; an oblique
yellow
hue runs from the eye to tlie angle of the mouth a pale yellow
mark, across the forehead, through the eyes, and down the
sides
;

sternum cartilaginous.

;

of the body.

A

dark-centred yellow patch on the anal region.

The limbs are banded yellow and brown.
The under parts are
V»rown, with paler specks, dark on
the throat.
Iris red brown.
The whole coloration changes considerably.

"They inhabit the

hills

of Perak from

3000

feet

upwards,

2
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and live iu holes in trees, which are so situated as to contain
more or less rain-water.
They have a loud Hute-like, musical
which
irregular
intervals, principally during
note,
they utter at
hole in which they are
the
night.
The
form
and
size
of
the
loudness of the note, as
deal
to
do
with
the
seem to have a great
specimens when extracted from their holes have far more feeble
These frogs blow
vocal powers than they had when in them.
themselves out with air, and look more like bladders than anything

and

When

else.

will

intlated they float

remain motionless

stretched out."

CaUnla.

on the surface of the water,
time, with legs and arms

for a long

^

— The tongue

is

The

round, entire, and free behind.

palatine bones form an acute, sometimes toothed ridge across the

two dermal serrated ridges in front of the oesophagus.
free, sometimes with dilated tips, supported l)y T-shaped
phalanges.
Precoracoids and omosternum absent
metasternum
Pupil round.
About seven species in the Indian
cartilaginous.
palate

;

Fingers

;

region.
C.

Mr.

indchra.

S. S.

—The

following account has been extracted from

Flower's observations

:

This pretty creature inhabits most of the

warm

portions of

the continental Indian region, from India and Ceylon to South

China and Malacca.

The back

is

a rich dark brown, divided from

the yellow of the head by a narrow black line which extends

from eye

to

A

eye and forwards to each nostril.

yellow band runs from the eyes to the hind-limbs.

conspicuous

The

sides of

The
The

the body and the limbs are mottled yellow and brown.

under parts are dirty

bufl";

the throat of the male

intensity of colouring varies individually

is black.

and from time

to time,

the contrast between the brown and yellow being occasionally

very

brilliant.

Total length up to 3 inches, the male being the

smaller sex.
" I have been told by both English and natives that this frog
was unknown in Singapore until some nine or ten years ago,
when it was introduced by a half-caste (why, it is not known),
It is now well
and that it rapidly spread about the island.
known as the Bullfrog by the English in Singapore, and
The voice of these
detested for the noise it makes at night.
rotund animals can be heard every uiglit after heavy rain it is
'

'

;

'

S. S.

Flower, I'.Z.S. 1896,

j).

910.

-

Ihid. \k 909.
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deep guttural croak, wau-auhhhh,' very strident and prolonged.
The males croak while floating on the surface of the water, the
single vocal sac under the mouth inflated like a globe, and the
arms and legs extended. They can hop well on land and are good
swimmers.
The skin is excessively slimy the secretion comes off
profusely, and dries on the hand into a sort of white gum, with
This gum dissolves in hot water and
a faint aromatic smell.
a

'

;

coagulates in cold.
stout, their

vent.

very

The general appearance

girth being about

The tongue, which
elastic,

reaching

assuming,

about 4 cm.

is

when
in

of these frogs is very

twice the length from snout to

oblong in spirit specimens, in

life is

extended, a vermiform shape and

They appear

length.

after

sunset,

crawling on old wood and feeding on white ants."

Sub-Fam.

2.

Dyscophinae.

— With

teeth

in the upper jaw.

This small group of nine genera, with scarcely more than one
dozen species,

all

with one exception living in Madagascar, has

been separated by Boulenger from the Engystomatinae merely on
account of the presence of teeth on the upper jaw and on the

vomerine margin of the palatine bones.
CalliicUa

may

He

himself remarks that

be considered a toothed Hypopaehus, and Pletho-

dontohyla a toothed Calhda.

These are obvious cases of conthe teeth, the Indian CallueVa
would be merged into the American Hypopachus, and this would
vergent analogy.

Except

for

present an instance of the most puzzling geographical distril;)ution.

In the case of the other two genera, one Indian and Malayan, the

would

other Malagasy, no such suspicion

many
is

arise, since

there are

other instances of such a coincidence of distribution.

There

the same divergence or unsettled condition in the modification

Dyscophinae as in the Engystomatinae.
The precoracoid bars are weak and curved backwards, and closely
pressed against the strong coracoids, in Dyscophvs, Calluella and
of various parts in the

Platypelis, while these elements are

reduced to vmossified bars,

and the clavicular portions completely lost, in Plethodontohyla
and in Phrynocara.
The omosternum is absent and the metasternum is small in aU e.xcept Dyscophus, in which both these
parts are exceptionally well developed and large, although remaining unossified.
The palate of DyscopJius and CaUuella is
l)ro^-ided with curious, serrated dermal folds like those which are
so common in the Engystomatinae
and well-developed discs on
the lingers and toes, supported by' T-shaped phalanges, are
:
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by Platypelis, Cophyla and

The pupil

pophyses are dilated.

The

others.

sacral

dia-

either horizontal or vertical.

is

Those which are provided with discs to the fingers and toes
and mostly slender and long-legged, sometimes of
very small size, for instance Cophyla, the body of which is scarcely
one inch in length.
The genera can be determined bv means of the followintj
key :—'
are climbers,

Pupil vertical.
Palatine teeth in long transverse series.
a. Precoracoids ossified.
Tips of tingei-s and toes not dilated.
Sternum very large. MadagascaiDyscophvs.

A.

.

Sternum
h.

B.

small.

Burmah

Precoracoids not ossified.

.

.

Tips dilated

.

.

Calluella.

Plethodontohyla.

Pupil horizontal.
'(.

Palatine teeth in long transverse
Precoracoids

a.

Fingei-s

ossified.

and

toes free.

tirely ossified

Fingers

and

toes

series.

Tips dilated.

....

Pi-ecoracoids en-

webbed

at

the

Precoracoids semi-ossified

.

Precoracoids not ossified. Tips not dilated
Palatine teeth in one or two small groups.
/3.

h.

Precoracoids ossified.

small groujjs of palatine teeth

One

single

Platyhylo.

Pkrynocara.

.

Platypelis

......

group in the middle of the

palate

teeth

.

.

Tips dilated.

Two

Xo

Mantipus.

base.

on the palate

.

.

Cophyla.

Anodontohyla.

—

Dyscophus antongili.
Madagascar. General appearance stout,
with short legs and a wide mouth.
Total length about 3 inches.

The skin is mostly smooth, and forms a broad glandular fold
which extends from the eye to the groin.
The upper parts are
beautiful magenta red, with a purplish streak beneath the lateral
the under parts are yellowish white, with minute grey
folds
specks.
Eed or pink colours, and the lateral folds, occur also in
most of the otlier members of this family, for instance in the
;

Indian genus CallurJla.

Sub-Fam.

3.

Genyophryninae.

— With

very small teeth on the

iinterinrportnin of the Imrer jaw.

—

Genyophryne thomsoni.
Pupil horizontal.
Tongue oblong
entire.
With teeth on the palatine bones, and a serrated
transverse dermal ridge in front of the oesophagus.
Sternum
cartilaginous. Precoracoids absent. Sacral diapophyses moderately

and

'

Boulenger, Ann. Xat. Hist.

(Q), iv.

1889, p. 247.
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Tympanum hidden. Head large and much depressed.
Heel with a triangular dermal flap.
The smooth skin is pink
brown above, with blackish marks a light line extends on each
side from the eye along the back.
Under parts black. About
32 mm. in length.
Sudest Island, between Xew Guinea and
dilated.

;

the Louisiade Archipelago.

Fam.

7.

Ranidae.

—

Frogs,

in the

true

sense,

are

all

well

diagnosed as Firmisternia, with cylindrical sacral diaiJophi/ses.
According to the presence or absence of teeth in the jaws they

can be subdivided as follows

Sub-Fam.

:

Ceratobatrachinae, with teeth in the upper and
in the lower jaws.
The sole representative is the genus Cerato1.

hatrachvs.

Sub-Fam.

Raninae, with teeth in the upper, but none in
These are the Eanidae of Boulenger in the

2.

lower jaw.

the

Catalogue of Batrachia Salientia.

Sub-Fam.

Dendrobatinae, without teeth in the upper and

3.

lower jaws.

—

Sub-Fam.
jaws.

Teeth present in both
Ceratobatrachinae.
1.
Those of the lower jaw, between 20 and 30 in number in
^

Cenitohatrachus, the only genus, are nearly all inserted
articular bone

;

upon the

only 2 or 3 are carried by the dentary element,

which, although large, enters into the formation of the upper
Iwrder of the jaw at the anterior end only.

In the small extent

of the share of the dentary in the formation of the edge of the

lower jaw, and in

its

anterior " toothlike

" process,

of Africa bears unmistakable resemblance

tongue

is

to

deeply notched, and free behind.

liana adspersa

this genus.

The

Pupil horizontal.

Vomers furnished with teeth.
Tympanum distinct and large.
Precoracoids present.
Omosternum and presternum with a bony
style.
Sacral diapophyses cylindrical.
Fingers and toes free,
with swollen tips.
Outer metatarsals united.
Male with two
internal vocal sacs.
C. guentheri, Solomon Islands, the only species, has an
enormous mouth and a triangular head not much smaller than
the rest of the body.
The skull is furnished with prominent
ridges and a small curved spine at the angle of the jaws.
The
hind -limbs are rather short.
The skin of the upper parts shows
linear ridges, variously arranged
that of the belly is granular.
A triangular dermal flap on the tip of the muzzle, one on the
;
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on the heel and above the
vent.
The colour and markings are very variable, the groimdcolour is yellowish to pink, brown, grey or olive, with darker
and lighter markings.
Total length of the males 3 inches, of
females o|- inches.
Guppy, the discoverer of this peculiar
creature, remarks that " horned Frogs are very numerous in
these islands, and so closely do they imitate their surround-

upper edge of the

eyelids, others

—

ings in colour and pattern,

that

one by accidentally placing

my

tree."

on one occasion

hand on

it

I

captured

wlien clasping a

—

The vertebrae are procoelous and
Raninae.
The precoracoids are always present and ossified
from the clavicles, and are parallel w4th the much stronger and
ossified coracoids.
The omosternum usually possesses a bony
style, but in the Indian genera Nannohatrachus and Kannophrys
and in Phyllodromus of Ecuador it remains cartilaginous, and
in Culosthetiis of Colombia it is absent.
The metasternum
also possesses a bony style, but it remains cartilaginous in the
Indian genera Oxyglossus, Nannophrys, JVannobatrachus and Phyllodromus, in the last two genera rather reduced and slender,
while in the Ecuadorian and Colombian genera ITylixcdus,
Frosthcrctpis and Colosthetus, it is reduced to a membranous piece.
In quite a number of genera the normal number of phalanges
is increased
by one owing to the intercalation of an extra
phalanx between the terminal and the otherwise penultimate

Sub-Fam.

devoid of

2.

ribs.

phalanx.^

Hylamhates,

This

is

Rappia,

the

case

in

Megalixalus,

Ixalus and Xyctixcdus, but

it

is

all

the

species

Bhaeophorus,
doubtful

if

all

of

Cassina,

Chiro mantis,
these

genera

more nearly related to each other than to the rest of
the Eaninae.
The structure of the tips of the fingers and
toes exhibits more variety.
The terminal phalanges are mostly

are thereby

simple, with slight swellings at the ends, or they are Y- or T-

shaped in conformity with more or less developed adhesive discs
in the African genus Hylamhates only they are claw-shaped, as
in the Hylidae.

recently described by Boulenger from
Gaboon, shows a unique modification of the terminal
phalanges of the second to the fifth toes.
They are transformed
into sliarp and curved claws, like those of a cat, but in.stead
Gainjjsosteonyx hatesi,

the

1

See Boulenger, P.Z.S. 1888,

\<.

20J.

^
of

of
?,

which is thus sharpened
us of the ribs
^'lf^'J^^J'':JZor..lj reminding
perforates the skm

horny

and
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,
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=
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are

metatarsals e.ther
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of the Ranidae.
sho^-ing distribution

appear
or lastly they
groove het.eeu then,
together wfth only a

^*C"y:i^i
„dde.

aisc

is

The tongue
in

the

niargm

^^^

4-- -- rer;:t :rraUo Xne-^
tteT^ o4^'-«^ -^
^
\S»e-. ;««P
"If-Theie

Sit except
tracts into a horizontal

and can

large.

very variahle
1

notched,

'^

'Tnl
°°'5

'd
well piotinded

,

js,tferf„s, its

;=

is

members

are te

entire

^

(^.,„,,1,

,,ieal

in this large

'^"''-^''"''^5,

posterior

,,„ ,q„atic
distrihution

at least
"^t", „enera with
twentj«.e
which comprise about
^.^^^
of the Kaninae.
suhreglon, occur
si«cies
^.^^^ ___^^ „^.
the exception of thiee
,! '1^

-- ^^V^^t^htet:rrt
in the Australian

region

,

inhabit
two species each,

and on

5

C-

to

the tropicii

„

^^^^

^,^^
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All
remainder of South America lieiug without any Eaninae.
the species of the whole Periarctic region belong to the genus
Rana except in Eastern Asia, where the closely allied genus
Rhacophorus occurs also. The entire sub-family of Eaninae is, in its
fulness

and diyersity of development,

Many

essentially Palaeotropical.

more

of the genera, even in the present

interpreted

l»y

This
in reality run into each other.
with Rana and Rhacojihoi'HS.
Tlie following tabular arrangement

and

and

determination

The presence

liberal sense as

Boulenger, are based upon unimportant characters,

not

does

it

is

merely

express

necessarily

vomerine teeth

or absence of

ascertained, but

instance the case

is for

is

a

key

for

relationships.

a character easily

separates closely allied genera, for instance,

Rhacophorus from Ixalus and Micrixalus from Rana.
The genera with extra, interpolated phalanges are marked

*.

Key for the determixatiox of the genera of Raninae.
1.

Pupil vertical.
,4.

With vomerine
((.

teetli.

Omosteiniim very slenderand cartilaginIndia and Ceylon,
ous. Small disc?.

.....

b.

Xannobatrachus.
3 species
Omosternuui \\itli a Ijony style.
Small
a. Outer metatarsals webbed.
Xydibatrachus.
South India, 2 specie-s
discs.
Africa.
Outer metatarsals close togethei-.
ft.
Fingei"s and toes with inter.

])olated phalanges.

Without

terminal

2 species

With

discs.
.

.

.

discs supported

Gassina.'''

by

claw-shaped phalanges,

Hylambate^.*
10 si)ecies
Fingers and toes without inteiwillipolated phalanges
.

.

.

;

out discs.
Toes webV)ed

.

Trichobatrachus robust us,
p.

Toes

free,

claws

with

.

(Tamysosteonyx
]..

IJ.

Without vomeiine

teeth.

271.

.sharp

272.

Discs well de-

united.
metatarsals
Outer
Troj)ical Africa and Madagascar, 7 specie.s Mcgalixalus.*

veloped.

batesi,

RANIXAE
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Pupil horizontal.

A-

With vomerine
a.

teeth.

Outer metatarsals webbed together.
Fingei-s free, toes

webbed

Fingers and toes more or

Always

Two

Avith discs

.

.

Bana,

p.

249.

webbed.
.

.

.

.....

Bhaco2:>horu!i* p. 245,

fingers opposed to the others.

Africa

b.

less

CJnromantis*

244.

p.

Outer metatarsals united, or separated
by a groove only.
Omo- and meta-sternum with a bony

.....

style

Omo- and meta-sternum

Cornufer,

p.

243.

slender and

cartilaginous,

Ceylon, 2 species

Mozambicjue
B.

Without vomerine
(7.

.

.

entire.

No

.

Xannophrys.
Fhrynopsis boulengeri.

teeth.

Palaeotropical.
a.

Tongue narrow and
Outer

discs.

webbed.
/3.

Tongue

metatarsals

India, 3 species

discs.

Solomon Islands

Karin Hills
y.

Tongue

.

.

.

.

.

Batrachijlodes vertehralis.

Phrynoderma asperum.

Outer

deejjly notched.

metatarsals united

Oxyylossus.

Large

oval, feebly nicked.

by a web.

Discs none or very small.
Africa, 3 species.

Borneo

.

.

...

Phrynobatrachns.
Oreobatrachus baluensis.

With regular discs.
Number of phalanges normal.
India, 5 species

With an

.

India, 18 species

Two

fingei's

.

Lcalus*

oj^posed to the others.

Karin Hills
8.

Micrixalus.

extra, interpolated phalanx.

.

.

Chirixalus doriae*

Tongue heart-shaped. Outer metatarsals
Fingers and toes free, tips blunt.
Africa, 8 species

.

.

united.

Arthroleptis,

]^.

242.

Fingers and toes more oi' less
webbed, with, regular discs.

and Madagascar,
23 species
Bappia."^

Africa

.
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Neotropical.

b.

Metasterniiiu small, cartilaginous or mt-nil>ranoiis.

With discs.
1. With a jiair of dermal scales on the
Omosternum with a bony style.
Tongue heart-shaped.
Ecuador, 2 species
Toes free. 5 species

Tongue
and

entire.

Omosternum
Ecuador
2.

.

.

.

This

is

Phyllohate$,

ji.

242.

3
.

.

.

Prostherapis.

Phullodromus pulchellus.

Omo-

Discs without scales.

.

—

Hylixalus.

.

cartilaginous.

sternum absent.
Colombia

Phyllohates}

.

Ecuador

Colombia,

species

discs.

.

.

Colosthetus latinasiis.

one of the few Xeotropical genera, and
on the fingers

like nearly all of these has peculiar adhesive discs

and

toes,

scales.

each disc

bearing on

The tympanum

The general appearance of the

One

species.

Cuba.

in

They seem

Ph.

hicolor,

its

is distinct.

upper surface two dermal

Vomerine teeth are absent.
that of tree-frogs.

five species is

yellowish above, dark brown beneath, lives

The others inhabit Central America and
to

have peculiar nursing habits.

A'enezuela.

Ph. trinitatis of

Venezuela and Trinidad carries its tadpoles on its Ijack, on to
which the young fix themselves by means of their suckers.
Nothing is known about their breeding habits, for instance whether
the young are hatched on the back,
if

the parents (the specimen described

only give their offspring a temporary

or, as

seems more

by Boulenger
lift

in

-

is

likely,

a male)

order to convey

tliem from a drying-up pool to a healthier place.

It is

able that several species of Dendrobatinae, W'hich

remark-

inhabit the

same countries, have precisely the same habits.^
Arthrohptis.
Slender and long-liml)ed little frogs, a1)0ut
one inch in length.
Tlie fingers and toes are free, very slender,
and end in slightly dilated tips, the supporting phalanges being
simple.
The tympanum is variable. The skin is smooth or
finely granulated.
The colours are incons])icuous, brown or grey
About ten species are known, mostly
tones usually prevailing.

—

'

Boulenger has shown {P.Z.S. 1888) that Bibron's species of

hitherto grouped

amongst the Cystignathidae, are Ranoids,

Phtjllobatcs,

closply

allied

to

Tlie other species now form the Cystignathoid
Hylixalus and Prosthcrajris.
- P.Z.S. 189.5, p. 209.
- Of. p. 273.
genus Sijrrlwpus, Cope (cf. p. 212
.
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from Continental Africa, a few from ^Madagascar and the islands
in the Indian Ocean.
Brauer ^ has discovered the mode of nursing
A. seychellensis.
foimd
a specimen of A. seychellensis which carried
He
frog.
this
of

—

month of August, in the Seyupon an old tree-fern. The
above
sea-level,
feet
about
1500
chelles,
provided
with
long tails, the hind-limbs
ah'eady
were
ones
little

nine tadpoles on its back, in the

were partly free, the fore-limbs still covered by the skin, and
they held on by their bellies not, like the young of Fhyllohates,
by their " suckers." Another specimen carried young which were
;

He also found
further developed.
an old frog, near which was lying a little
heap of eggs, not enveloped in a common
The old frog escaped, but
mass of jelly.

still

the eggs were taken care of in a vessel

By the
with moist sand at the bottom.
morning the eggs were hatched

following

and the tadpoles were clinging by their ^^^ ^-Arthrolep^seycheilensis,
carrying Tadpoles.
bellies on to the walls of the glass.
(^"'" ^'''"""•^
^ ^Brauer concludes that the young, when
hatched, creep on to the parents' back, he or she waiting near the
Curiously enough, he did
heap of eggs imtil the latter are ready.
not find out the sex of the nurse, nor are we told if the young are
taken to the nearest water to finish their metamorphosis, or if they
remain upon the parent's back until they hop off as baby -frogs.
The yolk is very large.
When the four limbs are already
developed, the gill-cavity possesses no gills and no outer opening
and since the lungs are only just beginning to sprout, the tadpole must needs breathe by means of its skin.
The jaws have
no horny coverings.
The adults live on the groimd between
moist leaves, and eat chiefly termites.
Cornufer, with about twelve species, is an essentially AustroMalayan and Polynesian genus, but one species, C. joh nstorii, has
been found in the Cameroons.
The fingers and toes are free,
and their T-shaped phalanges support adhesive discs.
The

tympanum is distinct. The general shape is frog-like, usually
with slender and very long hind-limbs and toes, the discs of the
latter

being

is dull,

much

smaller than those of the fingers.

mostly brown, more or
1

less

The

coloration

marbled, whitish below.

Zool. Jahrb. Syst. xii. 1898, p. 89.

The
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of C. unicolor of

e.g.

Xew

Guinea,

The skin of the

has a small tubercle, hence the generic name.

back

is glandular and granular, forming slight folds on the back
and on the sides of the head in some species.
The male has
one or two internal vocal sacs.
C. corrugatus is one of the most widely distributed species,
inhabiting the Philippines, New Guinea, and Duke of York
Island.
The granular skin forms longitudinal folds on the back,
one of which reaches from the eye to the shoulder.
Brownish

above with darker markings, below yellowish, with or without
brown spots on the throat. Three species inhabit the Fiji

—

Islands.

Of

C. solomonis of the

the propagation, although

measures 5

mm.

Solomon Islands
the

large

size

little is

known about

egg, which
young undergo

the

of

in diameter, suggests that the

most or the whole of their metamoqihosis within the egg.
Chiromantis is distinguished by the peculiar arrangement of
the fingers, the first and second being opposed to the others;
their terminal phalanges are obtuse and support small knobs or
discs.
The general shape is that of a frog ^^-ith long and slender

The tympanum

hind-limbs.

is distinct.

was discovered by Peters

Ch. xerampelina, the type -species,

Mozambique
it is a middle-sized frog, about
length, brown above with reddish spots on the sides
at

devoid of vocal

inches in

2

;

;

the male

Ch. 2oetersi, a native of East Africa, differs from the preceding

the possession of an internal vocal sac.

shows very
fingers
fingers

;

is

sacs.

little

of the

typical

Ch. rufescens

by

= guineensis

grasping arrangement of the

the two inner ones are separated from the two outer

by a wide gap, but they

much webbed and
characters

a link

present genus

Buchholz

^

is

same plane, are
by the latter two
formed with Rhacophorus, to which the
all

Lie

in the

possess large discs, so that
is

closely allied.

Total length about

2^

inches.

has observed the peculiar breeding habits of this

rather large, brown, and slender tree-frog in the Cameroons.

month

In

June he found on the leaves of a low tree, standing
in the water, a white foamy mass, like the froth of a broken
egg, containing a number of newly hatched larvae and quite
transparent eggs.
Within three or four days this mass became
the

of

>

Monatshcr. Eerl Ac. 1875,

i'.

20-1

;

1876,

p.

714.
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with external gills and a long tail,
In
the natural course of events the
swam aljout in
probably
washed
down
into the water by the rain.
larvae are
that
the
female
deposits
the eggs in the foamy
found
He
during
the
months
night,
of
June and July, on
mass at
trees,
either
kinds
of
between
the
roots or in a cavity
various
gluing
together
several
leaves,
sometimes
by
formed
10 feet and
more above the water, or near the margin. "On one occasion
the mother was seen sitting upon the foamy mass, clasping the
tiuid,

and the

larvae, provided

the slime.

same

witli its four limljs.

Hhacophorus.
species,

—

This large genus, containing more than forty

has a curious distribution.

At

least

one dozen species

are found in Madagascar, eight or nine in Ceylon, the rest in

Southern India, the Himalayas, the Malay Islands and Philipnorthwards through China and Southern Japan.
Therefore this genus, with the three species of the African

pines, extending

extends over the whole of the Palaeotropical
The generic name has reference to the possession by
many species of little dermal flaps, especially at the inner side of
the heel, and it has nothing to do with the parachute-like use of
the hands and feet of certain species, to be mentioned presently.
The terminal phalanges are generally bifurcated, rareh'
The fingers
obtuse, and support well-developed adhesive discs.
and toes are webbed to a variable extent.
The two outer metatarsals are likewise connected by a web.
The tympanum is
distinct.
The general appearance is that of tree-frogs, and
many of them are green.
The males have one or two internal vocal sacs.
Not all the species have dermal appendages.
Ohiromantis,

region.

Jlh.

maximiis, for

Himalayan

forests,

instance, the

has none.

A

largest

of

all,

living

heel-flap occurs in

in

some

the
half-

and Bit. madagascariensis has these flaps
on the heels and on the elbows.
Some have queer little lappets
above the vent, or on the edges of the arms and legs; in others the
dozen Indian species;

bend of the arm is fringed.
The small size of these appendages,
in comparison with the webs and discs, makes them practically
useless so far as increase of surface is concerned, and they have
most likely some other, although unknown meaning, especially
the flaps over the vent.

few only,

Lastly, in the majority of species the

more than half-webbed, or even
the webs reach down to the discs.

fingers are not

less,

and in

a
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Several species of this geuiis are remarkable for two reasons.
Fii-st,

the great enlargement of the fullv-webbed hands and

which are then nsed as parachutes

secondly, the

;

mode

feet.

of pro-

pagation.

Greatly exaggerated notions are, however, entertained about
the parachutes, ever since "Wallace's description
' living froir.

Fig. 4S.

The creature was brought

'

— Rhao'jthori's

him

to

Y:

I'Ci

^

••.

of
in

the

first

Borneo bv

Malay Archipelago.)

" He assured me that he had seen it come
Chinese workman.
down, in a slanting direction, from a high tree, as if it flew.
The body was about four inches long, while the webs of each

a

.

hind-foot,
inches,

when

.

.

fully expanded, covered a surface of four s»|uare

and the webs

of all the feet together about twelve square

inches."

The species in question
Borneo and of the Pliilippine

is

Bh. purdaUs, an inhabitant <>f
Specimens from "Wallace's

Lslands.

Collection are in the National Collection and
>

J/rt/rt,v

Archipelago, 2nd

i-d.

i.

1869,

]i.

tlie
38.

largest speei-
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the following measurements.

inches, not

Total length

6"5

cm.

4 inches.

Area covered by one fully-expanded hand 3'4 square cm.
foot

6-0

,,

9-4 square cm.

square inches,
for the four limbs 18 '8 square cm. := about
By some unand not 78 square cm. or 12 square inches.
fortunate oversight Wallace must have mixed up the total
In Brehm's
expanded area with that of the four hands and feet
Thierleben the 78 square cm. liave increased to 81 cm., and the
artist has in the somewhat larger species Rh. reinvmrdti improved
upon this, and has produced a truly startling picture by a further
exaggeration based upon the figure given by "Wallace.
Rh. reinwardti lives in the forests of the mountains of Java
It reaches 3 inches in length, and is grass-green
and Sumatra.
Younger specimens are further adorned
above, yellow below.
with large blue patches on the webs of the hands and feet and
Besides the flap on the heel and the
behind the armpits.
curious cutaneous fringe on the forearm, suggestive of an incipient flying-membrane, the skin forms a projecting fringe on
the inner side of the fifth toe and a transverse flap above the
i.e.

!

vent.

Of Rh. leucomystax, Annandale, who accompanied the Skeat
Expedition to Malacca, gives the following account

:

—

"

This frog,

by the Malays of Lower Siam either Berkata
Pisang
(banana-frog) or
Berkata Ehumah (house-frog), lays
the water,
its eggs either on leaves of branches overhanging
or on the mud surrounding buffalo -wallows.
The ova are enclosed in a round mass of yellow froth, which afterwards becomes
steel-grey, about as large as a cricket -ball.
Should they be
placed judiciously in a position sheltered from the sun, the
tadpoles may either hatch, and reach a considerable degree of
development, before the mass is washed into the water, or the
froth may be melted almost as soon as it is formed and the eggs
be carried into a pool by a shower of rain.
Very often, however, the whole mass is dried up by the heat of the sun before
the rain comes.
During the Ijreeding season, which seems to

which

is

called

'

occur as often as the land

'

'

is

'

flooded under the trees, for I have

never seen the eggs
00 of this frog
O on the bank of a river, the

2
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males cruak luudly, producing

CHAP.

sound which can hardly be

a

distinguished from the chattering of the large black and yellow
squirrel, Scinrus bicolor."

These arboreal frogs have a peculiar mode of nursing the
young and taking care of the eggs. Hh. mocvlatus of Ceylon,
Malacca, etc., and Rh. schlegeli of Jap^n, lay their eggs in a foamy
mass, the size of a fist, on the margins of ponds, and the whole
He observed
process has recently been described by Ikeda.^
the Japanese Rh. schlegeli depositing the eggs in soft, muddy
ground covered with grass, and in wet, muddy banks of paddySometimes they
fields, ponds, and similar localities near Tokyo.
are deposited between the leaves of trees, near the ground.
The breeding season extends from the middle of April to the
middle of May. Towards the evening the female, bearing the much
smaller male on her back, retires underground for the deposition
of the eggs.
The spots chosen are 10-15 cm. above the surface
of the water; the female digs a spherical hole

Sitting

thus

6-9 cm. wide.

concealed underground, the frogs assume a dark

colour and the spawning takes place during the night, where-

upon the parents leave the nest.
The eggs are enveloped in a
white mass of jelly full of air-bi^bbles, the whole frothy lump
looking like the well-beaten white of a hen's egg, with the
yellowish eggs scattered through

The

in diameter.

it,

and measuring some 6 cm.
mm. large. The froth
but it gradually sinks down,
2-3

aii'-bubbles are

originally ^ery elastic and sticky,
It is probecomes liquid and ultimately runs out of the hole.
During and after the
duced in the following pecvdiar manner.
is

deposition of the eggs the female puts her feet
jelly,

part of which adheres and

transparent

membrane

is

stretching between both

are then thrust backwards, the

upon the sticky

then pulled out as a thin,

membrane

is

feet.

folded

The latter
downwards

By repeated
and becomes a vesicle of 5 to 10 mm. in width.
working of the limbs the successively formed bubbles are trodden
and kneaded into froth, which ultimately surrounds and at the
s£ime time separates the eggs.

The female

of Rh. rcticulatus of

Ceylon attaches the eggs,

about twenty in number, to the under surface of her belly, on
"What
the skin of which they leave little cellular impressions.

becomes of the tadpoles
1

is

not known.

Annotat. Zuol. Jap.

i.

1897, p. 113.
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Eh. Icucoynystax is found in the Malay Archipelago, Farther
and the Philippine Islands.

India,

Flower

S. S.

found the tadpoles about Singapore, from January
ponds and in rain-water butts.
The spiracle
side, directed backwards and upwards, nearer the

^

to April, in small

on the left
The anus opens on the right
anus than the end of the snout.
Exceptionally large tadpoles measured 46 mm. in total
side.
lies

young only 14-18 mm.
It comes out
from its hiding-places shortly before sunset, and remains abroad
The males are easily found as they sit on shrubs or
all night.
length, the recently transformed

"A

cheerful little frog -of most graceful build.

bvitts under the verandahs
and from time to time utter a single, rather
In March and April they can be found
musical, short croak.
This species
both by day and night in embrace, in the ponds.
changes both its colour and markings very rapidly and frequently, but dark bands across the legs can always be more or
the lower parts are some shade or other of
less distinguished
buff, Init the principal variations
of the upper part are as
foiiovv'G
pale brjnze, either uniform or with four longitudinal
dark -brown or black lines
uniform, almost orange, bright
bronze
chocolate, with darker mottling
pale brownish green
trees, or

of

on the edges of the rain-water

houses,

the

;

:

;

;

or

olive,

;

with irregular dark spots

with darker or brown."

green, mottled

yellowish

;

The females are

consideraljly

larger

male caught was 48 mm. from
snout to vent, and the largest female 68 mm.
Rana.
The following combination of characters should be a
sufficient diagnosis
tongue deeply notched
pupil horizontal
and free behind vomers with teeth fingers free, toes webbed,
fourth and fifth metatarsals diverging and webbed together.
In conformity with the great numl)er of species and the wide
distribution of this genus some of the organs vary considerably,
mdeed so much so that many of these modifications have been
deemed sufficient to be of generic importance.
Fortunately the
species are so numerous that these characters mostly form an
than the males

;

the

largest

—

'/

;

:

;

;

uninterrupted series from one extreme to the other.

The terminal phalanges

are

sometimes transversely dilated or

mostly

and

pointed

T-shaped, according to

presence of more or less developed discs.
1

simple

I'.Z.S. 1896, p. 906.

Such

discs

the

are, for

2
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instance, present

in the

conofa and in the Indian

Malay
i?.

CHAP.

species

corrugatfi.

enjtJiraca and li. chalThe tympanum occurs in

i?.

every stage from a conspicuous, free disc to being quite hidden

The vomerine teeth

by the

skin.

mostly

transverse

either form a pair of tiny,
between the choanae, or they are
arranged in two oblique series which extend beyond the hinder

rows,

edges of the clioanae.

The vocal

sacs

vary greatly.

]\Iany

species, e.g.

R. ogilis,

have none at all.
Most species have a pair of internal sacs, and
in comparatively few, about a dozen, these sacs have become external, a feature which indicates no relationship of the species
thus distinguished, for instance the European E. escidenta, the
Japanese R. rvgosa, the Indian R. heoxidactyla, R. cyanophlyctis
and R. chloronota, the Borneau R. gland ulosa, the African R.
oxyrhynclw.s and R. mascareniensis, the Mexican R. montezumae.

In R. escidenta, and perhaps in a few others, even the female has
some traces of these otherwise male organs, indicated by slitlike folds of the outer skin below the angles of the lower
jaw.

Xuptial excrescences on the inner metacarpal tubercle and on
the

inner fingers of the male are

common

Himalayan R.

;

they reach their

the male of
remarkable for the extreme thickness of its arms, the
inner sides of which are studded with small conical black spines,
each supported on a rounded base produced l)y a swelling of the
skin.
A large patch of similar spines exists on each side of the

greatest development in the

lielngi,

is "

which

breast."

^

Specific glandular

complexes in the skin are mostly restricted

to a pair of lateral or dorso-lateral folds

but a few species,

e.g.

;

they are often absent,

R. glandidosa of Borneo, R. teinporalis of

Ceylon, R. elegans and R. alholahris of

West

Africa, have a pair

of large flat glands at the base or inner side of the arms.

All the species of Rana, except those in the Solomon Islands,

where the development of the tadpoles takes its
Those of some Indian species, notably R. alticola and
R. afghaim of tlie Himalayas, and R. curtipes of Malabar, are
very peculiar, being provided on eitlier side of the shoulders with
a large oval parotoid-like gland, well defined and crowded with

spawn

in the water,

course.

pores

;

R.

alticola
'

possesses in addition

an unpaired, sharply

Boulenger, Cat. Batrach. Salkntia,

p. 22.
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marked glandular complex on the top of the root of the tail, or
These complexes gradually
upon the future coccyx.

rather

disappear with age.

The genus Bana, with about

species and sub-species,
whole of Arctogaea so far as this is
available for Amphibian life, while there are only a few stragglers
in Notogaea, namely, a fevv' species in Ecuador and in the
is

distributed

1-40

over the

Amazon

Peruvian or Upper

Xone

district.

exist in the

Neotropical region, including the Antilles,

the

rest

of

and practically

but II. arfaki and B. paim.a inhabit Xew
none in Australia
the
northern
corner of Australia, B. krcffti the
Guinea and
Islands.
A
few
species
are restricted to Madagascar,
Solomon
live
there
on
others
and
the continent of Africa.
and a few
;

So far as number of species
genus

Bana

is

is

concerned, the

the Palaeotropical region

;

home

of the

about one dozen (some of

them with a very wide range) live in the Palaearctic sub-region,
scarcely more in the Xearctic sub-region, and a few in Central
America.
B. femjMn-aria (the
frog;.

—The tympanum

common European Brown Frog
is

or Grass-

distinct, two-thirds the diameter of the

The first finger is slightly longer than the second,
shorter and weaker than the others, whilst the fourth is

eye in

size.

which

is

the longest.

All the fingers are quite

free.

When

hind-

tlie

limbs are laid forwards along the body, the ankle-joint reaches to a
point between the eye and the tip of the snout.

The

which are about half webbed, increase in length from
the fourth, while the fifth
of the foot has a small,

one

is

to the

scarcely visible.

is

al)0ut equal

:

;

to

sole

the outer

smooth, always moist,

owing

Ijut a series of larger o-lands

forms

The skin

minute mucous glands

The

to the third.

inner metatarsal tubercle

l:)lunt,

toes,

five

tlie first

is

a pair of folds along the upper sides of the back

;

beginning

beyond the shoulders,
diverge a little in the sacral region, and converge again towards
the vent.
Another, much feebler, A-shaped ridge lies between
behind the eyes they converge

slightly

the shoulders.

The male
Itulge

lias

two internal vocal

sacs,

which,

when

out the skin of the throat beneath the angles of the

in

use,

mouth

It is further distinguished from the female
by the stronger muscles of the arms and by a pair of swollen
pads on the inner side of the first finger.
During the pairing

like a pair of globes.
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these pads are enlarged into cushions covered with black

seasctii

horny

CHAP.

rugosities.

The

iris

generally

golden, with

is

speaking,

dark

specks.

brown above, with

The

coloration

black-]»rown

is,

irregular

on the sides of the body, and with cross-bands
of the male are white or pale
yellow, with a bluish tinge on the throat, while the female is
more yellow instead of white, inclining to orange.
In both sexes
the under parts are mostly spotted with darker colours,
A large
dark-brown patch, extending from behind the eye over the
tympanum towards the shoulder, is always present and has given
this frog its specitic name.
Otherwise the coloration varies conspots, especially

on the

legs.

sideralily

;

The under parts

more

or less according to the locality

and nature of the

surroundings, and to individual variation and temporary change
of colour.

Some specimens are almost spotless above and of a rich
brown, or almost yellow colour, the spots being restricted to the
sides below the lateral folds.
Others have very few spots, but
in two interrupted streaks on the
under parts, especially the Hanks, may be lemon
yellow instead of whitish, and the darker markings may be
almost al)sent.
Boulenger has hgm'ed a beautiful specimen,
almost orange red, with red spots and vermiculations on the yellow
under surface.
I have foimd similar red specimens of unusually
striking appearance between Berlin and Spandau in a forestglade, through which run little streams with banks of red ferruginous soil.
Specimens which live in woods with rich black soil
are often very dark, all the brown and reddish tints being absent.
The variations are, however, really endless, and it is difficult to find
two individuals exactly alike, even amongst a great number collected
in the same locality.
Warmth
Moreover, they change colour.
makes them paler, cold causes the chromatophores to expand and

these

back.

are

then arranged

Tlie

the whole fi'og appears darker.
During the breeding season the
males assume a delicate bluish hue, especially on the throat, but
this film quickly fades away when they are taken out of the
water.

It

is

caused by the swelling of the cutaneous lymph-

spaces which extend their ramifications into the epidermal layer,

and

it is

not a Cjuestion of pigmentation or of chromatophores,

but a case of

interference -colours, blue being

result of the light passing through

a

frequently the

cloudy, colourless, but not

RANINAE
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and thin stratum, in

transparent

the

case

this

turgid

epidermis.

The habits

of the

spends most of
local fashion

Grass-frog are essentially terrestrial.

damp

time on land, preferably in

its

It

but

places,

permits of a great deal of freedom, as these frogs

are sometimes found not only in very wet, naturally

irrigated

However, the (rrass-frog
but also in the water itself.
when pursued rarely takes to the water for safety. It trusts
to flight, first l)y a few long and fast jumps, and then to conceal-

places,

ment

by

rarely

creeps

down

squatting
into

a

hole,

between
even

if

under

grass,

there

leaves

;

it

The

be one near.

jumps soon become shorter and shorter after a few dozen repetiIt swims well, but cannot climb.
The food, which
tions.
consists chiefly of insects, snails, and worms, must be moving to
then the frog, whose favourite position is half
excite interest
squatting, half supported by the arms, erects itself, and, facing
tlie insect, turns round upon its haunches, adjusts its position
anew by a shifting of the legs, and betrays its mental agitation
by a few rapid movements of the throat.
All this time the prey
is watched intently until it moves
then there follows a jump, a
flap of the tongue and the insect is seen no more.
As a rule
;

;

jump or hop, even whilst stalking,
and this takes place at any time of the day in fact they are
very diurnal, although they become more active towards the
evening.
When caught they are at first very wild and, like
these frogs do not crawl, they

;

all

committing acts of astonishing
any apparent sense or appreciation of distance

true frogs, very impetuous,

stupidity without

The captive

or height.

will not only

jump

off

the table, whilst

and looks carefully down, but without
he jumps out of the window, regardless of the height

a toad stops at the edge
hesitation

above the ground.
liead.

induce

When
him,

This

is

due to sheer fright

;

he loses his

at large in his native surroundings, nothing will

although

jumping down a

hotly

precipice.

pursued,

But

all

to

this

commit

suicide

wildness calms

by

down

The captive no longer dashes his head
when taken up
on the contrary, he makes himself at home, watches your coming
with intense expectation, and without hesitation accepts the
wonderfully

soon.

against the glass, he does not struggle or twist

proffered

mealworm, maggot, butterfly or earthworm

he shows what a jolly and intelligent fellow he really

;

is.

in short,

2
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The Grass-frog has many more obvious enemies than perhaps
any other Amphibian, and it is not even slightly protected by
Xevertheless it is extremely
any appreciable poisonous secretion.
common. A whole host of birds eat it for instance, liuzzards,
harriers, and above all storks.
Foxes, polecats, and stoats are not
averse to it, and the Grass-snake derives its main sustenance from

—

it.

In fact the enemies of the little frog are legion, one of the
In France, Italy, and other parts of the

worst being Man.

Continent, the skinned fleshy hind-limbs are turned into a by

no

means disagreeable ragout, or into dainty morsels when
butter and encrusted with bread-crumbs.
This frot;,

fried in

together with

its

cousin the Water-frog, also suffers from the

distinction of being one of the

chief martyrs to science.

Per-

haps the story is true that Galvani was led to his investigations
into animal magnetism and electricity by observing that the
legs of a number of skinned frogs, strung up by his wife upon

jumped whenever the scissors,
touched the other metal.
Frogs have
Easily procured and of a convenient size,
suffered ever since.
they are used in every biological laboratory, and the young
the bronze railings of the balcony,

which cut

off the

student

supposed to be initiated into the mysteries of Verte-

is

feet,

brate structure by the careful dissection and study of this, the

Xext to Man there is no
worst of all the so-called types.
animal which has been studied so minutely, and has had so
many primers and text-books written on it, as this frog. In
spite of all this it is very little understood, thanks to its rather
aberrant and far from generalised structure.
However, the frog, by reason of its fertility, holds its own. Early
in the year, sometimes while there is still ice and snow, the frogs
leave their hiljernating places (mostly holes in the ground, under

moss, or in the mud), and they begin to pair in standing or slowly
flowing, mostly shallow, waters.

They are not always very careful in the selection of the
spawning locality, many of them lay their eggs in a ditch, or
even in the shallowest puddle, which is sm-e to dry up, and thus
This carelessness is
to cause the destruction of the whole brood.
all the more surprising when there are large pools or lakes in tlie
immediate vicinity, perhaps only one hundred yards to the other
Tlie Natterjack is, by the way, equally careside of the road.
less, while other toads and the tree-frogs are very circumspect.
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Both sexes can croak, and this sound is frequently produced
but there are no regular concerts, although many
collect in the same pond or spring, which is perhaps the only
The male puts its arms around
suitable place for miles around.
the chest of the female, behind her arms, and the embrace is so
firm that nothing will induce him to loosen his hold.
The process
becomes an involuntary reflex-action, a cramp which may last for
days, or even for weeks, if sudden cold weather sets in, until
the female is ready to expel the eggs, an act which is quick and
The usual time of spawning in Middle Europe is the
soon over.
month of March, earlier in warm, later in cold seasons in
southern countries, February or even January, but in Norway
Although the males of this species are not
not until May.
more numerous than the females, and therefore should he aljle
to mate without much trouble, their ardour is so great that they
occasionally get hold not only of the wrong kind of frogs, but of
toads or even fishes, and, if taken off by force, they fasten on to anything else, a log or on to your
The eggs measure
own fingers.
under water

;

;

mm.

2-3

diameter, are black

in

with a whitish spot on the lower
pole, number from 1000 to 2000,
and sink at first to the bottom.
Their gelatinous cover soon swells
to

a

cm.

more than 10
and the whole

large globe
in

width,

mass, as large as a man's head,
floats

on the

with

mud and

surface, often stained

other impurities.

During the cold weather which
often prevails

dark brown

in

their

development

with

rather

ternal gills
tail,

they

the spring, the

larvae

large

;

are

slow

in

and provided
branched ex-

and a well-developed
wriggle

about in

the

dissolving slime for three or four

weeks. Fischer Sigwart^ has timed

and measured them

as follows.

Eight sucRa7ia temporarla.
Fig. 49.
cessive stages iu the developmeut
from tlie egg to the almost complete

—The

Frog.

X

1.

esss were laid on the 10th of

Zool. Gart. 1885, p. 299.
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March.

On

the 15 th the larvae were 4

leave the eggs.

On

CHAP.

mm.

long and began to

the 19th they measured, body 4, tail

9, total

13 mm.; on the 5th of April 10, 16, and 26 mm. respectively.
On the loth of May they were 40 mm. long and the hind-limbs
appeared; the fore-legs burst through on the 25th, when the
tadpoles had reached their greatest length, namely 45 mm., the
On the 3 1st of May they left the
body measuring 15 mm.
water, still provided with a rather long tail of 20 mm., the total
The larvae of this set developed
length being reduced to 35 mm.
The whole
unusually fast, perhaps owing to artificial conditions.
development is, however, mostly finished in three months, so that
the little stump-tailed baby-frogs swarm about well before midsummer, and have time enouj^h to "row to the size of 20 mm. or
J inch before they begin to hibernate in October.
In higher localities and in northern countries the tadpoles
are sometimes obliged to winter in the unfinished condition.
In spite of the unusually hot summer of 1899 I found
plenty of tadpoles on the 10 th of September in the tarns of the
while
hills of Xorth "Wales, 1500 feet above the level of the sea
thousands of little frogs, with and without stumpy tails, were
hopping about in the surrounding bogs.
The water of these
Cold and rainy weather set in by the
tarns is always very cool.
middle of the month, and on the 26th the tadpoles, all rather
small, measuring only 35 mm., with the four limbs developed, but
still with a broad fin on the tail, had all settled down under
stones at the bottom of the now very cold water, prepared for
hiljernation.
A few were taken home and kept in a glass vessel
with water, cool, but less so than that of their native tarns.
Within two days they lost the fins on their tails before the
end of a week they left the water, and crawled on to the moss,
and the tails were reduced to little stumps.
By the 10th of
October the metamorphosis was complete, the little frogs measured
only 13 mm. in length and showed no desire to hibernate in the
genial atmosphere of the greenhouse.
It ranges from the
This species has a very wide distribution.
west of Ireland to the islands of Saghalin and Yezzo, being found
everywhere in the enormous stretch of intervening countries,
practically the whole of Central and Northern Europe and the
Its most northern extent is the whole of
middle belt of Asia.
I have found it to the east of the DovreSweden and Norway.
;

;
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an elevation of 4000

conformity herewith

it
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well-nigh the snow-line.

In

ascends the Italian Alps up to 10,000

feet.

feet,

Europe

is the Cantabrian range and the
In the rest of the peninsula, in Italy
and Lombardy, Greece and Turkey, and on the Mediterranean

The southern limit

in

hilly province of Galicia.

islands it is absent.
i?.

arvalis

is

often confounded with H. temjjoraria, as

it differs

The snout is
from the latter only by the following characters.
rather more pointed and is narrower the inner metatarsal tubercle
;

is

large,

are

compressed, and hard

;

more prominent and the belly

the dorso-lateral glandular folds
is

white and immaculate

;

lastly,

which is not rarely
There are also some differences
surpassed by the other species.
B. arvalis prefers moist, boggy, open localities, and
in habits.
does not ascend beyond 2000 feet in Central Europe.
It pairs
as a rule later in the spring and the eggs are smaller, only 1^-2
mm. in diameter they do not swell up so much, and the whole
mass does not float but remains at the bottom of the shallow
The coloration much resembles that of A\ temporaria,
water.
and is likewise subject to much variation, except that the pale
vertebral stripe is perhaps more common.
This species is distributed over the whole of Central Europe, Eussia, and "Western
Siberia, south of the 60 th degree of latitude, living side by side
with E. temporaria.
Between the rivers Elbe and Ehine it
becomes decidedly rare, and the latter river .is practically its
western boundary, while the Bavarian Alps and the Danube
it

scarcely reaches 3 inches in length, a size

;

form

its

southern limits.

is still more frequently confounded with both the
two former species.
It differs from either by the absence of
the two internal vocal sacs of the male, and by the decidedly

B.

a(jilis

longer hind-limbs, the tibio-tarsal joint reaching often a little

beyond the tip of the snout.
The inner metatarsal tubercle is
as prominent as in B. arvalis.
Total length up to 3 inches.

The prevailing colour of the upper parts is rather yellow or pinkbrown with few and small blackish spots; a A -shaped dark
mark on the neck is often present, and the large dark patch on
the temporal regions is always conspicuous.
The under parts are
white, inchning to lemon yellow on the flanks and thighs.
The
iris is golden yellow in its upper half, dark brown in the lower
half.
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This species has a much smaller range than the first two
from France through Middle and Southern Germany, Switzerland,
The specific name refers
and Lombardy to Hungary and Greece.
to the quick and long leaps of this pretty, or rather delicately
coloured frog, which prefers woods and wooded glens to large
open places.
Their voice differs much from the croak of the
common Brown Frog, and agrees w4th that of R. arvalis, which
is transcribed by Boulenger, who has kept them alive, as a
rapidly uttered "co-co-co," or "cor-cor-cor." According to the same
:

authority, the pairing takes place as in B. temporaria, l)ut

much

is

of

shorter duration, the females usually resorting to the water

only at night and when quite ready to spawn.
Specimens in
embrace are therefore seldom found in the daytime.
The eggs
resemble those of R. temporaria in size, but they do not swell up
so much and they do not float.
These three species of European brown frogs, difficult enough
to distinguish, have of late been increased by three more, thanks
These latter inhabit South Europe,
to the sagacity of Boulenger.
and the males all lack the internal vocal sacs.
R. iberica has a very small range, namely the north-western
portion of the Iberian peninsula, from the Tagus northwards into
Galicia, but south of the main extension of the Cantabrian
chain.
The rest of the Peninsula south of these mountains has
no brown frogs, the only species of Rana being R. esculenta.
R. iberica is rather local, being restricted to those hilly and
mountainous districts which are well watered.
A favom-ite haunt
is the numerous streams in the wooded parts of the Serra Gerez,
the red, disintegrated granite of which suits this little, extremely
active, and reddish frog to perfection.
The prevailing groundcolour varies according to the district, from pale to dark reddish
or orange brown, with red specks and larger, dark brown spots,
which in some specimens begin with the A-shaped mark between
the shoulders.
Dark .spots on the flanks are very variable the
hind-limbs show the usual darker cross-bars, and the temporal
;

The ground-colour of
and the
The
throat is much speckled wuth brown
the toes are pink.
The breeding time
size of this pretty frog amounts to 2 inches.
is the month of March.
When caught and stpieezed they emit a
region has the conspicuous dark patch.

the under parts

is

whitish, suffused with a pink tinge,
;

slight " co-co-co."
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R. graced inhabits Italy and the Balkan peninsula from
Eosina
Morea, together with R. agilis, from which it is very
difficult
to distinguish except that it is a little smaller, remaining
below
2|- inches, and is generally more uniformly pale grey brown
to
yellowish and pinkish brown above, with scarcely any, or
only a
few, small dark specks on the back and limbs.
The temporal
to

patch

is

likewise paler than in the other species.

spotless, their colour gradually

The

flanks are

passing into the light buff of the

under parts, which are more or less marbled with grey.
golden, speckled with dark brown.

The

iris

is

R. latastei of Lombardy and Xorthern Italy down to Florence
the last of these closely allied frogs.
Its affinities lie with
R. iberica and R. agilis.
The latter and R. latastei, although
hving side by side in the same locality, for instance near Tiu'in,
is

not to interbreed.
The voice is a rapidly uttered " keckkeck-keck;" the length remains below 2^ inches.
The o-round
colour is greyish or reddish brown with a" dark brown
A-shaped
mark between the shoulders, and a few red, orange, or blackish spots
on the back.
The flanks are without definite dark spots.
are said

The

under parts are whitish, with a strong pink tinge, especially
along
the middle of the throat and on the chest, the
paler portions
being mottled with pale grey brown.
Perhaps the least imsatisfactory way of distinguishing between
R. agilis, R. graeca, and R. latastei (R. iberica need not
be confounded with them on account of its distribution) is the size
of
the tympanum, and its distance from the eye.
The

tympanum

is

smallest in R. graeca, its diameter being about half
that of the
eye and from | to the whole of its width distant from
the eye.
In R. latastei the tympanum is a little larger, and
about i to f
its own width distant from the
eye.
R. agilis has the largest

tympanum, measuring about | of the diameter of the eye, Ind
the distance between the two organs amounts
to only i of the
size of the tympanum.

Brown land-frogs of the R. tempo mria group are found in most
countries of nearly the whole Periarctic and
Oriental regions, and
by the time their races and varieties have
been studied as
mmutely as those of Europe are now being scrutinised, the
number

of species will indeed be great.

R. silvatica

is

the chief representative in Xorth America.

closely resembles R. agilis,

but

is

It

smaller, only 2 inches in length,
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pair of internal vocal sacs.

a

refers to its predilection for forests of oak,

of which

it

Its

among

conceals itself so successfully that

it is

specific

name

the dried leaves
discovered with

japonua of Eastern Asia is almost indistinguishable
from this American species and from the European 11. agilis.
B. opisthodon of the Solomon Islands has the vomerine teeth
ditticulty.

R.

two oblique series entirely behind the level of the choanae.
The general shape of this large frog is stout, the t)^De specimen
of the male measuring 78, that of the female 125 mm. = 5
The upper surface of the female is covered with small,
inches.
The upper
flat warts, that of the male is much smoother.

in

parts are dark brown, wiiile the under surface

The male has two internal vocal
This species

interesting

is

is

brownish white.

sacs.

as

affording another instance of

metamorphosis being gone
Mr. Guppy, its discoverer, has supplied
the following notes
During a descent from one of the peaks of
Faro Island I stopped at a stream some 400 feet above the sea,
where my native boys collected from the moist crevices of the
rocks close to the water a number of transparent gelatinous
balls, rather smaller than a marljle.
Each of these balls contained a young frog, al^out 4 inches in length, apparently fully
developed, with very long hind-legs and short fore-legs, no tail,
the whole

shortened development,

through within the egg.
'"'

:

and bearing on the
to

the

little

sides of the

On my

be branchiae.

animal was

body small

tufts of

what seemed

rupturing the ball or egg in which

doubled up

the tiny frog took a mar-

and disappeared before I could
catch it.
On reaching the ship an hour after, I found that some
of the eggs which I had put in a tin had been ruptured on the
way by the jolting, and the liberated frogs were leaping about
with great activity.
On placing some of them in an openmouthed Ijottle, 8 inches long, I had to put the cover on, as they
vellous leap

into its existence,

kept leaping out."
has figured and further described the eggs and
The egg measures 6-10 mm. in diameter, and is a transparent capsule in which the young frog is coiled up in the same way
but none of the
as figured by Peters in Hylodes martinlcensis

Boulenger

^

young.

;

specimens, which are

show anything

of a
^

in
tail.

an advanced stage of development,
There are no gills, but on each side

I'rans. Zool. Soc. xii. 1884, p. 51.
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abdomen

of the

which

tion of

are several regular transverse

small

The

tip

of the

protuberance

conical

the func-

folds,

probal)ly that of breathing organs,

is

of Hijloclcs.

tail
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delicate envelope

snout

projecting

of the egg,

is

like the
furnished with a

through

slightly

and evidently used

to

the

perforate

that envelope.

R. guppyi, likewise an inhabitant of the Solomon Islands, is
among frogs. It was discovered by Mr. Guppy on the

a giant

Shortland Islands.
inches in length

!

The type-specimen measures 165 mm. = 6|The skin of the upper parts is covered with

minute warts, and forms a strong fold above the distinct, but
small, tympanum.
General colour dark olive brown above,
dirty white below.
E. tigrina

the

Malay

and

its

"

is

a

Islands.

size,

common species of Eastern Asia,
On account of the strength of

which

is

Indian Bullfrog."

said to reach

Mainly aquatic,

fringe along the outer side

7 inches, it
it

is

including
its

voice,

called the

has a strong cutaneous

of the fifth toe.

The skin

of the

thrown into longitudinal folds, and a strong fold
marks the upper border of the tympanum^
The general
colour above is olive brown, with dark spots, often with a light
vertebral line
the under parts are white.
The male has a pair
back

is

;

of large external vocal sacs.

B. gracilis has
smaller,

the same distribution, but it remains much
and the toes are only half, instead of fully, webbed.

R. catesUana
of

now

is

the

settled

name

of the " Bullfrog

Xorth America, the much more appropriate name of mi/giens

having been sacrificed to the fetish of priority. The tympanum is
extraordinarily large, at least equal to the size of the eye, largest
in the male.
The first finger does not extend beyond the second
the toes are connected by a broad web down to the ends, and
there

is a small inner, luit no outer, metatarsal tubercle.
The
upper parts are olive brown, clouded with dark brown or blackish

spots

the \inder parts are yellowish white, often marbled with
brown, especially on the throat.
The iris is reddish, with an
outer yellow ring.
The male possesses two internal vocal sacs.
:

Total length of adult specimens about
giants

on

record

7

inches

in

5

length,

inches, but

there are

while

stretched

the

hind -limbs measure another 9 or 10 inches.
Its home extends over the whole
of the United States, East of the
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Mexico,

northwards

into

Canada.
According to Holbrook the Bullfrogs are solitary in their
habits, only collecting together in the breeding season, when
hundreds may be seen in the same small pond and then the
;

croak uttered by the males is so loud as to resemble the distant
roaring of a bull, and can be heard on still evenings at a distance

The voice is a hoarse bass " brwoom," playfully
" They cannot be said to abound,
more rum."
translated
sitting half immersed in
enough
but are found commonly

of half a mile.

into "

If
water, or on the banks of ponds, waiting for their prey.
conceal
not
do
but
water,
the
into
alarmed they hop suddenly

themselves at once, frequently skimming along the surface for
They are the most
several yards before they dive below."
and Holbrook has
frogs,
American
North
aquatic of all the

known specimens to live in wells for years, where they
not rest a moment on solid ground above the water.
The Bullfrog

is

lives or gets into his

voracious,

own pond

could

and takes almost anything that

—

Mollusca, Crustacea, fishes and,

no doubt that they drag down and

There is
good many ducklings and the young of other
water-fowl, but certainly not the half-grown birds which have
a way of disappearing from the farms wherever there are

aljove all, frogs.

swallow

a

negroes and other farm-hands about.

In turn the bidlfrog has

sufficient enemies to keep its numbers down, in fishes, birds,
Although easily
otters, and snakes, and, in the South, alligators.
dull, having
are
they
tame,
comparatively
kept and growing

to

be

kept

in

solitary

confinement

Two

on

account

of

their

of our specimens each

which knows no
swallowed a full-grown Salamandra macidosa, and died within
the same night, probably not understanding the meaning of
the conspicuous black and yellow warning colours of the
limits.

greediness,

f

European.
B. clamata

s.

fontinalis, likewise

Xorth America, may

an inhabitant of Eastern

be called a smaller edition of the Bullfrog, its

usual full-grown size being about

3^

inches.

The tympauvuu

.

is

conspicuously large, but the toes are webbed to a lesser extent,
and the skin forms a glandular fold which extends from
the
to

This species is partial
shoulder in a curve to the flank.
to be
it is said
streams;
running
of
the neighbourhood
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exceedingly timid, and to utter a short cry when disturbed and
making its enormous leaps.
Another Xorth American relation is Ii. halecina s. palustris,
frequenting the neighbourhood of ponds and rivers, very lively
The tympanum is
and capable of jumping 8 to 10 feet.

Fig. 50.

smaller than the eye, but
fold as in B.

B. esculenta.

— The

Palaearctic region

is

there

The vocal

damata.

small.

Rana damata, x |.

common

is

the same glandular lateral

sacs are internal

and decidedly

"Water-frog of nearly the whole

closely allied to the

American "Water-frogs

described above, and, like most of them, has the vomerine teeth

two small oblique rows between the choanae and extending a
beyond their posterior border.
But the males have a pair
of external vocal sacs.
The tympanum is distinct, about two-

in

little

thirds the size of the' eye.

than the second.

The

The

first

finger is slightly longer

toes are entirely webbed.

Besides the

usual subarticular phalangeal tubercles, the sole of the foot

provided with two metatarsal tubercles, the outer of which
small, while the inner

from a
skin

is

is

much

larger,

soft oval to a long, curved,

is

although varying in

shovel-shaped structure.

is

very
size

The

smooth, except for a pair of prominent glandular folds

behind the eye along the dorso-lateral line.
The upper parts are mostly
greenish brown, with black brown spots on the back, and larger
patches on the limbs.
Most specimens have three lighter stripes
along the back, the middle one mostly green, the two lateral
\Nhich extend from

The coloration

bronzy brown

tympanum
patch.

is

The

varies considerably.

and coinciding

with

brown, and there
posterior

aspect

is

the

glandular

folds.

The

occasionally a dark temporal
of

the

thighs

is

invariably
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spotted with black and white or yellow, in opposition to the

H. temporaria group, where these parts are never spotted.

The
inches

total length of this species varies

in

length

certainly mature,

are

much.
those

of

Specimens 2|4 inches are
a giant from

large, and
Boulenger has received
Damascus, which measured 125 mm., or nearly 5 inches.
females are larger than the males.

unusually

The variations

are not only

colour

in

local

dividual, moreover the colours are changeable.

The

but also

in-

The ground-tint

ranges from dull brown through olive to bright green, the dark

more or

spots being
vertebral line

is

less

pronounced and numerous

;

the light

olive-yellowish, bright green, or altogether absent.

Those which

inhaljit

waters with plentiful vegetation, like

and other luxuriant

plants, are generally prettier and
more vividly coloured than those which live in swamps and
ponds with dark mud, or where the prevailing vegetation has
Cold and dull, warm and smmy days also
a sombre aspect.
influence the water-frogs, and those which have been kept in a
dark tank look very different from the bright assembly which
had been put in some weeks before.
water-lilies

Various attempts have been made at subdividing

i?.

cscuhnta

of Linnaeus into sub-species, and Boulenger has now, after the

attentive study of an enormous material, arranged

The

principal and recognisable races.
relative length of the

femur to the tibia and the

metatarsal tubercles.
Var. ridihunda, Pallas.

1.

each other

when

them

— The

in four

chief differences are the

right and

left

size

of the

heels overlap

the thighs are stretched out at right angles to

is closely folded up against
"When stretched forwards, the heel reaches the eye
The inner metatarsal tubercle is
or even the tip of the snout.
small
and
Idunt
the outer tubercle is
very
feebly developed,

the verteliral column, and the tibia
the thighs.

;

absent.

That part of the thighs which
the animal

dark

is

olive, or

at rest is whitish

bronze, or

small light spots.

No

of the

is

concealed by the legs

when

or pale greenish, marbled with
latter colour

trace of yellow

is

with or without

ever to be detected

The vocal
on that region, nor at the axillae or on the groin.
black,
when
they are
with
inflated
pigmented
sacs are strongly
and
mixture
of
black
gold.
iris
is
a
pale grey.
The

KAXIXAE
This form or race has the widest
distribution, namely all
over Europe w.th the exception of
England, the northern half
of
i ranee, the Ehme countries, Denmark,

and

Italv.

Southwards

extends from France through Spain
and I'Jrtugal into the
Sahara eastwards into Turkestan.
It attams a larger size
than
the others, but only
certain localities in various
countries
where circumstances favour its
development.
Eastern countries
produce the largest of all those of
the Volga are said to be
verv
krge.
German physiological laboratories prefer
those from the
Danube, from Bohemia, and from the
lakes and broad expansions
ot the Spree, to specimens
from other localities
2. Var. typica {emde^ita, Linnaeus).—
The heels just meet but
do not overlap.
The inner metatarsal tubercle is
strong ;ompiv.ssed, and prominent.
small outer tubercle is present"
The
heel reaches to the eye or
a little further; the hinder'
sm-face of
he thighs is "marbled with
black, usually with more
or less
biught yellow pigment" in
the living specimens; the
vocal sacs
aie white or teebly
pigmented.
This race inclines to rather
more green than the others, the
males especially are often
It

m

;

A

dark

grass-green ,vith scarcely any
markings.
The vertebral stripe
IS then yellowish,
and the lateral stripes almost
golden
The
range extends over the whole
of Central Europe and the
kingdom
Italy
Its northern limit is the
southern end of Sweden
In
he greater portion of Germany,
Poland, and Austria it overlaps
he var. ruhhunda, with
which it does not seem to pair, owinc
'

to

«P—

^^^^^i-^°f
g the var. typica being aboiit a
ornrhtTt"
tounight
later, and beginning to
spawn when the other has finished

"'
is

Tr\

.H-n

^'^^"^^^«^«— Except that the inner tubercle

that he fourth toe is
proportionally longer, this variety
not distinguishable from
the typical fornix ai d

„:/'''

T

m pL'
Iiedmont
n

v^^ a

the

distinction

arbitrary

'/'''?'' 'P°''^^^' ^''''^^'^^^-

and other parts of

near Vienna, Halle,

iCm

is

""'^ "^^''

Italy, in

"

is

reallv

BoulenJr himself
The vS

It has been found

Hungarv and Transvl-

Upper Bavaria, on the Ehine, n^ar

'^ '"^'''"^ "^^^^-^^^ to us, in a few
r"'
the
eastern counties of England
Accoixling to Boulenger's "
Xotes on the Edible Frog in
>^ngland,
the individuals of
csculenta which live in Foulmire
'

^-^

places

R

'

P.Z.S. 1884,

p. 57.3.
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Fen in Cambridgeshire, near Stow Bedon, and between Thetford
and Scoulton in Xorfolk, and are generally supposed to have
been introduced from France, belong to the Italian form of var.
lessonae.

" It

used to be found in Cambridgeshire, in Foulmire

was discovered in 1844 and Bell ^ assures us that
his father, who was a native of Cambridgeshii-e, had noticed
the presence of these frogs many years before at Whaddon and
Fouhnire, where they were known from their loud croak as
Whaddon organs and Dutch nightingales.' The species was
afterwards rediscovered in Xorfolk, between Thetfoi'd and Scoulton,
where it is now still very abundant, and from inquiries made by
Lord Walsingham, must have existed for the last seventy (80)
years at least.
These frogs belong to the var. lessonae, and differ
widely (liy the much stronger inner metatarsal tubercle) from
those found in a few other places in Xorfolk, which are undoubtedly the descendants of a number imported from France
and Belgium in 1837, 1841, and 1842, and turned loose in the
Fens at Foulden and in the neighbom-hood.
Within the last
ten years large numbers of all the three forms have been imported
from Brussels, Berlin, and Italy, and liberated in various localities
in West Surrey and Hampshire.
Berlin specimens of the var.
ridihunda have also been introduced in Bedfordshire, and Italian
Fen, where

it

:

'

'

'

.

ones in Oxfordshire."

.

.

-

Leaving aside the question whether the so-called var. lessonae
merely sporadically developed out of the typical form, the
inquiry of the possible origin of the English specimens of the var,
lessonae is of special interest.
Have they been introduced, as has
been suggested, from Lombardy, or are they the last lingering
descendants of native English frogs ?
The suggestion as to their
Italian origin has naturally lost in value since similar specimens
have been found in Belgium and near Paris but we must remember
that tliere existed considerable intercourse between East Anglia
is

;

and the monks of Lombardy, who, to mention only one instance,
came regularly to the old Priory of Chesterton, near Cambridge,
in order to collect their rents.

them

If the frogs

were introduced by

for culinary purposes into various suitable localities their

descendants would remain as local as they, and as the undoubtedly
introduced Frencli tyjncal specimens actually
2nd

'

British Ecptiks,

-

Boulenger, "Tailless Batracli. of Europe," pt.

ed. 1849,

\>.

are.

On

the other

110.
ii.

p. 287,

Hay

Society. 1897.
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we assume the
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descendants of English
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now be
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restricted

natives,

it

is

to be the last living-

inconceivable

wliy they

to that eastern corner while there are

hundreds of other suitable places in England and Wales which, if
on the Continent, would be perfect paradises for Water-frogs. The
an
same vegetation, the same insects, the same climate, and
no storks.
enormous advantage to the frogs
These English specimens are " olive-brown or bronzy-brown

—

—

above, with black spots, strongly
light longitudinal area

marked on the

remains unspotted

;

flanks,

where a

glandular folds lighter

the sides of the head and the ground colour of the flanks are

sometimes green

;

tympanum chestnut-brown

;

a pale yellow or

pale green vertebral line, frequently edged with black

;

the 'dark

cross-bands on the limbs usually very irregular, sometimes absent

lower surfaces more or less profusely spotted with blackish

;

iris

Length of a male from Stow Bedon, 64 mm. or 2^
inches; of a female, 78 mm. or 3 inches."^
Distinguished by short glandular
4. Yar. chinensis, Osb.

golden.

—

folds along the back, in addition to the

long dorso-lateral pair.

Distribution
The metatarsal tubercle is large and shovel-shaped.
from Corea and Japan to Siara.
They make short
All these Water-frogs are decidedly aquatic.
excursions on land when their homes are dried up, but as a rule
they remain in the lake, pond, river, morass, or ditch in which

they were born.

Their favourite resorts are the broad floating

leaves of water-plants, for instance water-lilies, or a
stone,

prominent
where

a tussock of grass, or the banks of their homes,

motionless, basking for hours in a half-erect, alert
watching for insects and other small fry, which are
secured by a jump, and then lapped up.
Sunshine is sure
to bring them out, and on our approach they make straight
for the water, either by one tremendous leap or with quick
bounds, but without the slightest hesitation or stopping on the
way.
With folded arms they take a header, swim, with the
arms still folded, for some distance under water, and conceal

they

sit

position,

themselves in the mud, Ijetween stones, or in the vegetation. We
perhaps have not seen them at all, whilst their watchful eyes and
keen ears have noticed our approach, and the pond might appear

uninhabited

if

we had not heard the plumping
'

Boulenger,

o}).

cit.

y. 278.

noise.

If

we
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keep quite still, and tliev have not been disturl)ed previously, one
another will ^vriggle out of the mud, rise slo^vly to the
surface under cover of the plants, and, without causing a ripple,
rise just enough for the prominent eyes and the nose to clear the
Then one scrambles partly on to a leaf, but the sight
surface.

after

of the huge

human

figure strikes

him

as uncanny, as it certainly

does not belong to the scenery, and he doubles Ijack, the broadly-

webbed feet making a little splash.
But another appears, jumps on to a
«ar='

end
down, and utters a

leaf in the middle, or at the farther
of the pond, settles

somewhat like " ooaar,"
and soon the whole company appear
one after another, each taking up its
little

croak,

favourite position.

After

their ob-

all,

powers cannot be very great.
If we ourselves keep still we may wield
a rod and fish for them.
There is no
need of a hook, a piece of red cloth
tied
to
the end of the line and
skimmed over the water causes a lively
commotion.
The new bait is noticed
at once, and arouses their curiosity
several jump at it, and the one which
swallows the bait can be lifted out
before it has time to let go.
However,

serving

this is after
is

too eager.

all

poor sport

"When

;

the

game

a boy I have often

caught them witli a noose of slender
Fig. 51.

Rana

esculenta
1Three stages of the movement
of the tongue.

wire at the end of a long

They do not mind the rod

hazel rod.
at

all,

their

on the person
they allow the noose to be slipped over their heads, and a sudden
jerk secures the captive.
In this way they can be singled out
individually.
Old frogs are more wary and experienced than
the younger members
they take up safer positions, and by
their sudden plunges give the alarm.
Tlie males are great musicians, singing for sheer enjoyment
not only during the pairing time, but throughout the months
of June and July.
Warm moonlit nights are the favourite times
attention

;

l^eing

fixed
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the concert, which takes place in the water, begiimino- at
few individuals
sunset, and continuing until the early dawn.
for

A

here and there utter a single note, " gwarr, 00-arr," or " coarx,"

—
—

The precentor

but these are only preliminaries.
folk in

Xorth Germany

the country-

firmly believe that in each pond one old

begins with a
male holds the dignified position of choir-master
"
brekeke,"
and
is
signal
this
the
for
all the others
sharp-sounding
varied
with
with
the
same
notes,
all
in
sorts
of other
to chime
sounds, bass, tenor, and alto, each performer filling its resounding

and these bags then look as if they
are several hundred of these
acted as floats.
din
is
continuous,
and
creatures,
the
sociable
more
than
a
mile
off.
There
heard
may be
vocal sacs to bursting size,

When

can be too
too

many

much

there

of this, just as there can be

nightingales

:

and

a

perfect

There

nuisance.

having

servants

mg

.

,

^

accounts
in

a

of

the

purpose of keep-

sole

T

down by

the noise

are

employed

been

Middle Ages for the

well-stocked

may become

pond in the neighbourhood

^

J_^

i_-

Fig.

52.— /j«««

Male with

i

beating the pond,

^^,^.^3^1

escvienta.

iuflated ex-

^-oc^i sacs,

x

1.

throwing stones into the water, or otherwise
disturbing

the

frogs.

measures seem to have been taken
in order

more

Sometimes
;

the

not to be disturbed in their

vio-orous

and

lasting

exorcised them
Xear the former

monks

vigils.

monastery of Chorin, in the province of Brandenburg, the frogs
have still the reputation of keeping veiy cjuiet on account of
some powerful abbot who threatened them with awful consequences

if

they did not forego their concerts.

The length of life which these frogs can attain is quite
unknown.
They do not reach maturity until the fourth or fifth
year, but this is long before they stop growing, and it is no
exaggeration to say that few,

they have so

many

enemies.

if

any, frogs die of old age, since

The stork

is

their king

in

the

and his daily visits to his realm strike
amongst his subjects, which soon learn to know his conspicuous
white and black garb, and seek imperfect safety at the bottom
of shallow ponds and ditches, not too deep for the long-legged
and long-billed despot.
Numbers are taken by birds of prey
fable,

dire

distress

snakes and tortoises hunt them up in the water, and they are
good bait for pike and other voracious fishes.
The specific

ANURA
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name

cscidenta needs

martyr

to

no comment, and this species

brown

science as the

tadpoles and

CHAP.

young

frogs

are

is

as

much

The destroyers

Grass-frog.

In

unlimited.

their

a
of

turn the

and
any living creature they can master, insects, worms and
snails, other frogs, especially the brown kind, and the young

frogs themselves, especially the old ones, are very rapacious,

—

eat

brood of

fishes.

Recently caught Water-frogs are wild beyond description,
much more so than the Grass-frog, but even they calm down
after

some time, learn

to

know

their keeper,

and

allow"

him

to

handle them without trying to commit suicide by jumping on

However, they do not thrive well
and down anything.
and it is rare that they can be induced to breed,
unless their enforced new home affords them ample freedom,
and plenty of water and fresh air.
The "Water-frogs appear in Germany rather late in the year,
to, into,

in captivity,

not before the middle of April, first the younger, then the adult
In Southern Europe they show themselves earlier,
members.

and
ing

still

further south they do not hibernate at

all.

Germany towards the end

season begins in

of

The breedMay and

continues well into June, the var. ridihunda beginning mostly a

The male clasps the female under the arms,
throwing its own round her breast, the nuptial grey excrescences
on his inner fingers pressing against her skin, the palms being
turned outwards.
The embrace does not last long, rarely
extending over a few days. The eggs, to the astonishing number
of 5000 to 10,000 in full-grown specimens, are expelled in
several masses, which sink down and remain at the bottom.
The eggs measure only 1'5 mm. and are yellowish -grey above,
their gelatinous cover swells to 7-8 mm. in
pale yellow below
width.
The embryo escapes on the fifth or sixth day as a very
small larva, in which, however, the mouth, eyes, and beginnings
At the age of two
of the external gills are already discernible.
weeks the gills have slirunk away, the left-sided " spiracle " is

fortnight earlier.

;

completed, and

the

well -tailed

yellowish white below,

still

tadpoles,

hang with

olive

brown above,

their suckers on to plants

stones, or lie at the bottom, nibbling away at any rotting
animal matter or scraping off the green algae.
It may here be mentioned that small tadpoles of any kind
can with advantage be used as cleaners of delicate and small

and
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is put into a vessel, and the
tadpoles
and rasp away all the edil^le portions, leavinothe skeletal framework beautifully cleaned.
But they require
attention lest they rasp away the cartilage.
The tadpole stage lasts three to four months but cold, absence
of sunshine, and scarcity of food delay the metamorphosis
well into
the end of summer, or force them to hibernate in the
uulinished
condition.
They are very gregarious, and when the tadpoles of

skeletons.

object

will soon nibble

:

several families combine, they

make imposing

shows.. By the
they frequently
combine into large shoals, and instead of always feeding
they
swim about in their tens of thousands, all moving in the

time that

their

hind-limbs begin

to

sprout,

same
and making almost regular evolutions.
Mill-ponds
with steep banks are good places for watching tliese
peculiar
habits.
The tadpoles reach a considerable size, the total length
direction,

averaging 21- inches, or some 60

mm. the tail taking up -^of
Specimens which measure more than 3 inches
The baby-frogs hop on laud while still provided with

the whole length.
are rare.

a

stumpy

scarcely

tail

;

when

half-an-inch

season leads a rather

Ex

this

long,

more

is

and

resorbed
for

the

terrestrial life

Africa se)nper aliquid nori

the
rest

creature

little

is

of the available

than ever

after.

Quite recently Boulenger
has received a consignment of Anura from the French
Congo,
amongst which were several new, remarkable genera,
notably
/

Trichohatrachus and GamiJsosteonyx.
Both are true Eanidae.
Pupil vertical, with vomerine teeth.
Omosternum with a bony
style.
The outer metatarsals are bound together.
In Trichohatrachus rohnstus the toes are webbed, and both
sexes have the
flanks and corresponding portions of
the thighs covered with
numerous darkly pigmented, filamentous, cutaneous
excrescences
these are several millimeters

in length,
thighs a "hairy" appearance.
Mr. F. F.
these structures.
Their most remarkable
them of a great number of ordinary

m

giving the flanks and
Laidlaw has examined
feature

is

the presence

flask-shaped cutaneous

glands, whilst such glands are scarce
on the surrounding skin.
They differ in no way from those seen in
sections of the skin of
the Common Frog.
The fibrous connective tissue is dense and

vascidar;

the pigment - cells are most plentiful at the
base.
Contrary to expectation no nerve-endings
were found in these
filaments.
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Gampsosteoyii/x
digits stand out

has free

hejond the

toes.

skin,

like those of a cat.

CHAP.

The terminal

joints

of the

and end in sharp, bony claws,

—

About one dozen arboreal
Dendrobatinae.
little frogs have been separated from the Eaninae proper on
This mere loss of teeth,
account of the entire absence of teeth.
geographical
distribution
suggest
that these frogs do
and the
natural
but
have
group,
been developed independently
not form a
from other Eanidae, the Neotropical Dendrohates from some likewise Neotropical genus like Prostherapis, the Malagasy Mantella
from an Africa,n form like Megalixalus.
The sacral diapophyses are cylindrical.
The omo- and
meta-sternum are well developed.
The fingers and toes are free,
their terminal phalanges are T-shaped and carry regular, round,
The tympanum is distinct, although sometimes,
adhesive discs.

Sub-Fam.

3.

in Dendrohates, very small.

Dendrohates.

—The tongue

The pupil
is

The omosternum has a weak,

is

horizontal.

elongate, entire

and

free behind.

semi-ossified style, but the meta-

The males have a subgular
sternum remains cartilaginous.
Seven
closely-allied
species
inhabit tropical America.
vocal sac.
D. tinctorius.
in length,

is

—

This

pretty

little

scarcely

species,

1-|-

inch

much in coloration, and forms
Some are quite black, others are

quite smooth, varies

local races to a certain extent.

grey above, black on the sides and under parts

A

with large black patches.

fourth variety

is

;

or they are grey

black above with

several white or pink longitudinal stripes, while the under parts

are grey, spotted with

colour

is

black, with

black.

In others, again, the ground-

white stripes and spots above, marbled

enumeration does not exhaust the list, since
living
specimens are sometimes much more conspicuously
coloured, some being black with large patches of saturated
yellow on the head and back, while the limbs are orange red
This species has a wide range, from Panama to
and black.
It owes its specific
Ecuador and to the mouth of the Amazon.
name to the peculiar use made by man of the strongly poisonous
secretion of the tiny glands of the otherwise smooth skin.
The
Other species are doubtless employed in the same way.
"
"
dyeing
the green Amazon -parrots.
poison is mainly used for
The green and blue feathers on the
This is done as follows
head and neck, or other parts, according to the fancy of the
below.

But

this

:

—
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and these places are rubbed with the
with its

poison, often simply with the living frog, certainly not
blood, as is

sometimes asserted.

when the new, young

This operation

feathers begin to bud.

these appear yellow instead of green,

and

to a

these
call

certain extent the

artificially -produced

them, the industry

is

be repeated

result is that

and since the Brazilians,

Portuguese, are rather partial

freaks or "

kept up.

used for arrows has been mentioned on

Fig. 53.

may

The

to

contrafeitos " as they
That the poison is also

p.

38.

Dendrobates tinctorivs, three colour-variations,

x

1.

D. trivittatus, chiefly in Xorthern Brazil, has the first finger
than the second.
It likewise varies considerably

slightly longer

in its coloration, being either quite black, or spotted with white
and brown, or with a whitish forehead and several white patches
on the back and hind - limbs.
D. typographus of Central
America is vermilion red, with small dark marks on the back
;

the legs are black.

The various species of Dendrobates take remarkable care of
young.
D. Iraccatv.s lives in Brazil in "varzeas," i.e.
moist but waterless places, and carries its tadpoles on its back,
to which they are attached by a peculiar secretion.
The same is
said to be true of D. trivittatus, which sits down in a drying-up
their

puddle, lets the little tadpoles, w^hen they are only 6-7
fasten themselves on,

the water
is

is

and conveys them

calculated not to

mm.

completed.
VOL. VIII

long,

where
evaporate before the metamorphosis
to a safer locality,

T
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Mantella.

—Both omo- and

CHAP. VI

raeta-sternum possess a bony

style.

The tongue is free and distinctly mitred or cut out
The skin is very granular.
Several species, in Madagascar,
behind.

were formerly put into the same genus as the American forms,
The
until Boulenger established the genus Mantella for them.
coloration

is

strikingly pretty.

J/,

madagascariensis

instance of difference in colour between

male

is

a rare

is

the two sexes.

The

bluish black, with light blue spots on the belly, while

the thighs and the inner sides of the legs are beautifully red.

The female

is

deep black, with a light green spot at the base and
the rest is coloured like the male.

in front of the limbs

;

Cardioglossa gracilis, quite recently discovered at the Gaboon,

has likewise to be added to the Dendrobatinae, on account of the

absence of teeth.

It is a small, slender, arboreal

frog,

bearing

an unmistakable resemblance to the other genera by its general
appearance and conspicuous, contrasting coloration of black and
white.
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"Cada uno

es

como Dios

y aun peor muchas'
"

We

are ail as

le hizo,
"

vezes.

God made

us

and many even worse."

Saxcho Paxza,
Don Quixote.
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VII

EEPTILIA

AND CHAE^CTEES POSITION OF THE CLASS EEPTILIA
THE PHYLUM VERTEBEATA
CLASSIFICATION
SKULL AND

DEFINITION
IN

VEETEBEAE.

The recent Eep tiles comprise, broadly speaking, the Crocodiles,
Tortoises, Lizards, and Snakes.
They are the only Vertebrates
which are cold-blooded, breathe by lungs, and have a median
occipital condyle.
Another equally sufficient diagnosis is the
following:
Tetrapoda, with a median occipital condyle, with
nucleated red blood -corpuscles, and with complete right and

—

functional

left

aortic

arches.

Monocondylia with a scaly

A

still

shorter

diagnosis is:

skin.

If our diagnosis is to include the fossil Reptiles

only to discard

the characters

unavailable, but

we

are

drawn from the

forced to

treat

we have not

parts as
the condition of the
soft

condyle with caution, since there exist, or must have
between Eeptiles and Amphibia and
Mammals and the winged class Pterosauria does not permit us
to use the wings as a differential character for
the Birds.
In
occipital

existed, transitional stages
;

while the Pteptilia are sufficiently separated from the
Amphibia by their absolutely gastrocentrous vertebrae, it is
difficult to distinguish them as a class from
the Birds
hence the
term Saueopsida, which is intended to indicate the close relationfact,

;

ship of the Eeptiles to the Birds in opposition
to the Mammalia,
and to the Ichthyopsida or Amphibia and Fishes.
However, the
Eeptilia take

main

up a very central position in the evolution

classes of the Vertebrata.

On

the one hand, there

the slightest doubt that they are evolved from

of the
is

not

some branch of

CHAP.
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haud the Eeptiles, probthe Ste-ocephali, Nvhilst on the other
Theromorpha, have given rise
ably through some branch of the
some other Keptilian branch, at present
to the Mammals:
unknown, has blossomed out into the Birds.
Principal Characters of the Reptilia.

•2.

are gastroceutrous.
Tlie skiiU articulates with the atlas
mainly bv the basioccipital.

3.

The mandible

4.

through the quadrate liones.
There is an auditory columeUar apparatus

5.

The limbs

6.

There

The vertebrae

1.

consists of

many

pieces

,

.

•,

by one condyle, which
and

articulates

.

is

j

o

formed

with the cramum

tilting into the fenestra

ovalis.

The
8 The

is

ribs

7.

are of the tetrapodous, pentadactyle type.
an intracranial hji^oglossal nerve.

i

form a true sternum.

connexion is post-acetabular.
neither with feathers nor
Tlie skin is covered («) with scales, but (b)
with hairs and there is a great paucity of glands.

'
9.

ilio-sacral

;

11

Reptiles are poikilothermous.
The red blood -corpuscles are nucleated, biconvex,

l^

The heart

10.

divided into

is

It has

ventricle.

two

atria

and oval.
and an imperfectly divided

no conus, but semilunar valves

of the tripartite aortic trunk.
The right and left aortic arch are complete

13

44. Respiration

is

effected

during embryonic
15.

-16.

by lungs; and giUs

exist at the base

and remam functional
are entirely absent, even

life.

Lateral sense-organs are absent.

The kidneys have no nephrostomes.

Each kidney has one separate

ureter.
17.

/48.
19.

^50

is always a typical cloaca.
eggs are meroblastic.

There

The

.•

r

and is effected, with the single exception of
of male copulatory organs.
means
bv
Sphenodon,
developinent.
An amnion and'an aUantois are formed during
the Reptiles from
Numbers 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 14, 16, 18, 20 separate
5.
and
also
4
Cf
pp.
the Amphibia.
-o- j
the Birds and
Numbers 9 (b), 10, 12, and 13 separate theiu from

Fertilisation

is

internal,

^

Mammals.
Numbers 3, 8, and 11

separate

i

them from the Mammals.

The evolution of the classification

of

the

Reptiles has

For a
treated on pp. 7-9.
to a certain extent been already
and
Snakes,
or
Ophidia
loner time only Chelonia or Tortoises,

Then the
divisions.
Saurii were recognised as their principal
Coeciliae
the
later
Lizards
Crocodiles were separated from the
Amphibia.
the
to
referred
removed from the Snakes and
;

were

CHARACTERS
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and ultimately Splienodon was recognised as deserving a separate
Stannius showed
position, equal in rank to the other groups.

and Tortoises are

that the Crocodiles

opposition

relatively near allies in

the likewise closely allied

to

Lizards

and

Snakes

(Splienodon was then unknown), and he expressed this by the

term Monimostylica, or creatures with fixed quadrate bones, for
the former, and Streptostylica, creatures with movable quadrates,
for

the

The

combination.

latter

Eeptiles were hardly
In various zoological text-

fossil

allowed proper places in the system.

books they were, or are even now, treated as inconvenient, outlong time elapsed before,
lying, or supernumerary members.

A

thanks to the labours of H. von Meyer, Owen, Huxley, Marsh,
Cope, Zittel, and Seeley, it was recognised that the extinct groups

form the preponderant mass of Eeptiles, and that

it is

the recent

groups which, in spite of the bewildering number of species of
Lizards and Snakes, are the comparatively few and much-reduced

With the exception of the
members of a once flourishing class.
and Snakes, which are on the ascending branch, the
modern Splienodon, the Crocodiles and the Tortoises are a mere
Lizards

comprising a few survivals of richly-developed groups,

fraction,

while

all

The

the others, the overwhelming majority, have died out.

classification

adopted in this volume

is

as follows

:

Class Eeptilia.
Sub-Class

I.

„

II.

Proreptilia.

Prosauria.

Orders

,,

„

^

:

Microsauri, Prosauri.

Theromorpha.
Pareiasauri,
Orders
Anomodontia, Placodontia.

III.

:

IV. Clielonia.

Tlieriodontia,

Orders
Atliecae, Thecophora.
Orders Sauropoda, Theropoda, Orthopoda,
:

V. Dinosauria.

:

Cerato^isia.

„

-^VI.

„

,,

VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

,.

XL

„

„

Crocodilia.
Plesiosauria.

Orders Pseud osiicliia, Parasuchia, Eusucliia.
Orders Notliosauri, Plesiosauri.
:

:

Ichthyosauria.
Pterosauria.

Orders

Pytliononiorjslia.

Sauria.

Orders

;

:

Dolicliosauri, IMosasauri.

Lacertilia, Ophidia.

The eleven principal groups are here called

" sub-classes " to

emphasise the undeniable fact that these Eeptilian groups are of

much

greater morphological value than those which are most

generally called

"

Orders

" in

consider as the standard or

the Mammalia, that class which we
The
model of classificatory units.

—

Diagrams of skulls, showing especially the composition of the bony arches
Fig. 54.
the orbito-temporal region.
A, Ehjinia, i>. 305 C, Cynognathus, \\ 306 D,
A, C, D, E. Theromorpha.
Uordimiu, p. 310
E, hiajnvdon, p. 310.
B. Sphetuxlon, p. 294 ; G, Palaeohatteria, p. 291.
B, G, Prosacri.v.
F, Crocodilia. p. 434.
H, I, K, Cheloxia, p. 316. H, Chdijdra, p. 338 I, Chrysemys, p. 34(3 K.
Cistudo, p. 361.

1

:

;

;

;

:

£, Epiotic ; /', frontal; JT, intratem]>or.al fossa; ./, jugal, shaded vertically;
*Vff, nasal
X, nasal groove
lione
^f, maxillary
L, lacr>'mal
0, orbit
Pm, premaxillary
Po, postorbital, dotted
P, parietal
Pf, post-frontal
.So, supraPli/, pterygoid
Pr, prefrontal
<^j, quadrato-jugal
Q, quadrate
St (in B-E), su prate mporal fossa
occipital
Sg, squamosal, shaded obliquely
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

St (in A),

;

;

;

Supratemporal

lione.

;

:

;

,

;

—

Diagrams of skulls, showing especially the composition of the
the orbito-temporal region.

Fig. 55.

L,

Ptthonomorpha.

Clidastes, p. 490.

M, N, O, Lacertilia,
Lacerta,

p.

bony arches of

p. 496.

M, Varauus,

p.

543

;

N, Uromastix, p. 524

;

0,

550.

ICHTHYOSADRIA, p. 479. IchtlujoscutrKs, p. 483.
Dimorphodon, p. 486.
Q, PterosaURIA, p. 484.
P,

R, AvES, generalised, for comparison.
S, Mammalia, generalised, for comj^arison.
T. Ophidia, p. 581.

C,

Condyle of mandible ; CoJ, columella cranii ; F, frontal ; 7, interparietal or
pineal foramen ; l.A, Inner angle of mandible
/, jugal, shaded vertically ;
L, lacrymal ; M, maxillary ; iV, nasal groove
Xa, nasal bone
0, orbit
Oj, preorbital fossa ; P, parietal
Pr, prePf, postfrontal ; Pm, premaxillary
frontal ; Ptg, pterygoid
Sq, squamosal,
Q, quadrate ; (Jj, quadrato jugal
;

;

;

;

shaded obliquely

;

St,

supratemporal bone.

;

;

;

;
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families cauiiot well be changed, and terms like super-families
and super-orders are sometimes resorted to by those who do not
like to look stern facts in the face.

The sequence

of the groups, although arranged as

much

as

possible in ascending order, is of necessity as unnatural as that of

maps

an

We

cannot yet construct a satisfactory
The Proreptilia connect them witli
the Amphibia.
Xext follow the Prosauria with Sphenodon among
Then follow
the Prosauri as the key to most other groups.
the Theromorpha, and it is probable that from various branches
the

in

atlas.

phyletic tree of the Eeptiles.

of these have arisen the Chelouia, Dinosauria, Crocodilia, and

The descent of the Ichthyosauria is very proThe same applies to the Pterosauria and to the
Pythonomorpha, but it is possible that they, together with the
Plesiosauria.

blematic.

Sauria, are connected with the Prosauria.

"With

all reserve these hj'pothetical affinities

by the following diagram

may

,Opliidia

Lacertilia

Ichtlivosauiia

be expressed

:

Plesiosauiia

Crocodilia

Sauria

Chelouia

Pterosauria

Sphenodon

Dinosauria

/

^Pythonomorpha

-Theromorpha
Prosauria
I

Proreptilia

The eleven sub -classes of the Eeptilia present so many
important diiferences that it is not advisable to give here a further
general account of their structm-e.
The diagrammatic figures
A to T on pp. 280, 281, representing various types of skulls,
are intended to explain their chief modifications, all referable to

Proreptilian and to certain Theromorphous conditions.

the most important features

is

that the mandible, which

One
is

of

always

composed of many pieces (cf. Fig. 142, p. 550), is invariably
carried by the quadrate bone.
Diagrams of the generalised
skulls of a Bird and a Mammal have been added for comparison.
As mentioned on p. 278 the vertebrae of the Picptilia and
those of

all

other

^\mniota are gastroccntrous

;

that

is

to say

VERTEBRAL COLUMN
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by the pairs

the centra or bodies of the vertebrae are formed

of interventralia, while the basiventralia are reduced, persisting

—Composition

of vertebrae of Reptiles, illustrated by the first and second
(1) Atlas (first cervical) and axis (second) vertebra of Crocodiliis.
(3) Analysis
(2) Atlas and axis of Metriovhynchus, a Jurassic Crocodile.
of the first two cervical vertebrae of a Crocodile ; 2, second basiventral complex
"
or
interceutrum " continued upwards into the meniscus or intervertebral pad.

Fig. 56.

cervical vertebrae.

Diagram of the fundamental composition of a Reptilian verteln-a compare this
(6) with Fig. 1 (8 and 9) on p. 13.
(5) The first three cervical vertebrae of
Spheiiodon.
typically temno(6) Trunk-vertebrae of Knjcqis, a Permian Proreptile
.spondylous
cji, articular facet of the capitulum of a rib.
(7) The complete atlas
(4)

;

and

:

;

of an adult Tn'oni/.r hurum ; the second basiventral (interceutrum) is attached to the
posterior end of the first centrum, which, not being fused with the second centrum,

not yet an odontoid process.
(8) The complete atlas of an adult Trionyx gangestill typically temuospondylous.
(9) The first and second cervical vertebrae
Az, Anterior
of an adult Platemys.
(10) The complete atlas of a Chelys fimhriata.
zygapophysis B.I), basidorsal B. V, basiventral
Cj, Ci, C3, first, second, and third
centra, formed by the interventralia
Cp^, Cp~, articular facets of the capitular
portions of the first and second ribs
/. T', interventral
A'^i, X.,, A'j, first, second,
and third neural arch, formed bj- basidorsalia [B.D)
Od, odontoid process = first
centrum Pz, posterior zygapophysis iij, R.-,, ribs S}), detached spinous process
of the first neural arch
and second ril)s
t-^, t.,, tubercular attachments of the first
" = basiventrals
1, 2, 3, 4, " iutercentra
/, II, III, position of the exit of the first,
second, and third spinal nerves.
is

ticus

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

either

as

vertebral
stages of

so-called

intercentra

pads,

disappearing

or

or

wedge -bones,
altogether.

At

or

as

the

interearlier

development the gastrocentrous vertebrae behave in the
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way

same

as

described

that

on

p.

CHAP. VII

12

(Fig.

1),

except that

the interdorsal elements are suppressed from the beginning.

Ii

the remaining three pairs of constituent elements of each verte-

bra (the basidorsalia, forming the neural arch

forming the body or centrum

;

;

the interventralia,

and the basiventralia) remain

separate, the vertebrae are called teynnosjjondt/lous {refivw, I cut,
aTTovhvXo^;, a vertebra).

If the neural arches

and the centra are

suturally united or are fused with each other, the vertebrae are
called

the

stereospondi/lous

atlas

or

first

{cnepe6<;,

vertebra

solid).

In

many Amniota

remains in a relatively primitive,

embryonic condition, and is temnospondylous but for the usual
modification that its centrum becomes attached to that of the
second vertebra, and forms the odontoid process of the latter.

The composition of gastrocentrous vertebrae (cf. p. 282)
by the first and second cervical vertebrae

illustrated

Crocodile (Fig. 5G,

3, p.

is

of

best

the

28.T).

Concerning geographical distribution, even a cursory study
shows that the sub-classes have come into existence at very
different geological periods, and have each followed their own
lines of dispersal.

CHAPTER
peoreptilia

VIII
theromorpha

prosauria

Sub-Class I.^PBOBEPTILIA.
Permian T'emnospondylons Beptiles with laell-develojJed limbs
and girdles of the terrestricd type.

The two genera Eryops and Cricotus of the North-American
Permian formation had until recently ^ been relegated to the
By grouping them and their nearest allies
Stegocephali.
together as Proreptilia
the lowest
to the

known

it

is

intended to indicate that

they are

Eeptiles and that they probably link this class

Amphibia.

bi-partite vertebrae,

The
and

superficial resemblance of their tri-

their occurrence in the

or

Lower Permian,

have caused the error of classing them with the Stegocephali, but
the composition of their typically gastrocentrous vertebrae leaves

no doubt as to their

affinities.

After

all,

Eeptiles have arisen from Stegocephalous

we

certain that

feel

Amphibia, and

it is

in

Lower Permian, exactly where these debatable creatures lived
side by side with Stegocephali, undoubtedly likewise temnospondylous, that the change from Amphibia into Eeptiles seems to have
taken place.
Both are referable to Amphibia with quadripartite
vertebrae.
The condition of the occipital condyles determines
the

nothing.

This greatly exaggerated character has lost in import-

ance since

morpha
condyle.

:

we have known the condylar modifications

of the Thero-

moreover, Cricotus itself seems to have possessed a single

We

should even

many Stegocephalous
the skull roofed

m

expect

the

Proreptilia

present

by dermal bones, a ventral dermal armour, a
still without a sternum, and only one

very complete pectoral arch
sacral vertebra.
1

to

inheritances, for instance the condition of

Phil. Trans, clxxxvii. 1896, B. p. 23.
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Until more genera are better known than they are now, it is
premature to divide the present siUj-class into orders.
Eryops, with several species in Texas and New Mexico.
E.
mcgaccplialvs is the most abundant and the largest species, its
broad and flattened skull measm-ing more than 1 8 inches in length

and 12 in width.

"With the exception of the nostrils and the

small orbits, the skull
surface, but

pitted

is

entirely encased in bone, with a rough,

without any distinguishable

common

absence of mucous canals, so

worthy of

in the

sutures.

The

Stegocephali,

is

The quadrates extend obliquely outwards and

note.

backwards, so that the joint with the mandible lies in a plane
behind the occiput.
The mandibles are devoid of a projecting
The teeth are numerous,
angular process.
small, and pointed.
The vertebrae are
typically temnospondylous, consisting each
J
.

§^

"^

^

j/"'\

—

of three pairs of separately ossified pieces,

'

which, although

Fig. 57.— Truuk vertebrae of
AVyo/js (cf. Fig. 56, 4, p.

^re

closely

packed together,

The neural

not suturally connected.

arches possess high spinous processes, they

by short and broad zygapoand are, with their triangular
bases, wedged in between the two ventral pieces, the posterior of
which (the united interventralia) is in broader contact with the
the anterior piece (the united
neural arch and lies behind it
basiventrals) appear as typical, but large, intercentra, and bear on
The latter
their posterior, dorsal margin the facets for the ribs.
are short, but are broad at their proximal ends, which are not
"
bifurcated they extend their articulation from the " intercentra
The tail is
upon the short lateral processes of the neural arches.
short and ends in a pointed coccyx, owing to fusion of the last
of the capituium of a rib.

articulatc
pliyses

;

;

vertebrae.

The pubes and ischia are heavy, the former flattened and
broadened out.
The limbs are of an almost ideal pentadactyloid
strongly developed for terrestrial locomotion.
The ulna
type
;

possesses a large olecranon.
pieces, ulnare,

carpalia.

the second

The

The carpus

consists of ten separate

intermedium, radiale, two centralia and
latter support only four metacarpals

finger

five distal

and

fingers,

being completely abolished, an explanation

suggested by Cope and corroborated by Emery.
1

Aiiat. Anz.

.\ix.

1897,

]>.

201.
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clitus

with several
was perhaps 10

bones,

most of which

Cricotus,

species iu Texas

287
and

Illinois.

C. ketero-

long and probably aquatic.
The
skull has a long, narrow, depressed snout, the margins overhanging those of the lower jaw its surface is encased in dermal
feet

;

show

still

sutures, so

postfrontals, postorbitals, supratemporals

that for instance

and squamosals can be

distinguished
all these are in contact with the long parietals
and with the quadrato-jugal arch, covering the temporal region
but the supratemporals have a free projecting border, like the
;

squamosals of the crocodiles.

According to Cope's description
connected with the first vertebra by an
undivided discoid " intercentrum," probably the true centrum, while
the first basiventral mass, which would be, if independent, the
the

first

basioccipital

is

true intercentrum,

is

more probably connected with the

neural arch, thus constituting the ring of the atlas.
The vertebrae are still temnospondylous, but

no

first

longer

The neural arch is fused with the interventralia into
one mass, which carries the capitula and tubercula of the ribs,
tripartite.

while the united basiventrals

In the

wedges.

tail

still remain as separate intercentral
these wedges carry chevron-bones, and are

enlarged into thick almost complete discs, or rather rings, while
the whole vertebral

by the chorda

column is still perforated, as also in Eryops,
The tail is long. The digits are devoid

dorsalis.

of claws.

Eemains

of dermal

of several large

armour exist on the throat in the shape
gular plates, while the whole belly is covered

many closely packed bony scales, which are arranged in
chevron-shaped transverse rows.
Probably several other genera of American Permian and also
with

of

European Permian strata will, when better known and critihave to be referred to the Proreptilia.
Thus for

cally examined,

instance

the

European

Melosaurus

Eryops, while Diplovertelron of
Cricotus.

Permian

The difficulty of
Amphibia which,

may have

Bohemia seems

division will

lie

affinities

with

to be allied to

with those Lower

like Archegosaurus,

Euchirosaurus,
Actinodon, possess tripartite vertebrae, which at first sight are
strikingly like those of Eryops.
But the tail-vertebrae permit
of no mistake, and since these are quadripartite
in Archegosaurus,

and Sphenosaurus, these genera are safely to be
with the Amphibia, unless, indeed, for mere argument's

Ohelyclosaurus,
classed
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assumed that the iutercentral discs of Diplovertehron
and Cricotus are formed by the fusion of Amphibian interdorsals
Anyhow, simply to state that the tripartite
with interventrals.
vertebrae of Eryops are the same as those of Actinodon, would be
as convincing as saying that the English and French flags are
essentially the same, both containing the same colours, but one
Tripartite
is white, red, and blue, the other blue, white, and red.
sake, it be

Amphibian vertebrae
interdorsals,

basiventrals
p.

those

are composed of basidorsals

of

Keptiles

+ interventrals.

are

made up

Fig.

(Cf.

56,

p.

+ basiventrals +
of basidorsals

283, and Fig.

1,

13.)

Sub-Class II.—PROSAUBIA.
Mostly extinct Reptiles, with deeply ampliicoelous hut stereospondylous vertebrae, vjith movahle chevron-hones in the tail and
frequently with intercentra in the trunk.
recent yenus, has no copidatory organs.

Order

I.

Sphenodon, the only

MIOROSAURI.

Extinct, small Reptiles, mostly Carhoniferous and Permian, with
dermal armour on the dorsal and ventral side and with hifurcated
ribs.

We

term of Dawson's for those small, newtshaped, chiefly Permian reptiles, which are allied to Hijlonomus,
after elimination of contemporary forms like Keraterpeton and
retain

this

Urocordylus, which belong to the Branchiosaurian order of the
Until recently ^ all these creatures had been
Stegocephali.
classed with the Stegocephali.
restricted

sense reveal

The Microsauri

themselves, however, as

in the present
reptiles

by the

their broad neurocentral

movable chevron-bones in their tail,
sutures, the possession of two sacral vertebrae (Fetrohates),
the bifurcated ribs which always articulate with the centra
(most clearly shown in Orthocosta), and the possession of five
fingers

and

toes.

Considering the age of these
position in the reptilian scale
1

—

little

creatures and their low

in fact, they stand almost as low

Phil. Trans, clxxxvii. 1896, B. p. 23.

MICROSAURI
as the Proreptilia

retain a

number

—

of

it is

289

not to be wondered at that they

amphibian

The

features.

skull

is

still

encased in

dermal bones as in the Stegocephali, and the dermal armour of
is composed of many bony, sculptured
scales,
which cover back, sides, and under surface.
The middle rows on
the trunk and tail

back are the largest, while the scales on

the

arranged

in

transverse

obliquely headwards.

rows,

which

imbricate

the

and

belly

are

convero-e

Special gular plates seem to be absent.

The skull has an interparietal foramen.

The jaws and the palate
with small, simple teeth, and there is a laro-e
parasphenoid bone, an eminently amphibian character.
The
occipital condylar articulation is supposed to be double.
The
are

furnished

centra of the vertebrae are deeply amphicoelous, elongated, and
in the middle, just like those of the Aistopoda
and Branchiosauri.
The dorsal spinous processes are strongly
constricted

developed, and with the zygapophyses are very reptilian.
Transverse processes are absent or very short, the tubercular portions
of the ribs articulating with the centra, the capitula mostly
intervertebrally, in

The

tail

-

any case

vertebrae

close to the anterior

possess

very

typical,

end of the centra.
movable chevrons,

placed intervertebrally, and bear an extraordinary resemblance
to those of Geckos.
The ribs are long and slender, but there is

no sternum.

The

opposition

the

fore- and hind-limbs are pentadactyle, in
invariably four-fingered Stegocephali.'
The
shoulder-girdle consists of scapulae, coracoids, clavicles, cleithra,

to

and a T-shaped

The pelvis also resembles that of
by the separately ossified, somewhat discand pubes, which seem to have been joined

interclavicle.

certain Stegocephali

shaped,

flat

ischia

together by cartilage into one broad mass.

Hylonomus, Dawson's type of ]Microsauri, was found in the
Nova Scotia, within decayed tree-stumps. Closely
alhed, if not identical, but much better known is
Hyloplesion, e.g.
Coal-measures of

H. longicostatuvi of the uppermost Permian of. Nyrschan
in
Bohemia. Total length under 4 inches eyes with bony sclerotic
;

rings
;

neck short.

crpeton, Orthocosta,

one

incli

Triassic

in

Lower

length,

but

well

Pied Sandstone of

the ventral dermal
VOL. VIII

The truly Permian genera Bawsonia, Melanand Seeleya are allied forms, the last scarcely

armour

preserved.

Petrohates

of

the

Saxony has an arrangement of

closely resembling

abdominal

ribs.
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Order
^Mostly extinct, chiefly

arnioured

reptiles

with

II.

PROSAURI.

Permian and

Triassic, terrestrial, un-

biconcave vertebrae, numerous

deeply

and chevron-bones, fixed quadrates, complete pentaand shoulder - girdle, entepicondylar foramina,
acrodont teeth, and many small abdominal ossifications.
The Prosauri differ from the Microsauri, with which they
are closely allied, by the more advanced solidification of the
interceutra

limbs

dactyle

vertebrae, the reduction of the tubercular portions of the ribs,

the presence of an entepicondylar foramen in the humerus, and the
loss of the

dermal ossifications on the upper surface.

Their ancestors are the Microsauri, whilst they themselves

seem to be very near the root whence have sprimg most,
all,

if

not

other main branches of the reptiles, notably Crocodilia, Dino-

and Sauria.
In fact the Prosauri, although apparently
number, seem to represent the central stem of the
reptilian tree.
Only one of them is still surviving, the famous
Splicnndon, now represented by a single species in Xew Zealand.
The ventral half of the pelvis
Sub-Order 1. Protorosauri
seems to have formed one broad, continuous mass of cartilage in
which the pubic bones are represented by a pair of oval, rather
disc-shaped ossifications, while the ischia are more elongated.
The pelvis consequently still bears a great resemblance to that bi
the Microsauri, and thereby also to the Stegocephalous condition,
but the ilium seems to be attached to more than two vertebrae.
The vertebrae are deeply biconcave, perhaps even with a persistent
continuous chorda.
The neural arches bear high, laterally compressed spines, but no diapophysial or lateral processes, the ribs
being placed mostly intervertebrally and having lost their tubercular portions.
The ribs are continued to about the sixth
Intercentral wedges exist in an unbroken series
caudal vertebra.
between all the vertebrae from the atlas to the tail, where they
are represented by movable chevrons.
A costal sternum seems
The shoulderto be absent, unless it was quite cartilaginous.
sauria,

few in

—

girdle

is

complete, consisting of a long interclavicle, clavicles,

disc-shaped coracoids, and scapulae

;

but there are no cleithra, and

no indication of precoracoids or even notches in the coracoids. The
fore- and hind-limbs are complete and primitive, with five digits.
The abdomen is protected by numerous oat-shaped little ossifica-

tious,

29

I

which are arranged in many transverse or rather chevron-

shaped rows,
in

PROTOROSAURI

PROSAURI

VIII

the

still

greatly resembling the condition

Microsauri,

except that

prevailing

they have sunk deeper

into

by the scales.
The
skull, being no longer completely encased by bones, and possessing
now wide supra- and infra-temporal fossae, appears at first sight
the skin, being no longer directly covered

much

like that of a

generalised lizard, except that

three very conspicuous

and

it

possesses

distinct arcades in the temporal region

:

namely, the orbito-squamosal bridge across the temporal fossa,

formed by the postorbital and squamosal the arch formed by
the squamosal with the postero-lateral buttress of the parietal
;

The jugal itself is
and the infratemporal arch or jugal bridge.
long, connecting the quadrato-jugal with the maxillary and
lacrymal, and sending up an ascending process to the postorbital
bone, thus taking a considerable share in the formation of the
orbit.

The quadrato-jugal

quadrate, which itself

is

is

small, apparently fused with the

firmly overlaid by the squamosal.

The

quadrates are further fixed by being buttressed by the pterygoids,

upon short basisphenoid processes and extend far
and separating the palatines.
The
premaxillae are short, the nares small and terminal, the nasal
which

rest

forwards, meeting the vomers

bones are large.

There

is

a small interparietal foramen.

The

and pointed, forming unbroken series on the
premaxillaries, maxillaries, palatines and dentaries, and there are
scattered little teeth on the vomers.
Palaeohatteria longicaudata from the Lower Eed Sandstone of
Saxony.
Total length about 1 8 inches, with six cervical, twenty
trunk, three or four sacral, and about fifty caudal vertebrae.
The
teeth are ankylosed with the supporting bones.
The five fingers
have 2, 3, 4, 5, 3 phalanges respectively.
For the skull see Fig.
Telerpeton elgincnse from the Triassic sandstone
54, G, p. 280.
of Scotland, and perhaps Saurosternon of the South African
Karroo sandstone seem to be allied.
Protorosaurus (7rp(bTo<; = first, wpa = spring, or dawn, not
teeth are acrodont

Froferosaurus) apparently several species,

e.g.

F. lincki in

the

Upper Permian (marl-slate and magnesian limestone) of Thuringia
and Durham.
About 4 or 5 feet long, and in its general appearance rather like a Monitor -lizard, with about eight cervical
vertebrae, most of which carry slender backwardly-pointing ribs,
sixteen long-ribbed trunk-vertebrae, followed by three or four
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sacrals

chap,

and more than thirty caudals, some of which have

cated spinous processes.

Sub-Order

2.

— The

Rhynchocephali.
and enclose a

resemV)le tliose of lizards

There are only two sacral
closely packed, each

ventral

viii

bifur-

pelvic

Ijones

'wide pubo-ischiadic foramen.

verteljrae.

The abdominal

ribs

are

transverse set consisting of only three rod-

shaped pieces instead of many small oat-shaped nodides.
The
intercentra are sometimes suppressed in the trunk-region.
Ehyncliosaurus from the Upper Trias of AVarwickshire and
Shropshire, and Hyperudnpedon of the same age, found at Elgin,

Warwickshire, and also in Central India, are rather large, H.
Both have a short, broad,
and stout cranium, and curved down, toothless premaxillae,
in

gordoni measuring 6 feet in length.

hence the name Ehynchocephali': the nares are confluent
teeth are numerous and small, and are liable to be

;

the

worn down

so that the animals ultimately bite with the edges of the jaws,

which

to

the

teeth

are

ankylosed.

The

premaxillaries

of

Wiyncliosaurns are curved downwards over a slightly upcurved,
likewise toothless process of the mandibles, which form a strong

symphysis.

All the teeth are very small, absent, or minute on the

mandibles, forming one series on the maxillae, several rows on
the vomers and especially on the palatines, which latter remain
separated from each other.

the intercentra

;

its

Hypcrodapedon seems to have

lost

vertebrae are solid, those of the neck are

The
The hook-shaped end
opisthocoelous.

interparietal foramen is likewise abolished.
of the curved-down premaxillae

fits

into a

bifurcation of the mandibles in front of their stout symphysis.

The

teeth are similar to those of the otlier genus.

the

earliest

known genera

Whilst

of Ehynchocephali, are

various ways rather specialised,

e.g.

these,

already

in

the hooked beak and the loss

two following fossil genera, although
namely Upper Triassic, are more closely allied

of the intercentra, the

of

much

to

later date,

the recent Sphenodon.

Homocosaurus puh'hcll us and otlier species in Oermauy are only
8 inches long.
The vertebral column consists of twentythree presacral and many caudal vertebrae.
The first five
6

to

cervicals are devoid of ribs.

Intercentra are restricted to the

The mandibles are
by a bony septum.
The teeth of
Each premaxillary has one rather broad tootli.
neck and the anterior portion of the

not fused together.

The nares

tail.

are divided
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the maxillaries aud mandibles are triangular,

The

in front.

ribs are

but larger

allied

is

much worn down

devoid of uncinate processes.

Saumnodon

of France,

which has

Closely
lost

the

upper teeth aud uses the sharp margins of the jaws instead.
Pleurosaurus of Grermany and France, about 5 feet in length,
is remarkable for the shortness of its still pentadactyle extremities,
an interesting parallel to
for its short neck, and very long tail
what has happened in many genera of recent lizards.
Sphenodon s. Ha f fence is the sole surviving member of the
whole group of Prosauria, and is represented by one species only,
:

S. jpunctatuin, in

bygone ages

this

New

Zealand.

As

—

the last living witness of

primitive, almost ideally generalised

t.\\}e,

of

reptiles, this " living fossil," deserves a detailed description.

Total length of very large male specimens up to two feet and
a

half; in general appearance like

The general colour

of the skin

is

white or yellowish specks on the

many

a stoutly built lizard.

dark olive-green with small
sides.

A

series

of slightly

from the top of the
head to the end of the tail, but is interrupted on the neck they
The under
are cutaneous, covered with a thin sheath of horn.
surface is covered with numerous scales, arranged in transverse
The tail is thick,
rows the rest of the body is rather granular.
The eye is large, dark brown, with
slightly compressed laterally.

erectile spines of yellowish colour extends

:

;

a vertical pupil.

Those who are satisfied with superficial resemblances still
group this creature with the lizards, but it reveals itself as a
primitive reptile or Prosaurian by the following characters, every
The temporal
one of which distinguishes it from the lizards
The large vomers,
region is bridged l)y three bony arcades.
palatines, and pterygoids form a broad bony roof to the mouth
tlie large quadrates are firmly fixed by the pterygoids, squamosals,
The vertebrae
lateral occipital bones, and by the jugal bridge.
There
possess an unbroken series of intercentral wedge-bones.
The humerus has an
is an elaborate system of abdominal ribs.
:

—

:

entepicondylar foramen, and there
the

fossil

is also,

in contradistinction to

Ehynchoceplialia, an ectepicondylar foramen for the

The carpus still has the primitive
which remain separate, including the
Of soft parts are to be mentioned above all the
intermedium.
entire absence of external copulatory organs, Sphenodon being tlie
passage of the radial nerve.

number

of ten bones, all of

RHYNCHOCEPHALI

TROSAURI
only recent reptile which
condition, sufficient

by

devoid of them

is

;
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a most primitive

from

itself to separate tliis creature

the

all

other living reptiles.

The supratemporal bridge

is

formed by the squamosal and

Pmx

—A,

Pmx

x |.
Dorsal
B, ventral
C, left-sided view of the skull of Sphenodon.
columella aiiris Concl, occipital condyle E.P, ectopterygoid F, frontal Jug,
jugal
Max, maxillary Xa, nasal Xo. anterior nasal opening Pal, palatine
Par, parietal
Pmx, premaxillary
Pt.f, postfrontal and postPrf, prefrontal
Sq,
orbital
Ptg, pterygoid or endojiterygoid
Q, quadrate and quadrato-jugal
squamosal
Vo, vomer.
See also Fig. 54, B, p. 280.

Fig. 59.

;

;

Col,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

postorbital (Fig. 59, C, Pt.f), the latter being continued forwards

and fused with the postfrontal (A, Pt.f).
The postorbital joins
the ascending branch of the jugal, both together forming the
liinder border of the orbit
this is bordered below chiefly by
;
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the maxillary, which
jugal

is

much

is

reduced.

long, while the auterior process of the

There

is

no pre-orbital

fossa.

The nares

are terminal and lateral, well separated by the premaxillaries.

formed hj the squamosal and
over the quadrate and
parietal, the bridge extending
enclosing a wide space between itself and tlie buttress-like expanThe space enclosed between
sion of the lateral occipital bone.

The

posterior temporal bridge

is

laterally

this occipital buttress, the quadrate,

and

of the latter is likewise very large

;

it

tlie
is

pterygoid support

of course the cavity

and as such is crossed by the columellar chain
The infratemporal bridge or jugal arch is formed by

of the middle ear,
of the ear.

the jugal, which joins the descending process of the squamosal,

and

liy

the quadrato-jugal, which

The

quadrate.

The teeth

is

small and fused with the

latter is consequently very firmly fixed.

in one series with the
and much worn down in older
specimens.
Originally there seem to be several in the premaxilla,
but the adult bite with the somewhat curved-down portions of
the premaxillaries themselves, or with what remains of the fused
bases of the original teeth, which then, together with the bone,
The lateral
look like one pair of large chisel-shaped incisors.

supporting

are

bones,

acrodont, ankylosed

triangular

edges of the palatines likewise carry teeth, those of the mandibles
fit

into the long slit-like space between the palatine

Young specimens have

maxillary teeth.

and the

a few small teeth on

the vomers, which are large, and separate the long choanae from

The pterygoids form an anterior symphysis, posteriorly
they rest upon short processes of the basisphenoid and send short

each other.

tlanges to the quadrates.

The vertebral column
t\^jically

temnospondylous.

of basiventrals

is

is

very primitive.

The

first

The

atlas is

still

interceutrum or fused pair

Inoad and thick, and forms the ventral half of
first centrum and with

the atlas-ring, which articulates with the

The irregularly shaped neural arches
remain separate from each otlier and from the centrum; they
carry on the dorsal side a pair of disconnected supradorsals, the
so-called pro-atlas.
The second intercentrum is fused with the
first and
second centrum.
The second, to ninth intercentra
have l(Av median ridges or knobs, and are as a rule more
Those of the
firmly attached to the cranial ends of the centra.
trunk are small.
From the third or fourth caudal vertebra
the second intercentrum.

RHYNCHOCEPHALI
they

backwards

appear

chevrons,

as

the vertebra in front than with
the

of

and

right

more with
The bases

articulating

one

the

chevrons

left
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behind.

frequently

are

fused

across,

completely surrounded ' by bone, a
Every intercentrum, be it a pair
feature common in Dinosaurs.
of chevrons, or an unpaired nodule, or cresthat the caudal canal

so

extends

cent,

dorsalwards

The centra

chorda.

into

which

ring

cartilaginous

is

a

fibro-

surrounds

of the

deeply amphicoelous, the cavity being

throughout

life

by the

middle of the centra
caudal vertebrae
•

,

into

.

i.

two

parts,

the

carries

is

are

•

posterior

share

of

filled

but

;

Most

solid.

.

the

greater

chorda

transversely

ii

the

vertebrae are

the

of the

pif,

1

<?

•

1

which

of

;

they resemble in this respect those of lizards,
and the lost tail is likewise reproduced.
The
represented by bands of connective tissue.
to the side of

the

intercentrum

first three
vertebrae
of
Sjihenodon.
1, 2, 3, 4,
Intercentra
C -C.
centra
i\\-:\:j, ueurai
;

arches;

the

eo.— The

cervical

divided

first

The

three ribs are

first is

attached

the second arises from the
second intercentrum, and forms a small tubercle on the side of
the second centrum
the third behaves similarly.
The vertebral
first

;

;

arteries

and

strands of the sympathetic nerve-chain pass
through these double basal attachments of the reduced ribs.
The other ribs are osseous; they possess short capitula which
retain

their

lateral

partly

tubercula are carried

intercentral

attachment,

by low processes

while

the

short

of the centra, not of the

neural arches.
Already in the thoracic region both capitulum
and tuberculum merge into one facet, at first dumb-bell shaped,
further towards the tail oval, gradually shifted backwards

and

dorsalwards upon the middle of the centrum, until the facet
reaches and ultimately lies right across the neuro-eentral suture.

The

first few caudal vertebrae also possess ribs, which are however very short and fuse with the diapophyses, immediately below

which

lies

the neuro-central suture.

The whole column consists of twenty -five presacral, two
sacral, and about thirty caudal vertebrae.
Some of the thoracic
have cartilaginous, uncinate processes.
Three or four pairs
a typical sternum, into the antero-lateral portion of
which are let in the coracoids.
The sternum is raised into a
low median crest which fuses with the posterior branch of the

ribs

of ribs join
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T-shaped
fuse with

interclavicle, while the lateral

the

witliout

still

fenestrae

The parasternum

branches of the latter

The coracoids are broad and

claAdcles.

notches

or

indicative

of

entire,

precoracoids.

very elaborate it extends from the sternum
and consists of about twenty-four transverse
rows, eacli of which is composed of a median and two lateral
splint-bones.
They are irregularly shaped, partly with imbricating hooks, and are firmly attached to, in fact still connected
is

;

to the pul)ic bones,

with, the deeper portions of the cutaneous scales of the belly.

The three

pairs

of

bones

pelvic

are

fused

together at

the

Pubes and ischia each form one symphysis, and
tliese are connected with each other by partly ossified cartilage
and ligaments, so that the original cordiform foramen is
divided into a pair of ovals.
The lateral processes of the pubes
are thick, Ijut very short.
The ischia have postero- lateral

acetabulum.

processes.

Tliere

is

a

also

mostly

unpaired

cartilaginous,

hypo-ischium.

The

fore-

and hind-limbs are still primitive in structure
The car^jus consists of ten, sometimes eleven

both pentadactyle.

pieces, according to the single

or double

nature of the central

The proximal series is formed by the radiale, intermedian, and ulnare, with a pisiform. The ulna and radius remain
The liumerus has the usual ectepicondylar in addition
separate.
element.

to

the entepicondylar foramen

Theromorpha.

The hind-limbs

common

to all the Prosauri

and

are typically plantigrade.

The tail is capable of regeneration, as in many lizards.
The development of this reptile has recently Ijeen studied
and descriljed by Howes,^ who quotes the literature bearing
upon the whole subject.
A good account of the occurrence and halnts of the Tuatera "
has been given l»y Xewman.The Maoris call it " ruatara,"
" tuatete," or " tuatara," the latter meaning " having spines."
Formerly common on the main islands of Xew Zealand, tliey are
now apparently restricted to some of the islets in the Bay of Plenty,
Bush -fires, wild pigs, dogs and cats, reptileNorth Island.
eating Maori tribes, and the advance of civilisation, have swept
them away except on some of the small uninhal)ited islands,
difficult of access, where they dig burrows, into which they
They sleep during tlie
retreat at the slightest sign of danger.
'"

'

Trans. Zool. Soc. xv.

-

Trans. X. Zealand Inst.

x. 1878, \k 222.
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greater part of the day, are very fond of lying in the water,

and

They live
they can remain below for hours without breathing.
strictly upon animals, but these are only taken when alive and
The kind of food seems to vary according to
moving about.
the custom or fancy of the individuals.
that

some

of

one day, rather accidentally,
insects

and worms

Sir

stubbornly

captives

his

W.

BuUer observed

L.

refused

minnows were

eat

to

until

Others eat

offered.

those which live near the seashore not im-

;

From November

to January they
and oval about
28 mm. long, in holes in the sand, where they can be warmed by
They are as a rule lazy in their movements. The usual
the sun.
pace is a slow crawl, the belly and tail trailing on the ground,

probably eat also crustaceans.
lay about ten eggs

—

—

white, hard-shelled, long

but when chasing prey they lift the whole trunk off the ground.
After running, or rather " wobbling " three or four yards, they

They cannot jump the smallest obstacle.
grow weary and stop.
Yon Haast ^ has carefully examined their habitations on the
The Tuatara excavates its own hole, and this
Chicken Islands.
The entrance

shared sociably by various kinds of Petrels.

is

the chamber

is

passage leading into the inner chamber
first

to

inches in diameter, and the

generally 4 or 5

is

descending and then ascending again.

one foot and a half

2

to

3

feet

long,

The chamber itself
wide and 6 inches

long, by one foot
The petrel lives usually on
and leaves.
the left side, the Tuatara on the right side of the inner chamber.
AVhilst very tolerant of the bird with its egg and young, it does
not allow another of its own kind to live in the same hole,
which it is ready to defend by lying in such a manner that the
head is placed where the passage widens out into the chamber.
On putting one's hand or a stick into the burrow the Tuatara
bites at them furiously.
They can run very fast, and defend
themselves with great pluck against dog or man by biting or
is

liigh,

lined with grass

As soon

scratching.
to

seek

food.

as the sun has set they leave their holes

During the night, and especially during

the

pairing season, they croak or grunt.

The eggs, having been deposited during the Southern summer,
from November to January or February, in holes on a sunny
and sandy
August.
^

spot, contain nearly ripe

They

are,

embryos in the following

however, not hatched until about thirteen

Tranx. X. ZeaJand Inst. xiv. 1881,

p. 27fi

;

cf.

also Reischek, up.

cit.

xiv. p. 274.
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nil lilt lis

kind

old.

of

Ill

the

aestivation.

seem to undergo a
chambers become blocked

they

ineaiitime

The

nasal

with proliferatinu- e|»ithelium, which

is

resorbed shortly before

hatching.

have kept

I

half-a-dozen

specimens

a green-house

in

for

and have come to the conclusion that they are
dull, not companionable creatures, in spite of their imposing,
rather noble appearance when, with their heads erect, they
calmly look about with their large, quiet eyes.
Each dug its
own hole in the hard ground underneath and between large
stones.
At dusk they sat in front of the holes or walked
leisurely to the pan with the earthworms which formed their
principal food.
Meat they did not touch, but they killed and
chewed up lizards and blind-worms.
Sometimes they soaked
themselves for many hours in the shallow, warm water.
The
skin is shed in flakes.
I never found them basking in the sun,
and the pineal eye, still so well developed in these strange
creatures, caused them no distress when bright light was thrown
upon it.
They grew tame enough not to run away when found
roaming about at night, but they did not like being handled,
and they inflicted the most painful bites when taken up carelessly.
The biggest, a male, was rather quarrelsome, grunted
much, and worried the others.
several years,

III— THEROMORPHA.

Sub-Class

The Theromorpha comprise

a great

number

of extraordinary,

extinct reptiles, which as a group had a wide range in space

and time.

The

earliest

known

Eed Sand-

occur in the Lower

stone of Thuringia and l^ohemia, and in the middle Permian
strata

of

IJussia.

The majority

transitional Ijetween the Periuiaii
in

tli-e

been

found

in

strata

Triassic age, notably

Karroo sandstone of South Africa and in corresponding

levels of Xortli America.

the

liave

and the

Triassic

They seem

to

sandstone

Closely allied to
of

Elgin in

them are those of
and of India.

Scotland,

have died out with the Muschelkalk or Middle

Trias.

The various genera exhilut such
size, and many are still

shape, and

a

diversity of

so imperfectly

structure,

known, that

structurp:

^jqi

auy diagnosis is liable to be faulty, even assuming that thev are
To avoid confusion, we characterise the
a homogeneous group.
Theromorpha as Eeptiles v:ith a firmly fixed quadrate, a single
temporal arch, an interparietal foramen, and a pielris in which
the pi/hes and ischiaform one stout, rentral symphysis.
The dentition is most abnormal, and permits the division of
In the Pareiathe Theromorpha into two or three main groups.
saiu'i the teeth of the upper and lower jaws form rather even
series of nearly equal size-; .smaller teeth are carried by the
In the Theriodontia the teeth are differentiated
palatal bones.
in a truly Mammalian fashion into incisors, prominent canines,
Each tooth, and this
and multicuspid or tubercular molars.
applies to all Theromorpha, is implanted iu a separate aheolus
Tritylodon only seems to have double-rooted molars.
The lower
canines cross in front of the upper, just as in Mammals.
In
Placodus, which probably belongs to this assembly, the teeth are
few in numbers, very broad and flat, especially those of the
In Dicynodon and Gordonia the teeth are restricted to
palate.
a pair of conical, sometimes very large, tusk-like upper canines,
and in Oudcnodon the whole mouth is toothless.
The configuration of the skull shows two main types.
In
the Pareiasauri it is completely roofed in by dermal liones, the
only holes on the surface being the nostrils, orbits, and the
interparietal foramen.

The most striking feature
tendency to form an almost
junction of the

much

abutting against a

of the second type of skull

is

Mammalian zygomatic arch by

the
the

elongated squamosal with the jugal bone, both

downward

process of the postfrontal bone.

The skull shows a pair of wide supratemporal foramina bordered
by the parietals, squamosals, and postfrontals.
The comjiosition
of the temporal arch varies considerably in detail, and in Cynois a small hole within the
between the squamosal and jugal, probably the last
remnant of the otherwise absent infratemporal foramen. Except
in the roofed-in skulls of Pareiasanrus and Elginia there is no
separate quadrato-jugal element.
The quadrate is firmly fixed by
the overlapping squamosal, and the whole pedicle for the support

(jnathus crateronotus at least there
arch,

of the
or

mandible

slants

is

forwards.

rather elongated, and either stands vertically

The mandible

pterygoids extend backwards

so

as

itself

to

is

compound.

approach or

reach

The
the
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distal portion

of the quadrate

seem to be developed.
side of a large scapula,

wards, and

is

the other bones.

and

separate ectopterygoids do not

fused with the coracoid

at least indicated

clavicle

;

The shoulder-girdle consists on either
which is mostly directed obliquely backa precoracoid

;

present or

is

by a notch or foramen it is usually fused with
At least some genera possess a T-shaped inter-

clavicles

;

;

Pareiasaurus possesses

a

also

pair

of

cleithra.

The

pelvis is in every respect constructed

upon the

Mam-

The three constituent parts meet at the acemalian plan.
tabulum, and the ventral bones, pubes and ischia, form one broad
symphysis, leaving two, sometimes very small, obturator-foramina.
The ilium is attached to one to five sacral vertebrae, and since
the whole pelvis slants obliquely downwards and backwards, this
sacral attachment is distinctly pre-acetabular, perhaps most
TheHimbs are mostly stout, humerus
markedly so in Dicynodon.
and femur with strong crests the feet are thoroughly plantigrade,
with five fingers and toes. The details of the carpus and tarsus are
not well enough known to permit of generalisation, but there is
a tendency to form a heel, and to develop the cruro- tarsal
joint into the chief joint of the hind feet.
The vertebrae are
amphicoelous, sometimes with rather thin-walled centra, so that
in these cases the chorda was continuous.
Intercentral wedges,
;

or basiventral elements, are frequent in the cervical
regions.

Most of the

ribs, especially

and caudal

those of the neck, have a

tuberculum attached to the neural arch, and a distinct capituarticulates either with the centrum or with the
intercentrum, or lastly, if the latter is absent, between two
The axis and atlas vertebrae are united.
centra.
The occipital condyle exhibits every stage between the single
median knob {Pareiasaurus) formed almost entirely by the
basioccipital bone, a triple condyle {Dicynodon) to which both
lateral and the basioccipital bones contribute, and a kidneyshaped or double condyle (Cynognathus) from which the middle
or basioccipital portion is more or less withdrawn.
Dermal bony armour reached an extraordinary development on
the head of Pareisavrus and Elginia ; whether other parts of the
body were protected is doubtful, but the flattened tops of

lum which

the

bony

neural
scutes.

spines of Pareiasaurus

Abdominal protective

suggest

that

they

ossifications are

carried

unknown.

RELATION TO MAMMALS

VIII

Many

of the

Theromorpha

skulls of one foot

^

reached a considerable

303
size,

length being not uncommon.

in

massive

The

tail

was comparatively short.
The many resemblances of these strange creatures to
Mammals have naturally suggested that the Mammalia have
sprung from some such Theromorpha or " beast-shaped " animals.
The resemblances are chiefly the dentition, the zygomatic arch,
the pelvis, the cruro-tarsal joint, the scapula which is sometimes
possessed of a spine, and the occasionally double occipital conThe general shape of the skull of Cijnognathv.s is indeed
dyle.
strikingly like that of a Carnivorous Mammal, and the shape of the
whole body suggests rather a Mammal than a reptile and when
we have to deal with the fragmentary skulls of Tritylodon (cf. p.
309) it is, indeed, difficult to decide to which of the tw^o classes
;

But the Theromorpha possess a
by which they reveal themselves
at once as reptiles: (1) the large and fixed quadrate bone, which
the compound
is still the sole support of the lower jaw; (2)
mandible, which is composed of at least an articular, dentary,
angular, supra-angular, and splenial element; (3) the interparietal foramen
(4) the possession of prefrontal and postfrontal bones, sometimes also postorbital, supratemporal, and
Of course, any of these ancestral
quadrato -jugal bones.
such

a

number

belongs.

creature

of important characters

;

and the interparietal hole may be closed as in
We can also imagine that the quadrate
may be relieved of its jaw-bearing function and become loosened,
l)ut this is not easy, considering the strong development of
the squamoso-quadrate pedicle.
Those Theromorpha in which the
quadrate itself is small, whilst the squamosal reaches down, or
at least approaches the mandible, as in Dicynodon and Gordonia,
bones

may

tortoises

be

and

lost,

crocodiles.

•

are so hopelessly pledged, or specialised in other directions, that

impossible to connect them ancestrally w4th Mammals.
However, it is beyond reasonable question that the Mammals
have sprung from some reptilian stock (the attempts to derive

it is

soon changed it, unperhaps in order not to emphasise
too much their possible Mammalian affinities
while others rashly called them
8auro-Mammalia. For detailed illustrations of Theromorpha reference should be
^

Cope,

the inventor of this most appropriate name,

necessarily, into

Theromora

(/itwp6s

= sluggish),

;

made

to Owen, British Fossil Beptiles, 4to, London, 1849-55, and to numerous
papers by Seeley, Phil. Trans. 178 (1887), 186 (1895), and by E. T. Xewton in
Phil. Trans. 184 (1893), 185 (1894).
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them from Amphibia, without the iuteiventiou of Keptiles,
futile), and the Theromorpha undoubtedly comprise creatures which of all animals
approach nearest to Mammals, and coincide with them in most
important features.
But we have not yet found a single
Theromorph which can claim to be a direct ancestor of
Mammals. Since the latter occur already in the Trias, we have
to look for their reptilian forefathers at least in the Lower
Permian, and this naturally excludes all the known forms.
The
filling up of this gap is but a question of time.
The ancestry of tlie Theromorpha themselves is also
shrouded in mystery.
Attempts have been made to connect
them with the Permian Protorosaurus, Palaeohatteria, and Erydps.
are as gratuitous as they have proved

On

the other hand, some retain various Stegocephalous reminis-

cences

{e.g.

the roofed-in condition of the skull by meml:)rane-

bones, amongst which, besides others, supratemporals and postorbitals

saurus

;

can be recognised
distinct

;

occurrence

bones

epiotic

in

of cleithra

Plf/inia).

in

Parcia-

Although

they

have died out as a group, they have perhaps given rise to
several side-branches, one of which (leaving aside the question of
Mammalian origin) seems to have flourished as the Dinosauria.
We divide the Theromorpha into four orders, which are, however, liable to run into each other, and it is reasonably to be
hoped that many forms may be discovered which will connect
not only these provisional orders with each other, but also with
other sub-classes.

Order

I.

PAREIASAURI.

Cranium completely roofed

Tlie only
by membrane-bones.
and the interparietal foramen.
The teeth are comparatively small, and stand in even series in
both jaws.
Pai'ciasaurus, several species from the Karroo sandstone of
South Africa.
P. haini was an extremely clumsy brute, of most
uncouth appearance, standing between 2 and 3 feet high, and
The
measuriny; with the short tail nearly 8 feet in length.
skull is very massive, 18 inches long and slightly broader,
Tlie teeth are thickly
with a rugose, deeply pitted surface.

foramina are the

in

nostrils, orbits,

enamelled, serrated at the margin, with

many

pointed cusps

;

those

PAREIASAURI
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and pteiygoids are recurved and arranged
There is a small incisive foramen
the choanae lie within the pterygoids.
The
in the premaxilla
Between the squapalate has a pair of large lateral vacuities.
mosal and quadrate is a small foramen, as in Belodon and
The nares are terminal, bordered behind by the
Sphenodon.
The occipital condyle
nasals, and divided by the premaxillaries.
of the vomer, palatines,

in several longitudinal rows.
;

is

a single knob, but the lateral occipital bones also partake in

The shoulder-girdle is strong.
The- scapula
and possesses a longitudinal spine, an
almost exclusively Mammalian character. The scapula, coracoid
and precoracoid are fused together, and are united ventrally
its

formation.

slants backwards, is broad,

side.
There is a T-shaped interclavicle,
and a pair of slender, long cleithra, which
extend along the upper anterior margin of the scapulae.
The
humerus possesses enormous crests.
The broad ilium is
The acetabulum
attached to two, or perhaps three, sacral ribs.
The pubes and ischia are united into one broad
is closed.
mass of bone, and the obturator-foramina seem to be just large
Both fore- and
enough to permit of the passage of the nerve.
hind-limbs are plantigrade and five-toed.
The tibia articulates
with one large bone, which is supposed to represent the united
astragalus and calcaneum, the latter being without an indication

with those of the other
a pair of clavicles,

of a

prominent

heel,

although there

crurotarsal into the chief joint.
to eighteen presacrals, eight to

is

a tendency to develop the

The number of vertebrae amounts
There
ten of which are cervicals.

two or three sacral and about twenty-four mostly shortened
The latter possess intercentral wedges and
chevron-bones wedges occur also between the cervical and some
thoracic vertebrae.
Some of the posterior cervical ribs are very

are

caudal vertebrae.
;

peculiar

—

straight,

broadened out, turned backwards, partly over-

first two
Sternum and abdominal ribs are unknown.
Elf/inia mirabilis.
The skull(Fig. 5-4, A, p. 280) nothing else
is known
indicates one of the most remarkable reptiles hitherto
found on this side of the Atlantic.
It was discovered in the
Red Sandstone of Elgin (Lower Trias).
The skull reminds us in
its general shape and by its spikes and horns of the little American
Iguanoid lizard, Fhri/nosoma.
The length of the cranium is
about 6 inches, the distance between the tips of the two largest
vol.. viii
X

lapped by one another, and 1 8 inches long, recalling the
ribs of

the crocodiles.

—

—

—
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The teeth are small and resemble
horns measures 9 inches.
those of an Iguana in their shape and finely serrated edges,
indicating herbivorous habits, but there are also several rows of
smaller teeth on the palate, the conliguration of which is not

The top and sides of the skull,
unlike that of Splienodon.
except the interparietal foramen, the orbits, and nostrils, are completely encased by rugose, pitted, dermal bones, most of them
In the encasement of the
with strange, horn-like spikes.
temporal region can be discerned a postfrontal, parietal and

'

,

,

j

j

The interparietal foramen
completely covers the quadrate bone.
The nostrils
lies far forwards, almost on a level with the orbits.
are terminal, surrounded by the short nasals, the maxillaries
and the premaxillaries, which latter divide them.

11.

\

s(pia-

mosal, a conically projecting epiotic, a postorbital and supratemporal, a jugal and a quadrato-jugal, which latter almost

Order

]

j

j

i

1

^

THERIODONTIA.

The cranium is not roofed in, but shows a pair of large
supratemporal fossae, bordered below by the zygoma, which is
formed mainly by the squamoso-jngal bridge, and is shut off from

j

<

The teeth are
the orbit by the postfrontal joining the bridge.
differentiated into incisors, canines, and molars (Fig. 54, C, p.
The lower canines close in front of the upper.
280).
C. crateroCynognatlms, Karroo formation of South Africa.
notus has a skull about IG inches long, looking like that of
a ferocious Carnivore; there are four incisors, huge canines,
and nine molars, the latter with serrated edges and anterior
The wide supratemporal fossa is bordered
and posterior cusps.

and closed behind by the broad lateral extension of the parietal,
The
which joins a similar extension of the squamosal bone.
latter is very long, extending to the postfrontal and to a
bone which, bordering the orbit jDosteriorly, is either an upward
branch of the jugal, or a postorbital bone

;

j

",

j

|

the latter inter-

made probable by the occurrence of a suture with
The jugal bone is very long, beginthe jugal in C. 2)Iatyceps.

pretation

.

is

\

ning at the quadrate, running along the squamosal, and forming
the lower border of the orbit.

The number of vertebrae is large, there being as many as";
twenty-nine presacrals, six of which belong to the cervical region.

<
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most of the thoracic ribs
Tlie lumbar ribs are
expanded
horizontally,
are
much
and overlap
they
peculiar
very
thereby
intercostal
foramina.
The broad
forming
other,
each
ribs.
to
three
or
four
sacral
The
acetabulum
attached
is
iliimi
The ventral side of the pelvis shows a broad
is closed.
The scapula
symphysis and has a pair of obturator-foramina.
shows
distinct,
backwards,
and
a
very Mamdirected
large,
is
malian spine it is fused with the coracoid and precoracoid.
The occipital condyle of C. 'jylatijcei'is is kidney-shaped, with
in C. herryi it is separated into
the concavity directed upwards

The

atlas is fused

with the axis

articulate partly upon

;

the intercentra.

;

;

;

two

distinct

knobs,

apparently wanting.

the

middle, basioccipital

The mandible possesses

a

portion

being

long coronoid

which ascends obliquely into the temporal fossa.
Galesaiirus,
and many others,
In the first genus the
likewise of the Karroo formation.
teeth
splenial bones help to form the symphysis of the lower jaw
This
are also found on the palate, in opposition to Lycosaurus.
the dental formula on either side
has a skull 6 inches in length
the molars are slender, conical, and recurved.
c. ^, m. 4^
is i.
I",
Galesaurus seems to have been rather small, the low, triangular
skull measuring only 2 to 3 inches in length, with four or five
sharply pointed incisors, prominent canines and four or five small

process

Aclurosaurus, Lycosaurus,

;

;

;

multicuspid or deeply serrated

little

molars.

Endothiodon, with several species from the Karroo formation,
is

of uncertain

known.

systematic position, only imperfect skulls being

The animals must have been

skulls being very massive

premaxillaries and

the

and at

least

large

maxillaries are toothless, their alveolar

borders forming cutting, prominent edges.

the

very strong lower jaw

stout projections

canine teeth.

and bulky, the
The

one foot in length.

;

but there

in the upper

is

The same applies

to

a pair of tooth-like

and lower jaws in the place of

True, enamelled, small, apparently conical or low

and perhaps blunt teeth occur on either side in one or three

upon the palate, and in corresponding positions
on the inner sides of the two halves of the lower jaw.
It is

longitudinal series

if the upper teeth are carried by the palatines or by the
broadened inner flanges of the maxillaries.
The choanae seem to

doubtfid

lie

in

between the pterygoids and the palatines, incompletely roofed
by ventral extensions of the latter towards the middle line.

THEROMOKPHA
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is

the

Direct affinity of Endothiodon {evhoOi, within) with Placodus
the same applies to the Dicynodontia, although

unlikely;

teeth to the palate seems to point as
the former genus as do the toothless cutting edges

restriction of the

much

to

of the jaws to the forms like Oudenodon.

Other Theriodont reptiles have been described from the upper
Permian of Eussia, for instance Deuterosaurus and Brithopus,
Xorth
but the determination rests upon insufficient fragments.
America has yielded many strange Theromorphous fossils, some
of which may belong to the Theriodont order, while others seem
to be intermediate

between this and the other

Diadectes

orders.

of Texas, for instance, seems to be a Theriodont creature while in
EmpC'lias molaris, with a skull about 8 inches in length, the
;

teeth form an uninterrupted series without distinct canine tusks,
and the incisors are distinguished from the molars only by the

transversely broadened shape of the latter.

Very small

teeth are

arranged along the median line of the vomer and united palatine
In Clepsf/drops, Dimetrodon, and Xaosaurus of Texas the
bones.
teeth are ditferentiated into incisors, canines, and molars, although
not so regularly as in the typical Theriodont forms described
above, one or more pairs of teetli being enlarged into canine-like
In the latter two genera the spinous processes of the
tusks.
thoracic vertebrae are enormously elongated, standing up vertically
to a height of 2 feet, while the centra of the vertebrae measure
only one inch in diameter.

In Xaosaurus

clavit/er these

upright

spines carry on either side half a dozen transverse projections,
Stcreorhachis of the Permian of France is typically Theriodont in

the structure of
dentition

is

its

and pelvis, but the
pointed
no canines, and

shoulder-girdle, humerus,

composed of |

incisors,

^

mtjlars.

The following genera have been placed by Seeley

in the family

Microgomphodon, with broader and less proGomphognathidae.
minently multicuspid teeth than those of the typical Theriodonts,
seems to lead to Uomphognath us, \\\neh has the following dentition:
and
i. -|, c. |-, m. -]-^, with a long diastema between the canines
long,
molars, some of which latter are nearly as broad as they are
The skull
and have comparatively low tuliercles on the crowns.
There are
is remarkably like that of a Carnivorous Mammal.
Tlie maxillaries and
incisive foramina Ijchind the premaxilla.
palatines form a united palatal roof, and behind

them open the
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The mandible
approaching that of the Mammalian,
especially the Marsupial type, except that it is still composed
The articular facet for the mandible is borne
of several pieces.
by an outward or lateral projection, while the bulk of the
posterior half of the jaw projects inwards like a broad flange,
The

clioanae.
is

most

occipital condyle is kidney-shaped.

extraordinary,

undoubtedly recalling the so-called inner inverted angle of the
The coronoid process is large and extends
^larsupial jaw.
far

into

the

temporal

Microgomphodon

is

fossa.

known

;

Nearly the whole

skeleton

of

the lumbar ribs are broadened and

and the mandiljle is typically
no doubt about the affinities of this
It throws light upon Gomphogenus with the Theriodontia.
South
African genera Diademodon,
gnathus and the three likewise
Tritylodon,
which
are
all known from imperfect
Trirachiodon and
Their
teeth
are
restricted
to the jaws, the molars
skulls only.
have flat, multitubercular crowns and bear an extraordinary
Some of the molars of
resemblance to those of Mammals.
possess
Tritylodon are said even to
two roots, but this point,
absolutely unique in Eeptiles, but common in Mammals, is not
The few upper incisors of Tritylodon are rather large,
certain.
chisel -shaped, and extend like those of the Eodent-type back
overlap

as

Cynognathus,

in

compound, so that there

into

the

maxillaries

;

is

canines are

absent, leaving a diastema.

upper molars are
multitubercular, rather flat, and much broader transversely than
in the longitudinal direction.
Still, even these creatures, with
Trirachiodon has prominent

canines, the

five

skulls of the size of that of a small fox, possessed
frontal

and postfrontul bones, and

are, at least

in

distinct
this

pre-

respect,

typical Reptiles.

Order

III.

ANOMODONTIA.

The cranium is not roofed in. The pedicle for the suspension
jaw is much elongated, slants slightly forwards, and is
composed of the long quadrate, which is laterally overgrown by
the squamosal bone.
The teeth are restricted to a pair of strong,
tusk -like canines, or they are altogether absent.
The margins
of the upper and especially those of the lower jaw are trenchant,

of the lower

and were possibly furnished with a thick horny armature like
those of tortoises.

THEROMORPIIA
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Dicynodon, with many species from the Karroo formation of
South Africa, reached formidable dimensions.
The thick, curved
skull is in size and outline not unlike that of a large lion, hence
D. leoniceps, D. tigriceps, etc.
The zygomatic arch is almost
mammalian, except that the posterior boundary of the orbit is
formed by a distinct postfroutal bone.
The nostrils are lateral.
The canine tusks (Fig. 54, E, p. 280) are very large. The
choanae open behind the rhomboid vomer and between the separated palatine bones, which are posteriorly confluent with the
medially united pterygoids.

The

latter send out flat extensions,

along the lateral side of the palatines

these extensions reach

;

The

the maxillaries and probably represent the ectopterygoids.

composed of

occipital condyle is distinctly triple, being equally

the basi- and latero-occipital bones.

The three bones of the shoulder-girdle meet
fossa

;

the scapula has the- indication of a spine.

at the glenoid

The

pelvis

is

stout, attached to four or five vertebrae, converting the latter into

a

very

Mammalian -like sacrum,

distinctly in

front

of the

the

acetabulum.

composed by the three pelvic bones.

position

of

which

The latter is
The pubes and

lies

closed,

ischia

are fused together, leaving only a very small obturator-foramen.

The limbs are plantigrade and pentadactyle, very stout
humerus and femur have enormous crests.
Oudenodon, of which several species have been described,

much
that

it

;

the

is so

like Dicynodon, except for the complete absence of teeth,

has been suggested that these skulls belong to females of

this genus.

This view

is

strengthened by the fact that tusk-

like canines exist, or are absent in

some

of the species

Cisteccphalus, a genus

which

have been described as
Dicynodun.
The latter, which, like Oudenodon and Cisteceplialus,
occurred in Africa, extended also into India, D. orientcdis having
been found in the Panchet formation of Bengal, of transitional
Oudenodon
age between the Permian and Triassic epochs.
from
the
Ural.
rugosus, on the other hand, has been described
are
Sandstone
of
Elgin,
Gordonia and Geikia, of the New Ked
preserved
known from their skulls only, l:)ut these are so well
that there is no doubt al)Out their close relationship to the
The skull of Gordonia is
typical South African Dicynodontia.
The canines (Fig. 54, D,
about 7 inches long and 4 inches high.
conical
tusks.
The most
p. 280) are reduced to short, but thick,
closely allied to

PLACODONTIA

3

I i

is the very elongated squamoso-jugal arch, which
moreover from the dorsal end of the long squamoso-quadrate
The two wide and long temporal fossae are dorsally
pedicle.
There is a distinct interparietal
divided by narrow parietal crests.
The choanae are
bone, and the usual interparietal foramen.
united and lie within the palatines, which themselves are united;
the large lateral palatal foramina are otherwise enclosed by
the pterygoids, quadrates, and laterally by the squamoso-jugal

remarkable feature

arises

arch.

Order IV.

PLACODONTIA.

These are the latest and last members of the Theromorpha,

known from skulls only, from the Muschelkalk or
The skull of Placodus
Middle Trias of Germany and Eussia.
gifjas is about one foot long, rather high and triangular owing
to the lateral expansion of the temporal arches, which diverge
posteriorly.
The squamoso-jugal arch is very broad, and most
of the posterior border of the orbit is formed by the large
The maxillary bone seems to extend back to
postorbital bone.
The choanae lie behind the prebeyond the level of tlie orbits.
unfortunately

The palatines and pterygoids are fused in the
forming a broad bony palate, which, owing to the
broad, posteriorly extended wings of the pterygoids, much remaxillaries.

middle

line,

sembles that of the crocodiles.

The teeth

are very remarkable.

There are two or three stout, conical, or chisel-like teeth in each
premaxillary bone, and three to five broad and flat maxillary
teeth

;

three pairs of huge, broad, and quite flat teeth aie crowded

together and

fill

up the whole vomerine and palatine portion of

These crushing teeth indicate that Placodvs probably
upon hard-shelled molluscs, and this would be in conformity
with its occurrence in the Muschelkalk, which is a strictly marine
deposit and full of shells.
Another closely allied genus is 6'//«mndus, one species of which is known from Eussia.
The teetli
the palate.
lived

are fewer in

number and not

so large as those of Placodus.

CHAPTER
ATHECAE

CIIELONIA

Sub-Class

IX
THECOrHORA

IV.—CHELONIA.

There is no mistaking a tortoise. The shell and the horncovered toothless jaws separate them from all other four-footed
creatures.

They may be described

as terrestrial or aquatic, pentadactyle

with walking limbs or with paddles ribs with capitular
portions only, two sacral vertebrae, humerus with entepicondylar
foramen, pubes and ischia forming symphyses, quadrate bones
fixed, jaws without teeth, but with
cutting horny sheaths.

reptiles,

;

Trunk encased

in a

bony

shell,

composed of numerous dorsal and

ventral dermal bones, forming a carapace and a plastron, which
may or may not be covered with horny shields. Copula tory

organ unpaired, cloacal opening more longitudinal tlian round,
never transverse.
Oviparous.
It is

customary to distinguish the marine, paddle-limbed kinds
Land- and Water-tortoises.

as Turtles, the others as

Tortoises occur already in

the

Trias.

They reached their
and in

greatest development towards the end of the Mesozoic

tbe earlier Tertiary periods.
They are now comparatively
reduced in the number of families and genera, although they
are still represented by about 200 species.
The sub-class as a

whole

is

cosmopolitan, but does not occur in the colder regions.

Their origin

is quite unknown.
Of recent groups only the
and the Ehynchocephalia come into consideration.
Combination of these groups with the Chelonia leads to some
unknown forms whence also the Theromorpha have arisen.
Palaeontology does not help us, all the leading, main groups of

Crocodilia

Clielouia having been in existence in. the earlier jMesozoic ages

CHELOXIA

CLASSIFICATIOX

and Palaeozoic Chelonia are
to a

to it all the

by assigning

and

in recent

those features

fossil

unknown.
"We can, however,
an ideal primordial Cheloniau

still

certain extent, reconstruct
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ancestral characters actually observed

kinds, and by reducing to simpler conditions

which we know

to

be more

or

exaggerated

less

assume that originally each
metamere, except those of the anterior half of the neck and the
posterior half of the tail, carried a transverse series of dermal
plates, covered with horny shields, while the trunk,a£;p-ording to
the greater bulk of the body, increased in size, converging towards
By concentration, reduction of
the root of the neck and tail.
the number, and increase in the size of some of the remaining
plates and shields, the skull assumed its characteristic box-like
shape, the neck and tail becoming at the same time free. Chelonia
are without doubt descendants of terrestrial, or at least semiaquatic reptiles, and the marine paddled forms subsequently
developed from terrestrial kinds.
It is reasonable to

specialisations.

Classification of Chelonia.
recognised

—

Chelonia

the

tliat

After

many

cannot

vicissitudes

naturally

lie

it

was

divided

feet.
The Thioxychoidea
from the rest by Stannius in 1854.
Cope, in 18*70, was the first to
emphasise the important
character of the mode in which the neck is either bent sidewards
(Pleukodiea) or withdrawn in an S-shaped curve in a vertical
plane (Cryptodira) and he also separated Sphargis as Athecae
from all the other Chelonians, for which Dollo in 1886 proposed
the term Thecophoea.
The division of the latter into recognisable families, based upon reliable, chiefly internal, skeletal,
characters, has been effected by Boulenger ^ and his classification

according to the modification of their

were

clearly

separated

;

;

has been adopted in the present volume, after intercalation of the

more important
various families

Athecae
Chelonia

The

forms.

fossil

may perhaps
.

.

relationships between these

be indicated as follows
Sphaigidae

,

PIcurodira
-

:

C Pelomedusidae

l^Chelydidae

—
— Dermatemydidae
Carettoclielydidae

rClielydridae

\Thecophora< ~

<

J

•

I

'^

Cinosteniidae
Platysternidae

I

I^Testiidinidae
,

^

Trionychoidea

—

Trionycliidae

Cat. Chelonians, Brit. Jfus. 1889.

Cheloiiidae

3

I

CHELONIA

4

The guiding taxonomic characters are fully mentioned at the
head of the different families, and are mostly internal.
The
following " key," adapted from Boulenger, and based upon external characters,

p.

For
315.

preferable for practical purposes.

is

the position

and names of

the

horny shields see Fig. 61 on

Shell covered with horny shields.
Digits distinct, with 5 or 4 claws.
, ^

Pectoral

shields

from

separated

marginals

the

by

infra-

marginals.
Plastron small and cruciform.

Tail long and crested.

Xorth America

Chelydridae,

.

.

p.

338.

Tail long, covered with rings of shields.

Plastron large. Indo-China Platysternidae,

345.

p.

North and f Dermatemydidae, p. 341.
Central America
\Cinosternidae, p. 342.
Pectoral shields in contact with the marginals.
Plastral shields 11 or 12, without an intergular.
Neck retractile in an S-shaped
short.

Tail-

.

vertical curve

.

Testudinidae,

.

345.

p.

an intergular being present.
Neck bending .sideways under ( Chehjdidae, p. 399.
Plastral shields 13,

the shell

.

.

[Pelomedusidae,

Limbs paddle-shaped, with one or two claws
Shell without horny shields, covered with soft, leathery
.

Chelonidae,

p.
p.

390.

378.

skin.

Digits distinct, liroadly webbed, but with only

three claws

.

.

Trionychoidea, p. 404.

.

=

Limbs paddle -shaped.
Shell composed of regular series of
bony plates. Two claws
Carettochelydidae, p. 404.
Shell composed of very many small plates arranged like
.

mosaic.

No

claws

.

.

.

Sphargidae,

p.

333.

The vertebrae are, sometimes in the various regions of the
same individual, amphi-, opistho- or pro-coelous, or even biconvex.
Traces of the chorda remain longest in the middle of the centra.
Intercentra occur regularly on the

and then again

first

two or three

cervical.'^,

in the tail as paired or unpaired- nodules, or as

The latter occasionally fuse with the caudal
end of their centra.
Intercentral discs of fibrous cartilage occur
regularly in the neck and tail.
The ribs develop originally in
tlie same transverse level with the.se discs, and frequently the
short chevrons.

anterior thoracic vertebrae retain this intercentral or intt^rvertebral

position throughout

life.

Farther back they often show a gradual

chanLTc from the intercentral to a

more central and ultimately

SKELETON
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remarkable to a purely neural attachment.
In
the ribs are devoid of the tubercular portion.

The

the Chelonia

cervical vertebrae have no ribs, except

with

fused

processes

;

their

the whole

Crocodilia.

The

first

mere traces in the
the tail the ribs are often large, and,
neural supports, look like transverse

On

shape of small nodules.

when

all

arrangement

exactly

resembles

that

pair of thoracic ribs, those borne

of

by the

^ulai's.

—Various plastra and their

lionij- shields.
1, Testudo ihera ; 2, Macrodemmys
Cinosteryium odoratum : 4, Sternothaenis nigricans; 5, Chelodina
longicollis ; 6, Chelone mydas.
a or an, Anal shield abd, abdominal shield ./'or
fern, femoral ; g or gul, giilar, impaired in Fig. 3
h ov hum, humeral shiekl i or
int.g, intergular
im, infra-marginals
?«, marginals
p or pect, pectoral x, in Fig.
inguinal
sliield constituting, with the axillary xx, the last trace of infra1,

Fig. 61.

temmiiu-ki ;

3,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

marginals.

ninth vertebra, are

peculiar.

portion of the centrum, are
threads of bone,

They

much

arise

from

the

reduced, sometimes

anterior
to

mere

and lean against the anterior rim of the second

ril)s, in many cases w^ithout reaching the carapace.
The
next following ribs, those of the tenth to the sixteenth vertebra,

pair of

are intimately involved in the formation
costal plates.

The

ribs of the

of the

first to

seventh

two sacral vertebrae sometimes

remain quite distinct throughout

life,

just touching the upper

CHELOXIA

3l6
ends of the

iliac

bones

support in the

;

CHAP.

but since these find a

shell, the

much more

effective

ends of the sacral vertebrae

distal

fuse with the eighth, or so-called last, pair of costal plates.

The neural arch of
centrum

I

the ninth vertebra rests upon its
but the neural arches of the other trunk -vertebrae,

although long, rest upon two centra

the ribs,

retaining, like

;

and in

most cases the
The atlas and
neuro-central sutures remain throughout life.
In many
the last cervical vertebra deserve special attention.
tortoises, e.g. Trionyx, Clemmys, Testudo, the three constituent
parts of the atlas, namely, the neural arch, the centrum, and
their

iutercentral

original

the intercentrum or

position

;

pair of united basiventralia, do

first

not

and the first centrum,
instead of forming an odontoid process, remains movably attached
to the second centrum, although it sometimes carries, and fu.ses
ankylose, but remain loosely connected

;

In other tortoises, e.g.
with, the second iutercentral piecci
Platemys and Chelys, however, all the parts of the atlas co-ossify
and form a complete, solid vertebra which
articulates

by a concavo-convex

joint with

The
normal number of cervical vertebrae is
the centrum of the second vertebra.
eight in

first

si)inal
atlas,

all

the others behind the neural arches of

The

^"iJ'of-a; I?:it'r7JS: their vertebrae.
hurum.

The second

ventral (white)

is

basi-

attached

to the posterior end of the

centrum, which, not
being fused w4th the second
centrum, is not yet an
odontoid process.
2, The
complete atlas of an adult
Trionyx gangdicus, still
typically temnospondyious.
•3, Tlie first and second cervical vertebrae of an adult
p/«^o«y5. 4 The complete
atlas of a Chelys Jin\briat(h.
first

The

Chelonians.

all

nerve issues between occiput and

vical,

owing

«

i

or eighth cer-

last,

to the retractility of the neck,

i

i.

•

•

-j.

j.

fo^ms elaborate jomts

;

Its

i.

centre

ha.

fits

-i-u

with

a knob iuto a cup of the ninth, and
c

i

,

fomi

post-zvgapophyses

^

^

its
i

curvcd

broad,

articulating concave facets for the recepn

^

,

^

tiou of the anterior zygapophyscs oi the
fl^ed ninth vertebra.

In the Trionychidae
•'

the zygapophyses are niost elaborate, and
^^lej alone articulate
''

with the ninth ver-

tebra, while the centra do

not join, but

remain, or rather become, separated by partial resorption.

In

the Chelonidae, in conformity with the non-retractile and short
neck, all the cervical joints are

The skull
with

that

(cf

of

-t'ig.

54, H,

Sphcnodon

I,

and

much
K,

p.

of

reduced.

280) agrees fundamentally
the

Crocodilia,

but

it

is

SKULL
hj
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There are no ectono lacrymal bones, no interthe vomer is unpaired and the
parietal or pineal foramen
nasal bones are mostly absent, unless they ^re fused witli the
The premaxillae are very small. The single vomer
prefrontals.
forms a septum between the choanae and tliese are, except in
Sphargis, ventrally roofed over by wings sent out by the palatines.
The latter form a continuous bony roof to the mouth with the
pterygoids, and these diverge.posteriorly, being connected, suturally
with the quadrates, lateral and basi-occipital bones, and with
the unpaired basi-sphenoid, which appears between the basicharacterised

pterygoids

or

several special features.

ossa

transversa

;

;

;

63.— Skull
A, from the

FiG.

of

Ghelone

left side

mydas.

in B,

;

the

and squamosal bones
have been removed, and the broad
postfrontal

expansions of thejngal, quadratoand quadrate bones
have been reduced in order to reduce the skull to more primitive
conditions.
F, Frontal J, jugal
L.o, lateral occipital
Mx, maxillary 0}), opisthotic Pal, palatine
Par, parietal
Prf, prefrontal
Pro, pro-otic
Pt.f, postfrontal
Ptg, pterygoid
Q, quadrate
Qj,
quadrato -jugal
S.o, supra -occipital
squamosal.
Sq,
jugal, parietal,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

and the diverging pterygoids,/ but is in most cases to a
The occipital condyle is
by the latter.
distinctly triple
the basi-occipital sometimes helps to border the
foramen magnum.
The supra-occipital sends out a long vertical
blade, directed backwards and generally projecting far over the
neck, for the attachment of the powerful cranio-cervical muscles.
The quadrate is very peculiar.
Firmly attached, and hemmed
iu on nearly all sides by the neighbouring bones, it stands nearly
vertically and forms a broad articulating surface for the mandible.
Its posterior side shows either a transverse, horizontal groove, in
occipital

great extent overlapped
;

which lies the columella auris, or the groove is transformed into
a more or less closed canal.
Moreover, the hinder lateral margin
of the quadrat^' ^orms most of the tympanic frame
its margins
being curved If^kwards, leaving in the Cryptodira, however, a
;
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wide notch behind in the Pleurodira this part of the quadrate
is transformed into a trumpet, the wide rim of which, forming a
The tympanic
complete ring, carries the tympanic membrane.
cavity thus formed often leads into a deep recess which extends
beneath the squamosal towards the opisthotic and bears some
resemblance to the intricate tympanic recesses which pervade
;

that region of the Crocodilian skull.

Dorsally the quadrate

is

is

Anteriorly

;

and

this,

by joining the maxilla and post-

frontal, helps normally to form the posterior rim of the orbit.
All the bones which border the temporal fossa vary much in
The extremes are
extent in the different groups of Chelonia.

represented by Cistado and Geoemyda, in which the liony infra-

owing to the loss of the quadrato-jugal
the
other
hand
and on
by the Chelonidae and by Sphargis, in
the
whole
temporal
region is covered over by an additional
which
This roof is produced chiefly by lateral
false cranial " roof.
wing -like expansions of the parietal and po.stfrontal bones,
which meet the likewise much expanded jugal, quadrato-jugal,
In the lower diagram of Fig. 63 (Chelone
and squamosal bones.
mydas) the squamosal has been removed, and the other bones
is

i

'

j

connected through a variably sized quadrato-

jugal with the jugal

temporal arch

|

;

broadly overlaid by the squamosal,

which frequently forms an arch with the parietal.
the quadrate

'

absent,

;

!

J

i

\

j

j

\

'•

i

I

J

1

\

have been reduced to their normal, or rather primitive condition,
for comparison with the external view of the complete skull of
the same animal.

The lower diagram shows

also the connexion

of the pterygoid with a descending process of the parietal

;

\

this

column, paired of course, usually contains a separate bone, the
epipterygoid, the portion between Ptg and Par.

The hyoidean apparatus is well developed, and sometimes
The two pairs
assumes large dimensions, especially in Chelys.
"
"
horns
are
the
first
and
second
branchial
of
arches, whilst the
hyoid arches are reduced to a pair of small, frequently only

\

j

cartilaginous, nodules attached near the anterior corners of the
basis linguae,

the tip of

which generally fuses with the

os entoglossum

tlie t{jiigue.

The pectoral arch

'

in

i

consists of a pair of long coracoids sloping

obliquely backwards, the

distal

cartilages

of

yvhich

scarcely

|

touch each other in the middle
u]>per

line,

and the scapulae.

Tlie

end of the scapula fre(piently touches the inside of the
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by a cartilaginous pad.
Xear the
process (PC in Fig. 65), placed
transversely and approaching its fellow.
The distal end is connected with that of the coracoid by a fibro-cartilaginous band. The
homology of this scapular process is not quite clear.
The band
just mentioned favours the idea that the process represents
the precoracoid, but its being an outgrowth from the scapula
suggests that it is merely the much enlarged acromion.
It
certainly does not represent the clavicle, which forms part of
the plastron
and this is net in contact with the shoulder-girdle
first

costal plate, protected

glenoid

cavity arises a long

:

at

all.

Fig.

—

64.
Diagi-am of the skeleton of Testndo elephantopus, after removal of the left
The plastron is roughly indicated by a section through the
half of the carapace.
middle line. Fe, Femnr, foreshortened Fi, fibula //, humerus If, ilium Is,
Th, tibia
i',
Sccqj, scapula
ulna
ischium ; P.P., pubis ; B, radius
3, third
;

;

;

cervical vertebra

;

1,

3,

5,

first,

third,

and

fifth

fingers

;

;

;

;

;

xiii,

;

thirteenth (fifth

thoracic) vertebra.

The pelvis
ened,

and

is

is

strong.

Ilium, pubis, and ischium meet at the

The dorsal end

acetabulum.

of the ilium is generally broad-

attached to one or both sacral vertebrae, but

it

is

This
with the superimposed last costal plate.
additional connexion often becomes predominant and the sacral
vertebrae are partly or completely relieved of the iliac support,
also in contact

fusing in

this

case

more

or less with the costal plates.

The

pubes have strong lateral processes, directed obliquely forwards

and dovv'nwards.

The pubes and the ischia, which latter are
form broad symphyses, and these are connected
with each other hj a longitudinal cartilaginous Imnd (Chelo7ie,
Trionyx) or the connecting bridge is broad and quite ossified
(Testudo), forming in the latter case two roundish obturatorforannna.
Cartilage frequently remains at the anterior end of

much

smaller,

;

^
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the pubic symphysis, and a smaller, longer, and narrow piece of
backwards from the ischiadic sym-

cartilage extends sometimes

physis, as the so-called hypo-ischium.

In the Pleurodira the

and those of the lateral processes of the pubes,
are mucli broadened and firmly ankylosed with the posterior
costal plates and with the xiphiplastron respectively.
ends of the

ilia,

Ma/Z

—

Ventral view of the bony shell of Chelone mydas, the Green Turtle, after
removal of the plastron (Fig. 66). The costal plates are marked hy cross lines to
Fe, femur Fi, fibula //, humerus
C, coracoid
distinguish them from the ribs.
Ma.\-Ma.V2, marginal plates, some of which are fnsed together Nu, nuchal plate
PC, " precoracoid " Jl, radius ; Sc, scapula 7, T', first and fifth digits ; IX, Ninth

Fig. 65.

;

;

;

;

first

;

;

;

:

vertebra or

-

thoracic.

The limbs are typically pentadactyle and complete, and are
most primitive in water- tortoises, e.g. Chehjdra and Emys, in
which the caqnis consists of the typical ten separate elements,
including the pisiform.
the intermedium, and the

In Testudo the centrale
first

is

j

)

fused with

three distal carpals are also fused

j

together. ( In the marine turtles the limlis are transformed into
the pisiform
paddles, but all the bones retain their independence
;

.

1
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and the first metacarpal are enlarged and flattened, thereby
giving additional width to the paddle.
The tarsus remains less
primitive; the centrale and the proximal elements have a
tendency to fuse together, most completely in land-tortoises

the

;

fifth

and stands
out hook-like from the rest.
The
number of the phalanges of the
fingers and toes varies slightly.
It
noteworthy that none of the
is
Chelonia possess more than three
phalanges. The three middle fingers
and toes have mostly three phalanges the pollex and hallux have
always two
the number of phaldistal carpal is enlarged,

;

;

anges of the

The

two to none.
of

typical

toe

greatest reduc-

tion occurs in Testudo

genera

from
from

fifth finger varies

three to one, of the fifth

and

land

-

its allied

tortoises,

Homopus, Pyxis, and Cinixys, the
,

formula
2, 2, 2, 2,

for

only,

owing

fineers

and 2, 2,
In Pelomeclusa

2 or 1,

the toes.

horny shield

ab, abdominal /,
;
gular
h, humeral
ig, intergular im, infra-marginals
;

femoral

the

for

—

The bones composing the
plastron of Chelone viydas.
On
the right side the position of the
covering horny shields ^ is indicated by dotted lines,
a. Anal

Fig. 66.

being2, 2,

;

g,

;

;

2),

pectoral.

all

the fingers possess two phalanges

to fusion of the first

and second phalanges with each

other.

The

shell,

which

Chelonia, consists
" plastron."

plates

which

Each

is

the most characteristic feature of the
dorsal "carapace" and the ventral

of the
is

composed of a considerable number of bony
whole thickness

arise as ossifications of nearly the

of the cutis, only a thin layer of

subcutaneous connective tissue
remaining soft and lining the inside of the shell.
We restrict
ourselves to a description of the shell of the Thecophora,
leaving
the discussion of the peculiar shell of Sphargis
to p. 336 f. Very

young

tortoises are still soft,

and the plates which are beginning
not yet sutm-ally united.
The plastron (Figs. 6 6 and
67) consists of the paired ep^-, hyo-, hypo-, and xiphi-plastral

to ossify are

plates,

and the unpaired endo-plastral

plate.

The

latter is

homo-

should be noted that the horny pieces of the carapace are termed " shields "
and the bony pieces "plates."
It
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logous with the interclavicle, the epi-plastra are homologous
with the clavicles of other Eeptiles, while the other pieces
are genetically derived from, and are fui'ther modifications
the so-called abdominal ribs of the Crocodilia and Prosauria.
These plastral plates are never in direct contact with the

of,

j

|

^

I

YiG.

In
A, Ventral; B, dorsal C, left-side view,
shell of Testudo ibera.
shields is indicated hy
B, and on the right half of A, the position of the horny
the
Iv B
dotted lines. The underlying bony plates are marked by strong lines.
6th marginal plates, and
1st neural and costal plates, the 4th neural, costal, and
Jf,
plate
neural
and
sixth
;
1, 4, 6, First, fourth,
the 7th neural plate are shaded.
Su, nuchal plate.
in C, filth left marginal plate

67.— Bony

;

;

shoulder-girdle or with

In the yoimg
and Trionychidae,

i

^

any other parts of the internal skeleton.
and in the adult of the Chelonidae

of all tortoises,

the

several

plastral

plates

enclose

large,

j

These are more or less filled up
Testudinidae especially the
the
in
and
groups
in the other
The navel is situmass.
continuous
one
forms
whole plastron

irregulai4y-shaped fontanelles.
;

Both these pairs are
ated between the hyo- and hj^DO-plastrals.
the carapace by
with
connected
are
and
others,
the
broader than

]
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The connecting region is called the
In several tortoises, e.g. Emys, the connexion with the
maro-inals is formed by ligaments only and remains movable.
In others, transverse, more or less perfect hinges are formed
means of several marginals.
hrido-e.

the

across

A

plastron.

imperfect

rather

joint

between

the

hypo- and xiphi-plastrals develops with age in Testudo ihera.
In Cistudo and Cydemys a very effective hinge lies below the
hyo- and hypo-plastrals, just in front of the bridge; and the
anterior and posterior lobes of the plastron can be closed
Neural Plate

>Epiderm.

>CuUs.

—

Fig. 68.
A, Diagrammatic transverse section through the shell of Testudo. On the
right side the horny shields have been removed, on the left are shown the neural,
The bony dermal plates are dotted. Cap,
costal, marginal, and pectoral shields.

Capitular portion of rib ; Sp. C, position of sj^inal cord.
B, Vertical section through
part of the shell, magnified and diagrammatic.
B, Bony layer of the cutis ; L,
the
cutis
cells
the
Malpigliian
leathery layer of
of
layer
m,
p, star-sliaped pig;
ment-cells ; sc, stratum corneum, composing the horny shields.
;

against the inner rim

of the

In Pyxis the front lobe only

is

box, fitting tightly in

Cistudo.

movable.

composed of one median series, a right and
and a series of marginals which
surround the whole. The median series consists of one large nuchal
plate, normally eight neurals and one to three supracaudal plates.
The characteristic feature of the neural plates is that they are
firmly fused with the broadened neural spinous processes of the
underlying vertebrae.
The nuchal plate lies in front of the

The carapace

left lateral series

thoracic

first

or

is

of costal plates,

ninth

vertebra

only

;

;

it

overlies the last cervical

connected by ligament
but the posterior corner of the plate often fuses with the

vertebrae, with the eighth of

spine of the

ninth vertebra.

which

it is

In the Chelydridae, and

still
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in the Trionychidae, tbe nuchal sends out a pair of long
rib-like processes, which either extend to below some of the

more

neighbouring marginals, or their ends overlap those of the ribs
of the second thoracic vertebra (e.g. Trionyx), or, lastly, they
are in turn overlapped by the first costal plates (e.g. CyclanorUs).
Such rib-like processes are also present, well developed in the
young, shorter in the adult, in the Dermatemydidae and CinoIt is possible that the nuchal plate represents the
sternidae.
fused neural of the eighth and the costal plates of the ninth

An indication of the compound nature of the nuchal
in the fact that two nuchals have been described
found
may be
Somecarinata, a Miocene relation of Chelydra.
apsis
Chclydr
in
post-sacral
the
in
place
taken
have
modifications
similar
what
The one to three supracaudal plates are, namely,
reo-ion.
have lost their connexion with, or perhaps have
which
neurals

vertebrae.

never been fused with, the spinous processes of the movable tailThe number of neural plates is mostly eight, but
vertebrae.
individually nine or ten, the gradual
sometimes
are
there
When such
suppression taking place first in the sacral region.
a plate

is

suppressed the neighbouring costal plates usually close

up and meet in the median line. In Cistudo, for instance, there
meet,
are only seven normal neurals, the eighth pair of costals
original eighth neural is transformed into a supracaudal.
the sixth to eighth costals meet, separating the
Cinosternuvi
In
The
widely from the remaining five neui-als.
supracaudal
one
of
reduction
co-ordinate
with
costals,
of
pair
last
the
of
meeting

and the

and
the neiurals to seven, is almost universal in the Pleurodira
Brazilian
the
in
extreme
an
to
out
carried
is
tendency
this
Platemys and in the Australian Chelodina and its allies, in
neurals
all the costals meet in the middle line, and the
:

which

Every stage intermediate between
completely suppressed.
and
complete neurals (Sternothaerus) and interrupted, vestigial,
proThis
genus.
some
by
represented
still
is
neiu-als,
vanished

are

cess takes place independently, both in

America and in Australia,

one of the most recently introduced modifications.
and
The costal plates arise, like the neurals, independently in the
the underlynig
cutis, but they soon come into contact with
is

which are long enough to reach the
The ribs flatten, become surrounded by the growing
marginals.
ribs,
mentbrane-bone of the plates, and the cartilage of the

cartilage

of

the

riljs,
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instead of ossifying, undergoes a process of calcification.

Ulti-

more or less absorbed, its place is taken by the
dermal bone, which forms so to speak a cast of the rib, pre-

mately this
serving in

is

many

cases the shape of the vanished rib, only, the

capitular portions of

some

fossils

which remain

The number

unaffected.

very constant, namely eight on each

costal plates is

have nine or

variations in recent

and there are

ten,

still

side,

of

but

individual

forms, indicative of that number.

In a

large Clirysemys concinna I -find the last pair of costals clearly

composed of at least two

pairs,

and

same specimen has 'nine

this

distinct neural plates.

The marginal plates are originally
eleven pairs, very rarely ten or twelve

paired,

almost

always

an unpaired posterior

;

always present, and is probably the result of
In the Chelonidae large fenestrae remain between the
costal and marginal plates, only covered by leathery unossified
In the Indian
cutis, and of course by the horny shields.
plate, the pygal, is

fusion.

fresh-water genus Batagur similar

windows are gradually

filled

up with age, and the horny shields become extremely thin and
almost confluent.

On

the other hand, in Testudo polyphemiis,

bony shell, always very thin, becomes
age and finally fenestrated by absorption.
the

Great reduction has
seven

pairs

taken

The American

Trionychidae.

of costal

plates

;

place
species

in

the

of

shell is

thinner with

carapace

Trionyx

Cyclanorhis

The whole dorsal

reduced to two.

in

still

of

the

have only

the neurals are

much

smaller than

the body, and marginal plates are absent or merely vestigial.
It is

doubtful

marginal

if

flap of

the ossifications in the posterior half of the

some genera are homologous with true marginals.

Externally the whole shell
chidae, in Spharcjis

is

covered, except in the Triony-

and Carcttoch elys, with horny, epidermal

shields.

These are phylogenetically older than the dermal plates, and
tliey do not correspond with them either in numbers or in
position,

although there exists a general resemblance in their
On the plastron we distinguish an unpaired or

arrangement.

paired gular, and a pair of gular, humeral, pectoral, abdominal,

and anal shields (Fig. 66).
Sometimes there are also
paired in Macroclemmys and Chclys, unpaired in
Chelonc
in many of the Pleurodira an unpaired iutergular lies

femoral,

intergulars,
;

behind the gulars.
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most Chelonians is covered with five neural,
four pairs of costal and twelve pairs of marginal shiclch, the last of
which often forms an unpaired pygal. In front of the first neural
The
lies the nuchal shield, very variable in size, often absent.
Cinosternidae
and
Chelydridae, Dermatemydidae, Platysternidae,
possess moreover several inframarginals, intercalated on the bridge
between the marginal and some of the plastral shields. In many of

The carapace

of

the other families these inframarginals are restricted to the anterior
and posterior corners of the bridge, as the so-called axillaries and
Lastly, Macroclemmys has
inguinals, mostly small and variable.
several small supramarginals.

There are consequently eleven longitudinal rows of shields
by elimination of the supra- and infra-marginals they
in all
It is absolutely certain that the
are reduced to seven rows.
number of transverse rows also was originally much greater than
;

it is

and
p.

The mode

now.

number

of reduction of the

of the neural

costal shields has been studied in Tludassoclielys caretta

388.)

The accompanying

illustration (Fig.

(of.

69) shows some

of

the main stages actually observed in the reduction of these shields.
The chief point is that certain shields are squeezed out, or suppressed

by

The ultimate

their enlarging neighbours.

the formation of fewer, but
Each shield grows individually as follows.

result

is

larger shields.

Every

year, or

rather during every periodically recurring period of growth, the
area of the Malpighian layer belonging to each shield increases
peripherally in size, and at the same time produces a new layer
of horn.

The

which the

original little shield, with

remains for years, often throughout

life,

tortoise is born,

as the so-called " areola

;

added
it increases in thickness owing to the new layer of horn
by
indicated
is
size
in
increase
from below, and peripherally the
the overlapping concentric rings.

Each ring represents

a year's

temperate zones, where

growth, at least in tortoises which
hibernation means a complete suspension of growth.
live in

It is not

which grow either
known if the same
more periods of
or
one
undergo
throughout the year, or which
is uneven.
growth
the
central
The areola does not remain
rest.
off,
rubbed
frequently
are
areola
AVith age the oldest layers of the
applies to tropical species,

;

and the areola then appears enlarged.

For the

so the annual rings can be easily followed, but

approaches maturity each shield adds very

first

dozen years or

when

little

the creature

to its growth,

Fig. €9.

— Diagrams illustrating the progressive reduction of the horny shields in various

Chelonians.

The

shields, the fate of

which

it is

desired to follow, are indicated

by

Eight neural (including the
Hypothetical, primitive stage.
nuchal) and eight costal shields.
Both ueurals and costals lie in the same transverse planes.
II.-YII. Successive stages in the reduction and suppression of various
shields, observed in specimens of Thalassochelys, the normal condition of which is
The normal condirepresented by VII.
VIII. Six neurals and only four costals.
tion of Clidone.
IX. The nuchal shield has become very small and the resulting
gap has been filled up by an enlargement of the first pair of marginals. This is the
normal condition of most Cryptodirous tortoises.
X. The first marginals meet in
front and the nuchal is either suppressed (Xa), e.g. in several species of Testudo, or
(From Willey's
it i.s surrounded by the marginals (X6), e.g. in Sternothaerns.
distinctive shading.

Zoul. Results, 1899.)

I.
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and the rings become very fine, crowded and irregular.
Only bj
counting and comparison of the rings on the costals,
marginals, and plastrals, can a reliable average be arrived at.
In
some tortoises, e.g. Chryscmys, the whole outer layer of the shields
peels off periodically; only a thin smooth layer like mica or tracingpaper remains, of course without any indication of rings.
The
pigment is formed in the Malpighian layer, but it frequently
diffuses into the horny shields themselves, notably in Chelone
imhricata, which yields the beautiful " tortoise-shell."
The colour
of the pigment is either black, yellow, or red, with resulting
careful

combinations.

The green

colour,

often

so

beautiful

in

baby-

specimens of Chrysemys, is optical, produced, according to Agassiz,
by a network of black pigment, spread over a layer of yellow
oil.

Horny

sometimes forming spines, and covering a nodule
also common on other parts of the
skin, especially on the limbs of land-tortoises, and also on the tail
of Chelydra. Sometimes the end of the tail is protected by a clawIn some of the gigantic laudlike nail, for instance in Pyxis.
tortoises, and in Chelone my das, this nail assumes large dimensions,
of dermal

scales,

ossification, are

and several of the terminal caudal vertebrae are fused together
In some subfossil specimens of Mauritian
into a regular urostyle.
tortoises, these aukylosed complexes are 12 cm. long and more
than 5 cm. broad
Before leaving the description of the shell, it is worth while
to draw attention to the enormous correlative changes in other
organs produced by this case. Xearly the whole organism has been
altered. The hard, firm carapace has partly rendered the supporting
In
functions of the vertebral column unnecessary or impossible.

many

tortoises, especially in the large land-tortoises, the vertebrae

and the capitular portions of the
lines

;

age.

ribs are reduced to

mere bony out-

the reduction to thin paper-like bony lamellae proceeds with

The

iliac

bcnes find a better support in the costal plates

the contact with the sacral ribs

is

given up, and these ribs fuse
The whole

partly with the costal plates, or they are absorbed.

mass of muscles of the trunk
the shell, but traces of
limbs,

and

the shell.
changes.

them

is

completely lost in the region of

exist in

young specimens.

Neck,

can in most cases be withdrawn and hidden in
"WHien this is not possible it is due to secondary

tail

The neck

is

withdrawn either by being tucked away

REGENERATION
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^), or by being bent in an S-shaped curve in
In a left-sided profile-view of the animal, the
The neck is withdrawn by
head represents the tail of the S.

sideways (Pleurodira
a vertical plane.

lonsr

muscles, which are inserted into the ventral side of the

middle of the neck, and extend in the shape of vertical ribbons

back into the shell, arising from the centra of some of the
middle or even more posterior thoracic vertebrae.
far

remarks on the partial regeneration, or the
If part of the horny covering
is badly bruised, torn off, or rubbed through, or if part of the
shell is crushed, the underlying portion of the bony plate
becomes necrotic, and the horny covering also dies so far as its
Soon, however, the uninjured
Malpighian layer is destroyed.
Malpighian cells, around the margin of the wound, multiply,
grow into and beneath the injured portion of the bone, and forma
new horny layer, casting off the necrotic portion. After several
months the deficiency is patched up new bone has grown in the
deeper remaining strata of the cutis, and the outside is covered
by a continuous horny layer, without, however, reproducing
In badly
the original concentric moulding of the shields.
crushed shells sometimes almost one-third of the whole shell is
thus cast off and mended within one or two years.
The reLastly, a few

mending

of injuries to the shell.

;

generation of the forcibly stripped-off shields of Chelone imhricata
is

described

on

386.

p.

Bitten-off

tails

frequent occurrences in water-tortoises, are
duced, but the

wounds

are healed

and limbs, rather
of course not repro-

and covered again with scaly

skin.

—

Sense-organs. -The eye is by far the best developed senseorgan.
The pupil is round. The
It is comparatively small.
iris is mostly dark in terrestrial forms, while in water-tortoises it
is

often brightly coloured, for instance pale yellow in Chelodina,

greenish
various

and
species

mottled with black, pale grey, brown,
Cishido

Clirysemys.

of

presents

a

etc.,

in

curious

dimorphism
the males have red, the females brown,
The sclerotic wall contains a ring of numerous small
ossified plates.
The eye is proThere is no trace of a pecten.
tected externally by the two lids and the nictitating membrane.
In some water-tortoises, notably in Chelodina, the lower lid is
transparent.
Lacrymal and Harderian glands are present.

sexual

;

eyes.

^

vXivpov,

side

;

Seip-f],

neck.

3
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CHAi'.

The SENSE OF HEARING is apparently not very acute, although
and turtles are frightened by noise, and can distinguish
sounds otherwise they would have no voice, which is very tiny

tortoises
;

and piping in most

during the pairing season.

tortoises

water-tortoises the tympanic

membrane

is

In most

thin and quite exposed

it is often thick and covered by the ordinary skin
Chdonc the tympanic cavity is filled with a plug of

in land-tortoises
lastly, in

the much-thickened skin, possibly in adaptation to the water-

when

pressure

these creatures dive to considerable depths.

The

ossicular chain is mostly reduced to a long, bony, columellar rod.

The SENSE OF SMELL

is

All Chelonians care-

Well developed.

fully smell their food, in the air as well as

individual predilection
of animal
to

shown by many

and vegetable

food,

—

under water.

The

species for diflfereut kinds

since they are, for instance, able

distinguish between the various sorts of cabbage, cauliflower,

sprouts,

etc.,

—

proves that they possess a considerable amount of

smell and taste.
Tortoises have a fine sense of touch

on the

shell is

sensitive.

;

even the slightest tap
is extremely

noticed, and the skin of the soft parts

Tickling of the sides of the

tail,

or of the

hinder

surface of a thigh, produces ridiculous scratching actions of the

same or of the opposite foot.
Only a few peculiarities
The digestive apparatus is simple.
need be mentioned.
The tongue is mostly broad and soft it
cannot be protruded. The oesophagus of the Chelonidae is covered
with many conical projections pointing towards the stomach. The
The intestine is devoid of a
latter is simple, except in Sjjhargis.
caecum, but the difference between the small intestine and the
The cloaca is very
rectum is very marked and often abrupt.
which is unpaired,
large
copulatory
organ,
roomy. It contains the
grooved on its dorsal side, and is altogether constructed like that
;

of the Crocodilia.

The

large bladder opens ventrally into the

urodaeum, a recess of the cloaca

and genital
lateral

ducts.

Many

;

near

its

base open the urinary

water-tortoises possess also a pair of

thin -walled sacs, the so-called

anal sacs, dorso- lateral

sacs, which
and emptied
with water through the vent, and act as important respiratoiy
organs.
When such a water-tortoise, for instance an Emys or a
Clemmys, is suddenly taken out of the water, it si^uirts out a

diverticula of the walls of the urodaeum.

have highly vascularised walls, are incessantly

These
filled

RESPIRATION

DIGESTION

IX

stream of this water, which
urine from the bladder.

The mode
complicated,

is

not, as

is
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I

generally supposed, the

of respiration is interesting.
The lungs are very
highly - developed, spongy structures.
They are

attached by their whole dorsal surface to the inner lining of the
As they cannot expand through their own initiative,
shell.

and since the shell has made costal and abdominal expansion
means of producing
This is done partly by the neck, and the
the necessary vacuum.
limbs, which act like pistons in being drawn in and out
partly
by the greatly developed hyoidean apparatus, by which, when
the neck is stretched out, the throat is alternately inflated and
impossible, the tortoise has to resort to other

;

emptied,

the air being swallowed, or

pumped

the lungs.

into

Additional respiration, besides that of the anal sacs mentioned
above,

is

effected

cularised recesses

in various aquatic tortoises

of the pharyngeal region.

by slightly vasMost Chelonians

can exist for a very long time without breathing; sulky individuals

remain for hours or days under water.
Cistudo can shut itself
Nevertheless this and other landup for an equally long time.
tortoises easily get drowned.
All Chelonians lay white eggs, round or oval, according to
their kind, but the shape of the eggs of one set

The

within the greatest limits.
like, flexible,

shell varies

scarcely calcareous cover

to

sometimes varies
from a parchment-

a hard, well-polished

case.

As a

after a

few months, but in some of the northern kinds,

rule the eggs, imbedded in the ground, are hatched

orbicular is, the hatching is deferred until

e.g.

Emys

the next spring, the

embryo's development being arrested during the winter.
How
such eggs, buried a few inches only below the surface, withstand

North German and Eussian winter
Whilst the plastron is generally flat, it is more or

the often very severe

is

mystery.

less

concave
Cistudo,

in

the

males

many

of

species,

notaljly

in

a

Testudo,

and Emys.

The general conclusions which can be drawn from the present
geographical distribution of the Chelonia are as few and unsatisfactory as those applying to the Crocodiha, since all the main

many more

groups of Chelonians, and
together in bygone ages in

Europe.

The marine forms

extinct families, occurred

the same countries, for instance in
are naturally cosmopolitan, but the

Testudinidae are likewise cosmopolitan, except in the Australian
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The Chelydridae, now

regiou.

restricted

to

North and Central

The Pleurodira, in
America, occurred formerly also in Europe.
Mesozoic times plentiful in Europe, India, and Korth America,
arc

now

restricted

to

South America, Australia, and Africa

the

;

^

^^^

^s///^ TESTUDlNIDAE.
Fig. 70.

'^//M

vs±±L

CINOSTERNIDAE.

^^^"^^

CHELYDRIDAE.

JB^at;

DERMATEMYDftE.

PLATYSTERNIOAE.

—Geographical distributiou of C'ryptodirous

tortoises.

Pelomedusidae to Africa, Madagascar, and South America the
In the latter
Chelydidae to South America and Australia.
country all the Chelonians belong to the Chelydidae. The Triony:

North America,
and Mid-Tertiary times in Europe, are now restricted to

choidea, occurring since the Cretaceous epoch in

in Early

^
^

^S

PELOMEDUSIDAE.

Fig. 71.

IIIIIII

CHELYDIDAE.

— Geograpliical distribution of Pleurodirous

tortoises.

The country richest in CheloNorth America, Asia, and Africa.
is America
North and Central America together possessing

nians

;

representatives

these

we know

of all
to

the

families except

have died out

there.

tlio

Pleurodira, and

The Dermatemydxdac,

ATHECAE

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION

IX

Cinostemidac, and Chelydridae are

now

restricted to the Nearctic

sub-region (including Central America).

them Chelydidae,

species, all of
fossils

is
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Poorest in genera and

the Australian region, where no

of other families have yet been discovered.

Europe, with

its

CHELYDIDAE!.
BE TRIONYCHIDAE.
Fig. 72. — Geographical distribution of Trionychidae and Chelydidae.

few Testudinidae, does not come into consideration Asia has at
and Trionychidae, and in addition the solitary
;

least Testudinidae

Platysternum in Indo-China, representative of a family whose
affinities

with the Chelydridae again proclaim the validity of the

Periarctic region.

Order
The vertebrae and

I.

ATHECAE.

fused with, but are free from,
numerous small polygonal plates
and is covered ivith leathery skin without any epidermal shields.
The limbs are transformed into p)addles.
The neck is not retracthe carapace, ivhich

Marine.

tile.

ribs are not

consists of

Fam. Sphargidae.

— Sphargis

Leathery Turtle or Luth,
largest of all recent

is

s.

Chelonians.

is about six feet
end of the shell, which latter
a specimen may weigh half a ton.

national collection
to the

he has seen some

"

Dermatochelys coriacea, the

the only recent species and

is

the

The biggest specimen in the
and a half long, from the nose
is

about four feet long

;

such

Agassiz, however, says that

The general colour is
The Leathery

weighino; over a ton."

dark brown, either uniform or with yellow spots.
Turtle

has

tropical seas,

a

wide distribution, ranging-

but

it

is

rare everywhere

;

over

least so

all

the inter-

perhaps in the
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Western Atlantic from Florida

to Brazil

and in the Indian Ocean.

According to Agassiz it breeds regularly every year in the
spring on the Bahamas, on the Tortngas, and on the coast of
Brazil, depositing its many eggs on the sandy shore like other
Accidentally it visits the northern coast up to Long
turtles.
Island, and specimens, perhaps carried with the Gulf Stream, have
been caught on the coasts of Europe, for instance off Dorsetshire.
One was caught near Nantes in 1729, and is said to have made

Q8D

3uTTEprtOBTHjc

Fig. 73.

Sphargis coriacea, the "Leathery Turtle," young
and dorsal views, x 1.

'orha-rrj

siiecinieus, ventral

when being killed. This is perhaps the reason
1820 invented the generic name Sphargis,
It has
be derived from acfiapajico (I make a noise).

a terrible noise

why Merrem
supposed to
also

in

been recorded from the Mediterranean.

entirely carnivorous, living

It

seems to be

upon Molluscs, Crustacea, and

fish.

It is a very curious
supposed to be unwholesome.
fact that of this rare species only large specimens, besides a very
few baby-turtles, are known or preserved in collections, while
individuals of intermediate size, say from four inches to three
If it were not for the
feet in length, have never been recorded.

The

flesh is

fact that thev are still

known

to breed, it

would look as

if

the

ATHECAE
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out.
Perhaps ther are verj shy, leading a
diving at the least sign of danger, and coming near
the land onlj for the sake of breeding.

species were

pelagic

dying

life,

The structure of Sphargis is so peculiar in many respects that
somewhat full account.
The neuro-eentral sutiu-es
The eight cervicals are short. All
persist on all the vertebrae.
the ten trunk-vertebrae carry ribs, and these, with the exception
of the last, articulate between the centra and with the neural
the first and tenth, ribs are short, the others are long
arches
and flattened, but not broad, wdth wide spaces between them.
The tail is short, although it consists of about twenty vertebrae
it

deserves a

;

these are devoid of chevrons.

The
crest

owing
The supraoccipital

skull superficially resembles that of Chelone, chiefly

temporal region.

to the completely roofed-in

rather

is

posterior

short, covered

margin of which

is

completely by the parietals, the

rounded

off instead of fonuing, as in

the Chelonidae, a long projecting triangular crest with the supra-

The

occipital.

parietals are in

frontals, posteriorly

broad contact with the post-

they are just reached by the squamosals.

The quadrato-jugal is small, separated from the post-frontal by the
meeting of the sc|uamosal with the jugal.
The quadrate is
notched behind, and it separates the opisthotic from the
squamosal.
The basisphenoid is large and broad, extending far
forwards so as to separate the pterygoids widely from each other
except

in

their

lateral

arm

which

all

anterior

portions, which, instead

of sending a

and maxillary, as in Chclone, are widely
separated from these bones by the palatines.
The choanae lie on
either side of the anterior half of the vomer, and are not roofed
over by ventral vomero-palatine wings.
The limbs and their girdles are essentially like those of the
Chelonidae, but are not derivable from them.
The most remarkable featm-e is the shell. The dorsal and ventral halves are
directly continuous, forming one unbroken case all round, which
is composed of many hundreds of little bony plates, nregularly
polygonal, fitting closely into each other with their sutural edges,
and giving the shell a beautiful mosaic appearance.
On the
dorsal side are a median row and three pairs of lateral rows of
larger plates, and these form seven longitudinal blunt ridges
the shell.

to the jugal

converge towards the triangularly pointed tail-end of
The ridges are not so much produced by thickened
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or spine-like edges of the plates, but

by the right and

of the plates being actually bent at an angle.

spicuous at the sides of the shell where
portion.
ridge.

it

This

is

left

halves

most con-

passes into the ventral

The latter has two pairs of lateral and one median
The whole shell has consequently twelve ridges. The

mosaic plates are deeply imbedded in the cutis, being externally
as well as internally covered or lined with dense leathery skin.
is thin, and shows no indications of horny scales.
In young specimens the whole shell is soft and very imperfectly
ossified, later on it is quite rigid, although comparatively thin.
It is nowhere in contact with the internal skeleton, except by
a nuchal bone, which by a descending process articulates with the

The' epiderm

neural arch of the eighth cervical vertebra.

The

the Sphargidae and their position in the

affinities of

Whilst some authorities, e.g. Cope,
DoUo, and Boulenger look upon Spliargis as the sole remnant
of a primitive group in opposition to all the other recent
Chelouia, Baur considered it the most specialised descendant of
system are

still

the Chelonidae.

debatable.

Van Bemmelen

Dames agreed with him.

has

modified this view in so far as he regards Sj^hargis as the most
specialised Cheloniau, but considers the differences

between

it

and

the Chelonidae great enough to conclude that both Sphargidae

and

Chelonidae

represent

two

independent,

partly

parallel,

from two different groups of
terrestrial tortoises.
Case,^ from the study of Frotostega and
He believes
other fossil forms, tends towards Baur's view.
that Sphargls is the culminating form of a branch which
through FsejjJiojJhorus and with ^os^j/ia^-^r/is has sprung from some
creature like Lytoloma, which at the same time is the starting-

branches

which have

arisen

branch which cidminates in the genera
and Chelone, while lastly a third branch contains
In other words, he
Frotostega, Frotosphargis, and Fseudosphargis.
If he is right we have of course
considers them all Chelonidae.
no business to separate Sphargis with its fossil allies from tlie
point

of

another

Thalassoclielys

rest of the Chelonia as "Athecae."
It is easy enough
However, Case has not proved his point.
understand that the characters of the cranium and plastron
of Sphargis are in a condition which by partial reduction can be
to

derived from that

r)f
'

typical Chelonidae.

Journ. Aforph. xv. 1897,

p.

The structure
21.

of the

SPHARGIDAE

^,-

cervical vertebrae, tlie absence of the
marginal plates and the
peculiar articulation of the nuchal with the
last cervical vertebra
can be explained as convergent analogies, just
like the paddles of
Carettochehjs.
But the shell of Sphargis is fundamentally different

from and not homologous with that of the
others.
therefore

quite justified

in

distinguisliing

Cope was

the

Sphargidae as
"Athecae" in opposition to the otliers which Dollo
latet' on by
contrast, named " Thecophora."
Unfortunate names, since both
groups are undeniably in possession of a
e^'^Krj or shell.
Both
authors meant, however, by Theca the epidermal
shields, but even
this distinction is rendered invalid by
Carettochehjs.
The most reasonable explanation has been
suggested by Hay.^
The mosaic polygonal components of the shell
of
.

SiJhargis are,

so to speak,

an

earlier generation of osteodermal
plates

than the'
and broader bony plates which in the
Thecophora come into contact, and fuse with, the
neural arches
and ribs.
The osteoderms of Sphargis belong to the
same
category as the dermal ossifications in the
scutes of Crocodilia,
later generation of longer

whilst the plates of the carapace and
plastron of the Thecophora
belong to the category of the abdominal ribs.
Sphargis has the
first kind in its peculiar shell,
the second kind in the deeper
lying plastron and in its neural
plate.
But it has lost, or
perhaps had never developed, the horny
shields.
The only
difiiculty is, however, the presence
of a plastron and of a typical
neural plate in Sphargis.
This difficulty is not very serious
The plastron is a very old institution.
It occurs together with
the more superficial osteoderms in
Caiman, and the nuchal plate
may be the oldest of all dorsals. We can scarcely
imagine that
the direct ancestors of Sphargis had
developed both kinds of
shells, and that comparatively
recently the inner shell of the
carapace was lost, leaving only the
nuchal plate.
Fossils do not
support such an assumption.
Undoubted ancestral forms of
Sphargis are very rare.
Psephophorus of the Oligocene

and Mio-

cene of Europe had a continuous
mosaic shell much resembling
that of Sphargis
Eosphargis is represented by a well-preserved
skull from the London clay.
Then follows a wide gap until we
come to Psephoderma of the Ehaetic,
or Upper Trias of Bavaria
the large fragment of whose dorsal
shell is composed of about 200
mosaic pieces.
If this fragment really formed part of
the shell
:

1
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of a Chelonian, its age would speak greatly in favour of the

Athecae being a very primitive and independent group.

Order

THECOPHORA.

II.

Thoracic vertebrae and ribs united with a series of median or

neural and a

^xtr/Yf/

series of latered or costal ijlates.

Parietals

prolonged downwards, meeting the pterygoids directly or by

inter-

an epiptcrygoid.
Sub -Order 1. Cryptodira. The carapace is covered irith
The neck, if retractile, hends in an S-shaped curve
horny shields.
in a vcrticcd phinc
The pelvis is not fused with the shell.
Fam. 1. Chelydridae. The plastron is small and cross-shaped
(Fig. 61, 2, p. 315)
the bridge is very narrow, and the displaced
abdominal shields are widely separated from the marginals by a
few irregularly shaped inframarginals.
The tail is long. The
limbs, neck, and head are so stout that they cannot be completely
withdrawn into the shell.
Snout with a powerful hooked beak.
American only two genera, each with one species.
The temporal region is roofed very incompletely and only
anteriorly by the expanded parietals and postfrontals, which form
The plastron consists of nine bony plates, a small
a long suture.

positinn (f

—

—

;

;

entoplastron being present

;

there are lacunae in the middle

the plates meeting imperfectly, and the horny alidominal

line,

sliields

by soft skin.
The carapace has a nuchal
with long rib-like processes which underlie the marginals the
neural plates form a continuous series.
There are twenty-three
marginal plates.
The pubic and ischiadic symphyses remain

are likewise separated

;

separate, enclosing
lingers

and

one large heart-shaped foramen.

toes are weighed

outer toe, the nail of which

and
is

ai'e

The

five

protected by claws except the

usually suppressed.

Chelydra serpentina, the Snapping Turtle, attains a large

namely, a shell-length of more than one

size,

and a total length
from the nose to the tip of the tail of more than three feet.
Its range extends from the Canadian lakes east of the Eocky
^Mountains, through the United States and Central America.
The carapace of young specimens has three very marked series
of keels, which gradually disappear with age, until in very old
individuals the shell becomes quite smooth.
The skin is very
warty, especially on the neck, and there is a pair of minute
foot,

THECOPHORA

IX

barbels on the chin.

horny

triangular

— CRYPTODIRA

The

crests,
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three series of originally

tail carries

wliich with age are

transformed into

The general colour of this rather ugly creature is
olive, mottled with dark brown above and with yellowish below.
According to Holbrook the Snapping Turtle is found in
blunt knolis.

stagnant pools, or in streams where

tlie

waters are of sluggish

Generally they prefer deep water, and live at the bottom

motion.

at times, however, they approach the surface, above,
which they elevate the tip of their pointed snout, all other parts
being concealed and in this way they float slowly with the

of rivers

;

:

current, but

They

if

disturbed tliey descend

speedily to the bottom.

are extremely voracious, feeding on fish, reptiles, or

any

They take the hook
animal substance that falls in their way.
readily, whatever may be the bait, though most attracted by
in this way many are caught for the market.
It
pieces of fish
;

however, necessary to have strong hooks and tackle, otherwise
they w'ould be broken, for the animal puts forth great strength

is,

and by bringAVhen caught they

in his struggles to escape, both with his firm jaws

ing his anterior extremities across the

line.

always give out an odour of musk, which in very old animals

is

sometimes disagreeablv strong.
Occasionally the Snapping

Turtle leaves the water, and

is

seen on the banks of rivers or in meadows, even at a distance

from

;

On

motions

are

he walks slowly, with his head, neck, and long

tail

accustomed

its

awkward

element.

land

his

extended, elevating himself on his legs like the Alligator, which
at

that

time he greatly resemliles

in

his

motions

;

like

Alligator also, after having walked a short distance, he falls
to rest for a

the

down

few moments, and then proceeds on his journey.

In

captivity they prefer dark places, and are exceedingly ferocious

they will seize upon and bite severely anything that

is

offered

them, and their grasp upon the object with their strong jaws

is

most tenacious.
The Snapping Turtles, or " Snappers," are feared on account
of the ferocious bites which they inflict, and they are hated
They
V)ecause of the destruction of valuable fish and water-fowl.
in turn atone for this damage by being eaten, especially the
younger half-grown indi\dduals, the flesh of the older ones being
too much tainted with the odour of musk.
The round eggs,
which are laid to the number of twenty to thirty in the summer
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Northern States about June), are likewise good to eat.
act of the young creature on leaving the shell is said to
be snapping and biting.
In captivity they are often very sulky,
and refuse food stubbornly for many months, perhaps for a whole
year, and apparently without much harm to themselves, since
they lie quietly in the distant corner of the tank, now and then
(in the

The

first

slowlv rising to the sm'face to breathe.

on the

shell

and

in the

mud which

Fresh-water algae crrow

settles

on

and since this

it,

i^urhtt'tix

iidiinmys tcmmincki. "Alligator Turtle."

Fig. 74.

liappens also in the wild state, they are rendered as inconspicuous
as old rotten

pair

of

In order to attract fishes they protrude a
pale pink filaments from the tip of the

logs.

worm -like,

tongue.

Macroclemmys tcmmincki, the

"

—

In size and
Snapping Turtle, but the
dorsal shields have each a strong and prominent keel, and these

general appearance

much

three series increase

Alligator Turtle."

like the other

in size

with age.

The

costal shields are

separated from the marginals by an additional series of about four

snpramarginals, well shown in the illustration.

The

shields of

DERMATEMVDIDAE
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the cross-shaped plastron are subject to much individual variation,
small shields being frequently intercalated, or rather retained,

between the usual ones, especially between the pectorals and
abdominals, in the gular region, and on the narrow bridge, where
This species
the inframarginals number one to three or even more.
inhabits, broadly speaking, the whole basin of the Mississippi and
Missouri rivers.
This beast is as vicious as the other Snapping Turtle.
According to Agassiz it does not withdraw its head and limbs on
It
the approach of danger, but resorts to more active defence.
raises itself

mouth

upon the

legs

and

tail,

highest behind, opens the

widely, and throwing out the head quickly as far as the

long neck will allow, snaps the jaws forcibly upon the assailant,

same time throwing the body forward so powerfully as
come down to the ground when it has missed its olg'ect.
It lives mostly in the water, but makes considerable journeys
Both in the water and on dry land the limbs move
overland.
On dry
nearly perpendicularly, and the body is raised high.
land a consideraljle part of the weight of the body is borne by
at the

often to

the long, strong
"

They are

tail.

as ferocious as the wildest beast of prey, but the

slowness of their motions, their inability to repeat the attack

immediately, their awkwardness in attempting to recover their
balance when they have missed their object, their haggard look,
and the hideous appearance of their gaping mouth, constitute at
such times a picture as ludicrous as it is fearful and revolting.

Their strength

is

truly wonderful.

bite off a piece of a plank

I

have seen a large specimen

more than an inch

hold of a stick with such tenacity that they
considerable distance

suspended to

it

free

thick.

may

above

Fishes and young ducks are their ordinary prey.

They take

be carried for a

the grovmd.

They

lay from
twenty to forty or more round eggs only about the size of a small
walnut in holes which they dig in sloping banks not far from the
water " (Agassiz).

Fam.

2.

Dermatemydidae.

— The

pectoral shields are widely

separated from the marginals by inframarginals, the gular shields

Only
and the tail is extremely short.
two or three genera, with three or fom- species in Central America.
The plastron is composed of nine plates.
In Dermatemys
mawi it is large, firmly joined to the carapace, covered with
are very small or absent,
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eleven or more shiekls, and there are four inframarginals

:

in

Staurotypvs salvini of Mexico the plastron is cruciform, with the
anterior lobe movable, covered with seven or more shields, according to the fusion of the anal shields and the presence or absence
there are only two inframarginals.
The pubic and
symphyses remain separate the temporal fossa remains

of the gulars
ischiadic

:

;

widely open, the postfroutals

scarcely touching

the

parietals.

There are 23 marginal shields in Stav.rotypus, 25 in Dermatemys,
including the unpaired nuchal.
The nuchal plate has a pair of
rib-like processes like those of the Chelydridae, but some of the
posterior costal plates, sometimes only one pair, meet in the
middle line, overlying or supporting the corresponding nem'al
plates.

The

shell of these aquatic tortoises is

or less keeled, especially in

adult condition

Fam.

is

nue foot in

a])out

rather

young specimens, and

in

flat,

more

the fully

lengtli.

Cinosternidae, represented by the single genus
Ciiiosternum, with about ten species in Xorth and Central
America, and one in Guiana.
Closely allied to the two previous
tamilies,

3.

with which

it

agrees by the .separation of the pubic and

ischiadic symphyses, the presence of

an ento-plastral

possession of inframarginal shields (Fig. 61,3,

open temporal
nuchal plate.

p.

plate, the

315), the widely

and the rib-like pair of processes to the
with the Dermatemydidae in the interruption of the nem'al plates by the meeting of several pairs of
the costal plates.
There are 23 marginal shields five or four
shields, according to the presence or absence of the gidar on the
plastron, and in some species these plastral shields become, with
age, more and more separated from each other by soft skin (see
Fig. 75).
The shape and size of the plastron differ considerably
in the various species
in most of them, e.g. in C. pcnnsylvonicvrn
and C. leueostomum, but not in C. odoratu.m, the anterior and
posterior lobes are movable, with transverse soft hinges, so that
the animal can completely close its shell.
The skin of the legs
and neck is so baggy and loose that these parts slip in, the skin
rolling off, when the creature withdraws into its shell.
They
lay only a few
from three to five
elliptical eggs, which have a
shining, glazed, and thick, but very brittle shell.
fos.sae,

It agrees

;

;

—

—

Cinostenium odoratum, the ^lud-Turtle, or Stinkpot Terrapin,
which exudes from
the inguinal glands.
The head is disproportionately large, with

so called on account of the disagreeable smell
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the snout rather compressed laterally, and pointed underneath,
The neck is long and slender. The
with several short harbels.
carapace of the young is keeled, each of the neural shields being

A

Fig. 75.

Cinostennnn odomtuin, young specimens.
A and B, males C, female.

x

|.

;

but in full-grown specimens the shell
becomes quite smooth and rounded.
The horny shields of the
plastron are relatively largest in the young, but they soon leave

raised in the middle line

;

ever-increasing spaces between them, which are then filled with
soft skin

only,

which thinly covers the underlying bone.

The
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fore- and hind-limbs, especially the latter, are extensively webbed,
and are provided with five short claws.
Tlie general colour
of the shell is horny l)rown, either uniform or with darker spots
or streaks.
The neck and limbs are mottled brown. The only
ornamental colouring is a pair of clear yellow broad lines on
each side of tlie head, and a similar streak on each side of the
lower jaw.
On the chin and upper throat are two pairs of small
tentacles.
The tail of the male is of about the length of the

hind-limbs, while that of the
scarcely reaches

female

beyond the hinder

is

so

margin

short that
of

the

tip

its

carapace.

Length of the shell of full-grown specimens lietween four and
five inches.
Very young specimens have a rather droll appearance, owing to the long and slender neck with the large head,
and the humpy back.
This species is common in the eastern half of North America,
from Canada to Texas.
It is mainly aquatic, and is one of the
dullest and shyest species.
]\Iy own specimens spend most of
their time in the water, invariably in the darkest corners, pre-

and they do not leave

ferably under a stone or a log,

their hiding

places until dark, in search of worms, meat, and all

sorts

of

animal food.
For months I could never induce them to take
food from a stick, or even to eat in my presence, and it was not
until after many weeks that one of them at last protruded its
head far enough to exhibit the yellow stripes.
AMien taken out
of the water they draw in their heads, just allowing the vicious
little eyes to be visiljle, and opening the sharp-edged mouth
widely to bite deliberately and furiously at the unwary finger.

Some spent

the winter in the water, in the greenhouses, feeding

as usual, others crept on land, hiding under moss, half buried in

the

soil,

where they

slept

se\eral months, but with inter-

for

ruptions in order to soak and to drink.

advanced they prefer the water
which had been sent over from
<lried-up condition, the skin

but after a few

liours'

"VMien spring

for their regular sojourn.

Xew York

being quite

well

is

Some

arrived in a de]tlorably
flabljy

and

shrivelled,

soaking they came round, and increased

considerably in weiglit, the limbs and neck becomiug turgid.
C.

pennsylvanlcinii of Eastern

more oval

plastron.

The head

other species and, like the neck,
often has streaks on the

sides.

Xorth America has a

larger,

not so strikingly large as in the

is
is

Ijrown with yellowish spots, and

The

tail

of the male end.s in a

PLATVSTERNIDAE

ix;

uail-like

The

horny point.
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lobes of the plastron are well hinged

in the adult.
C.

leucostomum of Central America

of six inches.

broad bridge,

is larger,

The plastron is not at
and fills the box, moreover

posterior hinge, so that the

the vernacular

name

all

with a shell-length

cruciform, but has a

it has an anterior and a
box can be completely closed. Hence

of the Box-Terrapin.

Platysternidae, represented by the single species
F/ati/sternnm mt'gacciiluduni in Burma, Siam, and Southern China.

Fam.

4.

The pectoral shields are widely separated from the marginals
by inframarginals, the plastron is large, olilong, not cruciform,
and the tail is long.
The plastron consists of nine plates, and is covered with six pairs
The
of shields, the most anterior of which are the broad gulars.
The neurals form a connuchal plate has no rib-like processes.
The
tinuous series, and there are twenty-three marginal scutes.
temporal fossae are completely roofed over, owing to the long sutures
formed by the parietals with the postfrontals, moreover the postfrontals expand laterally so much that they posteriorly come into
broad contact with the quadrato-jugals and squamosals, anteriorly
with the maxillaries, so that the jugals are completely surrounded
Ijy bones, and are shut off from the orbits and from the temporal

This

fossae.

is

a unique

The

Tortoises.

puljic

arrangement, found nowhere else in
ischiadic symphyses are connected

and

with each other by ligaments only.

The general appearance
since

carapace

the

is

of this water-tortoise

much

depressed,

is

rather curious,

looking, especially in

The head, prohad been crushed in.
hooked jaws, is strikingly heavy and
large, and is covered above with one single large shield.
The tail
is longer than the shell, which, in full-grown specimens, reaches
about six inches in length
it is, throughout its length, covered
with rings of squarish shields.
A large specimen measures 14
younger specimens, as

if

ife

vided with very strong

;

inches in total length, of

which only

five fall to the shell.

is always covered with
Those which form the plastral
bridge are in direct contact with the marginals.
The plastron is
composed of nine bones.
The digits have four or five claws.
The neck is completely retractile.
The skull is devoid of parieto-

Fam.

5.

Testudinidae.— The

well-developed horny shields.

squamosal arches.

shell
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This large family

is

cosmopolitan, with the exception of the

Australian and the adjoining Austro-Malayan countries.

It

which form a continuous gradation between
absolutely terrestrial and thoroughly aquatic tortoises and many
genera

contains

;

As a

are truly amphibious.

general rule the typically terrestrial

kinds have a more curved or arched

shell,

the digits are short,

the eggs are more oval or round, and they are chiefly herljivorous

;

the essentially aquatic kinds have a flatter or depressed shell,

webbed

with longer, often slender claws, the eggs are more
and they live on animal diet. About 20 genera,
with more than 110 species, are recognised by Boulenger, but
their essential characters are nearly all internal, and therefore
of no avail for the determination of live or entire specimens.
Chrysemys.
One of the most typical and widely distributed
genera of American Terrapins or water-tortoises.
The carapace
the plastron is quite immovable, with a strongly developed
is flat
bridge.
Feet well webbed.
Tail short.
Skull with a broad,
feet,

cylindrical,

—

;

Al^out one dozen species, mostly

complete, lateral, temporal arch.

in the eastern half of the United States, but the whole genus

ranges from Canada to Argentina.

Most

of the

young Chrysemys

are very pretty, the ground-colour

of the upper shields being green, variegated

or

markings, which

blackish

patterns, either concentrical

often

{Cli.

form

with yellowish-brown
exquisitely

delicate

concinna, Ch. rv.hriventris), or

more longitudinal {Cli. eleyans), or apparently quite irregular.
The ground-colour of the plastron is yellow, but the various
species are best distinguished, at least in very young individuals,
There
by the arrangement of the dark brown .?pots and patches.
are, for instance, several pairs of bold lateral and several median
patches in
eleyans

;

meet, in

C/i.

rulriventris

;

five pairs of ocellated spots in

Ch.

only small median patches, where four plastral shields
C/i.

cone i time

,-

while the plastron oiCli. pieta

is

uniformly

yellow.

These water-tortoises are very lively and shy, most so perhaps
The food varies, often
is very quick and active.

Ch. picta, which

according to individual fancy.
i

s

partial

to

insects,

but

it

Most
also

them eat
worms

of

takes

.

fish,

Ch. incta

Some

of

my

specimens refused meat for a long time, but ultimately they
became so fond of it and of worms, that they came out of the

pond

to take the food

from the fingers

;

those in the Zoological
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Gardens of London have developed a taste

my

largest

CJi.

One

for biscuits.

concinna fasted deliberately for eight

of

months,

and frogs, only occasionally snifting
was tempted with whitebait, which it took
greedily.
It refused, however, smelts and pieces of soles, l)ut
after another month it condescended to take meat regularly.
Very young individuals live chiefly on flies, which they watch
and they are fond of smooth
for near the surface of the water
caterpillars, maggots, the -larvae of humble-bees, and similar soft
They all spend most of their time in the water
creatures.
preferably floating near the surface, hidden between weeds and
refusing worms, insects, meat,

at the food, until

it

;

,

;

Some

they are fond of basking.

turned

in.

of

them spend the night

in the

the bottom, with heads and limbs

water, lying motionless on

Others prefer hiding under moss.

which, like Ch. concinna and

C/i. i^icta,

are

common

Those

species,

in the North,

For the winter they dig thembanks near the water, and they do not come

are of course perfectly hardy.
selves holes in the

out again until the spring

The eggs

well advanced.

is

are hard-

mostly long and oval, and they are hatched before the
end of the summer.
The larger species of Terrapin are eaten.
shelled,

1^

Ch. ])icta (Fig. 76), the " Painted Terrapin," of the Eastern

United States,
cognised by the

e.g.

of

much

New York

and Long Island,

depressed shell, which

is

is

easily re-

absolutely smooth,

and without a trace of a keel. The colour above is dark olive-brown
or blackish, with broad yellow bands across the anterior ends of the
neural and costal shields.
Three or four of these transverse bands
are very conspicuous.
The marginals are red, with more or less
concentric black and yellow markings.
The pretty red colour,
with some black stripes, extends over the bridge, but the plastron
itself is

uniformly yellow.

marked, the ground-colour

The

soft parts are likewise prettily

black-brown, with delicate bright

is

yellow and red stripes on the sides of the neck, limbs, and

tail.

The stripes are originally yellow, but they develop an orange or
in the middle, so that each red stripe is ultimately
narrowly edged with yellow
or the yellow and red stripes
alternate, for instance on the tail, which is short, narrow, and

red line

;

pointed.

The head

is

further

adorned with a pair of con-

spicuous bright yellow patches Ijehind the eyes, and a smaller pair

The black and yellow stripes run across the gape
mouth, some of the lines even looking as if they had been

on the occiput.
of the
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The nuchal shield is elongated and very narrow,
and that of the neighbouring marginals are finelyserrated.
Very young individuals are at once recognised by the
prominent longitudinal median stripe of bright orange extending
over the nuchal and neural shields the yellow transverse bands
painted across.
its

anterior edge

;

they appear when the longitudinal line vanishes.
The " Painted Terrapin " is one of the few species of whicli,
thanks to L. Agassiz/ complete data of growth from the new

are

still

absent

;

^U-i£|?</ofT"Ji

Fio. 76.

—

C'/(r*/5i';/».(/5^^/rfa,

born to old age are known.
the rate of growth is so

" Paiuted TeiTapiu."

During the
uniform

first

x

i.

six or seven years

that numerous specimens

same time are readily arranged in sets of the
l>y the differences they show in their size.
The
successive lines of growth on the shields indicate the number of
After the seventh year the age is much more difficult to
years.
distinguish in those tortoises, wliich, like Ch. picta, have a
This smoothness is due to the fact
perfectly smooth epidermis.
An upper, quite
that the shields undergo a process of moulting.

collected at the

same

age,

'

simply

Contributions

to the

Xat. Hist, of the U.S.A., Boston, 1857.
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transparent layer of each shield peels

oft' completely like a piece
have been able to confirm Agassiz' statement on Cli.
concinna in their third and fourth springs, and on a number of
The latter were not allowed to hibernate, being
adult Ch. incta.
kept in a warm tank they peeled completely during the late

of mica.

I

;

autumn, and then the red and yellow colours underlying the
newly formed shields appeared very vividly
others moult at
midsummer.
;

Growth

of Ch. inctci, after Agassiz.

Second
Third
Fourth

.

Fifth

Sixth

Seventh
Eighth ( i )
Ninth 6
Tenth ( i )
Eleventh ( S )
Fourteenth ( S
.

(

)

9

)

.

A'erv old 9

The
by

size of

16

Ch. concinna.

be

Length of

box.

tail.

millim.

millim.

millim.

millim.

26-5

25

4-2

39-5

12
17

21-5-

16-5
17-5
20-5

54
59
66

49
51

21-5
23-5

56
60

25

23-5

26-5

26

72-5

61

28
28
30
30
33
43
47
59

27-5
27-5

62
64
67
74-5

92
96
113

28
28-5
28-5

34
37
53

the eggs varies considerably, from 26 by 17 to 30

millimeters

in diameter.

may

Height of

carapace.

74
77
80
92
121
129
163

)

Twenty-fifth

Okl ?

Breadth of

carapace.

51

.

(

Length of

easily

;

sometimes they are perfectly round,

— The

specific character

recognised

is

a

pair

1

7

mm.

by which this Terrapin
of

orange

-

red

broad

which extend from above the eye to the sides of the
neck.
The general colour is olive-brown above, variegated with
yellowish dark - edged lines, which, together with numerous
rugosities, radiate from the middle field of each shield.
The
plastron is yellow, often with blackish symmetrical patches, and
sometimes these become confluent and preponderant. Very young
streaks,

specimens are extremely pretty, the ground-colour of the carapace
being green, each shield with darker, somewhat concentric

markings, most conspicuous and regular on the upper surface of
the marginals, where the marks of the adjoining shields form
one pattern -system across the dividing lines.
The plastron is
either

uniform yellow or has a

few pairs

of

blackish

spots
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which stand

so closely together that they

form almost median

patches.

The carapace is rough. The horny shields become very thin
age.
The anterior margin of the small nuchal and the
neighbouring marginals is faintly serrated.
The posterior
with

marginals
edges.

form

slight

The plastron

is

notches or indentations between

their

The edges

of the

almost square behind.

^-r^A^'A'^c

Chrysemys concinna,
summer,
x 1.

Fig. 77.

iu its

Fig. 78.

Chrysemys concinna.
third summer,

third

x

in its

1.

jaws are nearly smooth, without hook and receiving-notch.

Tlie

tail is short.

This species inhabits

the

South-Eastern

States

of

Xorth

America, from Missouri and North Carolina to the Clulf of
Mexico.
Very large female specimens have a shell sixteen inches
in length.

The eggs measure from 33 by 25

or about

inch in the long diameter.

Emys.

1

.V

—The

plastron

is

movably united

to

to

39 by 25 mm.
the carapace

liy

ligament, and in the adult has a slightly flexible hinge across the
middle, between the hyo- and hypo-plastral plates and the pectoral
and abdominal shields.
The plastron is large, but does not (^uite
close the box.

Besides the small nuchal there are twelve pairs
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of marginal

arch

The

webbed.

The

shields.

temporal

the

tail

is

of

liead
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covered with

is

smooth skin

;

The limbs are extensively
the very young is nearly as long as tlie
complete.

becomes relatively shorter with age, being reduced in
the males to about two-thirds, in the females to half the lengtli
Only two species are found in Europe, the other,
of the shell.
E. Uandingi, in Canada and north-eastern U.S.A.
E. orbicularis s. europaca s. Iv.taria, the European PondThe shape and coloration of the shell change likewise
tortoise.
much with age. In the very young the shell is round, and the
shields are rough and slightly keeled, uniform dark brown above,
black below, witli a yellow spot on each marginal and plastral
"When half grown the dorsal shields become quite
shield.
smooth, and are striated or spotted, with yellow upon a dark
The head, limbs, and tail are dark, with yellow or light
ground.
In very old specimens all these
brown spots and small (.lots.
yellow marks disappear on the sliell, w^hicli then becomes uniform
shell,

but

it

—

The coloration is subject to much local
brown or almost black.
and individual variation, and there are two main types, the
It is difficult to say which of the two
spotted and the radiate.
One male which I caught in the Alemtejo was
is the prettier.
very beautiful.
The shell was almost l:)lack with a greenish shine
when in the w"ater, and had many bright yellow and whitish
spots.
In the radiate type the yellow is sometimes preponderant, so that each shield becomes a study of delicately
painted yellow, brown, and blackish lines radiating from the
centre.

This variety seems to prevail in the south of Spain,

in Northern Italy, whence
most of the European markets are supplied.
The largest shell in

decidedly so in the Marismas, also

the

British

Museum

Sigwart received

is

19

cm.

=

7-i-

inches

long.

Fischer

one from Naples wdiich was about 9 inches

and this seems to have been kept as a pet, since its shell
had been gilt.
Specimens about 5 inches in length may be con-

long,

sidered as fully adult.

There are very few

on the growth

One

eleven years

=

13"4 cm.

of individuals.
only about 2 '5 cm.

= 5+

inches Ions-

—

1 inch,

Sigw^art's

total weiolit

when
of

its

grew in
was

shell

the tortoise

491

my own

grew from 11 to 13"2 cm.
and 8'3 to 10-6 cm. in width within eight years,

grammes, about 1
shell-length,

One

reliable observations

of F.

lb.

of

but this was one of the specimens which, living in a greenhouse.
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CHAP. IX

This European pond-tortoise is now restricted
and Middle Europe, extending eastwards towards St.
Petersburfj and into Asia
Minor, southwards into Algeria.
Formerly it had a much wider range, having been found in
post-glacial deposits in Southern Sweden, Denmark, the NetherSpecimens have been found in
lands, and in East Anglia.
the peat of the fens of Norfolk and Cambridgeshire, contemporary with bones of tlie Beaver, Eoe-deer, and Pelican.
The same applies to North Germany, where its gradual disappearance from the western and central parts is obvious.
Except in Central France it is now practically unknown to the
west of the Elite river.
The country between the Elbe and Oder
did not liibernate.
to Soutliern

is

now debatable ground, Emys being exceedingly

fifty

rare.

Some

years ago this seems to have been different, to judge from

the fact that farmers were rather fond of keeping a tortoise in the

water-troughs of the cattle to keep the water free from

Hence arose a

other impurities.

was considered equally condiicive
a tortoise in the foul tub into

kitchen-refuse

—

A
Spree

specimen
I

rivers.

is

still

worms and

custom.

It

to the health of the pigs to keep

which

all

as potato-peels, sour milk,

was given

before the mess

silly superstitious

the dish-water and
etc.,

— were

collected

to the pigs.

occasionally caught in

tlie

myself have heard of one or two in

Havel and
tlie

back-

waters of the Oder near Frankfurt, but they are vanishing, and
it is difficult to

say exactly why.

The universal lowering

of the

water-level owing to better drainage cannot quite account for
since there are thousands of suitable ponds,

waters
still

left.

it,

swamps, and back-

In Poland and in Eastern Prussia the tortoise

is

common.

This creature lives on a strictly animal

diet.
"Worms, insects,
form its main sustenance. Fishes are regularly stalked.
The tortoise watches its opportunity, slowly it half crawls, half
swims along tlie bottom, rises imperceptibly by a few gentle movements of the widely spread-out webbed feet, tlien opens its sharp
cutting jaws wide, and makes a grab at the belly of the fish.
Frogs are most easily stalked when they sit upon a floating leaf
The tortoise rises from below, and often waits with tlie nostrils
and eyes just above the water and close to the frog. After a
while it sinks, and rises again, this time actually touching the
toes of the non-suspecting frog, smelling at them and deliberately

frogs, fishes
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biting with a sideward turn of the head.

CHAP.

What
The

the jaws have

on
with the sharp-clawed fingers.
This
takes a long time, only the scraped-otf flesh and the intestines
The skeleton remains and sinks to the bottom,
being eaten.
while in the case of a fish, the air-bladder floats away on the
surface, and remains there as one of the surest signs of the existgot hold of

and

is

not allowed to escape again.

tortoise holds

tears the prey to pieces

ence of tortoises in that locality.

Some

wonderful neatness.

of

my

The bones

are cleaned with

grass-snakes shared this

fate,

their backbones, with the hundreds of pairs of ribs, Iteing picked

or rather scraped clean, scarcely less well than if they had

l;>een

prepared for a museum.

As

a rule the prey

tortoise has

watched

must be in motion to be seized, unless the
and even then the latter prefers to

it before,

smell it before biting.
In captivity they soon learn to eat meat,
and they become very tame, but in their native haunts they are
Fond of basking upon a stone or
extremely shy and cautious.
on the banks, with the fom- limbs sprawling, or with the hindlimbs stretched backwards, and with the webs spread out so as to
offer as large

a surface as possible to the rays of the sun, they

motionless for hoiu's and appear fast asleep.

But the

lie

slightest

noise, or any other sign of our approach, is sufficient to send them
plumping into the water, and to make them scuttle along with
Xothing but the audible plump t^f the flat
unsuspected agility.
body and the widening rings of the disturbed water indicate their
presence.
After a long time of waiting we give it up, and turn
away.
That very instant we see a little ripple, caused by the
withdrawing of the tortoise, which had come to the surface and
had been watching us, with only the nose and eyes peeping out of

the water, the rest being concealed l»etween the floating vegetation.

Apparently they cannot see us well witli their eyes still under
water, owing to the difference of refraction, otherwise they would
It is certainly not for
not peep out and then at once turn back.
the want of air, since they can remain below for many hoiurs
without breathing.
Although they generally feed in the water, they come on land
when tame and hungry enough to take the offered food. Sometimes they
is

make long

migrations, perhaps because their old home

dried up or does not yield food enough.

They hibernate during

the cold season, buried in the mud, and they do not appear until

^
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warm
when they

season, on

spring nights, they emit short piping sounds, and

have found each other, the couple swim about together.
white, hard-shelled, long, oval eggs, averaging 25 to 15

The
mm.,

This is a very
and about ten in number, are laid on land.
The female having selected a
laborious and cm'ious business.
suitable spot, not loose sand, but rather hard soil free from grass
and other dense vegetation, prepares the ground by moistening it
Then it stifteus the
from the bladder and the anal water-sacs.
tail and bores a hole with it, moving the tail but not the body.
The
hind-limbs then scoop out the hole, the broad feet moving alternately
and heaping up the soil on the side, imtil the hole is about five
inches deep, that is as far as the hind legs will reach.
The eggs
are laid at the bottom in one layer, divided and distributed by
Lastly, the soil is put in again, and the tortoise, by
the feet.
repeatedly raising its body and falling down, stamps the soil firm
and flat, roughens the sm-face a little with its claws, and leaves
Xothing but an accident leads to its disthe nest to its fate.
The young are hatched, accorcUng to locality and the
covery.
kind of season, either in the same autumn or not until the next
spring.
Eggs laid in a garden at Kieff, in Eussia, were hatched
eleven months later.
This implies hibernation of the embryo
within the egg, and this is probably the usual course of events,
resembling the conditions of the development of Splienodon (cf.
The pretty little creatures, scarcely larger than a shillingp. 299}.
piece, are exceedingly difficult to rear.
They require a tank
with green vegetation, stones to bask on and to hide under, and
also dry ground and moss for a change.
They eat flies, tiny
worms, tadpoles, etc., greedily enough, Ijut for some occult
reasons they do less well than many another kind of watertortoise.
Miss Durham has, however, succeeded in rearing one,
which is now in its foui-th year the shell is 2 inches long,
and each shield shosvs three annual rings around the areola.
:

This specimen spent the winters in an unheated room under moss,
not in the water.
E. hlandiniji, the Xorth American species, has a more elongated
and decidedly higher carapace than its smaller European relation.
The carapace is dull black with many pale yellowish spots the
;

plastron

is

on the outer and hinder
dark brown above, briirht

yellow, with a large dark patch

corner of each shield.

The head

is
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yellow below and on the throat, a contrast which gives this
This species is extremely voracious,
tortoise a striking appearance.
becomes easily tame, and spends a great part of tlie day on land,
hidinc'

nnder grass to avoid great heat, and withdrawing into the

water for the night.
The plastron is immovaltly united with the
CJrmmys.
The skull has
carapace, and is devoid of any transverse hinge.

—

This genus, consisting of eight

a complete bony temporal arch.

much

Emys, and is truly Periarctic.
The upper jaw has a median
C. Icprosa s. sigris (Fig. 79;.
notch for the reception of the upturned point of the lower jaw

species, is otherwise

Fig.

80.— Skull
frontal
(j,

;

of

very

Chmmys leprosa.
M, maxillary

/, jugal

;

quadrate, Qj, quadrato-jugal

like

—

F,
x 4.
-4, dorsal view ; B, from the left side
I't.f, postfrontal,
Par, parietal Pr.f, prefrontal
.S^, squamosal.
;

;

;

;

;

the cutting edges of the powerful beak are smooth.

The

shell

is

The
and long-oval, nowhere serrated.
In the young the shell is nearly round, and the
horny shields form three series of keels, of which the lateral pair
the shields are olive-brown, each with an orange
disappear early
plastron does not quite

flat
fill

the box.

;

dark brown, with a yellowish
The adult looks very different. The shell has become
margin.
much more oval, with the greatest width behind the bridge. The
long shields are smooth, and in elderly specimens are without
any trace of the original connective rings of growth. The general
spot or streak;

the

plastron

is

uniform pale olive-grey, inclining to yellow

colour of the shell

is

on the plastron.

The ground-colour

of the soft parts

is

olive-

-red or
grey, but the sides of the head are adorned with orange
or
three
and
yellow marks, the patch between the eye and ear
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four stripes on the neck being especially conspicuous.

The limbs
All these markings are, however,
have pale yellowish streaks.
While, for instance, the
subject to much individual variation.
half-grown creatures are distinctly agreeably coloured, often with
a rich brown, nicely sculptured shell, and with conspicuous orange
and yellow marks on the skin, the very old ones become rather
ugly, the prevailing colour varying more and more into dull

uniform pale olive-grey.
The "Iberian Water

-

tortoise "

is

typical

of

the

Iberian

and extends through Morocco and Algeria far into
Unknown to the north of the Cantabrian
North-Western Africa.
range, decidedly scarcer than its cousin Emys in the northern
half of the Peninsula, it becomes common in the south.
In the
Alemtejo, in the lower parts of Andalucia and in Morocco, there
is scarcely a pool, stream, or river in which it is not found,
feeding on any living thing it can master, although fishes and
When the streams and watercourses
frogs are its principal prey.
run dry, during the hot and dry season, the tortoises crowd together into the remaining pools, which soon become stagnant
and filthy.
But even these havens of refuge are not of lastingavail.
They are soon cleared of anything edible, and the stinking water becomes dirtier and hotter day by day.
Ultimately
the tortoises leave the pool to hide under ledges of rocks, where
they aestivate for months.
This life in the muddy, slimy pools
Peninsula,

renders these tortoises peculiarly liable to the attacks of a certain

which enters through the cracks in the horny
and then flourishes in the Malpighian layer, and even in
the underlying bone itself.
This becomes gangrenous in patches,
and the whole shell assumes a leprous appearance, hence the
specific name of leprosa.
Everything combines in favour of this
destructive little alga.
The tortoise, covered with mud, basks in
the hot sun, the horny shields become brittle and crack, often
peeling off in thin flakes.
But those happy individuals which
inhabit permanent rivers, or pools which do not dry np, are, and
fresh-water alga,

shields

remain, as clean as other water-tortoises.
C. leprosa

like

has a most disagreeable, offensive smell, something

concentrated

essence

of

pair of large glands situated

fish,

due to

the secretion

of

a

beneath the skin of the inguinal
region, and opening behind the bridge.
Freshly caught specimens
stink horribly, but when they have become accustomed to being
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CHAP.

Thej always withdraw into the water for the night, and the cold season is spent in
Their time of propagation is still somewhat doubtful.
the mud.
Very young tortoises are met with in the Peninsula in March,
when they are already in the rivers. Those which I imported
in the summer and autumn invariably dug their nests and laid
their long, oval eggs (28 to 33 mm. long) in the month of
Xovember, pairing having taken place some two or three months
The mode of making the nest is exactly the same as
previously.
As most of my specimens were kept in a
that described for Emys.
greenhouse with a permanent current of warm water through
their tanks, they never hibernated, nor did they pass through a
torpid time in the summer, but they showed an irresistible love
for the hot-water pipes, huddling together by the dozen, so that
the pipes had to be screened off to prevent the creatures from
Until this precaution was taken, they heated
getting burnt.
themselves so much that the shields and even the bones of the
The artificial warm temperature and the
plastron were injured.
complete suppression of seasonal rest had no bad influence, most
of the tortoises living with undiminished appetite for more than
twelve years, but the sexual period became disturbed, pairing
The eagerness of
occurring ultimately at all times of the year.
influence uppn
secondary
peculiar
evil
had
a
males,
however,
the
mate
by biting
on
its
tries
fasten
to
The
male
to
the females.
head
is withinto
which
the
fold
the
neck
collar-like
of
into the
swellings,
and
produces
sores
irritation
repeated
drawn, and this
which latter in their turn prevent the female from wiping the

]

handled, they no longer void these glands.

eyes with the back of the fore-limbs, a habit

not

all, tortoises.

Ultimately the eyes

becoming practically blind,
which makes matters worse, and

falls

In

other respects

acclimatisation in

they

England

are

fester,

off its
is

very

very

perfectly.

common

!

:

j

|

J

]

i

j

i

j

i

''^

I

\

•

to most, if

and the

feed, leaves

.

J

tortoise,

the water,

,

,

difficult to cure.

hardy, and

they stand

i

Some, thriving in a deep

concreted pond, passed through the very severe winters of several
years ago, hiding in the mud below the ice, and appeared in
the spring in perfect health. They can also successfully pass the

winter under moss and a heap of loose garden-rubbish.
C. casjdca is closely allied to C. leprosa,

which

it

represents in

It differs from the
the Balkan Peninsula and in Asia Minor.
edges of the
having
the
cutting
south-western species chiefly by

-
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its

prettier

coloration,

each shield being ornamented with yellowish streaks which form
a kind of oo

plastron

is

on the

costals,

and a ring on the marginals.
The
and black patches in

black in the young, with yellow

The head and

sides of the neck are striped with
narrowly
edged
with black, and the rest of the soft
yellow lines,
dark
olive
and yellow.
parts is marbled
A few other species

the adult.

and Xorth America.
of. the American species, ranging from
Clemmys
Maine to Pennsylvania and Xew Jersey, is easily recognised by
the peculiar reddish-brown and brick-dust colour of the soft parts.
The strongly keeled, posteriorly emarginate carapace is reddish
brown, with radiating yellow lines.
Each shield is delicately
The plastron, which is notched behind, is yellow,
sculptured.
with a large black patch on the outer corner of each shield.
Length of a full-grown specimen 8 inches.
They frequent the
rivers and ponds, but are also very fond of leaving the water,
sometimes remaining for months in dry places.
occur in China, Japan,
insculjita,

one

Malacoclemmys of N^ortli America, with three species only, is
to Clemmys, from which it differs chiefly by the
very broad alveolar surface of the upper jaw, and by the more forward position of the entoplastron, this being placed anteriorly to
the humero-pectoral suture.
We mention this genus since one
of its species, M. terrapin, is so extensively eaten in the Eastern
United States.
The shell is oval, slightly emarginate behind,
obtusely carinated along the middle line.
The upper parts of
the shell are brown or greenish, with dark concentric lines
the
marginals are yellow below, each with a ring of dark grey, and
forming a peculiarly up-turned rim.
The plastron is yellowish,
either with concentric stripes and dusky lines or uniform yellow.
But it is the colour of the soft parts which gives this otherwise

closely allied

;

dull-looking creature its delicately pretty apjjearance.

The skin

namely, greenish white with countless small black dots.
The
males remain much smaller than the females, and have the conis,

centric

stripes

more pronounced.

This species, the choicest of

the edible TeiTapins, frequents the salt marshes of the east coast

Xorth America, from Ehode Island to the Gulf of Mexico,
most abundant around Charleston.
The following is a condensed account of an article which
appeared in the New York Sun, 18th September 1898, the data
of

l)eing
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which were supplied by the manager of the terrapin-farm at
The continued hunting and the unfailing
demand for them are making them very scarce, so that enter-

of

I

Beaulieu, Georgia.

liave estal)lished terrapin-farms or " crawls " for the

men

prising

The " crawls
keeping and breeding of terrapins.
The larger is 310 by 60
are near the river.
divided into three compartments for three sizes.
"crawl"

the babies, and

is for

" crawls "

8 feet.

runs a ditch connected with the river

The bottom

circuit of the farm.

with the low

tide,

and

is

in question
feet,

and

population

|

j

I

'

of the " crawls " is on a level

covered with a layer of
terrapins

of

is

The smaller
Through both
and making a

mud

about six

Into this the terrapins burrow in the winter.

inches deep.

average

100 by

is

"

'

is

aV)out

40,000,

one

I

The
lialf

and the other half " heifers." The latter are much
better eating, and grow to a much larger size, namely, eight
inches on the plastron, while the " bulls " rarely grow over live
" bulls "

When

inches long.

called a " count."

known

Ions are

and - a

-

it

Those between five-and-a-half to six inches
are

known

as

They are

" halves."

fed

shrimps and crabs on account of the flavour,
The 40,000 consume
although they will eat almost anything.
They are
on ,an average twenty bushels of crustaceans a day.
exclusively on

quite indifferent to cold.

The manager saw some placed

block of ice and frozen fast to

chopped

out,

statement that
full

At

;

after four or five

1

1

|

i

in a

days they were

soon as lively as ever.

The

takes these terrapins only seven years to attain

commercial growth

estimate.

it

thawed, and were
it

i

is

as " two-for-threes," while those from five to five-

inches

half

a female reaches six to eight inches

is

surprising,

the end of the large

"

and

is

crawl

"

probably an underis

a board to enable

the females to creep into a sand-pit, where they lay the eggs
It is necessary
from April to June, eight to twelve forming a set.

.

'

"

away from their parents as soon as they hatch,
else they will be eaten.
The young must not be exposed to the
cold.
The old ones have a large amount of curiosity. The best
way of catching them is for two men to go out in a boat with a
Tliey row. carefully along until they come to a likely spot.
net.
Then one man raps several times sharply on the boat with a
stick, and if there are any terrapin about they will come to the
surface just as fast as they can get there to see what is going on,
Another
and the other man scoops them up with a little net.

,

I

to get the babies

j

,1

*|

j

I

i

!
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through the mud and water.
will rise out of the

mud

to

is for
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the negroes to go tramping

anj terrapin
what the disturbance is.

If they pass
see

When

captives are then fattened in the " crawl."

them they

in to feed
"

The

men go

and terrapin from all over the
come swimming through the water,

whistle,

crawl," thousands of them,

piling over each

the

tliese

other in their efforts to get close to the

man

with the shrimps and crabs.
Cistudo.

—The

plastron, without forming a bridge, is connected

with the carapace by ligaments, and is divided into two movable
lobes, the transverse hinge being so perfect that the box can be
completely closed after head, legs, and

tail have been withdrawn.
The nuchal shield is very small the first four neurals are large
There are twelve
and broad, the fifth much broader than long.
The carapace is high and arched.
pairs of marginal shields.
The tail is very short.
The digits are almost completely free.
The skull is without a bony temporal arch, the quadra to-jugal
Only two species, in Xorth
and the jugal being absent.
;

America.
C. Carolina of

species.

the Eastern United States

Closely allied by its internal

tortoises, it

is

which

is

to the water-

and the shape of
coloured black and yellow or

has become absolutely terrestrial

the head, the convex shell

a very interesting-

structure
;

orange-brown, and the short webless fingers are

all

terrestrial

But the rather long toes, provided with long and sharp
claws, the broad and flat feet, enlarged by a broad fold of skin on
the outer margin, the long oval eggs, the smooth covering of the
head, and the preponderant animal diet, still proclaim the aquatic
relationship of this tortoise.
It is in fact a genus which has
The
changed habits and features from aquatic to terrestrial life.
\head is covered with a smooth skin, and the upper beak, especially
lu old specimens, is strongly and broadly hooked.
The eyes of
the males are red, those of the females are brown.
The plastron
features.

,

of

the males

is

concave, that

of

the females

is

flat.

Large

The young are
The
nearly round, with high, arched back and prominent keels.
keels of the middle line remain a long time, but they gradually
flatten down with age, being prominent only at their posterior
ends.
Each dorsal shield is originally nicely sculptured, with
a well-marked areola and concentric rings_.
Very old individuals

females reach

a length of nearly six inches.
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become much
steep,

so

flatter

that

on the top of the

shell,

but the sides remain

the whole shell roughly resembles a somewhat

and the whole upper
The variations of colour
are almost endless, and they occur in the same localities.
I
have a number of all ages from Long Island, near New York.
The lialf-grown are lieautifully reddish or orange-brown with
dark patches, median keels prominent, plastron uniform blackIn others the dark -brown prevails over the lighter
brown.
markings, which are yellower and more spotted or dotted than
Some of the oldest, with quite smooth shells, are
patched.

oblong box with the corners rounded
surface rubbed

Itlack,

down

quite

off,

smooth.

with small, round, light yellow

Others are vermi-

spots.

culated or striped with yellow and black.

The

soft parts

vary

same extent, some showing

on the neck a beautiful
intricate pattern of yellow, reddish and Ijrown, while in others
these colours are arranged more or less in longitudinal stripes.
These " Box-tortoises " are often caught in the States and kept
as pets in the gardens, and their owners mark them by cutting
their initials into the plastron.
These marks heal up and
widen in time like letters cut into the bark of a tree.
One of
my specimens, certainly a very old one to judge from his hooked
beak, perfectly smooth and flat shell, and from the condition of
the marginals, which have the edges rublied down quite smooth
and rounded off, has two initials and the date 1837 on its
plastron.
Of course there is no proof that the date had been
cut in that year, more than sixty-three years ago, but it was
The scars on those parts of the shell
done a long time ago.
which touch the ground are almost effaced, and the letters and
figures have become somewhat distorted owing to the usual
Moreover, this
unequal, not concentrical, periplieral 'growth.
tortoise must have been already adult, although not quite fully
grown, since the marks are large and were e^ddently put in such
I may mention
a size and position as to fit the available space.
that this record tortoise was, when I got it, not kept in confinement, but had Ijeen picked up at large.
Although fond of
These Box-tortoises become very tame.
drinking quantities of water in long and slowly repeated draughts,
they do not go into the water, and if they fall in accidentally
They enjoy a mixed diet, but
they are liable to get drowned.
to

the

animal food predominates, consisting chiefly of

snails, the shells of
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which are passed,
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earthworms, maggots, and

soft caterpillars.

Their fondness for slugs is all the more remarkaljle since scarcely
any other Vertebrate eats these slimy, sticky molluscs but a Box;

make a meal

tortoise will

black
first

slug

Avion, and

it

two or more

specimens of the
will eat dozens of small slugs.
It

of

fat

deliberately smells the prey, turns the head sidewards

whereupon first the intestines and then
The slime is later on scraped off with
are eaten.
The
limbs, or the head is rubbed against the grass.
time of feeding is towards dusk or in the early dewy
gives a bite,

'

and they are especially lively during a
also relish various kinds of fungi and
rotten

habits

Close

bananas.

indications as to

how

observation

soft,

warm

fruit, for

their

of

and

the rest
the forefavourite

morning,

rain.

They

instance half-

habits

gives

us

the change from carnivorous to herbivorous

may have taken

place.

Accidentally

many

a

blade of

and swallowed together with the molluscs, also
bits of rotten wood and moss, and their excrements are often full
They are not very fond
of such more or less digested matter.
of basking, although they love warmth, creeping into the grass,
where they make a sliallow form by moving the shell backwards
grass is bitten off

Dming the cooler nights they frequently retire
under a log of wood. They require to hibernate. If
kept in a warm house they become restless in the autumn, refuse
food, drink and feed again after some weeks, but are lial)le to die
during the winter.
If they can find a cool place they Inny
and forwards.
into a hole or

themselves and sleep for several months.

If left out of doors

they dig into the ground, creep into a hole, at the bottom of

which they half bury themselves, or they hide under a heap of
Warm April days
frost.

garden-rubbish well out of the reach of
bring

them

When
attitude,

out, and the first requirement is a drink.
walking about in search of food they assume a curious
with the shell well above the ground, the long neck

and raised high.
Their temper varies individually.
readily and lose all shyness, and creep up to
their friend to take food from his fingers.
Others are decidedly
shy and sulky, withdrawing with a hiss into the shell, which in
some specimens shuts almost hermetically all round, and they do
One of my
not come out until all imaginary danger is past.
males sulked thus .for several months, at least we never saw any-

stretched out

Some become tame

cliing of it

except the closed

shell,

but

it

did not starve

itself.
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Propagation takes place iu the summer, the long oval hardshelled eggrs being laid in June and Jiilv.
The TYPICAL Land-tortoises are easily recognised by their feet.
The digits are short, have not more than two joints, and are
without any trace of webs the metacarpals are scarcely longer
The skin on the
The hind-feet are club-footed.
than broad.
strong horny
with
covered
is
fore
-limbs
the
anterior side of
;

The plastron is
with dermal ossifications.
strongly
usually
the
with
bridge
broad
a
united suturally by
and
postorbital
complete
has
skull
The
arched carapace.
The top of the head
temporal arches.
The tail is
covered with shields.
is
There are only a few recent
short.

scales,

frequently

genera, modifications of the central and

The latter is
typical genus Tedudo.
cosmopolitan in the warmer temperate
and tropical regions, except in the
Australian and Austro-Malayan countries.
Cinyxis (Fig. 82) with a few species
in Tropical Africa from the

Gambia and

from Abyssinia to the Equator is remarkable for the unique modification of
its

ciirapace,

the

posterior

portion

of

— Skull of Testudo
Sol^SSSr'i;!

which is movable, the hinge passing
between the seventh and eighth marginal
Op, Opis- and the fourth and fifth costal plates,
M, maxillarj^
PrT pro^ti"/': /-"'/rpott- externally behind the seventh marginal
frontal
S.o,
Q, quadrate
In the
and the second costal shields.
supra-occipita
middle of the back the hinge is imperfect, the parts being merely flexible enough to permit the
The head is covered
posterior half of the box to be closed.
with shields.
C. helliana, of Xorthern Tropical Africa, has a small nuchal
Length of
shield, and the margin of the carapace is smooth.
C. homeana, of West Africa,
shell up to seven or eight inches.
Fig.

81.

;

;

;

has likewise a small nuchal shield, but the posterior portion of
the carapace descends vertically, and the marginals are strongly
reverted and serrated.

has no nuchal shield

C. erosa (Fig. 82), also
;

from West

Africa,

the marginals are reverted and serrated,

but the posterior part of the carapace

is

sloping,

and the anterior
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portion of the plastron

bevond
creature

the

anterior
a

reaches

within the

shell,

strongly forked in front, and projects

is

border

of

length of

which
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is

the

This

carapace.

nine inches.

closed behind

When

peculiar

withdrawn

and depressed

in front,

with the jagged edges of the plastron and the anterior marginals
protecting the drawn-in head,

on

It lives entirely
to prefer to

lie

fruit

it

has a very quaint appearance.

and other vegetable matter, and

in the water, while C. hellicma

is

is

said

supposed to be

entirely terrestrial.

,.

Fig. 82.-

dnyxis

'/'^r''

erosa.

Pyxis arachnoidcs, of Madagascar, a small land-tortoise, only
immovable carapace, but the front

four inches in length, has an
lobe of the plastron
Testudo.

viduals of

— The

some

is

hinged.

plastron

is

immovable, except that in old indihinder lobe develops a

species, e.g. T. ihera, the

They have existed since the Oligocene
North America and Europe and are now represented liy nearly
forty species in all the tropical and warmer temperate countries
Typically
excepting the Austro-Malayan and Australian region.
terrestrial, herbivorous and frugivorous, although occasionally
varying their 'diet with worms, molluscs, and insects.
The eggs
are hard-shelled, mostly less oval than those of the aquatic and
semi-aquatic tortoises.
The males generally remain smaller than
the females, have a slightly longer tail, and have a concave
instead of a flat plastron.
Most land-tortoises hibernate in the
ground during the cool and cold seasons, or they aestivate during
the hot and dry months of tropical countries, but this is not an
transverse flexible hinge.

of

;

invariable rule.
T. r/raeca, the

common

"

Greek Tortoise."

The

shell is very

convex, without keels, and has a smooth, not serrated margin.
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The nuchal

much

shield is narrow.

The

divided in the median

line, so

The plastron

marginals.

is

inguinal shields are small.

neural shield

fifth or last

The supracaudal

broader than the others.

that this

is

is

really the last pair of

is

notched behind the axillary anil
The scales on the anterior surface of
;

the fore-limbs are small, and form from half-a-dozen to ten longi-

The hinder

tudiual rows.

svirface of

the thigh

is

quite smooth,

horny spur.
The coloration of the shell varies somewhat, but the ground - colour is
yellow, each shield with a dark brown centre and irregidar

The

'

usually

tip of the tail ends in a conical,

patches or confluent spots towards the margin.

j

i

j

]

The plastron

The soft parts are greyhas an irregular, broad black border.
Some specimens are rather pale, almost lemijn
yellowish.
yellow with

more or

little

black

less black.

others

;

The middle

incline towards orange with

fields

of the shields of

young

specimens are granular, although this area is rubbed smooth
with age but the rest shows clearly marked concentric lines of
growth.
The eyes are dark, with a brown or bluish tinge,

^

;

sometimes inclining to dark grey in very old specimens.
Full-crrown females have a shell six inches in length.
This
species inhabits the northern half of the Balkan Peninsula, parts
of Asia Minor and Syria, Italy, and most of the islands of the
Mediterranean, from the Grecian Archipelago to the Balearic
Islands.

,

'

'

1

T. ihera is clo.sely allied

chiefly

\

the

in

from which

to T. fjraeca,

The

following points.

last

pair

shields are fused into an unpaired supracaudal, the

The

of division being almost obliterated.

and generally a

fifth

of

it

differs

j

marginal

median

line

neural shield

is

narrower than the others.
The posterior lobe of the plastron develops with age a transverse
ligamentous hinge, and is thus rendered slightly movable,
not broader,

little

The posterior margin of the carapace
expanded in old specimens.
The scales of the
fore-limb are large and imbricating, and form only four or five
On the middle of the exposed posterior ^
longitudinal rows.
surface of the thighs the skin carries a strong, conical, horny \

especially in the females.
is

slightly

"i

tubercle.

that

the

The

coloration

yellow of

is

much

specimens are uniform brownisli.
larger size than

'1\

like that of T. gracca, except

the young inclines

to

pale

olive.

Some

This species reaches a much

yracca, old females often

measuring eight inches,
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more than nine inches in length.
Its home is Morocco
It also occnrs in certain
and Asia ]\Iinor, extending into Persia.
parts of Southern Andalucia, where it breeds regularly, for instance,
in the sandy pine-forests of the Marismas, near the nMuth of the
Whether it has been introduced from Morocco, or
Guadalquivir.
Its specific name refers to
is indigenous, is an open question.
its Iberian home.
T. viarginata is worth mentioning, since it is the Greek
tortoise, although not that of the European markets, which are
supplied by the other two species.
T. marginata is restricted
to Greece proper, where it is the only land-tortoise.
It is less
closely allied to T. gracca than to T. ihera, of which it may be
called an exaggerated form.
The posterior margin of the
carapace is much expanded or flanged, and serrated.
The
rarely

supracaudal

is undivided, the posterior lobe of the
plastron
movable, but the large conical spur on the thighs is absent.
The dorsal shields of adult specimens are black with a small
is

yellowish patch

;

the ventral shields are yellowish, each with a

The British Museum possesses a
28 cm.
11 inches in length.
The habits of these Moorish and Greek tortoises are very
much alike,. and since they enjoy the distinction of frequently
being kept as pets in gardens, where they are allowed to look
after themselves, a great many incidental and odd observations
have been made on them. They are essentially vegetable feeders,
but their taste varies individually and with the season, also according to the vegetation of the country they happen to come
from.
Most of them enjoy juicy plants, for instance, lettuce and
cabbage the flowers of the dandelion attract .them not merely
by their bright colour clover is also a favourite food, and an
enclosure of grass-land with clover in it is soon cleared of the
latter
grass is also taken, in default of anything better.
Some
of my specimens gradually bite large holes into gourds and
pumpkins and in Morocco I found them in the autumn feeding
entirely on the terribly astringent green fruits of the dwarf
palm Chamaenqjs hum His.
The larger specimens bolted the
large black triangular patch.

=

shell

;

;

;

:

with the stones, passing the latter.
In close captivity
they often learn to take and to like bread soaked in milk or
fruit

They drink slowly and at length, but scarcely ever when
they have succulent food.
There is one thing which they do
water.
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"

not eat, namely,

black beetles," although they are warranted to

Worms,
by the men who liawk them in the streets.
slugs, etc. are often mentioned as part of their occasional diet,
but I am not aw^are that any of the hundreds which I have
watched have taken such creatures, in spite of every opportunity.
They learn to know the geoTheir habits are very regular.
graphy of their domain thoroughly, and the spot selected for
sleeping will be resorted to over and over again, be it underneath some broad leaves, under a bushy fir-tree, between a
cluster of wallliowers, or between some tussocks, or even in an
almost bare corner, the attractions of which are not at all
Although their mental capacities cannot possibly be
obvious.
called brilliant, they soon learn to distinguish between different
but their memory for
persons, and they will come up to be fed
is
only
one
instance.
Here
A tortoise
localities is surprising.
hibernation
was six
an
outhouse
for
whicli had been put into
enclosure,
and
in the
months later taken to its usual large
do so

;

afternoon

it

precisely the

tucked

itself

away on the top

same low bush where

previous autumn.

of a

It could not see that spot

been put down, and

it

mound under

it used to sleep during the

from wliere

it

had

did not meander about during the day,

but after having enjoyed the warm sun it made straight for its
Dr. G-irtanner of St. Gallen in Switzerland
favourite place.
testifies to

their appreciation of music.

began to play on the

square

adjoining

When
his

the town-band

garden,

all

his

tortoises crept as fast as possible towards the fence and remained
When the piece
there motionless with heads and necks erect.
was finished they moved about, but when the next number

This he has observed, not
began they were again spellbound.
That they can hear, although
on one but on many occasions.
their ears are not visible, but covered liy the onlinary skin, is
obvious enough from the fact that during the pairing season

they emit feeble piping sounds.

They

are extremely fond of basking in the hot sun, some-

times allowing themselves to be almost 1)aked in it, l)ut then
again at other times they seem to be anxious to seek the shade.

They

bed earlv, ])emii absolutely diurnal.
In the summer they leave their quarters when the sun is well
Then they lie still and
up, making for a sunny spot to graze.

bask,

rise

late

unless

a

and go

to

shower causes them to retreat under

sheltei-.
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After some hours' rest they feed again, and in the afternoon
Some winters in England
are of course much more severe than any which these tortoises

long before sunset, they go to bed.

experience in their native countries.
Still they manage to survive them, provided they find a place which they can burrow
into, deep enough to be out of the reach of frost
and if there is
a heap of mould, rotting weeds, and leaves, they are probably
;

safe.
Sometimes they are restless, coming out again in unusually
mild winters without, however, taking food.
If they appear too
early in the spring, they run the risk of terrible colds on

prolonged wet and cold

but in the autumn

days,

and can stand several degrees of dry

hardier,

The pairing season begins in May, but lasts
summer.
In Morocco I found them pairing as

month

its

upon

far

into

late

as

the

the

September.
The preliminaries extend over many
The male becomes unusually active, makes a pipino-

sound, runs after the female, draws

many

are

of

days.

with

they

frost.

shell against that

times, until the female
its

The

hind-limbs.

in

its

the female.

of
is

head, and

This

is

knocks
repeated

excited enough to raise itself

eggs, only

two to four in number,
and are buried in the ground.
They are roundish-oval, hard -shelled, and vary according to the
size of the female.
Those of T. graeca measure on the "average
30 by 24 mm.; those of a large specimen of T. ihera 32 to
36 by 30 mm.
The newly - hatched little creatures are still
quite flexible, and apparently soon bury themselves before
beare

several

laid

weeks

ginning their active

life

later,

in the ensuing spring.

The age which these

tortoises can reach is quite unknown,
but there are reliable data of individuals having been kept for

many

years.
Paimpfi kept two T. graeca in his garden at
Frankfort-on-the-Main, and let them hibernate in a "box with
hay in the cellar.
One lived 33, the otlier 23 years. The most
famous specimen of T. ibcra is " Gilljert White's Tortoise," - which

had been kept for more than 40 years before it came into his
It used to bury itself in Xovember and to come out
in April.
It died in 1794, having reached an age of fifty-fomphcs an unknown number of years, since there is no record of its
possession.

when it came to England.
specimen which has been, and
size

^

Zool. Garten. 1892, p. 260.

VOL. VIII

The same
is

applies to every other

being, observed as a pet.
"-

Natural History of Selhorne.
2 B
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Morocco female, which has a shell 7 inches long, shows
at least 25 concentric rings of growth on the shields; the
last half-dozen rings are very narrow, while some of those of the

largest

This creature is not imcentral area have been rubbed down.
which is only 5 J inches
female,
small
old.
years
probably 30
Lastly, a
shields.
perfect
still
its
on
rings
14
already
has
long,

A

little one, only

4 inches

long,

shows 7

They grow

rings.

fastest

when they are about 6 to 7 inches long, and they then seem to
White's tortoise, now enslirined in the
be at their prime.
National Collection, was unusually large, the shell measuring 25
cm., or nearly 10 inches; around the much-enlarged, rubbeddown areola of each shield are about 30 very narrow rings.
T. korsjicldi is easily recognised by its possessing only four
It is closely allied to the
claws on the fore- and hind-limbs.
species last mentioned, which it seems to represent in the
sandy districts of Transcaspia and the Kirghiz Steppes to

j

j

|

i

|

]

\

\

i

.j

1

!

Afghanistan.
T. elcr/ans, the "Starred Tortoise" of the southern half of
India anil Ceylon, is easily recognised by the very convex carapace without a nuchal shield, and by the beautiful markings of
the other shields, each of which has a yellow areola, whence radiate

yellow streaks upon a black ground. Moreover, the dorsal shields
Old
It reaches the length of one foot.
often form humps.
specimens lose the beautiful yellow radiation, owing to a con-

horny layers.
The habits have been carefully watched liy Captain Thomas

sideral^le

amount

Hutton,^

who

of peeling off of the

gives the following account.

The

tortoises live in

the grassy jungle at the base of the hills, but owing to their colour
being so blended with the rocky nature of the ground, they are
Moreover, they remain concealed
with difficulty distinguished.

In the
beneath shrubs or grass during the heat of the day.
lainy season they are most active, wandering about all day,
At the approach of the cold weather they
feeding and pairing.
their
select a sheltered spot and conceal themselves by thrusting
of
shell into some thick tuft of grass, remaining there in a sort

|

^

j

[

.

;

i

j

j

but not toqjid, inactivity until the hot season, at
which time they remain concealed only during the heat of the
day, coming out about sunset to feed.
During the hot season Button's captives often soaked thein-

lethargic,

1

./.

Jsiat. Soc. Bengal,

vi.

1837,

p.

689.

|
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and they drank a great deal.
Copulation
minutes the females received tlie males from
the end of June to the middle of October.
On the 11th of
iu water,

selves

lasted about ten

;

Xovember a female dug a pit at the root of a tuft of grass, having
previously watered the spot, then digging with the hind-limbs
and continuing to water the soil
In two hours she
had made a hole six inches deep and four wide she then laid
four pure white eggs, each about If inches or 45 mm. long,
and filled the hole again with the prepared mud, pressing it well
in with the feet and with the weight of the body.
The whole
alternately,

;

From December to the beginning of
February these tortoises were listless, they then took water and
some lucerne, but did not come out again until the middle of April,
well in the hot season.
Both males and females wrestled in a
operation took four hours.

One confronted the other, with the head and forelimbs drawn into the shell, and with the hind-limbs planted
firmly on the ground, and in this manner shoving against each
curious way.

other in any narrow space.
Sometimes, if one succeeded in
placing its shell beneath the other, he tilted his adversary over
on his back, from which position he had great difficulty in re-

covering himself.

the " Gopher Tortoise
of the south-eastern
Xorth America, is one of the few American species. It
is characterised by the shape of the front lobe of
the plastron,
which is bent upwards, and extends beyond the carapace.
The
T. i)ohfplxe,nu8,

•"'

States of

nuchal shield
divided.

The

is

present, not narrow;

shell is

much

the

supracaudal

is

un-

and flattened along the
vertebral region, with rounded margins.
The fore - limbs are
armed with very strong claws.
The general colour is very dark
brown above, inclining to black brownish yellow below, with
blackish patches.
The length of the shell is about one foot, or
depressed,

;

even eighteen inches.

The Gopher is interesting for
by Agassiz, Schnee, and others.

its

which are described
of an
just sufficient to admit the
habits,

Its domicile consists

mouth of which is
animal, the Ijmrow running in an oblique direction to the depth
of about four feet.
The w^hole passage is sometimes more than
excavation, the

two yards long.

It expands from the entrance, and ends in a
sometimes with a few branches of fir trees which
have been dragged in either for food or as a lining. The burrow

roomy

space,
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inhabited by one pair only.

or after rain,
grass,

CHAP.

"When the dew

is

on the

grass,

they emerge in search of food, which consists of

sncculent vegetables, fruit,

etc.

They

gum

also eat the

The

that exudes from trees, especially the resin of the pine.

eggs are laid in June, not in their domicile, but in a separate
cavity near the entrance

and very

large,

;

a set consists of five eggs, almost round,

namely, 40 mm., or more than one inch and a

To capture the Gopher a deep hole is dug at
home, into which they fall as they emerge for
food.
In Southern Texas and neighbouring parts of Mexico they
are represented by a smaller and lighter coloured species.
T. tabulata, widely spread over Tropical South America, whence
it is often brought over as a curiosity, reaches a large size,
specimens nearly two feet in length being not uncommon.
The
shell is flat on the top, and is very elongated, without a nuchal, but
with an undivided supracaudal shield.
The carapace is very dark
brown or black, each shield with a yellow or orange centre the
plastron is brown and yellow, the dark colour being mostly confined to the middle portion.
The .ground-colour of the skin of
The head
the limbs is blackish, but the scales are orange or red.
is yellow and black.
This species inhabits the forests, and lives
chiefly on the fruits of trees
in captivity they are said to take
bread soaked in milk or water, lemons, apples, bananas, cabbage,
gourds, and also meat, at least the males.
Gigantic Land-tortoises differ from the others in no essential
points except their large size.
The term gigantic is, however,
applied to many of them by courtesy only, since they do not
half in diameter.

the

mouth

of their

;

;

exceed the dimensions of large Turtles.

A

truly gigantic species,

remains in the Sivalik Hills of late Miocene
or early Pliocene date.
The skull is between seven and eight
inches long, and is well preserved, but the correctness of the
T. atlas,

has

left its

dimensions of the specimen, as

it

now

stands, restored in the

The shell was probably not
National Collection, is open to doubt.
Pliocene Europe was also
six
Miocene
and
more than
feet long.
by large tortoises, with shells about four feet long, e.g.
others
T. j)crpigniana, whose bony plates are one inch thick
are
tortoises
large
in
North
America.
Such
have been found
world,
regions
of
tlie
separated
restricted
two
widely
now
to
namely the Galapagos Islands (which have received their name
from these creatures, galdpago being one of the Spanish terms for
inhaljited

;
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the Western Indian Ocean, namely

in

the Mascarenes (Bourbon, Mauritius, and Eodriguez), the Comoros,
When they became
Aldabra, the Amirantes, and the Seychelles.
extinct in Madagascar

is

not known, but T. grandidicri was a

Of the other
very large species of apparently very recent date.
islands the Comoros only were inhabited by man, the others were
devoid of any but small and harmless

Mammals.

It

was on these

peaceful islands that large tortoises lived in incredible numbers,

Dodo

and the Solitaire of Eodriguez,
beyond that of their less favourably placed
continental relations. The same applies to the tortoises of the GalaPlenty of food, a congenial equable climate, and
pagos Islands.
and, like the

grew

of Mauritius

to a size far

absence of enemies enabled

them

to enjoy existence to the fullest

There was nothing for them to do but to thrive, to feed,
At least there was nothing
to propagate, to grow, and to vary.
Scattered over the
to check variation within reasonable limits.
many islands, they were prevented from inter-breeding, and thus
it has come to pass that not only every group of islands, but in
the case of the Galapagos almost every island, has or had its own
particular kind, be these called varieties, races, forms, or species.
There are four features of special interest. First, these tortoises
grow to a large size, and there are no small species on any of
Thirdly,
Secondly, they vary much individually.
these islands.
each island or group of islands has developed its own kind.
Lastly, there is the widely spread tendency to reduce the thickness
of the bony plates of the carapace, in spite of its size.
In some
cases, notably T. vosmaeri of Eodriguez, the bony shell is reduced
to apparently the utmost limit compatible with mechanical safety.
The horny shields are, or were, however, well developed, sometimes
much more so than in other recent land-tortoises. Whatever were
extent.

the original reasons for the development of a strong shell in
tortoises,

they cannot have prevailed in these islands.

Where did

all these

tortoises

get to these oceanic islands

are out of the question.

?

come from, and how did they

Accidental transport or migration

Land-tortoises are drowned within a

few hours.

Moreover, there are none of their kind on the continents of Africa, Asia, and South America, although they had a

much wider distribution in past geological ages. Consequently
we have to assume that they are descendants of tortoises once
populating the land which, except the islands, lies now below
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CHAP.

"Lemuria" or
The large
Gondwana," came to an end
case they
in
any
out
tortoises on the remaining continents died
became
what
to,
retreated
are o-one, while those which lived on, or
the present islands, survived and flourished.
The tortoises were not left in peace with the advent of man,

The existence

the western Indian ocean.

of this,

in Mid-Tertiary times.

"

—

who found

They were first ex1759 four small

that they were good to eat.

In

Mascarene Islands.
were specially appointed for the service of bringing
one vessel carried a
tortoises from Eodriguez to Mauritius
and altogether more than 30,000 w^ere imported
cargo of 6000
into Mauritius within the space of eighteen months. Dr. Giinther
very properly remarks that many of these tortoises must have
been small-sized specimens, and that many of them were probably
Anyhow an
used for provisioning passing Government vessels.

terminated on the
vessels

;

;

was carried on, and there are records of
superfluous tortoises having been turned loose, at the end of the
Importation and
voyage, in distant islands, even in Java.
seems also to
presents,
exchange of choice specimens, by way of
impossible
actually
All this makes it now
have taken place.

inter-insular traffic

the

trace

to

original

the few surviving

habitat of

specimens

At the beginning of this century

with anything like certainty.
the large tortoises had been nearly cleared off most of the islands,
and at the present time only the south island of Aldabra enjoys
the reputation of still possessing some really indigenous tortoises.
The few survivors on the other islands are said to have been intro-

The small stock

duced.

protection.

at

Aldabra

is

now under Government

Eepresentatives of various species will linger on for

time to come, when they are kept as pets on some tropical
islands, but those which have been brought to Europe are of course

a

little

doomed.

We

can mention only a few of the large tortoises which
A fascinating rt'sume
have become famous, not to say historical.
of the whole complicated question has been given by Dr.
Giinther.^

Testudo

gigantea

s.

elephantina

s.

holoUssa

s.

inindcrosa,

originally confined to the North Island of Aldabra, where this
1

Presidential Address.

Land- Tortoises,
p.

313

;

Brit.

Proc.

Linn. Soc. 1898.

Mus. London, 1877

;

See also Giiuther, Gigantic

Gadow, Trans.

Rothschild, N'ovit. Zool., several notes.

Zool. Soc.

xiii.

1894,
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kind has been completely exterminated, is now still to be found
in the Seychelles in considerable numbers, introduced there by

and kept in a state of semi-domestication.
A very
was received by the Hon. "Walter Eothschild, at
In 1897 its shell measured 401 inches in
Tring, in 1893.
inches across the curve translength, 5 2^ over the curve, and 5
The measurements taken in
358 lbs.
it weighed
versely
previous years are unfortunately not free from mistakes. " Whenever the temperature was over 60° F. this tortoise had a free run
of 350 acres of grass park, and when the temperature showed
permanently below 58°, it was kept in an orchid house from
"When at liberty in the park it lived
September to June.
entirely on grass, but in the hothouse it fed on carrots, cabbage,
it was also very fond of
lettuce, and several other vegetables "
To this species belongs the large tortoise which
rotten fruit.
has been living at St. Helena for more than the last hundred
planters,

large specimen

;

;

years.

T.

dnudini

is

the species of the South Island of Aldabra.

Voeltzkow, in 1895, succeeded in carrying off seven specimens.

He

gives the following description

:

— The

island

is

an

atoll,

cut

through in three places, with a greatest length of about twenty
miles.

The chief hindrance in the search for the tortoises is the
The soil consists entirely of sharp

impenetrability of the island.

water-worn
is

corals,

with their points uppermost, while the whole
way has to

covered with such thick masses of low scrub, that a

be cut with an axe, so that an extended search

over a large area

To land on the outside is dangerous, on
account of the heavy surf; while landing from the inside of the
atoll is much hindered by the dense thickets of mangrove trees.
As drinking water, and that very bad, is only found in one
place, rainwater has to be collected from the natural hollows, and
carried along in tanks.
Thousands of mosquitoes prevent one
remaining over night in those places which the tortoises frequent.
Then at last, when one has discovered, by a stroke of luck, one
of these creatures, in the thick scrub, where they hide during the
heat of the day, the real hard work begins, namely, the conveyance of the beast.
Six reached Europe alive, two of them were
sent to Frankfort, and the four others to Hamburg.
Mr.
Rothschild received a male of T. daudini, which, until its
recent death, was the largest liviny- tortoise known.
The length
is

out of the question.
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was 55 inches, or 67^ inches over the curve
total
lbs.
This specimen had a chequered career.
original home must have been the Aldabra atoll,
it had been known for manj^ years on Egmont Island, one of the
Chagos Islands.
According to tradition, it had been there
some 150 years, but the first settlement on that island was
of its shell

;

560
Although its
weight

Fig. 83.

— Tesludo daiaUni

(aliove)

and

T. abinijdoni (below).

x

vjV

formed from Mauritius only at the beginning of this century.

The owner of the tortoise, M. Antelme, took it to Mauritius,
whence it came to England.
On the Egmont Island it used
to bury itself for six months in the ground without eating
anything.

— This kind

supposed to luive been the species
In 17G6 five large tortoises were
brought from the Seychelles to Mauritius by Chevalier Clarion
de Tre.sne.
Of these only three were alive in 1898, two in
T. sinneirei.

peculiar to the Seychelles.

is
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Mauritius and one in London

One

the Zoological Gardens.

177

the latter specimen soon died in

:

two survivors, the last of
was kept at Port Louis, and when
Mauritius became a British possession in 1810, the tortoise was
especially mentioned and taken over.
It still lives there in the
their

race, is

ffimous.

of the

It

grounds of the barracks of the garrison.
proverbial oldest inhabitants
its

present

weight

size,

160

had in

namely, a shell-length of

circumference of

greatest

it

kilo

=

about

259 cm.
358 lbs.

=

According to the

1810 already reached
about 40 inches with a

8

feet

When

6

inches.

walking

it

Total
stands

=

25-4 inches high, with the plastron about 15 cm.
the ground, and it can then carry with ease
two full-grown men on its back.
This old male is now nearly
63-5

cm.

or 6 inches above

blind, but

Although

is

it

otherwise of regular habits and in good health.
known for nearly 150 years it had to

has been

its scientific name until the year 1892.
Another famous individual is the Colombo tortoise.
It is
supposed to liave come to Colombo from the Seychelles in 1798.
It died in 1897.
To judge from photographs, this specimen, a

wait for

male,

may

possibly belong to T. sunieirei, in spite of the very

which is 53-i- inches in length.
Leaving aside the remains of sub-fossil

flat

shell,

tortoises,

e.g.

the thin-

shelled T. vosmaeri of Eodriguez,

and several kinds which have
been dug out in the Mare-aux-songes of Mauritius, one of which
had a markedly forked and prolonged anterior plastral lobe,
rather resembling that of the Pliocene Sivalik T. atlas, we now
turn to the tortoises of the Galapagos Islands.
They existed in

enormous numbers towards the end of the seventeenth century,
when Dampier visited those islands. Hundreds were exported
and scattered early in the nineteenth century.
When the islands
became a penal settlement of Ecuador, the introduction of convicts and pigs proved detrimental to them, but Darwin found
them still present in 1835 on most of the islands.
His classical
account of these old giants

is

to be

found in the Voyage of

the

They lived on the succulent cactus plants, leaves of
trees, berries, and a kind of JJsnea, a lichen pendant from the
trees.
They collected regularly at certain pools and springs,
leading to which were regular well-trodden paths, formed by
the coming and going of the tortoises.
He calculated that they
could walk a distance of about four miles in one day.
During
Beagle.

I
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the time of propagation the males emit a hoarse bark, which can
The round eggs measure about
be heard a hundred yards off.
5 cm. or

2

inches in diameter, and are laid in the

October, about one dozen making a

mouth

of

set.

They are
Nearly every island had apparently its own kind.
remarkable for their small head and the length of their neck,
which is decidedly longer and more slender than that of the
The most peculiar looking are or were I".
Eastern tortoises.
epMppium and T. ahingdoni, the shell of which is extremely
all

thin,
shell

The profile of the
with large lacunae in the osseous plates.
is somewhat saddle-shaped, with the horny shields partly

The general colour of
concave and turned upwards at the sides.
T. cpliippium
these and tlie other Galapagos tortoises is black.
Of

on Duncan Island.

still

sur%-ives

Baur

collected twenty-one specimens in

Some

A

of

s.

vicina

1893 on Albemarle

Island.

T. elejyJiantojms

them are still comparatively young, only 1 6 inches long.
was killed, and, being liard up for water, Baur and

large one

companions drank the five cups full of fluid contained in the
they found it most refreshing, and tasting somewhat like the white of an eg^^. One monster is said to have
measured 56 inches over the curve, with a skull 7'12 inches in
Mr. Kothschild received one of this kind alive
length.
much -travelled specimen. It came to England from Sydney,
whether it had been brought in 1880 from Eotuma Island;
There it had probably been left with
north of the Fiji group.
others by Captain Porter, who, on his voyage from the Galapagos
in 1813, distributed several young tortoises from his stock
his

pericardial sac

;

—

among

the chiefs, and permitted a great

the bushes and

among the

grass.

The

many

to escape into

shell of this specimen

measured 49.V inches in length, 56 over the curve.
Fam. 6. Chelonidae (Turtles). The limbs are paddle-shaped,
Only two recent
and the shell is covered with horny shields.

—

genera, with three species, widely distributed in the seas.

The neck

is .short

and incompletely

retractile.

The temporal

completely roofed over above and laterally
by the parietals, postfrontals, squamosals, quadrato-jugals and
All these bones are much expanded, and form the
jugals.
region of the skull

is

additional or false roof.

The

parietals are especially large,

in broad contact with tlie squamosals.

and are
The

Nasals are absent.

nares are bordered by the small premaxiUaries, the maxillaries,

•
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The choanae are enclosed by the palatines,
\vhich are separated by the vomer, and are posteriorly in broad
The latter are connected with
contact with the pterygoids.
The forathe
parietals
by epipterygoids.
descending processes of
supra-occipital
and the
only
the
by
men magnum is bounded not
basi-occipital.
For
the
skeleton
also
by
the
lateral occipitals, but
The pubic and ischiadic symphyses are consee Fio-. 65, p. 320.
The pubis has a large,
band.
cartilaginous
nected by a narrow
and the prefrontals.

broad, lateral process, but the ischium is devoid of such a process.

^

B

— Skull

of Thalassochelys caretta
cf. also Fig. 63, p. 317.
^4, Dorsal view
J/.r, maxillary
opistliotic
B, ventral view
F, frontal ; Jg, jugal
P,
0/>,
parietal
Pal, palatine
Ptg, pterj-goid ; Q,
Pr.f, prefrontal ; Pt.f, postfrontal
quadrate ; Quadr, articular surface of quadrate
Qj, quadrato-jugal ; S.o, supra-

Fig. 84,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

occipital

;

Sq, squamosal.

and hind-limbs are produced by an
and metatarsal bones and of most of
the phalanges, and these have no condyles
most of the carpal
and tarsal elements are flattened, and additional width is given
to the hands by the much enlarged pisiform bone.
The number
The paddles of the

fore-

elongation of the metacarpal

;

of phalanges of the five fingers is

2, 3, 3, 2, 2

;

that of the five

toes, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2.

The carapace

is

heart-shaped and very

has no rib-like processes.
series,

and the short

besides

the

tail is

The

flat.

The nuchal

plate

eight neurals form a continuous

covered by two or three pygal plates
The number of all the

unpaired last marginal.
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The plastron (Fig.
23, sometimes 25 individually.
which, however,
nine
plates,
66, p. 321) is composed of the usual
only loosely
and
are
marginals,
remain entirely free from the
marginals

is

connected with

each

other,

enclosing

a

very large unossified

The horny shields covering the plastron number 13, and
space.
there is a series of about 5 inframarginals (Fig. 61, 6, p. 315),
There are normally 12 pairs of marginal shields, a nuchal,
5

and 5

neural,

or

these dorsal shields

is

7

costal

shields.

Whilst the number

pretty constant in Clidone,

it is

of

subject to

an astonishing amount of individual variation in Thalassochchjs.
The Chelonidae are a highly specialised offshoot of the
Fimdamentally they agree
Cryptodira adapted to marine life.
as this may appear at
paradoxical
Testudinidae,
most with the
about
them except the
primitive
nothing
There is
first sight.
Fossil forerunners of
complete series of inframarginal shields.
Jm-assic deposits
Upper
appear
in
the
creatures
turtle-like
marine
genera
have been
numerous
The
America.
North
of Europe and

grouped together as Thalassemydidae and Chelonemydidae. They
are more or less intermediate between Chelonidae and Emys-Y^ikQ
Chelonidae, the carapace being not too much flattened and

broadened out, the fontanelles between the ribs are mostly small,
the plastral l)ones are

and there

is still

a

still 1;>road,

bony bridge

enclose a smaller ossified space,

in

most

cases.

The paddle-shape

pronounced, and sometimes only indicated:
of the
Lytoloma, from the Upper Cretaceous and
especially
forms,
In some
and Europe, the anterior portion of the
America
Eocene of North
liml)s

skull is

much

is less

longer than in the Chelonidae, the

premaxillaries are elongated, and
of

the mouth, with

tlie

vomer and

the

anterior portion of the roof

the corresponding parts

of the lower jaw,

Some of the best-known
seems to have carried crushing pads.
Idiochclys; Flcsiovhdys
and
Eurjjsternum
Jurassic
genera
are
Upper
Allopleuron
Weald
en
hofmanni from the
and
from the Purbeck
;

Upper Cretaceous of Belgium approaches Chdone by the large
between the small marginal and the short costal
Chelonidae are very rare and imperfect in the
plates.
strata,
l»ut both recent genera seem to have existed
Mid-Tertiary

fontanelles

True

since Pliocene times.

The few recent Chelonidae

are entirely marine, going on land

only in order to deposit their eggs in the sands of unfrequented
shores.

Their distribution, in conformitv with their oceanic

life,
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almost cosmopolitan within the warmer zones, but not a few
way far into the temperate seas. They are all eagerly

find their

hunted hy
shell.

man

either for food or for the sake of the tortoise-

—

AVith only four pairs of costal shields.
Chelone.
Carapace
with large persisting fontanelles between the costal and marginal

Two

plates.

species.
"

mydas (the

Ch.

nearly smooth shell,
into each other,

Green or Edible Turtle

all

")

when adult

has

a

the shields being juxtaposed, fitting closely

and becoming quite smooth with

The
The

age.

neural shields of younger specimens ha^'e a feeble keel.

twenty-five shields which svirrovmd the carapace form a smooth, or

of prefrontal shields, the

The head

is

covered with one pair

others are small.

The horny beaks of

but indistinctly serrated rim.

the upper and lower jaws have denticulated outer edges, those of
the upper jaw having two pairs of strong denticulated ridges.

The limbs have generally only one claw, namely on the first
This claw, although sometimes cur^'ed and thick, and
digit.
The general colour is
more than an inch in length, is blunt.
olive or brown above, with yellowish spots or blotches
the
;

This species attains a large

under parts are pale yellowish.
size,

with a length of shell of nearly four

length of full-grown specimens

when
home
are

is

three

feet,

but the usual

and these weigh,

feet,

more than three hundredweight. Their
and Pacific Oceans, but there
regions in which they are more common than in

in good condition,

in the Atlantic, Indian,

is

certain

Famous

others.

Indies,

centres are the Island of Ascension, the "West

and the coast of Mosquito,

purposes.

As they

at

least

for

commercial

require sandy, easily accessible beaches for

the deposition of their eggs, they congregate in certain parts of the

world more than in others, and being strictly vegetable feeders,
they are naturally bound to the coasts, although they are sometimes met with far out at
algae,

sea.

Their chief food consists of

and of Zostera marina, the edible

"

Dulce," which grows

plentifully in the lagoons of the coast of Florida.

When

they

more of these
plants, and roll them, together with the adherent mud, into balls
of the size of a head, and these baUs, receding with the tide,
are followed by the Turtles.
have eaten their

fill,

they are said to chop

off

Whilst in the water they are caught in various ways, with
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In some parts of the world the natives follow
and when they espy a turtle crawling along the
bottom, a man, attached to a rope, dives in, clasps it, and is
Tiu'tles
brought up by his companions together with his prey.
are fond of basking asleep, floating on the surface, and they are
The most
then harpooned from a stealthily approaching boat.
original mode of catching' them is that used by the natives of
The turtle-fishers go out
Torres Straits, Madagascar, and Cuba.
a long
in the boat to a spot frequented by grazing turtles
nets or harpoons.

them

in a boat,

;

string

member
get away

tied to the tail of a fish, Echencis, a

is

Mackerel family, and the

Eclieneis,

anxious to

of the
to pro-

makes for a turtle, and attaches itself to the
by means of the large sucking apparatus on
The men are guided by
the top of its head and neck-region.
the .string,, and the turtle is gently coaxed up towards the surface
or followed into shallow water, where it is either harpooned or
tective

shelter,

turtle's

plastron

for.
It is curious that this use of the Echeneis exists in
such widely separated parts of the world, the natives of which
These modes of
cannot have any knowledge of each other.

dived

catching turtles are sportsman-like, but the gi'eatest and most
In
wanton destruction is practised at their breeding places.

conformity with the wide distribution of these creatures, the time
In the "West Indian
of breeding is not the same everywhere.
region, and in the Straits of Malacca, it falls within the period of
April to June

;

on the coast of AVest Africa

it

occurs from

The females come to their breeding
September to January.
places from afar, reconnoitre the beach carefully, are extremely
wary and shy, taking alarm at the slightest disturbance, and at
Well out of the reach of the tide the female
last crawl on land.
scoops out a hole in the sand, deposits about one hundred or
more

of its round, rather parchment-shelled eggs, covers the nest

carefully, obliterating

aU

traces of the dug-out sand,

again for the sea by another route.

At

least

and makes

they are said to

route so that nobody can tell the
which may be anywhere beneath the broad
trail left by the heavy creature on its way from and back to the
sea.
The nest is discovered by probing the sand with sticks.
The time of incubation is not known, but according to Agassiz,

make

a sort of circuitous

position of the nest,

lasts at least

The

"

seven week.s.

turning

"

of turtles

is

a cruel and

wanton

operation,
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many more

since frequently

are turned over

and

left to

perish

]\Ien lying in ainbush %vateh the beast,

than are taken away.
or they approach the lonely sandy shore by boat, and rush the
helpless creatures when these are surprised in sufficient numbers.
It takes several

men

to lift a

full-grown specimen.

It is there-

fore necessary to secure them by turning them over with poles or
On board ship
by their flippers, lest they should crawl away.

they are either put into tanks or tied with ropes on deck, covered
with a moistened cloth and occasionally a piece of bread, soaked
In London they
in sea-water, is thrust into the parched mouth.
numbers,
considerable
but since
tanks,
often
in
are kept in large
;

they take no food in captivity, or rather because it is difficult to
After
supply them with the right sort, they are not kept long.

suspended for a day or two,
is not only the meat and
the fat which are used for the making of the famous soup, but
also the thick and dense layer of subcutaneous tissue which lines

the head has been cut
in order to drain

the inside of the

it

off,

the body

of the blood.

is

It

shell.

Tennent describes a revolting spectacle exhibited in the
The flesh of the turtles is sold
markets of Jaffna, in Ceylon.
piecemeal by the Tamil fishermen, while the animals are
At certain seasons, says the same authority, the
still alive.
of
turtle
on the south-west coast of Ceylon is usually
flesh
poisonous,
but some lamentable instances are recorded
as
avoided
consequent sickness, followed by coma and
of
this,
and
neglect
of
In the Gulf of Manaar specimens are frequently found
and on one occasion, in
between four and five feet in length
ridincr along the seashore north of Putlam, he saw a man in
death.

;

charge of some sheep, resting under the shade of a turtle shell,
which he had erected on sticks to protect him from the sun.

In connexion with this curious sight, Tennent quotes Aelian's
statements, copied liy him from Megasthenes' Indica Frag. lix. 3 1
that in the Indian ocean turtles occur which measure fifteen ells,
so that not a few people may find ample shelter beneath a single
shell.

—

The number of shields
same as in Ch. mydas, but they
strongly imbricate, or overlap each other from before backwards,
until tlie animal is very old, when the shields become juxtaposed.
Ch. iinhricata (" Hawksbill Turtle").

covering the

carapace

is

the

In young specimens, under one foot in length, each of the neural
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shields is strongly keeled, the three rows

costal

of keels

The neural
converging towards the posterior end of the shell.
series of keels is almost continuous, and remains longest, even in

The twelve

half-grown specimens.

pairs of marginal shields form

at first a strongly serrated sharp edge

;

the serrations disappear

gradually on the front portion, but remain on the posterior half

The horny covers of the jaws form a hooked beak,
The fore-

of the shell.

with sharp but smooth or feebly denticulated margins.

TT'M'KtI'-^'

Fig. 86.

and hind-

Chelone imbricata ("Hawksljill Turtle''), yoiiug

flippers

above, blackish

have two claws.

below

;

The young are pale brown

the shell of the

adult

marbled with yellow on a rich dark-brown ground
is

yellow.

The

shields

and

brown, with yellow margins.

scales of the

The top

is
;

beautifully

the plastron

head and limbs are dark
head is covered by a

of the

and a pair of prefrontal or interorbital shields.
This Turtle does not reach the size of the green or edible kind

large unpaired frontal

;

the largest
measui-es
tropical

shell

on record

is

in the National Collection,

and

85 cm. = 34 inches in length.
They range over all the
and sul)tropical seas. They are apparently strictly car-
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upon fish and molluscs, the shells of which they
crunch. Although not eaten, thej are much persecuted on account
of their shells, the horny shields of which are the " tortoise-shell
A large specimen yields up to 8 lbs. Few of the
of commerce.
shields are, however, thick enough to be manufactured into the
larger articles which art and fashion delight in, but if heated in
oil, or boiled, they can be welded together under pressure, and be
In genuine articles of Oriental manugiven any desired shape.
facture these welds can generally be detected, or their compound
nature is indicated by the beautiful pattern, which is too regular
Even the shavings and
in the imitations now common.
The
leavings can be welded and moulded into large pieces.
stripping of the shields has been described by Sir E. Tennent.
If taken from the animal after death and decomposition, the
colour of the. shell becomes clouded and milky, and hence the
nivorous, living

-

]

'"

'

|

'

j

j

;

i

-,

''

cruel expedient
•to

is

resorted to of seizing the turtles as they repair

the shore to deposit their eggs, and suspending

till

them over

fires

heat makes the plates on the dorsal shields start from the bone

of the carapace, after which the creature

the water.

At

Celebes,

China, the natives

immerse the

sliell

where the

kill

\

i

1

'

I

permitted to escape to

j

finest tortoise-shell is exported to

j

is

the turtles by blows on the head, and

in boiling water to detach the shields.

|

Dry

]

hea,t is

only resorted to by the unskilful,

The

the tortoise-shell in the operation."

who

frequently destroy

'

cruel process described

above is resorted to " for economy's sake," the Singhalese believing
that such maltreated turtles regenerate the shields, to be caught
Since none of them are actually re-caught
and shipped again.
in the mutilated condition, this
correctness of the treatment.

Xew

is

looked upon as a proof of the

It is

more

likely that tliey die.

shields can be reproduced only if the imderlying Mal-

roasting.

cells (ef. Fig. 68, B, p. 323) is not killed by the
However, Dr. Charles Hose, with his long experience

in Borneo,

is

pighian layer of

)

positive that niunerous individuals are tliere caught

which have imperfectly mended shells, the shields of which do not
imbricate, are thin, and almost worthless.
It is commonly believed that the same individuals return
This is very
again and again to the same spot for laying.
Tennent mentions that in the year 1826 a
likely the case.
Hawksbill was taken near Hambaugtotte, which bore a ring
attached to one of its fins, that had been placed there by a Dutch

j

'
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thirty years before, with a view of establishing the fact

same beach.
The same homing
some females of the Green Turtle,
which, having been brought from the Tortugas Keys to Key
West off the south end of Florida, escaped, and were, a few days
of these recurring visits to the

instinct has been observed in

later,

On

re-caught at the Tortugas.

ments made with

the other hand, experi-

turtles at Ascension are said to

have had no

result.

The carapace

Thalassochclys, with five pairs of costal shields.
is

completely ossified in the adult, leaving no fontanelles between

the ribs and the marginals.
Th. caretta (the " Loggerhead Turtle").

— The

shields of the cara-

pace imbricate only in young specimens, in the adult they become

The margin is serrated posteriorly.
smooth and juxtaposed.
The interThe carapace of the young has three strong keels.
gular shield

is

very small or absent.

the nuchal, usually

number 23,

rarely

The marginals, including
The large head is
25.

armed with hooked jaws, the crushing surface of the horny upper
The top of the head has
beak has a median prominent ridge.
a pair of shields in front of the unpaired frontal.
of the

young have claws on the

adult usually only that of the

first

first

and second

digit remains.

The
digits

flippers
;

in the

The general

is uniform brown above, yellowish below.
Very young specimens are uniform dark brown or blackish above
and below.
Large individuals have a shell about three feet and a half in
length.
The Loggerhead is carnivorous, and is commercially of
no value.
Its habits seem to be the same as those of the other

colour of the shell

Turtles, but it has a

much wider

distribution.

Besides

all

the

and intertropical seas, it inhabits the Mediterranean,
and is an accidental visitor to the western coasts of Europe,
especially Portugal and the Bay of Biscay.
It has been caught
several times on the coast of Belgium, and an old female containing 1150 eggs was captured in 1894 on the Dutch coast.
In 1861 one was caught near Penman, on the coast of Banffshire,
and a second in the completely land-locked Loch Lomond.^
It has been more frequently recorded from the coast of Devon
and Cornwall.
The most interesting feature of the Loggerhead is the
tropical

'

Xotes Leyden Mus. xvi. 1895,

p. 211.
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astonishing variability in the number of the horny shields of
the carapace.
The normal number of shields of the carapace,
leaving out the marginals and counting the nuchal as the
neural,

is

neurals and

6

number

greatest

5

pairs

of costals, in

of dorsal shields observed

is

all

16.

first

The

8 neurals and 8

Many of the intermediate combinahave been observed, there being, for instance, specimens
with 8 neurals and 16, 14, 13, 12, or 11 costals, the latter not
being always in pairs, but unequal on the right and left sides
or there are 7 neurals with 20 to 16 costals, or 6 neurals with
pairs of costals, in all 24.
tions

20, 19,

18,

17, or

16

costals.

nexion with these variations
are

much

is,

The

interesting

fact

in con-

moreover, that some of the shields

smaller than the others, sometimes mere vestiges in

all stages of

gradual suppression, and that the abnormalities are
in babies and small specimens than in

much more common

The importance

adults.

been discussed on

p.

of these " orthogenetic " variations has

326.

—

Neck hending laterally and tucked
Sub- Order 2. Pleurodira.
away in the, niclic formed between the anterior 2')ortion of the caraPelvis ankylosed to the shell, the broadened
pace and plastron.
tops of the ilia to the carapace, the distal ends of the pubes and
ischia

to the 2}l(tstron.

Freshwater tortoises, almost entirely carnivorous, inhabiting
Fossil fornis
South America, Australia, Africa, and Madagascar.
are known from the Jurassic epoch onwards.
Owing to the strong connexion of the iliac bones with the
costal plates the sacrum has become practically abolished, the
sacral ribs being reduced to one pair (the posterior of the
The centra of the cervical
original two pairs) or being absent.
The formation of
vertebra articulate by cup and ball joints.
the temporal region of the skull varies considerably in the three
families,

some genera lacking the complete zygomatic

arch, while

others have a narrow parieto-squamosal arch bridging over the
is completely roofed over by the
which meets the jugal and quadratoThe quadrate is always trumpet-shaped the rim of the
jugal.
tympanum is complete, but the posterior part of the trumpet
The basisphenoid, pterygoids, and palatines form
remains open.
The vomer is large, and
a broad and fiat roof to the mouth.

temporal

fossa, or

laterally

expanded

the latter

parietal,

;

separates

the

palatines

in

the Chelydidae

;

it

is

very much
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reduced or absent in the Pelomedusidae, in which the palatines
All

meet.

Chelydidae, except

the

Chchjs,

which remain distinct from the prefrontals.
front of the palatines, divided

have nasal

The choanae

by the vomer when

bones
lie

in

this is present,

but they are not roofed in ventrally.
The ilia are solidly ankylosed in the adult with the neighbo m."ing costal plates, mostly with the last two pairs, sometimes
also

with the pygal

fuse

with the xiphiplastra.

plate.

The lateral processes of the pubes
The ischia are also attached to the

same plastral elements.
is flat and completely ossified.
The nuchal
always conspicuous, much larger than the neurals, and
these are often reduced by being encroached upon by the eight
pairs of costal plates, which then meet in the dorsal line.
In

The carapace

plate

is

Stcrnothaerus all

continuous row.
to seven,

the last

the eight neurals are present and form a
In most of the other genera they are reduced
lieing squeezed out.
In Rhinemys they are

reduced to the second, third and fourth and an isolated
in

Hydraspis they are

all gone.

from the

plate

is

fifth,

and

always, even

last neural

by the eighth

The marginals number 23, but

in Carettocliclys

in Sternothaerus, separated

pair of costals.

The pygal

only 21.

The carapace is covered with horny shields, except in CarettoThe nuchal is absent in the Pelomedusidae and in a
few Chelydidae {Elseya and a few species of Emydurci).
In
Hydromedusa the nuchal is shut in by the anterior marginals,
simulating a sixth nem-al.
The plastron is composed of the
usual nine elements, but the Pelomedusidae possess an additional
pair, the meso-plastra, inserted between the hyo- and hypo-plastra.
The bridge is strong, connected with the carapace by suture.
In Sternothaerus the front lobe of the plastron is movable.
The
cliclys.

intergular shield

is

always present

;

it is

the front margin, except in CheJodina,

terminal, forming part of

where

this shield, although

shut in behind the gulars (cf Fig. 61, 4 and 5, p. 315).
Although the Plem'odira are a peculiarly specialised group,

large, is

one of the oldest Chelonian fossils known seems to belong to
them.
Progcmochelys, represented by a complete shell, nearly
2 feet long, has been found in the Upper Keuper Sandstone of
Wlirtemberg.
Plcsiochelys, of the Upper Jurassic of Switzerland,
lias

eight neural and three supracaudal plates, but

is

without the
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Pleurosternum, of the English and
Continental Purbeck beds, has meso-plastral plates like the recent
Pelomedusidae.
Rhinochclys, of the Cambridge Greensand, has

a broad parieto-postfrontal roof, and large nasal bones.

now

Forms

South America., occur in
the Eocene of Europe.
One of the most aberrant Chelonians
is Miolania, from the Plistocene of Queensland and from Lord
Howe's Island, remarkable for its huge size and the thick
armour on the head and tail the head especially carries large
paired projections, one pair of which extends horizontally like
powerful horns, recalling the queer Theromorphous Elrjinia.
We divide the recent Pleurodira into three families, of which
that of Carettochelys stands apart by its paddle-shaped limbs
and the absence of horny shields.
The Pelomedusidae and
Chelydidae are closely allied.
The former are not Australian, and
are externally distinguished by the absence of a nuchal shield.
Fam. 1. Pelomedusidae. Xeck completely retractile within
the shell.
Carapace without a nuchal shield.
The plastron is
composed of eleven plates, there being besides the unpaired endoplastron a pair of meso-plastra, situated between the hyo- and
hypo-plastra but these meso-plastra meet in the middle line
in Sternothaerus only, while in Fodocnemis and Felomedusa they
are restricted to small pieces on the bridge, widely separated
from each other by the usual hyo- and hypo-plastral suture.
A
nuchal shield is absent
there are twenty-four marginal and
like

Fodocnemis,

restricted

to

;

—

;

;

thirteen plastral shields, inclusive of the conspicuous intergular.

The

teniporal fossa is widely open, except in Fodocnemis, where

by the meeting of the much-expanded
The palatine bones are in
median contact, not separated by the vomer.
Xasal bones
being absent, the large prefrontals meet in the middle line.
The second cervical vertebra is biconvex.
This family is now represented by only three genera, with
about fifteen species in Africa, Madagascar, and South America.
Sternothaerus.
Skull without a bony supratemporal roof
it

is

partly roofed

in

quadi-ato-jugal with

the parietal.

—

Meso-plastra large, extending right across the plastron.
lobe of the plastron

Anterior

movable, the hinge passing between the

hyo- and meso-plastral plates, and between tlie pectoral and
abdominal shields.
Fore- and hind-limbs with five short digits
and claws.
Several species in tropical and soutliern Africa, and
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iu Madagascar.
to

Angola,

is

S.
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dcrhianns in "West Africa, from the

Gambia

the largest species, with a shell nearly one foot in

length.

Pelomcdusa.

— Skull

with a slender parieto-squamosal arch.

and lateral.
Plastron without a hinge.
Fore- and hind-limbs with five very short digits and five claws.
Top of the head with one pair of shields between the eyes, and
with a large interparietal and a pair of parietals behind.
P. galeata, the only species, occurs in Madagascar and nearly the
whole of Africa south of the -Sahara, from the Cape to Abyssinia,
The shell, less than one foot in
and in the Sinaitic peninsula.
brown above
length, is much depressed and is obtusely keeled
The short and broad
with black spots brownish-yellow below.
head is coloured like the rest, without ornamentation. In Somaliland this species sleeps hidden on land during the dry seasons,
froni July to the end of September, and from January to March,
and appears at once after the rains have set in.
With a supratemporal roof formed by the
Podocnemis.
jmiction of the parietal with the Cj^uadrato-jugal.
Meso-plastra
small and lateral.
Fore- and hind-limbs broadly webbed, with
five and four claws respectively.
The fore-arms and the outer
edges of the hind-feet with several conspicuous shields, hence the
generic name.
Head with an interparietal, two parietals, and a
narrow unpaired shield between the eyes.
The tail is very
short.
The carapace is flat and broad, strongly serrated on the
posterior margin.
Several
Chin with one or two short barbels.
species in South America, chiefly in the basin of the Amazon, and
small

]\Ieso-plastra

;

;

—

one in Madagascar.
P. expansa.
of the

—

^Very

The

Andes.

common

female,

in Tropical South America, east

which

is

much

has a shell nearly three feet in length.

with darker patches

;

yellowish

spots above

and behind the

The

"

"

Arravi

turtle

is

of

below.

eyes,

great

larger than the male,

Olive -brown above

With

a

few yellow-

and on the parietal
commercial

region.

importance

on

account of the eggs, which are periodically collected in enormous
i^uantities,

chiefly

for

the

oil.

This

is

either eaten, like

the

eggs themselves, or used for burning in lamps, or as an addition
to

tar.

The

storks,

by man and beast.
little creatures are snapped up by Jabiru
and fishes
the adults fall an easy prey

turtles

Thousands of the
alligators,

are

likewise

;

eaten

f
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to the

prowling jaguar, which turns them over on to their backs
cleans out the flesh with its sharp and powerful

<

and neatly
claws.

Fertilisation takes place in the water, the eggs are deposited

on land, in sand-banks, the female digging a hole about two feet
deep and covering up the numerous soft-shelled eggs w^ith sand.

The time

the early hours of the morning, but
the season depends upon the beginning of the principal rains,
since the

of deposition

young

This season

1

are hatched shortly before the torrential rains.

differs

considerably in the various countries.

Amazon

countries during the

November, in the Orinoco

months

March.

district in

fruit

This species lives

and when these are dried
Their food

dropping down from the

Bates, in his delightful book,

Amazon, gives the following

1

of September to

up, the animals retire into the rivers themselves.

mainly of the

The

the eggs are consequently laid

;

in the pools of the inundated forests,

consists

\

is

hatching takes about forty days
in the

^

trees.

The Xatnralist on the Eiver
and exhaustive account of

,

lively

his experience with these tm-tles

:

—

" I accompanied Cardozo in many wanderings on the Solimoes,
during which we visited the praias (sand islands), the turtle

j

'

'

'

pools in the forests, and the by-streams and lakes of the great
desert river.

His object was mainly

to .superintend the business

of digging up turtle eggs on the sandbanks, having been elected

commandant

by the municipal council of Ega, of
Shimuni, the one lying nearest to Ega.
There are four of these royal praias within the Ega district, a
distance of 150 miles from the town, all of which are visited
annually by the Ega people for the purpose of collecting eggs
and extracting oil from their yolks. Each has its commander,
whose business is to make arrangements for securing to every
inhabitant an equal cliance in the e^g harvest, by placing
the

'

praia

for the year

real

'

of

.sentinels to protect the turtles whilst laying,

and

so forth.

The

pregnant turtles descend from the interior pools to the main
river in July and August, before the outlets dry up, and there
seek in comitless swarms their favourite sand-islands

;

for it is

only a few praias that are selected by them out of the great

number

existing.

The young animals remain

throughout the dry season.
then lie 20 to 30 or more

in

the pools

These breeding places of turtles
feet above the level of the river,

!

,

;

,
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I'oads

through the

dense

.

We

found the two sentinels lodged in a corner of the praia,
commences at the foot of the towering forest-wall of
the island, having built for themselves a little rancho with poles
Great precautions are obliged to be taken to
and palm-leaves.
avoid disturbing the sensitive turtles, wdio, previous to crawling
The
ashore to lay, assemble in great shoals off the sand-bank.
"

where

it

men, during this time, take care not to show themselves, and
warn off any fisherman who wishes to pass near the place.
'
a
I rose from my hammock by daylight, shivering with cold
praia, on account of the great radiation of heat in tlie night
from the sand, being towards the dawn the coldest place that
Cardozo and the men were
can be found in this climate.
The sentinels had erected for
already up watching the turtles.
this purpose a stage about fifty feet high, on a tall tree near
their station, the ascent to which was by a roughly made ladder
They are enabled, by observing the turtles
of woody lianas.
.

.

.

;

from

their

watch-tower,

to

ascertain

time for the general invitation to the
"

The

the

date

of

successive

and thus guide the commandant in fixing the

deposits of eggs,

turtles lay their eggs

by

Ega

people.

night, leaving the water,

when

nothing disturbs them, in vast crowds, and crawling to the

and highest part of the praia.
These places are, of
last to go under water wdien, in unusually wet
seasons, the river rises before the eggs are hatched by the heat
of the sand.
The hours between midnight and dawn are
the busiest.
The turtles excavate with their broad webbed paws
deep holes in the fine sand the first-comer, in each case, making
a pit. about three feet deep, laying its eggs (about 120 in
numbt r), and covering them with sand the next making its
deposit at the top of that of its predecessor, and so on until
every pit is full.
The whole body of turtles frequenting a praia
does not finish laying in less than fourteen or fifteen days, even
when there is no interruption. "When all have done, the area
(called by the Brazilians taboleiro ') over which they have excavated is distinguishable from the rest of the praia only by signs
of the sand having been a little disturljed.
" I mounted the sentinel's stage just in time to see the turtles
retreating to the water on the opposite side of the sand-bank.

central
course,

the

.

.

.

;

;

'
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The sight was well worth the
They were about a mile
oft", but the surface of the
sands was blackened with the multitudes which were waddling towards the river
the margin of
the praia was rather steep, and they all seemed to tumble
liaAing laid their eggs.

after

trouble of ascending the shaky ladder.

;

head

first

down the

declivity into the water.

.

.

.

Placards were

posted up on the church doors at Ega, announcing that the
excavation on Shimuni would commence on the 17th of October,

and on L'atua, sixty miles below Shimuni, on the 25th.
By the
morning of the l7th some 400 persons were assembled on
the borders of the sand -bank, each family having erected a
rude temporary shed of poles and palm-leaves to protect themselves from the sun and rain.
Large copper kettles to prepare
the oil, and hundreds of red earthenware jars, were scattered
about on the sand.
" The excavation of the taboleiro, collectins; the e^^s, and
purifpng the oil, occupied four days.
All was done on a
system established by the old Portuguese governors, probably
more than a century ago.
The commandant first took down
the names of all the masters of households, with the number of
persons each intended to employ in digging he then exacted a
payment of 140 reis (about 4d.) a head towards defraying the
expense of sentinels.
The whole were then allowed to go to
the taboleiro.
They ranged themselves round the circle, each
person armed with a paddle, to be used as a spade, and then all
liegan simidtaneously to dig on a signal being given
the roll of
drums
by order of the commandant.
It was an animating
sight to behold the wide circle of rival diggers throwing up
clouds of .sand in their energetic labours, and working gradually
towards the centre of the ring.
A little rest was taken during
the great heat of mid-day, and in the evening the eggs were
carried to the huts in baskets.
By the end of the second day
the taboleiro was exhausted
large mounds of eggs, some of
them four to five feet in height, were then seen by the side of
;

—

—

;

each hut, the produce of the labour of the family.
" In the hurry of digging, some of the deeper nests are passed
over to find these out, the people go about provided with a
:

long steel or wooden

When

probe,

the presence

of the

eggs

being

by the ease with which the spit enters the sand.
no more eggs are to be found, the mashing process begins.

discoverable
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may

be here mentioned, has a flexible or leathery
it is quite roimd, and somewhat larger than a hen's egg.
shell
The whole heap is thrown into an empty canoe and mashed
with wooden prongs but sometimes naked Indians and children
jiimp into the mass and tread it down, besmearing themselves

The egg,

it

;

;

with yolk, and making about as filthy a scene as can well be
This being finished, water is poured into the canoe,
imagined.
and the fatty mass is then left for a few hours to be heated by the
sun, on

which the

floating oil is

separates and rises to the

oil

afterwards

skimmed

off

The

surface.

with long spoons, made by

tying large mussel-shells to the end of rods, and purified over
the

fire
"

ings

in copper kettles.

The destruction of
is

gallons

of

the

turtle eggs every year

At

enormous.

are

oil,

least

6000

exported

jars,

by these proceed-

holding

annually

from

each
the

three

Upper

Amazons and the Madeira to Para, where it is used for lighting,
It may be fairly estimated
frying fish, and other purposes.
by the inhabitants of the
are
consumed
that 2000 more jarfuls
twelve basketfuls of eggs,
takes
river.
Xow,
it
\illages on the
foUowed, to make one
process
wasteful
the
or about 6000, by
annually destroyed
of
eggs
number
The total
jar of oil.
turtle lays about
each
millions.
As
amounts, therefore, to 48
turtles is
of
400,000
offspring
yearly
120, it follows that the

A

thus annihilated.
tected

;

and these

vast number, nevertheless, remain undewould probably be sufficient to keep the

turtle population of these rivers

up to the mark,

did not follow the wasteful practice of lying

if

the people

in wait for the

young, and collecting them by thousands for
their tender flesh, and the remains of yolk in their

newly -liatched
eating;

The chief natural
which devour
alligators,
and
enemies of the turtle are vultures
to the water.
shoals
descend
in
the newly-hatched young as they
before
number
greater
immensely
These must have destroyed an
they
than
eggs
the
appropriate
the European settlers began to
being considered a great delicacy.

eritrails,

It is almost doubtfvil if this natural persecution did

do now.

not act as effectively in checking the increase of the turtle as
If we are to believe the
the artificial destruction now does.
tradition

they say
turtles

as

of the

that

Indians, however,

formerly

the air does

the

it

waters

now with

had not this result for
teemed as thickly with

mosquitoes.

;

The universal
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Amazon

is,

has very greatly decreased in numbers, and

is

opiniou of the settlers on the Upper

that the turtle
still

annually

decreasing.
"

The principal

object of another expedition

certain pools in the forest for

young

turtle.

was

to

search

"We started from

the praia at sunrise on the 7th of October in t^Yo canoes, con-

taining twenty-three persons, nineteen of

whom

were Indians.

The pool covered an area of about four or five acres, and was
closely hemmed in by the forest, which, in picturesque variety
and grouping of trees and foliage, exceeded almost everything
I had yet witnessed.
The margins for some distance were
swampy, and covered with large tufts of fine grass. The pool
was nowhere more than five feet deep, one foot of which was not
water, but extremely fine and soft mvid.
" Cardozo and I spent an hour paddling about.
The Indians
seemed to think that netting the animals, as Cardozo proposed
doing, was not lawful sport, and wished first to have an hour or
two's old-fashioned practice with their weapons.
I was astonished
at the skill which they displayed in shooting turtles from little
stages made of poles and cross pieces of wood.
They did not
wait for their coming to the surface to breathe, but watched for
the slight movements in the water which revealed their presence
underneath.
These little tracts on the water are called the
sirire
the instant one was perceived an arrow flew from the
bow of the nearest man, and never failed to pierce the shell of
the submerged animal.
AVhen the turtle was very distant, of
course the aim had to be taken at a considerable elevation, but
the marksmen preferred a longish range, because the arrow then
fell more perpendicularly on the shell, and entered it more
;

deeply.
•

The arrow used

in turtle-shooting has a strong lancet-shaped

steel point fitted into a

The peg

is

forty yards in length,

AVhen the

arrow.

peg,

which enters the

tip

of the shaft.

secured to the shaft by twine, being some thirty or

and neatly wound round the body of the

the shell the peg drops out,
and the pierced animal descends with it towards the bottom,
leaving the shaft floating on the surface.
This being done the
sportsman paddles in his canoe to the place, and gently draws
the animal by the twine, humouring it by giving it the rein

wlien

it

missile enters

plunges, until

it is

brought again near the surface, when
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AVith the increased hold
he strikes it with a second arrow.
given by the two cords he has then no difficulty in landing his

game.
the men had shot about a score of nearly fullCardozo then gave orders to spread the net.
Three boat loads, or about eighty, were secured in about twenty
They were then taken ashore and each one secured
minutes.
by the men tying the legs with thongs of bast.
•'

By mid-day

grown

"

turtles.

.

"When the canoes had been twice

filled

we

.

.

desisted after a

Nearly all the animals were young ones,
chiefly, according to the statement of Pedro, from three to ten
they varied from 6 to 1 8 inches in length, and
years of age
Cardozo and I lived almost exclusively on
were very fat.
very hard day's work.

;

them

for several

months afterwards.

Eoasted in the shell they

most appetising dish.
These younger turtles never
migrate with their elders on the sinking of the waters, but
remain in the tepid pools, fattening on fallen fruits, and, according to the natives, on the fine nutritious mud.
"We captured a
few full-grown mother turtles, which were known at once by the
horny skin of their breast plates being worn, telling of their
having crawled on the sand to lay eggs the previous year.
They had evidently made a mistake in not leaving the pool at
the proper time, for they were full of eggs, which, we were told,
they would, before the season was over, scatter in despair over the
swamp.
We also found several male turtles, or capitaris, as they
are called by the natives.
These are immensely less numerous
than the females, and are distinguishable by their much smaller
size, more circular shape, and the greater length and thickness of
their tails.
Their flesh is considered unwholesome, especially to
sick people having external signs of inflammation."
The most recent account of these water tortoises is that
published by Dr. Goeldi from the MS. of Joao Martins da Silva
Continho, a former resident at Manaos on the Middle Amazon.
The " Tartaruga " (the Portuguese name for turtles) live from
January to July in the inundated, quiet backwaters of the forestregion, feeding upon the various seeds of palms as these ripen and
drop successively
rarely, and only when hard up, they are
carnivorous.
The creatures hide under water below the trees,
when they are espied by the Indians, who dive down to a depth
of twenty and more feet to catch them in their arms.
The
form

a

;
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civilised Indians use a steel-pointed lance

CHAi'.

of hard wood, about

10 feet in length.
A
When stuck into the tortoise the
around wliich it is wound.
is either tied to the hoat or to
the
string
shaft and point part
wood.
In
other districts an arrow with a
a little float of light
string connects the point with the shaft

;

string

is

employed.

In August, when the water subsides, the tortoises return t<>
the rivers, and the entrance of the lagoon is closed with nets.
A number of boats with long poles drive them with much noise
On their way to the rivers the tortoises
towards the entrance.
and
this is called the " arribaqao das
up-stream,
go
always
The fishermen post themtartarugas," the ascent of the turtles.
selves at shallow spots or on sand-banks, and wait for the
creatures which come up to find a place for landing and laying.
The arrows employed are called sararaca, i.e. a thing which can
be disjointed; they are about 4 feet long, and consist of a gowo
or internodium of wood 9 inches long with a one- or two-barbed
The
steel point, and the shaft into which the goriio fits loosely.
gomo is, moreover, connected with the shaft by a string made of
palm-fibres about 30 feet in length, partly wound round the

which ultimately acts as a float.
The laying takes place from the end of September into
Some of the parents seem to reconnoitre on land for
October,
As a rule only females do this, and the natives
a few days.
The laying takes place
say that they are led by a " mestra."
The number of females is so great that
early in the morning.
they often block the way of the boats, and make a great noise
Each digs a hole
by knocking against their neighbours' shells.
about 18 inches or 2 feet deep, and lays from 80 to 200 eggs.
Sometimes the laying individual is entirely buried by its neiglishaft,

bours wliich are scraping their

own

holes.
'

In some districts the eggs are wanted for " manteiga
(Portuguese for butter) and the turning over, or viragao of the
In other districts they are caught
tortoises takes place later.
before the eggs are laid, and this barbaric and destructive custom
;

was formerly forbidden by the people themselves.

Although the

provincial assembly tried to reinstitute the old reasonable customs,

the inspectors are often got over by bribery.
There are two ways of extracting the oil from the eggs.
get the thick

oil used,

mixed with

tar, for

To

shipbuilding, caulking,
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the eggs are heaped up for five days and then ^Yo^ked.

The
which are put into
The oil is drawn
a l)oat and then trampled out with the feet.
Then it is rapidly
off into large earthen jars and put on the fire.
The best oil, used for frpng fish, is that wliich is gained
cooled.
etc.,

fluid oil for lighting is

made from

fresh eggs,

Fresh eggs are either
from the roasted tortoises themselves.
fried or taken with sugar, or mixed with manioca-flour and water.
The young, which are hatched in January, are likewise eaten
fried, or

An

they are preserved in the fat of the parents.

average tortoise yields 5

lbs.

of fat, costing on the spot

The whole full-grown animal, of one yard in length,
costs the same," and its meat is sufficient to sustain a family
To make 24 lbs. of oil requires
of six people for three days.
3000 eggs. Two or three tortoises would yield the same amount
two

milreis.

Consequently the destruction of the eggs causes
from their fat.
an enormous waste, and is after all the least economical proIn the year 1719, 192,000 lbs. were exported from
cedure.
In 1700
the Alto Amazones, representing 24,000,000 eggs.
there were still plenty of tortoises 50 leagues above the mouth
Now there is no assembly of more than
of the Para river.
fifteen tortoises to be found anywhere within 300 leagues from
On the Rio Madeira, from
Para to the mouth of the Rio Xegro.

mouth to the first cataract, 186 leagues distance, there are
now only two regular nesting localities. The upper Solimoes
and the Rio Yapura are still rich.
Xear Ega are regular
the

tortoise-ponds, called " curral,"

owners
the
leguminous plants.
their

;

Fam.
the

2.

animals

Chelydidae.

which yield
fed with

are

sufficient

manioca

support to
-

flour

and

— The neck bends under the

carapace, but remains partly exposed.

margin of
The nuchal shield

absent except in two Northern Australian species.

There are
composed of nine
plates, and is covered with thirteen shields, one of which is the
conspicuous intergular.
The temporal region of the skull shows
great diversity.
It is quite open in Chelodina, covered in by
is

twelve pairs of marginal shields.

The plastron

is

broad expansions of the parietal bones in Platemys, Emydura,

and Elseya,

or bridged over Ijy a parieto-squamosal arch,

which is
The

very slender in Rhinemys, strong in Chelys and Hydraspis.

vomer the nasals are variable,
mostly present, but the prefrontals are always small, and separated
palatine bones are separated l)y the

;

1
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by the

frontals.

The

fifth

cervical vertebrae are

and eighth

biconvex.

This family,

still

represented by nearly thirty species, which
is restricted to Xotogaea, namely,

are divided into eight genera,

South America and Austraha.
Chehjs fimlriata, the " Matamata," the only species of this

Fig.

x 1.
A, Dorsal view of skull ; B, si.le view of skull
of Cheli/sjimbnata.
Cop, copular piece ; F, frontal ; J, jugal ; L.o, lateral
parietal ; Pt.f, postoccipital ; Mand, inaudible ; Q/j, opistbotic ; Orb, orbit ; Par,
Qj, Quadrato-jugal ; Sq, .squamosal ; I, II,
froutal ; Ft'j, pterygoid ; Q, quadrate
First and second branchial arch.

87.— Skull

auti

hyoid apparatus.

;

Besides
genus, inhabits the rivers of Guiana and Northern Brazil.
costals
pair
of
last
the
plates
neural
seven
are
there
the nuchal,
are
jaws
The
absent.
are
bones
Nasal
suture.
median
form a
;

The Matamata has a very peculiar appearance. The
very weak.
which open
nose is produced into a long, soft tube, at the end of
orbits are
the
and
small,
very
are
eyes
The
nostrils.
the tiny
parietal
the
while
skull,
the
of
end
anterior
the
near
placed very
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region is broad and much elongated (Fig. 87, p. 400).
The
quadrates are drawn out into trumpet-shaped tubes.
The hyoid
apparatus is very large, with enormous anterior and posterior

The head and neck are as long as or even longer than the
which is covered with thick, lumpy shields.
Tlie skin
the thick neck, of the sides and under parts of the head, is

horns.

carapace,
of

produced into

many

those of the chin

soft

arborescent excrescences

and throat and the large

or

fimbriae,

ear-flaps being

movable
and probably used to attract fishes and other prey.
The
very short. The fore- and hind-limbs are webbed, the former

at will,
tail is

t^A/AVc

Fig. 8S.—Chcb/sfijihriata("ma,ta,nmta.").

x-^g.

with

five, the latter with four claws.
Old specimens, which
reach a total length of three feet, are uniformly dark brown,
and
look like a log covered with rougli bark.
The young are far less

ugly,

with black and yellow spots on the

shell,

and with dark

stripes along the neck.

Very

little is

known

al^out the habits of this peculiar creature.

It is said to lie

submerged in the water, waiting for fishes, frogs,
or tadpoles, which are attracted by the
playing motions of its
cutaneous excrescences.
The jaws being so weak, and being
covered with

a partly soft lip-like skin, it is probable that
they are not used for seizing the prey, but that
the latter is
engulfed into the mouth with tlie inrush of water into
the throat.
VOL. VIII

2 D
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That

can

this

widened enormously

be

by

indicated

is

the

greatly developed hyoid apparatus.

—

The neck is long and
The nuchal is terminal

Chelodina.

smooth.

The neural plates

slender, the

the

;

head small and

intergular

large.

is

are completely suppressed, all the eight pairs

The

of costal plates meeting in the middle line.

shell is very

Anterior and posterior limljs entirely webbed, and with
only four claws.
The tail is very short. Three species in
flat.

Australia, one in

Ch.

New

longicoUis

inhabits

Southern

Guinea.

reaches

shell-length

a

ten

of

inches.

The illustrations make
The colour of the dorsal

Australia.

tailed description unnecessary.

a

It

de-

shield

uniformly dark rich brown, while the shields of the under
surface are yellow, with broad dark brown lines along the
These " long-necked Chelodines " have a striking appearsutures.
is

when they swim

ance,

or

creep

about, with the neck either

stretched out straight or bent horizontally in an S-shape.

The
whole creature looks neat and elegant the iris is pale yellow,
and gives the eye a very
intelligent expression". They
keep well in captivity, pro;

^

vided

they are given

the

choice of

land and water.

My

prefer

own

to

spend

most of the day on laud,
preferably under the ledge
of a stone, or perched upon
the stone itself
in

is

Chelodina longicoUis.

x

|.

too

There they
the

shell,

eyelids

lie

closed,

or

little frogs

moved

;

the

to

left.

lid.

They

not

to view.

Although the

feed in the water

worms, smooth
and they also take meat

soft animals, as for instance

roaches or

much exposed

they can see well enough, owing to the

transparent condition of the lower

upon

the latter

motionless, with the neck neatly tucked under

either to the right

may. be

if

shade, and

the

caterpillars, cock-

readily, provided

The food is invariably taken with a quick
sideward jerk of the neck and head.
My specimens soon became
so tame that they left the water, and ran up to me with the
this is

about.

necks stretched to their

full length,

then snatching the

bit

of

CHELYDIDAE
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and retiring into the pond

to

swallow
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it.

themselves they are rather nocturnal in their

Fig. 90.

Xow and

"When

Chelvdina longicollis (Australian long-necked Chelodines).

then they tuck themselves away

feeding, for instance

when they go through

for

left

feeding

to

habits.

x

J.

weeks without

a regular term of
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aestivation in the summer.

The

last

winter they spent buried

in the moss, but occasionally, especially on bright and sunny
days, tliey went into the water for a few hours, chiefly to drink,

but sometimes also to take a little food.
Hydromedusa, a South American genus, has a neck even longer
than that of Chelodina, which it much resembles externally. But
the nuchal shield, large and broad transversely, is situated behind
the anterior marginals, looking therefore like a sixth neural
The neural x^lates form a continuous row, only the last
shield.
IT. tectifera
pair of costal plates meeting in the middle line.
occurs in Southern Brazil, and in the La Plata.

The

shell is

the head

dark brown above yellowish, with dark spots, below
and neck are olive-coloured, adorned with a broad white, blackFore- and hind-limbs broadly webbed,
edged band on either side.
and with four claws. Total length of the sheU about" eight
;

;

inches.

Fam.

3.

Carettochelydidae.

—The

shell is covered

with

soft

The limljs are transformed into
skin instead of horny shields.
The neck
paddles, with elongated digits, and have only two claws.
notskeleton,
In other respects the
is short, and not retractile.
ably the plastron, pehds, and skull, conform with the Pleurodirous
Only one species, Caret tochehjs insculpta, still imperfectly
type.
known, from the Fly Eiver, New Guinea. Length of the shell
This peculiar
of the only comx)lete specimen about 18 inches.

seems to stand in the same relation to the typical
Pleurodira, as do the Chelonidae to the Testudinidae, except for
the complete reduction of the horny shields upon the shell, recalling in this respect Sphari/is and Trionyx.
The shell is very flat, oval,
Sub-Order 3. Trionychoidea.

creature

—

leathery skin instead
The limbs are broadly webbed, and only
of with horny shields.
Carnivorous,
the three inner digits are provided with claws.

or almost round,

and

is

covered with

soft,

found in the rivers of Asia, Africa, and North America.
The head and neck are completely retractile, bending by a
sigmoid curve in a vertical plane like that of the Cryptodira.

and the nose forms a
The skull, Fig. 91, is
is hidden.
formed by the supraflat, with three long posterior processes,
The whole
occipital alwve, and the s([uamosals on eitlier side.
indicaany
without
temporal region forms a wide, shallow fossa,

The jaws are concealed by soft,
The ear
soft short proboscis.

lip-like flaps,
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The premaxilla is extremely
even reaching the nasal cavity or the

tion of being arched or bridged over.
small,

not

unpaired,

The maxillaries are
enlarged,

vomer.

correspondingly

the
choanae,
surrounding
which are separated by the

narrow vomer. The palatines
form a median suture, and
are joined behind by the long
basisphenoid, which separates
the long pterygoids from
The quadrate
each other.
a
is trumpet -shaped, with
posterior notch for the stapes.
The zygomatic arch is complete, and is formed by the
quadrato-jugal and the jugal;
the latter joins the maxillary

and postfrontal, mostly reachin some cases
ing the orbit
it also just meets the parietal, thereby adding
to the
;

strength

of

larcre

the pOStorbital
p

_,.

,

:

nasals are absent.

*1

.

mandible

is

11

The
p

great
development
^
the coronoid process.

91.— Skull of Trionyx hurum. A, From
above B, from the left side Cond, occipital
condyle Fr, frontal
J, /«^, jugal
L.o,
l-'^^eral
occipital
Max, maxillary Op.o,
;

of

:

;

opisthotic P«/-, parietal P;-./", prefrontal
pro, prootic
Pt.t\ postfrontal
q, quadq^adrato-jugai
s.o, supra-occi''''^'':;

:

pital

_

;

;

;

;

remarkable tor

the

Fig.

;

1

,

ihe pretrontals are

arch.

^

;

>S2,

;

;

squamosal.

The pubic and ischiadic bones enclose a large heart-shaped
foramen, and are free from the plastron

only to the sacral
is

ribs.

The carapace

is

;

the

ilia

are attached

peculiar in so far as

it

very incomplete peripherally, the ribs extending considerably

beyond the costal plates, nor are they joined by marginal plates,
which are absent, unless they are represented by a few small
ossifications imbedded in the posterior marginal flap of the disc

{Emyda

of India).

The rim

of the disc is always formed

horizontal, cutaneous, very flexible

flap.

by a

All the dorsal plates

have a rough upper surface, vermiculated or rugose, as usual
with such dermal bones, which have lost most of or all their
horny covering, and have sunk more deeply into the skin.
The
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CHAP.

The ueurals
nuchal plate has usually a pair of rib-like processes.
form a continuous series, except in the African Cyclanorhis, in
which they

are

much reduced

and separated by the

in size,

costal

plates.

The plastron

is

imperfect, all its constituent nine elements

being only loosely connected with each other, and there remains
Most of
a wide median vacuity between the lateral elements.
which,
instead
of
these plastral bones are reduced to splints,
meeting by regular sutures, loosely interdigitate with their

jaeged edges.

In the young

imbedded in the

soft,

these ventral elements are deeply

all

leathery

and they do not

skin,

With

resemble in appearance those of the dorsal side.

at all

age they

develop upon their ventral surface stronger and denser ossifications, which ultimately broaden out, sometimes beyond the
original underlying bone, and assume the characteristic vermi-

This

surface -appearance.

culated

is

undoubtedly a process of
armour which had been

exostosis, a step towards revival of that

much reduced

ancestrally.

To appreciate

least suggestive that these mud-tortoises,

this condition, it

when kept

is

at

in the usual

hard-bottomed tanks, invariably become sore, the skin wearing
through where the imbedded plastral bones touch the ground.

Thus what
is

is

crammed

into the short

life

of a.captive individual,

in the natural course of events spread over

whereby

many

generations,

has ceased to be pathological, and has become a com-

it

paratively new, tertiary, but regular feature.

open to much doubt that the characteristic features
This is
Trionychoidea
are not primitive but secondaiy.
of the
indicated by the whole structure and behaviour of the carapace
It is not

The softening of the whole shell, the
and plastron.
horny shields, the reduction of the claws, are the
almost unavoidable results of

life

in

muddy

loss of the

direct

and

waters.

They appear,
Vpper Cretaceous
of North America.
In tlie Lower and Middle Tertiary
many species existed in North America and in Europe,

Geologically they do not seem to be very old.

already referable to the genus Trionyx^iw
strata
strata

and

is

it

t\\e

of great importance tliat in these species the costal

plates were

much

broader,

and the marginal plates better developed,

Now their half-dozen genera,
with about twenty-four species, are confined to North America,
the tropical and warmer parts of Asia, and tlie Malay
tlian

in

the

recent

forms.

TRIONYCHOIDEA
Islands,

and

to Africa

from the Nile
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to the

Senegal and to the

Congo.

have found few observers. Accordmuddy bottom of shallow waters,
burying themselves in the soft mud, with only the head, or a
They breathe without moving the
small part of it, exposed.
body, by raising up the long neck and carrying the leathery snout
When moving through the water they strike
above water.
horizontally with both pairs of limbs, alternating, however, the
but when they start suddenly, the front limbs are
right and left
seen moving together towards the tip of the snout, and then
As the
striking simultaneously liackward with great power.

The habits

of Trionychoidea

they live in the

to L. Agassiz,^

;

shield

does not

beyond the

forward, the

project

shield,

and as

its

usually

fore-limbs

outer edge

is

sharp,

and the

move

feet are

below the plane of that
and partly under
When they move along the bottom, the limbs still move
it.
horizontally, the webs striking against the water, and the inner
They also bury
toes, those with the claws, against the bottom.
themselves horizontally, becoming covered by only a thin layer of
The neck
mud. They readily resort to the shell for protection.
and head are withdrawn entirely, the loose skin rolling off from the
greater part of the neck
and the skin of the legs also slips off, as
In confinement they exhibit great
far as the elbows and knees.
quickness their movements are abrupt and unsteady, except when
they swim rapidly in one direction.
They then dart their long
and slender neck quickly forwards or sideways and upwards, as
Their
snakes do, and bite in the same way, striking suddenly.
temper is bad or even ferocious, and large specimens are quite

broad, their

webs reach above as well

as

edge, so that the water is driven partly over

;

;

dangerous.

Their food consists of

all sorts of

aquatic animals,

fish, frogs,

and

Anodonta and Faludina.

According to the
different diet, many species develop a peculiar kind of dimorphism, a reasonable explanation of which has been given by
Boulenger.
In the young the horny coverings of the jaws are
sharp, with cutting edges, and in those specimens which keep to
a diet of fish and other soft creatures, tlie jaws remain in the
same condition. But in those which take to living upon molluscs,

molluscs, for instance

the hard shells of which they have to crush, the horny edges are
'

Contributions to the Natural History of the U.S.A., vol.

i.

1857, p. 333.
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worn down

;

and broad,

thick, horny, crushing pads are developed

more

in their stead, the supporting parts of the jaws becoming

The masticatory muscles are likewise enlarged, and a

massive.

tubercle grows iipon the lower border of the jugal bone,

whence

arises part of the masseter muscle.

The eggs

are round, thick -shelled, but very brittle

;

they are

sand above the level of the water, and this is the
chief occasion on which these tortoises creep on land.
Trionyx.
The plastron has no special cutaneous valves for
This is the principal genus,
the concealment of the hind-limbs.
laid in the

—

with the greatest number of species and the widest distribution,
The upper
the latter coinciding with that of the whole family.
surface of the shell of young specimens frequently forms nimierous
longitudinal ridges or series of little horny tubercles which disappear with age.
T. ferox, the

States.

commonest

"

Soft-shelled Turtle " of the United

Olive above with scattered, small, round, black spots

young with conical,
border and on the

;

on tlie nuchal
posterior portion of the shell, which has a
spine-like tubercles, especially

A light, black-edged streak passes
black-edged border.
The limbs
through the eye and joins its fellow on the snout.
The under
are olive brown, spotted and marbled with black.
Very large specimens have a shell
parts of the shell are white.
Holbrook gives the
18 inches in length and 16 inches wide.
pale,

following account of its habits

A

:

They

reside most conand choose for their
and
retreat holes under the banks of rivers, or under rocks
not unfrequently the trunk of some huge forest tree, fallen
Sometimes they leave the
into the stream, affords them shelter.
water and conceal themselves in the mud I have frequently
seen them tlius Ijuried to the depth of 2 or 3 inches, leaving
only a small breathing liole for the long neck and narrow head,
wliich is occasionally thrust out, but most commonly it is
retracted so that one would pass near without observing their
and if seen, it might easily Ije mistaken for the
liabitation
At other times they may l)e seen
residence of some large insect.
in numbers on rocks in shallow water, basking in the sun,
"

voracious, carnivorous creature.

stantly in the water,

swim with

rapidity,

;

:

;

They bite severely wlien provoked, darting
apj)arently asleep.
forward with great velocity the long neck and head, and not
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uufrequently spring upward at the same time and make a loud
In the month of May the females seek sandy places along
hiss.
the banks of the waters they inhabit to lay their eggs, generally

about sixty

m

nimiber; and

motions are slow

and

remarkable that, though their
on dry land, yet at this season

it is

difficult

they sometimes mount hillocks

Fig. 92.

several

feet

— Trionyx ferox (American Soft-shelled Turtle).

most delicate food, surpassing
Green Turtle.
The geographical distribution

affords the

inhabits the

hicjh.

Savannah

as well as all

into the northern borders of the

flesh

x Jj.

even

of

the

interesting.

It

tliat
is

The

empty
ascends up

those rivers that

Gulf of ^Mexico

;

it

even
abounds in the
chain of great northern lakes both above and below the Ealls of
the broad Mississippi, and
to the

is

found in

all its

very foot of the Eocky Mountains

Xiagara, and

is

common

in

the

Mohawk,

tributaries,

it

;

a

tributary of the
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Hudson river but it is not found in any other Atlantic stream
between that and the Savannah river, a distance of nearly 800
;

miles."
2\ triunguis, the only African species, ranging from the
Senegal and Congo into the Nile-system, but occurring also in
Syria, is perhaps the largest of all Trionychidae, reaching a
The adults are olive-brownish
shell -len2;th of almost 3 feet.

Fig. 9S. —Trio7iyx ga7igeticus (yonng).

x

^.

above, the throat and under parts of the shell with round, white
spots separated

by

a dark network.

The young have

whitisli

specks and spots.
T. gangeticus

The former

is

and

T.

Jnirum are the principal Indian

the larger of the two, with a

sliell

of

species.

more than 2

olive above, the young with fine black vermiculahead with a black longitudinal streak from between the
eyes to the nape, intersected by two or three chevron-shaped black
2\ hurum is olive brown above
under parts yellowish.
streaks
feet in length

tions

;

;

;
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aud below, in younger specimens with conspicuous, large, yellow
The young are ornamented with
spots on the sides of the head.

Uw! ,•:' y^'

Fig. 94.

""'

r^/^5>

W /^F

Trionyxformosa (young).

x

1.

two or three pairs of large round spots on the back, and the
same applies to the beautiful young of the Burmese, T. formosa.
The three genera, Cyclodcrma and Cyclanorhis of Tropical
Africa, and Emycla of India, have a pair of cutaneous femoral
valves or flaps on the plastron, beneath which the hind-limbs
are withdrawn.

CHAPTER X
ceocodilia

dixosaueia

Scb-CLass

V.—DINOSAUBIA.

Mesozoic, long-tailed, toothed reptiles, icith distcd ischiadic symphysis,

limhs,

terrestrial

bifurcated

large fixed

quadrate

bones

ami

ribs.

The Dinosaurs begiu and end with

the Mesozoic epoch, and
The name, " terrible Eeptiles,"
refers to the gigantic proportions which many of them attained,
not a few of them sui-passing in size and shape the fantastic
Although these creatures
pictures of the dragons of our fables.
came to an end millions of years before the first man-like beings
appeared, it is reasonable to suppose that the widely-spread myths
of dragons are based upon the accidentally disclosed skeletons of

have a world-wide distribution.

these monsters.

The skull is built after a plan which may be derived
from a combination of the Crocodilian and Ehynchocephaliau
skulls, but the detail varies considerably in the many and
much diversified members of this large sub-class. There is
as a rule a pre-orbital foramen, which is smallest in the OrniThe orbit is completely encircled by bones, and
thopoda.
the

temporal

post-orbital

fossa

divided

is

bridge into

a

by a

smaller

infra-temporal portion, the latter
jugal and quadrato-jugal, and this

quadrate by an ascending process.
or

le.ss

or

and a much wider
being bordered below by the
is firmly connected with the
The quadrate is long, more

vertical in position, slanting either forwards or backwards,

and firmly

fixed above

temporal bone.
jjre-

squamoso-postfrontal

supra-,

and

The

post-frontals.

by the squamosal, perhaps also by a suprais bordered by the jugal, iacrymal,
The inteqjarietal foramen seems to be

orbit
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Teeth, mostly alveolar and laterally compressed, are

abolished.
restricted

SKELETON

dentary, maxillary, and

the

to

premaxillary

bones.

In the Orthopoda the latter carry no teeth, or these are restricted
This toothless
to the lateral portion, leaving a wide diastema.
part plays

upon

a peculiar

crescent-shaped

predentary, which rests loosely upon

mandibular

rami, which

latter

do

The Ceratopsia

osseous symphysis.

bone, the -so-called

the anterior ends of the
not

as

a

rule

form

an

possess in addition a similar

upper toothless piece, the prerostral, a kind of pre-premaxilla.
.

The morphological value of these extra pieces
they were in

all

is

quite obscure

probability provided with thick, horny pads.

The bones of the roof of the mouth recall in their arrangement
that prevailing in the Ehynchocephalia and the Parasuchia.
There are two pairs of large vacuities one between the maxillae,
the other between the latter, the
ectopterygoids and palatines
maxillae and the usually small or slender vomers.
The pterygoids
are perhaps the largest bones, and form a rather long symphysis
laterally and behind they abut against the quadrate, anteriorly
against the ectopterygoids and the palatines, which latter they
sometimes separate.
A peculiar feature of some skulls, e.g.
Ceratosaurus and Tr%ccratoj)s is the great size of the groove in
which the large hypophysis of the brain is lodged.
The vertebrae are very variable, amphicoelous, opisthocoelous,
;

;

;

nearly

plain,

with a slight concavity behind, or occasionally

procoelous in the anterior region of the
pre-

and post-zygapophyses many

tail.

Besides the usual

Sauropoda

and

Theropoda

possess on the posterior trunk-vertebrae additional joints, effected

by a vertical wedge, the hj^osphene, which extends backwards
from between the post-zygapophyses and fits into a notch
between and below the anterior zygapophyses of the next following vertebra.
These additional articulations are analogous to
the zygosphenes and zygantra of snakes and iguanas, except that
in these Sauria the wedges are formed on the opposite, namely
the anterior ends of the vertebrae.
The vertebrae of the neck
and trunk are devoid of intercentra, but those of the tail carry
long chevron-bones.
increased to four or

The number of sacral vertebrae is generally
The ribs have well-developed capitula

five.

and tubercula, and the former have the tendency to shift from the
centra or from their parapophysial processes on to the usually

much

elongated diapophyses of the neural arches.

This arrange-
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meut, recalling the Crocodilian condition, results in an increased
capacity of the dorsal portion of the body-cavity.

Intervertebral

articulation of the ribs does not occur except sometimes in the
sacral region.

Abdominal

of the Theropoda,

e.g.

ribs are rare,

but they occur in some

in Comfsognathus.

The sternum seems

to

have been mainly cartilaginous, with
*

a pair of irregular, disc-shaped ossifications.

How

the coracoids

were attached is unknown they are small, generally with a
foramen, but the scapulae are always very strong and slant
Clavicles and interclavicles seem to be absent.
backwards.
The fore-limbs are as a rule powerful, although often much
shorter
than the hind -limbs, which are then enormously
developed, and in many genera of two of the main groups show
a tendency towards a semi-erect gait.
Some of the Dinosaurs,
Others
e.g. Iguanodon and Brontozoum, were absolutely bipedal.
seem to have hopped like Kangaroos. In correlation with this more
;

or less erect

much

mode

of progression the iliac bones are very strong,

elongated horizontally, and attached to more than

three,

The pubic bones show two
main types. Each consists either of a single strong shaft, which is
or (Orthopoda) this main
connected distally with its fellow
often to five or even more, vertebrae.

;

shaft sends out, below its point

of contact with the

long process, the so-called post-pubis, which

ischium, a

downIn the latter case it runs parallel
wards and backwards.
Such bifurcated pubic
and in close contact with the ischium.
The ischia, on the other
bones never meet in the middle line.
hand, are always connected with each other, not so much by
is

directed

by syndesmosis.
The hind-limbs exhibit all stages from a simple, plantigrade
and five-toed state to a decidedly digitigrade, four, and even threefusion as

toed arrangement.

Many

genera exhibit the tendency to form an

known in birds only, where
The astragalus sends up an ascending
and universal.
process which tends to fuse with the anterior aspect of the distal
end of the tibia, and the calcaneum is sometimes more or less
intertarsal joint, a feature elsewhere
it is

typical

In Covipsognathns even the distal
have begun to fuse with the metatarsalia, so that this
The femur is
reptile at least has a tj'pical intertarsal joint.

firmly attached to the fibula.
tarsalia

remarkalile for the frequent possession of a " fourth

"

on the middle of the inner aspect of the

undoubtedly

shaft,

trochanter
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the insertion of the long caudi - femoral or long adductor

muscle.

Many

Dinosaurs possess hollow instead of solid

The

iDones.

vertebrae have large cavities in the Sauropoda, notably in Bronto-

saurus

;

in

many

Theropoda,

gnathus, the limb-bones

e.g.

Coelurus, Anchisaurus, Com^^so-

and the vertebrae are hollow, the

latter

being reduced to thin-walled shells with a few inner partitions, the

bones being at the same time

much

swollen and enlarged.

In

the Ornithopoda the vertebrae are solid, but the limb-bones are

The reason of this hollowing out is not easily found.
Undoubtedly it results in a saving of material and weight,
whilst at the same time, without loss of strength, the surfaces for
the attachment of the necessarily powerful muscles are increased.
But Compsognatlius is a small, Brontozoum a gigantic, creature.
On the other hand, the bones of the huge Stegosauri are solid.
Most probably these cavities were, as in birds, filled with air-sacs
ultimately in communication with the lungs and it is by no means
a baseless suggestion of Haeckel's that the Dinosaurs were warmhollow.

;

Their mode of propagation can only be guessed at
from the circumstance that a rather well-preserved specimen of

blooded.

its abdomen what may possibly be
There is nothing against the assumption that the
Dinosaurs were viviparous
on the contrary, it seems more
natural than that, for instance, an Atla7itosaurus of more than
100 feet in length and many tons in weight, should have laid

Compsognathiis contains in

an embryo.

;

eggs.

Some of the herbivorous Dinosaurs, namely, the Stegosauri
and the Ceratopsia, had a dermal armour of variable extent the
;

were loosely imbedded in the skin, and reached their
greatest size along the middle of the back and tail, and these
crested plates
were probably covered with horny scutes,
plates

The Ceratopsia were armed with
huge pointed horns on the head, and a smaller one on

obviously weapons of defence.
a pair of

the nose

(see

use of the

weapons of these

Fig.

102,

p.

430).

It is difficult

to guess

terrestrial monsters, unless

the

they were

employed against the equally large carnivorous Dinosaurs or in
the combats for the possession of their charming mates.

About the ancestry of the Dinosaurs we know nothing except
that their affinities
to

derive

lie

either from

with the Crocodilia
the

other.

The

;

but

oldest

it is

impossible

forms,

in

the

^^
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—

those which have left their
present state of our knowledge
were already much
Connecticut
three-toed spoors in the Trias of
gait, while
bipedal
upright
an
to
specialised by having attained
the most
are
size
gigantic
their
for
the Sauropoda, which except
being
of
them
none
date,
recent
generalised, are of comparatively
years
Twenty
Jurassic.
Upper
the
than
from strata older

—

known

numerous kinds in the United States,
There is a
limited.
our' knowledge of the whole group was very
Dinosome
from
sprung
have
birds
the
that
widely spread notion
birds
that
clearly
show
to
first
the
was
Huxley
saurian stock.
Dinosaurs,
the
of
said
he
and
reptiles,
were an offshoot of the

aco, until the discoveries of

3Ierjcdoespecially his Ornithoscelida {Ir/uanodon, Scdidosaurus,
" present a large
they
that
others),
and
saurus, Compsognuthm,
between existing
series of modifications intermediate in structure
that we
satisfaction
own
his
to
proved
Baur
reptiles and Aves."

have to look for the ancestors of the Eatitae among the herbivorous Dinosaurs, especially the Ornithopodous forms, whilst the
However, even he had
Carinatae are descendants of the Eatitae.
to give

up

this absolutely unwarrantable view.

select a considerable number of characters
Dinosaurs which also occur in birds, and
various
amongst the
until
a recent date been considered as peculiar
have
some of these
double, bifurcated pubic bones of the
the
instance,
For
bu-ds.

It is

easy to

to

Orthopoda

;

the increased

zontally elongated

an upright

gait,

number of vertebrae

to

which the

hori-

are attached, especially in the forms Nvith
the bipedal feature itself the possession of

ilia

and

;

an ascending process of the astragalus and its fusion with the
Theropoda,
tibia in Convpsognathus and Ccraiosaurus among the

and in Ornithomimus ; the attachment
the metatarsalia,

of the distal tarsalia to

—

in fact, the formation
in CompsognatJms,
joint, a feature otherwise characteristic of,

e.g.

an intertarsal
and peculiar to, birds; the frequent reduction of the fifth
metatarsal bone the backward position of the hallux and the
proximal reduction of its metatarsal in Compsognatlms ; the

of

;

elongation and partial fusion of the functional metatarsals in
the
the latter genus and in Ceratosaurus ; the regular increase of
plialaugeal

numbers of the

first

—

four toes from two to five in

in short, the great resemblance
Ornithopoda
many of
Dinosaurs and those of the birds.
the
of
of
some
feet
the
between
are, they are instances of conarguments
these
striking
However
tlie

;
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The upright walk, which has been assumed
and improved upon independently by members of both Theropoda
and Orthopoda, has produced the same, or nearly the same
vergent analogies.

modifications in
It is easy to

The

oldest bird

them as in the birds.
show that these features are mere coincidences.
known is Archaeoptcryx from the Upper Oolite of

Consequently all those Dinosaurs, which are of the
same and of later date, have to be excluded from the supposed
ancestry, and they happen to be those in which (as in Ceraiosaurus,
Compsognathus, Oi'nithoniimus, Iguanodon) the resemblances are
There remains only Anchisaurus of the Upper Trias,
greatest.
more or less contemporary with the Brontozoum, which left its
Bavaria.

three-toed footprints (Archaeopteryx has four well-developed toes)

Moreover, the most bird-like foot is either that
Anchisaurus and Zanclodon, differ

with Zamlodon.

of the Theropoda, which, like

from birds by the formation of the pelvis, or of some of the
What, then, is the good of selecting a
latest Ornithopoda.

number of bird-like features from members of Dinosaurs which
we are bound to class in different groups, and which existed,
some in the lower, others in the middle, or even in the latest
Mesozoic periods
Lastly, the

?

advocates of the Dinosaurian ancestry 0^ birds

cannot have fully appreciated the enormous differences between
the

wing of Archaeoptcryx and the fore-limb of any Dinosaur

with the most avian resemblances in the hind-limbs. The forelimbs of these reptiles are modified in a direction diametrically
opposed to that from which a bird-like wing could be developed.

The skull presents another difficulty,and here again Compsognatlivs,
a contemporary of Archaeoptcryx, comes perhaps nearest to that of
a generalised bird's skull.
The ancestors of the birds must have
combined the following characters
Of not later than MidOolitic age, with bifurcated pubic bones, four functional toes, elongated metatarsals, complete clavicles, premaxillary teeth, and free,
:

not firmly fixed quadrate bones.

—

But such creatures

are not

Dinosaurs.

We
the

divide the

enormous number of Dinosaurs according to
hind -limbs, and the

formation of the pelvis, that of the

dentition, into four orders.
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Order
Fuhcs

I.

SAUROPODA.

simj^le, vjifJt symj^h^sis.

|

Premaxillae with

teeth.

Plantigrade.

The teeth are mostly spatulate, laterally compressed, with
sharp edges, but without serrations.
Skidl with a pair of large
pre-orbital fossae.

The centra of the vertebrae of the trunk have
The fore- and liiud-limbs are pentadactyle,

large lateral cavities.

plantigrade, and hoofed, of the typical walking type
of the limbs are stout

and

solid

the femur

;

is

;

the bones

devoid of an inner

The carpal and tarsal bones are free.
The Sauropoda comprise some of the most gigantic
creatures which have ever existed, compared with some of

distal or fourth trochanter.

Herbivorous.
terrestrial

which the bulk of an elephant appears almost

Skeleton o( Brontosmtrus

Fig. 95.

x

exce/s».<<.

Their

insignificant.

tsTi-

(After Marsh.)

range iu time extends from the Lower Oolite into the Cretaceous,
with a perhaps world-wide distribution, namely, "Western Europe,

Xorth America,
they

are,

except

and

Patacronia, Madae^ascar,
for

their

size,

the

least

India.

Although

specialised

of

all

Dinosaurs, none of the Sauropoda hitherto discovered are old

enough

to claim to be the ancestors of the other Dinosaurs.

Brontosaurus excelsus of the Upper Jurassic of WyoUiing was
feet high.
The head
feet long and about 1
extremely small in proportion, not so broad as the fourth of
The
tlie
thirteen vertebrae of the long and flexible neck.
trunk is comparatively short, the tail longer than the neck, and

a giant at least 6
is

provided witli numerous chevron-bones.
are hollow, especially
of the

swelling

sacral
in

region

]\Iost of

tlie five co-ossified sacrals.
is

the vertebrae

The

spinal canal

very wide, indicating a strong sacral

conformity with

the

huge posterior limbs. The
The long axis of tlip

pubic bones are stronger than the ischia.

SAUROrODA
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former stands almost vertically like that of elephants, and the
The shoulder-girdle
knee is scarcely bent in the erect position.
consists of long scapulae, broad at the base and small, almost
square and perforated coracoids, which
latter

fit

into a pair of partly ossified

plates representing the sternum.

Ailantosanrusimmanis of the Upper
Wyoming and Colorado, is
supposed to have been 115. feet long,
perhaps the biggest and bulkiest of
all animals, the femur measuring more
than 6 feet in length and 2 in width
at the upper end.
Morosaurus grandis, of the Upper
Jurassic of Wyoming, with allied forms
in
the Purbeck and Wealden of
Jurassic of

England, reached a length of 3
in general

—

Fig. 96.
Front view of the pelvis
of Morosaurus grancUs.
x -^xi(After Marsli.) «, First sacral
"
vertebra ; 6,
transverse pro-

cess"
ilium
canal

(rib) of first sacral;
;

;

is,

ischium

;

iZ,

neural

nc,

ph, pubis.

feet

appearance resembling Brontosaurus, but the sacrum

and the

consists of four vertebrae only,

ischia are bent back-

wards in their distal halves, so that their symphysis
by the shafts instead of by their ends.

formed

is

Cetiosaurus, likewise huge creatures, from the
and from the Great Oolite respectively, are
rather imperfectly known, although several species of each,
under many generic synonyms, have been described.

Ornithopsis

and

English Wealden

Diplodocus

longus,

the

of

Upper Jurassic of Colorado and
Wyoming, is almost completely
More than 40 feet
known.
long, it had a head in its general
not

outlines

unlike that of a

horse, the skull being about
Fig. 97.

-Skull of Diplodocus longus.
(After Marsh.)
xV.

lie far

Tliere is a pair of large antorbital,

lacrymal fossae.

The

teeth, long

and

in

size,

lie

two

nasal

back on the top of the
and a pair of smaller

slender, are restricted to

the anterior portion of the mouth, with

decreasing

outer

openings are confluent, elongated,

and
skull.

The

long.

feet

many

successors, which,

on the inner or lingual

functional tooth, like the cartridges in a repeating

side

of

rifle.

the

The
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functional teeth

generic

name

implanted

themselves are

in

The

sockets.

j

refers to the peculiar chevron-bones, each half of

whicli diverges into an anterior

^

"

and a posterior branch.

It is difficult to understand how these huge, long-necked
The long neck suggests at
Sauropoda lived and moved about.
first sight predacious habits, but the teeth, rather feeble in
Dlplodocus, and distinctl}' of the plant-cutting type in other
The high position of the
genera, put this out of the question.
unpaired nasal opening, and the shortened nasal bones of
Diplodocus, are features indicative of aquatic habits, but the
short-toed, plantigrade limbs are absolutely adapted to terrestrial
life, and we cannot well assume that such enormous brutes as
Atlantosaurus could possibly have ventured into swampy ground.

;

j

<

J

-1

j

Order
Puhes simple,

II.

THEROPODA.

icith symp)hysis.

Dujifigrade.

Premaxillae ivith

{
teeth.

Carnivorous.

The teeth are pointed, recurved, laterally compressed and
The nasal openings are large, lateral, and nearly
The vertebrae and the large bones of the limbs are
terminal.

serrated.

Tlie fore-limbs are considerably shorter than the hindwhich are distinctly digitigrade, many of the species
The proximal tarsalia
having a pronouncedly upright gait.
show a tendency to fuse with the tibia, and the astragalus
has sometimes an ascending process, by which the fusion with
The first and fifth metatarsals are
the tibia is strengthened.
often reduced, while the three middle bones are elongated and
sometimes even fused with each other, so that the whole foot
The terassumes a striking resemblance to that of birds.
Owing t<j
minal phalanges are protected by curved claws.
the shortness of the fore-limbs, and tlie often considerable
length of the hind-limbs, which are strongly bent at the knee
and the ankle-joint, these animals must have progressed somewhat like clumsy kangaroos.
The Theropoda, of which a great number of genera are now
known, from the size of a slender cat to that of an elephant,
lived from tlie Upper Trias to the Upper Oolite, both in Europe

i

hollow.
limbs,

i

1

]

'

I

i

and in Xorth America.
Brontozourn (jiganteum, one of the oldest forms,

is

known

i
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foot-spoors only, which, together with other three-toed

spoors in the sandstone of the Connecticut valley, were originally

described and figured

by Hitchcock

track, or spoor).

Some

length, the right

and

Ornithichnites

as

left

(I'-^vo^

more than a

of these imprints are

=

foot in

spoors following alternately at a dis-

In some cases the long trailing
furrow
behind,
and
the large tracks are accomtail has left a
panied or crossed by much smaller, and even by quite tiny
tracks, otherwise similar, and 'undoubtedly made by the young.
tance of from four to six feet.

Anchisaurus, from the same locality, was
in so far as the metatarsals are

and

five

toes,

phalanges on the

but the

first

metatarsal

fifth

still

is

free,

still Sauropodous,
with two, three, four,

four

o

,

re-

i^

^\-7

H

r^^f,
..^^ '"^?'

duced, carrying a vestige of only one

/=^^^^d,ii

phalanx, and the proximal tarsal bones

^umt^i^:^^^^-^''-^^//^'^^

and filjula
m
^1
Total length some seven

fused with

are

,

respectively.
feet, of

the
^

^

^^"^^^^^^

tibia

1

which about four belong

Fig. 98.

to the

— Skull

-

of

^

(f

Anchisaurus

x^. (After Marsh.)
Nasal fossa b, antorbital,

cvdurus.
«<

;

infra-temporal, d, supratemporal, and o, orbital fossa;
?, quadrate bone.
c,

tail,

Zanclodon,

from

the

Keuper

of

Wiirtemberg, about ten feet long, with pentadactyle hands and
feet.

Ischia stronger than the pubic bones,

much broadened.

The femur

which are

distally

and
The astragalus has an ascending
process, and is fused with the tibia.
The toes are short, strong,
and clawed.
The shoulder-girdle and fore-limb are strong, the
latter well adapted to grasping.
The teeth are much compressed
is

nearly three

feet

long,

possesses a fourth trochanter.

laterally,

with sharp, finely serrated edges.

Several allied genera

have been described from the Upper Trias of France and England

;

and South Africa.
Megcdosaurtis, from the Trias to the Wealden in England
and France, with other species in Colorado and India, reached a
considerable size, larger than that of any other Theropoda, the
scapula of M. ImcJdandi being nearly three feet long, and the
femur still longer.
The hind-limbs are twice as long as the
fore-limbs.
The cervical vertebrae are short, the neck being
much shorter than the tail. Hands with five fingers, feet with
four toes.
Pubic bones long and slender, with a broad symphysis.
With well-developed abdominal ribs, resembling those
others from corresponding strata of India

of crocodiles.
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Upper Jurassic of Xorth America, with
and pubes united into one symphysis.
Sacrum consisting of four
Anterior extremities very short.
Total length of some of the larger species about
vertebrae.
Allosaurus, from the

only three

twenty
is

toes.

Ischia

feet.

Ceratosaurus nasicornis, from the Upper Jurassic of Colorado,
The generic and specific names
about seventeen feet long.

refer

Fig.

to

the nasal bones, which are

raised

into

an

impaired

—

(Aftur ^larsh.)
99.
«.
Skeleton (x^j^) and skull of Ceratosaurus nasicornis.
Nasal cavity ; h, bony horn-supporting excrescence c, pre-orbital fossa (/. orbital
:

;

fossa.

This, by its rough surface, suggests that it
was covered by a horny sheath, or carried a horn. The large
skull, about two feet in length, is armed with strong, slightly
The
curved, laterally compressed, sharp teeth, unequal in size.
pre-orbital foramen is large, bordered aljove by the prefrontals,
Tlie supratemporal
wliich are raised into prominent knobs.

longitudinal crest.

foramina are extremely small, the lateral foramina very

large.

The quadrate slants l)ackwards. The sacrum consists of live
vertebrae.
The caudal vertebrae carry long and slender chevronThe pubes and iscliia are long and slender, each forming
bones.
a separate symphysis at their broadened ends.
The three meta-
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and fused with each other.
There seems
have been some dermal armour in the shape of osseous plates,
wliich extended in one series from the occiput over the neck.
Coehcrus gracilis, of the Upper Jurassic of "Wyoming, and
closely allied forms in the Wealden of England, are remarkable

tarsals are elongated
to

for the

pneumaticity of the centra and processes of their verbony parts of which are restricted to thin, hollowed-

tebrae, the

out shells, so that the whole
litrht.

about

Computed length

skeleton

must have been very

of .these imperfectly preserved creatures

five feet.

Anterior
Scdlopus victor, of the Upper Jurassic of Colorado.
posterior limbs
extremities very short, with only four fingers
the much elongated
very long and slender, especially the tibia
;

;

metatarsals are separate, the

first

so that the foot is tridactyle

;

absent, the fifth

much

reduced,

the calcaneum projects like a heel.

attached to two sacral vertebrae only the pubes
forming a narrow symphysis, while that of the
Most of the bones of this creature, which
ischia is broad.
Total length about
probably progressed by hops, are hollow.
three feet, the length of the hind-limbs being about nine inches.

The ilium
are

is

;

slender,

Compsognathus

longij^es, of

one of the smallest of

on account of
thinner and

its

all

the Upper Jurassic of Bavaria,

the Dinosaurs.

almost bird-like

feet.

somewhat shorter than the

is

most remarkable

It is

The
tibia

filiula
;

is

much

the latter

is

although not fused with the proximal tarsal
bones, while the distal tarsals are fused with the united and
closely attached to,

much elongated
is

second, third,

and fourth metatarsals

reduced to a short bone near the intertarsal joint

;

;

the fifth

while the

first is represented by its distal portion only, which is stowed
away on the hinder aspect of the middle of the second metatarsal, and carries
The three middle toes
two phalanges.
Whilst
consist of three, four, and four phalanges respectively.

whole hind -limb is typically avian, the pelvis is quite
the pubic bones are simple, slender, and directed
forwards, forming a symphysis with their whole distal halves,
and broadening out distally into a horizontal process directed
the

different

;

towards the symphysis, which
of the inner

is

likewise formed by the fusion

surfaces of the thin

and rather

flat

ischia.

The

The
hind -limbs.
neck consists of about ten vertebrae, mostly with long and

fore -limbs

are

only

half

the

size

of the
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pointed
skull

Tail

ribs.

loug with well-developed

The

chevrons.

long and pointed, composed of thin bones, which have

is

most of the

sutures
with large lateral, temporal, and
Premaxillae,
but without supratemporal, foramina.
maxillae, and mandible with numerous slender and rather long,

lost

;

pre-orbital,

conical, alveolar teeth.

Order
Each

hone

2Juhic

posterior

consists

an

of

or post-puhic

symphysis.

ORTHOPODA.

III.

tranch,

hular 2)redentary piece.

The

neither

Premaxillae without

so-called pre-pubis is

\

and a
of which forms a
With a premandi-

or pre-puhic

anterioi'

teeth.

Herhivorous.

homologous with the pubis of most

recent reptiles, and with the pectineal process of birds, while the
" post-pubis "

is

homologous with

processus

the

Chelonians and Saurians, and with the

"

pubis

"

of

lateralis

The

of birds.

right and left halves of the pubis remain widely asunder ventrally.

In

many

lies

cases the post-pubis, always directed obliquely backwards,

closely against the shaft of the ischium,

a distal syndesmosis, or a symphysis, with

which always forms
fellow.
The fore-

its

limbs are usually very short, provided with

live

and strong

and strong, mostly

fingers.

The hind-limbs

are long

or four short

with three, sometimes with four functional short

with an inner

distal, or fourth, trochanter.

either

toes,

plantigrade (Stegosauri) or digitigrade (Oknithopoda).

Femur

The dentition

is

of

the herbivorous type, restricted to the dentaries of the mandible

and

to the

maxillary bones, leaving the whole or the greater part of

the premaxillaries
mandil)le

is

free.

The

additional " predentary " piece of the

The

possibly a calcified, but originally horny, pad.

teeth are greatly compressed laterally, and finely serrated, but are

much ground down by

use
several rows of successional teeth lie
on the inner or lingual side.
The skull is strongly built, with
large anterior nasal openings
pre-orbital foramina very small or
absent
or])its completely encircled by bones
supratemporal
foramina small, lateral foramina large.
(^)uadrate large, vertical
;

;

;

or

;

slanting

hollow

;

sliglitly

forwards.

sacrum consisting of

bifurcated, the capitula carried

The vertebrae are solid, not
more vertebrae ribs
either by tlie centra, or moved u]i

four, five, or

to the diapopliyses of tiie neural arches

;

;

chevron-bones numer-
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and frequently long, especially on the anterior half of the

long and heavy

tail.

Orthopoda occur from the Lias to the Upper Cretaceous,
The name Orthopoda,
both in Europe and in North America.
invented by Cope in 1866, is appropriate for obvious reasons
it comprises the Stegosauri and Ornithopoda of Marsh (1881).
The latter term is not very fortunately chosen, considering that
the whole hind-limb of the Theropodous Compsognathus is far
more ornithic than that of any three-toed Ornithopoda, in which
the tarsalia rarely fuse with the tibia and never with the metaTo apply the term Ornithopoda to the whole order is
tarsals.
quite unjustifiable, unless it is meant to apply to the strikingly
;

bird-like configuration of the pelvis.

Sub-Order

1.

Stegosauri.

— The

fore-

and hind-feet are planti-

grade, or nearly so, the metapodials being but little elongated,
dioits.
The bones of the limbs
trunk are bifurcated, and are carried

with more than three functional

The

are solid.

ribs of the

The body, especially
by the diapophyses of the neural arches.
the back, is protected by dermal bony plates, which are not connected with the internal skeleton.
Scelidosaurus harrisoni.
One nearly complete skeleton, about
1 1 feet in length, from the Lias of Lyme Eegis.
About twentyfour pre-sacral vertebrae, of which six or seven belong to the neck,
four sacral and about forty caudal vertebrae.
Four fingers, four
toes, with 2, 3, 4, 5 phalanges, the fifth metapodials being quite
vestigial
at

least

separate.

;

the hallux and pollex are very short, so that the foot
is

functionally

plates extend

tridactyle.

The

tarsal

Two rows

bones remain

bony
from the neck over the back, and converge into one

The head

very small.

is

of ridged

row upon the long tail smaller plates, arranged in many rows,
seem to have protected the sides and under parts.
Hylaeosmirus
and FolacantJms of the English Wealden are allied forms.
Stegosaurus, with several species from the Upper Jurassic of
Colorado and Wyoming, and others, e.g. S. armatns ( = Omosaurus),
from the Kimmeridge Clay of Wiltshire in England.
The head
;

and the brain is surpassed several times
huge sacral swelling of the spinal cord.
Teeth numerous and small.
All the cervical and trunk-vertebrae
carry bifurcated ribs, those of the trunk being carried entirely by

is

in

relatively very small,

thickness by the

the very high neural arches.

The fore-limbs are only about half
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the length of that of the liiud-limbs, so that these creatures,
which were undoubtedly quadrupedal, must have had a very
peculiar gait, standing with the head, neck,

and shoulders much

The ulna has a
lower than the arched back and pelvic region.
the hand has four functional fingers. The prestrong olecranon
acetabular portion of the ilium is much elongated the pre-pubic
;

;

branch stands horizontally, while the post-pubis is closely adpressed
The astragalus is fused with the tibia, the
to the ischium.
The foot has only three short toes,
calcaneum with the fibula.
The dorsal dermal armature
protected, like the fingers, by hoofs.

Fig. 100.

— Skeleton and liermal armour of Steoosaurus ungulatus.

x

-^^,

(After Marsh.)

S. ungulatus of North
America has a computed length of 28 feet, with the hind-limbs
This creature was nearly 10 feet high, when
about 7 feet long.
measured from the ground to the tips of the dermal crests on the

consists of very high, crest-like plates.

These bony, laterally compressed plates are
middle of the back.
themselves nearly 3 feet high, and are replaced, on the hinder
portion of the tail, by several pairs of pointed spikes about
2 feet in length.

—

The liiud-limbs are distinctly
Ornithopoda.
with only three functional toes, protected by
Femur with a long fourtli
claws.
The long bones are hollow.
trochanter.
Without dermal armour-plates.
Camjdosauras.
Several species, up to 10 feet in length, from
Sub-Order

2.

digiligradi', usually

—

ORNITHOPODA

ORTHOPODA

X

Upper Jurassic and the Wealden

the

England.
toes, with

Five

lingers,

2, 3, 4, 5

with

of

2, 3, 3, 3,

North America and
and four

2 phalanges

phalanges, but the hallux

and does not touch the hard ground

;
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much shortened

is

astragalus and calcaneum

separate.

Laosaurus of Colorado

is

a

smaller form,

structure between the former genus

the

Wealden

of the Isle of

intermediate

in

and Hypsihyphodon foxi from

A

Wight.

small creature, less than

with 2, 3, 4, 2 phalanges;
Four toes with 2, 3, 4, 5 phalanges
fifth metacarpal vestigial.
Post-pubis
Astragalus and calcaneum separate.
and long claws.
Each premaxillary with five pointed alveolar
very slender.
maxillaries with eleven,
teeth, leaving a wide median diastema
5

feet

length.

in

Four

fingers,

;

dentaries with ten laterally compressed blade-like teeth.

Iguanodon from the Wealden of England, Belgium, and
Apparently two species, /. manteUi, al)out 16 feet,
Germany.
The premaxilla is
heniissarffusis nearly 30 feet long.
/.
the teeth of the maxillae and mandibles stand
quite toothless
;

implanted in alveolae they are spatulate, laterally
compressed, with finely serrated edges, and slightly curved, the
lower outwards, the upper inwards, and heav a general resemblance
There is only one
to those of Iguana, hence the generic name.
functional set of teeth, and these are much worn down by use,
in close series,

but

in

;

such a way that, owing to the different curvature of
worn-down crowns form cutting, and at

the opposed teeth, the

the same time crushing, almost triturating surfaces, indicating

The gait of these
u.pon herbs.
the long
shown by their spoors
almost vertical ischia, which form a padded symphysis, only
slightly raised above the ground, suggest that this symphysis was
used as a true sitting support, the animal resting upon it, the
hind-limbs and the long tail. The latter, to judge from the long
chevrons and the high neural spinous processes, must have been
furnished with strong muscles.
The whole 'tail was undoubtedly
that

these

creatures

animals

lived

was upright,

as

;

used as a balance during the upright position.

j\Iany of the

tendons of the dorsal spinal muscles on the back and upper half
of the tail are ossified.
The post-pubic branches are very slender,
distally

much

reduced, and, except at

separated from the ischia
broad.

;

the

obturator -foramen,

the pre-pubes are very strong and

The femur has a fourth

trochanter, a

feature

which
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induced

the unfortunate

IgiLanodon was a reptilian

The metatarsals and
respectively,

the

Paul

late

Duck

!

Albrecht to declare that
tarsal bones are separate.

The

toes are reduced to three, with 3, 4, 5 phalanges

first

being

a

mere

styliform

anterior limbs are likewise very powerful, but are

vestige.

much

The

shorter;

hands are adapted for grasping, possibly for defence and
indiciited by the pollex, which, although short, iv,
transformed into a formidable spur-like weapon, firmly fixed at
a right angle to the other four fingers, the phalanges of which
number 3, 3, 3, 4 the second and third fingers were protected
the

offence, as

;

Ftg. 101.

'Sktl^ton of

Iguanodon

hernisnarteiisis.

x^.

(After Marsh.)

and stands somewhat
more thaneiglity
vertebrae, of which ten are cervical, eighteen thoracic and lumliar,
while five or six are fused into the sacrum.
The cervical vertebrae are opisthocoelous, and cairy short ribs, except the atlas,
which possesses two separate supra-dorsal pieces, which fill the
gap between it and the occiput.
Many specimens of /. hernissartensis, which is now completely
known, including even the hyoid l)ones, were discovered in 1878,
in the Belgian colliery of Bernissart, between Mons and Tournai,
close to the French frontier.
The bones were in a fault or crack,
filled with clay of Wealden age, about one thousand feet below
the Y^resent sea -level, and there about thirty Iguanodons, all
by hoof-like

apart.

nails, the fifth finger is feeble,

The whole vertebral column

consists of

ORTHOrODA
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Five of them are now
apparently adult, had become embedded.
mounted in one of the public galleries of the Brussels Museum,
of which these perfect monsters form one of the chief attractions.

Having proved

were claimed by

to be such a valuable find, they

the Government, on the ground that Iguanodons were not in-

cluded in the license of the Coal Mining Company.
that not
/.

only

I.

hernissarUnsis, but

mantelli, already

a

somewhat doubtful

;

same

place,

fact

the large form

makes the

specific

they are perhaps sexual.

Wyoming,

Claosaurus of the uppermost Cretaceous strata of
one of the latest of Dinosaurs.

is

It is nearly allied to Iffuanodon,

but has only three functional fingers, the
the pollex

The

few specimens of

known from England, where

likewise occurs, were found in the
differences

also

fifth

being absent, whilst

very short.

is

Hadrosaurus

s.

Diclonius of the same level as

tlie

preceding

genus in Xorth America, apparently also in the Middle and
Upper Chalk of England and Belgium, has a most peculiar
bill, the premaxilla and the predental bone being
and quite toothless.
The teeth in the upper and lower
jaws are numerous and small, and whilst one set of teeth is
being ground down, the several successional series are already
functional.
H. mirahilis has in all about 2000 teeth; the total
length of the skeleton is 38 feet, of which nearly 4 feet are
taken up by the skull in other respects this genus is allied to

spoon-shaped

spatulate

;

Iguanodon.
Ornithomimv.s, of the Upper Cretaceous of Colorado,

is

known

and hind-limbs.
The fore-limbs are short,
with three fingers.
The hind-limbs are very long and strikingly
bird-like.
The metatarsals, of which only the second, third, and
only from

its

fore-

much elongated the proximal half of
pushed back between the second and fourth, and
imperfectly fused with them, exactly as in young birds.
The
astragalus has a long ascending process, and is fused with the
fourth are developed, are
the third

tibia.

The

calcaneum

;

is

fibula is very slender, distally
is

represented

by a

phalanges end in pointed claws.

tiny
0.

much

nodule

;

reduced
the

60 cm. or 2

feet

long.

Until

the

grandis must have reached

a considerable size, to judge from its middle metatarsal,
is

;

terminal

more

is

known

which

of these

extraordinary creatures, nothing definite can be said about their
afiinities.

They may perhaps belong

to the Theropoda.
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CERATOPSIA.

Order IV.

Pubic hones simple, forming a symj)hi/sis, lyost-puhic hra7iches being
absent.
The mandible carries a toothless " pre-dental " and the
fused premaxillaries carry a similar, toothless," rostral " bone.

and lower jaws are alveolar, and
The fore-limbs are little shorter than the hindFemur
limbs pentadactyle and plantigrade, with broad hoofs.
The skull is
Limb-bones solid.
without a fourth trochanter.
large, and remarkable for a pair of long frontal bony cores, which

The

teeth

have two

of the upper

roots.

;

probably carried large, pointed horns

;

the parietal bones form a

huge, horizontally broadened out crest, which extends backwards

Fig. 102.

over

the

neck.

Skeleton oi Tricemiops 2}rorsus.

Upon

this

cranial

x

yV

(After Marsh.)

neck-shield

follow

small

These miraculous creatures flourished during
Some,
the Cretaceous epoch in Europe and in North America.
for instance, the American Triceratops Jlabellatus, reached a huge

dermal bony

size,

its

plates.

skull

alone

measuring more than

while that of T. prorsus

is,

5

feet

in

length,

including the neck-shield, about 7

back of which
Other genera
more than 20 feet.
seem to have a well-developed dermal armour, e.g. Nodosanrus
of the Middle Cretaceous period of Wyoming.
Tlie Ceratopsia combine characters of the Sauropoda and of
in their pelvis they agree with the
the Stegosaurian Orthopoda
former, in the development of dermal armour and a predental
bone they agree with the latter, while they differ from either by
feet long.

The

total length of this monster, the

stands about 8 feet high,

is

;

the possession of a rostral element.

CERATOPSIA

Sub-Cla ss
If

we had

tailed

diagnosis

with fixed quadrate

reptiles,

implanted

with the recent Crocodilia the follow-

sufficient

all

in

and

alveolae
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7 T.

to deal only

be an

ing would

CROCODILIA

restricted

Four

:

with

hones,

up)per

the

to

footed, long-

teeth

separately

and

lotver

jaivs.

To

define Crocodilia in general

we have

various extinct groups
Tlie vertebrae are solid

a distinct

Fig.

:

and

to distinguish

them from

to resort to additional characters.

the ribs of

tlie

capitulum and tuberculum

neck and thorax possess

there

;

is

a series of loose,

—

103.
2, Atlas aud axis of Mdriorhynchus, a
1, Atlas and axis of C/ocodilns.
Jurassic Crocodile, see p. 439.
3, Aualj^sis of the lirst two cei'vical vertebrae of a
Crocodile.
4, Diagram of the fundamental composition of a Eeptiliau or other
Az, Anterior zygapopliysis ; B.D,
Amniotic, typically gastrocentrous vertebra.
basidorsal
B. V. basiveutral ; Cj, C,, first and second centra, formed by the
interventralia
Cp^, Cp-, ai-ticnlar facets of the capitular portions of the first and
second ribs /. T', iuterventral
iVj, Nn, first and second neural arch, formed by
;

:

;

;

the basidorsalia

zygapophysis

;

{B.D

i?,,

R^

=

first centrum; Pz, posterior
in 4); Ocl, odontoid process
ribs ; Sp, detached spinous process of the first neural arch :

t<y, facets of the tubercular portions of the first and second ribs
1, 2, intercentra
=basiventralia ; - (in 3), second basiventral "complex or intercentrum, " continued
position
of the exit of
I, JI, III,

t\,

;

upwards as a meniscus or intervertebral pad
the first, second, and third spinal nerves.

compound abdominal
epicondylar foramen

ribs
;

the

;

the humerus

;

not bifurcated, and neither they

arch.

is

devoid

of

an eut-

bones are broadened out and

iliac

attached to two sacral vertebrae

united.

;

the pubic bones are simple,
nor the ischia are ventrally

The skull always has a strong, bony, quadrato-jugal
The possession of a longitudinal cloacal opening and of

I1
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CHAP.

———

]

i

an anterior or ventral single copulatory organ can of course be
asserted of recent forms only.

In spite of these many characters common to all Crocodilia,
very difficult to separate the latter from the Dinosauria, the
It
only absolute difference lying in the ventral pehdc bones.

it is

is

therefore most suwcrestive that the fore-limbs of the IMesozoic

Crocodilia are

so

much

limbs, a discrepancy which

is

not lessened before

The Mesozoic Crocodilia were almost

epoch.

,

.

I

shorter and weaker than their

the

hind-

|

Tertiary

j

entirely marine

'

(indicated already by such
and Mystriosmcrus) must have been

the strongly-developed ankle-joint
early forms

as Aetosaurus

'

;

inherited from some terrestrial group with digitigrade tendencies

and shortened hind-limbs. All this points to some Theropodous
Dinosaurian stock of which the Crocodilia may well form an
Loss of the pubic and
aquatic, further - developed branch.
So
ischiadic ventral symphysis is not a serious modification.
far as modern reptiles are concerned only the Chelonia and
Sphenodon are related to the Crocodilia, whilst Monitors and
We divide them
other lizards resemble them only superficially.
into three Orders.

i

]

\

'

:

L

Order

I.

PSEUDOSUCHIA.

The few members of this peculiar group of reptiles are all
to the Keuper or variegated marls, although they
seem to have had a wide distribution, some having been foun.l
They perhaps form ai;.
in Germany, others in Xew Mexico.
early side-branch of the generalised Crocodilian stock, which died
restricted

out with the Jurassic age.

The

skull

is

:

.

|

distinctly short

The premaxil-

and pointed.

**

very small and are dorsally separated from each other
by the large nasals, which also keep the maxillae widely asunder.
The nostrils are latero-terminal, bordered chiefly by the nasals,
Tlie orbit
below by the premaxillae and part of the maxillae.
is bordered below Ity the strong jugals, in front by the prefrontal, ^
above by a supra-orbital and a small postfrontal, behind by a
•postorbital, which, firmly connected with the jugal and squamosal,
laries are

.

i

,

shuts

off

temporal

a

supratemporal

fossa,

and

the maxillary bones.

a

large

The

foramen.
hole

There

enclosed

is

also

a

lateral

by the lacrymal

teeth are restricted

to

a)id

the anterior

J

PARASUCHIA
half of the jaws.

The neck, back, and
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tail

are covered

by two

smaller
rows of large and broad, closely-jointed bony plates
The vertebrae
plates protect the sides and the ventral surface.
;

unknown.

are still

Aetosaurus ferratus of the Upper Keuper near Stuttgart is
One of the greatest treasures of the Stuttgart
the best known.

Museum

a slab of sandstone, about 2 square yards in size, upon
huddled together twenty-four individuals of various
They
the largest measuring 86 cm. or 2 feet 10 inches.

which
sizes,

is

lie

and many of them are
most life-like attitudes, just as if a mass of sand had
upon them and crushed them down, and as if they were

are in a beautiful state of preservation,
in the
fallen

struggling to get out.

Erpetosuchvs and Ornitliosuchv.s of the Elgin sandstone seem
to

be allied forms.

Order

As the name
They

are, like

II.

PARASUCHIA.

implies, a collateral branch of the true Crocodilia.

the Pseudosuchia, restricted to the Keuper forma-

The vertebrae are mostly biconcave, sometimes with
The premaxillae
very long and powerful.
The nostrils lie far back, rather

tion.

nearly plain, scarcely concave, central joints.
are

near the orbits, on the top of the snout, within the anterior half

The latter are
and are divided by a backwardly directed process of the vomer, which is plainly visible on
the roof of the mouth.
The palatines and pterygoids leave a
wide median space between them.
The pterygoids are narrow
and have three processes, the antero-lateral of which joins the
palatines and the maxillary bones (there being no separate
ectopterygoid), the inner joins the basi-occipital, and the posteroof each

nasal and almost above the choanae.

situated in front of the palatine bones

lateral the quadrate.

The

is surrounded by the frontal, prefrontal, lacrymal,
and postfrontal, while the strong jugal is excluded.
The temporal region shows a lateral and a dorsal foramen
the latter opens backwards and above the occiput, being bordered
in front by the parietal, laterally by the squamoso-occipital

orbit

postorbital

bridge.

The vertebrae are
VOL. VIII

amphicoelous.

The

first

and

second

2 F
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CHAP.

the cervicals and first thoracies
vertebrae are devoid of ribs
processes for the attachtubercular
and
carry separate capitular
rest of the trunk are
the
of
ribs
the
ment of the ribs, while
as in the modern
diapophyses,
long
the
carried entirely by
;

Crocodiles.

The dermal armour

consists of

two rows of broad,

plates.
dorsal, and several rows of smaller, lateral, bony
several species
with
genus,
best-known
far
the
Belodon is by
which reached
of
some
America,
North
and
in South Germany
closely allied
The
armour.
ventral
without
a length of 10 feet,

of the Elgin sandstone in Scotland had dorsal
Other genera in the Triassic formations of
armour.
and ventral
America.
India and Xorth

Staqonolepis

Order

III.

EUSUCHIA.

The premaxillae are short
lie behind the palachoanae
The
and always enclose the
They occur
pterygoids.
the
within
even
tines, in recent forms
time.
present
the
to
period
Jurassic
Lower
from the Liassic or
unknown.
still
are
Eusuchia
the
of
ancestors
The direct
They cannot have been developed from the Pseudosuchia, nor do
we know intermediate stages which connect them with the
Crocodilia in the stricter sense.
nostrils.

The

Parasuchia.

nostrils,

in front

of

the

situated
nasals,

within the premaxillaries,
these sometimes

although

always lie
extend forwards and form a bony internasal septum fusing with
The choanae, instead of opening
the usual cartilaginous septum.
immediately behind the vomer, are carried

far back,

owing

to the

In^the Jurassic Crocodiles
formation of a secondary bony palate.
palatine bones in the
the
of
meeting
the
by
formed
this roof is

and the choanae open immediately behind.
onwards this roofing is continued l»y the
times
From Cretaceous
form a median suture and the united
likewise
which
pterygoids,
not, be divided by a thin bony
may
or
choanae (which may,

medio-ventral

line,

;

septum) are pushed towards the posterior end of the pterygoids.
Since the Jurassic times there exists also a tendency to enclose the
Eustachian passages (the remnants of the first gill-clefts) by bone.
In the earlier members they were still wide slits or open grooves

on the ventral side of the basi-occipital bone. Since the Cretaceous
epoch they have been transformed into bony canals and open
through one median hole, situated between the basi-occipital and the
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basisphenoid, immediately behind the posterior symphysis of the

which latter almost completely
The vomer is not visible (except in Caiman
niger), being covered by the ventral junction of the palatines
The broad, lateral wings of the pterygoids
and maxillaries.
are connected by separate bones, the ectopterygoids = transpalatines — transverse bones, with the maxillaries, and in recent
Thus an extensive, very firm bony
forms also with the jugals.
palate is produced; and the- large palatal foramina, between the
palatines, maxillaries, ectopterygoids and pterygoids, are closed
by the same dense mucous membrane which cover the whole
dorsal portion of the pterygoids,

cover the basisphenoid.

roof of the mouth.

The opisthotic and epi-otic bones fuse early with the lateral
and with the supra-occipital bones only the pro-otic remains
;

longer as a separate element, perforated
hole for the exit

The basisphenoid is scarcely
The presphenoid

pterygoids.

Tipwards

into

anteriorly

by a large

of the third branch of the trigeminal nerve.

the

usually

visible,
is

large,

being

covered

by

the

continued forwards and

cartilaginous

interorbital

septum.

Xear the anterior and upper margin of the presphenoid is a
large notch on either side for the passage of the optic nerve, the
three eye-muscle nerves ajid the first branch of the trigeminal
nerve.
There are no separate orbito-sphenoids, their place being
taken by membrane or cartilage in continuation with the interorbital septum, but the alisphenoids are large, abutting upwards
against the

frontals.

Each prefrontal sends down

a vertical

process which joins the palatine of its side.

There are two
The configuration of the snout varies much.
of development since the Jurassic epoch, namely,
long-snouted creatures, of which two still survive as Gavialis and
Tomistoma, and more broad and short-snouted members like tlie
rest of the Crocodiles and Alligators.
In opposition to the
Parasuchia the elongation of the snout is effected by the
maxillaries.
The length of the nasals varies much, mostly in
conformity with that of the maxillaries.
As a rule they reach
the premaxillaries but not always the nasal groove.
In Gavialis
they are short, far separated from the premaxillaries by the
The orbit is
maxillaries, which meet in the dorso-median line.
bordered by the frontals, which at an early age fuse into an unpaired piece, and by the prefrontal, lacrymal, jugal, and postfrontal.

parallel lines
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At

a dee]ier level

tlie

orbit

is

partly divided from the lateral tem-

poral fossa by a strong column which

is

formed by the meeting of

a downward process of the postfrontal with an inner process of the
jugal,
p.

and an ascending process of the ectopterygoid

458).

the skull.

(ff. Fig. 108,
This arrangement adds considerably to the strength of

The

temporal fossa is bordered in front by
below by the jugal and the quadrato-

lateral

the column just described

;

which is firmly wedged in between the jugal and quadrate
behind by the quadrate above by the postfrontal, which forms a
strong superficial bridge with the squamosal.
This rests upon
and often fuses with the quadrate and an intervening transverse

jugal,

;

;

wing-like

extension

of

the

lateral

occipital

By

bone.

this

squamoso-postfrontal bridge part of the original temporal fossa
is

divided into the lateral one just descrilied, and a dorsal

The

latter is bordered

by the

postfrontal, squamosal,

fossa.

and united

This dorsal temporal fossa is consequently not
homologous with that of the Parasuchia, a vestige of which is
however present in many, especially in young skidls of Crocodiles,
in the shape of a narrow passage which extends backwards from
the dorsal fossa, bridged over by the junction of the parietal with
the squamosal, and bordered below by the' occipitals.
The size of the upper temporal fossae stands in an inverse
ratio to that of the lateral fossae.
In the older Eusuchia the
Tlie temporo-mandibular
upper were the larger of the two.
muscle which lifts or shuts the lower jaw arises from the walls
of the upper fossa, passes beneath the jugal arch, and is inserted
into the supra-angular portion of the lower jaw.
In the more
recent Crocodiles this muscle is more and more superseded by
the pterygo-mandibular muscle, which, arising chiefly from the

parietals.

dorsal surface of the

much

broadened-out pterygoid bone,

fills

the widened space beween the latter and the quadrate, and

is

inserted into the outer surface of the os angulare of the lower

jaw.

This muscle, owing to

its

general disposition,

much more powerful development and
maxillary muscle, which

latter,

dorsal fossae to be more and

is

capable of

leverage than the temporo-

being more reduced, allows the

more

closed

up

l)y

the surrounding

bones.

The fossae are still comparatively large in the long-snouted
genera Gavialis and Tomistoma, which live entirely upon fish and
scarcely chew their food, whilst these holes almost completely
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disappear in some of the Alligators, namely in the broad- and
short-snouted members, which, having a varied diet, taken from

every

available

group

of

the

animal

kingdom,

chew

their

prey.

The quadrate extends obliquely backwards, and is immovably
wedged in and partly fused with the quadrato-jugal, the
squamosal, and the lateral occipital wings.
Between the latter
and the quadrate remains a slit-like canal, well visible from
behind, through which passes- the continuation into the mandible
of the columellar or

ossicular chain of the auditory apparatus.
Intricate passages, used as additional enlargements of the space
of
the middle ear, pervade the proximal portions of the quadrate

and the roof of the cranium beneath the parietal bridges
mentioned above, the two sides communicating with each other.
Tlie supra-occipital bone is visible from behind
its top is covered
and partly fused with a continuation of the parietals, which
;

are,

the

like

fused into an unpaired mass.
The
formed entirely by the basi-occipital bone, so
far as the articulating facet is concerned, but it is supported
on
either side by a lamella from the lateral occipitals.
The two halves of the lower jaw form a symphysis of very
frontals,

occipital condyle is

variable length.

Each half

is

composed of

six bones.

articulare, perforated in its upper, posterior, inner corner
for the reception of the siphonium, a narrow tube of
tissue,

which connects the

(1) The
by a canal

connective

middle ear with the large
empty space enclosed within the lower jaw (2) the angulare
(3) the deutary, which alone carries the teeth
(4) the splenial,
a long splint-like bone on the surface of the inner or
median side
cavities of the

;

;

of the jaw, of variable length;
(5) the operculare, the counterpart of the splenial on the outer side;
(6) the supra-angulare,
which forms the dorsal l)order of the lower jaw between the

deutary and the angulare.

The

which are more or less conical or compressed
deeply implanted in separate sockets.
They are
often shed throughout life, the successors lying
on the median
teeth,

laterally,

side,

are

and with their caps partly

of the teeth to be expelled.

maxilla

is

fitting into the wide,

The number of

open roots

teeth in the pre-

universally five on either side in recent forms, but in a
e.g. Crocodilus niloticiis and C. jyorosus, tlie second pair

few species,
is lost

with maturity and

is

not replaced.

In the broad-snouted
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kinds, especially in the Alligators, most of the upper teeth overlap
In most species of Crocodilus
laterally those of the lower jaw.

1

j

the overlapping

is less

marked and the teeth partly

interlock, but

the fourth mandibular tooth, generally the strongest and longest,
lateral notch at the junction of the preis received into a
Frequently those of the longer lower
maxillary.
and
maxillary
teeth which

fit

pits into holes

into pits of the upper jaw, gradually transform the
by continued pressure upon the bone, and in old

specimens the tip of the lower tooth may even perforate and
stand out above the skin of the snout.
The vertebrae are solid, but remnants of the notochord perThese are still
sist for a long time in the middle of the centra.
amphicoelous in the Jurassic Eusuchia, and there were probably
considerable intervertebral portions of the notochord.
Lower Chalk onwards the vertebrae are procoelous,

exception of
either end, so

From

first

caudal

throughout

column,

the verteljral

J

.1

'|

j

with the

unless

they

1

i

|

are

most instructive
to follow the attachment of the ribs in one and the same
The position of the capitulum, vertically below the
individual.
tuberculum in the neck, changes in the thorax into one in which
the capitulum lies anterior to the tuberculum and in the same
Moreover, whilst on the cervical
horizontal plane with it.
vertebrae the capitulum is carried by the centrum (enclosing

abolished by fusion of adjoining vertebrae.

j

It is

tuberculum a typical transverse canal for the vertebral
further back it moves its point of attachment upwards, lying right upon the neuro-central suture on the tenth and
From the twelfth vertebra backwards both
eleventh vertebrae.

with

!

I

vertebra,

is

regularly

\

which has a knob at
that naturally the posterior of the two sacral vertethe

opisthocoelous.

is

caudal

|

the

This peculiar formation of the first
probably correlated with the flexibility of the tail.
Cartilaginous intercentral rings, pads or menisci, occur

brae

1

j

'

^

-j

tlie

artery,

etc.),

capitulmu and tuberculum are carried
or diapophysis of the neural

arch.

liy

The

the transverse process
ril)s

'

^

of the five or six

The ribs of the
lumbar vertel^rae are merely vestigial or absent.
two sacral vertebrae are very stout, fusing in the adult with both
Some of the anterior caudal vertebrae
centrum and neural arch.
long
also carry ribs, attached across the neuro-central suture
before maturity they fuse with their vertebrae, and then look like
Most of the caudal vertebrae carry also a
transverse processes.

;

;

j
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and these are continuous with the

inter-

central rings of cartilage.

The

atlas

and the epistropheus

supreme interest.
which these two

or axis are of

Crocodiles are, in fact, the only animals

in

vertebrae retain all their constituent hard parts in an almost un-

disturbed primitive condition (Fig. 103,
the atlas-ring, the

of long ribs attached

1-4).

by

many

the last remnant of the tubercular portion.

still

complete

in

Jurassic

rhyncli us (Fig. 103,2, t^).

A

their capitular portions.

near the dorsal edge of the rib occurs in
is

The basal piece of

basiventral or intercentrum, carries a pair

first

The

instance

Crocodiles, for

small knob

specimens, and

The first centrum joins that

latter

in

was

Metrio-

of the second

vertebra as its so-called odontoid process, not directly, however,

but by the intercalation of the complete second basiventral, represented by a cartilaginous disc, and by a large unpaired pyramidal
piece (Fig. 103,

3,^).

This, serially homologous with the ventral

half of the atlas -ring,

is

the second basiventral intercentrum,

wedged in from below between the odontoid- process and the
Moreover, it cairies
second centrum, with which it soon fuses.
the capitulum of the second rib (2, C^r), the tuberculum of which
is articulated with a facet of the second neural arch in Jurassic
Eusuchia {t.^. In recent Crocodiles this tubercular portion is much
reduced, and, curiously enough, is attached to a knob which
belongs to the odontoid piece or

first

centrum.

explains the apparently anomalous condition

that

This shifting
"

the atlas of

the Crocodiles carries two pairs of ribs, the second vertebra none."

To complete the account of the atlas we have to mention the
separate unpaired piece which lies upon the two neural arches.
It is the detached neural spine, and not the remnant of a
"

pro-atlas."

The

and second ribs {R^ and B.^, at least in the recent
Those of the next
and are quite movable.
five cervical vertebrae are firmly fixed, short, and adze-shaped.
The eighth and ninth are again long, and make the transition to
the thoracic ribs, which are mostly eight in number, some with
first

forms, are very long

Then follow several shorter or floating ribs,
The next following three presacral
vertebrae carry no ribs.
The two sacral and the caudal ribs
uncinate processes.

mostly two or three pairs.

have already been mentioned.

As

a rule the vertebral

column of recent

Crocodiles, Alligators,
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and

Gavials

is

composed

of

twenty -six precaudal vertebrae

(namely, nine cervical, fifteen thoracic and lumbar, two

and about thirty-four

to forty or

more caudal

vidual variations, including lop-sided attachment
bones, are

sacral),

vertebrae.
of

Indi-

the

iliac

by no means uncommon.

It consists of an anterior
Tlie sternum remains cartilaginous.
rhomboid portion, which carries the coracoids and two pairs of
ribs, and a posterior longer and narrower portion formed by the
Posteriorly
median fusion of the next following five or six ribs.
the sternum bifurcates, each half carrying two or three ribs, of
which the last sometimes loses its proximal connexion, and thus
Yentrally, upon the anterior
appears as a xiphisternal process.
part of the sternum lies the longitudinal, originally paired,
The shoulder -girdle consists of the coracoids and
episternum.
the scapulae, w^hich fuse with each other into one bony piece
on each side.
A pre-coracoid is indicated in fossil forms by a

notch in the coracoid.

The space between the posterior end of the sternum and the
is occupied by the so-called abdominal sternum, composed of seven pairs of ossifications, resting upon the ventral side
of the rectus abdominis muscle.
Each pair consists of two closely
apposed pieces, while the right and left remain separate in the
median line.
The last pair is much stronger than the rest, is more
deeply iml)edded in the rectus muscle, and is loosely connected
with the anterior margin of the two " pubic " bones.
The limbs are built upon the typical terrestrial pentadactyle
type,, but were in tlie Jurassic species undoubtedly more adapted
to swimming locomotion.
The fore-limbs were conspicuously
shorter and smaller than tlie hind-limbs, and it is only since
pubic bones

has decreased to a great
remain separate.
The proximal
row of carpal bones consists now of the ulnare and radiale,
both strong and distinctly elongated.
On the outer side, between ulna and ulnare, lies a pisiform bone.
Upon the
Tertiary

extent.

times

that

the

Ulna

and

radius

difference

a compound bone, often imperfectly ossified
median side, and consisting of the first distal
carpal, the centrale, and the intermedium.
The third, fourth,
The second distal
and fifth carpals are fused into one mass.
carpal remains separate.
All five fingers are present and well
radiale

follows

towards the

developed.

Tlie

numljer of phalanges of the pollex

is

two, of
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the others three, four, four
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and three

respectively.

During the

embryonic development the number of phalanges of the fourth
and fifth finger increases temporarily, to as many as seven on the
Before the young
fourth, to five or six on the fifth finger.
animal is liatched the numbers are reduced again, chiefly by
This hyperphalaugeal condition,
fusion of adjoining phalanges.
typical of Plesiosauri, Ichthyosauri,

Cetacea, and several other

al)Solutely aquatic animals, naturally suggests the descent of the

present Crocodiles from more essentially aquatic ancestors, but
hitherto no trace of supernumerary phalanges has been found in

any Jurassic Eusuchia, nor in the Parasuchia and Pseudosuchia.
It
The composition of the pelvis is difficult to understand.
consists in the adult stage of three separate bones, of which two
The broad
only partake in the formation of the acetabidum.
the posterior and stronger artiilium sends out two processes
culates with the ischium, which sends out a short and stout
;

process towards the anterior

process of the ilium, enclosing a

This process contains a separate centre of ossification,

foramen.

possibly homologous with the true pubis, while each club-shaped
bone, loosely attached to

the

it

and directed forwards, generally

called

pubis of the Crocodiles, would tlien be equivalent to
"

Neither the

epipubis.

pubes

"

an

nor the ischia form a ventral

median symphysis.
Tibia
The femur is devoid of a prominent inner trochanter.
and fibula are of almost equal strength. The tarsal elements are,
The fibulare is
in the adult, reduced by fusion to five bones.
transformed into a typically projecting, heel-shaped calcaneum,
while the intermedium is fused with the tibiale into a broad
astragalus.

The

first,

second, .and third distal tarsalia are

much

reduced towards the inner side, and form one wedge-shaped, partly

The fourth tarsale lies between the fibulare
and the fourth metatarsal, while the fifth tarsale is hook-shaped
and loosely attached to the outer side of the fourth.
It has lost
its metatarsal and the rest of the fifth finger.
Embryos are
hyperphalaugeal, the fourth toe developing six phalanges, and
cartilaginous mass.

there are traces of the

fifth

reduced to

on the

2, 3, 4, 4,

toe.

The numbers are ultimately
The fourth toe remains

five toes.

without a claw.
Skin.

—The

in pieces

;

epidermal horny layer

the wear and tear

is

is

not shed periodically nor

made good

imperceptibly.

Tlie
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CHAP.

which cover the whole body, have a hard, horny, wateris soft.
Each scale of
the sides, belly, and tail, and especially those of the lower jaw,
shows a little dot or pit.
At this spot the epidermis is not
cornified or thickened, and a nerve with sensory corpuscles ends
beneath the bottom of the pit.
Sometimes these pits are filled
with debris of cells, and on the lower jaw, especially on the chin,
scales,

proof covering, but between them the skin

these organs, instead of forming pits, are raised into little wartlike prominences.

The

scutes

or

dermal

portions

of

the scales

consist

of

and are more or

less

extensively ossified, thus forming a proper dermal armour.

In

tliickened,

cutaneous connective

tissue,

most recent Crocodilia the armour is restricted to the back,
with occasional osseous plates on the throat, as in Osteolaemus
regular although thin ossifications in the ventral scutes occur in
the Caimans only.
The Crocodile and Alligator skins of commerce consist entirely of the tanned cutis, minus the epidermis
and the horny coverings of the scutes.
In some fossil genera
the ventral armour was extensively developed, especially in
Teleosaurus, in some genera to the exclusion of dorsal ossifications.
The armour of the recent forms consists, so far as the large scutes
are concerned, of a considerable number of scutes, which are
arranged in transverse rows, each row corresponding with one
skeletal segment of the trunk proper.
Mostly there is a detached
cluster of scutes on the back of the neck.
On the trunk some of
the scutes are larger and more crested than others, and form in
their totality a variable number of longitudinal rows.
The
median pair is generally the most conspicuous on the back.
Some of the more lateral rows of keeled scutes converge more and
more towards the tail, the inner rows drop out imperceptibly, and
two lateral rows combine on the middle of the tail into an unpaired series of vertical Ijlades.
These are no longer bony, but
show more strongly developed horny sheaths they are very
flexible, and transform the tail into an effective propelling organ.
Most of the larger scutes and the upper surface of the bones
of the skull have a peculiar gnawed-out, almost honeycoml)ed
appearance, as is usual wherever most of the cutis itself is transformed into bone or co-ossifies with underlying bone, while the
uppermost layers and the Iniriiy layer of the epidermis are much
reduced and thinned out.
;
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All the recent Crocodilia possess two pairs of skin-glands, both

One

secreting musk.

pair

is

situated on the throat, on the inner

The opening
below (see the figure of Crocodilv.s
niloticus, p. 461), is slit-like, and leads into a pocket, which in
the bag is filled with
large specimens is of the size of a walnut
a smeary pale brownish substance, a concentrated essence of musk,
much prized by natives. The secretion is most active during
and

side of the right

left

half of the lower jaw.

of the gland, visible from

;

My young
them inside out, like the
The
finger of a glove, when they were taken up and held by force.
other pair lies .within the lips of the cloacal slit, and is not visible
The use of these strongly scented organs,
from the outside.
The
which are possessed by both sexes, is obviously hedonic.
sexes are probably able to follow and find each other, thanks to
the rutting time,

when

the glands are partly everted.

Crocodiles and Alligators often turned

the streak of scented water left behind each individual.

The tongue

is

surface, so that it

fiat

and

thick, attached

by

its

can be elevated but not protruded.

whole underIt fills the

two halves of the lower jaw Ijehind
their symphysis.
The dorsal surface shows numerous irregular
polygonal fields, in the middle of most of which opens the duct of
a large mucous gland.
Tactile and gustatory corpuscles are
scattered over the surface in the shape of tiny wartlike elevations.
The hinder margin of the tongue is raised into a transverse fold,
which, by meeting a similar fold from the palate, the velum
palatinum, can shut off the mouth completely from the deep and
whole space between the

wide cavity of the throat, which leads of course into the gullet.
Dorsally the choanae open into this cavity

;

and

since the narial

passages are transformed into long tulies, completely surrounded

by bone, Crocodiles can lie submerged in the water, with only the
nostrils exposed and with the mouth open, and breathe without
water entering the wundpipe.
The opening of the latter, the
glottis, is a

longitudinal

slit,

protected

opened and closed by muscles.

There

by the laryngeal cartilages,
a pair of membranous

is also

Yentrally
within the glottis, which serve as vocal cords.
below the larynx lies the cartilaginous, broad, shield-.shaped hyoid;
on the sides are attached the short hyoid horns.
The trachea is
folds

more complete cartilaginous rings,
and divides into two short bronchi, likewise protected by complete
rings.
The trachea is depressed its transverse diameter decreases

long, consists of about sixty or

;

1
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The lungs have attained a high
is an oval sac, and is transformed
into a complicated system of tubes, at the end of which are the
countless honeycomb-like respiratory cells, the whole lung being
The main bronchus is continued straight down to the
spongy.
posterior end of the lung, and sends otf during its course regular
The
secondary bronchi, and these send off tertiary bronchi.
off
like
rows
coming
whole arrangement is very regular, the tubes
Each lung hangs freely in the thoracic cavity.
of organ-pipes.
Besides its ventral attachment by its arteries, veins, and the
bronclms, it is connected by loose tissue with the liver and the
Each half of the thoracic cavity is partitioned
pericardial septum.
abdominal
cavity by a strong transverse mesenteric
off from the
lamella.
The partition between the lungs and the stomach is at
from the

glottis backwards.

degree of efficiency.

first

simple,

it

Each lung

the anterior
then divides, to enclose the liver
and lung to the inner surface of

stomach.

;

the posterior lamella between the liver and the

^

surface of the liver, and are
the peculiar " diaphragmatic "

,

',

Both meet on the ventral

continued into or attached
muscle.

]

;

partition passing between liver

the sternum

j

\

This

is

;

\

covered by the internal rectus muscle of the

abdomen, arising from the
pubic bones

to

it is

last

pair of abdominal ribs near the

innervated by a branch of the last precrural

and extends as a broad but thin muscular sheath (always
within and unconnected with the abdominal wall) to the ventral
thence it is continued as an
posterior vein of the liver
aponeurosis, together with the peritoneal lamella mentioned

nerve,

;

above, to the inner surface of the sternum.

Contraction of this

\

i

muscle indirectly widens the pulmonary cavity, and
It acts consequently like the
thereby directly aids inspiration.
diapliragm or midriff of Mammals, although it is morphologically

singular

an entirely ditfcrent muscle.
The stomach is smaller than one might expect from the fact
that large Crocodiles can eat up nearly a whole man but a great
deal of their prey is stowed away preliminarily in the wide gullet
;

until the rapid, powerful digestion, wiiich dissolves every bone,

makes room in the stomach. This consists of a wide, somewhat gloltular gizzard, rather muscular, with a pair of tendinous
centres like those of birds, and a much smaller pyloric, globular,
It leads into the duodenum,
more glandular compartment.
and receives at its end the
is
coiled
up
into
a
double
loop,
which

]

I

j

^
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The small intestine is narrow,
hepatic and pancreatic ducts.
and is stowed away in a few irregular coils the rectum is wide
a caecum is absent.
The coprodaeum and urodaeum, cf.
The cloaca is peculiar.
p. 498, are confluent, and form a wide, oval bag, closed in front
and behind by strong sphincters, and it acts normally as a urinary
In the dorsal wall open the two ureters a little
receptacle.
towards the sides, and ventrally, open the two oviducts, on the
Then follows a
right and left, near the base of the clitoris.
transverse, soft, muscular fold, which shuts off this cavity from
In the latter is
the proctodaeum or outermost chamber.
;

;

;

stowed away the rather large copulatory organ.
It arises out of
the medio-ventral wall of the cloaca, and has a deep, longitudinal groove on its morphologically dorsal side for the' conduction

of

the

sperma, the vasa deferentia opening near its
either side of the root of this organ, in both

basal end.

On

sexes

opens a peritoneal

alike,

cloaca forms a longitudinal slit

the openings of the

are

;

within

it,

dorso-laterally, are

two anal musk-glands.

The kidneys are much
the ovaries

wide enough in large
The outer opening of the

canal,

specimens to pass a goose-quill.

much

lobed.

The

elongated and

and oval
and the eggs con-

testes are long
flat

;

therein in great numbers are extremely small, except
which ripen during the time of propagation.
The vascular system has attained the highest state of
development of all reptiles.
The heart is practically quadrilocular, the partition between the right and left ventricle being
complete but there is still a small communication, the foramenPanizzae, which lies in the middle of the wall common to both
aortae, where they leave their respective ventricles.
The left
tained
those

;

aortic

arch conveys

all

the arterialised blood out of the

left

The right
and supplies head, neck, trunk, and tail.
aortic arch, coming from the right ventricle, supplies venous
blood, mixed with what little arterial blood it receives through
the foramen Panizzae, to most of the viscera.
On a level with

ventricle,

the

stomach both descending aortic arches are

with each other
right, the

;

left

connected

still

aorta supplies most of the gut

;

the

trunk and the kidneys.

The outer ear
lateral

the

lies

in

a recess, dorsally overhung by the

edge of the bony squamoso-postfrontal bridge

;

and

this
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carries a tiap of skin, provided with

The tympanic membrane

tightly.

the recess

;

shining through

it is

is

muscles, to close the ear
visible

at the

bottom of

part of that cartilage which

is

homologous with the malleus of the auditory ossicular chain
the outward extension of the latter on its way to the mandible,
behind the joint, passes as a partly cartilaginous string through
the slit-like hole which is visible at the back of the skull,
between the quadrate and the latero-occipital wiug.
The eyes have, besides the lower and upper lid, a third, the
nictitating membrane, which can be drawn over the front of the
eyeball.
In the upper lid lies a cup -shaped bony plate of
The iris
The pupil contracts into a vertical slit.
variable size.
;

is

greenish.

<^
;

CROCODILES.
Fig. 104.

IHIIHIalLICATORS.

— Map to illustrate the present distribution of Crocodilia.

The recent geogpraphical distribution of the various kinds of
lo.ses it.s mystery when we recollect that dm-ing the
Tertiary period Alligators, Crocodiles, and long-snouted Gavials
The solitary species of Alligator in China is
existed in Europe.
Crocodilia

the last living reminder of their former Periarctic distribution.

The group, taken

as

a whole,

is

otherwise

now

intertropical,

Crocodiles alone inhabiting the Palaeo-tropical region, together

with

long -snouted

forms

in

the Oriental

sub -region, while

Alligators and Caimans, with a few Crocodiles, live in America.

They

much damage by their preBut the
and sulky in temper.
While Crocodifferent countries.

are all rapacious, doing

datory habits, and are

fierce

danger to man differs much in
diles are dreaded in some lociilities, they are in others considered
almost harmless, and men swim through the haunted waters
It seems as if certain old and wily indiviwitliout hesitation.
duals turn into man-eaters, just like tigers and lions.

DISTRIBUTION

X

Their

home

is

HABITS
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the water, in which they pass the night, their

The 'prej is either patiently watched or
Water-birds are seized by the
and nothing falls amiss.
which rises imperceptibly from below.
Some species are
hunting.

time of
stalked,
beast,

said to

make

use of their powerful tails for hitting the victim

The strength of their jaws
and even jerking it into the mouth.
is enormous, and they do not let go what they have seized, unless,
in the case of a man, he has the presence of mind and the
opportunity to dig his fingers into the monster's eyes whilst
being dragged down.

In the morning they crawl on to sandbanks, or on to logs

which they

in order to bask, mostly
on the slightest alarm they can plunge
For this reason they frequently make a half
into the water.
circle before they settle down to rest, with the heads turned
There they bask all day long, apparently
towards the river.
But their sense of
fast asleep, often with gaping mouths.
hearing and of sight is sharp, and they learn from experience,
Commercially the
old individuals being by far the most wary.
of wood,

closely resemble,

in such a position that

skins are

now

of considerable value.

The

flesh is white,

and

is

combination of fishy and musky
odour, which, although faint, is not to everybody's liking.
All the species have a '\'oice, a kind of loud, short bark or
The female lays
croak, heard at night and when angered.
tolerable eating but for the

several dozen or even" three score white, oval, hard-shelled eggs in

and some species
an elaborate kind of nest.
The mother watches it,
takes care of and fights for her offspring, numbers of which
fall an easy prey to large storks, fishes, and to the stronger
members of their own kind.
In the cooler countries they hibernate in the ground and in
hot countries, which are subject to drought, some kinds aestivate
in the hardened mud
When during a proor they migrate.
longed drought on the island of Marajo, at the mouth of the
Amazon, the swamps and lakes were dried up, the Alligators
migrated towards the nearest rivers, and many perished in the
attempt.
On one farm were found 8500 dead, and at the end
of Lake Arary more than 4000.
Such occurrences in bygone
times may perhaps explain the masses of bones found here and
the sand, well out of the reach of moisture

;

construct

:

;

there in a fossil state.
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The age to which Crocodiles can live is quite beyond calculaThey are capable of propagation long before they are
anything like half-grown, maybe at an age of little more than
then they continue to grow perhaps for more than
ten years
one hundred years, until they die.
It is customary to divide the Eusuchia, most of which are
extinct, into a longirostral and a brevirostral section. In the former
the snout is much elongated and narrow, and the nasal bones,
tion.

;

although they are sometimes very long, do not reach the nasal
groove.
The mandibular symphysis is very long, and is formed
not only by the dentary but also by the splenial bones.

In the
sometimes broad and
rounded off, and the nasal bones are supposed to reach the nasal
groove, or at least to approach it very nearly the mandibular symBut these distinctions
physis is formed by the dentaries only.
are quite arbitrary, and there exist all kinds of intermediate
For instance, in Goniopholis and Dijylocynodon, which
forms.
are both undoubtedly near allies of the recent Crocodiles and
Alligators, the nasal bones are considerably removed from the
nasal groove and in Crocodilus cataphractus they are separated
even from the premaxilla by the medio -dorsal suture of the
Again, in Goiiio]iholis the mandibular symphysis
maxillaries.
Both
is so long that it comprises part of the splenial bones.
typically long- and short-snouted forms occur already in the
brevirostral

the snout

section

sliorter,

is

;

;

Upper

Lower Jurassic age only long-snouted
The latter cannot easily be con-

Oolite, but in the

kinds seem to have existed.

nected with Bclodon, one of the Parasuchia, on accomit of the
position

of

the

premaxillaries
paired

nostrils

the mere shortening of the long
woidd not transfer its distinctly
To
to the anterior end of the premaxilla.

of

nostrils

;

Belodon

account for the position of the nasal groove in the Eusuchia,

we have

to

go back to a primitive condition, such as that of

the rseudosuehian Actosanrus, and this consideration shows that
the Parasuchia and Eusuchia are collateral branches.

The Eusuchia have l)een split into many families. Zittel,
them into ten, some of them on insufficient

for instance, divides

grounds, since there are too

many

intermediate forms

sometimes quite unexpected, modifications are
Several

of

still

;

and more,

being found.

the accepted families represent collateral

vergent lines of development.

There

is

or. con-

the same tendency to
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choanae further hack, owing to the formation of
roofing in of the mouth, to transform the

transfer the

a solid secondary

amphicoelous into procoelous vertebrae, to reduce the supratemporal foramina, and to obtain a better development of the dorsal
armour, whilst that on the ventral side is gradually reduced.
Lastly, there is a tendency towards a shortening and liroadening
of the snout, a condition which has reached

its

culmination in

the Alligators, while the Gavials are survivals of another branch.

The notches

some of the
Although
the recent Crocodilia cannot now, as has been pointed out by
Boulenger, be separated into different families, no valid diagnoses
being possible owing to the existence of Tomistoma, their phylogeny shows them to belong to at least two heterogeneous groups.
in the premaxilla, for the reception of

lower teeth, have also been acquired independently.

Key
I.

to the Genera of recent Crocodilia.

Snout very long and

slender.

a.

b.

Xasal bones long, in

at

formed by the sjjlenial bonea
Avidely separated from the premaxiljKirtly

.....

laries

II.

The niandilmlar symphysis extends

and is
Nasal bones very small, and

least to the fifteenth tooth,

Gavialis ganyeticus, p. 451.

coiatact Avith the premaxillaries.

Tomistoma scMecjeli, p. 453.
The mandibular symSnout not slender, but triangular or rounded off.
physis does not reach beyond the eighth tooth, and dues not reach the
splenial bones.
a.

Fourth mandibular tooth fitting into
1. Without a bony nasal septum

Fam.
marine.

Crocodilns, p. 454.

.

.

Nasal bones dividing the nasal groove.

Osteolaemus, p. 466.
Fourth mandibular tootb fitting into a pit in the upper jaw.
2.

b.

notch in the upper jaw.

a

1.

Without a bony nasal septum

2.

Nasal bones dividing the nasal groove

1.

.

.

.

Caiman,

p. 471.

Alligator, p. 466.

Teleosauridae, in the Lias and Oolite of Europe;
Nasals widely separated
very long and slender.

— Snout

Choanae at the posfrom the premaxillae by the maxillaries.
In front of the eye a small
terior end of the palatines.
sub-lacrynud foramen. Supratemporal foramina large. Vertebrae
amphicoelous.
Anterior limbs scarcely half as long as the
The dermal armour consists «f two rows of broad
posterior pair.
is protected by a shield of
which are connected with each other by
General appearTeeth numerous and rather slender.

scutes on the back, while the belly

numerous bony
sutures.

scutes,

ance like that of Gavials.
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I

Upper Oolite in England and
Xasals narrow and short.
Snout very slender.
The
under side is protected by a beautifully finished armour, consisting
of a square breast-shield of four rows of bony scutes, and a larger,
long, oval shield on the belly, with about six longitudinal and
seventeen transverse rows of scutes.
Mystriosaurus, of the Upper Lias in France and Germany,
reached a length of 15 feet, and is characterised by an additional
series of keeled but smaller caudal plates running parallel with
the middle pairs, which are neatly sutured together.
Fam. 2. Metriorhynchidae, in the Upper Oolite of Europe
Xasals broad posteriorly, sometimes extending with a
marine.
pointed wedge very near the premaxillae.
Without sub-lacrymal
Eyes with a ring of ossifications in the sclerotic.
foramina.
Dermal armour unknown.
Vertebrae and choanae like those
Metriorhynchus and Geosaurus.
of the previous family.
Fam. 3. Macrorhynchidae, in the freshwater deposits of the
Purbeck, "Wealden, and Greensand of Europe. Snout long and
Teleosaurus of the Middle and

France.

—

;

The

slender.

nasals

are

narrow, and so elongated that

they

Choanae
meet a similar long extension of the premaxillaries.
between the palatines and pterygoids.
Vertebrae amphicoelous.
Dermal armour consisting of two imbricating dorsal and eight
ventral rows,

Fam.

situated

are

coelous.

Pliolidosaurus of the English "Wealden.

e.g.

Gavialidae.

4.

— Snout long and

entirely within the

Members

of this family

make

The choanae

slender.

Vertebrae pro-

pterygoids.
their

first

appearance

marine deposits of the Upper Chalk of Europe and
North America
others are common in tertiary, marine, and
freshwater deposits, whilst only two genera and species occiir
in the littoral

;

now

in the Oriental sub-region.

Xew Jersey and France
and Belgium is intermediate between Gavialis and 'fomistoma.
The prefrontal bones are very small, while the lacrymals are
Thoracosaurns in the Upper Chalk of

The nasals themand reach the posterior likewise long and

very long and surround the nasals posteriorly.
selves are

slender,

narrow prolongations of the premaxillaries.

—

Gavialis.
The snout is extremely long
mandibular symphysis is so long that it

portion of the splenial bones,
the level of the last teeth

and

slender.

The

comprises a

great

and

and extends backwards almost to
The nasal
to the palatal foramina.
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bones are very short, and are separated from

tlie

premaxillaries

by the long suture of the maxillaries. About twenty-eight upper
and twenty-five lower teeth on each side.
G. gnngdieus, the

inhabiting

and Indus

chiefly

occurs

it

:

only recent species, is essentially Indian,
basins of the Ganges, Brahmaputra,

the

Mahanadi of Orissa and in
Arakan, but does not live in the
Irrawaddy, nor in the Narbada, Kistna,
In spite of its
and farther south.
great size, which reaches 20 feet or

also in the

it is harmless, and lives
upon fish hence its Hindustani name, gharial, meaning fish-eater,
of which the generic name is a corrup-

even more,
entirely

;

tion.

The nuchal and

dorsal scutes form

a continuous shield, but there are two
General
small postoccipital scutes.
colour,

dark olive -brown above; the
paler, with dark markings.

young are
The male

remarkable

is

The nose

peculiarities.

and can be

swollen,

when

for
is

several

very

much

inflated like a bag

the nostrils are closed.

In con-

nexion herewith, probably produced by
the recoil of the air in the long narial
passages towards the choanae or posFig. 106.— Skull of Gavialis ganx -1^.
yeticus (the Gharial).
F, frontal ; J, jugal ; L, lacmandiljle
ryrual ;
Maud,

terior nares, there is a pair of hollow

globular swellings, in large specimens

;

of

maxillary
JTo, nasal
Par, parietal Pmx, premaxillary
Prf, prefrontal
Pff,
postfrontal
quadratoQj,
jugal ; 8q, squamosal.
M.i:,

;

;

the

size

of a

The
egg.
formed by the

goose's

;

shell of these globes is

;

;

dorsal wings of the palatine bones
above the floor of the choanae, and
they extend forwards to the right and left of the ethmoid
almost to the vertical downward process of the prefrontals.
Although the Gharial is common enough, we know next to
nothing about its habits, and in zoological gardens it is rather
;

rare.

tions.

A. Anderson

^

made

has, however,

Foi-ty eggs were

dug out
'

<»f

P.Z.S. 1875,

i>.

the following observa-

the sand, where they were
2.
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lying in

two

tiers,

of sand between.
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twenty below and twenty above, with a foot
The young ran with amazing rapidity the

moment they were

Some

hatched.

of

them actually

bit

his

Tlie

he had time to remove the shell from their bodies
length of these new-born creatures was 15 to 16 inches,

9 of

which belonged to the long and slender

fingers before

tail.

Several fossil species have been described from
deposits of the Sivalik Hills of India

occurred

the

closely

allied

;

and

in the

lihamj^Jiosuchus

reached the gigantic length of about 50 feet

Tomistoma.
is

— The

the

Pliocene

same

district

which

crassidens,

!

general configuration of the skull and snout

that of Gavialis, but the nasal bones are long and reach the

premaxillaries, although not the nasal groove, thereby separating

The

the maxillaries.

first

and fourth mandibular teeth

notches of the upper jaw, while most of the others

between the teeth of the upper jaw.

fit

fit

into

into
pits

About twenty upper and

eighteen lower teeth on each side.
T. schhgeli,
it

inhabits

the only species, reaches a length

the

rivers

and

swamps

of

of 15

feet

Borneo, Malacca, and

Fossil specimens of Tomistoma have been found in
Miocene of Malta and Sardinia.
Gavialosuchns of the
Miocene of Hungary is closely allied.
The few members of this family,
Fam. 5. Atoposauridae.
Atoposanrus, AUigatorium, and AUigatoreUus, lived in the Upper
Oolitic period of France, and were small, about one foot in length.
The vertebrae are amphicoelous.
The nasal groove is divided
by a prolongation of the nasal bones.
The head is short, and in
its general shape rather like that of a lizard.
Fam. 6. Goniopholidae, in the Purljeck and Wealden of
Europe and the corresponding level of North America.
The
vertebrae are amphicoelous.
The choanae are still elongated
but are situated between the palatines and pterygoids.
The
premaxillaries are rather large, and each sends a broad triangular
process between the nasal and maxillary.
The nasals are broad
and are well separated from the nasal groove.
The splenials
help to form the mandibular symphysis.

Sumatra.
the

—

GonwphoJis.

—The

general configuration of the skull

is

rather

a pair of deep notches

There is
G.
upper jaw for the reception of the lower canine teeth.
siinus and G. crassidens in England and continental Europe, and

like that of Crocodilus vulgaris.

in the
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others in Colorado, were large-sized Crocodiles, some with a skull
2

The dermal armour consisted of a pair
and an abdominal shield, composed as

in length.

feet

dorsal rows, a thoracic

of

in

the Teleosauridae of six to eight longitudinal sutured rows.

Fam.

7.

Crocodilidae.

—Beginning

period of Europe and North America,

in the

Upper Cretaceous

many forms

of Crocodiles,

and Caimans existed in the Tertiary period in America,
Europe, and India persisting in Europe until the Plistocene. The
The choanae are completely surrounded
vertebrae' are procoelous.
The nasals reach the nasal groove, except
by the pterygoids.

Alligators,

;

in Crocodilus cataj^hraitus.

supratemporal

orbits are larger than the small

Tlie

and always continuous

fossae,

with

superficially

the lateral temporal fossae, the postfronto-jugal bridge not reach-

The

ing the surface.
pair

of

longitudinal

dorsal

armour consists of more than one
ventral armour is much

rows, while the

reduced in thickness or absent.
Dij)Jocynodon.

Europe,

e.g.

Alligators,

— Common

but

has

a

the Oligocene and Miocene of

in

The

D. hastingsiae.
pair

of

skull resembles
lateral

that of the

notches

in

the

pre-

maxilla for the reception of the third, and sometimes also of the

The ventral armour

fourth mandibular tooth.
strong.

Crocodilus.

— The

fourth mandibular tooth

tits,

is

still

rather

as a rule, into

The other teeth are more or less
The fifth upper tooth
the other jaw.

a notch in the upper jaw.
interlocked with those of
is

the largest.

Tlie nasal bones

form the posterior border of the
The bony
it as a .septum.

nasal groove, but do not extend into

scutes of the dorsal shield are keeled, and stand closely together,

being rarely united by suture

;

and they form from four

to six

principal rows.

Upper Chalk in Europe
Europe and North
America, decreasing in numbers in the Pliocene and disappearing
About ten recent species
with the beginning of the Plistocene.
are known, and tliese have now a somewhat scattered distribution
namely, three species in Africa, one of them extending into
Syria three in tropical America and the West Indian Islands
the rest in the Malay, Indian, and North Australian countries.
C. palusiris.
The " Mugger " of India. The premaxilloThe adults
maxillary suture is transverse, as in the Alligators.
Crocodiles have occurred since the

many

species existed in the Tertiary epoch in

;

;

—
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retain

five

teeth

mandibular symphysis

each

in
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half of

the premaxilla.

short, extending only

is

The snout

the fourth or afth tooth.

is

stout, rather broad

top of the head is rough but without any ridges.
lower jaw each contain nineteen teeth

on either

The nuchal
packed

side.

number, are

in

six

forming a

together, the four biggest
square.

Four

arranged

in

occiput.

The dorsal

scutes,

closely

smaller

scutes

^/l

.:.

The

to the level
;

of

the

The upper and

[)

#%

are

curved line on the

a

shield

is

com-

posed of four, sometimes of six rows

which the central
The fingers are
the broadest.

of larger scutes, of

pair

is

webbed at the base the outer toes
are broadly webbed, and the outer
;

edge of the hind-limbs

of

the upper

is

turned into

The general colour

a serrated fringe.

parts

dark

is

olive-

yoimg are pale, with
The length of twelve

brown

;

black

spots.

feet is

considered a fair average size

the

specimen.

for a large

This, the "

Marsh

a wide distribution.

marshes

of

India

fig. 107. -Dorsal view of the sk«n
of CrocodUus paiustris
The arrangement of the nuchal
scutes is shown
left-hand corner
the ear-Hap.

the upper
E, position of

in
;

Crocodile," has

inhabits the rivers, ponds, tanks, and

It

and Ceylon, extending eastwards through
into most of the ]\Ialay islands, westwards
This species is frequently venerated by the

Burma and Malacca
into Beluchistan.

Hindoos, and

kind of domesticated condition,
fakirs.
One of the most famous crocodile ponds,
the so-called " mugger-peer," lies in an oasis of the sandy

attended

Ijy

stretches

to

is

the

kept

in

a

north-west of Karachi.

A.

L.

Adams

has

described a visit to this pond.^

"The
contains

greater

many

about 300 yards in circumference, and
grassy islands, on which the majority of tlie

pond

little

is

Crocodiles were then basking

some were asleep on its slimy sides,
submerged in the muddy water, while now and then
a huge monster would raise himself upon his diminutive legs, and
waddling for a few paces, fall flat on his belly.
Young ones,
;

others half

^

Wanderings of a Naturalist in India, Edinburgh, 1867.
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from a

foot iu length

and upwards, ran nimbly along the margin

of the pond, disappearing suddenly in the turbid waters as soon

we approached. The largest crocodile lives in a long narrow
The fakirs, and natives who
tank separated from the others.
worship in the neighbouring temples, have painted his forehead
red
they venerate the old monster, making a salaam to his
A handsome
majesty whenever he shows himself above water.

as

;

young Beloochee, whose occupation it was to feed the animals,
informed us that this specimen was upwards of 200 years old,
and that by way of a tit-bit he was in the habit of devouring
During our visit this enormous brute
the young crocodiles.
was asleep on the bank of his dwelling-place, and seemed quite
indifferent to our presence, although we came within a foot of
him, and even attempted to arouse him by rubbing his nose with
a leg of goat's flesh, which, however, a young one greedily seized.
Our attendant tried in vain to excite their ferocity, but beyond
'

'

a

feeble

attempt to

snap

their

showed no disposition to attack
" A. pony was wading about

trenchant

teeth, the

animals

us.

in the

pond and feeding on

the

grassy hillocks, but the crocodiles took no notice of him.
"

The

crocodiles dig deep iu the sand, under the neighbouring

date-trees,

and there deposit

teeth, of various sizes,

their eggs.

Quantities of deciduous

were strewn along the slimy sides of the

pond.

Strangers are expected to stand treat, not only by the fakirs
and natives, wdio gain a livelihood by hanging about the poud
and showing the monsters, but even the crocodiles themselves
seem to anticipate a feast, and on the arrival of a party come
Accordingly, we had a goat slaughtered,
out in unusual numbers.
during which operation the In'utes seemed to rouse themselves,
Then our guide, taking piece after
as if preparing for a rusli.
"

piece of the flesh, dashed

it

on the bank, uttering a low growling

sound, at which the whole tank became in motion, and croco-

whose existence we had been l)efore ignorant, splashed
through the shallow water, struggling whieli would seize the
prize.
The shore was literally covered with scaly monsters,
snapping their jaws at one another."
Sir J. Emerson Teunent
has had many opportunities of
According t(» him
studying the habits of the Marsh Crocodile.
diles, of

'

^

Sketches of the Natural History of Ceylon, London, 1861.
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essentially cowardly in its instincts,

and hastens to conceal
which
was overtaken in the jnngle br a gentleman riding on horseback,
tied to a shallow pool, and thrusting its head into the mud till
it covered up its eyes, remained motionless, in profound conit is

on the approach of man.

itself

One

of these creatnres,

fidence of perfect concealment.
"

There

is

a popular belief that the crocodile

sensitive to tickling,

and that

it

is

exceedingly

man

will relax its hold of a

if

he can only contrive to reach and rub with his hand the softer

An incident of some reality in this
came under my own observation. One morning
we came suddenly upon a crocodile asleep under some bushes
of the buffalo-thorn, several hundred yards from the water.
The
terror of the poor wretch was extreme when it awoke and found
itself discovered and completely surrounded.
It was a hideous
parts of its under side.

piece of folk-lore

.

.

.

creature, uprsvards of

1

feet

long.

...

It

started

to its

feet

and turned round in a circle, hissing and clanking its bony
jaws, with its ugly green eye intently fixed upon us.
On being
struck with a stick, it lay perfectly quiet and apparently dead.
Presently it looked cunningly round, and made a rush towards
the water, but on a second blow it lay again motionless and
feigning death.
We tried to rouse it, but without effect pulled
its tail, slapped its back, struck its hard scales, and teased it in
every way, but all in vain nothing would induce it to move
till, accidentally, my son, then a boy of twelve years old, tickled
it gently under the arm, and in an instant it drew the limb close
to its side and turned to avoid a repetition of the experiment.
Again it was touched under the other arm, and the same emotion
was exhibited, the great monster twisting about like an infant to
:

;

;ivoid

being tickled."

In the dry season, when the tanks become exhausted, the

Marsh Crocodiles have occasionally been encountered in the
wandering in search of water.
During a severe drought,
in 1844, they deserted a tank near Kornegalle, and traversed
the town during the night, on tlieir way to another reservoir in
the suburb
two or three fell into the wells others, in their
trepidation, laid eggs in the street, and some were found entangled in garden fences and killed.

jungle,

;

;

Generally, however, during the extreme drought,

when un-

able to procure their ordinary food from the drying

up of the
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CHAP.

mud and remain in a
by the recurrence of rains.
The premaxillo- maxillary suture
hiporcatus.

watercourses, they bury themselves in the
state of torpor

till

released

—

C. porosus s.
on the palate does not form

but is W-shaped,
and extends backwards as in the

a transAcrse line,

rest of the species of Crocodiles
to

be described.

species

is

This Indian

by

easily recognised

prominent
longitudinal
ridge which extends in front
the

of each eye, over the prefrontal

and by the absence of
The nuchal

bones,

sub-occipital scutes.

scutes consist of four large ones,

which form a square, and one
or two smaller scutes on each
The dorsal shield conside.
four

tains

eight principal

to

The

longitudinal rows.

digits,

webs, and the serrated fringe of

the legs are
palustris.

like

Tlie

those of C.

head and snout,

however, are distinctly longer,

and more slender in proportion,
and the adult has only four
teeth in each premaxilla.
The

—

Fig. 108.
Dorsal view of the skull of
Croc<.iUu. i,,rosus.
x about f.
Col,
buttress connecting the postfrontal witli

the jugal and ectoptervgoid
F, frontal
Jg. jugal
M:c, maxillary
Na, nasal
P, parietal
Pm, premaxilla ; Pof, postfrontal; Pr.f, prefrontal; 0, quadrate;
^, quadrato-jural R, the characteristic
ridge on the prefrontal bone
Sj, squamosal
7", perforations in the premaxilla
;

:

-jit

11

general colour

browu.
^

^^^^l'

IS

Young
i^
^^e mUch

dark

olive-

Specimens, aS
j

1

paler and are

;

;

;

spotted with black.
rrii

;

;

caused by a pair of lower incisor teeth.

Consequently this

is

a

..

•

larger

than

r<

Specimens

^

size
^^
rOCOcUle.

to

uncommon, and there

•

i

mUCh

^^^^^ speciCS attains a

;

20

feet

the

Marsh

-1

in

01

15

length are

not

record of one monster of 33

both in bulk and

feet.

undoubtedly the
largest species of recent reptiles.
It is es.sentially an inhabitant
of tidal waters or estuaries, frequently entering salt water and
going out to sea.
Herewith corresjtonds its wide distribution,
namely, the whole coast of tlie Gulf of Bengal, extending to
is,

lengtli,
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Southern China, and across the Malay Archipelago to the
Eastwards it ranges to the
northern coasts of Australia.
Curiously enough, it does
Solomon Islands and even to Fiji.
occur
on
the
of
India.
to
west
coast
seem
not

According to Tennent

it is

ready to assail

man when

pressed

by hunger, and the

same authority mentions the following
A man was fishing, seated on the branch
serio-comic incident.
of a tree overhanging the water, and to shelter himself from the
drizzling rain he covered his head and shoulders with a bag
While in this
folded into a shape common with the natives.
attitude, a leopard sprang upon him from the jungle, but
missing its aim, seized the bag and not the man, and fell with
Here a crocodile, which had been eyeing the
it into the river.
angler in despair, seized the leopard as it fell, and sank with it
to the bottom.

I liave

had some personal experience

the young of this species.

Two dozen

in the bringing

of

Ceylon when quite young, only one foot

up of

them had come from
long.
At first they

were very shy, and huddled together in their tank, but they
took food greedily

AVhen

frightened

—

strips of fish

they

emitted

and, later on, sheep's heart.
peculiar,

high-pitched,

half-

them snapped at the finger when
the shy ones
touched others were of a more gentle disposition
were undoubtedly the most vicious.
Within one year they
Then
grew to 18 or 20 inches, and added much to their bulk.
they were transferred to a deeper and larger tank in a greenIn the
house, in which they could roam about at liberty.

croaking

;

sounds.

Some

of

;

daytime they dozed on the margins of their pond, mostly in
such a position that, at the slightest alarm, they could plunge
Ijack into the water.
The strongest specimen left the tank

and took up its favourite place for basking on the
stump of a tree, to reach which it had to climb up a rough wall
of stones.
After three years, several had grown to the length of
three and a half, and even four feet, and had by this time
become formidable pets.
Although handled frequently, they
never became tame, the only change in their behaviour being
that, instead of rushing off in a fright, and hiding for half an
hour at the bottom of the tank, they became more vicious and
confident, making for and snapping at the hand which fed them.
The nights were spent regularly in the water, either floating
entirely,
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with just the nostrils exposed, or in search of food, frogs being

main sustenance consisted

their favourite prey, while their

of

" lights,"

with an occasional mouse, or a piece of solid meat by
way of an entrde. Small pieces were bolted. The tough " lights,"
namely lungs with the windpipe and blood-vessels, were causes of
Two or three would get hold of a lump of this
great quarrels.
it, and twisting and rolling over in opposite
The supply of warm water came through a stout
pipe of red india-rubber, and this was an irresistible attraction
On many a morning the tube was found
to the crocodiles.

kind, tearing at
directions.

twisted into a knot, one of the creatures having spent hours
in

chewing

it

and

wrench

in trying to

swallowed

they

digestion

it

temperature of the water was

off.

The

pebbles.

85° F.

if

;

In order to aid
most favourable
below 75° F. they

refused to eat, but a continued exposure to 60^ F. did not hurt

them.

When

the temperature rose above 95° F. they
water, although

means had

to be

left

the

taken to

prevent them from lying on the hot-water
pipes.
C.

niloticus

s.

vulgaris.

— The

pre-

maxillo-maxillary suture on the palate

W -shaped.

is

The nasal bones form only a

small part of the posterior border of the
nasal groove.

There are eisrhteen or niue-

teen upper and fifteen lower teeth on each

In

side.

specimens

old

some

of

the

anterior mandibular teeth perforate the

premaxillae, as indicated in Fig. 109, and

they even pierce through the integument
so

—

Dorsal view of the
Fig. 109.
skull of a very old specimen
of Crocodilus niloticus, in
whix;h most of the bony
sutures
are
obliterated,

X about

as

to

be

Aasilile

The

from above.

nuchals are composed of four large scutes,

with a smaller one on each side and
sometimes one behind, and there is a row

The

of smaller pieccs across the occiput.

XI).

dorsal shield contains six to eight principal

The

webbed at the base
the
and there is a serrated
fringe on the outer side of the leg.
The general colour of the
adult is dark olive -Inown
the young are paler, with black
spots and vermiculations.
The under parts are yellowish white.
longitudinal rows.

outer

toes are

fingers are

very broadly webbed

;

;

;
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It is

known about

its

also very

from the

common

in

occurrence in Arabia,

but a few specimens of

seem

rather small size
exist

in Syria,

Wadi

Zerka, an

still to

in the

tributary

eastern

of

the Jordan.

Even

in

historical

the

times

Crocodile

must have been very

common in lower Egypt,
from

judge

to

number

the

mummies

of

by the

preserved

Now

Egyptians.

old
it

is

extermi-

practically

and there are
any left below

nated,

scarcely

Wadi

Haifa.

Such a conspicuous
and dangerous creature
has

always

naturally

enjoyed notoriety.
is

It

well described in one

of the

oldest writings

of the world, the
"

of Job.

Book

Canst thou

draw

out
leviathan
with an hook ? or his

tongue

with

which

down

a

thou
?

.

.

.

His

lettest

scales

are his pride, shut

—

Ventral view of a young Crocodilus niloticus,
showing the arrangement of the bony scutes and
the two openings of the nnisk -glands on the lower
jaw.
The upper right-hand figure shows on a larger
scale the disposition of the nuchal scutes and the
first row of dorsal scutes.

Fig. 110.

cord

up

One is so near to another, that
They are joined one to another,
they stick together, that they cannot be sundered.
Lay
thine hand upon him, remember the battle, do no more." Bows
and arrows, spears and clubs, are of little avail against such a
together as with a close

no

air

seal.

can come between them.

.

.

.
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the dragging out of a hooked, full-grown specimen
Of course firerequires many men and is a formidable task.
invulnerability
to bullets is
arms have changed all this, and its

monster

;

nonsense.

It is true that a bullet sent into the

head

ineffective, since it is a

hit the small brain,

it

This

is

is lost

to view until decomposition sets in

in fact the origin

of the

j

does, the creature sinks to the

and the
it
float.
cause
to
body
gases developing in the
Herodotus has quaint stories about these crocodiles and their
Amongst other stories he mentions that the bird
worship.
supposed
to be the Pluvianus aegyptius, a kind of
TrochUus,
gaping mouth to pick off the leeches
slips
into
the
Plover,
" In
Egypt it is called
gums.
reptile's
infest
the
which
on account of the
KOKoBplXoi
call
them
lonians
but
the
Champsa,
resemblance to the lizards which live on their garden walls."
bottom and

,

generally

is

to one that the bullet does not

hundred
and even if

i

name

;

,

,

•*

1

crocodile, KopSvXo'i being

j

With reduplication
Greek for lizard and newt.
The
ultimately
/cpo/coSetXo9.
metathesis
and
by
KopKopSuXo^:

the ancient
Araljic

name

is

ledschun.

These birds
to be true.
crocodiles,
and
since the
upon
basking
seen
sitting
sometimes
are
latter are in the habit of resting, perhaps half asleep, with the
mouth wide open, it is possible that these agile birds do pick

The

\

story about the Plover seems

their teeth,

and that they, being

also

1

very watchful, by their

cry of warning and by fluttering off on the approach of
danger, L^ive the alarm to the crocodiles and thus benefit them

own

more than one way.
But the equally old story about the Iclmeumon or Mongoose
Mongooses are partial to eggs, but they
is an idle invention.
certainly prefer those of hens and other birds to those of the
crocodile, which are far too hard and strong to be broken by
in

such a
ecjffs

little

animal.

^

Moreover, as we shall see presently, the

are far too well concealed.

The

best account of the habits of these crocodiles

given recently by Voeltzkow,^

who

Madagasciir to collect material for

is

the one

has spent a long time iu

r

study of their develop-

\

tlie

ment.

,

He
reptile,

says

that C. niloticus

is

not

only the most

common

but perhaps the most conmion vertebrate in Madagascar,
1

Sitzber.

Ak. Berlin. 1891,

p.

115

;

1893, p. 347.

i

t
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It occurs in every pool and river in great numbers, especially
upon the sandbanks of the Betsiboka Eiver, where one may see
more than one hundred within one hour's paddling down stream.
The largest specimen measured by Yoeltzkow was 1 3 feet long
the largest in the National Collection is a little less than 15
feet.

The crocodiles are caught in various ways.
The simplest
apparatus consists of two pointed sticks, which are fastened crosswise within the bait to which

is attached a rope, and this is
The animal, when
on the bank of the river or lake.
this spiked bait, keeps its jaws firmly
it has once swallowed
closed, so that it can be dragged out of the water.
Another
method is more reliable. A long and strong rope is made into
an easily slipping noose, with an opening of about 18 inches.
The bait is attached to the upper part of the noose, while the
lower portion is kept open by a springy branch, the whole

made

fast

thing being so balanced
crocodile seizes the bait,

that

which

it
it

will float upright.

When

a

does with a side jerk of the

head, the branch falls out of the noose and the latter closes
around the upper or lower jaw.
These crocodiles dig long subterranean passages of 30 to -40
feet in length
the passage opens in the bank below the level of
the water, and gradually ascending ends in a somewhat wider
compartment, which allows the creature to turn round.
Two or
three air-holes are pierced through the ceiling of the burrow, in
which bones and other remains of food are often found, so that
the natives' belief, that the crocodiles retire into these chambers
in order to devour their prey in undisturbed secrecy, appears
very probable.
When suddenly disturbed or frightened they
;

take to these

lairs,

and since their position

is

the air-holes, the natives block the passage

clearly marked by
and then dig the

animal out from above.

Eggs are laid, in Madagascar, from the end of August to the
end of September the number of one set varies from twenty to
;

They

thirty.

are deposited in a nest.

This

is

in the ground,

mostly in white sand, and consists of a hollow 18 inches to
2 feet deep.
The walls are rather vertical, but near the bottom

The centre
by themselves

they are undermined, and here the eggs are placed.
of the

pit

into the

being somewhat higher, the eggs

undermined peripheral

region.

roll

The laying takes place
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during the night, mostly a
half of the eggs has been

little

before daybreak.

laid,

they

are

After one

coyered up with

Then the hole is
is deposited.
up and no visiljle traces are left behind but
upon the nest and thus leads to its discovery.

sand, whereupon the other half

completely

filled

the mother sleeps

;

The position of the nest is so chosen that it cannot be reached
by moisture from below the eggs are most susceptible to moisture,
a yery slight amount of which causes them to turn bad.
The shape of the eggs of one and the same clutch yaries
much, some Ijeing elliptical, others cylindrical with rounded off
Their size yaries from 5"5 to 9 cm. in length, and 4 to
ends.
The shell is white and glossy, thick and hard,
5 cm. in width.
They are hatched in about
either roughly granular or smooth.
twehe weeks.
Voeltzkow feels certain that the mother returns to the nest
at the proper time in order to dig the young ones out and to
To test this story he had a nest
conduct them to the water.
surrounded with a fence the mother returned several times and
partly destroyed the fence, which was then replaced by a stronger
one.
One day, when the young had been hatched, the nest was
found to Ije filled with sand, the shells and one dead little
The mother had dug a
crocodile being at the bottom of the hole.
;

;

deep ditch below the fence, but had not succeded in reaching the
nest, although she had received and conducted her offspring"

As

away.

a rule,

when

the young are hatched, the sand and the

The mother is
shells are found to be scraped out of the nest.
probably warned by the hiccougli-like sound whicli the young
emit while

still

within the unbroken

Voeltzkow heard them

shell.

piping from the other end of his room, the eggs Ijeing covered

with a layer of sand two feet high.
The sounds were heard
when he walked past the nest, or knocked against the box.
Possibly the young hear the mother
to sleep

on

the groove.

days

it,

when

she retires to the nest

and give her warning to remove the eggs out of
However, they do not break the shell until several

later.

The hatching "is not caused by the rainy season, since it took
The " egg-tooth " of the
place a fortnight befure the first showers.
is
hatched
young
05
to
nun.
high,
bicuspid, and acts
newly
075
like a borer or auger.

It is still visible

jaw, in front of the nose,

when

on the tip of the upper

the creature

is

two weeks

old.

The
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an astonishing size, so that it is rather
it was stowed away in the egg.
For instance, an egg of 8 cm. length and 5 cm. width, sends
Even at this
forth a crocodile 28 cm. or 11 inches in length.
early age they snap at the finger.
The egg is covered by a hard shell, witliin which is a thicker

newly hatched crocodile

is

puzzling to understand

of

how

outer and a thinner inner membrane.

sometimes of a greenish tinge, and
flow.

The yolk

is

round,

and

The

is so

"

white

" is jelly-like,

consistent that

it will

not

so large that it nearly reaches the

shell-membrane in the short diameter.
The yolk
rounded by a very thin but strong membrane.

itself is

sur-

The embryo begins to develop long before the egg is laid.
laid the germ is about 4 mm. long and shows about twelve
The cephalic bend begins at the end of the second
somites.
week, the tail grows longer and the embryo becomes curled up.
At the end of the third week it measures 10 mm. in a straight
The limbs begin to bud in the fourth
line from brain to vent.
week.
With the sixth week the final shape begins to reveal
but a third
itself, and is completed at the age of eight weeks
month is necessary to ripen the embryo.

When

;

C.

cataphractus

is

the

Common

from the Senegal to the Congo.
it

does not enter brackish water.

Crocodile

of

West

In opposition to

Africa,

C. niloticus

It is easily recognised

by the

very slender snout, which rather resembles that of the Gavial

;

but the mandibular symphysis, although extending to the level
of the eighth

tooth, does not reach the

premaxillo-maxillary suture on the palate

extends

backwards.

In

splenial
is

bones.

The

not transverse, but

conformity with the

length

of the

snout the maxillaries meet in the dorso-medial line behind the
nasal opening, thus excluding the nasals from the latter.

The

nuchal scutes consist of two large pairs, almost in contact with
the dorsals, six of which form the principal longitudinal

rows.

The gular and ventral scutes ossify in the adult, hence the
specific name.
The fingers and toes are slightly webbed.
The
General colour above, dark olive-brown
yellowish below.
young are olive with large black spots.
The natives of the Lower Congo catch the crocodiles with two
;

pointed sticks tied together cross-wise, surrounded with entrails

by way of a bait.
The whole is fastened to a pole or a strong
rope and thrown into the river and a narrow line, with a float
2 H
VOL. VIII.
;
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attached to the cross-sticks, indicates the whereabouts of the
crocodile when it has taken the bait and has sunk to the bottom.

Northern Australia and Northern Queensland,

C. johnstoni, of

and

Orinoko, are allied to C. cataphr actus,

C. intennedius, of the

at least so far as the configuration of the bones of the slender

and long snout

The former

concerned.

is

is

small,

reaching the length of 7

scarcely

feet,

while

the South American species grows to

13

feet.

C.

americanus

which

species,

acutus.

s.

inhabits

—

Indian Islands, being there the
representative

the

of

This

West

the

only-

order, occurs

and extends through
warmer parts of Central America
into Venezuela, Colombia, and Ecuador.

also in Florida,

the

Its characteristic feature is a

median
The

ridge or swelling on the snout.

length

and

latter

varies

width

relative

the

of

The

considerably.

maxillaries sometimes meet dorsally,
or

nasals,

J^skuii ^^ach

Dorsal view
Fig. 111.
x J.
of Crocodilus americanus.
/', Frontal
L, lacry./^, jugal
mal M.c. maxillary Na, nasal
P, parietal I'mx, premaxillary
prefrontal
postPrf,
Ptf,
frontal (Jj, quadrato-jugal Sq,
squamosal
T, tooth - perfora;

;

;

nasal

the

corner

posterior

The

groove.

vary likewise

;

there

nuchal

the

of

scutes

being often a

;

;

;

;

;

;

tion.

scutes

remain separated by the
which in this case

they

narrow

is also

common.

Osteolaemus tetraspis

on the side of and
another behind the four principal
gcutes, which, as us'ual, form a square.
A transverse row of little suboccipital
smaller

pair

Largest size about 12 feet
s.

frontatus.

— The only

Ions;.

species of this

genus inhabits the rivers of the west coast of Africa, from Sierra
Leone to the Ogowai.
It differs from Crocodilus chietly by the

bony septum of the nasal groove, produced by forward extension
of the nasal bones.
The snout is rather short and stout the
upper surface very rugose and deeply pitted, but without ridges.
The gular and ventral scutes are ossified, hence the generic name.
;

Total length about 5
Alligator.

—The

feet.

fourth mandibular tooth

fits

into a pit in
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is in some adult specimens transformed into a hole, the tip of the tooth appearing on the upper
Most of the other teeth of the
surface through the perforation.
lower jaw are overlapped hj those of the upper jaw. The number
of teeth on either side amounts to seventeen to twenty in the

the upper jaw, and this pit

The nasal bones
upper and eighteen to twenty in the lower jaw.
form not only the posterior border of the nasal groove, but they
The dorsal shield is
divide tlie latter by a median bony septum.
formed by six or eight longitudinal series of keeled bony scutes,
which, although standing close together, do not articulate with
Ossification of the gular

each other.

and ventral scutes

is

absent

or very slight.

Alligators occur in

Upper Chalk

the fluviatile deposits of the age of the

in Europe,

they are

where they did not
restricted to two

now

die out until the

one in the
Southern States of Xorth America, the other in China.
The much-depressed and broadly rounded
A. mississippiensis.
snout bears some resemblance to that of a pike, hence the now
Pliocene age

;

species,

—

'

name

The neck

is protected by two
which form a square, interrupted in the
with a pair of small scutes in front and another behind.

discarded specifis

of lucius.

pairs of large scutes,

middle

line,

Of the eighteen transverse dorsal rows of scutes eight are broad
The fingers are about half webbed, the outer
and prominent.
toes about two-thirds webbed.
The general colom- is greenish black
Young specimens have
or dark brown above, yellowish below.
yellowish cross-bands on a darker brown ground.
The Alligator's northern limit is the mouth of the river
Neuss in North Carolina, 35° X. lat.
From this point they
abound near the mouths of all the creeks and rivers as far south
as the Eio Grande, ascending the Mississippi to the entrance of

Eed Eiver in 33° 50' N. lat.
The habits and the embryology of the American Alligator
have been described by S. F. Clarke,^ who gives the following
vivid and minute account
" Usually one finds them in the waters of the smaller streams
and ponds, lying with only the tip of the nose and the eyes
exposed, or lying on an exposed place on the bank where the
grass and other plants are beaten down, and the black, rich mud
of the river bank is smoothed by the repeated movements of the
the

:

1

J.

Morphol.

V. 1891, p. 181.
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alligators in climbing

There they bask in the

up and down.

sunlight until disturbed by the hunter or the desire for food.
When aroused they make for the bottom, and I have never

waited

loncj enoucrh to see

one return unless he were vigorously

Stimulated with a long pole.

They frequently dig a cave

for

Pin

—

A, Dorsal B, ventral C, lateral view.
Skull of Alligator mississippiensis.
Qh, chnanae or posterior
Cd, occipital condyle
Ag, Angular bone of mandible
narial openings
the median small hole behind them indicates the position of the

Fig. 112.

;

—

;

;

;

No,
Jg, jugal
Z, lacrymal Mx, maxillary
opening of the Eustachian tubes
T, Tr, transnostrils Pa, palatine Pm, premaxillary ; Pt, pterygoid ; Q, quadrate
verse bone or ectopterygoid.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

themselves in the bottom of the pond or stream, or in the bank
Oftentimes one can start them out of the
beneath the water.
cave by using a pole, but

if

very obstinate, the hunters dig them

out with spades.

As the water decreases
summer heat, the alligators
"

in the streams

and ponds with the

travel to the larger bodies of water.

*5ii
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During the breeding season, from the end of May to the beginning
wandering about to various
Fierce battles are
ponds and rivers in search of tlie females.
said to take place during this time between the excited males
and the mutilated specimens that one sees are weighty evidence
of July, the males are very active,

for the truth of this assertion.

.

.

It is in the breeding season

.

and more in the night
have frequently heard them, while lying
night, when they were in ponds fully a mile

also that their bellowing is mostly, heard,

than during the day.
in the

swamps

at

I

distant.
"

The

largest specimen I

saw measured

1 2 feet in

length

;

and

none of the many hunters and other natives of Florida I have
All the hunters agree
met have seen any longer than 13 feet.
no one had
that it is only the males that acquire the great size
ever seen a female that measured over 8 feet, and the majority
;

are not over seven.
"

The male has a

heavier,

the breeding season especially

more

brilliant colour occurs in

of the

more powerful head, and during
more brilliantly coloured. The
patches and streaks on the sides

is

head and body it is generally a light yellow, or even
and on one large male I saw a fairly bright red spot
;

whitisli,

over each eye.
"

The

alligators are rapidly diminishing in

numbers under the

stimulus of the high prices offered to the hunters for their hides.

Both Whites and Indians make increasing war upon them.
Several thousand skins were brought into the little station of
Fort Pierce in 1890.
The pioneers and settlers always destroy
the nests and eggs, because the alligators eat their pigs and the
cleaned eggs and young alligators are sold by hundreds in the
curio shops farther north.
As their numbers diminish in Florida
In Louisiana
it is noticed that the Moccasin snakes increase.
also the alligators are disappearing
and there the musk-rats are
at the same time increasing, and are doing much damage by
While the
burrowing in the levees along the Mississippi.
alligator can make a very stout fight, I have never seen one
offer fight if there was any chance of retreat.
They never offered
to molest us, even when we waded through the ponds where they
;

;

were.
"

The nest

female.

of the alligator is very large,

A great

and

is

built

by the

quantity of dead leaves and twigs, together with
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much

of

tlie

finely divided

together into a low

mound

humus underlying them,

al)out 3 feet

high

is

scraped

this varies consider-

;

its other dimensions, being in some instances 8 feet in
The nests are built on the bank of a stream
diameter at the base.
or pool, and the female digs a cave under water in the bank close
Careful examination of the largest nest found showed
to the nest.
a root of a neiglibouring palmetto-tree, nearly an inch in diameter,

ably in

ground there were
also roots of a grape vine growing near, which extended nearly
This furnishes strong support to the statethrougli the nest.
ment of many of the hunters, that the nests are used for more
I could get no evidence whatever that the
than one season.

running through

nests are used
"

it

at about a foot above the

more than once a

The eggs are

,

^

j

j

;

|

year.

laid near the top

\

of the nest, within 8 inches

of the surface, are four or five layers deep,

and have no regular

arrancrement
or uniform i)Osition of their axes in relation to the
O
The number of eggs to a nest varies from twenty to thirty,
nest.
J-

and averages twenty-eight the maximum found was forty-seven.
The eggs are white, elliptical, and vary in length from 50 to
90 mm. or 2 to 3^ inches, and in the shorter diameter from 28
Generally there is only slight variation in the eggs
to 45 mm.
of one nest, but occasionally a nest is found in which most of the
eo-ffs are about the average size, while from two to five are very

1

'

;

much
"

;

smaller.

The

shell is

The

thicker.
layer, in

much rougher than that of a hen's egg, and much
membrane consists of an outer and an inner

shell

both of which the

fibres

are arranged spirally about

the egg, but at right angles to one another.
" The white of the egg has the consistency of a very thick

very clear and transparent, and is so firm that the whole
perfectly fresh, may be turned out of the shell and
shell membrane, and transferred from one hand to the other
Tlie
without breaking, and with but slight change of form.
white lies mostly at either end of the shell, but extends also in a

jelly, is

egg,

when

thin layer between the yolk and the sides of the shell.

holds a median position in
pale

yellow,

The yolk

'

<

'

<

tlie egg, is spherical, of a very light

and so large that

it

almost

touches

the shell

meml)rane about the midline."
According to Holbrook the young as soon as they are disengaged from the shell seek the water and sliift for themselves,

|

'
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the parents taking no care of them, though they may remain for
In the spring and early
some weeks in the same locality.
summer months, and during the time of incubation, and especially

on cloudy days or in the evening, alligators make a great noise
their croak is not unlike that of the bullfrog, but louder and
On the approach of winter they select holes in
less prolonged.
;

the ground, where
state

esteem the
A.

they remain torpid until spring.

many

of hibernation

an

tail as

si7ie7isis.

Crocodilian

in

1870, but

it

—The

are

In this

dug out by the negroes, who

article of food.

first intimation
of the existence of a
Yang-tse-kiang was made by Swinhoe in
was not until nine years later that Fauvel^

the

The same gentlemaii gave
an exhaustive account of the former records of this species
According to Boulenger its nearest ally
in Chinese literature.
the Caimans by the
is A. mississippicnsis, but it approaches
presence of ossifications in the ventral shields, which ossifications
There are three pairs
are, however, wide apart from each other.
of large nuchal scutes in contact in the median line, besides
smaller scutes in front of the nuchals and behind the occiput.
The fingers
The dorsal shield contains six rows of larger scutes.
are not webbed.
The general colour is greenish black above,
greyish Ijelow.
Total length only about
speckled wnth yellow
described the creature as A. sinensis.

also

;

six feet.

—The

Caiman.
America or

five species of this

genus, confined to Central

Andesian parts of South America,
resemble the Alligators in most features, but differ from them in
the following points.
The nasals, although bordering the nasal
The supratemporal
groove, do not form a bony nasal septum.
fossae are very small
or closed up, as in C. trigonatus and C.
l)alpelrosus of Guiana.
The ventral armour is composed of overlapping bony scutes, each of which is formed of two parts united
by a suture.
C. sclerops has the widest distribution, from Southern Mexico
to the northern half of Argentina.
The upper eyelid is rugose,
although only incompletely ossified, and is often more or less
produced into a small horn.
C. niger lias flat upper eyelids.
According to Bates, Caimans exist in myriads in the waters
of the Upper Amazons.
One species, C. trigonatus, the JacaHto

East

the

;

^

J.

China Asiat.

Soc. xiii. 1879, pp. 1-36,

with Figs.
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tinga of the natives, reaches only six feet in length and has a
slender muzzle and a black-banded tail.
Another species, C.
niger, the Jacar^-ruissu or

bulk and a length of 20
to the flooded forests in

main

large

Caiman, attains an enormous

They migrate annually, retreating
the wet season and descending to the

feet.

rivers in the dry season.

CHAPTER
plesiosaueia

ichthyosauria

XI

pterosauria

pythoxomorpha

Sub-Cla ss VII.—PLESIOSA UBIA.
Mesozoic aquatic reptiles, with two pairs of pentadactyle limhs,
.

firmly fixed quadrate, hones, single temporal arches, numerous
alveolar teeth, and rihs which articulate only vjith the centra
of the Mconcave vertch'ae.

The

Plesiosauria comprise the Mesosaiiri, Nothosaiiri,
iu

saiiri

and

Plesio-

ascending order of development, which concerns

au

from a semi - terrestrial to an absolutely
of the neck with corresponding
shortening of the tail, and the gradual transformation oi^ the
limbs into hyperphalangeal paddles.
The skull varies considerably in length.
Seen from above it
shows the nostrils, orbits, very large supratemporal forp,mina,
especially the changes

aquatic

life

;

—

elongation

and the interparietal hole.
The nostrils lie rather far back, in
front of the orbits, between the elongated premaxillaries, short
nasals, and the usually large maxillaries.
The orbits are rather
small, bordered behind by the postfrontals and postorbitals,
which two bones fuse together in the Plesiosauri.
The temporal
bridge is long, and is formed by the junction of the two bones just
mentioned with the squamosal mass, which overlaps the greater
portion of the quadrate, and perhaps contains the quadrato-jugal.
The dorsal branch of the squamosal joins a corresponding diverging branch of the parietal, and completely shuts off the posterior

The interparietal hole is
The palate possesses a row of teeth
on the pterygoids in Lariosaurus.
The choanae open separately
between the vomers and maxillaries.
The pterygoids are very

region of the supratemporal foramen.

small and placed far back.

long

;

>

posteriorly they join the quadrates, anteriorly they extend
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right up to the vomers, separating the palatines from each other

Palatal vacuities are absent in Notliosaurus

thereby.

and

;

small

between the palatines, pterygoids, ectopterygoids and
maxillaries in Lariosaurus ; still smaller in the Plesiosauri.
The vertebrae are mostly biconcave, in the Triassic genera

still

oval,

perforated

by the chorda, while

in

many

i

{

Plesiosauri the

centra are solid, with almost plane articulating surfaces.

The

]

neural arches are usually firmly sutured, or quite fused with the
Intercentra are absent, except as chevrons in the

centra.

tail.

Although the cervical and some of the thoracic ribs of the
Triassic genera have typical capitula and tubercula, they articulate exclusively upon the centra, and not upon the neural arches
also.
The number of cervical vertebrae amounts to nine in
Mesosaiirus ; in Lariosaurus it is increased to about twenty; and
in some Plesiosauri to between thirty and forty. The cervical ribs
are very short, but they increase gradually towards the thorax,

which

well protected by long and strong ribs, which decrease

is

again very gradually, being

There

is,

still

long in the lumbar region.

properly speaking, no sacrum, because the one to four

remain quite separate.
The tail is still long in
Lariosaurus, consisting of about forty much shortened vertebrae
considerably shorter than the neck in most of the Plesiosauri.
A sternum is absent, but the belly is protected by many strong
abdominal ribs, crowded together, and consisting each of a median
and two pairs of lateral pieces.
The shoulder-girdle is very strong, composed of scapulae,
very strong coracoids, clavicles, and an interclavicle. The precoracoids are indicated by a process and a notch in the Triassic
genera in the later forms they are abolished.
The coracoids
always meet in the median line, and often produce a strong
symphysis.
The scapulae possess a very prominent and large
acromial process, upon which rest the dorsal or lateral ends of
the clavicles.
In some I'lesiosauri the shoulder-girdle has undergone an absolutely unique modification.
The correct interpretation has been given by C. W. Andrews after the examination
of exquisitely preserved specimens of Ci-yptocUdus from the
The
Oxford clay of the Middle Oolite, near Peterborough.
dorsal portion or main shaft of the scapula is reduced to what
sacral

ribs

;

;

now

looks like a dorso-lateral processjC while the broad acromial

process

is

much

elongated, and

lies

in Plesiosaurus

upon the

\

j

i

I

i

!

{

|
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the latter and the irregularly-

T-shaped interclavicle being, however, still visible from below.
In Cryptoclidus the two acromial processes meet each other and form

which meets that of the much -enlarged
with the scapulae a pair of roundish
The clavicles are not visiljle from below they rest upon
foramina.
the dorsal surftxce of the scapular symphysis, and the interclavicle seems to be suppressed.
Young Cryptoclidus (Fig. 113, B)
and various species of Flesiosaurus show intermediate cona long ventral symphysis,

coracoids, the latter enclosing

;

ditions.

This unique arrangement

is

with the enormous

correlated

—

A, Restored outlines of a Plesiosaurus, x-^ ; B, dorsal view of the pectoral
arch of an immature Cryptoclichis, from the middle Oolite
C, fore-limb of a Plesiosaurus, from the Lias.
A, Acromial process of scapula CI, clavicle Co, coracoid
H, liumerus i, carpale intermedium M\ to 'ni.^, first to fifth metacarpals
ii, radius
r, radial carpal
.S, scapula
/), pisiform boue
t", ulna; «, ulnar carpal.

Fig. 113.

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

development of the fore-limbs, although nothing of the kind has
taken

place

paddles.

the

in

Ichthyosauri,

limbs

which

have

similar

large

in

the

various groups of Plesiosauria, Ijut they are all pentadactyle.

In

Tlie

exhibit

the oldest, the Mesosauri
the

terrestrial

bones are

still

and

fingers

number

of

considerable

differences

and Nothosauri, the limbs are

type, although

fitted

for

swimming

;

still

of

the chief

and elongated, and none of the five
have more than five phalanges, the usual

slender

toes

which seems

to be

2, 3, 4, 5,

3 for the

first to fifth

In the Plesiosauri the limbs are transformed into long hyperphalangeal paddles, unfit for progression
on land, rather like those of the Ichthyosauria, with much
digits

respectively.
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shortened radius and ulna, tibia and fibula; but the phalanges,

which increase to about ten, are always longer than broad, and
there is no indication of an increase of the number of fingers, or
of additional, lateral, phalanx-like nodules.
The pelvis is verystrong the broad pubes and ischia meet in the middle line, and
they either enclose one wide undivided foramen, or the two
symphysial portions meet, and there are then two obturatorforamina.
The pubes are generally much larger, especially
broader, than the ischia
and although partaking in the
;

;

formation of the acetabulum, they do not articulate with the
at least not in Plesiosauri.
The ilia are always small
Plesiosauri attached to only one or two sacral ribs

;

ilia,

in

;

to three or

four in the Triassic genera.
"

Ichthyosauri and Plesiosauri were combined as

Enaliosauria

"

by Conybeare.
Owen recognised their fundamental differences,
and separated them as " Ichthyopterygia " and " Sauropterygia,"
according to the structure of

AVe

limbs.

tlie

now know

that

the paddles of the Ichthyosauri bear but a superficial resemblance
the fins of

to

pentadactyle

although

the

reptilian

limbs.

are

allied

as

latter

It

are

the

paddles

of

referable

the

the

to

Plesiosauri,

retain more of the typical features of
was soon recognised that the Xothosauri

the Plesiosauri, but

to

grouped

vaguely

and are fundamentally

fishes,

type,

with

the

the Mesosauri (until

then

Ehynchocephalia, or linked

with

Protorosauri as Proganosauria) have only recently^ received their
proper place in the system as members of the Plesiosauria,

which we divide into two main groups.

Order
The limbs are
number

the usual

bones of the

Fam.
chorda

of the terrestrial type

'

;

tlie

fiA

e

digits have

Tiie
which do not exceed five.
are slender
the humerus has an entepi-

liuiljs

;

—

The neck contains about
Mesosauridae.
The vertebrae are deeply biconcave, perforated by

1.

dorsalis.

Sacral vertebrae four in number.

interclavicle very small.
species,

NOTHOSAURI.-

of phalanges,

condylar foramen.
vertebrae.

I.

ten
the

Clavicles strong;

Mesosaiirus, the only genus, with one

M. tenuidens, about one

foot in

length,

Boulenger, Trans. Zool. Soc. xiv. 1898 (read Nov. 1893).

was found
'

j/6eos

in

= spurious.

NOTHOSAURI
South Africa,
specimens are

probably

in

PLESIOSAURI
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known from Sao Paolo

—

sandstone.
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Very similar

in Brazil.

Fam. 2. Nothosauridae. ^With sixteen to twenty-one cervical
and three to five sacral vertebrae.
The vertebrae are biconcave.
The clavicles are strong
the interclavicle is much reduced.
Coracoids with distinct acromial processes.
;

Notliosaurus

tlie
Muschelkalk of Germany.
Length of head about one foot.
The teeth are very irregular-. About five slender, long teeth
are implanted in each side of the premaxilla, with wide spaces

mirabilis,

Total length about ten

of

feet.

between them, similar to those of the symphysial portion of the
Those of the maxillaries are numerous and small,

lower jaw.

except two large pairs in the anterior portion, on a level between
the orbits and nostrils.
The upper and lower teeth overlap, or

The palate of the long and slender

cross each other.

skull

is

quite bony, without anterior palatal or infra-orbital vacuities.

Lariosaurus halsami, about one

length, from the
Lombardy.
Neck
with about twenty, tail with about forty vertebrae.
Head comparatively shorter
more triangular than in Nothosaurus ; palate

fresh-water deposits of the

foot

in

Upper Trias

in

;

The number of the phalanges of
and toes is apparently 2, 3, 4, 4, o and 2, 3, 4, 5, 4.
Anarosaurus pumiliOy of the Muschelkalk, near Magdeburg,
and Ncusticosaums and Simosaurus of the same o-eolosical ase,
with small infra-orbital vacuities.
the fingers

are allied forms.

Order
The limbs

II.

PLESIOSAURI.

The
and are overlapped ventrally by the strongly
developed acromial processes of the scapulae.
The vertebrae are
slightly biconcave or plane.
The neck consists of at least twenty
vertebrae
those of the thoracic region have long transverse
processes
the sacral vertebrae are mostly reduced to two or
one.
Very large, massive animals.
Fam. 1. Pliosauridae.
Aljout twenty cervical vertebrae, with
proximally bifurcated ribs.
The scapulae do not meet ventrally
they enclose with the coracoids a single large foramen, and are
are transformed into hyperphalangeal paddles.

clavicles are small,

;

;

—

;

fused with the clavicles.

Pliosaurus, the principal genus, con-

tains several species of gigantic size

the

Ximmeridge

clay.

Upper

;

Oolite,

for instance, P. grandis, of

of England,

has a skull

1
4/8
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nearly 5 feet long and 2 feet broad, armed with

mous

many

enor-

some of which reach one foot in lenoth,
inclusive of the long collar and root -portion.
The neck is
rather short, owing to the much condensed, disc-shaped centra
conical

teeth,

of the vertebrae.
Total length of this species about 30 feet.
Other species in England and continental Europe as far as Eussia.
Fam. 2. Plesiosauridae. The neck is very long, and consists
of from twenty-eight to forty vertebrae.
The scapulae do not meet
ventrally, but the symphysial portion of the coracoids meets the

—

and the interclavicle, the pectoral arch thus enclosing
two foramina. Chief genus Plesiosaurus, with many species. The
head is comparatively small, the neck very long, the tail short,
clavicles

although consisting of from thirty to forty vertebrae.
The third
digit (Fig. 1 1 3,C) is the longest,and possesses nine or ten phalanges.
The abdominal ribs are very strong, and reach from the pectoral to

Eange from the Lower Trias to the Lower
European.
P. dolicliodirus and P. conyleari, the
latter reaching a total length of more than 15 feet, from the
the pelvic girdle.
Oolite, chiefly

Lower Lias, especially at Lyme Eegis.
Fam. 3. Elasmosauridae. The neck

—

is

extremely long, posses-

sing from thirty-five to seventy-two vertebrae, with single-headed,

not bifurcated,

ribs.
The scapulae meet ventrally, and enclose with
the very broad coracoids two foramina.
The tail is short. The
pisiform bone articulates with the humerus.
Otherwise much re-

sembling the Plesiosauridae.

many synonyms, and many
Upper Chalk

;

Principal genus Cimoliasaurus, with

from the Middle Oolite to the
cosmopolitan distribution, e.g. C. cantahrigiensis, of
species

the Greensand and L^pper Chalk
C. trochantericus, of the Kimmeridge clay C. haasti in New Zealand C. australis, C. chilensis
;

;

;

others in North America.

CryptofUdus of the Middle and Upper
Oolite of Europe.
Elasmosaurus, of the Upper Cretaceous formation in Kansas, with a computed total length of 45 feet, of which

22 belong

to the neck,

Sub-Class
Marine, whale-shaped

with

its

seventy-two vertebrae.

VIII.—ICHTHYOSA UBIA.
reptiles,

with the anterior and posterior

limhs transformed into hyperphalangeal paddles.
to the

The

Mesozoic age from the Trias

skull

is

long,

owing

to the

Restricted

Upper Chalk.

to the elongated slender snout,

which
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The nostrils lie
and are bordered by the long
nasals, the premaxillaries, a small part of the maxillaries, and
The eyes are large, and
posteriorly by the large lacrymal bones.
are strengthened by a sclerotic ring composed of many closely overThe orbits are very large, and are directed sidelapping bones.
ways so as to be scarcely visible from above. They are formed above
by the long prefrontals, which join the postfrontals behind by
below by the long and slender jugals in
the long postorbitals
The postorbito-temporal
front by the laerymals and prefrontals.
region of the skull is short but high, and, with the exception of
the supratemporal foramen, is entirely closed in by bones, namely,
The
the quadrato -jugals, supratemporals, and squamosals.
latter, with the parietals and large postfrontals, surround the
The parietals and the small frontals
supratemporal foramina.
The whole temporal arch conseenclose the parietal foramen.
quently recalls much that of the Pareiasauri and Stegocephali,
chiefly owing to the presence of conspicuous supratemporal and
postorbital bones, which, together with the quadrato-jugal, close
in the whole side without any indication of a lateral or infraThe postorbital completely separates the
temporal foramen.
jugal from the quadrato-jugal, and this almost hides the quadrate.
The lateral occipitals and the
The occipital condyle is single.
The pro-otic and
supra-occipital bones retain their sutures.
opisthotic bones remain separate.
The latter lie between the
basi- and lateral occipitals, the squamosal, quadrate, and pterygoid.
The pterygoids, which posteriorly touch the quadrato-jugals,
basi-occipitals, opisthotics, and basisphenoid, are very long and
remain widely separated from each other in the space between
them appears the long ensiform presphenoid. Anteriorly they
are connected through the ectopterygoids with the maxillae, and
touch the palatines.
These are likewise narrow and slender, but
touch each other in the middle line, and contain the w^ellseparated, slit -like choanae, laterally to which lie the elongated, rather narrow, palatal vacuities.
The vomers are mostly
not visible
when they appear on the surface they are long
and narrow, and enclose the choanae between them and the
is

formed mainly by the premaxillary bones.

far backj in

front of the orbits,

;

;

;

;

;

palatines.

The teeth
which

in

are pointed, conical

transverse

sections

and thickly covered with enamel,
forms

vertical

ridges,

recalling

4So

ICHTHYOSAURIA
The teeth have open

the folds of the Labyrinthodonts.

and are

not implanted

separate

in

but

alveoli,

lie

roots,

in long

grooves of the premaxillaries, maxillaries, and dentals.
The vertebrae are numerous, up to 150, two-thirds of which
tail.
The centra are deeply biconcave and short,
not co-ossified with the neural arches, which have therefore often
The atlas much resembles the other cervical vertebroken loose.

belong to the

brae

in so far as its

centrum

is

concave in front and scarcely

ankylosed with that of the second.

Its basiventrals, equivalent

become
an unpaired intercentral wedge, between the first centrum and the
the neural arches rest upon the centrum,
basis of the cranium
but remain separate from each other, or at least diverge dorsally.
The atlas carries no ribs. Intercentra occur also between the
second and third vertebrae they reappear in the tail as chevronAll the other vertebrae carry ribs, which gradually
bones.
increase in length towards the trunk and decrease again equally
In the neck and trunk they have separate
gradually on the tail.
capitrda and tubercula, wiiich articulate upon short knobs of the
towards the tail these shift farther and farther towards
centra
Although the ribs of the
the ventral side, and ultimately unite.
to the ventral half of the atlas-ring of other reptiles, thus

;

;

;

trunk are so long, there is no trace of a sternum, but there are
" abdominal ribs " crowded together, each consisting of a
middle and a pair of lateral pieces.
The shoulder-girdle is very complete, but the pieces remain
separate, or at least do not co-ossify; it consists of a T-shaped inter-

many

clavicle,

clavicles,

broad coracoids touching each other in the

The existence of small separate
and short scapulae.
precoracoids is doubtful.
The pelvis is much reduced the small
ilium is quite unconnected with any vertebrae the small pubes
and ischia form no symphyses. The fore- and hind-limbs are

middle

line,

;

;

very similar to each other
smaller.

;

the posterior are, however,

Both are transformed into highly

much

specialised paddles.

is
of the greatest importance, as an indication that the
Ichthyosauri are descendants of a terrestrial stock, and have been
modified into what they are owing to having taken to marine

It

life,

that in the oldest

members known, the

paddle-like structure

In
advanced than in the later species.
Mixosaurus of the Muschelkalk of Europe the ulna and radius
are still distinctly longer than broad, and they enclose a space.
of the limbs

was

less
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between them. They articulate with three carpal bones, the ulnare,
intermedium, and radiale, while a small pisiform bone lies on the
outer side, between the ulnare and the outer distal carpal bone.
In Ichthyosaurus, from the Liassic period onwards, the ulna and
radius are much shortened, broader than long, and touch each other
without anj intervening space

the pisiform element

;

Lastly in Ophthalmosaurus of the Middle Oolite

(l;)ut

is

enlarged.

not in con-

temporary species of Ichthyosaurus) the ulna and radius are still
more reduced, and the pisiform has moved up to the humerus, so
that the latter articulates with three bones.

B

—

A, Ventral view of the shoulder-girdle and right fore-limb of an Ichthyosaurus,
from the Lias B, part of the fore-limb of a Mixosaurus, from the Trias C, part
Cj, c^, tirst and second
of the fore-limb of an Ophthalmosaurus, from the Chalk.

Fig. 114.

;

;

centrale carpi

medium
M,

carpi

;

;

CI, clavicle
j},

Co, coracoid

;

pisiform

;

R, radius

;

;

H, humerus
r,

;

radial carpal

/,
;

interclavicle
Sc, scapula

;

;

i,

inter-

U, lilna

;

ulnar carpal.

Other important features of these paddles are not only the
much-increased number of phalanges (sometimes up to twenty or
more), but also the increase of digits to six or more, produced
apparently by a splitting of the third finger into two series, and

by the development of additional rows of phalanx-like bones
This increase of

on the outer and inner margins of the paddle.

communis, but not in
development of paddles the
constitvient bones are extremely numeroas, and from the radius
and ulna downwards they are all closely packed, and have
assumed a polygonal, often hexagonal, shape, dwindling to more or
fingers exists, for instance, in Ichthyosaurus

/.

tenuirostris.

VOL. VIII

Owing

to this peculiar

2

I
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less

flattened

nodules towards the ends of the

carpal and phalangeal bones are
collections

the two

;

chap.

common

digits.

These

objects in amateurs'

fit together by the short angular facets, while
and broader surfaces are those of the dorsal and

they

flat

ventral sides.

The Ichthyosaurs lived upon fishes and cuttlefish, as is indicated
by their dentition and the shape of the snout, and proved by
the coprolites, most of which are full of fragments of bones and
ganoid scales of fishes, and of the beaks and shells of cuttlefish
the larger of these true coprolites (literally " petrified dung)," in
coprolite-beds, contain also an abundance of other fossils, such as

Ammonites, Terebratulae, molluscs and fish-remains; they are
and many of them show on the outside ring-like
impressions, undoubtedly caused by a spiral valve of the intestinal

several inches long,

canal.

In conformity with their absolutely aquatic life the
Several well-preserved adult
were viviparous.

Ichthyosaurs

specimens have been found, which contain the skeletons of one
rather large young within the body, in exactly the
position in which such foetal creatures would lie, namely, with

or more

the head in the pelvic region of the mother, while the rest of the
body stretches along the vertebral column towards the chest.
The suggestion that these young Ichthyosaurs have Ijeen
swallowed by their cannibal elders is too idle to require serious
refutation.

Until within a few years Ichthyosaurs were always restored
with a smooth and even back, but several well-preserved
specimens have come to light in Wiirtemberg which show the
complete contour of the animals, with a long, somewhat jagged
Since then not a few specimens
fin on the middle of the back.
in various collections have on closer examination revealed the
same feature, except, of course, those in which the outlines of
the fin had been chiselled away in order to " improve " the look
The fins were undoubtedly of the "adipose" kind;
of the slab.
The latter is now known to have
raised folds of the skin.
been covered, at least at the bases of the dorsal fins, with liard
probably osteoderms.
specimens are beautifvdly preserved, others present a
They look, namely, like long rolls of
very peculiar appearance.
clay, and nobody but an expert would suspect an Ichthyosaurus
The explanation is simple. The dead
within such a log.

little scales,

Many

ICHTHYOSAURI
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was rolled about by the waves of the surf on the Liassic
beach
until it was wrapped in a mantle of clay and
muddy
imbedded
on the shore.
then

creature

The distribution of Ichthyosaurs in time and space is wide.
The earliest are found in the Middle Trias in the Lias they are
very common, fairly frequent in the Oolites, dying out with the
They have left no descendants, being far too
Cretaceous epoch.
specialised, and their origin is quite unknown.
Mixoscmrus, the
oldest genus, occurred in Europe, and has also been found in the
;

Triassic strata of Spitsbergen.

Ichtliyosaurus, the chief genus, is

known from the

and Cretaceous strata of Europe,
and also from the Cretaceous

Liassic, Oolite,

a famous place being

Fig. 115.

strata

of

Wyoming

Lyme

Eegis

;

— Restored outliues of Ichthyosaurus quadriscissus.
and

Queensland

New

Zealand.

(After Fraas.)

The

Jurassic

of

has yielded Baptanodon.

Order
The few genera are

ICHTHYOSAURI.

easily recognised.

Mixosaurtis, Triassic, with

radius and ulna

a longitudinal space occurring between

numerous uniform

them.

still

elongated,

Both jaws with

teeth.

Ichthyosaurus, with

much

shortened radius and ulna

Many

both

;

known, some
with four to five, others with several additional and incomplete rows of fingers and toes.
/. trigonodon of the Lias in
Wilrtemberg seems to have reached the size of 30 feet, the
vertebrae showing a diameter of 9 inches, while the skull is 6
feet long.
/. communis and /. tenuirostris are common in the
English Lias. The long-snouted I. eampylodon, with large, spaced
teeth, occurs in the Gault of Cambridge, Dover, and France
and

jaws with uniform series of teeth.

species are

;
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there are

many

others.

Ophthahnosaurus, of the Upper Oolitic and

Cretaceous formations of England, had very small vestigial teeth.
Baptanodon, of the Upper Jurassic epoch of "Wyoming, was
toothless,

and was one of the

Sub-Class

six-toed forms.

^

\

1

i

IX.— PTEROSAURIA.

{ J

Mesozoic reptiles with fixed quadrate hones and loith the anterior
liinhs transformed into wings, the enormously elongated ulnar

\

|

finger carrying a jnifagiutn.

The

skull bears a superficial

resemblance to that of Birds.")'

with the neck by a single condyle, at nearly a right
angle.
The interparietal foramen is absent, but there are five
pairs of foramina on the surface of the skvdl, namely, the nostrils,
It articulates

and infra-temporal and pre-orbital foramina. Most
of the constituent bones of the cranium fuse with each other, and

'

;

orbits, supra-

the composition of the various arches

is

therefore difficult to

make out with certainty. The premaxillaries are fused together, and
extend dorsally backwards between the nasals, which themselves
The nostrils are bordered
diverge towards the prefrontals.
chiefly

by the

maxillaries, nasals,

are very large, mostly

shut

and

off in

prefrontals.

front

The

squamosal, the latter joining the parietal, thus closing the suprais

i

1

]

I

.

conspicuous onh' in the older

Dimorphodon, but is very small in Pterodactylus, and
Pt era nod on.
The infratemporal fossa is a
narrow slit, slanting obliquely upwards and backwards, between the
quadrate and the quadrato-jugal.
A foramen of this kind occurs
The quadrate is long,
elsewhere only in the Ehynchoceplialia.
firmly fixed, and slants so far forwards that the mandibular joint
The pterygoids
lies on a level below the middle of the orbit.
articulate witli strong and long processes of the basisphenoid,
touch the quadrate posteriorly, enclose an interpterygoid vacuity,

forms,

*

j

and behind, the orbits are bordered by the frontals, postfrontals,
The whole temporal region is
and possibly the quadra to-jugals.
shortened from before backwards, but lieightened dorso-ventrally,
and the whole temporal fossa is divided into a supra- and infratemporal portion hj the junction of the postfrontal with the
This

',

orbits

from the pre-orbital

foramina by a bridge, wliich is formed by descending processes
Above
of the prefrontals and ascending processes of the jugal.

temporal fossa behind.

\

e.g.

quite abolished in

|

I

:

\

'
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and extend forwards as slender bones to the vomer, separatinoThe choanae are enclosed by the vomer, palatines,
the palatines.
and maxillaries, and they lie in dorsal recesses above the level
The teeth are alveolar, pointed, of
of the roof of the mouth.
variable size, and restricted to the jaws
in the Pteranodonts
;

they are absent.

The brain

is

known from

the natural cast of Scaphognatlivs,

and shows some remarkably bird-like features, especially the
width of the hemispheres, which touch the well-developed cerebellum, while the optic lobes lie on the sides of the cerebellum,
with a pair of appendices, the so-called

flocculi,

elsewhere

known

in birds only.

The caudal vertebrae are
vertebrae

sacral

Abdominal

are

still

amphicoelous, while the pre-

procoelous.

ribs are few in

number

The true ribs
capitula and tubercula

and are very thin.
possess

those of the neck are very short
and directed backwards
in the
thoracic region they are long, and
some are attached to a broad
sternum with a keel and a median
anterior process, on the sides of
which latter articulate the cora;

coids

Precoracoids and clavicles

-Pterodu
The scapulae are long,
(From Geikie.)
sabre-shaped, and turned back as
in birds
in Pteranodon they show the unique modification

ctylus crassirostris.

are absent.

\.

:

of

articulating with special processes of the neural arches of several

ankylosed thoracic vertebrae.

The hand possesses only four
the ulnar finger are very

;

the

four

phalanges of

elongated for the support of the

the other fingers remain short and are provided with
claws.
The ilia are expanded horizontally, and are firmly

patagium
little

much

fingers

;

attached to from three to six vertebrae, which mostly fuse together

The ventral half of the pelvis consists of a pafir
they
of broad bones, which contain a small obturator-foramen
ilium.
form a ventral symphysis, and are usually fused with the
These bones represent the conjoint ischia and pubes, while the
so-called pubes, a pair of flat and club-shaped bones, are excluded
into a sacrum.

;
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chap.

The whole arrangement resembles that of
The hind-limbs are bird-like in so far as
the Crocodilian pelvis.
fibulae
are
reduced
the
to splints, and attached to the proximal
The feet contain five
halves of the long and slender tibiae.
and short claws.
metatarsals
long
with
rather
separate toes
from the acetabulum.

Many
of

of the bones are hollow.

The Pterosauria have no relationship with the birds, in spite
the number of apparently striking resemblances (e.g. choanae,

foramina, brain, scapula, fibula, cervical vertebrae),
however, coincidences, cases of convergence, in conformity with the aerial life.
The totally different plan of the
wings is sufficient to show this.
On the other hand, the real

pre-orbital

which

are,

They
group of flying reptiles are unknown.
the Lower Lias, and they reach their
highest specialisation in the Upper Cretaceous epoch, with which
they have died out.
In fact we do not know any forms through

affinities of this

" fully fledged " in

turn up

The skull
which to connect them with other extinct reptiles.
shows some Ehynchocephalian features the pelvis, Crocodilian
features
and this combination points back a long way.
;

:

Order

I

PTEROSAURI.

Sub-Order 1. Pterodactyl!, with alveolar teeth in the upper
Imperfect remains, impressions of phalanges of
and lower jaws.
the long patagial finger, are known from the Rhaetic of "Wiirtemberg.
The oldest well-known genus is Dimorpliodon, Lower
Lias of Lyme Regis.
Total length between 3
D. macronyx.
and 4 feet, of which the large light skull takes up about 9
inches, and the long thin tail about 2 feet.
The patagial finger
is about
20 inches, the whole wing about 28 inches long.

—

Rhamjjhorh i/7ichvs longicaudatus of the Upper Oolite of Germany
remarkable for the long slender teeth, which are directed
forwards and separated by wide spaces from each other.
The
nine or ten cervical vertebrae are elongated,
i?. phyllvrns of the
is

same geological age has

They extend
sides of the

inside

of

carries a

many

from

trunk to

the

left

the
tlie

species in the

length

thigh as far as

hind-liml>s

spatulate

impressions of the flying membranes.

whole
to

memljrane.

the

the wing

knee, and from the

The end of the

tail.

Allied

and the

of
tlie

is

Ornithocheirus,

English AVealden and Greensand.

tail

with
Ptero-

.
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many species from the Upper Oolite, chiefly of
The tail is very short, consisting of a few vertebrae
Germany.
The seven neck-vertebrae are so much elongated that the
only.
P. longirostris
neck is as long as the trunk with the tail.
dadylus, with

—

measures about

1

foot in

one of the smallest, only

total

length, while P. spectahilis

of the size of

a lark.

is

The wings,

tip.
The largest is
more than 5 feet.
The beak is long, pointed,
Sub-Order 2. Pteranodontes.
mandibular symphysis very
toothless, and laterally compressed
Pteranodon longiceps.
The skull has a long parieto-supralong.
The supratemporal
occipital crest, which extends far back.
foramina are abolished. The pre-orbital and orbital foramina are

however, measure 10 inches from tip to

P. giganteus, with a " spread " of

—
;

—

Rhamjjhorhi/nchus imienstert, x

Fig. 117.

4-,

as restored

by Marsh.

(From

Geikie.

The scapulae are attached to several thoracic
The skull of this gigantic species has a length of
and a half, and the spread of the wings measures nearly
This, and several much smaller species, are from the

confluent.

vertebrae.

two feet
20 feet.
Middle Cretaceous formation of Kansas.

Sub-Class

X.—PYTHONOMORPHA.

Very long-necked and long-bodied marine Cretaceous

re2)tiles, 'with

movable quadrates, single lateral temporal arches and
coelous vertebrae

and with
The

loitli

;

^?ro-

paddle-sliaped, pentadactyle limbs

skull

the teeth ankylosed to the jatvs.

possesses

typical lizards.

'

The

many

of the

essential features

premaxillaries, frontals,

fused into unpaired bones.

There

is

of the

and parietals are

an interparietal foramen.

PYTHOXOMORPHA
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by the premaxillae, nasals, preThe quadrato-jugal arch is incomplete,

nostrils are dorsal, bordered

frontals,

and

maxillaries.

orbit is posteriorly contluent with the infratemporal
but a supratemporal space is shut off by the single arch,
which is composed of the postfrontal, squamosal, and supra-

and the
fossa,

temporal.

The

latter is

between, and connects the

interposed

squamosal and quadrate with the latero-posterior branch of the
parietal.
There is a space between this parieto-squamosal arcade
and the epi-otic, which is fused with the lateral wing of the
The foramen magnum is bordered by the
lateral occipital bone.
two supra-occipital, lateral occipital, and the unpaired basiThe quadrate is movable,
the condyle is triple.
occipital bones
expanded epi-otic.
laterally
articulating with the squamosal and
with
the jugal, which
quadrate
There is no bony connexion of the
:

is

restricted to its anterior half,

and attached

to

the maxillary

The quadrato-jugal is
probably fused with the anterior surface of the quadrate, as
indicated by a perforation of the quadrate, resembling in this
absent as a separate bone

and lacrymal.
it is

are long, and separate
The
palatines separate
the elongated choanae from each
a long median
enclose
the vomers from the pterygoids, which
quadrates.
The teeth
vacuity and are not connected with the
jaws
upon
margin
of
the
inner
are conical, and stand near the
genera
have
Some
little prominences, with which they fuse.
teeth upon the pterygoids also.
The vertebrae are very numerous and are mostly procoelous.
They are noteworthy for the possession of an additional anterior
and a posterior pair of articulating processes on the neural
with the zygosphenes and zygantra of
arches, homologous
Intercentra are absent,
Snakes and Iguanidae (see p. 582).
tubercula,
and articulate
The ribs have no
except in the tail.
belong.
with the centra of the vertebrae to which they
The pectoral arch is strong. -The scapulae are short and broad

The vomers

respect the Ehynchocephalia.

other.

;

the coracoids, fused with

tlie

precoracoids, except

are flat and broad, and meet ventrally

;

for

a notch,

posteriorly they articulate

upon the anterior margin of the flat sternum, to the lateral
Clavicles and intermargin of which are attached several ribs.
Abdominal ribs are likewise absent.
clavicle seem to be absent.
the ilia, ischia, and pubes are
The pelvic girdle is feeble
;

loosely connected with each other, the pairs of ventral elements
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The ilia are loosely attached
meeting also iu the middle line.
in the Mosasauri they
to two vertebrae in the Dolichosauri
Both anterior and posterior limbs
have lost tliis connexion.
are transformed into pentadactyle paddles, with much shortened
The digits are to
and broadened bones of the arms and legs.
;

them

a certain extent hyperphalangeal, since several of

possess

phalanges.

five

The Pythonomorpha are undoubtedly

allied

to

the Sauria,

but they are certainly not their ancestors, since typical Autosauri
nor are the Snakes their descendants,
occur in the Lower Chalk
;

of

many

We

convergent resemblances.

them

iu

spite

to

be the marine collateral branch of the Sauria, which rapidly

consider

developed highly specialised, often very large forms, restricted to
the Cretaceous epoch, with a wdde, cosmopolitan distribution.

Order

DOLICHOSAURI.

I.

This older group is characterised by the sutural symphysial
connexion of the two mandibles and by the possession of two
sacral vertebrae.

The body is snake-like. Pleurodont. DoliLower Chalk of Kent and Sussex

chosauri's longicollis of the

;

about 3 feet, with about seventeen cervical vertebrae
and pleurodont teeth.
Acteosaurus of Istria anterior extremities
total length

;

distinctly shorter than the posterior pair
like

;

tail long.

those of Dolichosavrus, with zygosphenes.

of the TTpper

vertebrae

Vertebrae,

Pliojjlatecarpus

Chalk of Holland has a slender interclavicle

are without

region possess a

zygosphenes, but

those

;

the

of the cervical

downwardly directed long hypapophysial process

with a separately ossified epiphysis.

Order

II.

MOSASAURI.

The two halves of the lower jaw are connected by ligament
and are therefore movable as in Snakes.
There are no sacral
vertebrae, the pelvis having lost its connexion with the vertebral
column.
The formation of the limbs into paddles is more pronounced than in the Dolichosauri.
Mosasaurus, the chief genus, so called from Mosa, the Latin
name of the river Maas, with several species from the L'pper
Cretaceous strata of the Netherlands, England, and Xorth
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M. camper i, from Belgium, with a skull about 4 feet
armed \vith many large, curved, acrodont teetli. The
vertebral column consists of about one hundred caudal and thirty-

America.

in leugth,

four precaudal vertebrae, of vphich seven are cervical, without

The

zygosphenes.
at

25

total leugth of the type-specimen is estimated

feet.

Platecarpus of Xorth America and

American genera,

other Xorth
size.

Liodon.
instead

—Premaxilla without

of being

Zealand, and various
species

of large

smooth
wide distribution in

teeth, the others nearly

With

ridged.

Xew

also contained

a very

Xorth America, and Xew Zealand. L.
Zealand seems to have been the giant
amongst these monstrous marine creatures its total length has
been computed from imperfect fragments at 100 feet.
the Chalk

of Europe,

haumui'iensis

of

Xew

;

Clidasfes,

of the

Upper Cretaceous

of

Xorth America and

Europe, although not so massive, comprises the most elongated
The cervical vertebrae possess long median hypapophyses
forms.

with

separate

epiphyses

;

most of the

vertebrae

elongated and have well-developed zygosplienes.
a skull uearlv

two

feet

and a half

long.

are

much

C. tortor

had

CHAPTER
saueia-

XII

autosauki or lacertilia

Sub-Class

lizards

XI.—SA UBIA.

Reptiles icith movable qnaclrate hones, vAtli a transverse, external,
cloacal 02)ening, near

open the eversible,

the ijosterior lateral corners of

ptf^ii'cd

{right

and

left) cop)ulatory

which

organs.

which comprise the AuTOSAURl or Lacertilia in
the wider sense and the Ophidia or Snakes, are the most

The

Sauria,

No

are

known

from strata earlier than those of the Cretaceous epoch.

Their

recently developed groups of Eeptiles.

fossils

has probably to be looked for among
The
which Sphenodon, cf. p. 294, is the only surviving member.
Tertiary
Sauria have attained their great development within the
They, both Autosauri and Ophidia, are now the two
period.
dominant Reptilian groups, and they have, so to speak, a future
before them, being apparently still on the increase in numbers
and species, but certainly not in size.

the Prosauria, of

origin

Order

I.

AUTOSAURI

or l.k.O^-K'^llAk— LIZARDS.

Saurians which have the right and
'

left halves of
connected by a sutnral symphysis.

tlte

mandibles

The overwhelming majority possess well -developed limbs,
movable eyelids and cutaneous scales, covered by the mostly thin
and horny epidermis.
But there are many kinds of Autosauri,
especially those belonging to the degraded, burrowing families,
which have lost not only one or both pairs of limbs, but even
the limb-girdles, while the eyes have
the skin, and in

some cases the

scales

become concealed beneath
have been lost, or reduced
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to

mere

Moreover in some of these burrowing and
bones have become more or less

vestiges.

limbless forms the quadrate

immovable.

We divide the Autosauri into three sub-orders

i

—

I. Geckoxes,
Chamaeleoxtes,
Lacertae,
III.
p. 502;
p. 513;
p. 567,
with about 270, 1500, and 50 species respectively.
The Autosauri are of great interest, since they exhibit a
great, almost endless variety in shape, size, and structure in
Most of these modifidirect adaptation to their surroundings.
:

|

II.

!

cations are restricted to the external organs, or rather to those

which come into

direct contact

with the outer world, namely the

The majority

skin, the limbs, the tail, or the tongue.

Autosauri are

There are

terrestrial,

climbing,

of the

swiftly

running, and

even flying forms,

Most
them live on animal food, varying from tiny insects and
worms to Birds and Mammals, while others live upon vegetable
life

like

earthworms.

of

According
are

tract

to this diet, the teeth

modified.

The

intestine

is

the

relatively

short

in

the

interesting study of the influence of the climate and

nature of the country upon Eeptiles has been

Boettger

^

]

,

1

;

made by

with especial reference to the Transcaspian desert-

The winter is there short, but very severe, and there is a
considerable amount of snowfall, while the summer is intolerably
The spring arrives suddenly.
hot.
Lilies and tulips, which
region.

have been asleep for nine or ten months, sprout towards the
end of February, and a carpet of flowers covers the ground
for a short time.
Then everything shrivels up during the
rainless and fierce heat of the summer, and the autumnal storms
There
of dust and sand kill off the last remnants of vegetation.
are no trees,

and even prickly shrubs are

rare.

Instead of broad

leaves the plants have grass-like blades or needles.

shrubs

1

long in the herbivorous species.

jaws (hence modifications of the cranial arches, etc.), stand also
in correlation with the kind of food and with the way in which
it has to be procured.

A very

j

|

and the whole digestive

But swiftness,
the apparatus necessary for climbing, running, and digging, tlie
mechanism of the tongue, the armament and the muscles of the

carnivorous,

I

but there are also semi-aquatic forms.

while others lead a subterranean

diet.

<

do not form coherent patches, but they are
1

Zool. Gart. 1889, p.

1.

The

little

scattered

!

]

:

I
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about, and around the roots of each shrub the \Yind accumulates
little

mo^mds

and
and even

of sand

dust, a place of retreat for rodents,

female tortoises.
G. Eadde's
there is little change of
law of the steppe " is in full force
forms in a wide district, but all these forms are peculiar, and
Most characteristic
thej congregate socially in great numbers.
snakes,

lizards,

for the

"

;

—

Geckos which, like Teratoscincus, cf. p. 507,
have become inhabitants of sand instead of climbers of rocks and
trees; various kinds oi Phrynocephalv.s, cf. p. 521, and Varanus

are those kinds of

ffrisevs ;

the four desert-species of Lacertidae are browniish-grey

Of snakes
sandy yellow, with conspicuous stripes or spots.
are to be mentioned Eryx jaculv.s, digging in the sand, and
or

Tropidonotus

about ten other non-poisonous snakes.

is,

of course,

permanently watery places, where they can get
Of poisonous snakes there is the Cobra and
frogs and fishes.
Of Amphibia only Bvfo viridis and Bana
Uchis arenicola.
esculenta var. ridihunda exist in suitable places, but there are
neither Tree-frogs nor Newts.

restricted

to

Characteristic features of these inhabitants of the

the following
1.

desert are

:

The Lizards are

Velocity.

The Sand -snake,

slender.

even the Cobra has a relatively
narrower and longer tail than the Indian specimens, although
All
the number of the vertebrae and of the scales is the same.
Tephrometopon,

is

whip-like

;

the desert-snakes are remarkable for the great
ventral shields, two
2.

Hard, scaly covering,

dactylus,

Teratoscincus;

Geckolepis
3.

for instance in

the latter with

among Geckos, resembling the

exceptional

and Homopliolis of

Capacity for digging

great cold, or burning heat.

sand upon

its

blunt.

4.

Echis,

Gymno-

scales

fish-like

is

likewise deserticolous

in

the

sand in order

to

escape

All the Lizards and the Tortoise,

The snakes
and

The Sand-viper,

Typlilops

and

their tails are

Echis, has the scales of

in very oblique rows, so that it can heap

body by wriggling, shaking, and up-and-down

motions of the body.

by means of

Agama,
its

their specially modified snouts,

the back arranged

of their

Africa.

Testudo horsfieldi, have strong claws.

Eryx dig with
very short and

number

hundred and more.

The Agamoid Phrynocephalv.s does

this

lateral folds of the skin.

Arrant{ements for running on sand.

The

lizard

Eremias
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Scapteira has the digits broadened
and Tcratoscincus,
Phrynocephalus
out into shovels others, e.g.
rare arrangement
on
a
very
lateral
fringes
the
digits,
have long
among
them
only in Ptenopus
occurring
elsewhere
Geckos,
among

has very large

crui-al shields

;

;

and Stenodactylus, which are likewise inhabitants of the
5.

desert.

Protection against the everlasting, ubiquitous sand.

In

the digging species the nostrils are directed upwards instead of
forwards in most of the snakes they are protected by compli;

cated valves, or they are reduced to small pin-holes.

The eyes

In Agcnna and
by the head-shields.
Phi'ynocephalus the margins of the lids are broadened into plates
In Teratoscincas the
and are furnished with peculiar scales.
upper lid is enlarged. The lizard Mabuia has the lower lid much
enlarged, with a transparent window in it, so that the eye can
be closed without impeding sight, an arrangement carried to the
The ear-opening is either
extreme in Ahlepliarus, cf. p. 560.
small, or protected by fringes of scales, or it is abolished, e.g.
of Typhlops are overliung

in

Ph ry iwccphaJ us.

Pure green is quite absent, even in Pufo
and in Eana escidenta, since there is no green in that
White, with grey and
country, at least not of long duration.
6.

Coloration.

viridis

black

spots,

occurs

only

in

the

nocturnal

Geckos.

Yellow,

brownish, reddish colours are common, in adaptation to the sand.

The advantages of the carmine -red, and of the blue spots of
Phrynoccjjhal us, and the yellow or bright red under surface of its
Striation is of frequent occurrence among
tail, are imknown.
the lizards and snakes, probably in adaptation to the dry grass
heaped up around the scattered shrubs.
Concerning the various organic systems of the Autosauri only
some of the more imjjortant features may here be mentioned.
The vertebrae are precocious, with the exception
Skeleton,
Soof
the
most
Geckones, in which they are amphicoelous.
of

—

called intercentra, in the shape of unpaired

nodules or wedges,

In the tail
between most of the cervical vertebrae.
generally
remnants
of
the
basiventralia,
are
wedges,
the
these
Sometimes
present, freipiently in tlie shape of chevron -bones
occasionally the
they fuse with the centra of the vertebrae
persist

;

axial or central portion of these basiventrals persists as a sort of
fibrous

between

disc,

which

may

calcify separately,

and

is

interposed

the caudal end of the centrum and the articulating

\dt
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are
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to
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the

of

Geckones and

of

most

break across, like those of Sphenodon.

They are enabled to do this owing to a transverse split, which
makes its appearance with the ossification of the vertebral*
bodies and extends later into and across the neural arch and
The split is ultimately referable
the various lateral processes.
to a transverse septum of cartilage, wrongly called chordal
cartilage, which develops in the shell of the body of the vertebra,
The cells of this
destroys the chorda, and extends peripherally.
septum retain throughout

When

life

their

quasi-embryonic

juvenile

—and

happens
septum the cells of the remaining half reproduce a
new tail. The latter is, however, in reality a sham tail, since
neither new centra nor arches, but only a non-segmented rod or
tube of fibro-cartilage is produced by this process of regeneration.
Reproduction of centra is precluded by the previous normal
reduction of the chorda, around which alone proper bony centra
The regenerated tail is, however, invested
could be formed.
with new muscles, and with skin, but the scales often differ
Boulenger ^ has
considerably from those of the normal organ.
found that the new or aberrant scaling is in some cases a
character.

the tail

—

at such a

is

broken

reversion to an ancestral form.

Pseudopus, and in the Tejoid
certain extent also in Geckos

Gerrhosauridae,

Lacertidae,

off

this always

This is, for instance, the case in
genus Gymnophthalmus ; to a

On the other hand,
and Skinks.
and also Anguidae reproduce a

Injured or broken-off tails
sometimes an
even trifid
additional little tail grows out from an injui-ed spot, anywhere
on the side of the old remaining but mended tail.
caudal scaling true to their type.
often

are

The

reproduced

ribs

the

of

double,

or

;

trunk articulate

by their capitula

only,

while the reduced tubercula are attached to their vertebrae by

In the tail the capitular portion is much reduced,
tuberculum is much stronger and lies behind, no
longer above, the capitulum, fusing sometimes directly with the
centrum.
The ribs of the poststernal region of Geckos and
Chameleons are very long, and meet each other in the middle
ligaments.

while

line,

the

forming thin cartilaginous hoops.
are of the typical peutadactyloid type.

The limbs

tarsalia are often fused
1

The

distal

with the metatarsals, so that the chief

P.Z.S. 1888,

p. 351,

and 1891,

p. 466.
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bending of the foot

by truly

effected

is

intertarsal joints.

The

Chameleons, in
which the proximal tarsalia are reduced in number, and form a

greatest modification occurs in the foot of the

globe for the articulation with the tibia and fibula.

The

and sternum much resemble that of SphenoThe coracoids articulate with the
the precoracoids and the basal parts of the scapulae

shoulder-girdle

in their completeness.

doii

sternum

:

often send out several processes towards those of the other side,
so that several fenestrae arc formed.

The
The

clavicles are complete,

interclavicle is mostly
presternum is absent, but the sternum proper is
well developed, often forming a rhomboid plate, usually cartilaginous, often diverging backwards into xiphisternal processes.
The pelvis is attached to two vertebrae by means of several
The ischium and puV)is form symphyses. The pubis
ribs.

but are absent in the Chameleons.

A

T-shaped.

carries a well-developed lateral process,

pierces

the

shaft

the

of

and the obturator-nerve

Epipubic and hypo-ischial

pubis.

cartilages are of frequent occurrence.

The hyoid apparatus consists of a median, styliform rod,
it
is often
bifid
which extends forwards into the tongue
The unpaired piece carries two pairs of horns. The
behind.
;

posterior of

these, the

first

pair of branchial

arches, extends

backwards along the gullet, and is very long if the tongue is very
The anterior pair, the hyoid arches,
slender and protractile.
consists of two pieces on either side, one short and directed
forwards, the other long, connected with the former at a sharp
angle and continued upwards to the sides of the skull, often in
direct continuity with the columellar chain of the ear.

The modifications

of the skull concern chiefly the composition

The
temporal arches, see Figs. 55, M, N, 0, p. 281.
quadrate bone is movable, but it has become fixed in various
of the

degraded

where the

families,

and concentration

:

interorbital septum,

the

skull

postorbital

and with

it

shows a great reduction
and temporal arches, the

the columellae cranii are

Tlie columella cranii of the Chameleons,
to be absent, is really present,

and

is

which

is

lost.

generally stated

although in a much reduced

partly imbedded in the interorbital septum.

The

state,

occipital

condyle has become bifid in Amphisbaenidae.

Burrowing and living in sand are
partial or

often

correlated

with

complete reduction or loss of the limbs and their

SKELETON
This loss of limbs

girdles.

— SKIN
as

is

a

rule

elongation of the trunk, not always at the

which in such cases
hind-limbs come
reduction of the

is

much

shortened.
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correlated with an

expense of the

The

vestiges

tail,

of the

lie as near the vent as possible.
This
limbs occurred in several families which are

to

not directly related to each other.

Moreover,

it

does not occur

members of the family, not always in those of the
same genus, and there is a considerable amount of individual

in all the

In most cases of reduction the fore-limbs disappear
than, the hind-limbs.
In the Amphis-

variation.

are smaller

before, or

baenidae

Chirotes, p. 566),

(cf.

and in the Tejidae the reverse

In extreme cases the reduction is so complete that
even the pectoral girdle has disappeared, leaving scarcely any
trace, e.g. in Dibamus, p. 564.
takes place.

The skin is normally covered with scales, which are formed by
and have a horny epidermal coating.
The latter, thin

the cutis

and transparent, is shed periodically, peeling off in flakes, except in Anguis and perhaps other snake-shaped creatures, which
In the Amphisbaenidae the scales
shed the skin in one piece.
When well developed the scales
have practically disappeared.
are prominent, and imbricate or overlap with their free posterior
edges
but in many cases the scales are not " scale-like " at all,
only like little tubercles, which give the skin a granular
appearance.
Frequently, for instance in the Scincidae and
;

Anguidae,
of the

the scales contain " osteoderms," or ossified portions

all

and encase the whole body and

cutis,

famihes,

e.g.

tail.

In other

Lacertidae, such osteoderms are restricted

to

the

on the head, where they come into contact and
with the underlying cranial bones, and moreover roof in the

scales or shields

fuse

supratemporal

fossa.

The skin of the Autosauri is entirely devoid of glands.
The
femoral and pre-anal pores of many families, occurring especially
in the males, are probably not glands.
They are arranged in
rows on the under surface of the thighs and in front of the anal
opening.
Each of these organs perforates a scale and leads into
a tubular invagination, w^hich

is lined with epidermal cells, the
which produces a horny yellowish debris, and this
fills the tube and appears above the surface in the shape of a
little cone.
The use of this " excretion " is unknown it is

proliferation of

;

possibly hedonic.
VOL. Till

2 K

1
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Most Autosauri are capable of changing colour.
In most of
them this faculty is restricted to the assumption of paler or darker
tints

owing

matter contained in
In others new, often Aivid colours are the

to the shifting of the colouring

the chromatophores.

result.
The mechanism is described in detail in the Chameleon
on pp. 570 and 5 74.
Pigment is deposited either directly in the upper strata of
the cutis, just below the Malpighian layer, or it is contained in
chromatophores.
The latter are imbedded in the deeper layers
of the cutis, and send out movable contractile processes, in
which their pigmented protoplasm is conveyed towards or away
from the surface.
The only colours availal)le are black, red, yellow,
and white, with their combinations of grey and brown. The
white pigment consists of guanin -salts.
Blue and green are
structural colours, not due to pigment.
The same can no longer

be said of the Ophidia, since Boulenger has observed accidentally
that green Tree-snakes (e.g. Dryophis) give the alcohol in which
they are kept the colour of green Chartreuse.

—

The tongue is very variably developed,
Digestive organs.
affords good taxonomic characters.
It is always furnished
with many tactile, or with gustatory, corpuscles.
When the

and

tongue

is

very long and narrow

it

is

generally forked, and in

these cases, for instance in the Yaranidae,

is

almost entirely used

In others, especially where it is broad, it
assists in catching the food, and in the Chameleons it has
attained a most elaborate development (see p. 569).
as a sensory organ.

Salivary glands are restricted to labial glands.

those of the lower jaw are

analogy to what prevails in the poisonous snakes.
canal

is

In Heloderma

transformed into poison-glands, an

longest in the herbi\orous forms

;

The

intestinal

the rectum sometimes

possesses a short blind sac or caecum.

The cloaca of the Sauria is somewhat modified instead of
Coprodaeum, Urodaeum, and Proctodaeum forming three
successive chambers, the urodaeum is practically reduced to its
;

the

dorsal

half,

forming

a

dorsal

recess

between

the

two

other

The Coprodaeum is constricted into several successive
chambers, and is always well shut off from the urodaeum by a
strong sphincter.
The urodaeum receives the urinary excretions,
wliich are mostly chalky white and are rather consistent instead of
being fluid. The right and left oviducts also open into it. The vasa

chambers.

DIGESTIVE ORGANS
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open into the dorso-lateral portions of the walls of the

nrodaeum, but the sperma is conducted by folds of the lining of
this chamber towards the bases of the copulatory organs, which,

from the lateral and posterior corners of the
where uro- and procto-daeum meet, are stowed away outside
These organs are always paired.
The proctodaeum
the cloaca.
Its inner opening is
or outermost cloacal chamber is shallow.
round and is furnished with a sphincter, but it is surrounded and
covered by lips of the outer skin, which form a transverse slit.
This is due to the peculiar arrangement of the copulatory
although arising

cloaca,

organs.

Each organ consists of a tube

erectile tissue, and can be
To the apex of the tube is
attached a long retractor muscle, which arises from the ventrolateral surfaces of the caudal verteljrae and extends a considerable
distance back. When at rest and withdrawn the organs form slight

of

everted like the finger of a glove.

on either side of the root of the
an external feature by which male specimens can generally
Only one organ is inserted at one time.
be distinguished.
The majority of Autosauri lay eggs, surroimded by a white
conical, longitudinal swellings
tail,

which is either hard, for instance in Geckos,
and L. agilis, or parchment - like, e.g. in
Chameleons and in L. vivipara.
Eggs with a thin and soft

or yellowish shell,
in

Lacerta

shell
after

viridis

sometimes exhibit the paradoxical feature of increasing in size
they have been laid.
This is explained by the growth of

the embryo, which stretches the shell and does not merely live
upon the white and yellow contents of the egg itself, but also
takes in air and moisture.
Many Lizards do not lay their eggs
until they contain ripe embryos, which burst the shell shortly
after deposition.
Some, for instance Lacerta mvvpara, Angms
The
fr agilis, and Chamaeleo pumihis, are practically viviparous.
embryos, especially those which are enclosed in hard - shelled
eggs, are provided with a sharp, calcareous " egg-tooth " on the
top of the snout.

The lungs

are

thin-walled

sacs,

sometimes provided

with

and these reach their greatest development
in the Chameleons.
The breathing is effected by the motion of
the ribs.
Inflatable sacs on the throat, or on the sides of the
neck, for ornamental or sexual purposes, occur in various families.
The lungs of much-elongated, snake-shaped Lizards are generally

lateral ex-sacculations,
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asymmetrical
left in

;

chap.

the right being reduced in Amphisbaenidae

;

the

other cases.

Several Autosauri, for instance the Geckos, Fsammodromus,

and various otlier Lacertidae have a weak voice.
The Fat-bodies are mysterious organs which are situated
beneath the skin, and extend from the inguinal region forwards
They are often of consideralong the ventral sides of the belly.
al)le

dhnensions

largest

;

spring, in

the

in

Their colour

both sexes, at the

greyish-white or yellow,

time of propagation.
owing to the great accumulation of fat in the meshes of the
connective tissue which composes the frame-work of these organs.

An

up into

artery enters them, breaks

bine to jform an

efferent

is

capillaries,

and these com-

After the time of propagation

vein.

these organs are reduced to grey or reddish flaps, consisting mainly
of very vascular connective tissue.

long paper on

gated the

their morphology.

" su] )-divisions

G.

W.

Butler

^

has ^^Titten a

The same author

'^

has investi-

of the body-cavity in Lizards, Crocodiles,

and Birds," with reference to peritoneal diaphragmatic structures.
The geographical distribution of the Autosauri teaches
"We have to restrict ourselves to
few, but important lessons.
leaving
out those which are small and
families,
the principal
also those which, like the few
have a limited distribution
Mexico, are not natural groups.
in
Africa
and
in
Anelytropidae
probably
the oldest of modern
which
are
The Geckones,
;

Autosauri, are practically cosmopolitan, being absent only in the
They are common
cold and in the cooler temperate regions.

New

Zealand and in the
aquatic, they are
or in the trunks
accidentally
on
transported
particularly fit to be
they can exist
firmly,
and
cling
which
they
of floating trees, to
little South
received
a
once
months.
I
without food for

even in Oceanic Islands, for instance in
Although not at
Sandwich Islands.

all

American Gecko in perfect health from a grocer, who found it in
a well-closed wooden box containing canned meat, two months
after delivery of the box in Cambridge.
^The Scincidae, likewise an old family, are equally cosmopolitan,
but}

although

not occur in

many

exist in

New

Zealand.

wide distribution
and sixty or more
1

P.Z.S. 1889,

;

the islands of the Pacific they do

Many

of the genera have a very

for instance, Li/tjosoma,
species, occurs
p. 602.

with

its

one hundred

in the Australian
-

P.Z.S. 1889,

and Palaeop. 452.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION

XII

and

5OI

North and Central America, not exMahuia, with more than
sixty species, occurs in the Palaeotropical and the Neotropical
"Whether these and other widely-distributed genera are
regions.
tropical regions,

also in

tending, however, into South America.

all natiu'al is

another question.

The Agamidae, Yarauidae, Lacertidae, and the Chamaeleontes
are restricted to the Old World.
The Agamidae and Varanidae
have the widest distribution, occurring in the whole of the Old
World with the notable exception of Madagascar and NewZealand. The Lacertidae are Palaearctic and Palaeotropical, being
however absent in Madagascar, and, broadly speaking, not extendline.
It is a most sus-gestive
fact that most of those families of Eeptiles, and even of other
Vertebrates which have a wide distribution and are apparently
debarred from transgressing Wallace's line, are also absent from
ing eastwards bevond Wallace's

Madagascar.

The Chameleons are essentially African, with their centre of
abundance and development in Madagascar, only one or
two species occurring in Socotra, Southern Arabia, and in Ceylon
and Southern India.
If they existed, or could be shown to

greatest

have existed, on the various islands in the Indian Ocean, for
instance in Mauritius and the Seychelles, the Chameleons would

be an excellent illustration of the former existence of a direct

land-connexion between Southern India and Southern Africa.

The Iguanidae

are essentially American, with the remarkable

and Hoj^Iurvs in Madagascar, and
Braehylophns in the Fiji and Friendly Islands.
This peculiar

exceptions

of

Chalarodon

some analogies in that of Dendrobatinae (p.
(p. 601), and Centetes and Solenodon among
lusectivora.
An Iguana (/. euro2)aea) has, how^ever, been described
from the Eocene of France and England. The supposed relationship of the Iguanidae with the Agamidae makes the problem
only more puzzling, since Agamidae are absent in Madagascar.
If we have recourse to the Zonuridae, which are confined to Africa
and Madagascar, and are supposed to be intermediate between
Anguidae and Iguanidae, then we may 'have ultimately to conclude that the Malagasy Iguanoid genera and the American
distribution finds

272), certain Boinae

Iguanidae are a case of convergent evolution.

The Amphisbaenidae
the

West

Indies,

are

Africa

distributed over America, including
exclusive

of

Madagascar,

and

the
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This

Mecliterraueau countries.

is

very puzzling, considering that

subterranean, helpless creatures positively cannot

these

Boulenger regards them

which they are
allies,"

to

" as

some extent connected by

genera with reduced limbs,

i.e.

travel.

a degraded type of the Tejidae, with

cf. p.

and

C'halcides

its

562.

However, this supposed relationship with a

strictly

American

family does not explain the occurrence of Amphisbaenidae in

Either

Africa.

they are not a natural group, or they had,
much wider range and

as already degraded, limbless creatures, a

would imply their being a

this

we suppose the

;

verv' old family,

perhaps as old as

Coecilians to be.

Anguidae occur in Xorth and South America, in Europe and
the Mediterranean parts of Xorth Africa, and
in
TransGangetic India.

Their older relations, the Zonuridae, inhabit

Africa and Madagascar.

Madagascar

consequently devoid of Agamidae, Yaranidae,

is

Anguidae, and Amphisbaenidae, while it possesses,
besides the cosmopolitan Scincidae and Geckones, only Chameleons,
Lacertidae,

Gerrhosauridae, and
families,

—and

Zonuridae,

a few Iguanidae.

fauna of Madagascar

is

all

three

African

essentially

This means that the Autosaurian

intimately related to that of Africa, and

possesses only old families so far as Sauria are concerned.

that

it

But

since this great island

earlier

—

was separated from

than in Mid-Tertiary times,

" old " families are

it

its

continent not

follows that

most of these

comparatively recent.

Australia possesses only Agamidae and Yaranidae besides the

ubiquitous Geckos and Skinks.

has nothing in

common

Besides the latter two families

the Anura) or with America.

support the idea of a Xotogaea, cf
the

p.

74.

This again indicates

The
families.
which exists between the Old and the New
the same conclusion.
On the other hand, the

comparatively recent

marked

age of

Autosaurian

difference

AVorld points to

Autosauri support the idea that the Palaeotropical region
the

it

Madagascar (an analogy with
The Autosauri consequently do not

either with

tropical

and

therefore

riclier

continuation

of

is

the

but

now

impoverished I'alaearctic sub-region.

Sub -Order
acterised

as

1.

Geckones.

follows.

—The

typical

Geckos

char-

are

Four-footed Autosauri with amjyhicoelous

vertebrae; skull without bony temporal arches;

and with a perforation near

the ventral

end

clavicles
;

dilated

parietal

bones

GECKONES
separate;

fleurodont

eyes
;

(ivith

few

tongue fleshy
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without

exceptions)

and

broad, slir/htly

movable

lids

nicked anteriorly,

and capable of 2^^'otrusion.
This definition does not apply to a few forms.
In the
EuUcpharinae the vertebrae have advanced to the procoelous
condition, and the parietaLs are fused together, while the eyes are
provided with typical, movable lids.
In the Uroplatinae the
clavicles are not dilated, and the nasals are fused into one bone.
The Geckos seem to be not only a very independent but also a
Although fossil representatives are
very old branch of Sam-ians.
imknown, the resemblance of their vertebrae to those of the
Palaeozoic Microsauri is at least remarkaljle.
They are now
practically cosmopolitan within the warmer zones, being found in

iCECKONIDAE.
Fig. 118.

— Map showing the distribution of Geckonidae.
New

abundance

in all intertropical countries

Zealand.

Al^out two hundred and seventy species are known,

which have

and

islands,

even in

The generic
about fifty genera.
with few exceptions, and refer mostly to

l)een subdivided into

difterences are trivial

the structure of the digits.

The more important

features of the vertebral

column are the

absence of axial joints and the persistence and life-long growth

Each vertel)ral centrum consists of a
more or less calcified or ossified, with a narrow
waist and a cartilaginous septum in the middle.
In the tail this
septrnn, which is only slightly invaded by ossification, coincides
of the chorda

dorsalis.

cartilaginous tube,

exactly with the line of transverse division of the vertebrae into

an anterior and a posterior
tail

successive centra lies

half.

This

is

the level where the

Between every two
an intercentrum, broadest ventrally, crescent-

breaks off and whence

it

is

renewed.
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or wedge-shaped.

Dorsally

it is

continued as fibro-cartilage, and

the whole ring acts as an articular pad instead of

Che\Ton-boues are
.The

common

in the

are bifurcated, but the tuljercular portion

rilis

the joint.

tail.

is

frequently

The post-thoracic ribs are usually very slender, and
long that they meet each other in the middle line, in

reduced.
so

this case bearing an extraordinary resemblance to the so-called
" abdominal ribs " of other reptiles.

The bony frame

of the skull

is

There

slender.

a complete

is

absence of bony arches spanning over the temporal fossae, or

The upper jaw,
bordering the orbit, which is open posteriorly.
owing to the slender and flexible nature of the respective bones,
in this respect not vmlike
is movable upon the rest of the skull
the upper jaw of a duck. The dentition is pleurodont and the teeth
are minute.
The eyes of tlie typical Geckos are peculiar. Tliey are
covered with an absolutely tran.sparent skin, shaped like a
watch-glass, beneath which the eye moves freely, while the true
The covering
upper and lower lids are reduced to tiny folds.
;

probably a modification of the nictitating memIn the Eublepharinae, however, and in the few species
of the Greckonine genera Aelvrosaurus of Borneo and Australia,
and Ptenoims of South Africa, the upper and lower lids are
present and movable.
The pupil contracts mostly into a vertical
"

" is

watch-glass

brane.

slit,

except in the few diurnal kinds,

e.g.

Pliehuma, of the islands

and the African Lygodactylus.
Another peculiarity of at least many Geckos

in the Indian Ocean,

ordinary development of
which, being

filled

tlie

with the

crystals, perforate the skull,

the extra-

is

endo-lymphatic sacs of the
chalk -like

otoconia

oir

and are stowed away in the shape of

a pair of large l»ags behind the ears, or on the sides of

The skin
above, with

dermal

exhil)its

little

the

underlying bones.
orl)ital

ventral

l)ones,

considerable variety.

It

is

tlie

neck.

mostly

soft

granular tubercles, sometimes containing small

ossifications

veloped on

ear,

otolithic

or calcifications.

head, where

A

The

latter are

most de-

they occasionally fuse with

the

few species of Tarentola possess supra-

The
independent renmants of such osteoderms.
generally covered with small imbricating
is

surface

but in some genera, e.g. Homoj)liolis, such scales occur also
on the dorsal surface, reaching their highest development in
Teratoscincus (p. 507).
In a few forms, notably in Ptychozoon

scales,

GECKO NES
(p.

505

512), the skin of the sides of the body and tail is produced
of lobes and tiaps, the object of which seems to

into a series

Many, perhaps the majority of Geckos, have adby means of which some kinds are enabled to climb
absolutely smooth and vertical siu'faces, for instance a windowor, what is more startling, they run along the smooth,
pane
white-washed ceiling, l»ack downwards.
The apparatus is complicated in its minute detail, but is very simple in principle.
The

assist adhesion.

hesive digits,

;

adhesion

effected neither -by sticky matter,

is

Anura

in the

descril:)ed

of each

digit

the

way

The under

small and numerous vacua.
siu'face

nor in

18V), but by

(p.

furnished with

is

many

transverse lamellae.

down

of the foot

The pressing

upon a smooth smrface
causes the lamellae to spread asunder and
to

drive out the air

them return

lets

by virtue of their
further

partial retraction

and little
Each lamella is

elasticity

produced.

are

A'acua

;

to their original position
;

with tiny hair -like exwhich secure adpression to

beset

crescences,

even the slightest irregularity of surface

and at the same time enhance the elasticity of the pads.
The arrangement of
the lamellae and pads differs much in
the various genera.
For instance, the
lamellae are either broad and entire, or
they are divided into two parallel rows,
with

without lateral hairy fringes

or

Ftijchozooii homalocephahim.
A, Ventral \'iew
x 2.
of the right hand.
B, Side view of a finger to
show the peculiar arrangement of the claw -bearing

Fig. 119.

joint.

or

under

the

of the digits is granular, but strongly fringed

;

or the

The

are restricted to the dilated tips of the digits, etc.

and

these are in
or into

many

fingers

and
some of the lamellae,
Those Geckos which live on sandy,

are mostly furnished with

toes

surface

lamellae

sharp,

curved

claws,

cases retractile between

a special sheath.

barren ground are as a rule devoid of adhesive pads, the digits
being narrow.
The t}^ically padded, adhesive digits cause a
peculiar sensation
this

feeling

when

a

has perhaps

Gecko hangs on

to

one's finger,

and

given rise to the erroneous notion of

stickiness.

The

tail

exhibits

many

kinds of shape

and

size.

Mostly

GECKONES
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and tapering

cylindrical

a point,

to

dactylus ^^/a^w^'us of Australia

:

it

is

chap.

many

provided with

used as a parachute in the Malay
asper of Eastern Australia the tail

and
In Nephrurus

Ptychozoon.
is

quite short,

than the limbs, much swollen at the base,
which carries a round knob.
The tail of

Gymno-

in

leaf-like

lobes,

much

shorter

and very thin towards the

end,

all

Geckos

is

very

and can be quickly regenerated, except the long rat-like tail
of the I'ersian Ayamura.
In many other desert-forms the tail is
long, slender, and laterally compressed, acting in such cases like
brittle

that of desert-forms

Many

among the

Geckos have a

voice,

Lizards.

tition of this

i

\

;

|

I

j

mostly rather

like a soft " click " or " chick " produced

'

feeble,

and sounding

by our tongue.

sound resembles in some species the word

Eepe" gecko."

They lay eggs, rather globular, or but slightly oval, hard-shelled,
and white, mostly two in number. Xaultinus eleyans of Xew
Zealand is said to be vi\'iparous.
The males are generally larger
than the females, and they are further distinguished by the

i

possession of femoral or pre-anal pores.

All Geckos feed upon animals, chiefly upon insects, but the
•

larger forms take anything they can master.

"With few excep-

them
They are

tions they are nocturnal, which, however, does not prevent

i

^

from occasionally baking themselves in the sun.
capable of changing colour, but since their ground-colour is
almost universally grey, yellow, or brown, the range of the colourchanges

is

The skin

restricted to the adoption of darker or lighter hues.

is

shed in flakes and eaten.

they cannot even inflict
absolutely harmless
However, in many countries they are feared as
much or even more than the most poisonous snakes. In the
south of Spain and Portugal, for instance, where Geckos are
plentiful in and outside the houses, and are consequently oltjects

Geckos

are

;

painful bites.

of

daily

observation,

poisonous creature.
in

their regular

the

"

osya "

is

habits,

a

dreadfully

or rather confiding

provided they are not

— and they have many enemies
only
snakes —
caught

the

considered

They Ijecome very tame,

molested.

If

among other

safety of these defenceless

lizards and
and mostly small

tail, which, being extremely brittle, is left
The remaining stump soon
jaws
of
the pursuer.
in the claws or
like the old one, but witli
size
shape
and
produces a new tail, in
knew
of several specimens i)f
simpler
scaling.
I
a different and

creatures lies in their

J

i

;

:j
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the Portuguese Platydactylus facetanus, which, having lost their

the act of being caught, were kept in a box for six weeks

tails in

food.
On their arrival in England they had each
grown a new stump nearly half an inch long
Vertebrae
Fam. Geckonidae. Sub-Fam. 1. Geckoninae.
amphicoelous
clavicles dilated and
parietal bones separate
perforated.
Hereto belong the overwhelming majority of Geckos,
only a few of which can be mentioned.
TeratosciiiciLS scinciis.
This most peculiar creature, about six
inches in length, inhabits the steppes of Turkestan and neighIt is a thorough desert-form.
bouring desert-regions of Persia.
The digits are devoid of adhesive lamellae, but are oranular
inferiorly and strongly fringed laterally, an arrangement which is
rare among Geckos, practically restricted to it with Ptenop'us and
Stenodactylus, which are likewise deserticolous.
This is a beautiful

without

!

—

;

;

—

illustration of adaptation to the surroundings.

of climbing rocks

and

trees,

has

lost

A

Gecko, instead

the climbing apparatus, or

it for running upon loose sand.
The body
with imbricating, rather large and smooth scales.
round at the base, compressed in its posterior half,

has transformed parts of
is

covered

The

tail

is

covered below and on

the sides with scales like those of the

body, but on the upper side with a series of large, transverse,

By

nail-like plates.

Gecko produces a

rublnug these plates upon each other, this
cricket-like noise, sitting at night in

shrill,

front of his house, perhaps in order to attract grasshoppers.

noise

is

made by both

Ptenopus, a Gecko of
life,

Damara Land,

likewise adapted to desert-

produces a similar chirping noise by

PhyUodactyhis
in tropical

is

its throat.

a genus of world-wide distribution, occurring

America, Africa, Madagascar, and Australia, extending

Norfolk Islands and to Lord Howe's Island.

to the

The

sexes.

One

species,

Ph. euro2Kieus, occurs on the islands in the Western Mediterranean.
The digits are furnished with transverse lamellae, the

number

which are broken up into small scales forming
The ends of the digits are dilated,
with two large plates inferiorly, separated by a longitudinal
groove into which the claw is retracted.
The upper parts of the
body are covered with juxtaposed scales intermixed with larger
tubercles.
The al)dominal scales are small and imbricating.
The cylindrical, tapering tail is slightly prehensile, covered with
greater
three

of

longitudinal series.

LACERTILIA

5o8
small

scales

devoid of

j

i

verticils.

darker and lighter markings
head,

passing through

length up to 3 inches.
8'7

This species

Cleneral colour above grey-ltrown, with

arranged in

femoral or anal pores.

GECKONES

;

is

a dark streak on the side of the

Under parts whitish. Total
The eggs are almost round, measuring

the eye.

by 7 mm.

Hemidactylns, likewise a widely distributed genus, with many
The digits are dilated, inferiorly with two rows of
species.

Fig. 120.

Hemidacti/Iiis furciais (left\

and Tarentola mauritanica

(right),

x

1.

the clawed joints are slender, bent at an angle, and
H.
from within the extremity of the dilated portion.
turcicus, between 3 and 4 inches long.
The upper parts of
the body are covered with minute granules, mixed with larger

lamellae

;

rising

—

The abdominal scales are small and slightly iml)riThe male has several pre-anal pores. The tail is
covered above with minute scales and tubercles, below with a
The general colour is
series of large transversely dilated plates.
white below, l)rown above, with darker spots, and with white
tuljercles.

cating.

specks on

many

of

the tubercles.

This species extends

from
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Southern Portugal and Spain to Karachi.
Like PhyUodactylus
other kinds of Geckos, the body is semi-transparent
so much so indeed that the white eggs shimmer through the body
and. various

in certain lights.

Tarentola mauritanica

s.

Platydactylus facetaims.

— The

dibits

with undivided lamellae below, and a flat,
nail-like scute on their upper surface near the tip.
Only the
third and fom'tli digits are clawed.
Femoral or pre-aual pores
The upper parts are covered with scales and
are absent.
are strongly dilated,

and bear several longitudinal rows of strongly keeled,
the under parts have hexagonal scales.
General
colour above grevish-brown, with darker or liohter markinfs
granules,

large tubercles

;

•

with a dark streak through the eye.
This species

about 6 inches.

is

Total length of large males
one of the commonest Geckos

in the Southern Mediterranean countries.

northwards to the Douro.

In Portugal

It has been introduced

it

extends

by ships into

and Marseilles.
It is easily kept in
most Geckos indeed, provided they are supplied

the ports of Cette, Toulon,
captivity, like

with a variety of insect-food, water in the shape of drops, and

A

which I had received from
lump of meat (presumably its
food !), laid two eggs six weeks after its arrival.
This was
towards the end of April.
Towards the end of June in the
same year it again laid two eggs, measuring 13 x 10 mm.
Another specimen laid in June in two successive years.
These
suitable places to hide in.

female,

Algiers in a little tin box, with a

and other Geckos
glass

preferably

live very well

They change

cage.

night

in a greenhouse, or in a large

colour most adaptively.

which

They hunt

and then
Drops of water are taken by a lapping
motion of the tongue.
For sleeping-places they selected bits of
hollow bamboo, but these had to be vacated when some treefrogs crept into them for the daytime, and the Geckos took to
some curved pieces of bark, on tlie under side of which they
slept, with their backs downwards.
This is, by the way, a
favourite position of- rest of most Geckos.
But Stenodactylus
guttatus of Eg}7jt lies flat on its belly, tucks the fore-feet imder
and inwards like a cat, rests the head upon them, and stretches
the hind-limbs out backwards.
The little Geckos are rather
intelligent.
They take no notice of a finger put against the
other side of the glass to which they happen to cling
but
at

suddenly rushed

for

insects,

are

stalked

at.

;

5IO
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when

the hand

chap.

put inside their cage and approaches them ton
"When driven into a corner they
wriggle and wag their tails, or even raise the latter, perhaps as
an invitation to grasp it, in which case it would of course
is

near, they dart off suddenly.

break
to

AVhen caught, they emit feeble sounds, and attempt
with the mouth widely open.
During the moidting,

off.

Inte

which takes place at least twice a year, in the spring and in the
autumn, the skin peels off in flakes if, as happens sometimes,
the skin upon the lamellae is not stripped off neatly, these refuse
to act, and the creature cannot climb until all the old skin has
been rubbed off.
In their native haunts they are very regular in their haliits.
Favourite resorts of theirs are old olive trees or oak trees, the
rough and cracked bark of which affords excellent places for
Hollow trees are of course preferred.
hiding in.
Xot a single
specimen is seen during the early hours of the morning or in the
forenoon
but when the sun has become broiling hot, and our
own shadow passes over the stem of a tree, we become aware of
flitting little sliadows which jerk over its surface.
These are
Geckos which had been basking, motionless very dark grey,
almost blackish, just like the coloiu* of the grey bark upon which
the last wet season's moss has been scorched to a black cinder.
It
is difficult to espy a Gecko whilst it is glued on to such a tree.
Only the little beady eyes betray it, watching you carefully.
Nothing appears more easy than to catch that motionless thing.
You put out your hand and it is gone like a flash it has moved a
foot higher up, or down, to the right or to the left, just where you
least expected it to go, and tliere it clings on motionless as before.
it glides along, dodging over to the other
It does not seem to run
side of the stem and back again. There is system in its motions, since,
;

;

;

;

;

taking a

last leisurely look around, it

gently disappears in a rent or

Towards the evening, or wlien the shadows become longer,
the Geckos Ijecome lively.
One after another appears on the
surface, upon the tree, or at the entrance of the cave, and they
hole.

all

move about

mosquitoes,
goes

in

moths,

on well

into

their peculiar rushing jerks.

form
the

the principal diet,
night.

Spiders,-

flies,

and the hunting

Wliere a gecko has been seen

next day at the same hour.
Those which take up their aV)ode inside a house become almost
domesticated.
They are strange sights when hunting for Hies,

once

it

is

.sure

to

reappear the
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i

i

hut we fairly gasp
running up and down the papered walls
when they come to the upper corner, calmly hend over, and with
We are
the next jerk slide along the white-washed ceiling.
;

accustomed to

performing such

flies

supple and

inches long,

fat,

we

feats,

but at animals

are inclined to

—

draw the

five
line.

—

be it confessed
However, that is the way of Geckos, and
the
more we ponder over the mechanism of their fingers and toes,
the less we comprehend how such little vacua can support or
suspend such heavy creatures from a dry and often porous
surface.

— The

Gecko.

are

digits

strongly

dilated

with

undivided

the pollex and hallux, have a very short

All, except

lamellae.

Males with
compressed terminal phalanx with a retractile claw.
This Eastern genus includes some of
femoral or pre-anal pores.
the largest of all Geckos.
G. stent or

Malay

the

of

G. verticillatus

inches.

countries

verus

s.

s.

reaches a length of

15

guttatus ranges from Eastern

It grows
Bengal to China and through the Indian archipelago.
The head is large the ])ack is
to about one foot in length.
covered with small granules and about a dozen rows of large
;

The

tubercles.

scales, those of

when

tail,

intact,

and the belly

are covered with

the tail being arranged in transverse rows, several

The upper parts of the body
which make up distinct rings.
with red spots and vermiculations. According to Theobald ^ it lays aljout eight hard-shelled white eggs as
bi" as a musket-ball, cementim^ them to trees, rocks, or secluded
buildings.
The cry is " touk-tay," several times repeated, and
This
ending in a long-draw^n out, diminuendo, guttural rum])le.
animal does not confine itself to insects, but eats young rats also.

of

are grey or yellowish

Dr.

Mason has seen

devour

it

seize a bat fiying

round the room, and

it.

Tennenf"

devour smaller species of house-lizards,

it

and Theobald has seen

In an

tells

officer's

the following story about one of these creatures
cj[uarter

in the fort of Colombo, a

:

Gecko had

been taught to come daily to the dinner-table, and always made

The family were absent
some months, during which the house underwent extensive
repairs, the roof having been raised, the walls stuccoed, and the
its

appearance aloug with the dessert.

for

^

-

F.

Mason's Bttrma,, London, 1882.

Sketchec of the Xat. Hist. 0/ Ceylon, London, 1861.
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was naturally surmised that so long a
habits would have led to the
of the little lizard
but on the return of its

ceilings whitened.

suspension

its

tif

disappearance
old

friends,

GECKOXES

It

accustomed

;

it

made

its

entrance

usual

as

first

—

The digits
same structure as

Ptychozoon.

have

their

at

dinner the instant the cloth was removed."
the

described in the genus Gecko,

but they are entirely webbed.

The extraordinary

feature of

the

membran-

Ptycliozoon

is

ous expansions on the sides of
the head, body, limbs, and

tail,

which are said to act as parachutes.

liomaloccphalum,

P.

the only species, inhabits the

Malay Islands and the Malay
Peninsula.

reaches

It

A

length of 8 inches.

men
in

a

speci-

obtained by F. H. Bauer

Java,

Xovember,
few days

in

month

the

of

laid

two

eggs a

after

its

captm^e.

One young was hatched

in

the middle of the following

May, and two days later
came out of the
second egg.
The characteranother
istic

folds of the

skin were

already clearly discernil>le.

Sub-Fam.

—

2.

Euble-

from
Geckos by their
procoelous vertebrae and the fusion of the two parietal bones
into one.
The eyelids are not reduced, but remain functional.
This sul)- family is undoubtedly a heterogeneous assembly, as
indicated l)y the very scattered distribution of its few species
(about seven), in India, West Africa, and Central America.
Sub-Fam. 3. Uroplatinae, composed of a few species of the

pharinae.

Fio. 121.

Pti/chozoon homalocejj/iahan

the

genus

Uruj^jlatcs

in

^Madagascar.

The

Dift'ering

true

distinctive

characters of

LACERTAE
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Geckos are the fusion of the nasal bones
and the non-dilated

into one, the small size of the interclavicle,

shape of the

clavicles.

Neither the Eublepharinae nor the Uroplatinae are more nearly
They are
related to other Autosauri than are the other Geckos.
modifications within the

sii1:)-order

of the Geckones.

—Autosauri

Sub-Order 2. Lacertae.
vertebrae, and with the ventral

with procoelous, solid

i^ortions of the clavicles not dilated.

Cope,^ discarding outer appearances as deceptive in the classiof

fication

the

Lacertae, laid

stress

upon internal characters,

notably the presence or absence of osteoderms, the formation of

and the structure of the tongue.
Boulenger " has
and improved upon Cope's arrangement, and has
elaborated the classification, which, being used by himself in the
three volumes of the Catalogue of Lizards in the British Museum,
the

skull,

followed

has also been followed in the present work, with slight alterations
in the order of

For our present purpose

treatment of the families.

we diagnose the

follows, giving

to

such

Tongue broad and thick. No
Old World, p. 515.
Pleurodoiit.
Tongue short and thick.

osteo-

families as

characters as are most easily ascertained

:

—

preference

Synopsis of the Families of Lacertae.
Fam.

1.

Agamidae.

Fam.

2.

Iguanidae.

Acrodont.
derms.

osteoderms.
p.

Fam.

3.

Xenosauridae.

528.

p.
4.

Zonuridae.

Fam.

5.

Anguidae.

Anterior part of tongue
Osteoderms on the body.
Mexico,

Pleurodont, solid teeth.
retractile.

Fam.

No

America, Madagascar, Fiji Islands,

536.

Tongue short, not retractile. With
osteoderms at least upon the skull, where they
African
roof in the supratemporal fossae.
sub-region, p. 536.
Pleurodont, solid teeth.
Anterior part of tongue
Pleurodont.

emarginate, retractile into the jjosterior portion.
Osteoderms on body and head, roofing
Limits mostly
over the supratemporal fossae.

America, Europe, India, p. 537.
teeth grooved, with poisonOsteoderms tiny.
glands.
Tongue bifid.
Postfronto-squamosal arch absent, p. 540.
reduced.

Fam.

6.

^

Helodermatidae.

Pleurodont, lower

P. Ac. Philad. 1864, p. 224,
^

VOL. VIII

Ann. Nat.

and P. Amer. Ass.

xix. 1871, p. 236.

Hist. (5) xiv. 1884, p. 117.

2 L

Fam.

7.

Pleurodont.

fronto-squamosal arch absent.
Borneo, p. 541.
Tongue very long,
Pleurodont.

8.

Varanidae.

Fam.

9.

Xantusiidae.

Post-

bifid.

No

osteoderms.

bifid, smooth,
No osteoderms. Postorbital
very protractile.
and temporal arches incomplete. Old World,
p. 542.
Tongue very short and scaly. No
Pleurodont.
Supratemporal fossa roofed over
osteoderms.

by the cranial bones. No movable eyelids.
Central America and Cuba, p. 547.
Tongue long,
Teeth solid, almost acrodont.

10. Tejidae.

deeply
Fani. 11.

Tongue short and

Lanthanotidae.

Fam.

Fam.
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with

bifid,

No

papillae.

osteoderms.

Limbs sometimes reduced. America,
Pleurodont.
Tongue long, bifid, with

Lacertidae.

p.

547.

papillae

folds.
With osteoderms on tlie head.
Supratemporal fossae roofed over by the cranial
bones.
Old World, p. 549.
Tongue long, with papillae, but
Pleurodont.
feebly nicked.
With osteoderms on the head
and body, roofing over the supratemporal

or

Fam.

12.

Gerrhosauridae.

Fam.

13.

Scincidae.

fossae.

African sub-region,

often reduced.

The following

five

" families "

are

formity with their usually subterranean
Fam.

14.

Without

Anelytropidae.

limbs.

Cosmopolitan,

15.

559.

Dibamidae.

p.

nicked.

see p.

Body

Veriuiform, limbless

without osteoderms.

p.

Liml>s

559.

much degraded
life,

Mexico and Africa,

Fam.

p.

Tongue scaly, feebly
Osteoderms on the head and body.

Pleurodont.

in

con-

496:

covered

with

scales.

564.

body covered with scales,
Australasia and Nicobar

Islands, p. 564.

Fam.

16. AnieUidae.

Fam.

17.

Fam.

18.

Without limbs

Amphisbaenidae.

Pygopodidae.

body covered with scales, without osteoderms.
California, jj. 564.
The body is covered with soft skin, forming
numerous rings with mere vestiges of scales.
Without limbs, except Chirotes with fourclawed fore-limbs, j). 565.
Snake-shaped, with scales.
Fore-limks absent,
hind-liml)s appearing as a pair of scaly flaps.
;

Australia, p. 567.

These eighteen "families" of the Lacertae foil into four main
groups.
"We naturally assume that the presence of osteoderms and
of complete cranial arches indicate more archaic conditions than
their absence, just as

we conclude that

limbless forms have been

evolved from creatures with fully develo])ed limbs.
the four groups with their families as follows

:

We

arrange
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Zoiiuridae and Anguidae assume a central i^osition, witli Iguanidae
and Agamidae as two parallel families of highest development.

I.

Aniellidae as the most degraded forms.

Helodermatidae and
Lanthanotidae as rather primitive and solitary survivals.

Agamidae Iguanidae
I

i

Xenosauridae
I.

I

Zonuridae

— Anguidae — Helodermatidae,
I
Aniellidae.

Group
Group

— Tejidae —Amphisl)aenidae.
— Gerrhosauridae—
— Here

II.

Xantusiidae

III.

Scincidae

Group IV.

Lacertidae.
also
Anelytropidae and j^erhaps also Dibamidae as degraded Scincoids.
Yaranidae, which are in many respects the most highly developed
of

all.

Pygopodidae are of obscure relationship.

Fam.
l)road

Agamidae.

1.

and short

—

tongue.

Acrodoiit,

Okl-AVorkl Lizards, with

The teeth are usually

a

differentiated

L &

WM

^

AGAMIDAE.

Fig. 122.

— Map showing the distribution of the Agamidae.
The

into incisors, canines,

and molars.

the temporal fossa

bridged over by an arch which

chieiiy
orbital

is

orbit

is

closed posteriorly
is

;

formed

by the squamosal and the well-developed jugal the postmostly remaining small, and the postfrontal and supra;

temporal bones being either absent or not present as separate
The eye, provided
The limbs are well developed.

elements.

with complete eyelids,

The skin

is

is

distinctly small

and has a round

pupil.

devoid of osteoderms, although large and numerous

spines are often present, especially on the head

The Agamidae,

of

which about two hundred

and on the
species,

tail.

arranged

LACERTAE
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known, exhibit a great diversity of
and more laterally compressed,
mostly
arboreal forms.
The majority are insectivorous, a few Agamas
have a mixed diet, while Uromastix and some others are chiefly,
They are an exif not entirely, frugivorous and herbivorous.
clusively Old-World family, avoiding the cooler parts of the
Palaearctic sul)-region, and also, a very curious fact, Madagascar.
The majority live in Australia and in the Indian and Malay
countries, comparatively few in Africa, chiefly the genus Agama.
The iDody is mucli depressed and
Draco (" Flying Dragon ").
in about

thirty genera, are

flat -bodied,

terrestrial

—

Fig. 123.

Draco vo/ans.

x

^.

the sides extend as a pair of large wing-like membranes, which are

supported by
ca,n

five or six of

the nmch-elongated posterior ribs, and

be folded up like a fan.

On

the throat are three pointed

appendages, a short one on either side and a long one
middle. The tail is very long and slender, but not brittle.

in

the

About

twenty species of this extraordinary genus inhabit the various
Indo-Malayan countries one, D. dNssiimieri, occurs in Madras.
D. volans of the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, and Borneo is
The
about 10 inches long, o of wliich are taken up by the tail.
;
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The upper parts of this pretty
male has a small nuchal crest.
have a metallic sheen, with small dark spots and

creature

undulating cross-bands upon the ricli brown ground-colour. The
The gular sac of the
wings are orange with black markings.
male is orange, that of the female is blue.
"

Flying Dragons

" use their

wings as parachutes, but their
Certainly they do not
powers are said to be very moderate.
fly by moving the wings, but when at rest upon a branch, amidst
the luxurious vegetation and in the immediate neighbourhood of

The

sailing

them by

their

butterflies, especially since

they

gorgeously coloured .flowers, which partly conceal
likeness,

they greatly resemble

have the habit of opening and folding their pretty wings.
This exclusively Ceylonese genus is remarkable
Ceratoi^hora.
for a flexil;»le, erect, and pointed appendage which arises from the

—

best developed in the males, vestigial or
Gular appendages are absent. The tnmk is
crestless, slightly compressed, and covered with partly keeled scales.
The tail is slender and very long, about two-thirds of the total length

top of the snout

;

it is

absent in the females.'

The general colour

of the animal.

is

olive-brown, with irregular

darker markings and with light streaks on the head and thighs.
C. stoddarti and C. tennenti are about 10 inches long, the former
without, the latter with,

little scales

upon the

rostral appendage.

Lyriocephalus, with L. scutatus (Fig 124) of Ceylon as the

only species,

is

remarkable for

its

Chameleon-like appearance.

A

splendid case of convergent evolution, but most improbably of

The tympanum is quite hidden. The head is raised into
bony edges. On the top of the nose is a thick
globular lump, recalling the genus CeratojjJiora,' and also various
The back and sides are covered with very
Malagasy Chameleons.

mimicry.

a pair of sharp

small granular scales, intermixed with several rows of enlarged
scales as in Chamcleo immilus, and there is a serrated crest along
the back from neck to

The under parts

tail.

are covered with large

keeled scales with sharp points directed backwards, especially on
the

The whole body

tail.

is

laterally compressed.

The poUex and
The general

the fifth toe are strongly opposed to the other digits.
colour

is

greenish above, whitish below. Total length about one foot.

Calotes,
is

with

many

species in India

and in the Malay Islands,

distinguished by a crest on the neck and back.

males have a gular
lizards are

sac.

The

tail

is

ext^mely

remarkable for their changes of colour.

Many
long.

of the

These
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ranges from Afghanistan through the whole of

C. versicolor

India to Southern China, and attains a length of 14 inches, 11
It possesses no gular sac, but
of which are taken up bj the tail.

has a well-developed

crest.

The whole body and

tail are

covered

I

Fig. 124.

with strongly keeled

swallowing

its food,

Lyrioceplmlus scutatus.

scales.

When

—

this lizard

lias
"

lizard

is

irritated, or

the head and neck become brilliant red, whilst

the usually brownish tint of the body

Mr. Annandale
on C emma

the

x.%.

favoured

me

is

with

converted into pale yellow.
tlie

following observations

In the Malay Peninsula the Europeans misname

Chamele^.

The colour-changes appear

about bv emotions, althou'di

tlie

lizard

is

to be brought

often darker towards
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it is at mid-daj.
The males are very pugnacious,
colour
they
change
as
fight.
At the time of courtship a
and
performance
is
gone
tlirough
by the male, the female
curious
He chooses some
remaining concealed in the foliage hard by.

evening than

convenient station, such as a banana leaf or the top of a fence,

and advances slowly towards the female.

His colour

then

is

pale yellowish flesh-colour, with a conspicuous dark spot on each
of the gular pouches,

which

He

extended to their utmost.

are

body as high as
possible, and nodding his head solemnly up and down.
As he does
mouth
is
rapidly
and
repeatedly
opened
and
the
shut,
but no
so,
When he is driven away, caught or killed, the
sound is emitted.
dark spot disappears entirely from the neck.
If one male is
captured, another takes his place within a few hours."
India and Ceylon reaches 2
C. oiihiomachus of Southern
feet in length, has a fold of skin in front of each shoulder, and is
generally known as the " blood-sucker " on account of the red
colour displayed during excitement on the head and neck.
C. my&taceus, chiefly in Burma and Siam, but also in the
Xicobar Islands and in Cevlon, has a small ffular sac and an
The specific name seems
oblique fold in front of each shoulder.
stands- upright, raising the fore part

to refer to the yellowish lips.

account of
"

A

This

it

a very

is

window.

^

gives the following vivid

:

made

pair

Mason

of the

their

common species in gardens
home in the mango trees

in Toung-ngoo.

near

my

study

The female blundered into the house a few days

ago,

but I found her a very unattractive animal of a uniform earth-

The male, however,

sometimes a beauty. .He
up and down, with the head,
pouch, and whole front of the body a glowing ultramarine blue,
contrasting beautifully with the reddish brown of the hinder part
of the body and tail.
From the nose to the shoulders, below the

brown

may

colour.

is

be often seen jerking his head

eye, is a

broad white band, which

is

interrupted by three reddish-

brown patches, in line with the white band, before reaching the
Occasionuniform reddish brown of the hinder part of the body.
colour,
brownish
ally the white band below the eye assumes a
and the animal appears to have a brown band down each side.
He does not always, however, appear in this gay dress. While I
am writing I see him comino- down the trunk of one of the trees
^

Burma^

its

People

and Productions, London,

1882,

5
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a very faded garment.

chap.

His skin suggests a bright

calico

been washed, whose colours succumb to soap.
The
blue is there, but it is no longer the bright blue of yesterday.
It has changed to a dull light indigo colour.
He runs across

after it has

the grass to the foot of another tree, and

stops on

the bare

ground at its base, where for a minute or more he bites with
great energy at a struggling grasshopper, and while thus exercising
himself the blue fades out from his body altogether, and his
whole body takes the colour of the brown earth on which he
stands.
After tarrying a minute or two he ran up the other tree,
and the dull light blue colour seemed to return to him."
Agama with many species in Africa and Asia some in SouthEastern Europe.
The body is somewhat depressed.
There is a
fold across the throat and a pit on either side
the presence of a
;

;

gular

sac

is

developed.

scales.

scales.

dorsal crest

is

absent or but feebly

The males have pre-anal pores.
The body is covered with strongly keeled

A. sanguinolenta.

and pointed

A

variable.

scales.

—

On

the sides of the head are a few spine-like

The ear-opening is
The males have

partly concealed by a fringe of spinous
a

gular

pouch.

This

inhabitant of the deserts and steppes of Tm-kestan.

observed

tlie

habits and

The usual garb

many changes

is

a

typical

Zander

^

has

of colour of this lizard.

earthy brown above, with somewhat darker and

is

rather indistinct markings.

The under parts are whitish.

Some-

times the creatm-e changes to dirty white, at other times into
Bluish-red stripes may appear on the
body blue lines begin to show on the throat, and
ultimately the whole belly, originally white, may become ultramarine blue.
"When the general tone happens to be sulphurous
yellow, blue often appears on the tail and limbs.
Brick red
appears on four longitudinal rows of patches on the sides of the
body.
Sometimes the whole animal assumes a vinous tinge, or
it is at first greenish before turning into blue.
The change
begins on the tail and limits, extends over the head, and at
length reaches the back.
Eed appears in both sexes, more
blackish or grey brown.

sides of the

;

frequently in the female

;

Ijlue

almost

entirely in

the

male.

and warmth only intensify the colours.
Adaptive
coloration, besides the usual sandy garb, has not been observed.
The lizards live on soil which is baked as hard as bricks, or in
Sunlight

»

Zool. Garten. 1895, y. 232.
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vegetation.

is

They require

vegetable food, besides insects, grazing on grass, and ha^dng a

fondness also for Mesemhryanthevium

Very large
They are pugnacious,
The male inflates its
gular sac into the size of a walnut, stands up upon its four
limbs, with its head slightly lowered and turned to one side.
Then it darts upon the foe which it has been eyeing for some
cardiforme.

males reach a total length of one foot.
especially during the time of breeding.

time.

_

Agama

Fig. 125.

A.

stellio is

the commonest

.-

.

«£>«^

stellio.

Agama

.&.VTEi>y..-,li^

>

in Egypt, Asia Minor,

and

in some of the Grecian Islands, where the Greeks still call it
The
horkordilos, just as they did in the time of old Herodotus.

Arabic

name

is

liardun.

This lizard

is

easily recognised

by the

irregular folds on the neck, which are beset with spinous horny
The general
scales.
It grows to a length of 15 inches.
basking
When
back.
colour is brown, with dark patches on the
male
the
season
breeding
they become almost black
in the
;

assumes red tints on the head and neck.
Phri/nocephahis.

and deserts of

—

Asia.

This

is

a typical

The head

is

Agamoid

short and

of the steppes

thick, the ear is
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The body

hidden.

throat

is

is

chap.

depressed, devoid of a dorsal crest

;

on the

a transverse fold but no sac.

A. Zander^ has made interesting observations upon the habits
of several species.

Ph. helioscopus lives on hard stretches of

soil,

which

are

absolutely bare of vegetation, the soil being baked as hard as a

The

on any insects they can get hold
"When chased they run
with short jerks, carrying the tail high or rolled up.
Ph. interscapularis occurs, in Transcaspia, on the shifting,
loose sand.
It runs so fast that one scarcely sees anything but
its shadow.
The tail is rolled upwards. With short jerks
it suddenly changes its direction, stops behind a few blades of

paved

road.

of, chiefly,

lizards live

however, upon mining ants.

the open, makes a few shaking, wavy movements,
and covers itself lightly with sand.
Shortly after that the top
of the head appears, the grains of sand, rolling off between the
strong supraciliary ridges, and tlie little creature, only about 3
grass, or in

inches long, peeps out of

its

temporary hiding-place.

which inhabits

Transcaspia and parts of
Southern Russia, often faces its aggressor, raising itself upon its
fore-limbs, curling and uncurling its tail in its excitement, and
holding its mouth widely open.
The creature, which attains a
length of 9 inches, inclusive of the long tail, then assumes a
markedly changed aspect.
The flaps of skin at the corners of
the mouth swell up into a half- moon-shaped transverse plate,
the hinder surface of which is covered by the outer skin, wdiile

Ph.

mystaccus,

the front is a continuation of the rosy lining of the mouth,
which thereby appears hugely enlarged.
"When biting it hangs
firmly on to the finger.
This frightening attitude is interesting, since it occurs in a much more developed condition in the
following genus.

Chlamydosanrus

linr/i.

—

This

peculiar

Agamoid,

which

inhabits Queensland and Northern and North-AVestern Australia,
is easily

recognised by the large frill-shaped dermal expansion on

either side of the neck.
throat.

The whole

frill

The two halves

are confluent on the

can be erected, and

is

worked by the

much-elongated arches or horns of the hyoid apparatus, which
extend into the flaps of skin, somewhat like the ribs of an
umbrella.
The specially modified hyoidean muscles spread out
'

ZooL Garten. 189o,

p.

2.'.7.
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this curious creature is

pursued

it folds

and runs in a semi-erect position upon its hind-limbs,
However, it cannot keep
with its fore-limbs hanging down.
up this peculiar gait for long, and it then suddenly turns to bay,
frequently at the root of a tree, which it can climb with ease.
When standing at bay it spreads out the shield to its full extent,
in the middle of which appears the widely opened mouth, which
Altogether this
is red inside and armed with powerful teeth.
the

frill

Chlamydosaurus Jdngi.

Fig. 126.

x^.

/

an enemy not to be
despised, considering that it is strongly built and grows to nearly
3 feet in length.
For a further account of the habits and of
lizard presents a formidable aspect,

the

mechanism

of the

Phi/si;/nathus.

—

frill

This

is

see

De

and

is

Yis.^

a water-loving genus, inhabiting well-

watered districts with luxurious vegetation in Australia, Papuasia,
Siam, and Cochin China.
The body and the very long tail are
laterally

compressed and furnished with a low, serrated

crest.

Fh. lesueuri of Queensland reaches a length of about 18 inches.

The general colour
'

/'.

is

dark olive above, with darker and lighter

Linn. Soc. X.S.IF.

viii.

1883, p. 300.
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cross-bands,

and with a broad black band reaching from the eye
The under parts are pale olive, with small black

to the shoulder.

The throat, although devoid of a special sac, is frequently
bulged out by the hyoid apparatus, as shown in Fig. 127, taken
from a specimen in the Zoological Gardens in London.
Uromastix is a typical desert-form, inhabiting the dry and
sandy tracts of Xorth Africa, Arabia, Syria, Persia, and Northdots.

Western
thick

The genus

India.

tail,

which

is

is easily

recognised by the short and

covered with whorls of large spinous scales,

while the much-depressed body and head are almost smooth, being

KC.Btt^i

Fig. 127.

covered with very small
quite exposed.

The

Physifjnothns lesueuri.

scales.

incisors are

xA.

The tympanum of the ear

is

large, uniting in the adult into

one or two pairs of large cutting teeth, separated from the molars

by a

There is a transverse fold on the throat,
and femoral pores are well developed.
The.se " Spiny-tailed Lizards " live chiefly upon vegetaljle food,
leaves, grass and fruit, but they vary this diet with in.sects, at
least in captivity, where they become rather partial to mealworms.
They are absolutely terrestrial and diurnal, preferring
sandy places, where they bask or rather roast themselves in the
sun for tiie night, at the approach of rain, or on dull and
chilly days, tliey retire into their l»urrows, which they dig in
toothless space.

l^re-anal

;
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the sand or iu the hard ground, unless they hide iu the cracks
of rocks.

They have a regular mania

strong limbs and short, curved claws.

for digging

with their

Although they love a

OTeat amount of heat, and become stiff when cooled down to
o
60 F., they can stand several degrees of dry frost
about 16° C.

=

During the cold season they hibernate. The
The lizard lies as a rule in such
a position in its hole that the tail blocks the narrow passage
when touched with the hand it deals out jerky side-l:)lows With
The bite is deliberate and very painful.
the tail.
U. harchvicki is a native of North-Western India and Beluchistan, occurring especially in Sindh and Eajputaua, for instance
This species is of a delicate sandy colour,
near Delhi and Agra.
without injury.
spiny

tail is

used for defence.

;

with dark dots or vermiculations, interspersed, occasionally, with
pale blue specks.

a

greenish

hue.

The under parts are whitish on the tail with
distinctive and obvious mark is a lar^^e

A

blackish patch on the anterior side of the thigh.

up

Total length

to one foot.

have several times received consignments of the Indian
Spiny-tailed Lizard through the kindness of friends, but I must
confess that they are far less easily kept than one is led to
I

They are lovely,
from certain exaggerated accounts.
most interesting, and surprisingly tame creatures. 'I received
They made burrows in the dry
one lot in the month of June.
soil, basked in the sun and on the grassy sods of their roomy
When approached, they at lirst
cage, and showed great curiosity.
scrambled off or sank down fiat, shut their eyes and feigned death.
They then opened their tiny yellow eyes a little, while others
peeped out of their retreats to see if all was safe, or attracted by
some noise.
Soon they became so tame that they crawled over
believe

my

hand.

But the

difficulty consisted

greedily lapped up drops of water.

in feeding them.

Their dung

They

consisted of the

Eqidsetum or Mare's tail,
Lettuce, cabbage,
mixed with fragments of beetles and ants.
caidiflower, grass, the flowers of red and white clover, Mare's
tail, wheat, rice, and Indian corn were offered, but they only took
a few blades of grass and the hard Indian corn, besides mealworms. This is all the more astonishing since other specimens are
indigestible parts of

some

species of

known to partake freely of herbaceous food. None of them survived the late autumn, and most of them succumbed to a disease

526
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known

as intussusception of the gut.

CHAP.

They

certainly could not

complain of the want of heat, since the bottom of their cage was
kept permanently warm by a lamp, and in the autumn they invariably slept in the warmest part of the soil, avoiding the cool
regions which would have given them a chance of hibernating.
Another consignment arrived in the month of February.

None

of

them

ate anything or survived the early

and

U. ncantlii minis

U.

spinipes are

summer.

common

in

Algeria,

ffiyp
Fig. 128.

— Uromastix acanthinurus.

Tunis, and Egypt, where they prefer sandy and rOcky localities.

Their Arabic

name

is

Dah.

called " lezards des palmiers,"

In Algeria

they

are sometimes

perhaps because they eat dates,

besides berries, grass, and various llowers.

Very large specimens
Like the other species of Uromastix
The African species can change colour

attain a length of 18 inches.

they have no voice.
to a great extent.

At

a low temperature they are mostly grey

or brownisli black above, dirty white below.

they change to

and

ligliter

to green, with

AVhen

it is

warmer

shades of brown or even to orange yellow

black or brown specks and

vermiculation.s.
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A

young specimen of U. acanthinurus has been observed to
grow within twelve months from 90 to 150 mm. in length.
The mouth of this peculiar-looking creature is very
Ifoloch.
lateral
teeth of the upper- jaw are implanted horizonthe
small
inwards.
The body is much depressed, and, like
directed
tally and
covered
with small scales or tubercles
head,
is
short
tail
and
the
M. Jiorridus, the only species,
intermixed with large spines.
inhabits the sandy districts of Western and Southern Australia.
Nothing is known about its habits except that it seems to live
Its extremely rough skin is, according to an acciupon ants.
dental observation by Dr, Willey, highly hygroscopic.
He
happened to put a live specimen into a shallow dish with water.

—

;

ajajurhanv
Fig.

129.— Moloch

Jwrrido

when, to his surprise, the water was sucked up as by blottingpaper.

— The

and is
and has
small keeled scales.
There is a strong transverse gular fold, and
a fold along the side of the body.
The tympanum is distinct.
Femoral, but no pre-anal, pores are present.
L. belli, the only species, about 18 inches long when full
grown, is a native of South-Eastern Asia.
The general colour is
Liolejiis.

body

is

depressed, without

The

covered with minute granular scales.

a

crest,

tail is long,

brownish, with pale black-edged spots along the back
are

marked with black and orange

are orange, variegated with blue.

vertical bars

;

;

the sides

the under parts

Annandale remarks that

this

perhaps the commonest lizard on the barren stretches of sand
It is exceedingly
in Lower Siam, especially near the coast.
is

active

and timid.

Though

its

colour

is

brilliant, the

green and
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grey eye-like spots which ornament its back, and the orange and
its sides, are not conspicuous amidst the natural

purple stripes on

surroundings, the former harmonising with the shadows cast upon

the sand hy the scanty vegetation which
latter being

more or

less

it

supports,

and

tlie

concealed by the folds into which the

skin that covers the ribs naturally

falls.

When

the

male

is

roughly handled and is unable to use its powerful jaws, it
flattens its body in such a way that the stripes become most
conspicuous.
The female is unable to do this with such effect,
as her ribs do not seem to be so mobile and her colours are less
Liolepis lives in holes in the ground, which often go
bright.

down

more than 2 feet before there is a bend in
Each burrow generally contains a pair of these
which, according to the natives, are strictly monogamous.

vertically for

their course.
lizards,

Fam.

2.

Iguanidae.

—

Pleurodont lizards with a short and
almost entirely American, with the

thick, non-protractile tongue

;

remarkable exception of two genera, Hoplurus and Chalarodon

Most
and onQ,Bi'achylophus,\n the Fiji Islands.
some of the most striking
forms are herbivorous, e.g. Iguana, Amhlj/rhynchns, and Basiliscus.
In their general structure the Iguanidae closely resemble the
Agamidae, from which they differ chiefly by the pleurodont
dentition.
The orbit is surrounded by bone, and the temporal
fossa is bridged over by an arch which is formed by the junction

in Madagascar,

of the Isuanidae are insectivorous, but

of the squamosal chiefly with the postorbital, the jugal taking
as a rule less share in the arch.

Dermal

ossifications are absent

•
on the body.
There are about three hundred different species, which have
been grouped into about fifty genera, representing arboreal,
terrestrial, burrowing, semi-aquatic forms, and even one semi-

marine

species.

Their external appearance varies consequently

within wide limits.

Anolis

is

distinguished by the partial dilatation on the middle

phalanges, which carry a series of transverse adhesive lamellae.

In

its

general shape Anolis resembles slenderly built and long-

which it may be said to represent in tropical
and sub-tropical America, inclusive of the West Indian Islands.
The males have a large gular appendage, wliich can be distended
by the hyoid bones. Anolis is an expert climber, living in trees,
tailed Lacertidae,

or rushing about on fences or walls of houses in search of insects
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most species can change colour to a great extent.
More than a
hundred species are known, of which we mention only
one, very
common in the Southern United States.
A. carolinensis of the South-Eastern United States
and of
Cuba is beautiful golden green on the wliole upper surface
the
gidar sac becomes vermilion when inflated
when flaccid,' it is
white with occasional red lines and spots.
The under parts are
white.
In cold weather and in confinement this little lizard,
which is scarcely 6 inches in length, appears dark
brown^
sometimes with a white line along the back.
The changes
;

;

'

of

colour are very sudden.

from leaf to leaf like

^

ANCUIDAE.

inl!!

They are thoroughly

arboreal, le^aping

Tree-froo-s.

IGUANIDAE.

;::::"

ZONURIDAE.

Fig. 1.30.— Map showing the distribution of
Angaidae, Iguanidae,

and Zonuridae.

In Anolis, Polychrus, Hoidurus, Chalarodoii, Liosaurus,
and a
few others, the posterior ribs are much elongated
and imbedded

abdominal muscles, often reaching the medioventral line, a
known in the Geckos only.
Polychrus.
The body is laterally compressed, covered with
small scales, but devoid of crests.
The digits are likewise compressed, with keeled lamellae on the under surface
and with
in the

feature elsewhere

—

four large

scales

femoral pores.

at

the base of

The male

species in Tropical

each claw.

possesses a small

Both sexes have
gular

sac.

A

few

America.

P. marmoratus in South America, where it is often called
the
Chameleon on account of its power of changnig colour.
The tail
IS nearly three times as long
as the head and body, and is covered
with keeled scales.
The general colour of this arboreal creature,
VOL. VIII

2
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which reaches a length of 18 inches,

is

green, hut the hues are

very variable, and within a short time the creature can change
into dull hrowu, with or without l»lackish spots and bands, or
with whitish spots and black lines on the head and other parts
of the body.
Basiliscus is remarkable for the high and erectile crests which
The toes are
are developed on the back and tail of the males.
The limbs are
bordered on the outer side with small lobes.
long, the hind-limbs

when

stretched forwards reaching

the tip

Cl?u\rho.T-.

Fig. 131.

of

the

snout.

Basiliscus americanns (male).

in

Several species

Central America and the

adjoining countries to the south,

the considerable length of nearly 3
The male has a crest on the top of the head, and this is

£. americanns reaches
feet.

The back is adorned
produced backwards into a leathery lobe.
the folds and dark -coloured marks in
with a very high crest

|

\

;

which

the crest
crest.

accompanying
supported by spines.

give, in the
is

The general colour

j

illustration, the impression that

of the

The long

tail carries

" Basilisc " is

a similar

i

green and brown

The crest of the male is
with dark cross-bars on the back.
These creatures are verv common amidst the
said to be red.

j
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luxuriant vegetation on the banks of the rivers of the Tierra

Mexico and in Guatemala.
They lie upon the
preferring those which overhang the water,
into which they plunge at the slightest alarm.
The high
crests, being resti'icted to the male sex, are not essential to
they propel themselves by rapid strokes of the
their swimming
fore-limbs, letting the long rudder-like tail drag behind.
The
eggs, measuring 20 by 13 mm., are laid in April or May, and are
hidden in a hole at the base of a tree.
About one dozen make
a set, and they are said to be hatched within a very short time.
Owing to their being strictly herbivorous, these pretty and
Caliente

of

branches of

trees,

;

striking-looking creatures

do not endure captivity in Europe,

unless indeed their particular food can be procured.

Iguana.

—The body and

tail are laterally

compressed and are

covered with very small scales, while those on the top of the

The neck and back carry a high crest, which
head are large.
separate, laterally compressed, soft spines.
is composed of
A
similar but lower crest borders the anterior edge of the large
gular sac, which
able

for

their

is

not dilatable.

finely

serrated

The
or

lateral teeth are

denticulated

remarkand

anterior

Both sexes have long rows of femoral pores.
Only two species in Tropical America, absolutely herbivorous.

posterior edges.

Their delicate flesh

is

much esteemed

as food.

and Central America and the
"West Indies, reaches a length of 5 to 6 feet.
The general colour
of the upper parts is a mixture of green and blackish, frequently
speckled with white or yellow, and there is usually a pale band
in front of each arm.
The flanks are marked with dark, lightedged bars. The under parts are pale greenish or whitish.
The
Iguanas live in the trees, and when there is danger they jump
into the water whatever the height of the tree, coming down with
violence.
In going up some of the narrow, unfrequented creeks
in the Mosquito country, according to Napier Bell,^ the voyager
often encounters quite a shower of falling Iguanas, and runs some
risk of getting his neck broken.
Large specimens, 6 feet long,
weigh perhaps 30 lbs.
They burrow deep horizontal holes in
the sloping side of a bank.
About two dozen eggs, nearly 2
inches long, are laid in a hole, where they are hatched in tne
month of May.
/.

tuhercidata (Fig. 132), of South

'

Tangiceera, London, 1899.
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Iguanas are often lirousrht to the markets, either lashed lengthwise to a branch of the tree on which the specimen happened to
be surprised, or tied up with the long tendons of their own
toes.

Metopoceros cornutus of Hayti

but the male

lias

x\.

Iijuona tuhercvlata.

Fig. 132.

is

to

closely allied

three conical horn-like scales on

its

Iguana,

head.

The

general colour of the whole animal, which grows to more than

one yard in length,

is

The following two

dull black.

genera, each containing one species only,

Darwin

are restricted to the Galapagos Islands.

and vividly written account
Conolophus suhcristatus.
long.

Their shape

is

—

stoiit,

appearing especially heavy.

with large cobble-stone-like

absent.

The

On

scales.

median

All the teeth

coltiration is
•

Fully grown specimens are a yard

the head and fore part of the body
The head is covered, or rather paved^

of recurved spines, while the

simply serrated.

gives a long

^

of their habits.

are

striking.

the neck

a low crest
back appears-

is

line of the
trilobate.

The head

Voyage of the Beaijh, London, 1845,

A
is

gular sac

is

lemon-yellow

cliap. .wii.
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merging into dark brown on the

flanks.

The

belly-

dark yellow with a tinge of reddish brown.
This lizard was found by Darwin on some of the Galapagos
On James' Island it w^as so common that the party

Islands.

found

it difficult

to pitch their tent, on

being undermined by the
feed during the
of various trees.

many burrows

account of the ground
of the reptiles.

They

daytime upon the succulent cactus and the leaves

The

perfectly harmless creatures are, or w^ere,

eaten by the inhabitants.

Amhhjrhynclius cristatus is closely allied to Conoloiylius, of
which it may be said to be an aquatic modification.
The top of
the blunt head is covered with low, conical, broad-based scales.
Over the neck, liack, and tail extends a continuous crest of low,
All the teeth are trilobate.
The body
recurved, spiny scales.
The general
and even more so the tail are laterally compressed.
colour is dark brown above, paler and inclining to whitish below.
Younger specimens have pale grey spots and blackish cross-bands
Total length up to 4 feet.
The
on the back and sides.
remarkable feature of this Iguanoid is its semi-marine life.
It
inhabits the rocky and sandy strips of coast of most of the
Galapagos Islands, feeding upon certain kinds of algae, which it
has to dive for, since these plants grow below tide-marks.
Phrynosoma (" Horned Toads ").
The body of these little
creatures is much flattened and broadened, devoid of a dorsal
crest, but covered with larger and smaller, strongly keeled scales.
The head is bordered posteriorly by conspicuous osseous spines. The
Both
under parts are covered with small, very regular scales.
sexes have a long row of pores on the under surface of the
thighs.
The general colour of the upper parts is a mixture of
yellow, grey, brown, and black, the larger spiny scales causing
the animal to look as if it were sprinkled with the dried husks
of seeds, for instance those of Buckwheat.
The object is
concealment, by close adaptation to the arid, sandy localities
which are the home of " Horned Toads."
About one dozen
species inhabit the western half of the United States and Central

—

America.
instance

All

the

species

are

viviparous,

almost

the

only

among Iguauidae.

Ph. cornutum has five spikes on each side of the head: one
postorbital, three temporal,
far the largest.

The

and one

being by
jaw project in the shape

occipital, the latter

sides of the lower
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and are protected by a series of small
The under parts are
scales are keeled.
This species.
yellowish, frequently with a few brown spots.
of prominent
spines.

ledges,

The ventral

Phrynosnma cormduw (" Horned Toad

Fig. 133.

").

x

1.

which grows to a lencrth of 5 inches, ranges from Illinois
through Kansas and Texas to Northern Mexico.
Ph. coronatum, an inhabitant of California, has an additional
The scales of
smaller spine between the two large occipitals.
the belly are quite smooth.

These peculiar-looking and interesting creatures

recall

some

of the extinct Dinosaurs in the curious configuration of their

In order to be kept in good
health, and to be observed properly, they require, above all,
warmth, sunshine to bask in, sand to bm-row in, and proper food.
The latter consists of all kinds of small insects, the necessary
variety of which is best procured by making sweepings with a

head

:

small miniatures indeed.

butterfly-net in a
ants,

smooth

meadow.

caterpillars,

The food

They take

green-flies,

house-flies,

small moths, meal-worms, wood-lice,

snapped up very quickly by a flash of the
tongue, which can be turned out, almost like that of a frog, but
"Water in the shape of dew,
only to the extent of half an inch.
or drops, is aljsolutely necessary.
When in good condition, they
defaecate regularly every alternate day.
They love to bask in
etc.

is
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the broiling sun, heating themselves well thrijugh
afternoon, long before sunset,

when

the sand

is

;

and in the

warmed up

to

40° C, or fever-heat, they prepare to go to bed.
For this they
select a dry and soft spot, and within a few minutes manage to
dig themselves in flat, literally sinking into the sand by pushing
themselves

forwards,

and by shovelling the sand upon

their

backs with peculiar motions of the fringed sides of their flat
Sometimes the spines of the head remain sticking out,
bodies.
looking like dry thorns scattered over the sand.

Fig. 13-1.

latter

To prevent the

Phrynosoma coro/iahim ("Horned Toad").

from getting into the

nostrils,

x

1.

these are provided with

Thus they remain concealed during the
night, and not until the sun is well up do they leave their
hiding-place, first peeping out, and then raising their head and neck,

closely-fitting valves.

letting

the sand

cealed, the
leaves,

roll

off

between the spines.

back covered with

Still

half con-

little pebbles, seeds, or bits

they wait for a long time before they

feel

lively

of dry

enough

Although mostly slow and deliberate in their
movements, stalking about with arched Ijack, and raised upon
the fore-limbs, they can run fast enough for a few yards before
"When they
they stop again and nod in a ridiculous way.
see themselves observed, they shut their eyes and slowly sink
to sally forth.
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down.
On cool and dull days they do not appear at all, and
during part of the cooler season they require artificial heat until
they are ready to hibernate.
Unless they are allowed to hibernate, they will keep on feeding through the winter, but in that
case are sure to die in the following spring.

Fam.
Mexico
the

3.

Xenosauridae, with Sejiosaurus grandis in Southern

as the sole species, seems to connect the Iguanidae with

Anguidae.

According

to

Boulenger,

its

affinity

to

the

shown by the T-shaped interclavicle, the absence of
symmetrical bony sliields on the head and of osteodermal plates
on the body.
Affinity to the Anguidae is indicated first by the
short tongue, which has a narrow, feebly incised, retractile
anterior part, covered with fiat papillae
secondly, by the teeth,
which, instead of being hollow at the base, are solid lastly, by
the palatine bones, which are widely separated.
X. fjrandis, scarcely one foot in length.
The body is depressed, covered above with minute granules and tubercles, below
with smooth scales.
A distinct fold of skin extends from the
axilla to the groin, recalling the more strongly developed lateral
fold of some of the Anguidae.
former

is

;

;

—

Fam. 4. Zonuridae. This family, comprising foiir genera
with about one dozen species in South and Tropical Africa, and
in Madagascar, likewise seems to connect Iguanidae and AnIt is distinguished from the former by dermal ossificawhich roof over the supratemporal fossa from the latter
by the tongue, the hollow teeth, and, in Zonurus at least, by the
occurrence of dermal ossifications on the trunk' and tail.
The

guidae.
tions,

;

tongue

is

short, villose, scarcely protractile, entire, or but feebly

tip.
The Zonuridae may therefore be defined as
pleurodont African lizards with a short tongue, and with a hong

nicked at the

roof

to

the sujyratemporal fossae.

Zonurus.

bony

scales,

—The whole

head, l^ack, and tail are covered witli

the horny covering of which forms very sharp spikes,

especially on the
is large.

Z.-

tail.
Tlie body is depressed.
The ear-opening
South Africa, in dry and rocky localities one species,
;

trojndoster 7111711, in Madagascar.
Z. giganteus

neck, and

tail.

s.

derhianus, with strong spikes on the occiput,

General colour yellowish brown.

Total length

about 15 inches.
Cha7naesaura of South Africa closely approaches the An-

XENOSAURIDAE
by

guidae

its

limbs.

vestigial

ZONURIDAE

snake-shaped

In

Ch.

body,

ANGUIDAE

extremely

aenea both

pairs

present and pentadactyle, but are very small

limbs are reduced to
lepis

little

styliform stumps

they are altogether absent.

The

of
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tail,

and

limbs are

still

long

in Ch. anguina the

;

;

scales

and in Ch. macroof the body and

iu'-efii

Fig.

tail are

\o5. — Zonurus giganteus.

strongly keeled and imbricating, but are devoid of dermal

Total length up to 2 feet.
Pleurodont lizards with osteoderms, and
Anguidae.
with the tongue composed of two distinct portions, of which the
anterior is thin, emarginate, extensible, and retractile into the
The supratemporal fossa is roofed in
posterior thicker portion.
by dermal bones.
The whole body is protected by bony plates
The teeth vary much in
underlying the imbricating scales.
ossifications.

Fam.

—

5.

shape, but they are always solid, the

new

teeth not growing into

the base of the old ones, but between them.

very

unstable

condition,

The limbs are

in a

there being in the family a general

The shoulder- and
and lose the limbs.
however remain, although sometimes merely
vestigial.
The tail is long, very brittle, and easily reproduced.
All the Anguidae are strictly terrestrial, and live on animal diet.
tendency to reduce

pelvic

-

girdle
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Some Anguis,

at least, are viviparous.

chap.

The

distribution of the

The
seven genera, with some forty species,
America,
Central
a
few
inhabit
majority, chiefly Gerrhonottis,
is

and Pseudopus
and
in
Burmah.
Himalayas
in Europe, and one in the

occur farther north and south
pallasi,

—

very scattered.

two, Ang^'isfragiUs

Gerrlionotus has a pair of deep longitudinal folds, each of

which extends from the region of the neck along the side of the
The four limbs are well developed and
body towards the tail.
^Many species, mostly in
are conical.
teeth
The
pentadactyle.
Central America.

G.

coeruhns has the widest range, extending
It is also one of the largest

from Costa Eica to Vancouver,
species,

reaching a length of more than one

foot.

The

tail

is

General colour

nearly twice as long as the rest of the body.

above brown with blackish bars and spots, especially on the
imder parts whitish with a greenish
more yellowish flanks
arranged in longitudinal rows.
brown
spots
often
with
tinge,
;

Ophisaurus

s.

Fseudojms

is

closely

allied

to

the previous

the
genus, being possessed of the same kind of deep lateral folds
half
concealed
spikes,
of
tiny
pair
however,
reduced
to
a
are,
limbs
;

cleft.
The teeth are conical, and in the
The body and tail are
crowns.
somewhat
flattened
adult have
of a typical Lizard.
is
that
head
snake-like,
but
the
and
very long
of the Balkan
Glass-Snake
pallasi,
Pseudopus
the
apus
0.
s.
grows to
Morocco,
and
Minor,
Kussia,
Asia
South
Peninsula,
two-thirds
belong
about
which
of
in
length,
one
yard
more than
paler
below.
brown
above,
is
colour
general
tail.
The
to the
on
cross-bands
brown
dark
are
olive-grey
with
specimens
Young
and
Himalayas
Eastern
gracilis
inhabits
the
back.
0.
the
Burmah, the others live in Xorth America.
The " Glass-Snake " inhalnts bushy localities, where it can
hide under the fallen leaves and in the sand it cannot climb,
Its movements resemble those of a
and avoids the water.
owing to the stiff armour in
graceful,
snake, but are far less
The food consists chiefly of
is
encased.
which the whole body
crushed,
and of mice, but
which
are
shells of
snails, the
namely insects,
mastered,
be
which
can
nothing comes amiss
The
prey, when
vipers.
and
young
birds,
worms, small lizards,
until it is
shaken
round,
or
round
and
rapidly
twisted
caught, is
chew it
proceeds
Snake
to
Glassthe
giddy or stunned, whereupon
pieces.
in
swallow
it
then
to
jaws,
and
with its powerful

at the sides of the anal

;

ANGUIDAE
Although
resorts

it

to

can bite so well,

much more

the

it
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never does so

disagreeable

when

defence

caught, but
of

twisting

around one's hand and arm, and besmearing them with its
disgustingly stinking excrements.
Those who have observed
Glass-snakes praise their tameness, and the intelligent way in
They lay eggs
which they hunt about in search of their food.
under moss and leaves, and the young seem to require many
itself

years to grow up.

Anguis, with only one
"

Blind- worm,"

absent.

is

The whole body

is

A./ragilis, the "Slow- worm" or

Limbs

fold.

covered

Anguis fragilis

Fig. 136.

scales,

STpecies,

devoid of a lateral

with

are entirely

smooth

roundish

The

teeth are

(the Slow-worm).

with a substratum of dermal

ossifications.

curved backwards, fang-shaped, and have a very faint longitudinal groove on their anterior surface.

The ear-opening

is

The
hidden l)y surrounding scales.
eyes are perfectly well developed, provided with movable lids, and
it does not speak well for the power of observation of most people
that this creature should generally be known as the " Blind-worm."
very minute, more or

The whole skin
blackish below.

vidual

variation.

is

less

shiny, metallic, quite smooth,

But the coloration

is

subject

brown above,

to

much

indi-

Old specimens are sometimes adorned with

specks.
The very young are exquisitely beautiful, the
upper surface being silvery white, with a median and two more
The iris
lateral lines of deep black
the under parts are black.
is yellowish red.
Very large specimens measure more than one

1)lue

;
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which belongs to the tail. One
in the British Musemn is 425 mm. = 17 inches long.
The Slow-worm is viviparous, i.e. the young are fully developed, and burst the transparent, soft, yellowish eggs immediThis takes place in the months of
ately after these are laid.
The
August or September, about one dozen making a litter.
half
long,
and
a
and
inch
little creatures are at first about one
foot in length,

more than half

of

They

an ordinary match.

as thin as

eat the smallest of spiders

later on earth-worms, which they bite
and delicate insects
"When six
into and then suck out before devouring them.
inches
long,
but it
about
3
weeks old and well fed they are
;

at

is

four or five

least

years

ones carefully avoid the

little

hot

The
and the adults

they are matm-e.

before

sunshine,

although strictly
and snails.
earth-worms
diurnal.
Their chief food consists of
leaves,
stones,
or into the
moss,
For the night they retire under
dig
passages
or burrows,
Slow-worms
ground. In the autumn the
specimens,
as
of
many
winter-quarters
which often serve as the
if
the
spot
rather
as
or
if there were no other place available,
selected were by far the best with regard to safety, dryness, and
likewise

are

rather

partial

warmth.

to

the

shade,

—

Pleurodont, poisonous Hzards of
Helodermatidae.
recurved, with slightly
fang-like,
North America.
The teeth are

Fam.

6.

swollen bases, rather loosely attached to the inner edge of the

Each tooth has a groove on its
surface, and a series of labial glands which

secrete the poison open

The

near the bases of the teeth of the lower jaw.
but no

postorbital

and posterior

anterior

jaws.

skull has strong

The

postfronto-squamosal arches.

pre-

and

post-frontals are in contact, separating the frontal from the orbit

the premaxillaries are

remain

separate.

The

fused

into one

limbs are

;

the nasals and frontals

short,

and well
smooth

but strong

an

Tlie tongue is villose, with
which is bifid and protractile, resembling the tongue of
the Anguidae and of AnieUa.
The skin of the upper surface is
granular, with many irregular Ijony tubercles, which give it an
ugly warty look.
The under parts are covered with fiat scales.^
HeJodcrma, the only genus, with H. horriduvi in Mexico and
H. sus'pectum in New Mexico and Arizona, reaches about 2 feet

developed.

anterior

portion,

'

For

furtlKi-

I'.Z.S. 1891,

]..

anatomical details
109

;

.see

Shufeldt, P.Z.S. 1890,

and Stewart, P.Z.S. 1891,

}>.

119.

p.

148

:

Boulenger,

LANTHANOTIDAE

HELODERMATIDAE
in

The animal,

length.

rather repulsive

when

it

stout,

squats

depressed,

down

541

thick - tailed,

looks

in its usual lethargic way.

The whole skin is blackish brown and yellow or orange, these two
" warning " colours being distributed unevenly, except on the
thick, peculiarly-shaped tail, where they are arranged in alternate
The New
The specific differences are rather imaginary.
rings.
Mexican form is supposed to be more orange and yellow than black,
with a somewhat smoother skin and with shorter toes and tail.
The " Gila Monster " inhabits dry localities, spends most of

Fig. 137.

Hdoderma susixctum

(the Gila Monster).

x

i.

the daytime in concealment between the roots of trees,

and crawls

about in the evening in search of worms, centipedes, frogs, and
the eggs of large lizards.

Frogs are probably paralysed or killed

by the bite which, although not so dangerous as that of poisonous
snakes, is effective enough to produce severe symptoms even on
man, and a few cases of death of people who had been l)itten are
on record.
In captivity they are very partial to eggs, which they
break and then lap up.
During the dry and hot season they
aestivate.

Fam.

7.

Lanthanotidae.

— Lanthanotus

horneensis, of

which

only two specimens are known, one in the Vienna Museum, the
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other in the Sarawak

Museum, was described hj Steindachner

the type of a distinct family, near the Helodermatidae.

as

Boulenger,^

examination of the Sarawak specimen by means of a sciagraph,
has come to the conclusioji " that the affinity of Lanthanotus to
the Helodermatidae is fully confirmed." The teeth of Lanthanotus
after

show, however, no traces of grooves

poison-glands are proljably

;

The skin

absent, and there are no osteoderms.

wart-like

are very small, the ears are concealed.

reddish brown

Total

above,

yellowish,

length about one

belongs to the roundish

Fam.

8,

foot,

a

is

covered with

The eyes
The general colour is

with a horny, peeled

tubercles, each

scale.

with brownish bands, below.
more than half of which

little

tail.

Varanidae. —

Pleuroclont

Old-Worhl Lizards, with a

—A, Ventral, B, dorsal view of the skull of Varanus grisens.

x 1.
B.O, -Basicolumella auris or stapedial rod ; E.P, ectopterygoid
Lac, lacrymal
N, nasals Pal, palatine ; Par,
Fr, frontal
./?'//, jiigal
Ptg, pterygoid
parietals
Pr.f, jirefrontal
I't.f, postfrontal, fused with postorbital
Vo, vomer.
Tb, turbinal
(endopterygoid)
V, quadrate

Fig. 138.

Ofcipital

Jl.S,

;

l)asis])henoitl

;

Col,

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

They reach a
hifid and 2^rotractilc smooth tongue.
and the neck is relatively nmch longer than that of
lizards.
The limlw are well developed. The skin is

long, deeply

large size,

other

>

V.Z.S. 1899,

p. 596.

j

I

i
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covered with verj small juxtaposed scales and tubercles above,
while the ventral scales are squarish and arranged in transverse

Osteoderms

rows.

The

are entirely absent.

often laterally compressed.
dilated at the base.

The teeth

The premaxilla

is

tail

is

very long,

and pointed,
unpaired and dorsally

are

extends backwards to the likewise unpaired

large

nasal.

pair of small supra-orbital bones, easily lost during

There

is

a

maceration.

open behind, the jugal being short and not meetthe postorbital forms a slender arch with
The vomers are long and diverge posteriorly.
the supratemporal.
The palatines, pterygoids,
and ectopterygoids enclose
on either side an oval

The

orbit is

ing the postfrontal

infra

-

The

;

foramen.

orbital

Varanidae

contain

only one genus, Varanus,

with nearly thirty species
in Africa, Southern Asia,

and Australia, but not in
Madagascar.

Varanus.— The name

^'«- l39.-Mapsho^vingtl.e distribution
01 the \ aranidae.

" Monitor "
bestowed
upon these creatures has a cmious origin, owing to a ridiculous
etymological mistake.
The Arabic term for Lizard is " Ouaran "
this has been wrongly taken to mean warning lizard, hence the
Latin Monitor, one of the many synonyms of this genus, e.g.
Many of the "Monitors" are
Hijdrosaurus and Psammosaurus.
semi-aquatic, others inhabit dry, sandy districts, while others are

of

;

home in well-wooded localities. They are all rapacious, taking
whatever animals they can master according to their size, which

at

in

some species amounts

to 6 or 7 feet.

whole of Africa, except the northThe coloiur
more than 5 feet.
of the adult is brownish or greenish grey above, with darker reticuThe
lations and yellowish ocellated spots on the back and hmbs.
V. niloticus inhabits the

western part.

It reaches a length of

The groundunder parts are yellowish with blackish cross-bands.
of the young is black above with yellow lines on the

colour

head and neck, and with yellow spots on the back and limbs
tail

;

the

has black and yellow bars.
V. salvator

ranges

from Nepal

to

Ceylon, Cape York, and
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Southern China, inclusive of the Malay Islands and the PhilipThis is the largest species, specimens of 7 feet in

pines.

The general

on record.

lenirth beinji

blackish above, with yellow spots or

have transverse black

lines

is dark brown or
The snout and chin

coloiu:

ocelli.

on a lighter ground.

A

black band,

bordered with yellow, extends from the eye along the side of the

The under parts are yellow.
Mr. Annandale has favoured me with the following observa" Varanus salvaior is common in Lower Siam, where it is
tions
equally at home on land, in water, and among the branches of

neck.

:

—

The eggs are laid in hollow tree-trunks. When in the
trees.
water the lizard swims beneath the surface, the legs being closely
applied to the sides, and the tail functioning both as oar and
as rudder.

Their food

and Singora,

in

is'

In the states of Patalung

very varied.

which the Siamese practise a form of

tree-lnirial,

these great lizards are accused, proba'oly with justice, of eating
I have disturbed a
coflins.
body of one of its own species, which
Another, which was
had evidently been dead for some days.
chased by some men, dropped from its mouth a small flying
a third, which I dissected, had lately
squirrel {Sciuropteriis)
swallowed a small tortoise, the hard shell of which had been
The stomachs of several
broken into innmnerable fragments.
others contained nothing but dung-beetles, for which Yaranus
may often be seen hunting, turning over the dung of elephants
The Malay name of these hzards
and buffaloes with its fore-feet.
is Biawak."
According to Mason and Theobald all the Yaranidae and their
eggs are highly esteemed for food, and are sought for in hollow
If not wanted at once, the wretched
trees with the aid of dogs.
creature has its fore-feet bent over its back, a few of its toes are
broken and the sinews drawn out and tied into a knot, rendering
The Karens, who are extravagantly fond of
the animal helpless.
the flesh, steal up the tree with a noose at the end of a bamboo,

the flesh of the corpses in the aerial
large Monitor devouring the

;

^

and often noose them while leaping for the water, or catch them
The head, the natives
in a boat which is brought under the tree.
say, is venomous, and they discard it altogether, but the flesh of
the other parts, which smells most odiously, is deemed preferable
to that of fowls.
^

Burma,

its Pco2)/e

and Productions, London,

1882.
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is

account

yellow blotches on

name

spotted, obtained the

curious

the

that

suggestive

of

scales,

its

native

the

same

a closely allied

species,

V.

marshy

partial to

when disturbed upon land will take refuge
From the somewhat eruptive appearance
water.

ground, and
nearest

of

in the
of the

similarly

Monitor exanthematicus, and it is
of this one, Kahara, is
idea.
The Singhalese, on a strictly
of

appellation

homoeopathic principle, believe that its fat, externally applied,
a cure for cutaneous disorders, but that taken inwardly it

is
is

The skilfulness of the Singhalese in their preparation
of poisons and their addiction to using them are unfortunately
Amongst
notorious traits in the character of the rural population.
these preparations the one which above all others excites the
utmost dread, from the nmnber of murders attributed to its
agency, is the potent kahara-tel, a term which Europeans sometimes corrupt into cohra-td, implying that the venom is obtained
poisonous.

from the hooded-snake

whereas

;

it

professes to be extracted from

the Kabara-goya.
'

In the preparation of this mysterious compound, the unfor-

timate Kal^ara-goya

The

is

receipt, as ^vritten

forced to take a painfully prominent part.

down by a Kandyan, was

Kornegalle by Mr. Morris, the
in

dramatic arrangement

it far

me from

sent to

civil officer of that district

;

and

outdoes the cauldron of Macbeth's

witches.
The ingredients are extracted from venomous snakes
by making incisions in the head of these reptiles and suspending

them over a basin to collect the poison as it flows. To
and other drugs are added, and the whole is boiled
human skull, with the aid of three Kabara-goyas, which are

arsenic

this,

in a
tied

on three sides of the fire, W'ith their heads directed towards it,
and tormented by whips to make them hiss so that the fire may
blaze.
The froth from their lips is then added to the boiling
mixture, and so soon as an oily scum rises to the surface, the
kabara-tel

is

complete.

Before commencing the operation of pre-

paring the poison, a cock has to
"

This ugly lizard

Singhalese that

regarded as an
1

if

is itself

1)6

sacrificed to the

demons.

regarded with such aversion by the

one enter a house or walk over the

omen

of ill-fortune, sickness, or death

roof, it is
:

and

Sketches of the Xat. Hist. 0/ Ceylon, Londou, 186].

VOL. VIII
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order to avert the

evil,

a priest

is

CHAP.

employed

to

go through a

rhythmical incantation."

Captain Eobinson, renowned as a hunter of tigers on foot in
rifles, has told me the following

the old days of muzzle-loading

unique use to which these large lizards are put by ingenious
In order to be aljle to get over a wall too high
thieves in India.
for climbing without assistance, the thief provides himself with a
strong lizard, ties a rope round

its

mud

waist and lets the animal go,

when

it

claws,

and jumps down on the other

lizard,

wall by

strong and sharp
The weight of the
which, moreover, holds vigorously on to the ground, and
at

once scales the

its

side.

1

Fig. 140.

— Varaniis salvator swallowin? a Fowl's

eg

the friction of the rope on the top of the wall, are sufficient to

help the

man

over

!

It is a sight, never failing in its attraction to the visitors of

the Zoological Gardens in London, to see one of the
fed

with an

The

e^^.

lizard

knows the

treat

biji

well

Monitors
that

is

up high in expectation, .then
examines tlie egg with the long tongue, takes it up gingerly
and swallows it entire, crushing it by the contraction of the
muscles of its gullet.
On one occasion it was given a rotten
egg which burst in its mouth, and the lizard refused for a long
time to take another.
goiddi is common in Australia and in Xew Guinea.
It
reaches a lencrth of about 4 feet.
Its colour is brown al)ove
in

store

7''.

for

it.

It

raises

itself
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with yellow spots on the back and limbs, and with yellow rintrs
Two yellow streaks separated by a black baud
on the tail.
extend from the temples along the side of the neck.
The under
parts are yellowish, sometimes with black spots.

—

Three Central American, or "WestFam. 9. Xantusiidae.
Indian genera, with less than half-a-dozen species.
Fleurodont
with a short tongvc and vnth the supratempond fossa roofed over

The tongue

is;
scarcely extensible, with oblique overwhich converge towards the median line, and with
scale-like imbricate papillae towards the tip.
The skull possesses
complete postorbital and postfronto-squamosal arches, the latter
meeting the parietals and roofing over the supratemporal fossa.
The palatines are in contact with each other, and there are no
infra-orbital fossae.
There are no osteoderms
the body is
covered above with small granular scales, below with larger scales.
The eyes are devoid of movable lids.
The tympanum is exposed.
Femoral pores are present.
Limbs and tail well developed.
Xantusia and Lepidophyma.
Fam. 10. Tejidae. American Lizards with a long and bifid
The greater portion of the tongue is covered with
tongue.
scale-like papillae
the anterior forked and pointed ends are
The teeth are solid and implanted almost upon the edge
smooth.
of the jaw, being therefore intermediate between the acrodont and
pleurodont condition.
The shape of the posterior teeth shows

ly bone.

lapping folds

;

—

;

several modifications
in the adult Tejus;

;

they are conical or tricuspid, or molar-like

inDracaena they are transformed into

large, oval

The palatines are in contact anteriorly. The infra-orbital
fossae are surrounded by the palatine, pterygoid, and ectopterygoid
bones, the maxillary being excluded from the fossa, as in Varanus
(see Fig. 138, p. 542).
The skull has no supra-temporal arch.
Osteoderms are absent the body is covered with small scales,
or the skin is simply granular above
the under surface is
crushers.

;

;

covered with larger scales, generally arranged in transverse rows.

This large family, which comprises nearly forty genera with

more than a hundred

Some

species, exhibits great

are inhal^itants of forests

strictly terrestrial, preferring

and are

diversity of form.

arboreal, while others are

hot and sandy plains, or they dwell

below the surface and are transformed into almost limbless and
The range of the family extends

blind-worm-shaped creatures.

over the whole of the South American continent, over the

West
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Indian Islands, and through Central America into the warmer
parts of the United States.

—The

skin of the back is smooth,
with large scales on the top of the
head.
The skin ou the neck is generally thrown into two irregular transverse folds.
The long and narrow tongue is capable

I'upinamhis

("

Teju

").

covered with small scales

;

The lateral teeth
and tricuspid in the young, but the later generaT. tcr/uixin is
tions of teeth have obtuse crowns in the adult.

of being telescoped into a sheath at its base.

are compressed

1

Fic. 141.

the largest

member

Tvpinaiiihis nigropiinctatus,

of the whole family

;

it

reaches a length of a

yard, most of which, however, belongs to the

tail.

The

general

bluish black, with pale or whitish-yellow spots on the back,

colour

is

flanks,

and tail, combining into more or less transversely arranged
The limbs are black, with many and tiny yellow dots.

bands.

The ground-colour of the under parts
This

irregular black bars.
Soutli
Indies.

s})ecies

is

reddish yellow, with

inhabits the greater

i)art of

America, east of the Andes, from Uruguay to the "West
T. nigropinu'tatu^ is confined to the Continent,

the dark cross-bands

<»n

or s]»eckled with black.

the belly, which

is

and lacks

uniformly yellowish
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and plantations, and are
and swiftness enable them to
catch all kinds of animals, from insects and worms to froo-s
snakes, mice, and birds.
As thej take chickens and eggs from
the farms they are considered noxious, and they are frequently
hunted down with dogs for tlie sake of their flesh, which is
regarded as good to eat.
They defend themselves with lashing
strokes of their long tail and with their powerful jaws.
They
retire into burrows, and
they deposit their hard-shelled eggs
In captivity they can easily be kept on meat.
in the ground.
Dracaena guianensis of the Guianas and the basin of the
Tejus

"

frequent

Their

carnivorous.

Amazon has

the

molars, with broad

forests

strength

teeth

lateral

transformed into regular large

and rounded crowns.

The

compressed, with a double, denticulated keel.

tail

It

is

strongly

seems to be

semi-aquatic, and, to judge from the teeth, herbivorous.

Amciva and Cnemidopliorus, with many

species

chiefly

in

have laterally compressed bi- or tri-cuspid teeth.
The skin forms a double fold on the neck, and is covered on the
upper surface of the body with very small scales those on the
ventral sm'face are large, and arranged in regular rows.
Most of
the species are small, under one foot in length, and are extremely
pretty, very active, timid, and mainly insectivorous.
C. sexlincatus is one of the few species of Cncmidophorus which
tropical America,

;

inhabits
relations

the
it

southern

half of

Xorth America.

Like

all

has the appearance of an ordinary lizard (Zaccrta).

its

The

head is dark brown.
A purple or brownish band extends over the
back and tail, bordered on either side with three golden-yellow
longitudinal lines.
The flanks are brown, the under parts bluish
white.
The iris is golden, and the inner margins of the lids are
bordered with a narrow band of bright yellow.
This species is a
very fast runner, and frequents dry and sandy places.
Its total
length amounts to about 10 inches.

Fam.

11.

—

Lacertidae.-

out osteoderms on the hody,
roofed over

Inj

Plcv.rodont Old-

and

ivith the

World Lizards,

v:ith-

snpratemiMral regions

osteoderms.

The limbs are always well developed, and have five fingers
and five toes, always provided with sharp claws.
The skin
covering the head forms large shields, mixed with small scales
most of wdiich, especially the shields, contain dermal ossifications.
These frequently fuse with the underlying bones of the top of

LACERTAE
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the skull.

The

The

latter is

postorbital arch

pletely roofed over

is

by

always well marked off from the neck.
The temporal region is com-

complete.

l»ones dorsally, chiefly

owing

to the size of

I
—

Skull and lower jaw of Laccrtu riridis.
A, Dorsal view B, ventral view ;
C, from the left side ; D, right half of the lower jaw, from the inuer side, with some
of the pleurodont teeth.
E. 1\ Ectopterygoid ; F, Fr, frontal ; jvtj, jugal
Lac,
lacrymal ; Max, maxillary
N, Xa, nasal ; X^, in B, inner narial ojiening ; PaU
palatine ; Par, parietal ; Pmx, preniaxillary
Pr.f, prefrontal ; Pt.f, ]iostorbital

Fig. 142.

;

;

;

;

Ptg, pterygoid
Pt.fn, postfrontal
mosal ; Vo, vomer.
;

;

ij,

quadrate

;

;

S.ang, supra-angular

;

.S7,

squa-

2^t-f'i)> which fills the space between the
and the squamoso-postorbital bridge, thus abolishing the
sujira- temporal fossa.
The squamosal is very small, placed be-

the postfrontal (Fig. 142,
parietal

^

J
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the lateral occipital and the supra-

{pt.fc^,

and the Cj[uadrate are not conThe columella cranii is well developed.
The infra -orbital fossae are surrounded by the palatines, pterygoids,
The palatines and pterygoids
ectopterygoids, and maxillaries.
The pterygoids frequently
remain separated in the middle line.
The other teeth are typically pleurodont,
carry little teeth.
hollow, slightly curved, and bi- or tri-cuspid.
The skin covering the body, the legs, and the tail is devoid of
The scales on the dorsal surface vary much in size,
osteoderms.

The

temporal.

jugal

large

nected with each other.

from

frecj[uently

The

tail,

Those
than long, and are

scales to tiny granulations.

large, strongly keeled

surface are

of the ventral

large, broader

arranged in regular transverse and longitudinal rows.
All the
is very brittle.

generally long and pointed,

The tympanum

sense-organs are well developed.

The tongue

is

is

exposed.

deeply bifurcated, narrow. Hat, and covered with

scale-like papillae.

Various Lacertidae, especially some of those genera wliich live
and dig in the sand, have a transparent disc in the middle of the
lower eyelid, so that they can see while the eye itself is proThis is for instance the case in some specimens of the
tected.

In the Indian genus Cahrita the
very large, and in Ophitrps, which inhabits
sandy stretches from Xorth Africa to India, the lower eyelid is
fused with the rim of the much-reduced upper lid, and forms a
Indian and African Eremias.

transparent disc

is

large transparent window.

nearly twenty
and are typical of
the Old World, being found in Europe, Asia, and Africa,
They
but not in Madagascar nor in the Australian region.
Their northern limit coincides
are most abundant in Africa.
the permanently frozen
fairly closely with
the limit of
under-ground.
This is indicated in the map (Fig. 143) by the
dotted line.
All the Lacertidae live upon animal food, chieHy
but the larger lizards
insects, and after them worms and snails
take what they can master, frequently other lizards, and even

The Lacertidae

genera,

with

or

True

Lizards

about one hundred

comprise

species,

;

younger members of their own kind.
whicli they lick,

and

all

preferring, according

them

their

particular

Many

require water.

to

their

food.

kind, such

Sunshine

of

They

them

love sugar,

are all terrestrial,

localities

as

yield

and warmth make a
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marvellous change in the same individual, which on dull, rainy,
or cold days lies in its hole, or shows only sluggish movements.

Their sense of locality

one place, of which

it

is

great, or rather each individual inhabits

knows every nook and

corner, cranny, tree,

and bush.
It has its favourite hole to sleep in, a stone, the
branch of a tree, or a wall to l^ask upon, and when disturbed or
chased it makes with unerring swiftness for a safe spot to retire
The same lizard, when once driven away from its own
into.
locality,

seems

about, and

is

to

lose

all

its

presence

of

mind,

Most

comparatively easily caught.

flounders

lizards are

extremely curious, although shy, and this state of their mind can

= LACERTIDAE.
Fig. 143.

— Mai> showing the distribution of the Lacertidae.

be made use of by those

who want

to catch

them without

injury,

without getting the animal minus the brittle tail.
This safe way of catching lizards consists in taking a thin rod
with a running noose of thread at the end, in drawing the

and above

all

The little
then raising it.
mind the rod in the least on the contrary, it
The l)oys in
watches it carefully, and often makes for the thread.
Southern Italy have improved upon and simplified this mode of

latter

over the lizard's head, and

creature does not

catching lizards
noose,

;

l)y

1

tending the end of a wisp of grass into a

and covering the

The shiny

fihn, like

of the creature.
'

latter

over witli a thin film of saliva.

a soap-bubble,

The

is

late Professor

Organic Evolution.

sure to excite the curiosity

Eimer

^

refers to this practice

Translation, London, 1890.
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carried out by the children of two thousand years ago,
and he sagaciously explains that the beautiful statue of the
so-called Apollo Sauroctonos represents a boy who is in the act
of noosing the little lizard on the tree.
Laccrta.
A row of enlarged scales forms a distinct collar
as

—

across the ventral half of the neck, in front of the

The

chest.

on the back are much smaller than those on the tail, which
The digits have smooth, tubercular
is long, round, and pointed.
lamellae on the under surface.
Femoral pores are well marked.
This genus, with about twenty species, ranges through Europe,
Northern and Western Asia, and Africa north of the Ec[uator.
L. vivijMra, the Common English Lizard, has a very wide
range, through Northern and Central Europe and Siberia to the
scales

Amoor countrv and

the Island of Saghalien.

out Great Britain, even in Ireland, where
of reptile, occurring, for instance, in the

the south-eastern

counties,

e.g.

it

It occurs through-

County of Meath and

Waterford.

It does

south of the Pyrenees or south of the Alps.

and the supraciliary

the only species

is

in

not occur

The supra-ocular

with each other, not
being separated by a series of little granules.
Normally there is a
single postnasal and a single anterior loreal shield.
The ventral
scales are arranged in six or eight longitudinal series, of which
the second series on each side from the median ventral line is the
scales are in contact

The coloration of this species is subject to much
The general colour of the adult is brown or reddish
above, with small darker and lighter spots
many specimens
have a blackish vertebral streak and a dark lateral band edged
with yellow.
The under parts are orange to red in the male,
largest.

variation.

;

with conspicuous

black spots

;

yellow or pale

orange in the

The newlyborn specimens are almost black.
The males are slightly smaller
than the females
males of a total length of 6 inches, and

female, either without or with scanty black spots.

;

females 7 inches long,

This lizard

is,

may

be considered rather large specimens.

as the specific

name

implies, viviparous,

i.e.

the

young burst the eggs immediately after they
have been laid sometimes the mother has to retard the laying,
in which case the young are born free.
The female does not
six

to

twelve

;

make a

but simply deposits her offspring on the ground
young to their fate. For the first few days the
ones, which scarcely measure three-quarters of an inch in
nest,

an<l leaves the
little

5
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J

length, remain almost motionless between leaves or in cracks of

They grow, howthe yolk which has

the ground, and they do not take any food.
ever, quickly, living

upon the remains

slipped into their body.

Their

first

of

'

food consists of Aphides and

similar tiny insects.

i

The Common Lizard prefers moist

localities and is very hardy.
northwards to Archangel, and in the Alps it ascends
to nearly 10,000 feet above the level of the sea.
However, on
the approach of the cold season, in the month of October, it
withdraws into its winter quarters, frequently in company with

It extends

many

of its

own

kind.

L. agilis, the Sand-Lizard, has nearly the
as L. vivijycu-a, except that

it

same wide range

does not go so far north and does

not extend eastwards beyond Central Siberia.
Ireland and Scotland, while in England

southern

it

is

It

is

absent in
to the

restricted

half.

The characters which distinguish the Sand-Lizard

from L.

I

vivipara are few, although the majority of the specimens of either

kind are very distinct in their coloration, and Z.
oviparous, depositing its eggs

in

the

agilis is strictly

.'

ground, under leaves, in

"i

heaps of weeds and similar places.
The Sand-Lizard has usually
a single postnasal and two superposed anterior loreals, the three

The temples are covered with flat
two or three of which are enlarged and in contact with
the parietals, but there is no tympanic scale.

shields forming a triangle.

|

scales,

The coloration is subject to much variation, local as well as
individual.
As a rule the Sand-Lizard gives the impression of
being striped longitudinally, the striation being caused by rows
of dark and white spots and patches along the sides of the back,
flanks, and tail.
In the male a more or less pronounced green,
in the female brown and grey are the prevailing ground-colovirs.

A

typically coloured male during the breeding season

is

j

1

!

gTass-

green on the sides and suffused with green on the yellow under
parts

;

the sides are dotted with black, with whitish eye-spots.

The under parts are spotted with black. The adult female is
brown or grey above, with large dark brown, white-centred spots,
which are arranged in three rows on each side.
The under parts
are cream-coloured, with or without black specks.
The young
are grey-brown aljove with white, l)lack-edged spots
parts are whitisli.

Total length of the adult

up

;

to

the under
8

inches.

\

J

I
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longer

a little smaller than the female but has a relatively

is

a little less than half the total length.

tail,

The Sand-Lizard
if
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easily kept in captivity,

is

and

lives for years

allowed a variety of food and proper places to hibernate

in.

England in May or June the white,
numbering five to eight, are hatched in the

It pairs in the spring, in

parchment-like eggs,

;

following July or August.
L. viridis, the Green Lizard, inhabits Southern and Middle
The general colour of this
Europe and South-Western Asia.
beautiful lizard is emerald-green above, changing into greenish
yellow on the flanks and into yellow on the belly.
The throat,
especially in the males during the breeding season, is blue.
The
upper parts are frequently speckled with black.
The young are
brown or green above with one or two yellowish lateral stripes,
which persist in some adult females.
There are usually two
superposed postnasal shields.
The semilunar collar on the neck
is well pronounced, and there is usually a distinct gular fold.
The tail is often very long, especially in the males, sometimes
nearly three-quarters of the total length, which in very large
males reaches 16 or 17 inches.
The females do not quite reach
this length.

The Green
the

sea-level,

or Emerald-Lizard prefers

as

instance

for

in

rocky

Jersey,

up

localities,

to

a

from

height of

can
It
extremely swift and
is
When
sometimes resorts to when chased.
hard pressed it takes tremendous leaps down to the ground,
marvellously enough without injury to body or tail, which latter
is otherwise very brittle.
They pair in the spring or early
summer after much fighting between the males the eggs, to the
number of about ten, are whitish and are deposited a month
later.
The young are hatched after another four weeks.
This beautiful lizard does not keep well in captivity, although
it becomes very tame
it eats meal-worms, snails, earth-worms,
several

climb

thousand
which

trees,

feet.

it

;

;

and

insects, especially

winter even

if it

butterflies,

but

it

sickens after the

first

has been allowed to hibernate.

In Portugal and Spain L. viridis

is

represented by a slightly

different kind, L. schreiheri, the chief interest of

which

lies

in the

The
approaches L. ocellata in several respects.
occipital shield is large and is usually broader than the inter-

fact

that

parietal.

it

The dorsal

scales are smaller,

and there are eight well-

5
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developed rows of ventral

scales.

chap.

Instead of being iiniforndy

and vermiculated with
sometimes, especially in the females, the black spots have

green, the upper parts are usually spotted

black

;

The under parts are yellowish,
with or without black spots.
The throat is blue. The young
look very different.
They are olive-brown above with large
yellow, or bluish-white, black-edged ocelli on the side of the head
and body.
Other forms, perhaps of sub-specific rank, approaching L.
occJlata, occur in the Balkan Peninsula, where, for instance in
Dalmatia, the typical L. viridis attains its most beautiful development.
a white ocellus in the centre.

L. ocellata,

the

Eyed

Lizard, inhabits

Spain and Portugal,

M:pUT//aro

Flo. 144.

Lacerta ocellata (the Eyed LizanlV

extending northwards into the South of France and into the
Eiviera, southwards into Morocco and Algeria
these southern
forms (Z. pater and L. tangitaTui) approach L. viridis.
The
Eyed Lizard is green or dark olive above, with black or yellowish
;

which are sometimes combined into a kind of network
The under parts are uniformly greenish yellow. The
sides of the body are adorned with about two dozen 1:)lue, blackedged spots or " eyes."
The intensity of the blue and the depth

dots,

pattern.

of the green ground-colour vary

the year, and state of health.
are

most beautiful and

much

according to sex, time of

Males during the breeding season

brilliant.

The

occipital shield is broad

there are two superposed nasal but no tympanic shields.

;

The

supraoculars are separated from the supraciliaries by a series of
granules.

The

collar is

well

marked, but not the gular

fold.
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the ventral shields

are arranged in eight or ten longitudinal rows.

The

Eyed Lizard

"

males, which develop

much more
Old

"

reaches a considerable

a very strong and

especially the

size,

thick

head, and are

robust and powerful than the more slender females.

males

reach

a

length

of

2

feet,

two -thirds of which

but the latter varies much, even if it
has never been broken and renewed.
The Eyed Lizard keeps -extremely well in captivity, and in

length belong to the tail

this respect

corded of

A case has been reThis species is very intelligent.
ferociously wild and biting furiously, these

unlike the Green Lizard.

its living

Although at
lizards

is

;

first

thirteen years.

soon become tame and take food regularly.

One

of

my

own, a half-grown male from Northern Spain, about one foot in
length,

made

its

home

in a little niche of the greenhouse-wall,

emerged regularly to take the offered food from my
hand.
It soon knew the whole place thoroughly, making use of
the creepers whilst scaling up to its retreat, jumping over certain
gaps, descending to the ground at certain spots, basking on
certain stones, invariably in the same methodical way.
In the
month of October it retires into the ground on the coolest side
of the greenhouse, and although the latter is well warmed, the
lizard remains invisible until the next February or March,
when on some fine day it is rediscovered basking upon exactly
the same stone where it had been seen five months before.
The
only drawback in connexion with keeping this kind of lizard in
company with other creatures is their voraciousness since large,
fully adult specimens attack and eat any other small lizard,

whence

it

;

slow-worm, or snake they can

find.

eggs are often deposited in hollow

They

also take mice.

The

trees.

mural is, the Wall - Lizard, is very common in Southern
Asia Minor, and Northern Africa.
Northward it
extends into Belgium and into South Germany.
In the Iberian
Peninsula it ascends up to 5000 or 6000 feet above the level
of the sea.
This graceful little creature, with an average length
of 6 to 8 inches, is easily recognised by the series of granules
between the supraocular and supraciliary scales and usually by
having only six rows of ventral scales. The great variety in coloration has given rise to the establishment of many races, varieties, and
sub-species.
In the typical forms the upper parts are brown or
L.

Europe,

LACERTAE
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greyish, with blackish spots or streaks, sometimes with a bronzy

The under parts

greenish sheen.

are wliite, yellow, pink, or red,

either uniform or, especially in the males, with large black spots.

The

lateral

rows of ventral shields are frequently blue.
The
One of the most noteworthy

colour- varieties are almost endless.
is

that described as var. coerulea

the Faraglione Eocks near Capri,

is

by Eimer

;

this,

confined to

blackish above, like the rock,

and sapphire - blue below.
Similarly coloured specimens, var.
lilfordi, occur on some of the rocky islets of the Balearic Isles.
The "Wall-Lizard deserves its name, since in the Mediterranean
countries there is scarcely a wall on which these active lizards
do not bask or run up and down, often head downwards, in
search of insects.
They are oviparous. The hibernation is
short and not very deep, since these lizards can sometimes
be seen basking on sunny winter days before their regular
appearance in the early spring.

Psammodromus, with a few species in South -"Western Europe,
notably in the Iberian Peninsula and in ]Srorth-"Western Africa,
has no distinct semilunar collar, but has a short fold in front of
The back is covered with large, rhombic, stroncrlv
each arm.
keeled and imbricating

The

scales.

into the ventrals, which are smooth

lateral scales pass gradually

and arranc^ed in

six lonia-

tudinal rows.
P. hispanicus is bronzy brown above, with small black and
white specks, and with one or two longitudinal streaks on each
side.
The under parts are .white. Total length about 5 inches.
Although also found inland, this species prefers sandy dunes,

studded with prickly and scanty vegetation.

and digs
caught

it

death.

It runs very fast

when

pursued.
"When
either utters a faint cry like " tsi-tsi," or it feigns

itself

rapidly

into

the sand

The pairing takes place

laid about

in

June

;

half-a-dozen eggs are

eighteen days later, deeply imbedded in the

warm

and they are hatched in eight weeks.
Tlie eggs are said
to grow^ after they have been laid from 13 by 7 mm. to 1720 by 10-11 mm.
The newly hatched little creatures
measure about 2 inches in length, more than half of which

sand,

'

belongs to the

tail.

P. (Trojndosaura) algirus has the same range as
cus,

but

"rows

to
'

10

inches

in

lencjtli,

and

Fischer, ZooL Garten, 1884, p. 38.

is

P

hispani-

much more
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The upper parts are bronzy brown with
two golden, dark -edged, lateral streaks the under parts
the male has one or more blue-eyed spots above
are whitish
beautifully coloured.

one or

;

:

each shoulder.
Acanthodactylv.s

is

by the

distinguished

laterally

fringed

This genus ranges throughout Northern Africa to the
One species, A. vulgaris, extends into Spain and
Punjab.
digits.

Portugal.

The

dorsal scales are small

those on the tail are strongly keeled

;

and almost smooth, but
the ventrals are

much

broader than long, and are arranged in eight to ten rows.

The
on the digits are but feebly developed in the shape of
lateral denticulations.
The adults are grey -brown with faint
longitudinal stripes, and with more conspicuous black and pale
spots in the breeding season larger blue-eyed spots appear on the
sides near the limbs.
The tail is often pink, especially on the
under surface.
Total length about 7 inches.
Pleurodont African Lacertidae
Fam. 12. Gerrhosauridae.
osteoderms
on
the
head
and
body.
with
This family is intermediate between the Lacertidae and
the Scincidae.
The tongue is constructed like that of the
fringes

;

—

Dermal ossifiand femoral pores are
present.
On the other hand, the osteoderms, which cover the
whole body, are in their structure and arrangement typically
Scincoid.
The tail is long; and fragile. A lateral fold is
usually present.
The limbs are sometimes reduced to useless
stumps.
The few genera and species of this family are strictly
Lacertidae, but

is

cations

only feebly nicked anteriorly.

roof over the temporal region,

confined to the African sub-res:ion, being found in the whole of

Africa south of the Sahara, and in Madagascar.

Gerrhoscmrus, with

a

fold and
Africa,
South
G. fiavigularis, of

strongly

complete limbs, occurs in Africa.
has a total length about one

developed

lateral

foot.

Tdradctctylus, of South Africa, has also a strong lateral fold,

but the limbs are either very short and pentadactyle {T. seps),
or tetradactyle, or they are minute pointed stumps, as in T.
rifricanns.

—Pleurodont

with strongly defeebly nicked,
with
very
veloped osteoderms on head and body,
separated
with
and
scaly tongue, with complete cranial arches,

Fam.

13.

Scincidae.

premaxillaries.

lizards
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The temporal region is covered over, as in the Lacertidae,
with strongly developed, bony, dermal ossifications.
Similar
osteoderms xmderlie the scales which cover the body and tail.
The tongue is relatively short, not forked behind, and but very
feebly nicked at the tip
it is covered with scale-like papillae.
;

Femoral pores are absent.
All the Skinks prefer

dry, sandy ground, in which they not
only burrow, but move quickly about, either for protection or in
In connexion with this sandsearch of their animal food.

loving and

temporary subterranean life stands the
Every stage from the fully
developed and functional pentadactyle limb to complete absence
There are species within the same
of lim1)S is represented.
genus with five, four, thre6, or two fingers or toes.
There are
Skinks without fore-limbs, but with vestigial hind-limbs, and
vice versa.
The interesting point is that these reductions do
not indicate relationship within the family, but have happened
independently.
They are impressive illustrations of convergent
at

least

frequent reduction of the limbs.

retrogressive evolution.

AUepharus, widely

distrilaited

in

the Old AVorld, has the

lower eyelid transformed into a transparent cover, which

with the rim of the reduced upper

lid,

is

fused

exactly as in the Lacertine

genus Ophiops.
All the Scincidae seem to be viviparous, some of them,

e.g.

Trachysauras, in the strict sense of the word, since the hard or

parchment-like egg-shell has been dispensed with.

The family contains about four hundred
been arranged in nearly thirty genera,
grounds.
diversity

many

species,

of

which have

them on

fanciful

The family is cosmopolitan, but reaches its greatest
in numbers and forms in the tropical parts of the Old

"World, especially

in

islands of the Pacific.

the Australian

region,

inclusive

of

the

America, notably South America, has

the smallest number.

Trachysauras, with one species,

T. ruyosus,

inhabits the whole

by the large
It
and the short and broad stump-like tail.
is dark lirown above with yellowish irreguLir markings
the
under parts are yellowish, marked with l)rown. " Embryos of
this .species luive yellow transverse bands on the ])ack, but these
often fade away before birth.
The creature is .strictly viviof the Australian continent.

and rough

It is easily recognised

scales,

;
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egg-membrane being very

thin, and the two or three
embryos are ripened in uterus-like dilatations of the oviducts.
The period of gestation is about three months, and the birth
takes place, in South Australia, about April.
According to
Fischer^ this species, which is often in the market, is easily kept.
It requires warmth, sand and stones for basking, and water, in

parous, the

which it soaks itself preparatory to the shedding of
skin, which takes place half-a-dozen times in the year, and
slow process, requiring
chiefly

eight, to

ten days.

The food

the
a

is

consists

and snakes, but meat, cabbage, and
The total leny-th is about one foot.

of worms, lizards,

lettuce are also taken.

ai6.Mp-^

Fig. 14.T.

Trachysanrns mgosus.

y.\.

and the Malay
The
with spherical crowns.
imbricating, cycloid scales of the body and the rather short but
pointed tail are quite smooth and shiny.
C. gigas, of New
Guinea and the Moluccas, reaches a lengtli of nearly 2 feet.
The general colour is brownish yellow, with broad, dark bands
Cyclodus

s.

Tiliqua, of Australia, Tasmania,

has stout lateral teeth

Islands,

body and tail.
North Africa, Arabia, Persia, and Sindh, has peutaThe eyelids are
dactyle limbs, with laterally serrated digits.
well developed, but the ear is hidden under scaly flaps.
Sahara and of Egypt, grows to about 8
officinalis, of the
inches in length.
The snout is peculiarly shaped, cuneiform.
The eyes are very small.
The scales of the body are perfectly
The
smooth
the sides of the belly are somewhat angular.
across the

Scincus, of

*S'.

;

1

VOL. VIII

Zool. Gart. 1882, p. 206.

2
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whole shape of the creature, the scales, and the digits are
adapted to burrowing and moving quickly through the loose
The general colour is yellowish or brownish above, each
sand.
the under parts are
scale with small brown and whitish spots
;

The young are quite beautiful, being uniform
uniform whitish.
"When a little
pale salmon-coloured above, silvery white below.
older, yellow spots appear on the flanks and grey bands across
These Skinks live in the alisolutely dry reddishthe back.
yellow sand of the desert, in which they may almost be said to

swim

about, so swift

They

their movements.

and easy are

live

saazj
Fig. 146.

on

insects,

Ojdodus

gigas.

x

while in their turn they are eaten by snakes, and above

by the Varanus lizards.
Of Mahuia with about forty species, in the whole of Africa,
Southern Asia, and in Tropical America, we mention only M.
(Euprepcs) vitfata, on account of its partly semi-aquatic life, a

all

very rare
7

inches

condition

long

among

when

Scincidae.

This

full grown, frequents

creature,

damp

about

localities

in

Tunis and Algeria, where the French call it " Poisson de sable."
It often sits on the floating leaves of JVyynjjhaea alba, and dives
into the water in order to escape.
ever, the sand,

general colour

and

for the night

is olive

brown

it

Its proper
retires

element

under

is,

how.-

The
band and

stones.

with a lighter vertebral

two narrow whitish lines on each side, sometimes edged with
The under parts are yellowish or greenish white.
l)lack.
Chalcidcs s. Seps s. Gongylus, of the Mediterranean countries

SCI^XIDAE
occurs in

also

transparent

South -Western Asia.

disc.

with smooth shiny
to

mere

The

bod}''

is

much
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The lower eyelid has a
and is covered

elongated,

The limbs are very

scales.

short, or reduced

vestiges.

Ch. ocellatits, of the

Southern Mediterranean countries,

oc-

curring also in Malta and Sardinia, reaches about 10 inches in
The snout is conical, the ear-opening a small slit or
length.

The limbs have

hole.

five fingers

and

toes.

The under parts

are uniform silvery white, but -the colour of the upper parts

is

very variable, mostly olive brown with black spots and irregular
cross-bars, or with dark and light spots
sometimes uniform
;

bronzy brown with a light upper and a black lateral band.
This Skink seems to have no fixed abode, but digs itself into the
it wants to
most Skinks,

sand wherever
but,

as

in

hide.
it

The skin is not shed in flakes,
off by a process of gradual

peels

desquamation.

Fischer's specimens paired towards the end of
The gestation lasted 56 days, when nine young
were born, which measured about 75 mm. or 3 inches when
three weeks old they had increased to nearly double this length.
Ch. lineatus, of Spain and Portugal, and of the South of
France, like Ch. tridactylus of Italy and Xorth-West Africa, has
only three fingers and toes.
The fore-limbs are only a1:)0ut one

December.

;

quarter of an inch in length in large
total length

;

the hind-limbs are a

specimens of 10 inches

The general

longer.

little

bronzy olive or brown above, in the former species with
nine or eleven darker longitudinal streaks
uniform, and with an
even number of streaks in the latter species.
Clt. hedriagae, of
Spain and Portugal, has mostly five fingers and toes, and the
colour

is

;

limbs are relatively longer in this smaller species
question

if

;

but

it

is

a

these and other species of this genus are not to a

great extent simply individual variations, since the reduction of

the

limbs and toes seems

gv.enthcri,

tridactylus,

of

Palestine,

to

be a very recent

otherwise

but reaching a length

in

of

every

more

feature.

respect

like

than 14

Ch.
Ch.

inches,

has the limbs reduced to tiny conical stumps without a trace of
separate digits.
I have caught Scps accidentally under stones or pieces of
tark in sandy districts.
On the western coast of Galicia and
Portugal, close to the sea, they frequent the gorse-bushes, on

which they can be seen basking, provided they are approached
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They disappear on the slightest alarm, almost
swimmiuw, as it were, with y-reat aijilitv throuoh the inioklv
cover, and then hiding and wriggling through the loose sand
between tlie roots.
The following five " families " are composed of degraded
forms of various descent.
Most of them lead a burrowing,
subterranean life, in adaptation to which the body has become
The fore-limbs are entirely absent,
snake-shaped or worm-like.
stealthily.

except in Chirotes
small flaps
is

;

the hind-limbs are absent, or reduced to

;

The

the girdles are reduced correspondingly.

skull

devoid of postorbital, postfronto-si^uamosal, supratemporal, and

The quadrate bone

jugal arches.

mostly immovable.

is

The

eyes and ears are concealed, except in the Pygopodidae.

—

Fam. 14. Anelytropidae. An artificial assembly of a few
degraded Scincoids.
The worm-shaped, liml)less body is devoid
of osteoderms.
The tongue is short, slightly nicked anteriorly,
and covered with imbricating

Columellae cranii are

papillae.

Andijiropsis j^ftj^H^osus in ]\Iexico.

present.

Feylinia in South and

Fam.

15.

West

Dibamidae, consisting

New

D. novae-guincac, in

TyiMosaurus and

Africa.
of the genus JDibamus, with

Guinea, the Moluccas, Celebes, and the

Nicobar Islands.
The tongue is arrow-shaped, undivided in
Columellae cranii are
covered with curved papillae.
absent.
The vermiform body is covered with cycloid imbricating
The limbs and even their arches
scales without osteoderms.
front,

are absent, but in the males the hind-limbs are represented by a

pair of

flaps.

Total length of the animal about 6 inches.

—

The genus AnicUa comprises a few
Fam. 16. Aniellidae.
small worm- or snake-shaped species in California, which seem to
The eyes and ears are con1)6 degraded forms of Anguidae.
cealed, limbs are entirely absent, the

with

soft,

body and

tail are

covered

The tongue

imbricating, more or less hexagonal scales.

The teeth are relatively
smooth, and ])ifld anteriorly.
The
few in numbers, recurved, with short swollen bases.
by reduction, approaches the Ophidian type there is no

is villose,

large,
skull,

;

columella cranii, the postor1)ital

maxillary

is single,

arch

is

ligamentous, the pre-

the nasals and frontals remain separate, the

pre- and post-orbitals are in contact with eaeli other, excluding

the frontal from the

A. jiulchra.

—

orljit.

Silvery, the scales edged with

brown

;

back and

ANELYTROPIDAE
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with a narrow, brown, median

8 inches.

Fam.
soft skin

many

Amphisbaenidae.

17.

line.

Total

—Worm-shaped

forming numerous rings, each of which

565
length,

lizards
is

7 to

with the

divided into

which are otherwise
The eyes and ears are concealed. Limbs
are absent except in Chirotes, which has short four-clawed foreThe pectoral arch, and still more so the pelvic arch, are
limbs.
The tail is very short. The skull
reduced to minute vestiges.
is small, compact, and strongly ossified, in adaptation to the
burrowing life, and is devoid of postorl)ital and postfrontosquamosal arches and of columellae. The teeth are either acrodont
little

squares, the vestiges of scales

restricted to the head.

i

amphisbaenidae:.

Fig. 147.

or

pleurodont.

scale-like

— ^lap .showing the distribution of Amphisliaeuidae.
The tongue is slightly elongated, covered with
and bifurcates into two long and narrow

papillae,

smooth points.
The Amphisbaenas lead an entirely suliterranean, burrowing
life, like earth-worms.
They are frequently found in ants' nests
or in manure-heaps.

Their progression is very worm-like, their
annulated soft skin enabling them to make almost peristaltic

motions and to move backwards as well as forwards.
crawl in a straight

line,

They

with slight vertical waves, not, like other

The food
undulations.
About one dozen genera
with more than sixty species are known, most of which inhabit
Four
the warmer parts of America, the West Indies, and Africa.
limbless

lizards

consists of

or

snakes,

worms and small

by

lateral

insects.

inhabit Mediterranean countries.
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and the dentition be taken as indications of
Amphisbaenidae may perhaps be considered as
degraded descendants of Iguanidae, a family which contains
various limbless, burrowing, worm-shaped forms.
But it is also
possible that the Amphisbaenidae are not a natural group.
This consideration applies with most force to the genera Amjjhishaena and Anops, the various species of which occur in America
and in Africa.
GMrotes canaliculatus, the only species of the genus, is the
only Amphisbaenid which still possesses fore-limbs.
These are
short, stout, placed close behind the head, and are provided with
four-clawed digits.
This species occurs in Mexico and California,
is brownish or flesh-coloured, and reaches a length of about 8 inches.
Ayivphishaena, with nearly thirty species, in Tropical America
and Africa.
On account of the short rounded-off head and the
almost equally blunt tail these creatures are called by the natives
" cobras de dous cabezas," i.e. snakes with two heads, or they are
known as " ruaes das formigas," i.e. mothers of ants, because of
their predilection for taking up their quarters in the nests of
If the tongue

relationship, the

The scientific name refers of course to
moving forwards and backwards (a/i<^i9, at both

ants or termites.

their

capability of

ends,

and

^atvQi, walk).

A. fuliginosa, one of the commonest species in South America

and

in the

West

Indies, is chequered black

and white.

The skin

of the body has about two hundred rings, the tail about thirty.

Total length between one and two

tail,

A more or less distinct
body from the neck to the

feet.

fold extends along each side of the

at the level where the dorsal

scales originally joined

the

ventral scales.

Blanus

the

is

only genus of

Portugal, Spain

B. cinereus, of

the

Mediterranean province.

south of the Cantabrian range,

Morocco, and Algeria, reaches a length of 1 inches, but such large
specimens are rather rare.
The general colour of the living
animal is pink with a brownish tinge and with minute grey
specks.

The

transverse

marked, and a stronger
behind the head.
The body shows

lateral lines or folds are well

fold

is

placed

from one hundred and ten to one hundred and twenty-five
from twenty to twenty-two each body -ring contains about thirty little squares or remnants of scales.
There are
a few pre-anal pores.
rings, the tail

;
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have sometimes found this species in Portugal whilst di<>-o-inoearth-worms in manure-heaps and similar moist places, where
they lead the same life as the worms except that they live upon
them and upon insects. When kept dry they become very thin
and shrunken, but wheii put back into moist soil they again become
turgid and supple within a short time.
Those which I have
I

for

glass jars filled with rich mould throve very well,
upon the tiny insects and worms which infest such comthey dug long tortuous channels, in which they moved
post soil
forwards and sometimes backwards, but they never came to the

kept

in

living

;

surface.

Fam.

18.

Pygopodidae.

without fore-limbs,

—

Pleurodont, snake-shaped lizards,
with the hind-limbs appearing as a pair

l)ut

of scaly flaps.

The

shoulder-girdle

is

much

The

reduced.

hind-limbs,

although very small and hidden within the scaly, almost

fin-

The ischium appears externally
as a small spur on either side of the anal cleft.
The eyes are
devoid of movable lids, remaining open and unprotected the
pupil is vertical.
The ear is either concealed or exposed. The
tongue is fleshy, slightly forked and extensible.
The body is
covered with roundish imbricating scales.
The tail is very long
and brittle.
The few genera of this undoubtedly natural family
like flaps, still possess five toes.

;

of

unknown

restricted

relationship

entirely

,

contain

Australia,

to

in

all

Next to nothing is known about
some of them eat other lizards.

Guinea.
that

Pvc^^s

lepidopus

Li^^aches a
which belong

total
to

the

is

about

Tasmania, and

ten

species,

perhaps

New

their habits, except

distributed over the whole of Australia.

length
tail.

about

of

2

feet,

16

inches

of

General colour coppery grey above,

sometimes with several longitudinal
Lialis hurtoni of nearly the

series of

same

size

dark

spots.

and equally wide

dis-

tribution has the hind-limbs reduced to extremely small, scarcely

mmisible,

narrow appendages.

Sub-Order
loitli

3.

Chamaeleontes.

— Acrodont

a laterally compressed hody,2^Teliensile

Workl Saurians
and loell-developed

Old-

tail,

limbs ivith the digits arranged in opposing, grasping, bundles of

two and three

respiectively.

The Chameleons

are an essentially African family.

half of the fifty species

known

About

inhabit Madagascar, the others

CHAMAELEONTES
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common Chameleon,

is Xorth
two others occur in South /
Arabia and Socotra, and only one in Southern India and Ceylon, n
This sub-order is well distinguished from all other Saurians ']
The tongue is club-shaped
by several, mostly unique, characters.

the African continent.

One, the

African, extending into Andalucia

;

i

and extremely

equal to that of the body.

projectile, to a length

,;-

The head

usually described as *
is
forming a casque, with prominent 1
crests and tubercles.
There is no W

tympanum and no tympanic
The

cavity.

parietal bones, united into one,

extend backwards
occiput,

tion

.^
^m CHAMAELEONTIDAE.
Fig.

is

far beyond the
and the tip of this projecmet by a much -elongated

supratemporal
p

t

•

i

i

bone,

which,
i

i

partly
i

n

'

i^sed With the squamosal, helps to

148.-Map showing

the distribution of Chameleons.

hugB supratcmporal fossa.
The postfronto- squamosal i
arch and the postorbital arch are strong.
The jugal is widely
separated from the quadrate the latter stands vertically and is 1
not reached by the pterygoid.
There is no columella cranii.
The pre- and post-frontals often join to form a supra -orbital
roof
The nasals are very small and are excluded from the nare's,
which are bordered entirely by the enlarged prefrontals and by
the niaxillaries.
The premaxillaries are small and carry no
teeth.
The latter are acrodout, compressed and tricuspid, and
are restricted to the maxillaries and mandibles.
The limbs are peculiar. Xot only are they relatively long and
very slender, but two digits are permanently opposed to the other
three.
On the hand the first three fingers form an inner bundle \
opposed to the outer, or fourth and fifth fingers.
On the foot the m
inner bundle is formed by the first and second, the outer by the }
other toes.
The shoulder-girdle is of the ordinary Saurian type,
but there are no clavicles and no interclavicle. The costal sternum I
is well developed
the ribs posterior to those which meet the
sternum are very thin and elongated: they meet and fuse with their

The

latter is

enclose a

widely open behind.

'

;

*.

'\

;

,

fellows in the medio-ventral line.

These hoops are not connected

with their neighbours in front or behind.

by being

rolled

being renewed.

The tail is prehensile
downwards it is not brittle and is incapable of
The skin is not covered with scales, but with
;

t

f.

'
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selves are

large,
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are very remarkable.
The eyeballs thembut the eyelids are united into one fold with

However, when the Chameleon is asleep
margins of this opening sometimes become more slit-like.
The right and left eye can be, and are incessantly, moved
each
separately
from
a small central opening.

the

and the creature
terribly.
Each

other,

squints

pin-hole

the

with

together

eyeball,

eyelid,

is

up and down,
backwards and forwards,
rolled

independently

unique

feature,

occurs

also

who

the

of

This

other eye.

but

in

"

it

people

The
and

S(juint badly.

([uestion

a

is

"What,

how, do these creatures
see

?

idle,

"

is

therefore quite

especially since in

reptiles binocular vision

does not exist at all and,

consequently, cannot

be

disturbed by squinting.

The

tongue

attained an

has

extraordin-

The

ary development.

tongue proper (Fig. 152)
is
club -shaped and is
-

•

1

with

covered
secretion

'

a

•

^

sticky

The base

or

fig. 149.— a, Dorsal, B, ventral, and C, lateral view
of the skull oi Ckamaeleon vu/(/aris.
x 1. Cond,
occipital condyle ; EF, ectopterygoid ; Jug. jugal

z«c. lacrymal Pal, palatine ; Par, parietal
Prf,
prefrontal
Pt.f, po.stfroutal ; Ptg, pterygoid
Vo, vomer.
Q, quadrate ; Sq, squamosal
;

;

;

;

root ot the tongue is very

narrow, composed of extremely elastic
a

much -elongated

of the tongue

copula,

is,

fibres,

and

copular piece of the hyoid.
so

to

is

supported by

The

elastic part

speak, telescoped over the style-shaped

and the whole apparatus

is

kept in a contracted state like

a spring in a tube.

A pair of wide, very elastic blood-vessels and special elastic
bands extend from the base into the thick end of the tongue.
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By

rapidly tilling the apparatus with blood, and by the action of

certain hyoid muscles, the spring

is. so to speak, released, and the
and heavy club-shaped tongueproper
projects it far out of the mouth. The sticky end of the club shapes
itself into an upper and a lower flap, which partly envelop the
prey, and the elastic bands of the far-stretched stalk withdraw the
whole.
The detailed working of this ingenious shooting apparatus
is not easy to follow.
An ordinary full-grown Chameleon can
shoot a fly at the distance of 7 or 8 inches.
The whole
performance is very quick, lasting less than one second.
AVhen

momentum gained

the

desired

Itythe thick

object

is

very near, only 2 or 3 inches

Chameleon has a certain
tongue

is

is feeble,
it is

shooting

difliculty in

its

oft",

the

The

prey.

at first put out slowly, tentatively, the following jerk

and

it

seems as

if

the apparatus refuses to work unless

allowed to shoot out with

full force.

Another remarkable and quite proverbial feature of Chameleons
is their changing of colour.
This is by no means restricted to
Chameleons, which indeed are rivalled in this respect by various
other lizards, for instance liv the Indian Agamoid Calotes and by
the American Ameiva.
The microscopical structure and mechanism of the colourchanging apparatus is, in Chamaeleon vulgaris, as follows
The epidermis is colourless, and the Malpighian layer is not
particularly modified except that in it are imbedded some iridescent cells, \vith very minute wa^•y striation on their surface.
:

The cutis contains in its leathery tissue a great number of small
and closely packed cells, filled with strongly refractive granules,
chiefly guanine-crystals.
These cause the white colour by diffuse
reflection of direct light.
The cells nearer the surface are charged
^vith oil-drops and appear yellow.
Large chromatophores are
imbedded in the white granular mass, most of them with blackishbrown, others with reddish pigment, the granules of which are
shifted up and down, towards and away from the surface of the
cutis, in ramified branches of the chromatophores.
"When these
branches are contracted the pigment is conveyed back into the
bullions ba.sal portion of the chromatophores and the skin apjjears
yellow or white.
"\Mien all the pigment is shifted towards the
surface of the cutis, the animal looks dark, sometimes black.

In

intermediate

1»v

diffraction

conditions the

lifjht

is

chantjed into

green

through the yellowish upper strata and by the

finely
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striated iridescent cells of the Malpighian layer.
Those parts into
which the chromatophores do not send pigment appear as yellow
The chromatophores are to a great extent under control
spots.
of the will of the Chameleon,
but external stimuli, as heat and
cold and other reflex actions,

play a great part in their

also

movements.
For fm'ther

information

on

this subject see Briicke,^ P. Bert,-

Pouchet,^ Thilenius,* and lastly

who has written a very
but rather confused account.
The process of moulting is

Keller,^
loncj

curious.

in

is

process

When

Fig.

good health the whole
is accomplished within a

The skin

few hours.

150.— Diagrammatic

section through

the fikin of a Chameleon.
Highly
magnified.
C. deeper portion of the
cutis
Ch, three chromatophores, in
various stages of contraction, tilled
with black, brown, or reddish pigIF, white layer
ment -£ epidermis
of granules
Y, j-ellow laj'er of cells.

Chameleon

the

;

to be cast

;

;

becomes loose and assumes a
blistered appearance.
Sometimes the creature looks as if it were
wrapped up in white, semi-transparent tissue paper. By rubbing
against stones, or between the twigs of trees, the skin comes off
in large flakes, first on the lips, then on the contorted body, and
last on the under surface of the hands and feet.
During a rapid
and successful moult the changes of colour go on as usual in the
new skin.
Sometimes lartje flakes of the old skin remain
adherent for days, especially on the top of the head.
The
moulting takes place several times in one year.
One of my
Ch. vulgaris moulted in January and September, and then not
until June of the next following year.
A Ch. pumilus moulted
;

off

in the

months of May, October, and March.

When

they

know themselves

make themselves

to

be discovered. Chameleons

by compressing the body or
rather the belly.
This is done by means of the peculiarly
elongated abdominal ribs described above.
The whole body is
then put into such a position that, by presenting only its
narrow edge to the enemy, it has become as little ^asible as
Wkn.

as thin as possible

1

Denk. Ak.

^

J. de I'anat. i)hysiol. viii. 1872, p. 401.

•*

Morphol. Arbeit,

iv. 1852.

vii.

1897, p. 515.

-

^

C. It. Ass.

Franc. Ixxx. 1876, Xo. 21.

A)xh. Physiol.

Ixi.

1895, p. 123.
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At

the same time the Chameleon turns

round upon
between the observer
and its own Viody, which may thereby be completely hidden. "When
angry, the creature either presents its broadest surface, swaying
to the right and left, or it blows itself up and hisses.
The lungs
are very capacious, and, instead of being bag-shaped, end in
several narrow l^lind sacs which extend far down into the bodycavity, so that not only the chest but the whole body can be
blown up.
possible.

its twig, so that the latter

The usual mode

comes

to stand

is by means of eggs, but a
pumilvs are viviparous.
The time of
incubation and of gestation is long.
For instance, the pairing of

few species

allied

of propagation

to Ch.

Ch. rnlgaris takes ])lace in the
laid in the last

week

month

of August.

The eggs

are

of October, about fifty to sixty days later.

Sometimes, liowever, the eggs are retained much longer, since I
have received specimens with ripening eggs in July which did
not lay until the end of October.
The eggs are deposited in the
ground and are not hatched until the following February or
i.e. about 130 days later.
Tlie new-born little creatures
snowy white, and cannot change or rather assume colour

March,
are

until after the second week.

Chameleons

All

them

prefer

Lepidoptera.

and

enormous
Most of
Orthoptera, e.rj. Locusts and Grasshoppers, and
They also eat flies, meal-worms, and cockroaches,
are

quantities of food, which

but their tastes

differ

They require change

insectivorous

must be

require

be taken.

alive to

not only individually but also temporarily.

One individual

of diet.

will

roaches greedily, whilst another of the same kind
starve itself than touch one.
It is a great but

The same

take cockwill

rather

applies to meal-worms.

common mistake to suppose that Chameleons
On the contrary they drink regularly and

do not require water.

by licking up drops of water or by scooping thenj
snout along the edges of wet
leaves.
It is not too much to say that most Chameleons are
.short-lived in captivity on account of the want of water.
Those
w^hich are sold by tlie dealers are generally in a parched
often, generally

up with

their lips, shoving the

Sprinkling the twigs or leaves of their cage with
water works a wonderful change in them
the dull, apatheticlooking creatures drink and drink, revive, assume brighter colours,
condition.

;

and

will

soon

take

food,

which they have until

tlien

refused
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have even seen a Cliameleon, wlien put
make straight for a tank and actually

drink in gulps.
After they have fattened themseh'es in the autumn, Chameleast those of North Africa, withdraw to hibernate in

leons, at

But

nothing

this,

nor

ground.

the

where they do

is

known about how, when, and
known if tropical species aestivate

is

it

during the dry season.

Chameleons are notoriously difficult to keep successfully,
whereby we do not mean the keeping for three to six months.
This is easy enough, since it takes them several months
The difficulty is to keep them through
to die of starvation.

To enable them to do this, it is absolutely necessary
them up during the summer and autumn. Otherwise,

the winter.
to fatten

although kept in a

warm

appetite in the autumn,

they are liable to lose their
restless, probably with
Those few individuals wdiich get over
place,

when they become

the desire to hibernate.

this critical period, say during the

refuse

are probably

food,

refuse to eat

safe.

month

meal-worms or cockroaches

and do not
doomed which

of October,

But those

are

or such

food as can be

procured easily during the winter.

The

origin of the

Chameleons

unknown.

is

They form only

one family, Chamaeleontidae, with lietween fifty and sixty species,
which, with a few exceptions, belong to the genus Cliamaehon.
Ch. vulgaris

and Asia Minor.
for instance
it

is

the

Common Chameleon

of

It occurs also in a few parts of

North

Africa, Syria,

Southern Andalucia,

near Jerez, and near Nerja, to the east of Malaga, where

has possibly been introduced.

A

series

of conical, slightly

on the median line of the
throat.
A whitish line, which does not change colour, extends
The rest of the skin, with the
from the chin to the vent.
enlarged granules forms a

little crest

exception of a median dorsal series of slightly enlarged tubercles
small
on part of the back, is composed of small granules.

A

but distinct lobe of leathery skin extends along either side of the
occiput towards the posterior end of the median parietal crest.

Dead

or spirit-specimens are usually pale yellow

;

living ones are

greenish, usually with differently coloured patches on the sides.

Exceptionally large males reach a total length of about 9 inches,
females reach the length of perhaps a foot, but al)Out half
of the total leno-th belonys to the

tail.

CHAMAELEOXTES
what is the colour of this Chameleon,
same specimen may within a few days appear in half-adozen different garbs, not counting minor combinations of colour.
After it has been watched for several months, when all its
possibilities seem to be exhausted, it will proV)ably surprise us
Xot every specimen changes
l»y a totally new combination.
alike
some keep the same appearance for a long time, others
change often some are partial to -specks, others to large patches.
It is impossible to say

since the

:

;

Tic. Ijjl.

In the group of

— ChamachoH

Chameleons

vuJ'jaris.

shown

in

x

S.

Fig.

152

several

of

the more usual arrangements of colour have been indicated by
stii)pling

A

and various kinds

represents

animal, which

the

of cross-hatching.

usual

coloration

at

night.

has just been stirred up from

its

The whole
sleep in the

cream-coloured, with irregular patches of yellow on the

dark,

is

liead,

the back, the sides of the body, the legs, and the

B

lias

tail.

the usual coloration: grey-green, with innumerable small

darker specks, witli two series of pale l)rown patches on the sides
of the body,

and with one patch on the region of the

ear.

Fig. 152.

— Showing changes of colour in Chanieleonij.
(see p. 574).

A

to D, Cliamaeleon vulgaris

Chamaeleon pumiius in the right upper corner.
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C
it is

is

same

the

specimen

iu

au excited

represented in the act of shooting a

patches have changed to maroon brown

;

frame

The

fly.

of
light

mind
brown

and many round golden

yellow spots have appeared on the green parts.

D

shows

seconds after
case

a
it

by having

specimen,

coloured

like

C,

within

a

few

has been put into an angry mood, in the present
its tail

The whole body

squeezed.

the thick tongue causes the

throat

to bulge

out,

blown out,
and all the

is

yellow spots have become blackish green.

Many

small spots scattered over the body are usually a sign

of anger.

One

of the specimens described above was,

asleep in a dark room, dirty white, with about

when

fast

two dozen large

and small round spots of a rich yellow on each side of its body.
Then a lighted lamp was brought into the room without in any
way disturbing the animal. "Within sixteen minutes the yellow
the whole body and tail had
spots had vanished completely
become suffused with greenish yellow, which gradually turned to
pale yellowish green, and those parts which in Fig. B are pale
;

brown, were just distinguishable as pale yellowish-white regions.
The Chameleon was found to be fast asleep, and it kept this
during the rest of the evening.
Other specimens
behaved on similar occasions in the same way, but the greatest

coloration

interest is attached to the fact that frequently only that side of

the body " greened up " which happened to be

exposed to the~
remained whitish.
These changes
they are, after all, under the
are not absolutely unconscious
control of the creature.
In order to test the possibility of direct
action of the light, I have taken the precaution of throwing the
light of a candle only upon the body, whilst the head was kept
in darkness.
No changes of colour took place whilst the animal
was asleep, but when a little light was allowed to sweep across
the closed eye, this soon began to twitch, and although the
creature did not open the eye, the usual changes of colour began
When the light was removed, the animal soon
to take place.
light, whilst the opposite side

;

re-assumed

its

whitish appearance.

Artificially coloured light, for

paper, has apparently no
The Chameleons l^ehave
upon the changes of colour.
Direct and
as they would behave under ordinary conditions.
hot sunshine however causes them to darken, sometimes to
turn uniform dull black, except for the white median ventral

instance green, red, or

influence

Ijlue

glass or
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line.
Occasionally I found one of the specimens described above
deep maroon brown, with dozens of round orange spots.
Blue
and red do not seem to be within the range of Ck. vidgaris, but

the combinations of green, yellow, Ijrown, black,

and white, with
Sometimes the Chameleons do not turn pale during the night, but remain more or less
dull green, with or without brownish patches.
Adaptation to
their immediate surroundings takes place to a very moderate degree
their various shades, are almost endless.

only, but as a rule they are brightest, especially
tints, when

they are allowed to

sit

amongst green

in their green

foliage.

The

intro-

duction of a branch with fresh leaves generally has a brightening
effect upon those which have previously been confined in a cage

with dry twigs only.

Cold does not necessarily make them pale,

but they appear duller, and the changes take place more slowly.
After all, Linnaeus has summed up the little we really know

about the causes of these changes, in the following terse sentence
" Vivus varios colores assumit secundum animi passiones, calorem

:

et frigus."

Chameleons are not very amiable.
"When taken up they
blow themselves out or they bite painfully, and it is a long
time before they are tame enough not to go through various
antics of anger when one approaches them.
When taken in
the hand they produce a peculiar faint grunting noise, which,
however, can be better felt than heard.
They quarrel much
amongst each other and the males, during the pairing season,
;

Each individual

are particularly ill-tempered.

particular branch

upon which

it

to

sleep

crouches

on, if

down

possible

a

selects its

own

horizontal

one,

lengthwise, with the

head and

belly resting upon the branch.
The tail generally makes a turn
round another branch, and the four legs, grasping some supporting branch, are put into any, sometimes into an almost incredibly,
awkward position.
Although they climb about a good deal
during the daytime, they generally resort to their accustomed
sleeping branch, and they defend this vigorously against would-

be intruders.

Chameleons are most deliberate in their movements, someEach arm and foot leaves the firmly
grasped branch with great hesitation, and makes with equal
deliberation for some other foothold.
It does not matter if the
The creature will
thigh appears almost twisted out of its joint.
times provokingly slow.
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CHAP.

remain in the most uncomfortable position, forgetting, one might
think, to put one or more of its limbs down, but keeping them
instead in the

air.

most interesting to watch them stalking their prey.
Suppose we have introduced some butterflies into their
roomy cage, which is furnished with living plants and with
plenty of twigs.
The Chameleons, liitherto quite motionless,
perhaps basking with flattened-out bodies so as to catch as many
of the sun's rays as possible, become at once lively.
One of
them makes for a butterfly which has settled in the farther
upper corner of the cage.
Witli unusually fast motions the
Chameleon stilts along and across the branches and all seems to
go well, until he discovers that the end of the branch is still 8
inches from the prey, and he knows perfectly well that 7 inches
are the utmost limit to a shot with his tongue.
He pauses
to think, perhaps with two limbs in the air, but stability is
secured by a judicious turn of the tail.
After he has solved the
It

is

puzzle, he retraces his steps to the base of the branch, climbs

the

up

main stem, creeps along the next branch above, and when

arrived at

the

7

inch

distance, he

shoots

the butterfly

with

The capacity of the mouth and throat is
astonishing.
A full-grown Chameleon will catch, chew, and
swallow the largest moth, for instance a Sphinx ligustri.
"When
large, the prey is chewed, but the wings and legs are swallowed
unerring

with the

aim.

rest.

Occasionally these parts are bitten

off,

especially

the prickly long legs of large locusts.
In water Chameleons are quite helpless.
Sometimes they
inflate themselves, but they always topple over on to the side,

and the movements

of their limbs are absolutely without

any

definite purpose.

When the eggs are ripe, and this happens with the Common
Chameleon about the end of October, the female refuses to take
food, and becomes restless.
One of my specimens searched
about probing the ground for about a week before she dug
a hole in some more solid soil.
Tliis took two days.
In the
evening I found hor sitting in the hole to the middle of her

On

morning she was still there, but busy
and covering it with dry leaves.
A
few eggs were lying about outside, two of which at least I
saw her taking up by the hand and putting them on the
body.

filling

the

the following
liole

with

soil
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which was found to contain some thirty soft-shelled eggs
packed upon each other.
During the w^hole process she
was very snappy, and hissed much when approached. After that
she crept into the twigs as usual, but refused to eat, vomited at
once the artificially introduced food, became restless on the sixth
day, crawling about at the bottom of the cage, and died on the
nest,

closely

This

following day.

is

the usual fate, almost without exception,

of females after they have deposited their eggs in captivity.

The
number of eggs and their deposition naturally exhausts
them, and they probably want to hibernate at once.
The eggs,
which are yellowish, long -oval, about half an inch long and
great

covered with a parchment-like shell, are very difficult to rear,
chiefly on account of the difficulty of regulating the moisture. They

up when too dry, and they are very liable to become mouldy.
According to Fischer ^ the eggs can be hatched in a large flowerpot with a layer of horse-droppings at the bottom, then a layer
of 6 inches of slightly moist soil, then the eggs, then another
6 inches of loose soil, with a glass plate covering the top,
securing at the same time ventilation.
In this way he succeeded
in hatching several sets of eggs after 125 and 133 days
.shrink

respectively.

Ch. calcaratus, the Indian Chameleon,

is

found in the southern

and in Ceylon, but it is far from common.
much resembles Ch. vulgaris, but the male is distinguished by a

half of the Peninsula
It

tarsal process or " spur," covered

the

with

skin,

on the inner side of

foot.

Ch. pumilus, the
total

length of 5

Dwarf Chameleon
inches.

6

to

of

South Africa, reaches a

It has a well-marked, serrated

gular crest, which extends from the chin to the end of the neck.

The

chest and belly are without a toothed line, but a strongly

serrated series extends from the occiput over the back and tail

A

row of
(see the right upper corner of Fig. 152 on p. 575).
enlarged tubercles or scales extends along the sides of the body.
The general colour
red on the sides

;

is

green, with a large

and long patch of brick-

small dots and spots of intense red are scattered

The changes of Colour are rather
Dwarf Chameleon does not tin-u pale, but

over various parts of the body.
limited.

At night

tlie

generally keeps its colour.
is

quite

satm-ated,
^

and

When
the

they are very well the green

large

red patch

Fischer, Zool. Gart. 18S2, p.

4.

on the

side

is
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When thev are angry or
by several blue spots.
unhappy the red turns into dirty brown, and the green becomes

interrupted

Sometimes the whole animal turns dull

quite dull.

This pretty

little species is relatively

of South Africa, accustomed

to

cold

black.

hardy, being, as a native

nights.

It does well in

an ordinary temperate greenhouse, where it will live for several
years, provided it has an ample supply of flies and meal-worms.
It is viviparous, the yomig being probably born in the month
of March or April.
Ch. hifidvs, of Madagascar, shows an extraordinary difference
The male reaches the great length of
between the sexes.
16 inches, and develops two long rostral processes, which
extend forwards beyond the snout these processes are formed of
dense connective tissue, which ossifies in the adult, and they are
;

covered with scaly skin.
Ch. j^arsoni, likewise of Madagascar, is the giant amongst
The male has
Chameleons, reaching a total length of 2 feet.

two large

rostral processes

Brookesia,

with

which diverge upwards and outwards.

several

species

in

Madagascar,

may

be

The tail is
mentioned on account of its stunted appearance.
much shorter than the body and scarcely prehensile the scales on
;

Total length only about 3 inches.

the soles are spinous.

Eharnpliohon, of

tropical

continental

Africa, with

several

and dwarfed appearance, and for the peculiar claws, each of which is furnished with
The tail is much
a second cusp which is directed downwards.
species, is likewise

remarkable

for the stunted

The

total length of

shorter than the body.

Camaroons

is

Bh. spectrum of the

about 3 inches.

i
!

i

CHAPTER
SAURIA, continued

Order

II.

XIII

—ophidia— snakes

OVniDlk— SHAKES.

Saurians which have the right and
connected hy

an

left

halves of the loiver

jaw

elastic hand.

The Snakes are the most highly specialised branch of the Sauria,
from which they do not differ in any fundamental characters.
The chief modifications consist in the absence of the liml)s and
limb -girdles (a feature intimately correlated with the muchelongated body), and in the swallowing apparatus.
The reduction of the limbs

and the elongation

many

in several of the older families of Snakes

Lacertilia

;

of the

body

also

occurs in
{e.g.

Typhlopidae and Boidae) vestiges of the hind -limbs and even
of the pelvis are still in existence.

Even the peculiar suspensorial

apparatus of the lower jaw approaches that of the Lacertilia
in the burrowing Ilysiidae and in JienojJeltis.

In the majority of the Snakes the quadrate is very loosely
suspended from the squamosal (by some authorities homologised
with the supratemporal bone of other reptiles), and this again
is

loosely attached

placed

horizontally,

to

the lateral parietal region

and elongated

vertically placed quadrate lies

of the skull,

backwards that the
In
in a plane behind the skull.
so

far

most Snakes the elongated pterygoids are loosely attached to the
inner side of the distal end of the quadrates, and they also often
touch the mandibles.
The whole palatal apparatus is movably
attached to the skull, except in some burrowing families.
The
right and left pterygoids and palatines are widely separated from
each other.

The pterygoids and
owing

ectopterygoids, are absent,

maxillaries, connected
to

by the

reduction, in the Typhlo-
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pidae and Gla uconiidae only.

The premaxilla is impaired and
The latter are always
and is rarely furnished with teeth.
sharp and recurved, and are lodged in sockets upon the edge of the
supporting bone, with which they become firmly ankylosed.
small,

In the majority of
There is a perpetual succession of teeth.
Snakes teeth are carried by the maxillaries, palatines, pterygoids,

and dentaries, rarely

Ijy

the premaxillaries.

The

palatal teeth are

restricted to the palatines in OIi(/odon, DasT/jieltis,

and Atractasjns

only.

Peculiar

modifications

in

prevail

the

poisonous

Snakes.

Those maxillary teeth which are at their base in connexion
with the openings of poison -glands (modified upper labial
glands), either have a furrow on the anterior side (Proteroglypha
anterior teeth are grooved, e.g. the Cobras
if the
Opisthoglypha if some of the posterior teeth are grooved), or the groove
is converted into a canal, as in the Sblenoglypha or Viperidae.
;

The

special modification of the maxillaries of the vipers w4th

their long poison-fangs

The

orbit

is

Quadrato-jugal,

described on pp. 587 and 637.
closed behind by the postfrontal.

is

generally

postfronto- squamosal,

absent, so that the temporal fossa

is

and

other

arches

are

quite open (see Fig. 156,

p.

The occipital condyle is distinctly
597, and Fig. 155, p. 596).
triple.
The mandibles are composed of several bones, but the
coronoid

is

absent

in

the

cephalidae, and Viperidae

;

it

Xenopeltidae,
is

Colubridae,

Ambly-

large in the Boidae, reduced to

a nodule in the Ilysiidae.

The parietals are always fused into a large unpaired bone,
which generally forms a sharp crest and partly overlaps the
there is no interparietal or pineal foramen.
occipitals
The vertebral column consists of many, often nearly three
hundred vertebrae, and these skeletal segments correspond in
number with those of the ventral and transverse scales of the skin.
The vertebrae are procoelous in addition to the anterior and
posterior zygapophyses they have a pair of accessory articulations
the " zyganon the neural arches, dorsally to the zygapophyses
trum " carried by the posterior end of the neural arches, its
articular surfaces looking upwards
and the " zygosphene " carried
by the anterior end and looking downwards. Such accessory
The
articulations occur also in a few Lizards, e.g. Iguanidae.
;

;

;

—

.

;

vertebrae

of

many Snakes

h?ive

unpaired

vertical, blade -like

ANATOMICAL STRUCTURE
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more
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attachment

effective

All the vertebrae, except the atlas, carry

ribs.

These articulate by their capitular portions only, and are very

The ribs beinu; lonomovable in a head- and tail-ward direction.
and fitting with their ventral ends into the connective tissue of
the sides of the ventral transverse scales, are the principal agents

body forwards, the posterior edges of these scales
being sharp and imbricating.
The skin is covered with scales, absolutely devoid of osteoin pushing the

derms.

The

When

keel, a

the scales are enlarged they are called shields.

common

feature,

is

caused by a slight ridge of

The whole skin is covered
the cutaneous part of the scale.
with a thin layer of horny epidermis, which is shed frequently,
the shedding begins at the
at least several times in one year
lips, and the whole outer skin is turned inside out from head to
even
tail, retaining every minute detail of the cutaneous scales
;

;

the watch-glass-like covering of the eyes

The

is

preserved.

eyes are peculiar in so far as they possess no

latter are still

The

lids.

present in a vestigial condition in the embryo, but

by what is probably a modification of the
eye and
nictitating membrane,^ which is drawn over the
like a
horny
skin,
covered with a single transparent scale of the
movable.
The
are
not
watch-glass.
The eyes themselves
" tears,"
outside,
are
which of course cannot appear on the
naso-lacrymal
ducts.
drained off into the nasal cavities by the
The ear is likewise peculiar. There is a long columellar rod
with a fibrous or cartilaginous pad at the outer end, which plays
against the middle of the shaft of the quadrate, an arrangement
which, we must assume, produces a thundering noise in the
their place is taken

internal ear, since every motion of the quadrate during the act
of swallowing conveys
ovalis.

The tympanic

tympanum
visible.

the

vibrations directly to

cavity, the

the

fenestra

Eustachian tubes, and the

are abolished, and no external traces of the ear are

However, in spite of

all this.

Snakes can hear very

well developed, and many Snakes,

well.

The nose is
the Grass-Snake, are guided to their prey as much by the sense
The tongue is slender, very
of smell as by the eyes and ears.
protractile

and

bifid,

for instance

always moist, and furnished with

many

an additional sense-organ,
hence the incessant play of the tongue of a snake which wants

sensory corpuscles.

It acts entirely as
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In spite of the protractility of the
the hyoid arches
is very small
themselves are reduced to mere vestiges near the base of tlie
first and only branchial arches, which are thread-like and extend
to

investigate anything.

tongue, the

liyoid

apparatus

;

down the throat.
The trachea is very long, and opens far forwards in the
mouth
it
can be slightly protruded between the two
lialves of the lower jaw so as not to be blocked during the act
of swallowing.
This is a laborious process.
The snake, having
Ijackwards

;

got hold of

its

prey with

its

teeth, generally shifts it into the

most convenient po.sition, in order to swallow the head first.
One
half of the mandible is then pushed forwards, then the other
half; the recurved teeth afford the necessary hold, and the
snake, little by little, draws its mouth-cavity, and later on itself,
over the prey.
In fact, it literally gets outside it.
Sometimes
with a large victim this process

mouth and

may

last for

hours

;

the w^hole

become painfully distended and the veins swollen
almost to bursting. The snake pushes the prey against a stone or
other obstacle, rests awhile quite exhausted, and begins afresli.
At last the bulk of the prey has passed the mouth, the skin of
liead

the neck

is

by wide

interstices, the ribs

stretched to the utmost, the scales being separated

work spasmodically, the victim

pressed into the shape of a sausage, and the deed

order to assist deglutition there

is

a great

amount

is

done.

is

In

of salivation,

but the often-heard story that Snakes cover their prey with
saliva before they swallow it, is a fable, or based upon faulty
snakes sometimes being forced to disgorge the
half-swallowed prey, which, in such a case, is covered with slime.

observation,

my

tame snakes had swallowed a frog on my table when
The snake was frightened, jumped
on to the ground, striking it with its full belly, and thereby
hurting the frog, which sc^ueaked loudly, whereupon the snake
reversed its mechanism and tlie frog hopped away, none the

One

of

a friend entered the room.

worse for

its terrible experience.

In correlation with the elongated narrow space of the bodycavity the lungs are not equally developed, the left being much
smaller than the right.
The latter is a very thin-walled, hollow

and the posterior lialf or third scarcely contains any of the
lioney-comb-like respiratory " cells," but acts merely as a reservoir
V>ag,

of air.
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arrangement is essentially the same as that of
but Snakes possess no urinary bladder.
The
copulatory organs are stowed away beneath the skin in recesses

The

the

cloacal

Lacertilia,

of the posterior lateral corners of the shallow cloacal vestibu-

Each organ

lum.

and furnished with

On

crescences.

generally bifurcated

is

little

at

the

free

end,

spike-shaped, Init scarcely horny, ex-

each side of the outer cloacal chamber, in both

sexes, lies

a roundish gland with an offensive, strongly-scented

secretion

that of various Boas smells disagreeably sweet and

;

The majority of Snakes lay
Yiperidae and the thoroughly aquatic

musky.

___

I

VIPERINE.

Fig. 153.

restrial

^T

O

^= CROTALINE. ^^ ELAPINE.

eggs,

but most of

the

kinds, besides a few ter-

*
.

— Map showing the distribution of dangerously poisonous snakes.
The

forms, are viviparous.

ment, with very

little

are always soft

many embryos

;

egg-shells are like parch-

or no calcareous deposit, so that
are,

they

however, provided with a

egg-tooth " on the tip of the snout.
some become quite affecSnakes are intelligent creatures
tionate in captivity, but most of them are of a morose disposition,
and do not care for company.
The geographical distribution of Snakes has been dealt
Unwith in detail in connexion with the various families.
One of the oldest is
fortunately very few fossils are known.
Eemains of
PalaeopU'U, of the London clay (Lower Eocene).
Elapine and of innocuous Colubrine snakes have been found in
Crotaline forms are known from
the Lower Miocene of Germany
little "

;

;

the Miocene of Turkev and North America.

All the Plistocene
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remains belong to recent genera.
There are indications that the
Ophidia are a relatively young branch of Eeptilia, essentially of
Tertiary date, but the foundations of the distribution of most
of the older families were laid in Miocene times.
The older
families, notably those which still possess vestiges of hind-limbs
or

of

the

pelvis,

are

The few survivors
tropical,

of

the

T}^hlopidae, Boidae.

e.g.

Glauconiidae are likewise circum-

The

with the exception of Australia.

in South-Eastern Asia
offshoot

circumtropical,

the

and in

Uropeltidae

are

tropical

restricted

The Colubridae and even many of
politan.

It

is

Ilysiidae occur

South America; their
to

India and Ceylon.

their sub-families are cosmo-

quite possible that the Opisthoglypha and Pro-

teroglypha are not natural groups, but

that

their

respective

have been developed on various occasions and in
different countries.
The same applies more strongly to the
Yiperidae, a further development of the Opisthoglyphous type.
To judge from their distribution, the Crotaline snakes were

conditions

possibly developed in the Palaearctic sub-region

over America, but

they were

debarred

from

they spread

;

entering

all

either

The Yiperidae, on the other hand, are
the Palaeotropieal region and to the
Palaearctic sub-region.
The fact that no separating belt of
water existed for them between Europe and Africa, indicates
their being the most recently developed of poisonous snakes.
Madagascar is the only large country which, besides snakeless
Xew Zealand, enjoys a total absence of poisonous snakes of any
Australia or Africa.
restricted

entirely

to

is the only sub-region which suffers
from the presence of numerous species of every sub-family of
poisonous Elapine, Crotaline, and Yiperine snakes.

kind, while the Oriental

Snake-Poison.

—Many

Snakes, belonging to different families,

are poisonous, and unfortunately there
easily

ascertained,

is

no external character,

by which every poisonous snake can

distinguished from a harmless kind.

If the head

is

be

very broad,

due to the pair of poison-glands on the sides
many harmless snakes can flatten and broaden
their heads in a suspicious way, and, what is much worse, many
of the most poisonous snakee, for instance the Cobras, have a
head as smooth and as sleek -looking as the Grass- or EingSnake, the most harmless of species.
It so happens tliat, with
a few exceptions, for instance among the Crotalines and Yipers, no
this is proba1)ly

of the head

;

but

SNAKE-POISON
badl}' poisonous
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snake has loreal shields,

i.e.

a pair of shields

between the nasals and the preoculars, but this
character is obviously no good for any practical purposes. Therefore, unless you know a snake well enough when you see it, leave
it alone, because a mistake may be fatal.
The poison is secreted in modified upper labial glands, or in a
pair of large glands which are the homologues of the parotid
intercalated

salivary

glands of other animals.^

A

duct passes

gland forw^ards along the side of the upper jaw.

from

the

Just in front

it doubles on itself, so as to open by a small papilla
on the anterior wall of the sheath of mucous membrane which
embraces the base of the tooth like a pocket.
As mentioned
before (p. 582), the poison is conveyed either along a furrow on
the anterior side of the tooth, or the growing substance of the
tooth partly converts the furrow into a canal which opens only
near the end of the tooth.
This is a perfectly devilish contrivance, ensuring the conveyance of the poison into the very
deepest part of the wound.
The Elapinae have relatively short
fangs, while those of the Vipers, and especially those of the Crotaline snakes, are much longer, sometimes measuring nearly an inch
in length.
The most formidable apparatus is that of the Viperidae,
since in them the maxillaries, each provided with only one
acting fang, and without any other teeth behind, can be erected.
The mechanism is explained in Fig. 154 and Fig. 179 (p. 64V).

of the fang

The apparatus of the upper jaw is so constructed that the
pushing forwards of the horizontal pterygoid bar will, by
acting on the ectopterygoid, rotate and erect the short maxillary.
The pulling forwards is effected by contraction of the spheuomuscle, which arises far forwards from the basal
orbito-sphenoid region, and is inserted on to the inner dorsal
surface of the pterygoid.
The principal closing muscles of the
mouth are the temporo- masseteric muscles (Fig. 179, T.a. and
T.p.) and the inner and outer pterygoid muscles, which latter

pterygoid

arise

from the outer surface of the pterygoid bone, or from the
are inserted on to the articular region of the

maxillary, and

mandible.

A

from the squamoso- quadrate
junction, and spreads fan -shaped upon the connective tissue
^

419

;

strong

ligament

arises

For a detailed anatomical account, see "West,
xxvi. 1898, p. r>\7
and xxviii. 1900.
;

/.

Linn. Soc.

x.xv.

1895,

p.
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the anterior and posterior ends of the
gland are held by another strong band, which stretches from
The whole is so arranged
the maxilla to the mandibular joint.
wall of the poison-gland

;

that the acts of opening the jaws (by the digastric muscles) and
the erection of the fang -bearing maxillaries are enough to
A
mechanically squeeze the contents out of the poison-gland.

—

Explanation of the biting mechanism of a rattlesnake.
la and Ih,
Fig. 154.
and Ilh, position of the
position of the apparatus when the mouth is shut.
apparatus when the mouth is opened widely ; the spheno-pterj-goid muscle {P.f) is
contracted, the pterygoid {Pt) is pulled forwards, the transverse bone or ectoiJterygoid
(Tr) pushes the maxillary (J/), rotates it and thereby causes the poison-fang (,/) to
assume an erect position. Li, Digastric muscle, contraction of which lowers, or
opens, the lower jaw ; (i, the groove or pit characteristic of the Crotaline snakes ;

Ha

J/, maxillary
P, palatine P.e, spheno-pterygoid muscle Pm,
premaxillary
Pt, jiterygoid
T.a, insertion of the
Q, quadrate ; ti(i, squamosal
anterior temporal muscle, by contraction of which the mouth is shut
cf. Fig. 179
X, origin and insertion of. a muscle
(p. 647) ; Tt, transversum or ectopterygoid
and a strong ligament, contraction of which draws the maxillary and its tooth back
into the position of rest and assists in shutting the mouth.

J, poison-fang

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

portion of

the

anterior

temporal

muscle

is

attached

to

the

capsule of the poison-gland.

An
venom

and of the effect of the
The
by Charles J. Martin.'

excellent account of the nature
of Snakes has been written

following condensed account has been abstracted from
"

The poison
'

is

Clifford Allbutt's

it

:

a clear, pale yellow, or straw-coloured
System of Medicine,

vol.

ii.

London, 1896,

p. 809.

fluid,

SNAKE-POISON
which reacts
this varies

and contains about 30 per cent

acid,

much
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of solids, but

according to the state of concentration.

Most

bitter.

but Cobra poison is said to be disagreeably
Dried venom keeps indefinitely, and dissolves readily in

water.

It

venoms are

tasteless,

keeps

bodies in solution.

also

in

glycerine.

The venom

It

albuminous

contains

in fact, a pure solution of

is,

two or more poisonous proteids, which are the active agents,
with a small quantity of an organic acid or colouring matter.
The venom is destroyed by reagents which precipitate proteids
in an insoluble form, or which destroy them, e.g. silver nitrate or
Hypochlorites have the same effect.
permanganate of potash.
Carbolic acid and caustic potash destroy it only after a day
or two.

The venom is generally introduced into the subcutaneous
whence it reaches the general circulation by absorption
through the lymph and blood-vessels. When introduced directly
It is absorbed by the
into a vein, the effects are instantaneous.
conjunctiva, but, excepting Cobra poison, not by the mouth or
"

tissue,

alimentary canal, provided

The venom

abrasions.

of

there

the

be no hollow

various kinds

or no
Snakes acts

teeth

of

differently.

The symptoms of Cobra poison. Burning pain, followed
and weakness in the legs after half an hour.
Then profuse salivation, paralysis of the tongue and larynx, and
The
Vomiting. Incapability of movement.
inability to speak.
"

by

sleepiness,

patient seems to be conscious, but

is

unable to express himself.

The breathing becomes difficult. The heart's action is quickened.
The pupil remains contracted and reacts to light. At length
breathing ceases, with or without convulsions, and the heart
slowly stops.

Should the patient survive, he returns rapidly to

complete health.
"
is

The symptoms

of Kattle-snake poison.

speedily discoloured and swollen.

The painful wound
symptoms

Constitutional

prostration,
than fifteen minutes
pulse, dilaquick
staggering, cold sweats, vomiting, feeble and
In this
disturbance.
tation of the pupil, and slight mental
recovers
If
he
hours.
twelve
state the patient may die in about

appear

as

a

rule

in

less

:

from the depression, the local symptoms begin to play a much
more important part than in Cobra poisoning: great swelling
and discoloration extending up the limb and trunk, rise of
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temperature and repeated syncope, and laboured respiration.
Death may occur in this stage. The local haemorrhagic extravasation frequently suppurates, or becomes gangrenous, and

from this the patient may die even weeks afterwards. Recovery
sudden, and within a few hours the patient becomes bright

is

and

intelligent.

Symptoms

"

pain

of bite

from the European Yiper.

the bitten limb soon swells and

;

vomiting,

prostration,

and

cold,

pulse
cold,

breathing,

in

clammy

The pulse

within one to three hom's.
difficulty

and

is

is

Local burning

discoloured.

Great

perspiration

follow

feeble, with slight
In severe cases the

very

restlessness.

may become imperceptible, the extremities may become
and the patient may pass into coma.
In from twelve to

twenty-four hours these severe constitutional symptoms usually
off, but in the meantime the swelling and
discoloration
Within a few days recovery usually
have spread enormously.
occurs somewhat suddenly, but death may occur from the severe
depression, or from the secondary effects of suppuration.
" Symptoms of bite from the Daboia or Vipcra russcJli.
These resemble the effects of Eattle-snake poison, but sanious
discharges from the rectum, etc., are an additional and prominent
feature.
The recovering patient suffers from haemorrhagic
extravasations in various organs, besides from the luntrs, nose,
mouth, and bowels.
Kidney haemorrhage and albuminuria is a
constant symptom.
The pupil is always dilated and insensitive

pass

to light.
"

Symptoms

Pain and
The first constitutional symptoms appear in
fifteen minutes to two hours.
First faintness, and an irresistible
desire to sleep.
Then alarming prostration and vomiting. The
pulse is extremely feeble and thread-like, and uncountable.
The
limbs are cold, and the skin is blanched.
Eespiration becomes
shallow with the increasing coma.
The
Sensation is blunted.
There is somel»upil is widely dilated, and insensible to light.
of bite of Australian Elapine snakes.

swelling.

local

times

passing

recovery

is

of

blood.

If

the

patient

survives

the coma,

complete and as a rule rapid, without secondary

symptoms.
The Australian venom and that of all viperine
snakes, perhaps also that of the Cobra, if introduced rapidly into
the
the

circulation,

venom

is

occasions

extensive intravascular clotting.

slowly absorbed, the blood loses

its

If

coagulability.

SNAKE-POISON
owing

down

to the breaking

with ^dpers,
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of the red blood-corpuscles, most so

with Australian snakes, least so with the Cobra.
is supposed to extinguish the functions of the

less

The Cobra venom

various nerve-eentres of the cerebro-spinal system, the paralysa-

from below upwards, and

tion extending

The

for the respiratory centre.

venom has been

the Cobra

it

has a special affinity

toxicity or relative strength of

calculated to be sixteen times that

Snakes can poison each other, even

of the European Viper.
those of the same kind.
" Treatment.

situation

Tlien

of the

make

dangerous

—Apply
bite

;

a ligature above, not on the top of the
twist the

string

tightly with

a

stick.

Sucking out' is
Then bandage the limb downwards, progressing

a

!

towards the

incision

free

wound

;

into

the wound.

repeat this several times.

Direct applica-

widened wound of calcium hypochlorite, i.e.
bleaching powder, is very good, or of a 1 per cent solution of
permanganate of potash, or Condy's fluid. Amputation of the
tion

into

the

finger is the best

Do

remedy

of all if a large snake has bitten

not keep the ligature longer than half an hour.

Then

the circulation return, and apply the ligature again.
case,

do not keep the ligature on for more than one hour

of gangrene.
"

Internal remedies.

alcohol

is to

—The

it.

let

In any
for fear

administration of enormous doses of

be condemned strongly

small stimulating doses are

;

more effectively produced by
ammonia or strychnia. Hypodermic injection of strychnine, in
some cases as much as one to two grains (but not into a vein !)
has in some cases had good results
but injection of ammonia,
instead of doing any good, has disastrous sloughing results.
There is only one fairly reliable treatment, that by serum therapeutics, the injection of considerable quantities of serum of
animals which have been partially immunised by repeated doses
good,

but

stimulation

can

be

;

of snake-venom.

Unfortunately this treatment will not often be

available."

Several well-known

Mammals and

Birds

are

immune by

nature against snake-venom, but most of them avoid being bitten.
Some birds induce the snake to strike and bite frequently into

Such more or less common creatures are
the Mongoose, the Hedgehog, and the Pig, the Secretary bird, the
Honey Buzzard, the Stork and probably other snake- eaters.

their spread-out wings.
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Classification of Ophidia."

Snakes according

— Dumeril
into

teeth

their

to

donts, Solenoglypha, Proteroglypha,

Gray

J. E.

and Colubrinia.

-

CHAP.

and Bibron

and Opisthoglypha.

divided Snakes into two sub-orders

Giinther

divided

^

Opoterodonts, Aglypho-

:

Yiperina

distinguished between Ophidii colu-

^

and Hydrophidae)
upon the modifications
of the squamosal, ectopterygoid, and endopterygoid bones, and
also upon the condition of the vestigial limbs.
He divided the

brifornies, 0. colubriformes venenosi (Elapidae

and

*

Cope

0. viperiformes.

laid

stress

snakes into Scolecophidia (Typhlopidae), Catodonta, Tortricina,
Asinea (the harmless snakes without limb-vestiges), Proteroglypha, and Solenoglypha.

Boulenger ' has accepted Cope's principles, and, mainly by
combining the Asinea with the Proteroglypha as Colubridae, has
produced a logically conceived system, by far the best hitherto
proposed.
It has been followed in the present work.
Boulenger's
phylogenetic system stands as follows
:

9 Viperidae
5 Uropeltidae

8

|

7a C. Opisthoglyplia

7b

C.

Amblycephalidae

Proteroglypha

I

I

7 Colubridae

4 Ilysiidae
6 Xenopeltidae

Aglypha

I

I

1
I.

3 Boidae

Tyithlopidae

Xo

2 Glauconiidae

pterygoid not extending to quadrate or to mandible
no supra temporal (squamosal)
prefrontal forming a suture with
coronoid present vestiges of pelvis.
nasal
Maxillary vertical, loosely attached, toothed mandible edentulous a
single pelvic bone.
Typhlopidae, jj. 593.
Maxillary bordering moutli, foi-ming a suture with premaxillary, preectopterygoid

;

;

;

;

;

;

frontal, and frontal, toothless
lower jaw toothed
pubis and
ischium present, latter forming a symphysis.
Glauconiidae, p. 594.
Ectopterygoid present both jaws toothed.
A. Coronoid present
prefrontal in contact with nasal.
1. Vestiges of hind-limbs
supratem])oral (squamo.sal) pre.sent.
Squamosal large, suspending quadrate. Boidae, p. 596.
;

II.

;

;

;

;

;

2.
^
-

*

Squamosal small, intercalated in the cranial wall. Ilysiidae, p. 594.
No vestiges of limbs squamosal absent. Uropeltidae, p. 595.
;

d Buffon, vol. vii. Paris, 1852.
Catalogue of Snakes, British Museum, London, 1849.
Reptiles of British India, Ray Society, 1864.
Erx>6tologic g^nirale, Suites

••

P. Ac. Philad. 1864,

"

Catalogue of Snakes, British Museum, Loudon, 1893-1896.

p. 230.
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Coronoid absent squamosal ptesent.
pterygoid reaching quadrate or mandible.
Maxillary horizontal
Prefrontal bone in contact with nasal. Xenoi^eltidae, p. 605.
Prefrontal not in contact with nasal. Coluhridae, p. 606.
;

1.

2.

;

Maxillary horizontal pterygoid not reaching quadrate or manAmhlycephalidae, j?. 637.
Maxillary vertically erectile, perpendicularly to ectopterygoid
pterygoid reaching quadrate or mandible. Viperidae, p. 637.
;

dible.
3.

;

For ordinary practical purposes this synopsis
based entirely upon anatomical characters, not

is useless, l3eing

all easily ascer-

may

TJie following characterisation of families

tained.

be preferred
Eyes vestigial

therefore

:

;

no teeth in the lower jaw

;

without enlarged ventral

scales.

Typhlopidae.

Eyes vestigial

;

scales.

teeth restricted to the lower

jaw

;

without enlarged ventral

Glauconiidae.

Eyes very small head not distinct ventral scales scarcely enlarged tail
extremely short, ending olitusely and covered with peculiar scales.
;

;

;

Uropeltidae.

With

vestiges of the hind-limbs appearing as claw-like spurs

the vent

;

ventral scales transversely enlarged

;

on each

side of

eyes functional, free.

Ventral scales scarcely enlarged. Ibjmdac.
Ventral scales transversely enlarged. Boidae.
AYith a pair of poison-fangs in the front part of the mouth, carried l;>y the
otherwise toothless, much shortened, and vertically erectile maxillaries ;
eyes free. Viperidae.
ventral scales transversely enlarged
All the remaining Snakes coml)ine the following characters
the maxillaries
are typical, not separately movable, horizontal, with a series of
The mandible is toothed but has no coronoid bone.
teeth.^
The eyes are free.
There are no vestiges of limbs or of their girdles.
Dentary movably attached to the tip of the articular bone of
the mandible skin beautifully iridescent. Xenopeltidae.
AVithout a mental groove
the ends of the pterygoids are free, not reaching
the quadrates. Amhlycephalidae.
the
"With a median longitudinal groove between the shields of the chin
squamosal is horizontally elongated, movable the pterygoid reaches
;

:

;

;

;

;

the quadrate.

Colnhridac.

—

Burrowing snakes which have the
Fam. 1. Typhlopidae.
whole body covered with uniform cycloid scales, and with the
teeth restricted to the small and transversely placed maxillary
bones.

The pterygoids do not extend backwards to the
The ciuadrates
and there are no endopterygoids.
obliquely forwards, and are attached directly to the pro-

quadrates,
slant
1

Except

Oliijodon,

Dasypeltls

and Atradaspis

(see

p.

582), in

which palatal

teeth are restricted to the ]>alatines.
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owing

CHAP.

The

to the absence of squamosal bones.

are in lateral contact with the nasals.

prefrontals

There are vestiges of the

pelvis, reduced to a single bone on each side.
The eyes are
hidden by shields of the skin.
The Typhlopidae, mainly composed of the genus Typhlojis, with
about one hundred species, are undoubtedly the last living descendants of formerly cosmopolitan, rather archaic, snakes, which in

adaptation to their burrowing
tropical

and sub-tropical

Island, but not in

life

and insectivorous diet have

They are

still w'idely

distributed in all

countries,

some on the

solitary Christmas

undergone degradation.

Xew

Zealand.

One

species, T. vermicularis,

and South-AVest Asia.
It is
brown above, yellowish below, and reaches a length of
The tail is extremely short and ends in a
about 10 inches.
T. Irraminus is widely distributed in Southern
horny spine.
Asia, the Malay Islands, the islands in the Indian Ocean and in
inhabits

the Balkan Peninsula

Southern Africa.

Fam.

2.

Glauconiidae.

—

In most

respects

resembling

the

Typhlopidae, but the maxillaries retain their normal position and

which is
The pelvic girdle and the hind-limbs show the
least reduction found in any recent Snakes
in the pelvis the
ilia, pvibes, and ischia can still be distinguished, the last even
are toothless, teeth being restricted to the lower jaw,

stout

and

short.

;

retaining their symphysis

About thirty

;

there

species, nearly all

are also vestiges

are found in South-Western Asia, Africa,
of America, including the

—

of femurs.

belonging to the genus Glauconia,

West

and the warmer parts

Indies.

Fam. 3. Ilysiidae. The scales of the cylindrical body are
smooth and small, those on the ventral side are scarcely larger.
The tail is extremely short and blunt. The head is very small,
not distinct from the neck.
The gape of the mouth is very
narrow.
Teeth are carried by the mandibles, the pterygoids,
palatines, maxillaries, and one or two or more by the premaxillae.
The endopterygoids are short.
An important cranial feature is
the short quadrates, which stand rather vertically and are connected with the cranium by the squamosals
these are very
small and are firmly wedged in between the upper ends of the
([uadrates and the pro-otic, lateral, and supra-occipital bones
still
forming part of the cranial wall.
Vestiges of the pelvis and
liind-limbs are very incomplete, and terminate in claw-like spurs,
;

;
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protruding between the scales on either side of the vent.
The
eyes are very small, and are either free or covered by transThe few, scarcely half-a-dozen, species are found
parent shields.
in South America (Jli/sia) and in Ceylon, the Malay Islands,

and Indo-China.
Ihjsia {Tortrix)

America,
of

is

the

Coral-Snake of Tropical South

harmless

perfectly

beauty,

its

scytale,

On

a beautiful coral-red with black rings.

and

nature,

for

account
"

cooling

purposes," this snake, which' grows to nearly a yard in length,

is

All the Ilysometimes worn as a necklace by native ladies.
siidae lead a partly burrowing life, live chiefly upon worms,
insects, and little Typhlopidae, and are viviparous.

Fam.

Uropeltidae.

4.

—Burrowing

Southern India, with a short
very short

and

snakes

of

rigid cylindrical

Ceylon and
body and a

which ends in a large peculiar shield, often
The scales of the body are smooth, and are

tail,

obliquely truncated.

larger on the belly

little

the coloration

;

is

mostly very beautiful.

The eyes are very small.
The Uropeltidae are somewhat intermediate between the
Ilysiidae, Cllauconiidae, and Boidae.
The pterygoids do not reach
the quadrates

;

but ectopterygoids are present

;

the quadrates are

very small and directly attached to the skull, squamosals being

Teeth are carried by the mandibles and by the maxilwhich are normal in their position.
There are no vestiges
of hind-limbs or of the pelvis.
The Uropeltidae, of which about
forty species are known, are viviparous, burrow in the ground,
and frequent damp localities, preferring mountain-forests.
The
absent.
laries,

use

of the

characteristic tail -shield

not clear;

is

assists these rather rigid creatures in digging,

perhaps

it

by being pressed

against the ground.
Uropeltis.

roundish,
U.

misled

—The

tail

is

obliquely

flat shield.

grandis

s.

2jhili][)pinus.

W. Marshall

^

—The

truncated,

latter

ending

name seems

to

in

have

into including the Philippine Islands in the

range of the family, a mistake which

is

svu'e

The

is

confined to Ceylon

is

species, the only one of the genus,

blackish

to be propagated.

above, yellow below, frequently with

spots above and

brown

spots on the under surface.

about 18 inches in length.
'

a

Atlas der ThkrvcrbrcituiKj,

\^t.

v.

Gotha, 1887.

;

it

small yellow
It

grows to
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—

The tail-shield is convex and the snout is
of Southern India is black above with
saiujuinevs
Bh.
pointed.
small pale specks the belly and
with
sometimes
gloss,
a bluish
are bright red, spotted with
scales
of
series
lateral
several of the
FJiinophis.

;

is black and red.
Snakes, usually large, and with
Typical
Fam. 5.
appearing externally as clawliiud-limbs,
and
pelvis
of
vestiges

black.

Tlie tail-shield

Boidae.

—

Pr?.x

Fig.

x 1. The teeth on the maxillary, palatine, and
155.— Skull of Eunectes murinus.
Cond, occipital condyle
Col, Columella auris
pterygoid have been omitted.
Mond, mandilile
P. and E.l'Uj. ectopterygoid or transverse bone F, frontal
Max, raaxillarv ,Vrt, nasal Pal, palatine Par, parietal Pmx, premaxillary
.S'2, squamosal ;
Ptg, pterygoid
q, quadrate
Pl.f, postfrontal
Pr.f, prefrontal
;

;

E

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Tb, turbinal.

;

\

I

like spurs

on each

side of the vent.

The

scales of the

upper

and smooth, while those of the ventral
on the belly, and one or two rows
surface form one broad
carried
by the horizontally elongated
is
quadrate
on the tail. The
upon
the lateral occipital region.
loosely
squamosal, which rests
surface are usually small

series

The prefrontal

is

in contact with the nasal.

Teeth are carried

in
by the mandibles, the pterygoids, palatines, maxillaries, and,
details
further
For
also.
premaxillaries
the Pythoninae, by the
see Figs. 155,

15 G.

The Boidae comprise Ijetween

sixty and seventy species, which

|

,

i

i

,

,
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many genera, on unimportant characters,
and shields of the head.
It is doubtful if
they are natural groups, a consideration which detracts much
from their value in the study of geographical distribution.
Even the two sub -families are not free from this reproach.
The range of the family is world-wide, Boidae occurring in all
tropical and sub -tropical countries, including islands, except
Xew Zealand. A few species live in South -Eastern Europe
have been grouped into

referring to the scales

Fig. 1.56.

and

{Eryjf)

wooded

— A,
in

Ventral, B, dorsal, view of the skTill of
Lettering as in Fie. 155.
x 1.

forests

the short and partly prehensile

and a few
liy

live

They mostly

Xorth-Western America.

districts, especially

;

tail.

in sandy localities.

Eunedes murinus.

climbing

trees,

prefer

assisted

by

Others are semi-aquatic,
They are all rapacious, and

preference feed on warm-blooded creatures, which they con-

strict

by

coils of the

body

victim before swallowing

in
it.

order to hold,
Exacrcrerated

tained about their swallowing capacity.

It

kill,

and crush the

notions are enteris

obvious that a

20 feet long, half a foot thick, and weighing
several hundred pounds, can crush a tiger, a stag, or even a
large

snake,
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cow but common sense tells us where to draw the line when it
comes to the swallowing of the prey.
Small game, although of
a bulk apparently far too big for the snake, is so crushed and
mangled that it is turned into the shape of a sausage preparatory
to the long process of swallowing.
The Boidae lay eggs, and
some species incubate them, or rather the female coils herself
round them for the sake of protection.
Xo appreciable amount
of extra warmth is deyeloped.
Unfortunately the obseryations
of one of the best cases on record^ were conducted so imperfectly
that they are of little yalue.
;

Sub-Fam.

—

"With a pair of supra-orbital
Pythoninae.
bones, intercalated between the prefrontal, frontal, and postfrontal
bones.
The sub-caudal scales are mostly in two rows.
The premaxilla often carries a few small teeth.
The Pythoninae, comprising about twenty species, are
restricted to the Palaeotropical and Australian regions, with the
sole exception of Loxocemus hicolor in Southern Mexico.
Python, the principal genus, has teeth on the premaxilla.
The rostral, each of the anterior upper labials, and some of the
lower labial shields, contain a deep, probably sensory, pit.
The
maxillary and mandibular teeth are long, but decrease from
before backwards.
The head is distinct from the neck, and i?
coyered with symmetrical shields or with small scales.
Tht
1.

body are small and. smooth.
The tail is short
below with two rows of scales.
The pupil of
the eye is yertical.
The range of the genus extends oyer the
whole of the Palaeotropical and Australian regions, excepting
Madagascar and Xew Zealand.
P. spilotcs, the " Carpet Snake " of Australia and Xew Guinea,

scales

of the

and prehensile

-

;

mostly beautifully marked, but is subject to much yariation in
The more typical specimens are black aboye, each scale
with a yellowish dot, with yellow spots or combinations of dots,

is

colour.

more or

less

arranged in rows.

The under parts are

yellow.

It

reaches a length of about two yards, and spends a great part of
its

time in

trees.

is the commonest species in Indo-China and in
Malay Islands. Four upper labial shields of each side are
pitted.
The specific name refers to the bold, dark, lozenge-shaped
markings upon the lighter yellowish or brown ground.
A black

P. reticulatus

the

1

W.

A. Forbes. P.Z.S. 1881,

p. 960.
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over the head from the nose to the neck, and
each
side from the eye to the angle of the mouth.
another on
are mostly yellowish, with small brown spots on
parts
The under
line extends

the sides.

This

is

one of the largest species of Python, some specimens

being known which measured about 30 feet in length.
As a sample of folk-lore connected with this monstrous snake
the following Burmese fable has been recorded by Mason
:

"

According to a Karen legend

all

—

the poisonous serpents derive

though innocuous now.,
In those days
was originally the only one that was venomous.
their virulence from the Python, w^iich,

Fig. 157.

Python

spilotcs (the Carpet Snake)

he was perfectly white, but having seduced aw^ay a man's wife,
(Eve), he made her, while she was in his den, weave
figures on his skin in the forms which are now seen.
At that

Aunt Eu

time, if he bit the footstep of a

virulence of his poison that the

man in the road, such was the
man died, how far soever that

man might have

The Python had
passed from the bitten track.
an ocular demonstration of the fact, so he said to
the Crow
Crow, go and see whether people die or not when 1
bite the foot-track.'
The Crow went to the neighbourhood of a
Karen cabin, and found the people, as is their custom at funerals,
He
laughing, singing, dancing, jumping, and beating drums.
therefore returned to the Python, and told him that so far from
not, however,
'

:

^

Burma,

its

People

and Productions, London,

1882.
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his efforts producing death, on the contrary they produced joy.

The Python was so angry when he heard this that he ascended
a tree and spit up all his venom, but other creeping things came
and people die of their malignancy to this day.
The tree, therefore, from which the Python spat up his venom
became deadly, and its juice is used to this day for the purpose
The Python made the other creatures
of poisoning arrows.
If
The Cobra said
without
provocation.
bite
promise not to
and swallowed

it,

'

:

"TTjAi:^'

m3PiTlic««^<';.

Fig. 158.

there be transgression so as to dazzle
fall

x

Python molurns.

seven times in one day, I will

bite.'

my

^J^.

eyes, to

make my

tears

So said the Tiger (whose

Karens esteem as virulent as a serpent's) and others, and
But the "Water Snake
they were allowed to retain their poison.
and Frog said they would bite with or without cau.se as they
lik(?vl; so the Python drove them into the water, where their
jioison melted away and their bite became harmless.'
P. molurvs is the species of India and Ceylon, ranging,
however, also into Indo-China.
Boulenger quote.s AV. Elliot^
bite the

'

Rc}^. Brit.

Ass. 1S70.

Trans, p. 115.

s.
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the authority for the statement that this species grows to
Only two pairs of upper labials are
the length of 30 feet.

as

The general colour above

pitted.

is

greyish or yellowish brown

with a dorsal series of large reddish-brown, black-edged patches,

and on the

sides of the

On

light centres.

stripe passes

body with a

the head

is

series of smaller spots

a lance-shaped marking

from the eye Ijackwards.

;

a

with

brown

The under parts are

yellowish.
P. schae

two

and F.

rer/ius are

The former has

African species.

pairs of upper labials pitted, the latter four pairs.

P. sehae

brown above with dark Ijrown, Ijlack- edged
usually connected by a sinuous dark stripe
which
are
cross-bars,
The upper surface of the tail has a
along each side of the back.
light stripe between two black stripes.
The belly is spotted and

is

generally pale

dotted with dark brown.

P. sehae ranges over the whole of

Tropical and Southern Africa, perhaps with

Eastern Africa.

and

may

P. regius of

West

Africa

is

the

exception of

beautifully marked,

be recognised by the dark brown, black-edged band along

the back, sending

down

triangular or Y-shaped processes on the

which are pale brown.
This dorsal band encloses a light
streak on the neck and another on the tail.
The belly is
sides,

yellowish.

These African Pythons grow to a length of about 15
specimens so large as this are not often met with.
of certain parts of the coast of Guinea are said to

and

to

feet,

but

The negroes
worship them

keep them in special temples, w^here they are regularly

attended

to.

Their

food

consists

chiefly of

small

Mammals,

and of Birds.
A couple of these snakes paired in
The
the Zoological Gardens of London in the month of June.
January,
female laid nearly one hundred eggs in the following
and incubated them until April, when the embryos were found
notably

rats,

to be still unripe.

Sub-Fam.
premaxilla

is

2.

Boinae.

toothless.

—Without

supra-orbital

The subcaudal

scales

bones.

The

form mostly a

single row.

The Boinae comprise between forty and fifty species. ]\Iost
of them are American, but the genus Enjx inhabits Xorth Africa,
the genus Enygrus inhabits
Greece, and South-Western Asia
Xew Guinea and many of the Pacific Islands, for instance New
Britain TXeu Pommern), the Solomon, Loyalty and Fiji Islands,
;
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Xew

Hebrides.

Island near Mauritius

;

CHAP.

Casarea dussumieri is found on Round
and two species of Boa and one of Corrdivs

represent the Boidae in ^Madagascar, while all the others live in

Central and South America.

—The

maxillarv and mandiludar teeth gradually decrease
The scales of the upper parts of the body and tail are
The
The rostral shield is enlarged.
smooth and very small.
nostrils are placed between two or three nasals, and these are
The tail
separated from those of the other side by small scales.
The pupil is vertical.
is short and prehensile.
Boa.

in

size.

B. constrictor, of South America, has the head covered with

small scales, one of the pre-oculars being enlarged.

The eye is
The

separated from the labials by several series of tiny scales.

is a delicate " pale brown above, with fifteen to
twenty dark brown cross-bars widening on each side, and, if connected by a dark dorso-lateral streak, enclosing large elongate
oval spots.
On each side is a series of large dark brown spots
with lio-ht centres, most of which alternate with the cross-bars.
On the tail the markings become much larger, brick-red, edged
with l^lack, and separated by narrow, yellowish interspaces."
Boa. constrictor, a name
I'nder parts yellowish with Ijlack dots.

general colour

.

.

.

applied in popular parlance to

more than 10

feet;

many

species, reaches a length of

Museum

the largest specimen in the British

measures exactly 11 feet.
A few other species inhabit Central
B. dumerili and B. madagasAmerica and the West Indies.
cariensis, Iwth of ^Madagascar, cannot be separated from the genus
Boa.
T). Bartlett ^ has described the following incident
In the evening of 5th October 1892 two pigeons were put
into the cage in which two fine specimens of Boa constrictor had
been living on friendly terms since the beginning of the year.
The larger snake seized one of the pigeons and the keeper left
The next morning only one of the snakes, the larger
the house.
specimen, was visible, and from its enormously extended body
it was evident that it had swallowed its companion, which was

A.

:

''

aljout 9 feet in length.
itself

It

had no longer the power of curling

round, Ijut remained extended nearly to

its full

length in

a

and appeared to be at least three times iis normal
circumference.
It was almost painful to see the distended skin,
straight line,

1

P.Z.S. 1894,

p.

669.
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which had separated the scales all over the middle of the body.
By 2nd November, twenty-eight days later, the snake had not
only digested its companion but had regained its appetite as well
as its normal size, and it immediately swallowed a pigeon put
into its den."

This peculiar case

is

not one of ordinary cannibalism.

"When two snakes happen
the present case a pigeon) and

It is

rather an unintentional accident.

to get

hold of the same animal (in

l)egin

to

swallow

the action of swallowing liecomes almost mechanical,

it,

the snakes continuing to push their jaws over the prey
in the case of a bird or
see

it

—

so long as

they

mammal

they cannot

taste,

something in the mouth.

feel

original prey has been mastered, it is

—which

nor can they
After the

the turn of the opposite

Fig. 159

snake's head, and

swallowed by

its

if

the weaker snake

stronger mate.

several frogs if these are

way

it is

swallow

string, and other
There are instances on record

tied together in a

snakes do the same with mice.
in

does not give

Grass -Snakes will

which a Python swallowed

its

blanket, which, being absolutely

indigestible, caused its death.

Casarea, the " Eound-Island Snake,'"' differs from
V)y

the rough and strongly keeled scales, and by

much

longer

Boa chieMy

tlie

relatively

tail.

"

It
Anaconda," is an aquatic Boa.
from this genus mainly by the inner of the three nasal
shields being in contact with that -of the other side (see Fig.
159), and by the absence of the little scales between the eye and
the labials the snout is, moreover, covered with shields instead
of small scales.
The pupil of the eye is normally vertical, but it
had contracted into a round pinhole in the dead but still fresh

Eunectes inurinus, the

differs

;
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The general colour
Specimen from which the figure was drawn.
is dark olive-brown, with large oval black spots arranged in two
more or less alternating rows alontj the back, and with smaller

The under parts are
sides.
The upper parts of this and of

white-eyed spots along the

Ijlack,

whitish, spotted with black.

many

other dark-coloured species of Boidae are often shiny, with

an iridescent

lustre.

The Anaconda combines an arboreal with an aquatic life, a
kind of existence eminently in harmony with the well- watered,
dense forests of Tropical South America, which are the home of
It is said to attain a
this, the largest of all modern Snakes.
There is no inherent impossilength of as much as 33 feet.
bility in such statements, Init the giant specimens seem to have
a knack of keeping out of the naturalist's way.
The Anaconda feeds chiefly upon Birds and Mammals, which
it

catches either on land, mostly during the night-time, or in the

For the

water.

latter purpose

it lies

sultmerged in the rivers or

head being above the surface, and
In other localities the snake, if
anything suitable is attacked.
so inclined, establishes itself upon the branches of a tree which
These aquatic
overhangs the water, or the track of the game.
Snakes seem to be viviparous.
Eryx has the head not distinct from the neck and covered
Those of the body are likewise small,
entirely with small scales.
The tail is very short. The
and are either smooth or keeled.
anterior maxillary and mandibular teeth are longer than the
These snakes, most of which are less than
posterior teeth.
3 feet in length, inhabit the sandy districts of Xorth Africa,
Arabia, and South-Western Asia, extending into Central Asia.
One species, E. jaculus, extends into Greece and the Ionian
Like the other species it is an ugly creature, pale gi*ey
Islands.
The under
or yellowish above, with darker patches and spots.
floats

about

leisurely, only the

parts are whitish.

The

scales are

smooth on the front half of
Total
and on the tail.

the body, becoming keeled further back

length under 2

feet.

The pupil

is vertical.

According to Zander and Werner this snake lives in sandy
localities, digging itself into the sand, or covering the body lightly
The whole
with sand and leaving only the eyes and nostrils free.
""

'

body

very flabby, and presses

is
1

Zool. dart. 1895, p. 330.

itself into

any irregularity
-

Ibid. 1896,

]•.

85.

of the
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ground over which the snake creeps.
Some specimens live on
The prey is caught by the head, and
lizards, others prefer mice.
further secured by several turns of the body of the captor, whose
tail is then turned forwards, round the head of the victim, so
as to form a kind of knot.
Xot less striking than their agility is their jealousy, which
is

that a snake will occasionally leave the mouse
has just strangled in order to seize another snake's
Sometimes several snakes fight for the same mouse,

strong

so

which

it

mouse.

coiled together into
itself is

in

quite

search

of

one inextricable lump so that the mouse
The snakes poke their heads about
hidden prey, and every attempt of one of

invisiV)le.

the

the snakes to free

itself,

causes the others to sc^ueeze

firmer, thinking apparently that

it

firmer and

the motion was caused hj the

lost prey.

Occasionally
in succession.

mice,

one of "Werner's captives caught several mice
these it crawled into a corner, di'opped the

With

and then proceeded quietly

to

swallow one after another.

After a fortnight the whole repast was digested, and the snake

was ready

Fam.

for more.

—

The single species, Xenopcltis uniXenopeltidae.
South -Eastern Asia, including the Malay Islands, has
been raised to the dignity of family -rank on account of the
following combination of characters.
The prefrontal bones are
still in contact with the nasals as in the previous families, but
the coronoid bones of the mandibles are absent as in the remaining famihes.
The whole suspensorial apparatus and the lower
jaw itself are peculiar.
The dentary bone is movably attached
to the end of the much-elongated articular bone, the movability
being enhanced by the absence of the coronoid element.^
The
6.

color, of

quadrate

and thick, and is carried by the short and
which lies flat against the skull, reseml)ling in
this respect that of some of the Ilysiidae.
Boulenger rightly
considers Xeno])eltis to be in various ways intermediate between
this family, the Boidae and the Colubriclae.
The head is small
and not distinct from the neck.
The eyes are small and have
a vertical pupil.
The body is cylindrical, covered above with
is

short

V)road squamosal,

^ The
same arrangement occurs in the Colubrine genus Pobjodontophis, with
about ten species in South-Eastern A.sia, Madagascar, tlie Comoro Islands, and in
Central America.
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smooth black or brown and highly iridescent scales, hence the
The ventral scales are white and transverselyThe tail is short, hut
enlarged as in the majority of snakes.
not stunted, measuring about 4 inches in full-grown specimens
generic name.

of a total length of 3

Fam.

7.

feet.

Colubridae.

—This

family comprises

snakes

those

combine the
following characters
ectoptervgoids are present the squamosals
are loosely attached to the skull, and carry the quadrates, which
are not reached by the pterygoids
the prefrontals are not in
contact with the nasals
the maxillaries are horizontal and form
the greater portion of the upper jaws
the mandi]jles lack the
coronoid process or element both jaws are toothed.
The best arrangement of this enormous cosmopolitan family
with terrestrial, arboreal, and aquatic forms, is that by Boulenger,
who, adopting Dumeril's terms, has divided them into three

(about nine -tenths

of

:

—

recent

all

species)

w'hich
:

:

:

:

:

parallel series.

A. Aglyplia.

—

All the teeth are solid and not grooved.

B. Opisthofjlypha.

teeth are grooved.
C. Protero[ily'pha.

—One
— The

or

more

of

the posterior maxillary

anterior maxillary teeth are gi'ooved

or " perforated."

The Aglypha

are

harmless, non-poisonous.

Most

of

the

Opisthoglypha are poisonous, although few of them are dangerously

so.

The Proterogiypha,

wdiich comprise the " Cobras "

and

their allies, are deadly poisonous.

Series A.

Sub-Fam.

1.

AGLYPHA.

Acrochordinae.

— The

postfrontal l^ones, besides

l)ordering the orbits posteriorly, are extended forwards

so as to

form the upper border of the orbits, separating the latter from
the frontals.
The few genera and species of this sub -family
are mostly aquatic, inhabiting rivers, or estuaries with brackish
water, and they have been known to swim far out into tlie sea.
The body is covered with small, frequently granular scales in the
typically ac^uatic forms the body is .slightly compressed laterally,
and the ventral scales are scarcely larger than the others.
Most
of the.se ugly snakes inhabit the rivers of coasts of South-Easteru
Asia and I'apuasia oiie,iitoliczkai((,\& found in the Khasia Hills
;

;

ACROCHORDIXAE

AGLYPHA
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India another, JVothopsis, lives far from its
on the Isthmus of Darien, Central America.
Acrocliordus javanicus has no ventral shields.
The head is
flat, covered with small granules, with the eyes and nostrils on
The general colour is dull olive - brown,
the upper surface.

of Xorth-Eastern

supposed

liu'hter

;

allies,

The food

and spotted beneath.

length up to 4

consists of fishes.

Total

feet.

Chersydrus granulatus ranges from the coast of Madras to
The body and tail are compressed, and form a
Guinea.
ventral fold, covered with tiny scales like the rest of the body.

Xew

General colour grey above, yellow below.

Sub-Fam.

2.

Colubrinae.

—The

postfrontal bones are restricted

orbits.
The maxillary and
dentary bones carry teeth on their whole length.
The scales

the

to

posterior

liorder

of

This

usually imbricating.

are

the

sub-family contains

whelming majority of snakes, about 1000
harmless so far as poison

is

concerned.

the over-

of them
them reach a

species, all

Xone

of

size, species of 6 or 7 feet
in length being rare, e.g.
Zamenis mucosus, but a few species of the Indian genus Zaocys
s. Coryphodon grow to 10 feet.
Most of the Colubrine snakes are

great

oviparous, but
aquatic, or

again prefer

e.g.

Coronclla, are

dry, sandy, or

The distribution

food.
its

some,

semi-aquatic, others

Some

viviparous.

are

are absolutely arboreal, others

rocky

localities,

of the sub-family

is

according to their

cosmopolitan, finding

natural limits only in the permanently frozen under-ground,

a condition which makes hibernation impossible.
love

warmth and

l)roiling .sun.

like to bask, although

Most

many are

of

them

not fond of the

As

In the temperate regions they hibernate.

a rule

they are intelligent and some of them become even affectionate.
Tropidonoius.

—The

teeth form closely set series on the whole

length of the maxillaries, palatines, pterygoids, and the greater
portion

of

the dentaries.

The premaxilla

is

toothless.

The

teeth of the maxillaries gradually increase in length, the posterior

The pupil is round. There is a pair
The scales covering the body have each
an apical, sensory pit, are mostly keeled, and are arranged in
longitudinal series.
The ventral shields are broad the .subcaudals form two rows.
This genus, with more than seventy
teeth Ijeing the longest.

of internasal shields.

;

species,

has a wide range, practically over the whole world with

the exception of

Xew

Zealand and the southern half of Australia.

6oS
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CHAP.

Grass-Snake, has a divided, or doul^le,

scales of the body form nineteen
There are normally seven upper labials, the third and
fourth of which border the eye.
The usual colour of the GrassSnake is olive-grey or brown above, with black spots and narrow

The strongly keeled

anal shield.
rows.

The

cross-bauds.

The

sutures.

labials

are

white or

belly is checkered black

yellowish,

with

black

and white, more or

less

There are several colour-varieties.
The
typical or northern form has a white, yellow, or orange collar,
bordered behind by a Ijlack collar; the pale collar is sometimes
The second variety, rather common in Spain
faint or absent.
and Portugal, although not the only form in the Peninsula, has
no collar whatever, and these specimens are sometimes almost
uniformly grey -green above.
The third variety, common in
South -Eastern Eiu'ope and in Asia Minor, has a well-marked
suffused with

collar

grey.

and a yellowish streak along each

side of the back.

Put

there are also almost black specimens.

The usual length
3

feet, l)ut

record

;

of an adult female Grass-Snake is about

very exceptional cases of more than 6 feet are on

the males are smaller and more slenderly

liuilt.

The

range extends over the whole of Middle Europe, Algeria, AVest

and Central
Scotland.

Asia.

It

does

not, however,

Its northern limit is the

occur in Ireland or

southern part of Sweden.

The Grass-Snake prefers moist, grassy localities, with the
neighbourhood of water, chiefly on account of the food, which
consists entirely of fishes and Amphibia, notably of frogs
tree-frogs are preferred to anything else
toads are occasionally
eaten, but mice are never taken.
The Grass -Snake can climb trees or rather shrubs and is
an accomplished swimmer, often spending much of its time in
water for fishing purposes.
The fish is caught by the belly and
The Grass-Snakes appear
then generally swallowed on laud.
;

;

and disappear in the autumn to hibernate in the
They pair, in England, in the month of May or June,
The eggs are laid from
usually on warm and sunny mornings.

in the spring

ground.

July to the end of August, mostly in rich vegetable soil, in
heaps of weeds or in manure-heaps.
Young snakes lay fewer
eggs than old specimens, which sometimes produce more than
three dozen at a time.

The

egjrs are soft,

whitish vellow, about

one inch long, and soon stick together, so that the whole clump

COLUBRIXAE
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As a rule the new-laid eggs do not
cau be taken up at once.
contain any visible sign of the embryo, but it often happens that
the snake has to delay oviposition, and then the embryos are
This is especially the case with recently
or less advanced.
The young are hatched in the late summer
caught specimens.
or in the autumn, and seem to live at first upon soft insects and
Curiously enough they are easily drowned when they
worms.
My tame snakes
fall into the water, even in a shallow tank.
have often laid eggs between the stones in the greenhouse

more

;

the young throve well upon

met

unknown

When

their fate in the water.

but most of them
they are a few weeks old
food,

they are strong enough to take baby-frogs.
The Grass-Snake becomes very tame, learns to distinguish

between different people, allows itself to be handled without
hissing or without voiding the obnoxiously smelling contents of its
cloaca and anal glands, will in time take the offered food from
the hand, and will even crawl up the arm or sleeve and coil
itself

One

up contentedly.

of the finest specimens, quite green,

and with brownish -red eyes, I
fishing in midit had been
stream.
It swam towards the bank, dived, and hid itself at the
This snake, a female, became very tame.
bottom between rocks.
It never hibernated, shed its skin regularly every few months,
and grew within nine years from 35 inches to 42 inches in
without a trace of a

collar,

caught in the Guadiana, where

length.

The Grass-Snake

when

it

is

is

perfectly harmless

furiously with

striking out

severely handled.

its

head,

it

Its only

:

although hissing, and
never

bites,

not

even

defence consists of the

awful contents of the cloaca and the anal glands, the secretion
of which smells of concentrated essence of garlic mixed with

The wildest specimens I have ever
met w^ith inhabited a swamp with a little stream to the north of
Oporto close to the coast.
To my utter surprise some of them
other indescribable odours.

me, swimming along rapidly with the head
above the water, and darting forwards
These and
with widely opened jaws, but they did not bite.
other kinds of allied snakes require to drink much and often.
Occasionally they drink milk w^hen this is offered them, but

actually
erect,

made

about 6

for

inches

that they suck the udders of co%vs or the breasts of

an

women

idle fable.
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T. viperinns.
The scales are .stioiigly keeled and form twentyone to twenty-three longitudinal rows. The third and fovu'th labials
border the eye.
The eyes and nostrils
The anal shield is divided.

upwards instead of sidewards, in adaptation to the
which lives upon fishes
and Amphibia.
The general colour is grey to reddish brown,
with a black zigzair band along the back and a lateral series of
black, yellow-eyed spots.
The belly is yellow or red, checkered
are directed

essentially aquatic habits of this species,

with black.

The Viperiue Snake bears a general resemblance to the
viper.
It inhabits France, Italy, Spain and Portugal,
and Morocco.
Very large specimens attain a length of nearly

common
3

feet,

but the ordinary

spends most of

its

size

of adults

is

time in the water, but

Fig. 160.

Tropidonotus

sirtalis.

2
it

x

feet.
is

This snake

often found on

i

\.

land, basking on the top of a low wall nr on a low shrub.
is

exceedingly

common

in Spain

and Portugal, where

it

It

inhabits

almost every ditch, any standing water or slow river.
In tlie
Alemtejo, when during the rainless and hot summer the small

COLUBRINAE
have

livers

quantities

in

the

up, these

dried

nearly

6ll
snakes

collect

muddy

remaining stagnant and

as the stock of suitable fish gets exhausted, are

in

great

and

pools,

often reduced to

By the month of -August
thoroughly aquatic that they cannot be
Those
kept alive in dry surroundings for twenty-four hours.
which I collected generally died, apparently from some kind of

a deplorably emaciated condition.

they have become

so

cutaneous suffocation, during the night following their capture.
Taken under other conditions they are very easily kept and
tamed.

once caught a Viperine Snake in a ditch whilst

it was
Both were separated,
and then put into a small bag together with other creatures,
and no more attention w^as paid to them for several hours.
When I opened the bag again, the snake, undisturbed by my
incessant walking about, was again busily engaged in trying to
get outside that same eel
T. sirtalis (Fig. 160) is one of the almost endless varieties of
what is now known l)y the name T. ordinatus, of North and

I

swallowing an

eel of nearly its

own

length.

!

Central America.

which it represents
Germany, Italy, South-Eastern Europe, and Asia but
the scales form only nineteen rows, and the fourth, or fourth and
fifth labials, border the eye.
The usual colour is olive-grey with
dark little spots, and with a dark chevron-shaped band behind
the occiput.
The lower parts are yellow or red checkered with
T. tesselatus is closely allied to T. vijjcrinus,

in South

;

black, hence the specific name.

Zamenis.

—The

maxillary teeth are not closely packed

;

they

and the last two are often a
The
little larger and separated from the rest by a diastema.
mandibular teeth rather decrease in size from before backwards,
inversely with the upper teeth.
The scales are smooth with
apical pits
the sub-caudals form two rows.
The eye is large,
and has a round pupil.
The range of this genus, with about
thirty species, extends over the whole of the Periarctic region.
Z. (Ptyas) mucosas (Fig. IGl), the Eat Snake of India, extending
increase slightly in size backwards,

;

from Transcaspia to Java,

is

a very

common

species, often seen in

brown above, often with black
The under
cross-bands on the hinder part of the body and tail.
parts are yellowish.
The fourth and fifth lalnals border the eye.
menageries.

Its general colour is

6l2
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The

scales

Another
ou the body form ouly seventeen rows.
is the prominent ridge of the back-bone,

feature of this species

not only in

half- starved

but

in

well -conditioned

specimens.

CPap
Zamenif; mucosns (Rat Suake).

Fig. 161.

The

liut

Snake grows to a length of more than 7
most species of this genus.

feet,

and

is

as ill-tempered as

gemonensis

Z.

s.

inhabits

riridijlavus

France,

i

Italy,

Balkan Peninsula, and Asia Minor.
Its coloration
In general it is either green above and
variable.
below, hence the appropriate

name

is

the

very

yellow

viridijiavus, or the ground-

back is greyish or olive -yellow with brownish
spots, which form more or less longitudinal rows on the trunk,
but gradually pass into blackish continuous lines on the tail
the under parts are yellow or greenish white, often with many

colour

of the

The

very small, dark specks.

rows

;

the anal shield

is

ocular scales and one subocular

and

fifth

Itordt'i-

the

eye.

scales

divided.
;

form seventeen or nineteen
There are two small post-

of the eight

This species

is

lal)ials,

very

the fourth

lively,

attacks

'

j

i
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and

furiously,

l3ites

climbs

branches can protrude half of

well,

and

6I 3

when suspended from

length in a horizontal direction.

its

Mammal it can master
rats and moles are first
animals are swallowed
Large specimens reach perhaps 6 feet
killed by constrictions.
It eats

any kind

of Eeptile, Bird,

or

;

directly,

small

in length.

hippocrc2ns

Z.

is

the representative species in the Iberian

It is rarely more than
and in North-Western Africa.
and is very pretty, the ground-colour being reddish
or olive-yellow with a row of large, dark brown, yellow-edged
Two rows of smaller spots adorn the
spots along the bacjv.
sides
where the dark spots are large, the pale ground-colour is
restricted to forming rings around the spots, producing a pretty
The under parts are yellow or orange, with black
appearance.
On the head is a dark, pale-edged patch in the shape of
spots.
Struca horse-shoe, a feature alluded to by the specific name.
tural characters are the possession of a row of little subocular
scales, which completely separate the eye from the labials, the
double anal shield, and the small and smooth scales on the body,
which form generally as many as twenty-seven rows.
Z. constrictor.
The American Black Snake. The scales are
the anal shield is
smooth, and arranged in seventeen rows
bluish-black
above
is
uniform
divided.
The general colour
throat
are silvery
below slaty, tinged with blue the chin and
attain a
specimens
white, sometimes with a black spot.
Large

I'eninsula

i

feet long,

;

—

;

;

total length of 6 feet.

Holbrook gives the following exhaustive account of this
species, about which many sensational stories are current even
in would-be scientific periodicals
The " Black Snake " is one of the commonest of Xorth
American species.
It is extremely active, climbing with facility,
and running with great rapidity, whence it is not uncommonly
called the " Eacer."
It frequents shady places, covered with
shrubs,
margins
of water.
thick
on the
It feeds on mice, toads,
and, as it is an excellent climber, is frequently
or small birds
seen on trees in search of birds' nests.
It is a bold and daring
serpent, enters barns and out-houses without fear, and has
:

;

been

Its specific name
to destroy young chickens.
would imply that it suffocates or crushes its prey,
In the
accordincT to Holbrook is at least doubtful.

known

constrictor

but this
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breeding season it is extremely irascible, and will frequently
attack persons passing at a distance of several steps the tail
then quivers with rage, making a quick vibrating motion, which
;

and among dead leaves sounds not unlike the Eattlenow elevates the head one or two feet from the
ground, and darts upon its adversary luckily its bite is harmless, and not more painful than the scratch of a pin.
in forests

Snake

it

;

;

" It

will

yet

teazed,

even descend from trees to attack its enemy
does not twine itself around the legs, as

it

commonly supposed.
" The same power

of

charming

if
is

prey has been attributed
and with still less appearance of reason for this is a nimble animal, and can pursue its
prey, while the Eattle-Snake must lie in wait for his.
It is
remarkable that the birds most commonly found charmed are
the Cat-bird (Turd us carolinensis) or red- winged Black-bird
{Icterus jyhoeniceus).
These birds choose thick and shady places
on the margins of streams for their residence, and generally

Black as

to the

its

to the Eattle-Suake,

;

'

'

build their nests on such shrubs as the alder the latter bird not
unfrequently takes the precaution to select such bushes as are
on small islands, or such as have their roots surrounded by
:

and thus their home is more secure.
Now the Black
Snake chooses precisely the same localities, knowing probably
the hamits of its prey.
The serpent begins the war by besieging
the nest
the old bird, aware of its intention, attacks it with
fluttering and uncertain motions, accompanied by a plaintive cry
of distress, and is then said to be charmed.'
The snake is at
last either driven off, or it captures the young and not unfrewater,

;

'

quently
"

old bird too.

tlie

Sometimes the old

bird, by her cries, calls in the assistance
neighbours to drive away the aggressor.
I have seen
more than a dozen birds thus engaged with a large Black Snake

of

her

that had probably just committed some depredation, but was
now quietly stretched on a rock, basking in the sun and it was
;

not a
th(j.se

little

singular that birds

seldom seen

Asia,

finally

low, thick shrubs,

Zaocys,
is

with

united in this warfare against a
compelled him to seek shelter among

togetlier, all

common enemy, and
some

of very different genera, and

about

by the violence of their
half-a-dozen

closely allied to Zamcnis.

species
Z.

assault."

in

South-Eastorn

carinatus, of the Mal.iy

COLUBRIXAE
Islands, grows

to

10

in length

feet

;

615
it

is

consequently one of

The scales form
the largest harmless Colubrine snakes.
The sub-caudals are double.
sixteen to eighteen rows.
CTeneral colour

above

is

dark

Fig. 162.

olive,

only

The

passing into greenish brown

Zo.ocys carinatvs.

x

The under parts are yellowish black and yellow
The fifth and sixth labials border the eye.
Coluber.
The maxillary teeth are of equal size, but the
anterior mandibular teeth are the longest.
The head is distinct
from the neck.
The nasals are distinct not fused with the
loreals.
The eye is rather large, with a round pupil. The

farther back.
posteriorly.

;

—

;

the ventrals are
smooth or keeled, have apical pits
They
rounded or angulate laterally the sub-caudals are double.
all lay eggs and constrict their food.
Xearly fifty species in the

scales,

;

;

Periarctic region.
C. {Elcqjhis)

quatuorliiieatv.s

Tyrol.
G feet

s.

qiiatcrradiafus inhabits Italy

also in the Southern
which grows to nearly
in length, are arranged in twenty-five rows, and are feebly

and South-Eastern Europe.
Tlie

scales

It

occurs

of this large snake,
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The anal is divided. Adult specimens have a yellowishbrown ground-colour with a pair of Ijlack streaks on each side of

keeled.

the back.

mouth

the

A
;

black line extends from the eye to the angle of
the under parts are yellow, mostly closely spotted

with brown.

is good-tempered, and keeps well in
on sparrows, mice, lizards, etc., and are very
fond of eggs.
Large .specimens can swallow several fowls' eggs
in succession
the crushed remains of the shells are later disgorged.
This handsome snake climbs extremely well in search
of birds and their eggs, and it is not afraid of the water.
The
prey is caught either with the teeth or by a rapid twist of the
tail
in any case, the prey is always strangulated by the constriction of coils thrown round it.
A sparrow thus secured is
literally passed through the moving coils along the snake's body

captivity.

This snake

They

live

;

;

into

a

position

convenient for swallowing.

Hungry

catch and secure several birds or mice before eating them.

own specimens became almost
to bite,
C.

snakes

My

affectionately tame, never attempted

and took food from the hand.

Icopardinus

is

smaller, but

is

one of the handsomest snakes

of Southern Italy, South-Eastern Europe,

and Asia Minor. It is
The groundcolour is pale brown with a dorsal series of dark brown or
reddish, black-edged, transverse spots, and a lateral alternating
series of smaller black spots, or with two dark brown, blackclosely allied to the previously described species.

edged stripes bordering a yellowish vertebral stripe usually with
a forked black mark on the occiput and nape.
The under parts
are white, checkered with black, sometimes with the latter colour
;

prevailing.
C. jlarescens

s.

aesculapii

unknown name

is

the Aesculap-Snake, for which the

now been unearthed in
This snake is of an extremely
graceful and slender build, with a very long tail.
Its home is
the South of France, Italy, and South-Eastern Europe.
It occurs
almost

of longissimus has

deference to the fetish of priority.

sporadically in the Tyrol, for instance near Bozen, in Austria, at

Baden near Vienna, in Germany only in the Taunus, especially at
Schlangenbad, which has received its name from the frequent
occurrence of this snake.
This sporadic distribution favours
the idea that the.se snakes were introduced by the Romans as
inmates of the temples erected to Aesculapius at such wateringplaces.
Specific characters are the smooth and shiny scales,
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arranged iu twenty-one to twenty-three rows, the
and the double anal and sub-caudals

distinctly angulate ventrals

;

the fourth and fifth of the upper labials border the eye, which has
The coloration is very variable, as a rule olivea round pupil.

brown above with a dark streak behind the eye the upper lips
and a triangular patch on the temples are yellow the under parts
Some specimens are pale golden brown
are uniform pale yellow.
others are very dark, almost black; while some have four darker
stripes along the body, and lastly whitish specks occur on the
Large Aesculap snakes grow to a length of 5
upper surface.
feet.
Their food consists chiefly of mice.
They 1)ecome very
tame, although many of them at first bite furiously.
Their
;

;

climbing capacities are astonishing, the snakes being

high and vertical walls provided there

Some

of

my

is

aljle to scale

the slightest " foothold."

specimens escaped in the room and w-^re at last

found near the ceiling, resting on the rods of the curtains, up
the folds of which they had managed to wriggle.
Boulenger
kept one for many years in a glass cage, where the snake
entwined himself round the branches of a stick and allow^ed us

him with the stick out of its socket and to inspect him.
Being kept in an inhabited room, the snake did not exactly
hibernate, creeping into the moss at the bottom of the cage but
it refused to feed, and remained in a rather drowsy condition
c(filed up on its favourite stand.
During the pairing season they
frequently resort to the water, at Schlaugenbad at least
the
few eggs are deposited under dry moss or in dry, decayed wood,
and are hatched in about six weeks.
C. (lihinechis) scalar is has the smooth scales disposed in
twenty-seven rows.
The snout is strongly projecting, and has a
V-shaped dark mark on the top; a black streak runs through
the eye, and another black spot lies below the eye.
Young
specimens are pale brown with a series of dark H -shaped marks
on the back, suggesting a ladder, hence the specific name. In
the adult these marks are replaced by a pair of brown stripes
running along the back
the under parts are always uniform
to take

;

;

;

yellow.

Total length about 3

feet.

This snake

is

restricted

Most
South of France.
specimens are very ill-tempered.
The young live upon locusts
and small lizards, the old eat mice and small birds.
In captivity
they also take dead animals
a rare habit with snakes.
to the

Iberian Peninsula

and

—

to the

6i8
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Dendroijhis with about ten species inhabits South-Eastern
Asia and Australia.
They are typical Tree-Snakes. The scales
are keeled, and form only thirteen or fifteen rows
those of the
yertebral row are enlarged
the yentrals haye a pair of suturelike lateral keels and a notch on each side, arrangements which
are of great assistance in climbing, these snakes being able to
slide up the branches of trees in almost straight lines instead of
haying to twist and undulate their way up.
;

:

Fig. 163.

Dendrophis pmncttdahcs.

x

i.

D. punctulatus, of Xortheru and Eastern Australia,

brown above, uniform

or with

borders to the

The upper

scales.

ventrals, are yellowish.

Leptophis

is

long,

very distinct

is

oliye-

and yellow outer
the throat and anterior

edges

lips,

Total length up to 6

feet.

a Neotropical genus of Tree-Snakes.

and the extremely
head

black

The

l)ody

The

whip-like tail are very slender.

from the neck the eye is large, with a
round pupil.
The scales form thirteen or fifteen rows the
yentrals are sometimes angulate laterally: the sub-caudals are
is

;

:

doul)le.

L. (Ahactulla) liocerus is a beautiful snake, green above
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the under parts are yellow or white.

lustre, while

amounts to 6 feet, the tail then
These graceful Tree-Snakes live upon
When shaken out of a
small reptiles and birds and their eggs.
tree or frightened off they let themselves fall down from con-

The

total length of this species

being nearly 2 feet long.

siderable

body and

heights, coiling

Fig. 164.

tail

fall.

Coronella.

continuous

—The

scales are

The pupil

neck.

is

smooth and

The head

the sub-caudals are double.

the

which breaks the

spiral,

teeth are nearly all of equal size

The

series.

watch-spring,

a

xl.

Lepiopliis lioccrv.s.

and alighting on the groimd upon the

like

round.

is

and form

have apical pits

scarcely distinct from

This

genus,

with

nearly

twenty species, is widely distributed except in the Australian
"We can
region, the northern half of Asia, and South America.

mention only the two European
England.
C.

austriaca

arranged

in

s.

laevis,

nineteen

the

rows.

species,

one of which occurs in

Smooth Snake.
Mostly

the

The scales are
and fourth

third

COLUBRINAE
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labials border the eje.

colour
stripes,

is

brown
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The anal shield

is

The general
two lio-hter
two dark brown or

divided.

or reddish above, often with one

with small dark brown or red spots

;

or

red stripes on the nape, usually confluent with a large dark patch
on the occiput a dark streak extends from the nostril through
;

the eye to the angle of the mouth.

The under parts

are red,

orange, brown, grey or blackish, either uniform or speckled with

The coloration is, however, subject to much
and some specimens strikingly resemble some of the
Common Viper, which is also very variable in it^ coloration. The
resemblance is enhanced when the Smooth Snake broadens its
head by widening the jaws, as it is in the habit of doing.
black and white.
variation,

Two such
165.
On

similarly coloured specimens

harmless snake having smooth

scales,

being covered with large shields
scales, the

are

;

in Fig.

and the top of the head

while the Viper has keeled

top of the head being covered mostly with scales, a

vertical (not round) i^upil, and, moreover,
coils

represented

closer inspection the differences are great enough, the

itself into

when

attacked, usually

a spiral disc with the head standing out in the

However, these two species are someThe Smooth Snake prefers lizards
as food to anything else, but it also takes mice.
The prey is
hunted chiefly in the late afternoon and in the evening, and is constricted by the coils of the snake.
"When caught or even when
handled after months of captivity, the Smo()th Snake bites
deliberately and firmly, selecting a suitable spot, for instance a
finger, opens the mouth widely and almost chews the spot.
The
bite is of course quite harmless, and scarcely draws blood, few
They
of these snakes attaining a length of more than 2 feet.
are viviparous, bringing forth about half-a-dozen young at a time.
The range of the Smooth Snake extends over the greater part
of temperate Europe, from England and the Iberian Peninsula to
In England it occurs
Berlin, and south-eastwards to Asia ]\Iinor.
in a few counties only, for instance in Hampshire and in
middle, ready to strike.

times mistaken for each other.

—

Dorsetshire.

the South of France, Italy, the Iberian Peninand Xorth-Western Africa, much resembles the English
Smooth Snake, from which it differs in a few points only. The
scales are arranged in twenty-one, rarely in nineteen, rows
usuallv the fourth and fifth labials border the eve and the rostral
C. girondlca, of

sula

:

;
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end of the snout,

shield, covering the

The coloration

is

COLUBRTDAE

blackish spots nv a U-sliaped

is

much broader than

is

always a

mark on

the nape.

variable, but there

paii'

high.

of elongated

—With

only a few teeth on
on the palatines and
Some of the vertebrae in the region of the lower neck
dentaries.
have strongly developed hypapophyses, which are directed forwards
and pierce the oesophagus. They are used for filing through or

Sub-Fam.

the

posterior

3.

Rhachiodontinae.

part

of

the

Fig. 166.

breaking the birds'

etrgs

inaxillaries,

DasypcUis scahra.

which seem

x

J.

to be the chief food of these

snakes.

and South
and a
half in length, sucli a .specimen is able to swallow an ordinary
fowl's egg.
Pigeons' eggs are swallowed by snakes little more
than one foot in length, which seems at first sight quite impossible.
The swallowed egg distends the skin to its utmost
capacity it then slides down further, the snake makes some
.slight contortions and the swelling collapses
after a while the
broken and sucked-out shell is vomited out as a crumpled up
DasyiJcltis scahra, the only species, inhabits Tropical

Africa

;

although

it

reaches scarcely more than two feet

;

;

DIPSADOMORPHINAE

RHACHIODONTINAE
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mass.

Miss

Durham
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has ilhistrated this curious process in a

series of drawings.^

OPISTHOGLYPHA.

Series B.

One, or a few, of the posterior maxillary teeth have a groove
which conducts the secretion of the enlarged

or furrow in front,

Apparently

upper labial glands.

all

these snakes are more or

poisonous, paralysing -their prey before or during the act of

less

less,

man

So far as

deglutition.

since the poison

concerned they are rather harm-

is

not very strong, not available in large

is

and above all because the small poison-teeth stand
back that the snakes cannot easily inflict wounds with

quantities,
so

far

them.

The Opisthoglypha are

of considerable morphological interest,

since they connect the Colubridae with the Viperidae, the char-

which seems to have been derived
from that of the Opisthoglypha by the reduction or shortening
of the anterior portion of the maxillaries and the harmless teeth,

acteristic poisonous apparatus of

come to the front.
The Opisthoglypha comprise about three hundred species and
are cosmopolitan, including Madagascar but excepting New Zealand.
They contain truly terrestrial, arboreal, and thoroughly
so that the posterior or poison-fangs

aquatic forms.

Sub-Fam.

Dipsadomorphinae.

1.

and the dentition
arboreal forms.

is

well developed.

Most

of the

— The

nostrils are

lateral

Long-tailed, terrestrial, and

arboreal species are green above,

often with white or yellow longitudinal bands, while the under

They feed chiefly upon lizards, birds
and their eggs.
Typical, very long-bodied
Dipsadomorphus s. Bipsas (part).
The median
and long-tailed Tree-Snakes, with a vertical pupil.
the broad ventral
or vertel)ral row of smooth scales is enlarged
scales are bent at an obtuse angle on the sides, the resulting
parts are white or yellow.

—

;

ridge assisting in climbing.

two rows.

Ten

The sub-caudals

are arranged in

to fourteen maxillary teeth are followed

by two

or three enlarged, grooved fangs.

B.

trigonatus,

of

India,

grows

to

one

yard

in

length.

Yellowish olive or pale grey above, with a white, black-edged
^

P.Z.S. 1896, p. 715.
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zigzag band along the Ijack, or with a series of white, black-edged
spots.

ajaneus, of Xoitheru India, Assam,

I),

Snake, green above,

vritli

e.g.

D. buccphala.

—

Pterygoids toothless.

teeth.

rows

thirteen

smooth

of

sub-caudals double

;

scales

black,
feet.

with eleven or more
compressed, with
strongly
Body

Maxillaries

scales

;

very long.

tail

beautiful Tree-

Total length up to 4 or 5

uniform greenish yellow below.
Dipsas,

etc., is a

the skin between the

the

vertebral

row enlarged

Tropical South America.

Leptognathus with many species in Central and South
America, like Dipsas, but with teeth on the pterygoids.
Tlie
Coelopcltis.
Terrestrial and diurnal, witli a round pupil.
row of small maxillary teeth is followed l)y one or two much

—

grooved fangs situated at a level below

larger,

The

border of the eye.

much

first

larger than the rest.

the

posterior

half-a-dozen mandil:»ular teeth are

The

scales of the adult are

more or
name,

distinctly grooved longitudinally, hence the generic

less

The sub-caudals
and are arranged in seventeen or nineteen rows.
Two
form two rows the ventrals are rounded off laterally.
species in the Mediterranean countries and in South- Western
;

Asia.
C.

monspessulana

s.

lacertina is one of the largest snakes in

Europe, reaching a length of

up 18

inches.

6

Olive -brown or

feet,

of

which the

yellowish

or

tail

reddish

takes
aljove,

The sides are
The under parts are
Some
yellowish white, with or without brownish markings.
One of the
specimens are very green, with a dull blackish neck.
sjieeific names of this terrestrial snake is the latinised form of
Montpellier
the other refers to the shape of the head, which is
not unlike that of a lizard, partly owing to the concave forehead.

frequently with small, dark, light-edged spots.
often

Ijlackish,

with

whitish

specks.

;

localities studded with shrubs,
hunts for lizards, birds, and mice.
It is sure to attract
When driven
notice by its loud hissing when it is disturlied.
into a corner it strikes out furiously, but does not, as a ruleJate.
I have caught some which after a few days became quite gentle.
Small animals become torpid a few minutes after they have l)eeu

This species inhabits rather dry

where

it

bitten.

Macroprotodon cucuUatvs occurs in Andalucia, the Balearic
Islands,

and

in

Xorth

Africa.

The dentition

is

peculiar.

The

ELACHISTODONTINAE
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fourth and fifth maxillary teeth are enlarged, followed
interspace, then follow several small teeth,

and

by an
two

lastly the

The sixth mandibular tooth is very
by a space from the much smaller posterior teeth.
The general colour of this sand-loving snake is pale brown or
grey above with small spots or streaks on the trunk, and with a
large black patch behind the head extending over the sides of the
The under parts are bright red or
neck, hence the specific narne.
yellowish, sometimes spotted with black. Total lengtli under 2 feet.
With only a few teeth on
Sub-Fam. 2, Elachistodontinae.
the maxillary and dentary bones, and on
the posterior part
Some of the vertebrae in the
the palatines and pterygoids.
thoracic region have much - developed unpaired hypapophyses,
which are directed forwards and pierce the dorsal wall of the
gullet.
In this respect Elachistodon v:estermanni, of Bengal, the
only species, bears a striking resemblance to the South African
Xg\y^\\o(\.onXj Dasypeltis (see p. 622), and it is probable that this
enlarged, grooved teeth.
long, separated

—

d

apparently very rare Indian snake also swallows eggs.

It

is

brown aljove, with a yellowish vertebral stripe yellowish below.
Sub-Fam. 3. Homalopsinae.— The nostrils of these absolutely
aquatic and viviparous snakes are valvular, and are situated on the
upper surface of the snout.
The eyes are small with vertical
pupils.
The two dozen species, mostly very ugly, inhabit the
rivers and estuaries of the East Indies from Bengal to North
Australia.
Some species have very small and narrow ventral
scales, recalling the Hydrophinae, or the bm'rowing snakes, none
of which use their ventral scales for locomotory purposes.
Homalopsis huccata, Cerberus rhyncJiojJS and Hyi^sirliina, e.g.
H. pluinbea, have well- developed ventral scales the other scales
of the first two genera are keeled, those of the third are smooth.
;

;

In Hipistes the whole head

all
is covered with very small scales
body are smooth except the very narrow
ventrals, which have double keels.
H. hTjclrinvs, of Siam and the
]\Ialay Peninsula, has a compressed body, and in its general
appearance much resembles the Hydrophinae.
It lives, like its
allies, upon fishes, and it swims far out into the sea.

the

scales

;

of the

Series C.

PROTEROGLYPHA.

The anterior maxillary teeth
VOL. VIII

are deeply grooved, or so folded
2 s
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appear

hollow or

perforated.

Behind

these

enlarged

poison-fangs the maxilla carries a series of smaller, solid teeth

hence the term

"

;

proterogljphous," which means that the anterior

teeth are grooved,

opposition to " opisthoglyphous."

in

Both

have been developed independently.
The Proteroglypha are all extremely poisonous, mostly
whole of the
viviparous, and widely distributed over the
Australian, Palaeotropical and Neotropical regions, with the
they extend northexception of Madagascar and Xew Zealand
series

;

wards into the warmer parts of North America, and they also
range over a great portion of the Palaearctic sub-region, being found
They form two
in North Africa and South-Western Asia.
natural sub-families Elapinae, with cylindrical tails, and Hydrophinae or Sea -Snakes, with laterally compressed tails.
Sub-Fam. 1. Elapinae. The tail is cylindrical. The Elapinae
comprise nearly 150 species, which have been grouped into a
:

—

Fig. 167.

great

number

— Map showing
of,

tlie

distribution of

somewhat

mostly

Australia they constitute the

being

besides

the

great

tlie

Elapine Snakes.

imaginary,

genera.

In

majority of Snakes, there

deadly Elapinae only a

few Pythons and

Typhlopidae, and very few Colubrinae.

— The

and grooved poison-fangs are
from one to three small, faintly
grooved teeth near the posterior end of the maxillaries.
The
scales are smooth and without pits, and are arranged in fifteen
to twenty -five oblique rows on the trunk, although more occur in
the region of the neck
the vertebral row is not enlarged.
The
head is but slightly distinct from the neck.
Each nosiril lies
between two nasals and the internasal.
The sub-caudals form
two row.s. The pupil is round. The neck-region can be expanded
Xaja.

separated

by an

pair

of

large

interspace

;

ELAPIXAE
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by the spreading and moving headwards of the ribs.
Several species in Southern Asia and in Africa.
" Cobra ").
The coloration varies much.
jV. trijnidians (the
brown with a black and
to
dark
yellowish
The tvpical form is
side
of the hood, and with a
dorsal
the
on
white spectacle-mark
side
of the corresponding
each
on
spot
white
large black and
uniform
pale brown to
are
specimens
Other
under surface.
on
the
hood.
The Cobra is
markings
without
any
blackish grey,
into a hood

—

IcjlurliaTf?
>"TT'/^R"-['

Xaja

Fig. 168.

trqjudiojis (the Cobra)

widely distributed, from Transcaspia to China and to the Malay
Islands
in the Himalayas it ascends to about 3000 feet above
;

the level of the

more than 6

the tail of 9 inches,

which

afford it a

deserted

Very large specimens

sea.

are

said

to

attain

but a cobra of 5 feet, inclusive of
The Cobra prefers places
considered large.

feet in length,

hills

of

is

convenient hole
termites, ruins,

to

retire

heaps

of

into

;

stones

for instance,

and stacks

and it has the disagreeable habit, like the harmless
Rat-snake, Zamenis mucosus, of making itself at home in inhabited
Its chief food consists
houses, probably attracted by the rats.
of small Vertebrates
frogs, lizards, rats, occasionally fishes and
of wood,

;

—

OPHIDIA
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drinks

It
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much, and hunts

chiefly

the

in

late

round
]\Iany observations show that
pupil.
It avoids hot sunshine.
the cobras live in pairs, otherwise tliej do not take much notice
The female lays about
of each other or of other kinds of snakes.

afternoon and in

the

evening, althougli

it

possesses a

a dozen soft-shelled eggs as large as those of pigeons.

This cobra

used by Indian

is

The

conjm-ers.

"

dance

"

is

the habit of these snakes of erecting themselves, when agitated,
upon the hinder third or quarter of theii' length, whilst they

spread out the hood and sway the head and neck to the right

They are
always in an attitude ready for striking.
]\Iost of the performing
and by nature not vicious.
cobras have their teeth drawn, and they then know well that
They only strike at the liand, just as
they cannot bite.

and

left,

docile

uninjured specimens soon a^oid biting into the u'on rod with

The drawing of the teeth
which they are lifted up in menageries.
is an operation which has to be repeated, since reserve -teeth
soon take the place of the lost pair.
I cannot

episode

refrain

which

from relating an abstract of a ridiculous

happened in

the

]\Iunich

Aquarium

in

the

Kaja
which
The police closed the establishment,
haje was missing.
during the following eight days was turned inside out without
any other effect than that two other, harmless, snakes were disTwice the building was fumigated with sulphur, until
covered.
tlie Cobra was at last found suffocated, fifteen days after the
This snake caused the owner of the
beginning of the search.
A(iuarium a loss of nearly £1500.- But the cruel joke was,
that during the commotion the man who had collected and sold
the six snakes declared upon oath that their teeth had been so
well drawn and the germs of possible reserve-teeth had been so

year 1882.

One

of six specimens of the African species

thoroughly destroyed that the snakes were rendered absolutely
But he was not believed, in spite of a commission of
professors and doctors appointed, who experimented upon the

harmless.

remaining

five

Cobras with sulphur and did not find any poisonmouth was probed and poked into as far

fangs, " althougli the

down

as the larynx."

Peafowl and
Cobras have quite a number of enemies.
Jungle-cocks are said to be partial to young snakes pigs eat
;

;

tliem

greedily,

and are

to

a certain extent

immune

against

ELAPINAE
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applies, according

observations, to the famous Mongoos.

to

Sir E.

the most recent

Tennent, in his

Natural History of Ceylon, quoted several times in the present
book, makes the following remarks about the immunity of this
little

creature

:

have found universally that the natives of Ceylon attach
no credit to the European story of the Mongoos {Hcrpestcs griscus)
resorting to some plant, which no one has yet succeeded in identi" I

an antidote against the bite of the venomous serpents
There is no doubt that, in its conflicts with
it preys.
the cobra and other poisonous snakes, which it attacks with as
fying, as

on which
little

hesitation as the harmless ones,

to retreat,

eat

and even

some vegetable. ...
serpentinum and

oxylon

indica, the

Mimosa

may

it

be seen occasionally

to retire into the jungle, and, it is added, to

A

number

of plants, such as the Ojyhi-

Ophiorhiza

octa)idria,

and

munr/os, the Aristolochia

others, have each been asserted

Ichneumon's specific. ... If the Ichneumon were inby that courage which would result from the consciousness
of security, it would be so indifferent to the bite of the serpent,
that we might conclude that, both in its approaches and its
assault, it would be utterly careless as to the precise mode of
attack.
Such, however, is far from being the case and next to
its audacity, nothing can be more surprising than the adroitness
with which it escapes the spring of the snake under a due sense
of danger, and the cunning with which it makes its arrangements
to leap upon the back and fasten its teeth in the head of the
cobra.
It is this display of instinctive ingenuity that Lucan
celebrates where he paints the Ichneumon diverting the attention
of the Asp by the motion of his bushy tail, and then seizing it
to be the

spired

;

in the midst of its confusion.

See Pharsalia,

lib.

iv.

verses

729-734."
There is a widespread belief in the efficacy of " Snakestones," which are generally pieces of charred bone, well polished,
occasionally pieces of chalk or some similar porous substance,
which, if pressed upon the l^leeding wound, are supposed to
Snake-charmers profess to prepare such
absorb the poison.

The
and to preserve the composition as a secret.
The Boers bought them,
manufacture is a lucrative trade.
Mr. Selous saw one, or
imported from India, at high prices.
Snake-stones are
heard of one, that was kept as an heirloom.
" stones,"
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made, and used, in Mexico, of charred hartshorn
called " piedras ponsonas."
also

The

;

they are

use of the Snake-stone, called " Pamboo-Kaloo," has prob-

ably been

communicated

snake-charmers

who

Singhalese by the itinerant

the

to

resort

to

the

island

from the

coast

of

instances

of

Coromandel.

Although

Sir

E.

Tennent

several

describes

the successful application of snake-stones as well authenticated,

Although two cases
he has never himself been an eye-witness.
have been fully described, they do not at all exclude the possibility, nay the probability, that the Tamils imposed upon the
Europeans in order to sell the snake-stones.
" Xo doubt the snake-stones, owing to their porous nature,
adhered to the bleeding wound, became saturated with blood,
Very likely, in case of a poisonous bite, some
and then fell off.
of the venom would be sucked up too, but we do not know if
those snakes were still in the possession of their poison-fangs.
Properly conducted experiments with snake-stones have proved
as little efficacious as the application of dry cup.
" Theoretically snake-stones as quick absorbent agents of the
blood with the poison are good
they will certainly prevent
some of the poison from entering the system, but that would, at
;

be a partial cure only.
In March 1854 a friend of mine was riding, with some
other civil officers of the Government, along a jungle path in
best,

"

when he saw one of two Tamils, who
were approaching the party, suddenly dart into the forest and
return, holding in both hands a Col)ra de capello, which he had
seized by the head and tail.
He called to his companion for
assistance to place it in their covered basket, but in doing this,
he handled it so inexpertly that it seized him by the finger, and
retained its hold for a few seconds, as if unable to retract its
the vicinity of Bintenne,

fangs.

The blood

almost immediately
sufferer

flowed,
;

and intense pain appeared

but with

all

to follow

expedition the friend of the

undid his waist-cloth, and took from

it

two snake-stones,

each of the size of a small almond, intensely black and highly

though of an extremely light substance.
These he
wound inflicted by the teeth of the serpent,
to which they attached themselves closely
the blood that oozed
from the bites being rapidly imbibed by the porous texture of
polished,

applied, one to each

;
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The stones adhered tenaciously for three or
wounded man's companion in the meanwhile
arm downwards from the shoulders towards the

the article applied.
four minutes, the

rubbing his

At length the snake-stones dropped

fingers.

accord

the suffering of the

;

his fingers

till

man

off of their

appeared to subside

the joints cracked, and went on his

;

own

he twisted

way without

Whilst this had been going on, another Indian of the
up, took from his bag a small piece of
white wood, which resembled a root, and passed it gently near
the head of the cobra, which the latter immediately inclined
he then lifted the snake without hesitation,
close to the ground
The
and coiled it into a circle at the bottom of his basket.
root by which he professed to be enabled to perform this operation with safety he called the " Naya-thalic kalanga " (the root of
the snake-plant), protected by which he professed his ability to
approach any reptile with impunity."
The following narrative, communicated to Sir E. Tennent by
H. E. Reyne, of the Department of Public Works, Colombo, seems
concern.

party,

who had come

;

to exclude the possibility of deception

"A

:

my

bungalow in 1854, requesting
me to allow him to show me his snakes dancing. As I had
frequently seen them, I told him I would give him a rupee if he
would accompany me to the jungle and catch a cobra that I
knew frequented the place. He was willing, and as I was
anxious to test the truth of the charm, I counted his tame
snakes, and put a watch over them until I returned with him.
Before going I examined the man, and satisfied myself he had
snake-charmer came to

When we arrived at the spot, he
no snake about his person.
played on a small pipe, and after persevering for some time, out
came a large cobra from an ant-hill, which I knew it occupied.
On seeing the man it tried to escape, but he caught it by the
tail and kept swinging it round until we reached the bungalow.
He then made it dance, but before long it bit him above the
knee.
He immediately bandaged the leg above the bite, and
wound

applied a snake-stone to the

to extract the poison.

He

was iji great pain for a few minutes, but after that it gradually
went away, the stone falling off just before he was relieved.
When he recovered he held a cloth up, which the snake flew at,
and caught its fangs in it while in that position, the man
passed his hand up its back, and having seized it by the throat,
;

^12
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he extracted the fangs in my presence and gave them to me.
He then squeezed out the poison on to a leaf. It was a clear
oily substance, and when rubbed on the hand produced a fine
lather.
I carefully watched the whole operation, which was
also witnessed by my clerk and two or three other persons."
X. haje is the common hooded cobra of Africa, the " Aspis,"

—

Spy-Slange " of
the Boers.
As a rule the spectacle-marks on the neck are absent
or indistinct, the general colour varies much, either brown above,
yellowish beneath, with or without brown spots
or dark brown
above with yellowish spots, dark brown beneath or blackish
above and beneath.
The name Spy-Slange, meaning Spitting
Snake, refers to the habit which this and other African Cobras
have of letting the poison drop from the mouth like saliva when
they are excited.
This is not a particularly economical habit,
nor is it of the slightest use to the snake.
X. {Oj)hiophagus s. Hamadryas) hungarus s. elajJS is the
so called on account of its shield or hood

the

"

;

;

"

Hamadryad

" or "

Snake-eating Cobra" or

King Cobra."

"

It

hood
the very variable coloration is
yellowish to black, with or without an olive gloss.
Many
specimens have more or less distinct dark cross-bands or rings
around the body, while others are olive above with black-edged
scales, and others again are very dark above and beneath.
The
has

a well

dilatable

;

distinctive, specific character

forming

the small

is

only fifteen rows on

number

of scales, these

middle of the body, nineteen or twenty-one on the dilatable neck.
There is a pair of
large occipital shields behind the parietals.
This snake reaches the length, enormous for a poisonous
snake, of 12 feet or more.

make

it

the curse of

tlie

tbe

Its size

jungle.

China, and to the Philippines.

and very poisonous nature
from India to South

It ranges

The food seems

to consist entirely

of other snakes.
Sc^Kclon haemachates is another hooded snake in

where

it

is

known

as

the

"

Einghals,"

i.e.

South Africa,
banded neck.
It

from Xaja by the absence of small teeth on tlie maxilbehind the fangs, and by the strongly keeled scales, which
form nineteen rows. The general colour is black above variegated
with yellow or pale brown the under parts are also black, often
with one or two whitish bands across the lower portion of the
differs

laries

;

neck.
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The Eev. G. Fisk ^ mentions the case of two young " Einghals,"
10 and 9 inches in length, having been attacked and partly
devoured by a mouse, supposed to be Dendromys melanotis, which
of

Sepedon haemachates (the "Einghals

Fig. 169.

was put with the snakes in a band-box.

On

the habits of the

Einghals see Symonds.^

—The

scales are smooth, and form thirteen to
The spine is very prominent, and the median
row of scales which covers the ridge is much enlarged. There is
In other respects Bungarvs is closely allied
no dilatable hood.
Naja
half-a-dozen
to
about
species, in South-Eastern Asia.
B. fasciatus reaches a length of 5 feet.
The general colour

Bungarus.

seventeen rows.

;

is

bright yellow, alternating with blackish rings.
B. coeruleus

s.

candidtis

is

the dreaded

the whole of the Indian sub-region.

It is

"

Krait," occurring in

dark brown or bluish

black with narrow cross-bars or white specks, or

barred brown and yellow
Total length rarely 4

The

"

Krait

"

other snake, since
1

;

it is

alternately

the under parts are uniform white.

feet.

seems to cause more deaths in India than any
it is very common, especially in Bengal and in

P.Z.S. 1887,

p. 340.

-

P.Z.S. 1887,

p.

489.
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Southern India, and often creeps into the houses.
It lives
on rats, lizards, and snakes.
Callophis.
With only thirteen rows of smooth scales. The
head is small, not distinct from the neck.
The small eye has a
round pupil.
The short tail has two ventral rows of scales.
The whole body is cylindrical. Several small species, one or two
feet in length, in South-Eastern Asia.
C. macdeUandi in India
and Indo-China is reddish brown above, yellow below, with
chiefly

—

regular, equidistant, black, light-edged cross-bands or rings.

length up to 2

Total

feet.

Doliojihis differs

from

Callopliis

mainly hj the enormously

developed poison-glands which, instead of Ijeing restricted to the
head, extend

along the anterior third of the body, gradually

thickening, and terminating in front of the

heart with clubOwing to the extension of these glands, which
shaped ends.
can be felt through the skin as thickenings at the end of the
third of the body, the heart has been shifted farther
first
back than in any other snake.
Several species in Indo-China
and in the Malay Islands, D. intestinalis with many colourvariations.

Australia suffers from an abundance

of Elapine snakes, of
mention only the three commonest.
Fscvdechis e.g. Fs. p)orphyriacev.s, the " Black Snake " of
Australia, has seventeen rows of smooth scales on the body, a fewmore on the neck, which however is not, or is only slightly,
dilated.
A few of the sub -caudal scales are undivided, the rest
are paired.
The head is distinct from the neck the pupil is

which we

w^ll

;

Total length up to 5 or 6

round.

above

is

black, with

feet.

The general colour

the outer row of scales red at the base

the ventral scales are red with black edges.

The females

;

are

generally more brown than lilack, and are therefore sometimes

known

as "

lizards

and other snakes.

Brown Adders."

They

live

on small mammals,

birds,

Notechis scvtatus s. Hoplocephalus cvrtvs, the " Tiger Snake,"
has rather small eyes with round pupils.
The head is distinct

from the cylindrical body, which is covered with fifteen to nineThe
teen rows of smooth scales.
The sub-caudals are single.
head of this variably coloured snake is mostly black, tlie body
olive brown with dark cross-bands
towards the tail the coloration becomes more uniformly blackish.
The under parts are pale
;
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yellow.
The range of this veiy coiniuon snake extends over
Tasmania and Australia.
Acanthophis antarcticus, the " Death Adder," is easily recognised liy the peculiar tail, the end of whicli is laterally compressed,
beset with a few rows of enlarged imbricating scales, and terminates
The head is distinct from the neck, and
in a thin horny spine.
The short and thick body is
flat
the eye has a vertical pupil.
covered with twenty-one or twenty-three rows of keeled scales.
The anterior caudals are single, the posterior double.. The
colours of the upper parts are a mixture of brown, reddish and
yellow, with dark cross -bands.
The belly is pale yellow, often
spotted with brown or black.
The end of the tail is yellow,
reddish brown or black.
The total length of this stout and
ugly viviparous creature remains under 3 feet.
It is widely
distributed from South Australia to the Moluccas.
The use of
;

the peculiar tail very probably consists in attracting or fixing the

up on a di"y
and vibrating the tip of the tail.
Flaps is an entirely American genus, with many species, most
of which are extremely prettily coloured, red and black in alternate rings being a favourite pattern.
Tlie maxillaries carry no
teeth liehind the poison-fangs.
The scales of the body are smooth
and form fifteen rows.
The tail is short. The small eye has
mostly a vertical pupil.
The head is very small, not distinct
from the neck.
The squamosal and quadrate bones are short, and
attention of small animals

and sandy

;

the snake, lying coiled

spot, slightly raising

the gape of the

mouth

is so

limited that these beautiful snakes,

although possessing strong poison, are practically harmless to

man.

One

of the

prettiest

is

E. corallinns of the forests of

The whole
twenty
deep black
is adorned with about
rings, which are edged with yellow and again separated by red
rings equalling in width the black ones.
Sometimes the red
rings are dotted with black, and the black dots may form addiTotal length
tional rings between the red and the yellow.
under 3 feet.
Tropical South America and the Lesser Antilles.

body, above and below,

Sub-Fam.
compressed,

2.

Hydrophinae (Sea-Snakes).

sometimes

the

])ody

also.

—The
All

tail is

the

strongly

scales

are

The eyes are
and there are often no enlarged ventrals.
All these snakes are very poisonous
small, with round pupils.
and live in the .sea, often at considerable distances from the land.
small,
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with the exception of one species of Distira, D. semperi, which
is confined to the land-lucked freshwater Lake Taal at Luzon in
the Philippines.
They live on fish, and range from the Persian
Gulf to Central America.
In conformity with their absolutely
aquatic life they are viviparous, and they die when kept out of
About fifty species are known.
the water for any length of time.
Unhi/drina valal-adien s. hengalcnsis has scales with a small
tubercle or keel, which

is

stronger in the males

very small, forming a scarcely enlarged

the ventrals are

;

series.

The maxillaries

aQX).

Fig. 170.

Enhydrina valakadien

(left

upper

(right lower figure),

figure)

x

("Spirit

sptcimeivj

and Hydrophis obscura

\.

carry two or more small grooved teeth in addition to the poisonfangs.

The back

is

olive or dark grey, with l)lack transverse

bands, which are most distinct in the young.
are

white.

This

Islands.

species

ranges

from Persia

The under parts
to the Malay

—

Hydrophis e.g. //. uhscAtra.
Tlie body is long; the head and
neck are very slender, the body becoming much thicker farther

The small
The ventral scales

back.

teeth behind the poison-fangs are not grooved.
are very .small, the others are keeled, strongly so
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coloration of this Sea-Snake,

which

dark olive-green above with
yellowish cross-bars, which form complete rings round the slender
Other specimens are pale olive, with dark
part of the body.
reaches about one yard in length,

is

This species occurs in the Bay of Bengal and the

cross-bands.

Malay Archipelago.
As a rule Sea-Snakes

are not found in mid-ocean.

leaving Ceylon, the steamer meets

Malacca.

Tliose

them again

which occur near the

After

in the Straits of

Japan,

soutli coast of

Distira cyanocincta, are found there only in the summer,
are probably carried there

by the south-west monsoon.

According to Semper the gravid female
low

islands, there to give birth to its

and she remains with her

offspring

visits the shores

up amongst

rocks,

of

young Ijetween the rocks,
for some time.
Semper

once found a large female, probably Platurus fasdatus
hrinus, coiled

e.g.

and

and between the

folds

s.

colu-

were at

twenty young, each already about 2 feet long.
Boulenger ^ has written an interesting popular account of

least

Sea-Snakes.

—

Some thirty species of Neotropical
Fam. 8. Amblycephalidae.
and Oriental Snakes have Ijeeu separated from the Colubridae on
account of the pterygoids, which are widely separated from the quadrates, the posterior ends of the pterygoids not reaching beyond the
This condition can be ascertained
opened widely.
The prefrontals are not in
contact with the nasals.
The squamosals are reduced to padlike vestiges.
Externally the Amblycephalidae are easily distinguished from the Colubridae by the absence of a longitudinal
median mental groove.
The head is thick, very distinct from
level of the occipital condyle.

when the mouth

is

the neck, and gives these harndess snakes a " poisonous
ance.

The pupil

is vertical.

Amhlycephcdus,
only

five or

six

e.g.

teeth.

A. monticola.

—

Maxillaries

Sub-caudals in two rows.

pressed, covered with fifteen rows of scales.

Fam.

9.

Viperidae.

— The

"

appear-

short,

with

Body com-

South-Eastern Asia.

maxillaries are very short, movably

attached to the prefrontals and ectopterygoids, so that they can

be erected together with the large poison-fangs, which (besides

The prefrontals are
The squamosals are very loosely

reserve-teeth) are the only maxillary teeth.

not in contact with the nasals.
^

Xatural

Science,

i.

1892, p. 41.
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attached.

details see

Fig. 180.

The poison -fangs

are perforated, having a wide hole on the anterior side at the base,

in connexion with the large poison-gland
canal,

;

the hole leads into a

which opens gradually as a semi-canal on the anterior

surface of the distal third or quarter of the tooth.

poisonous snakes, several reserve- teeth are stowed
the acting fang.

When

time

at the base,

it is

cast

ofl"

As usual in
away behind

is broken off or has served its
and the next reserve tooth takes

the latter

The supply of reserve-teeth is indefinite, half-finished
to mere germs constantly growing.
All the Yiperidae are very poisonous, and all, except the
African Atractaspis, are viviparous.
They include terrestrial,
arboreal, semi -aquatic, and burrowing types.
The family is
cosmopolitan, excepting Madagascar and the whole of the
its place.

teeth

down

divided into Vipers and Pit- Vipers.
There is no sensory
Viperinae (Vipers).

Australian region;

Sub-Fam.

1

Fig.

it is

1.

—

VIPERINAE.

in. -Map showing

the distribution of the Sub- Family Viperinae.
Sardinia should be black in the map.

Corsica and

external pit between the eye and the nose, and the maxillary

not hollowed out above.

The Vipers

is

are absolutely restricted to

the Old World, ranging over the whole of Europe, Africa, and
Asia, with the exception of Madagascar
is

;

their northern extension

limited only by the permanently frozen condition of the under-

Xine genera with about forty species are known.
Causvs with a few .species in Africa and Azemiops feae in
Upper Burmah are the only vipers which have the head covered

ground.
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with large symmetrical shields, while in the other genera the
Causus
head-shields are broken up into scales or small shields.
rhomlcatus is very common in Africa, from the Gambia to the
Pale
It reaches a length of a little more than 2 feet.
olive-brown above, usually with a dorsal series of large rhombic
or V-shaped dark brown, sometimes white-edged spots, and with
Cape.

a dark arrow-shaped

mark on the

white or grey.
Bitis s. Echidna.

—Very much

Fig. 172.

shields are separated

postfrontal bone

The head

is

is

occiput

like

under parts yellowish

;

Vipera, but the nasal

Bitis arietans (Puff Adder).

x

from the rostral by small

very large.

scales,

and the

Several species in Africa.

very distinct from the neck, chiefly owing to the

large poison-glands

and

to its being, like the body,

much

depressed.

separated from the

The small eye has a vertical pupil, and is
The scales are
by a series of small scales.
form many, from twenty-nine to forty-one, rows the
short, with two rows of scales below.
labials

;

In B.

arietans, the " Puff Adder,"

the

keeled,

and

tail is

very

nostrils are directed

yellowish to orange lirown above

This ugly brute is
upwards.
with regular, chevron-shaped dark bars or other markings, helping
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conceal the creature

to

ground

;

when

it

is

CHAP
lying on sandy and stony-

the imder parts are yellowish white.

reaches a length of 4, or very rarely 5

The Puff Adder
ranging all over

the north coast, and extending into

Africa, except

It is very slow,

Arabia.

feet,

lying in the dry grass

;

and

Southern

trusts to not being discovered

when approached

iniiates

it

when

the body

with a puffing sound, watches the enemy with
and neck l)ut it bites
only when actually touched or attacked.
The effect of the bite
is very dangerous.
Its prey consists chiefly of small mammals,
which are hunted during the nis^ht.
B. (Echidna) naslcornis, of Tropical "West Africa, has two or

and

hisses loudly

raised

and

characteristically bent head

;

above the supranasals
they stand upon
form horn-like elevations.
This " Nose"
horned Viper grows to a length of 4 feet, and is rather prettily
marked the ground-colour is purplish or reddish brown, with a
vertebral series of large, pale, dark-edged spots and oblique
three enlarged scales

erectile tissue

;

so as to

;

The young are at birth as much as one foot in length,
and are very tastefully coloured.
Cerastes and Bchis prefer to burrow in sand.
The lateral
scales are smaller than the dorsals, and arranged obliquely with
crosses.

serrated keels, so that the snakes can cover themselves with sand

by

motions of the sides of the body.
Horned Viper" of Xorth-Eastern Africa,
from Algeria to Arabia, extendintr also into Palestine, has the
sides of the ventral scales bent angularly, with an obtuse keel on
either side.
Above each eye stands a large horny, spiky scale.
The upper parts are pale yellowish brown, mostly with dark
spots arranged in several longitudinal rows.
The under parts are
This, or perhaps C. vijjcra, which has uo horns, is
white.
supposed to be the species which has become famous through the
lateral shovelling

Cerastes cornutus, the "

suicide of Cleopatra.

About twenty years ago a number

of "

Horned Vipers

"

were
Gardens of London, and attracted
attention by their unusually long horns.
It was found that
some wily Egyptian snake-catcher had tried to manufacture a
new species by taking specimens of the hornless C. ripera and
inserting a pair of hedgehog's spines, pushing them upwards
tlirough the mouth.
The " Horned Viper " attains a length of two feet and a half.

brought

to

the

Zoological
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In the daytime it is invisible, being Iniried in the sand with
only the eyes, nostrils, and the " horns " appearing above the
surface.

—

Vipera.
The head is distinct from the neck, and is covered
The eye is separated
with small scales and a few larger shields.
from the labials by scales the nasals are in contact with the
rostral shield or separated by one naso-rostral shield.
The scales
on the body are strongly .keeled they are in two rows on the
This genus with about ten species ranges over
short tail.
;

;

Europe, Asia, and the greater part of Africa.
V. berus, the

The snout

Fig. 173.

Common European

Yiper (see Fig. 165, p. 620).
between the small head-

not tm'ned up at the end

is

— Cerastes cornvtus,

the "Horned Viper"
"European Nose-horned Viper

;

(right),

"

(left).

aud Vipera ammodytes, the
x

1.

and
trunk form twenty-one rows.
very variable, there being grey, brown, red, or

scales there is generally a pair of well -developed parietal

The

frontal shields.

The

coloration

is

scales of the

black specimens in the same country, and the
black zigzag line along the back

is so

character not to be relied upon.
olive,

brown

or red ground-colour is

much -spoken- of

often indistinct that

it is

a

Usually the grey, yellowish,
set off by a dark zigzag band

an oblique or
brown
or black are usually present on the back of the head, and there is
The under parts are grey, brown,
a dark streak behind the eye.
the end of the tail is usually
or black, uniform or speckled
along the spine, and by a series of lateral spots
St.

Andrew's

;

cross or tw^o diverging bold streaks of dark

;

According to Boulenger, who is making a special
study of the individual variations of Vipers (concerning colour,
scaling, number of vertebrae, etc.), some specimens are entirely
yellow or

red.

VOL. viii
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black in

tlie

males through extension of the black markings,

Males

in the females through darkening of the ground-colour.

are usually distinguishable from females by darker, deep black

The females are mostly
markings and lighter ground -colom\
larger than the males.
The largest specimen in the British
Museum measures 700 mm. = 28 inches, but a viper 2 feet

may be considered a very large specimen. The Common
Yiper has a wide range, from "Wales to Saghalien Island, and from
Caithness to the north of Spain.
It ascends the Alps to a considerable altitude, up to 6000 feet.
J. Blum^ has published an
elaborate statistical account of the Yiper in Germany, unlong

fortunately confining himself strictly to the political frontiers.

According

map

the

to

attached to his work, the
is common all over
Germany with the excep-

Yiper

of South - AYestern
and parts of Middle Germany.
It is absent in
tion

Alsace, the Bavarian Pala-

Ehenish

tinate,

Prussia,

Hesse, the northern half
Fig. 174.

of

— Skin of Viper.

x

1.

(From Whites

Baden,

Wlirtemberg,

and Franconia, countries

History of Selborne.

which, speaking broadly,

have a warm

composed of Bed Sandstone and Basaltic
formation.
As a rule the Yiper prefers heaths, moors, and mixed
woods with sunny slopes.
Brambles, clumps of nettles, hedges,
subsoil,

the edges of little copses, heaps of stones, are favourite places of
retreat, affording shelter, holes,

form

its

chief sustenance.

cornfields,

and

and the vicinity of mice, which

At harvest-time

it is

often found in

frequently hides in the sheaves.

it

Yipers are

fond of basking on certain spots, on the top of a stone, the

stump

of a tree, or a patch of sand

passing clouds

drive

eminently nocturnal,
l)iting

and paralysing

kindled at night

is

to other vipers, for
*

:

a shower of rain or even

them back into their holes. They are
when they regularly " beat " their district,
their prey before swallowing

it.

A

fire

draw vipers near the same applies
instance Cerastes, which appears in perplexing
sure to

VerhreUung der Kreuzotter in

;

Detttscliland.

Frankfiut

a.

M. 1S88.
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They cannot climb, and they avoid
March

at the camp-fire.

The
May, a number of individuals, mostly males, collecting around
the females, and forming entangled lumps of snakes parturition
In exceptionally
takes place in the following July and August.
pairing takes place as a rule from

going into water.
to

;

warm

known

winters they have been

left their

winter-quarters.

more or

less

'

dozens.

in

for

December, having
about six months,

the climate, congregating in great

according to

sometimes

numbers,

to pair in

They hibernate

With very

rare

exceptions

Vipers do not take food in captivity, but prefer starving them-

The

The seriousness
upon many circumstances, as for
of concentration of the venom, the position and
and last but not least upon the general condi-

selves to death.

bite is as a rule not fatal.

of the case depends of course

instance the state

depth of the

bite,

tion of health

of the

General depression aggravated

victim.

by nervousness, weakness of the bitten limb, occasional breaking
out of the wound, are of frequent and protracted occurrence.
(See also
V.

590.)

p.

aspis

a more southern

is

and western European Viper,
The snout is
the end, and still more so in V. latastei

occurring from France to the Tyrol, and in Italy.

up at
and Portugal.

slightly turned

of Spain

Europe,

the

appendage

(see

raised

In

V.

portion

is

ammodytes, of South-Eastern
produced

the lower figure on

times unpleasantly

common

p.

into

641).

a

soft,

scaly

Vipers are some-

This was for

in certain localities.

instance the case at the drill-ground near Metz, and the military
authorities paid a price for each viper delivered to them.

The

supply of the latter increased to an alarming extent until the

German

authorities discovered

that a regular

trade

had been

established across the frontier, and that the French Lorrainers

were importing vipers briskly.
V. russelli, the " Daboia " or Eussell's Viper,
scourges of India, Ceylon, Burma, and Siam.

is

The

one of the

form
about thirty rows on the body.
The upper surface of the head
The
is covered with small, imbricating, usually kedled scales.
general colour

is

pale

scales

brown above with three longitudinal

series

of black, light-edged rings, which sometimes encircle reddish spots.
Tiie

under parts are yellowish white, uniform, or with

crescentic black spots.

Total length up to about

poisoning symptoms are described on

p.

590.

5

feet.

small

The
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—

With a deep cavity
Crotalinae (• Pit-Vipers ").
or pit between the eye and the nose, lodged in the hollowedout maxillary bone.
This pit is lined with a modified continuaSub-Fam.

2.

and

tion of the epidermis,

amply supplied

is

with branches from the trigeminal nerve.

It

undoubtedly sensory, Ijut we do not know its
function.
A good anatomical account of this
organ has been given by "West.^
Some of the
Pit-Vipers have a rattle at the end of the tail
is

;

these

the

are

Eattle-Snakes.

composed of a number of horny

The

into each other.

The

rattle

is

bells

which

fit

oldest or terminal bell

is

in reality the lutrny covering of the tip of the

and with each moult

tail,

shedding of the

or

skin the youngest bell becomes loose, but

is

held

by the new covering which has been developed
in the meantime.
There is thus produced an
ever-increasing
^'«-

^'^•-^^^"le

of

Rattle-Snake.
(From White's ^istor>,

a

off,

0/ sdbonie.)

dozen

bells

jjQ^^-

]-,^^^

number

^1^^^,^

jj^^-,g|-

of loosely -jointed bells,
^^,

.j^

probably wheu they are

ugw
are,

^j^^

for

instance,

very

is

no indication of the snake's

ijgji^

|^^.g.^j,

out,

and a

worn

Set is gradually developed.

Eattles

They

rare.

increase in luilk with the age of the snake, but
joints

^f^g

the

with

naturally

number

of

age.

CROTALINAE.

Fig. 176.

— Map showing the

distribution of the

Sub-Family Crotalinae.

Pit-Vipers have a very wide distribution.
into four

genera with about sixty
'

J.

species.

Linn. Soc. xxviii.

They

are divided

Pattle-Snakes are

VIPERIDAE

CROTALIXAE

restricted to America, but other I'it- Vipers

64;

occur in Xortli aud

South America and iu the southern half of Asia.

—

The upper surface of the
"Without a rattle.
covered with nine large shields, but the internasals and
prefrontals are sometimes broken up into scales.
The scales of
Ancistrodon.

head

is

the body have apical, sensory

pits.

Aljout ten

species,

some iu

Central and Xorth America, others in the Caspian district (A.
halys), in the

Himalayas {A.

Fig. 177.

A. piscivorv.s

s.

liiriia.layanus), in

Ceylon, Java,

Ancistrudoii piscivorus (\\At.^v-\\'^^r).

\vith

y.\.

Trigonocepliahis cenchris (part), the " Water-

Viper," inhabits Xorth America from Carolina

Florida and Texas.

etc.

The general colour

is

and Indiana

to

reddish to dark brown,

darker cross-bands or with C-shaped markings

;

a dark,

light-edged band extends from the eye to the angle of the mouth.

The under parts are yellowish, spotted with black, or the latter
The
colour.
Total length up to 5 feet.
is the prevailing
Water- Viper is semi-aquatic and lives chiefly on fishes, but it
also eats other snakes and various Amphibia, Birds, and ]\Iammals.
This snake is very good-humoured in captivity, and becomes

OPHIDTA
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A

gentleman in Berlin, rather too much addicted
to making pets of poisonous snakes, had a pair which propagated
regularly.
When I was a boy he invited me to feed the young
Water -Vipers with fishes cut into strips, and I enjoyed this
immensely until he warned me not to tovich the mother, which
easily tame.

mit^ht bite strangers.

A. contortrix s. Trigonocephahis ccTichris (part), the " MoccasinSnake " or " Copper-head," is one of the few poisonous snakes

ffi^D.
Fig. 178.

Ancistrodoii contortrix (Moccasin-Snake or Copper-head).

which possess a

loreal shield,

the pre-oculars and the nasals

colour

red

is

yellowish to pink

cross

yellowisli

-

bars

or

;

i.e.

a shield intercalated between

below

or

triangular

or reddish, speckled

x^.

it lies

the

pit.

The general
brown or

pale brown, with dark

marks.

The

under

surface

is

with grey or brown, and with a

lateral series of large blackish spots.

Total leugtli of full-grown

specimens about one yard.
The Moccasin-Snake ranges from
Massachusetts and Kansas to Northern Florida and Texas.
It
prefers

swampy

hunts

for small

Lachesis.
is

localities or

meadows with high

grass,

where

it

IVIammals ami Birds.

—Witbout

a rattle.

The upper surface

covered with very small shields or with

scales.

of the head

About

forty

CROTALINAE
species

in

South

-

Eastern

Asia

647

and

in

Central

and

South

America.
L. {Bothrops

s.

Craspedocephalus) lanceolatus inhabits nearly
into Mexico and the

the whole of South America, extending

Lower
where

Antilles,
it

is

e.g.

known

Martinique, Guadaloupe, and
as

the " Fer-de-Lance," and

the sugar-plantations on account of

and

so

deadly poisonous.

a possible antagonist, but. the

—

the curse of

being so very

its

common

The Mongoose was introduced
little

Indian

the dangerous reptile alone, and has in

himself as another pest

Santa Lucia,
is

Mammal

wisely

as
left

some places established

as a destroyer of poultry.

The Fer-de-

—Head of Lachesis lanceolatus

x 1.
after removal of the skin.
D, Duct, bent
from the poison-gland into the tooth Big, digastric muscle or opener
of the jaw; X, nostril; P.G, poison-gland; S.Gr, sensory groove or pit; S.Q,
point of jimction of the squamosal and quadrate
T.a, Temp. a, anterior, and T.21,
posterior, temporal muscle.

FiG. 179.

upon

itself,

;

:

Lance grows

everywhere
and in the hills

to a length of 6 feet, establishes itself

in swamps, plantations, forests, in the plains

and is very prolific, producing, according to its size, dozens of
young which are 10 inches long, very active and snappy.
L. (Trimeresurus) graviineus s. viridis, to mention one
Asiatic species, grows to less than 3 feet in length, is bright
green above, sometimes with faint blackish bars green, yellow,
or whitish below, and with a light streak along the outer row of
:

The end of the tail is usually bright red. This beautiful
snake has a prehensile tail and is arboreal.
Its range extends
over the whole of India, to Hong-Kong and to Timor, and even
scales.

into the

Andaman and Nicobar

Si sir ur us.
is

—

"With a rattle.

covered with nine

Islands.

The upper surface

large shields.

America east of the Eockv Mountains,

A

few

of the

species in

e.g. S. viiliarius.

head
North
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Crotalus.

—With

covered with small

a rattle.
scales.

CHAP.

The upper surface of the head is
Southern Canada and

Eanije from

Fmx

Pmx

Pmv,

Fic

—Skull

of a Rattle-Snake, Crotalus durissus.
x 1.
A, Lateral view, jaws
B, ventral view ; C, lateral view, the jaws oiiened fully in the
position of striking
Compare this with the diagrammatic figures
D. tlorsal view.

180.

slightly

opened

;

;

mechanism has been explained. Col, Columella auris Cond,
sphenoidal crest for the attachment of the powerfully developed
ventral cranio-cervical muscles
E. P, ectopterygoid or transverse hone
F, frontal ;
Max, maxillary /', parietal P', post-orliital proces.s Pal, palatine Pmx, prePtr/, endopterygoid
maxillary
Sq, squamosal.
Pr.f, prefrontal
Q, quadrate
on

p.

588, where the

condyle

;

Cr

;

(in B),

;

;

;

British Columbia

Indian Islands.

;

;

;

to

;

;

;

;

Northern Argentina, but not in the West
ten, mostly closely-allied species.

About

>.

I

CROTALINAE
The
on

effect of the

p.

589.

C.

horridus

C. coiifiuentus

common

is

is

the

poison of llattle-Snakes has been discussed

common Eattle-Snake

of the United States

the species in Western and C. durissus

species in South - Eastern

Eattle-Snakes,

649

North America.

C. durissus, attain a length of

8

Very

feet,

;

the
large

others not

They prey chiefly upon small Mammals,
often more than five.
In the daytime they are also
hunting for them at night.
Although they occasionally
about, mainly in order to bask.
take to the water in pursuit of their prey, they dislike being
wetted by rain, withdrawing then into their holes, appropria rule those of ground-squirrels, rats, and PrairieThe often-repeated story about Eattle-Snakes living in

ating as
dogs.

neighbourly friendship in the holes of Prairie-dogs, together
with the little Prairie-owls, is an exaggeration.
IVe do not
know how many of the original inmates are eaten. Pairing

During the cold months they
in the spring.
under ground, often in considerable numbers.
Eattle-Snakes have few enemies besides man and pigs.
The
latter kill and eat them wherever they can.
The rattle is
decidedly useful to the snake as an instrument of warning off
any approaching possible enemy, since no snake likes to bite
takes

place

hibei'nate

unless in self-defence or in order to kill

the rattle

days

;

is

it is

very loud in dry weather,
a shrill sound like

that

its

much

of

prey.

duller

The noise

of

on clammy

a rattling alarm-clock,

and a well-conditioned snake in a room can make conversation
well-nigh impossible, and can keep on rattling for half an hour
or longer.
The rattle is kept in such rapid lateral vibrations that it shows only a blurred image, the rattle standing
with its broader sides vertically, not horizontally.
They endure
captivity for many years, and become tame enough not to hiss
and to rattle whenever they are approached.
C. horridus is grey - brown above, usually with a fusty
vertebral stripe and with V- or M-shaped blackish cross-bands
the under surface is yellowish
the end of the tail is blackish.
The supra-ocular shields are smooth and much narrower than the
scaly space between them, and there is only one pair of inter;

nasals.

adamanteus differs from the previous species
s.
by possessing two pairs of internasals and the dark

C. durissus

chiefly

;

650
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CHAP. XIII

markings on the body form a handsome pattern of rhombs %vith
liorhter centres and yellowish edges.
This is the largest species
of Eattle-Snake, reachincr a length of 8
C.

feet.

conjluentus has broader, transversely striated, supra-ocular

CD.QP'
Fig. ISl.

Crotalus dv.rissus

s.

adamanteus (Rattle-Snake),

x

\.

The specific name refers to the continuous series of
brown or red rhomboidal spots on the back.
C. terrijicus ranges from Arizona to Argentina, and is the
only species of Eattle- Snake in South America.
It differs
from the others by having a pair of prefrontal shields behind
shields.

large

the pair of internasals.

INDEX
Every reference

to the page

is

italics indicate that

ill

:

words

iu italics are

type refer to an illustration

;

f.

=

and

Alxlominal armour, of Cricotus, 287
of
of Prosauri, 290
Microsauri. 289
Abdominal ribs, of Rhynchocephali, 292,
of Megalo298 of Dinosauria, 414
sa tints, 421
AbeiTant scaling of Lacertilia, 495
Ahlcj.iha.rHS, 560 ; eyelids, 494
Aco.nthodactylus vulgaris, 559
Acanthiiphis antarcticus, 635
Acentrous vertebrae, i.e. those without a
centrum or body, 4
;

;

;

;

A. gryllus, 207 f.
Acrochordinae, 606
Acrochordus javanicus, 607
Acteosanriis, 4S9
Actimdon, S3 ; 287, 288
Adams, visit to the Mugger-peer, 455
Adaptive characters of Anura, 142
Acris, 186, 1S9

;

f.

307

of Crocodiles, 457 ; of Tortoises, 357, 365, 404
Aetosaurus. 432 Ae. ferratus, 433, 448
;

Agalychnis. 189,206
sanguinolenta, 520
stellio, 521, 521
Agamidae, 513, 515 f.
tail,

;

A.

506

;

;

139,

I40, I43

143
Aglypha, 592, 606
Aho.etullo.

5.

f. ;

distribution,

f.

Leptophis, 618, 619

Aistopodes, 81

figures

=

of,

note.

373

f„

375

Algae, destructive to shell of tortoises, 357

an embryonic outgrowth from

the posterior part of tlie gut, acting as
a respiratory organ, 278
Alligator,

piensis,

469

;

466

450,

467

^-1.

f.

;

sinensis,

f

.

;

skull,

A. mississipnesting,
468
;

471

Alligator Turtle, 340

Allopleurun ho/mauni, 380

AHosuurus, 4^2
Alpine, Newt, 126

157

;

Salamander, 119
Anura have been

i.

A. cisternasi, 160 ; A.
158 ; urino-genital organs,
;

49
Amblycephalidae, 592, 593, G37
Amblycephalus monticola, 637
Amblyrhynchus, 528 A. cristatvs, 633
Amblystoma, skull, 17, 94, 96, 109, 110 i.,
112; A. jefersonianum. 111; A. mavortium, 115 ;' A. opacmn, 110; A. persimile. 111 ; A pmictatum, 110 ; A
talpoideum, 110 ; A. tigrinum, 111 f.
metamorphosis of, 112 f.
Amblystomatinae, 102, 109
Ameira, 549
Amnion, a membrane round the embryo,
278
Amphibia, 3 f. definition. 5 systematic
;

.

;

;

numbers of species, 4
Amphicondylous, i.e. the occipital part of
the skull articulates with the neck by a
right and a left knob, 4
Amjihignathodon, 185 A. gurntheri, 188
Amphignathodontinae, 139, 188
Amphisbaena, 566 ; A. fnliginosa, 566
Amphisbaenidae, 514' 565 f.
Amiihiunm, 88, 9Q A. means s. tridactyla,
position, 5

of Chelonia, how to estimate, 326
great age attained by Tortoises, 369, 376,
377 see also Growth, rate of

Aglossa,

n.

Aldabra, gigantic tortoises
Allantois,

;

Agassiz, on habits of Alligator Turtle, 341
of Trionyx, 407

Age

;

;

tigures in thick

;

page or pages

ohstetricans,

Aestivation,

Agama, 520; A.

in following

Alytes,

;

Agamura,

or species

Altitude, high, in which
found, 181

Adhesive apparatus, of tadpoles, 57, 57
of Tree-frogs, 187; of Tlurropa, 209;
of finger -discs of Raninae, 239 ; of
Geckos, 505, 505

A elurosaurus,

names of genera

the reference relates to systematic position

;

;

',

100, 101

652

INDEX

Ampliiumidae, 94, 97

Australian, Auura, spawning time
Lacertilia, 502
habits of. 201

Aiiiphidus, 210; A. xcuch€n,2\l
Anaconda, 603, 603

and

;

Anakle^ = Autodax (q.v.). 107
Anal sacs of Chelonia, used as additional
respirator}^ organs, 330
Anarosaurus pumilio, 477
Anchisaurus, 415, 417, 4~1 : skull of A.
coelurus, 421
Ancistrodon, 645 ; A. contortrix, 646, 646
A. hafi/s, 64o ; A. himalayanus, 645;
A. piscivorus, 645, 645
Anderson, on nest of Gavialw, 452
Andrews, on Amblystoma, 110
Andrias scheuchzeri, 84
Anelytropidae, 514, 564
A nehjtroptsis papillosus, 564
Ansuidae, 513, 537 f.
distribution, 501,
529
Anguis fragilis, 539, 539
A a iella pulchra, 564
Aniellidae, 514, 564
Annandale, on habits of Calotes, 518 of
Liolepis, 527
of Rhacophonis, 247
of
Varanus saicator, 544
Anodonta, as food of Trioyiyx, 407
Anodontohyla, 236
Anolis, 52S ; A. carolinensis, 529
Anoniodoutia, 309
Auura, 7
characters, 138
classification,
139 f., 141
phylogenetic tree of, 142
Anus, asymmetrical position of, 60
affinities, 88
distribution,
Aiwda, S4 f.
89 eyes, 86 skin, 87 skull, 84, 85
spermatozoa, 87
tentacular apparatus,
88 vertebrae, 86 visceral arches, 86
Archaeopteryx, 417
Archegosauru.% vertebrae, 13, S2, 287
Arcifera, of Cope, 140
of Bouleuger, 140
Arciferous, type of shoulder-girdle, 24, 25
Arion, slug, eaten by tortoises, 363

Autodax, 96, 104, 107
A. iecanus, 107
Autosauri, 4^1 fAxis see Atlas

A.lvgvhris, 107

;

;

112

Axolotl, 65,

112

f.,

;

Xeoteny

of, 65,

112
Azemiojjsfeae, 638

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Arrau-turtle (Podocnemis), 391 f.
Arteria cutanea magna, 144
A. sacralis
of Anura, 144
;

Arthroleptis,

241,
243, 243
Ascapihus, 153
Astercqjhrys,

242 ; A.

seycheUensis,

',

;

;

;

638

;

dentition,

593

n.

Atria, the thin-walled receptive parts (auricles) of the heart

Auditory columellar apparatus,
phibia, 24
of Anura, 29
;

of

Am-

tail,

61
Bartlett, on

Boa

constrictor,

602

on Pipa,

;

152
Basiliscus, 528,

530

B. americanus, 530,

;

530
Bates, on habits of Podocnerais, 392 f.
Batraclwmyia. fly infesting Bufonidae, 177

Batrachophrynus, 224 ! B- macrostomus,
225 B. brachydactylus, 224
Batrachojjsis, 161
;

Biitmclwseps, 96, IO4
Bafraehylodes, 241
Butruchypierv.s, 96 ; B. sinensis, 109
Baur, on Splmrgis, 336
Bdellophis, 90
Bedriaga, on Axolotl, 114
synopsis
Urodelous Larvae, 59 n.
;

Bell, J.,

on

of

classification, 8

on habits of Iguaiw., 531
Belodon, 305, 434, 448
Bemmelen, on Sphargis, 336
Berg, on Spelerjjes fuscus, 106
Bert, quoted, 571 n.
•Bidder's organ, 49, 52
Biedermaun, on change of colour in Hyla,
35
Birds not related to Dinosaurs, 416 f.
Bitis arietans, 639, 639 ; B. nasicornis,
Bell, Napier,

640
Black Snake, of Australia, 634 ; of North
America, 613
Blaiuville, de, on classification, 7

566

cincrcus,

Blood, shape of red corpuscles, 4

Athecae, 333, definition of name, 337
Atlantosanrus, 415, 41^
-^- immanis,
419, 420
Atlas and Axis, i.e. first and second
cervical vertebrae
of Cryptohranchus,
of Crocodilia, 283
13
of Chelonia,
of Sphenodon, 283, 294 ;
283, 316
atlas fused with axis, 307
Atoposauridae, 453
Atro.cta.ipis,

Baptanodon, 483, 484
Barfurth, on absorption of Tadpole's

Blanns

161

;

Balancers of Amphibia, 45

;

tem-

perature, 67 f.
Blood-sucker =Crt7o<es ophiomachus, 519
Blum, quoted, 642 n.

Boa, 602

; B. constrictor, 602 ; B. dumerili,
602 ; B. madagascariensis, 602

Boettger, on influence of climate and country

upon

reptiles,

492

Boidae, 592, 596
Boinae, 601 f.
Biimhinuior, 154

f.

;

f.

skull, 596.

597

155 ; habits, 156 f. ;
fi
tadpoles, 157 ; abnormal vertebrae, 22 ;
shoulder-girdle, 25 ; urino-genital organs,

49 B. igneus, 154, 155
155
Boihrops, 647
;

;

B. pachypns,

INDEX
Boulenger, classification of Amphibia Caudata, 9
ou vertebrae of Felobates, 20
ou vertebrae of Bomhinator, 22 number
of phalanges in Aniira, 27
on poison of
Amphibia 36 ; ou vocal sacs, 48 on
modes of fecundation and nursing habits,
on
54, 56 ; synopsis of Tad[)oles,59 n.
on
tadpoles of Raua ojnsthodon, 260
on
classitication of Anura, 140, 141
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Pi2Mulo2 onScaphio2Ji'ssolit(()-ius,l65
on Alligator sinensis, 471 on Lanthanolus, 542 ; on aberrant scaling, 495
on classification
on Heloderma, 540 n.
of Snakes, 592
on Sea-Suakes, 637
on
Sphargis, 336
Bovlengerula, 90
Box-Tortoises, 362, 364, 365
Brachial plexus, of Anura, 39
Brachycephalus, 226, 227 ; B. ephippium,
231
;

;

;

;

;

;
'

65
ISO f., 493 B. vulgaris, 170 f.,
large-sized specimens, 171 ; immured in buildings, 174 diseases, 176
viridis.

172

;

;

;

;

distribution, 177

Bufonidae, 139, 166

f.

;

distribution,

167

;

166

affinities,

Bufoniformes, 139
Bullfrog, of America, Rana calesbiana,
261
of India, Calhda pulchra, 234
Rana tigrina, 261
Bungarus coeruleus s. candidvs, 633 ; B.
;

;

633

fa-sciatus,

Butler, on fat-bodies,

500

;

Brachijlophus, distribution, 501, 52S
Brain, of Scaphognathus, 485
small size
of, in Dinosaurs, 425
;

Branchial arches, of Urodela, 16

of Anura,

;

42

Cabrita, 551

Cacopus, shoulder

-

girdle,

25,

225,

226,

228
Cacostenmm, 225, 227
Caiman, J^50, 4~-Z / vomer, 435 C. ttiger,
471, 4~^ : C- palpebrosxis, 4''1 ; C*.
sderops, 471 ; C. trigonatus, 471, 4~2
;

Calcareous deposits
phibia, 31, 34
Callipltora silvatica,

in the skin
flv

of

infesting

AmBu/o,

176

Brancliiosauri, SO
Branch osaunis, skull, 80 B. salamandroides, SO
Brauer, on development of Apoda, 92
on
nursing habits of A rthrohpt is, 243
Breeding" of Axolotl, 113
I

;

;

Breviceps, shoulder-girdle,

25, 225, 226,
2J7, 232 ; B. mossambicus, 232
Brithopus, SOS
Brongniart, on classification, 7
Brontosanrus, 415, 4IS B. excelsns, 418
Brontozoum, 415, 417; B. giganteum, 420
Brood-pouches, of Anura, 151, 248
of
Hyla goeldii, 198 of Nototrema, 202
of Rhinoderma, 228
Brookesia, 5S0
;

:

;

;

Bro\m Adder, 634
Brown Frog, Common, 251

255

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Callv.ella,

;

f..

Briicke, quoted, 571
Buchholz, on Chiromantis, 244 fBudgett, on breeding habits of Phyllomedv.sa, 204
on Paludicula, 220 on
Leiiidohatrachus, 218
quick development of Phryniscus, 231
on Bvfo
mar inns, 179
sacral
vertebra,
Bvfo.
22 shoulder-girdle,
25 urino-genital organs. 49 development of adhesive apparatus, 57; B.agua,
17S ; B.americanvs, 17S ; B. calamita,
IS I f. B. ceratopln-ys, 179 ; B. empusus
and B. 2Jeltocephah(s, dermal ossifications, 179
B. jerboa, 166 ; B. lentiginosns, 178, 179 ; map of distribution,
B. marinus, 17S ; B.
167, UjS, 169 f.
mauritanica s. pa^itkerina, IS4 ; B.
melanostictus, 177, 179 ; B. qnercinus,
17S ; B. variabilis = viridis, 180 ; B.
;

maxcMlandi, 634
235, 236
Callula, 226,228, 234; C.pv.lchra, habits
of, 234 f.
Callulops, 225, 228
Calophrynvs, 225, 227
Calotes, 517 ; C. emmu, 518 ; C. mystaceus,
519; C. ojjkioviachiis, 519; C. versicolor, 518
Calyptocephalus, 179, 212, 215
Campitosav.rus, 426
CajJitosaurits, S3
Carapace, 321 f., 319, 320, 322, 323;
posterior portion movable in Cinyxis,
carapace of tortoises, evolu364, 365
composition of, 324 f.
tion of, 337
reduction of component elements, 325
correlative
reduction in thickness, 373
of
changes, 328
of Sphargis. 335 f.
Chelone, 379; of Test v do, 322; ofPleureduction in Trionychidae,
rodira, 389
with hinge in
325 fenestration, 325
Cinyxis, 364, 365
Cardioglossa, 274
Carettochelydidae, 313, 314
C. inscidpta,
Carettochehjs, 337, 389, 390
404 ; absence of horny shields, 325
Carpet Snake, o9S, 599
Carpus (see also Limbs), of Eryops, 286
of Chelonia, 320,
of Sphenodon, 294
320 of Eusuchia, 440
Casarea, 603
Case, on Sphargis, 336
Cassina, 240
Causus, 63S ; C. rhombeatus, 639
Cenfrolene gecl'oidevm, 211
Cerastes cornutus, 64O, 641
Callopihis

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

INDEX
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Chilydra, 328 ; Ch. serpentino, 3.JS
Chelydridae, 313, 314, S3S ; distribution

Ceratobatracliidae, 141

Ceratobatrachinae, 139, 227 f.
Ceraiobairachus (jventlieri, 237
Ceratohyla, 211
Ceratophora, 517 ; C. stoddarti, 617
tennenti,

of,

;

C.

517

Ceratophrys, 212, 215 i.
C. corunta, 216 ;.
C. dorsata, 215 ; C. oriiata, 216, 217
Ceratopsia, 4^0
Ceratosaurns, 413, 416, 417 ; C. nasicornis,
422, 422
Cerberus rhyitehops, 625
Cetiosaurus, ^lU
Chalurodon, 528; geographical distribu;

tion of, 501
Chalcides, 562

Ch. bedrku/ae, 563 ; Ch.
;
gueuiheri, 563
Ch. lineatus, 563 ; Ch.
oceUatus, 563; Ch. tridactylus, 563
Chanmdeon, 573 ; Cli. bifidus, 580 Ch.
cidcaratus, 579
Ch. jxtrsoni, 580
Ch.
pumdus, 579, 575 Ch. vidffaris, 573,
;

;

;

;

;

574, 575

Chamaeleontes, 567

f.

distribiitioii.

;

568

;

569 tongue, 569 f. colourchanging mechanism, 570, 571, 573 f.;
eggs, 572
C'hamaeleontidae, 573 f.
Chamaerops hnmilis, dates of, eaten by
Testudo, 367
Chameleon,
misnamed
Calotes,
51S
misnamed Polyrhrvs, 529
Chauvin, ilarie von, ou Axolotl, 113
on
Sakimaudra o.tro, 120
skull, 568,

;

;

;

Chelodina, suppression of neural plates,
324
iutergular shields,
315 ;
389,
skull, 399
Ch. longkoUis, 4U2 f., 403
;

;

Cheloiie,

317

skull,

;

320

skeleton,

;

321 shields, 327 iutergular
325 Ch. mydas, 3S1 f. various
modes of fishing, etc., 382, 383 ; Ch.
ihibriada, 3S4, 385
Chelouemydidae, 380
plastron,

;

shields,

;

;

;

312; number of species, 312;
of,
312
classification, 313
key to living families, 314
plastron,
names of the liorny shields, 315. 321,
325; vertebrae, 314 f., 316; skull,
280, 317, 356, 364, 379, 400, 405
skeleton of ri-.v/c^A', 319; oiChebme, 320;
pectoral arch, 318
pelvis, 319
jdastron, bones of, 321
limbs, 320
bony
shell, 321 f., 322, 323
evolution of,
evolution of the horny shields,
337
326 f., 327
regeneration, 329
senseorgans, 329
digestive apparatus, 330
respiration, 331
growth of Chry.semys,
349
Cliclonidae, 313, 314, 378 f.; affinities of,
380

Chelonia,

affinities

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Chelydidae, 313, 314, ^99; distribution,
332, 333
Chdydosaiirus, 82, 287

332

Chflydropsis, nuchal plates, 324
Chefys Jimbriata, 400 ; skull, 400,
intergular shields, 325

401:

Chersydrus gnuiHlatus, 607

115 ; Ch.

Chioglossa, 96,

Insitanica,

121

Chiruadus, 241

221

Chiroleptes, 209, 213,

;

Oi. plutyceph-

221

alus,

aiiromautis, 238, 24I, 244 ; Ch. petersi,
244 ' Ch. xerampelina, 244
Chirofes, 564 ; Ch. canaliculatus, 566
Chirotherium, 83
Chlamydosaurus kingi, 522, 523
Choanae, or inner nasal openings, 47
Chorda dorsalis, the a.\ial rod between the
gut and the spinal cord, around which
the vertebrae are formed, 12
ChorophUus, 186, 189 ; Ch. ornatus, 208

Chromatophores, 35
Chrysemys, costal plates

325

of,

;

green

328, 346 f. colour of iris,
329 ; Ch. concinna, 346, 349, 350 ; Ch.
elegans, 346 ; Ch. picta, 346, 347, 348 ;
Ch. ndjriventris, 346

colour

of,

;

Chthonerpcton, 87, 90

CimoUasaurus, ^78
cantabrigiensis,
C. haasti,

/ C. cmstrcdis,

478

478 ; C.
478 ;

C. chilensis,

;

478

Ciuosternidae, 313, 314, 342

332
Cinostcrnum,

342

f.

neural plates, 324

;

; distribution,

arrangement

;

of

C. leucostinnum, 342,
342, 343 ; C. j^enn-

344 ; C. odoratum,
sylvanicum, 342, 344
Cinyxis belliana, 365 ; C. erosa, 364, 365
C. homeana, 364

;

Cisteceph(dus, 310
Cist lido, arrangement of neural plates, 324;
C. Carolina, 361 f., 364 ; colour of iris,

329
Claosaiirus, 4~9
Clarke, ou liabits
Alligator, 467

and

Classification

Amiihibia,

account, 7

of

development

of

historical

f.

Clawed To.id (Xenopus), I46 f.
Claws or nails of Amphibia, 32
Cleithra = the pair of additional clavicles
of Stegocephali, 79 ; of Pareiasaurus,

;

304, 305

Clemmys, 356
inscnlpla,
skull,

C.

f.;

359 ;

mspica,

C. leprosa,

358;

356

f.,

C.

353

;

356

Clepsy drops, 308
Clidnstes tortor, 490

330

Cloaca, of Chelonia,

445

;

;

of

Crocodiles,

of Lacertilia, 498

Cneiiiidiiphoru.t,

Cobra, 627. 627

549

;

C. se.dinratus,

549

INDEX
Coccyx,

Os coccygeum, of Auura,

s.

20, 21,
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442

dermal armour, 442 skin
tougiie, 443
respiratory
organs,444 "diaphragm," 444 digestive
organs, 444
cloaca, 445
heart, 445 ;
ear, 445
eye. 446
geogi-aphical distribution, 446, 446
voice, 447
habits,
propagation, 447
447
classification,
448
skin,

;

;

glands, 443

22
Coecilia,

S9

S9 f. distribution of, 89
624 > ^- monspessulana s.
lacertina, 62^
Coelunis, 415 ; C. gracilis, 4~^
Colombo, gigantic tortoise of, 377
Coloration, warning colours of Amphibia,
38, 156
protective, of Amphibia, 191,
238, 252 ; of deserticolous reptiles, 494
Coeciliidae,

;

Coelopeltis,

;

Colosthetus, 238, .242

Colour,

changes

;

520

35

in

;

Geckos, 509 ;
mechanism of changin Lacertilia, 498
ing, in Chameleons, 570, 571
in

;

;

615

f.;

loiigissimus,

C. aesculapii=Jiai-escens

616

f.;

=

C.leopardlnus, 616

;

617

C. {Rhinechis) sccdaris,

Colubridae, 593, 606

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Crocodilidae, 4^4
Crorodilus, 450, 454 f• J teeth, 437 ; skin
glands, 443 ; C. aaitus, 44^-, 449 ; G.

C

americanus,
4^6 ; skull, 466
hipi)rcatus=pwosus, 45S ; rate of growth,

459

C

;

mediiis,

cataphractus, 460 ;
4*^^ > (-'• johnstoni,

C.

inter-

466;

C.

nilotirHs=ndgaris, 460 t, 449, 461;
habits. 462 f.
C. palustris, 449, 454 :
;

skull,

455

;

4^8 ;

C. porosus,

C. rnlgaris, 449,

46O

458

skull,

;

f.

Crotalinae,

f.

Colulirinae, 607 f.
Columella cranii, 496, 550, 551
Columellar auditory chain, of Amphibia,
of Anura, 29
of Crocodiles, 446 ;
4
of Liz.ards, 496
Comoro Islands, Tortoises of, 373
Compso'jnathus, 4-15, 416, 417; C. Inngipes,
423. 425
Condyle, occipital, of Theromorpha, 302
exaggerated importance of its character,
;

;

;

Anura,"

in

of,

Calotes, 518, 519,

Coluber,

;

;

;

;

285

644
64s ;

Croto.lus,

rattle

manteus, 649, 650

650;

C.

horridiis,

of,

C

;

durissus,

649

Cryptobranchus,

;

644

84,

ada-

C.

648, 649, 650;

C. teiri/icus,

C. alleghaniensis,

;

conjlucntus, 649,

96,

97 ;

99

fossil,

;

C.

650
84

;

C. japonicus, 98,

99
Crypitoclidus,

shoulder-girdle,

474,

475,

478
Cryptodira, 313, 338

89; C. rmdtiplicatus, 92
213
Cutis, of Amphibia, 33 f.
Gyamodus, 311
Cyclanorbis, 4II ; nuchal plate, 324
Gyrloderma, 4II
Cyclodns s. Tiliqiia, 561 ; G. gigas, 561,
562
Cydorhamphus, 212
Gynognuthus, 301, 302, 303
C. berryi,
307 ; C. crateronotus, 306 ; C. plafyceps,
307
distribution,
Cystignathidae, 139, 209 f.
161
Cystignathiuae, 139, 211 f.
Gystignathus — Lejitodactyltis, 210, 218
Cryptopsopihis,

Conolophus suhcristatus, 532

Cryjjtotis,

Conus arteriosus, continuation of the heart
beyond the ventricles so far as it contains valves, 6
Cope, on classification of Amphibia, 9
of
Anura, 140, 141
on Siren, 136
on
hand - skeleton of Erynpis, 286
on
Sphargis, 336 classification of Lacertae,
513 classification of Snakes, 592
Cophophryne, 167, 16S
Cophyla, 236
Copper-head, 646, 646
;

;

;

;

;

;

Copulatory

organs,

of

Lacertilia,

499

;

absent in Sphetindou, 29i ; of Chelonia,
of Snakes, 585
330
Coqui, 214
Corondla, 619 ; C. austriaca s. laeris, 619,
620 C. girondica, 621
Corn lifer, 24I, 243 ; C. cwrugati/s, 244 >
C. johnstoni, 243 ; G. solomonis, 244;
;

;

C. unicnlor,

Corythomantis,

244
189, 207

;

C.

greeningi,

;

;

Dab=

Uromastix, 526, 526
Dahlia, 643
Dactylethra ; see Xeiwpus, I46 f.
on
on Conolophus, 532 n.
Darwin,
tortoises of Galapagos Islands, 377
dentition,
Dasypeltis scabra, 622, 622
;

;

593

207
Costal plates of Chelonia. 324
Crasp€doc€pih(dus, 647

f.,

322. 323

Crested Newt, 125, 125
Cricotus, 285, 2S5 : C. keteroclitiis, 287
Crinia, 213 ; spawning, 223
skeleton,
434 f.
4^1 f434 f.; atlas and axis, 283,
affinities, 432
teeth, 437 ;
431, 439

Crocodilia,

!

;

skull, 280,
;

;

n.

Davison, on breeding of Amjjhiuma, 101
Dav:son ia, 289
Death Adder, 635
Denburgh, van. on Autodax, 107
Dendrohates, 272 ; D. braccatus, 273; D.
tindorius, 272, 273
D. trivittatus, 273;
D. typographus, 273 ; various uses of
its poison, 38
;

656
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Dendrobatiiiae, 130, 237,
tion,

272

f.

Dipsadcmiorphus, 623 ; D. ojaneus, 624

ilistribu-

;

239

623
624
Discoglossidae, 139, 152
D.

61S ; D. jjioidiUatus, 61S,

D-'Hili-cqihis,

618
Deiulrophryniscinae, 139, 224
Demlrophri/niscus brevipoUkatus, 224
Dentition, of snakes, 582, 592, 593

D.

;

;

;

;

|

Dinosauria, 415
of Pseudosuehia,
433 of Parasuchia, 434 of Crocodiles,
442
Dermal ossification in Anura, 179, 190,
210
Ddrmatemydidae, 313, 314, '^41 : distribution of, 332
Jjermatemys itiaivi, 341, 342
JJer»iatocJieli/s coriacea, 333 f., 334
]>criiir>2)his, 89, 93 ; IJ. thomensis, 93
;

1

;

;

Deserticolous reptiles,

493

Desmognathinae, 102
Desmo/jnathus, 96, 102

:

!

horny

Anura,

teeth,

58

CrocodUus, 465
Diadectes,

of

;

D. fuscus, 102,

Kcheneis remora, used for turtle fishing,

56
Apoda,

57
92

f.,

382
Echidna s. Bitis, 639, 639
Echis, 640 ; E. arenicola, deserticolous,
493
Edulorhina, 212
Ear, of Chelonia, 330 of Crocodiles, 445 f.
of Snakes, 583

of
of

;

;

308

;

Diu'leiuodon, 309
Dii'jlena, 185, 189

D. jordani, 207

;

;

;

13S, 141
Dibauiidae, 514, o64
Dihamus novae-giiineae,

;

;

064

;

iJicijnodon,

16

15,

in Anura,

;

terminal phalanges, 26
number
of joints, 27 ; adhesive discs, 27
vari-

26

;

Enjups,

in

numbers,

286; of

Plesiosauri,

475

;

563

448

j

I

Crocodiles, 441;
of Geckos, 505

of

|

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

anal-

416
;

/>.

419
(J23

.

;

Juistingsiae, 4-^4
f.

Diplovertchrnn, 287, 288

Dipsadomorphinae,

:

;

;

ogies with Birds,
loii'jus,

Eggs of Reptilia Spheniidon, 299 Chelonia, 331
Testudo graeca, 369
T.
ibera, 369
T. elegans, 371
T. polyphemns, 372
Emys orbictdaris, 355
Clemmys leprom, 358 Chelone mydas,
382 fhnlassochclys caret/a, 387 /''«/"cnemis c.cpansa, 393 f., 398
Tritmyx,
408
mode of laying liy Emys, 355
by Piidocnciii is, 393 used commercially,
394 f.
enormous destruction of, 395,
Alii399; Crorodili's, 463, 464 f
gatar, 470
eggs and nest of Grtrialis,
452 Lacertilia, 499 increasing iu size
after deiwsition, 499
Gedvos, 506, 508,
Tarenfoln, 509; Lacerta
509, 511;
viridis, 555
Chameleons, 572
;

1

Dimorphodon macrojii/x, 486
Dinosauria. 4^^ > affinities of, 415
I)i/)/(j<\i/niidoii,

;

;

of

Dimetrodon, 308

Diphnlocus

i

digits

;

;

;

;

;

;

aVjility

;

;

[

Uroilela,

;

:

;

;

;

by Rhacophoms reticnlatus, 248
by Xototrema, 188, 202 ; by Amj)hignathodon, 188; hy Hyla goeldii, 198,
198 hy Leptodactylvs mystacinus, 219
by Rhinoderma, 228 ; by Rhacopthorvs,
248 ; by JJesmognat/i us fuscus, 1 03.
103; number of: in Biifovulgaris,175
ill
Jii'/o viridis, 181
in Hyla arhorea,
193 in Rana esculenta, 270

Diramptodon, 96 D. ensatiis, 109
Didoniiis = Hadrosaurus, 429

in

:

.

159

301, 302, 303, 310; skull,
280; D. leonkeps, 310; D. orienkdis,
310 ; D. ti'jrkeps, 310
Digestive apparatus, of Chelonia, 330
of
crocoiUles, 444
of Lacertilia, 498
Digits = Fingers and Toes.
Xumber of

;

Ear-opening of deserticolous reptiles, 494
Eggs of Amphibia, 53
mode of deposition in Amphibia, 54-56
of Ichthyoi)his, 91 ; and spermatophore of Triton
viridescens, 128
nursing and taking
care of, 55
by Pipa., 151 by Ah/tes,

; I).

jjetasata, 207
Diaphragm, of Anura, 144 of crocodiles,
444
Diapophyses (the lateral or '" transverse "
processes of the neural arches) of Anura,

digits

Dolkhosaurv.s longkollis, 489
Dolkhosoma longissimum, 81
Doliophis intestinalis, 634
DoUo, on Sphargis, 336
Dracaena, 547 ; l>. gidanensis, 549
Draco, 516; D. dussumkri, 516;
D.
volans, 516, 516
Dumi-ril, 7, 139
and Bibrou, on classification of Snakes, 592

f.

oi Alligator, 467

;

82

Dwarf Chameleon, 579
Dyscophinae, 139, 235 f.
Di/scophus, 236 ; D. antongili, 236

Deuterosaurus, 30S
of

153;

f.

;

103
Development,

153

Distira ciiunociiicta, 637 ; D. semperi, 636
Distribution, geographical ; see Maps
Dolichosauri, 489

Dermal armour, of Crieotus. 287 of Microsauri, 289
of Prosauri, 290
of Theromorpha, 302 of Cheloiiia, 321 f.. 337
of

2}ktits,

Dissoropihus ravltkinctxis,

see

also Teeth

;

f.

Discoglossus, urino-genital organs, 49.

;

f.

;

;

trigonatiis,

JJijjsas bucejjhala,

skiill,

419

:

;

:

;

;

INDEX
Fasting, of Chrysemys, 347
Fat-bodies, of Amphibia, 49, 52

Egg-sac, of Salanmndrella, 110
Egg-tooth, of Lacertilia, 499
Eimer, on habits of Lacerta, 552
coerulea,

;

on L.

Feylinia,
Fingers,

635
Elasmosauridae, 478
Elosmosavrus, 47S
280,
Eh>si(u

304

301,

skull,

305
212

;

Enaliosauri,

Engystoma,
232

231

227,

E.

;

f.

in

Urodela, 15 ;
of joints in Anura, 26, 27
terminal modifications of, in Anura, 26 ;
mechanism of adhesive discs in Hvlidae,
of,

;

Fire Salamander, 115
Firmisternal, type of shoulder-girdle, 24,

25
Firmisternia, of Cope, 140

carol inense,

f.
f.

168

EnifysttriiiojM, 166,

Enhydrina vcdataidien
636
Enygnts. 601

Fischer-Sigwart, on growth of Alytes, 159
on growth of Bufo, 175 on gestaf.
tion of Chalcides. 563
;

;

Fletcher, on

bengcdensis, 636,

frogs,

Flower, S. S., on habits of Bho.cophorus,
249; Phryuella liollicaris, 233; Ccdlula

;

;

;

493

;

of Proreptilia, 286
of Microsauri, 289 ;
of Frosauri, 290, 298
of Theromorpha,
302 of Chelonia, 320 ; of Dinosauria,
;

;

of Crocodilia, 440 ;
414, 423, 425, 427
of Plesiosauria, 475 ; of Ichthyosauria,
481 ; of Pterosauria, 485 of Pythononiorpha, 489
of Lacertilia, 497
:

;

;

Gage, on Triton viridescens, 129

Galapagos Islands, tortoises

of,

372, 377

216
Espada, on BJiinoderma, 228
Eublepharinae, 512
Euchirosaurus, S3, 287
Eunectes imirinus, 603, 603
Euprepes vittata, 562
Eiqrroctus— Triton, 130
Eurystcrnum, 380

Gaupp, on frogs' respiration, 47 n.
Gavialidae, 4-^1 f.
Gavialis, 435, 436. 451; G. gangeticus,
452 ; skull. 449, 452

Eustachian tubes, of Anura, 29
01 Pelobatidae, 161
of Aglossa, 143
Eusuchio, 434
Eye, of Apoda, 86 ; of Chelonia, 329 ; of
deserticolous reptiles, 494
of Chameleons, 569
of Snakes, 583
;

;

;

;

Gavialosuch us, 453
Gecko, 511; G. stentor, 511 ; G. verus =
guttatus — verticillatus, 511
Geckolepis, deserticolous,

493

distribution, 500, 503
Geckones, 502 f.
voice,
adhesive apparatus, 505, 505
506 reproduction of tail, 506 eyelids,
;

;

;

;

;

504. 512

556

transparent
Eyelid, of Geckos, 504, 512
lower, transjiarent
in ClieMina, 329
in Scincidae, 560
in Lacertidae, 551
;

;

f.

Galesaurus, 307

Gampsosteonyx, 271 ; G. batesi, 238, 240
Gasco, on spawning of newts, 124
Gastrechmia, 140, 141, 232
Gastrocentrous vertebrae, defined. 282

= Cerato2)hrys,

:

234

Flying Dragon, 516
Flying Frog, Rhacophorus, 245 f., 246
Foot, tridactyle. in Hullopus, 423
birdlike in Compsognathus, 423
Fore-limb, of L'rodela, 15
of Anura, 26
;

;
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spawning of Australian

;

s.

Eosphargis, 336, 337
Epiehordal type of vertebrae, 20. 145
Epidurals, of Amphibia, 31 f.
senseorgans in, 33
Equisetum, eaten by Uromastix; 525
Eremuts, 551
deserticolous, 493
Erpetosuchus, 433
Eryops, 285, 286; trunk -vertebrae, 286,
288, 304
E. megacephalus, 286
Eryx, 6O4 ; E. jacidus, 6O4 ; deserti-

Lizard, 556,

of Bou^nger,

;

140

piulchra.

Engystimatidae, 139, 225
Engystomatinae, 13d, 225

Eyed

in

201, 223

-#76'

Endothiodon, 307

colous,

564
number

of,

187

Ehajn, 389, 399
Emerald Lizarti, 555
Emery, on hand-skeleton of Eryops, 286
Empedias mokiris, 308
Eiuyda, 4II
Emydura, 389, 399
Emys, 350 f.
£. hlandingi, 355 ; E.
europaea = orhicxdaris, 351 f., 353

'EiiC'ae.xio

in

number
E. mirabilis,

;

;

Fer-de-Lance, 647
Fevieiro = JIylafaber, 196

coral/ in us,

Ehjiiiia,

modes
Apoda, 87

various

Amphibia, 54

625

of Lacer-

;

500

tilia,

Fecundation,

558

Elachistoiion xcestcrmanni,
Elachistodontinae, 635
Elophis s. Coluber, 615 f.
Elapinae, 6~6

Elaps

657

Geckonidae, 507 f.
Geckoninae, 507 f.
Gegenbaur, on classification, 9
Gegenophis, 87, 90

2

u

INDEX

6'^S

Geikia, 310
Genital organs, of Amphibia, 48 f., 49
Gent/ojihri/ne, 236 ; O. (Itomsoni, 236

Gymuophiona, 84 fOymnophis, 90
Gymnophthcdmus, aberrant

scaling.

495

Genyophrynidae, 141
Haast, on habits of Sphenodon, 299

Genyophryninai?, ISO, 236
Geographical distribution, principles of,
69 f.
regions and sub-regions, 74 f.

Iladnisauriis mirahilis, 429
Haeckel, on classification, 9

;

i-ictor, 4^^
Hamadryad. 632

Maps) ; of Apoda,
of Urodela. 95, 96 : of Anura. 143,
161. 167. 185, 239
of Chelonia, 331 f.,
332,
333 ; of Crocodilia, 446
of

Hall opus

(for details see also

89

:

Haud-.skeleton, escalation of second finger

:

in Eryops,

:

500

Lacertilia,

565, 568
Geomolge, 96
:

515. 529,
of Snakes, 585
f.,

Hajitoglossa,

543, 552.

Hardun = .-l(7a»i«

89

Gerrhonotus, 538
G. coerideus,
Gerrhosauridae, 514, 559
Gerrhosa tt ms fla vigula ris, 559
Gharial, 4-5~ ; see also Gavialis
Gigantic Tortoises, 372 f.
Gila Monster. 541
;

Gills, definition,

43

;

40

retention

538

222 ; H.

development of, 41,
40
external and
operculum of, 44 of

:

of.

;

43 f.
Nototrema, 203
Gill-clefts, 42
of Urodela, 42
of Anura,
42
Girtanner. on musical appreciation of tortoises, 368
internal,

;

I

j

;

Glass-Snake. 538

\

\

I

Glaucoma, 594
Glauconiidae, 59;?, 594
Glyplioglossus, 225, 226, 228, 233; G.
molossus, 233
Goeldi. on Hyla faber, 197
on habits of
Podocnemls e^jmnsa, 397 f.
Gomphognathus, 308, 309
GonduHtnosaiims, 83
Gongylits, 562
Goniopholidae, 4^3
GoniojyhoUs, 448. 4-^3 ; G. crassidens, 453 ;
G. simus, 453
Gordonia, 301. 303, 310 ; .skull, 280
Grass-Frog, 251 f., 255
Grass-Snake, 608 f.
;

Greek Tortoise, 365
Green Lizard, 555
Green Toad. 180

f.

349

pictus,

222

Helix virgata, eaten by Hyla coerulea,
200
Heloderma horridum, 540 ; H. suspectum,
540, 541
Helodermatidae, 513, 540 f.
Hemidactyhcs tnrcicus, 508, 508
Hemiphractiuae, 139, 210 f.
Hemiphracfus, 210
Hemisus, 225, 226, 228, 232 ; shouldergirdle.

25;

H.

gumtum.

232; H.

sudanense, 232
Hensel. on Bnfo marinns, 179 on tadpoles
on nest-buildiug of
of Thoropa, 209
Leptodactylus, 219
Herodotus, on Crocodiles, 462
Hcrpeie, 90
Herijestes griseus (Mongoos), 629
Hibernation, temperature of blood during,
68 of Tortoises, 347, 349, 354, 358,
of Crocodiles,
360, 363, 365, 369, 376
:

;

:

:

447
Hinckley, on tadpoles of Hyla versicolor,
195
Hiud-linibs, of Urodela, 15
of Anura,
of Theromorpha,
27 of Prosauria, 289
of Chelonia, 321
of Dino302, 305
.sauria, 414. 423,
425. 427, 429 ; of
Crocodilia, 440 of Plesiosauria, 476 ; of
Ichthyosauria, 480 of Pterosauria. 486 ;
:

;

;

;

;

:

Green, or Edible, Turtle, 381 f.
Groenberg, on PijM, 149
Growth, rate of, in Testudo ibera, 870
C/iry.iemt/s jikta,

I

;

;

521

stellio,

—

Hatteria see Sphenodon, 293 f.
Hawksbill-Turtle, 384 fHay, on Sphargis, 337
Hearing of Chelonia, 330
Heart, modification of, in lungless Amphibia, 47
Hedonic glands (j}Sovr), lust), 443
Beleioporus, 213, 222 ; H. albojmnctatus.

Geosaurits, J^ol
Geotriton, 97

Geotrypetes,

286
96

;

;

of Lacertilia, 497
;

Emys orbicularis,

351, 355

Gular shields of Chelonia, 315
Gundlach, on LeptoJactyhi-s, 219
on gigantic Tortoises, 374
Giinther, 140
on classification of Snakes, 592
Gutzeit, on horny teeth of Tadpoles, 58
Gymnndncfylus, tail, 506, 512, 512 deserticolous, 493
;

;

;

;

of Ophidia, 593. 594.

596
Hipistes hydrintis, 625
Holbrook, on the Black Snake, 613 ; on
habits of Alligator, 470 f.
Hdloblastic eggs
the whole ma-ss of the
egg undergoes the process of cleavage,
;

53
Homalopsinae, 625
Hoinalnpsis buccata, 625
of turtles, instances

Homing

of,

386

INDEX
Homoeosaurus 2}ulchelhis,.29-2
493
Homothermous, defined, 68
Hoplocephahts curtus, 634
Haplurus, o2S geographical distribution,
IfomOjihoiis, deserticoloiis,

;

659

Hyperodapedon gordoni, 292
Hyperolia, 213 ; spawning, 223
Hyperphalangeal limbs, of Eusuchia,
Hypogeophis, 87, 89, 02;

92

501

Horned T:oM\=Cemtophr!is, 215

;

;

H.

II.

ultemans,

92

rostratus,

Ilypnjmchus, 226, 227, 235

216,

f.,

-141

of Ichthyosauri, 480

427

IIyp>:iloji]iodoa foxi,

217

plumbea, 025

Horned Viper, G^O, 641
Horny nail, on tail of Chelonia, 328

Ilypsirli i/ia

Horny
Horny

Iberian Water-tortoise, 357 f.
Ichthyodea, distribution of, 95
Ichthyophis, skull, 85, 88, <S\9 f;, 91
/.
glutinosa, 90, 91
/. vwnochrous, 00
Ichthyopsida, 5, 277
Ichthyopterygia, 476
Ichthyosauri, 4<^*>o f.
Ichthyosauria, 478 t.
skull, 281, 479
vertebrae, 480; limT)s, 481; shoulder-

scales, of Chelonia,

328

shields, of Chelonia, 314, 315, 322,

323, 326

Horny

327

f.,

326

their growth,

;

;

An lira, 58

teeth, of

;

Hose, on reproduction of tortoise-shell, 386
Howes, on development of Sphenodon, 298
Humerus of Sphenodon, 294
Hutton, on Starred Tortoise, 370 f.
Huxley, ou classification, 9
skull, 399
Ilydmspis, 389
;

Ifi/dromediisa, 389,

4O4

>'

H.

tectifera,

4O4

;

girdle,

636
Hydrosaunis, 543
Hyla, 189 t; H. arborea, 190

483;
483

var, meridionalis,
japoni'-n,

191

201

ing,

;

H.

191;

H.

carolinensis

198

190;

var. savignyi

H. aurea, 201

;

f.

s.

;

=

;

coerxdcct,

{.,

lateralis,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

communis,
I.

483 ;

I. tenuirostris,

4^3;

quadriscissus,

I.trigonodon,

380

Idiochelys,

Iguana, 306, 528, 531

spawn-

199 spawning, 223
H. dasynotus and H. nigromaculata, dermal ossifications of, 190
H. ewingi, 201 ; spawning, 223
H.
Jaher, peculiar nursing habits, 196 f.
H.femoralis, 194 I H. goeldii, 198, 198
female with eggs, 198 ; H. maxima,
106 n. nebulosa s. luteola, 197 ; nestbuilding, 198
H. polyUienia, 198 ; H.
squirella,
194 ! H. vasta, 195 ; H.
versicolor, 194 fHylaeformes, 139
Hylaeobntrach-ut; croyi, 83
llylaeosaiirus, 425
Hy/ambates, 238, 24O
Hylella, 186, 189, 203
Hylidae, 139, 185 f.
distribution, 185,
186
mechanism of climbing, 187
map of distribution, 185 distribution,
186
Hvliuae, 139, ISO f.
HaUxahis, 238, 242
Ilylodes, 212
//. martinicensis, 214 f-,
214 //. abhreviatus=Thoropa miliaris,
209
Ilyhmomns, 288, 289
Hyloplesion longicostatum, 289
Hi/Iojisis, 212 ; H. platycepJmlus, 224
Ily/nrhina, 212
Ilymcnocl'irus, 143, 144, 149
Hynnbius, 96, 109

194

I.

campylodon, 4S3 ;

I.

f.,

481

Ichthyosaurus, 483;

Hydrophinae, G35
Ili/dfophis ohscura, 636,

;

Iguanidae, 513, 528

;

i.

,

I.

tuberculata,

531

distribution, 501,

529
Iguanodon, 416, 417, 4^7 ; I. bernissartensis, 428, 428
/. manteJli, 427
Ihering, ou breeding habits of Phylloviedusa, 205 f., 206
Ikeda, on nursing habits of Rhacopihorus,
248
;

Ilysia,

595

Ilysiidae, 592,

594

Inframarginal shields, 326, 315
Intergular shields of Chelonia, 325, 315
Iris, colour of, in Chelonia, 329
Lcalus, 238, 24I

Jaw, lower, of Scdamandra, 17
dela, 18
of Anura, 30

;

of Uro-

;

Keller, quoted, 571 u.

K. crassum, 81
Keraterpeton, 81, 288
Kidneys of Amphibia, 48 f., 49
Klinckowstroeni, ou Pipa, 149
Kollmaun, on Neoteny, 64
Krait. 633
;

;

;

Hv'oid

Urodela, 16
of
of Chelonia,
318

appai-atus,

Anura,

31

Chelys,

400

;

;

of Lacertilia, 496

;

;

of
of

Labial glands of Heloderma, 498
Labyrinthodon, 83
Labyrinthodonta, 82
Lacerta, 553 ; L. agilis, 554 ; L. muralis,

557 ; L.
556 ; L.
556 ; L.

ocellata,

556 f., 556 L. pater,
555 ; L. tangitana,
L.
555 ; skull, 550
;

schreiberi,
viridis,

vivipara, 553
Lacertae, 513 f.
Lacertidae. 514. 549
bution, 552

;

f.

;

skull,

550

;

distri-

66o
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491 f. skeleton, 494
change of colour, 498

Lacertilia,

497

:

f.

;

Lacliesis yraminetis,

;

graeca, 369

skiu,

377
Loxocemus

647 ; L. lanceolatus,

;

T. ibera,

369

;

T. sumeirei,

598

bicolor,

Loxomma, S3

046, 647

364

Laiul-tortoises,

infesting Bvfo, 175
suj^pression of, 46 ;

Lii-cilia bufo7iivora, fiy

f-

Lauthanotidae, 0I4. 541

Lungs, definition, 40

f.

Lanthanotus horneensis, 541

of Lacertilia, 499
of Aglossa, 144
Luth, or Leathery Turtle, 333 f.. 334
;

Laosaiirns, 4~7
Lnriosauri'x, 473, 474
L. bulsami, 477
Larvae, o^lchtln/ophis. 91 olHyiiogeophis,
92; of Amhbjstoiita, 112; of Triton
:

:

131
on classification, 7, 8
Laureuti, on classification. 7
= .'n>/(«/v//s, 333 f., 334
Turtle
Leathery
defined.
Lechriodonta, distribution of, 95
102
irci/tli,

Latreille,

;

2IS

Lepi(h,batr(ichus. 212,

;

Lepidophyma. 547
Lepospondylous, defined, 79
Lejitohrachium, 161 ; L. carinense, 166
Leptodactylus, 212, 218 f.; L. albilabris,
219 L. mystacinus, 219 L. ocellatus,
219 L. typhonivs, 219 f.'
Leptognalhus, 6.'4
Lcptophis, 61S ; L. Uocerus, 6 IS, 619
Leslie, on Xenojms, 146
Leuckart, on classification, 8
;

;

;

Lycosav.rus, 307
Lygvsomo, distribution, 501
Lymph-spaces, in the cutis of Auura, 34
Lyriocephalvs scittaUis, 517. 518
Lytoloma, 336, 380
eyelids,
Mdbuia, 562 ; distribution, 501
494 M. vittatta. 562
Mcrroclemmys, 326 M. temmincki, 340 f.,
340
Macropirotodon cncidlatus, 624
Macrorhyuchidae, 451
Madagascar, Lacertilia of, 502
comMalacoclemmys terrapin, 359 f.
mercial breeding-farms, 360
stratum, 32
Malpighian. body. 49
;

;

;

;

;

Mammalian

afliuities of

Tlieromorpha, 303,

309
Manculus, 96, 103, 106 ; M. quadridigitatus, 106

Leydig's duct, defined, 48, 49
Lia.Us burtoiil, 567
Stegocephali,
Limbs, of Amphibia, 26, 27
Microsauri,
Enjops, 286
83
79,

Mandible, composition of, in Crocodiles,
very ^Mammalian in Gomjiliogiia437
thus. 309'

Sphenodon, 298
Pareiasauri, 305
Sphargis,
Chelouia, 320,
319, 320
Dinosauria.
Chelonidae, 379
335
414 f 418, 420 Compsognathus, 423
Iguanodon, 428,
Stegosaiiri,
426 f.
Plesiosauria,
Eusuchia,
440
428 ;
IchthyoLariosauriis, 477
475, 475
Pterosauria, 485, 485 ;
sauria, 480
Geek ones, 505 ChamLacertilia, 495
reduction of. in Lacertilia.
eleons, 568
497 in Ophidia, 593, 594, 596
Limnodynastes, 213, 222 spa\\Tiiug, 223
Li innnmedusa, 212
Linnaeus, ou classification, 7
Liodon haumuriensis, 4^^0

Mantophryne, 225, 227
Maps showing geographical distribution, of
Agiossa,
Urodela, 95
Coeciliidae. 89
Discoglossidae
Cystignathidae.
143
"
Bufonidae. 167
Pelobatidae,
161
Chely
Ranid.ae. 239
Hylidae, 185
Chelydiiilae, 332
didae, 332,
333
Dermatemydidae
Cinosternidae, 332
Platyster
Pelomedusidae, 332
332
Croco
Trionycliidae, 333
nidae. 332
Agamid.ae,
Geckonidae. 503
dilia. 446
Iguanidae,
Anguidae,
529
529
515
Varanidae,
543
529
Zonuridae,
Amphisbaenidae, 565
Lacertidae, 552
Snakes, danger
Chamaeleontes, 568
Elapinae, 626
ously poisonous, 585
Viperinae, 638
Crotalinae. 644
Marbled Newt. 126
Marginal plates of Chelonia, 325. 322, 323
Marginal slnelds, 326
Marsh, on A.xolotl, 115
Marsh Crocodile, 455
Marsliall, on distribution of Uropeltidae,
595
I\Iascarene Islands, tortoises of, 373 f.
on
Mason, on habits of Calotes, 519
Python legenils. 599 on Varanus, 544
Mostodonsaunts. S3
lSlaUim!Lt;i = ClielysJimbriata, 4OO, 401
Mauritius, gigantic tortoises, 373 f., 376

;

;

;

289 Prosauri, 291
Thercmorpha, 302
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

527
Liopelma, 153
L. hochstetteri, 160
IJophnjne, 225, 227
Liosiinnis, 529
Lissaraphil)ia, S4 fLizard, Common English. 553 : Emerald,
Green, 555
5.5.5 ;
Eyed, 556", 556
Sand, 554; Wall, 557
Lizards, .pi f.
Liolepis

belli,

;

;

Locality,
'

sen.se

387
Loggerhead

of,

Tortoises,

in

368,

;

Mantella, 274

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Turtle,

3S7 ;
individual
388

varieties of shields, 327,

Longevity, of Testudo daudini, 376

;

T.

INDEX
Mecodonta. distrilnitiou of. 95 defined,
102
Megalixalus, 238, 240
Megalophrys, 161 ; tadpole, 60
MegaJosaurus, 416 J/, bucklandi, 421
;

;

Megalotriton, S3
Melanerpeton, 81, 2S9
Melanohatmchus, 226, 228

Melosaurus, 287
Menohranchus lateralis, 132
Menopoma, 97

Meuto-Meckelian

cartilages,

30

;

>'

Metasternum of Auura,

25 taxonomic
26
Metatarsalia of Theropoda, 420
Metopias, S3
Metopoceros cornutus, 532
Metriorhyuchidae, 4^1
value, 141

;

Xaultinus elegans, 506
Neck, mode of withdrawing
328 f.

in

26.

;

definition,

Metriorluinchus, atlas and axis, 283, 431,
4-51

X. subasper, 169
168; X. afra, 169 ; X.
iuboridosa, 169 ; X. guentheri, 169
X. hosei, 169 J X. misera, 169
Xecturus, pelvis, 15, 96, 132; X. maculatns, 132
Neoteny,'63 f. defined, 64
Nephrostomes, 48, 49
Xephrurus asper, tail, 506
Nerves, spinal, of Amphibia, 3.8
cranial,
39
Nest, of Crocodiltis, 463
of Oatialis. 452
Neural plates, of Clielonia, 323 f., 322, 323
;

;

;

suppression of plates, 324 ; in Pleurodira, 389
of Dennatemys, 342
Xeusticosaurus, Jfi7
;

Newt, Common, 127 ; Crested, 125, 125
Marbled, 126 ; Spotted, 127
Newton, E. T., on fossil Reptiles, 303 n.
Nile Crocodile, 461
XodosavTus, 430
Nose-horned Viper, 64O
Xotaden, 166, 169 X. bennetti, 1G7
Xotcchis scutafus, 634

;

;

Metzdorff, on Axolotl. 113

Micrkcalns, 24I
Microgomphodon, 308, 309
Microhyla, 22S
Microsauri, 2S8
Midwife-toad. 158
Mimosa (plant), 629
Miolania, 390
Mij:ophyes, 213 ; spawning, 213
Mixosaurus, limbs, 480, 481, 483
Molge see Tritoii, 122
Moloch horridus, 527, 527
Mongoos and Cobra, 629
Monitor, 543
Morosairrus grandis, 419 ; pelvis, 419
Mosasauri, 4^9 f.
Mosasaitrus, 4^9; M. camperi, 490
Moult of Geckos, 510
of Chameleons.
571 of Snakes, 583
Mud-diver. 165
Mud-turtle. 342
^Mugger. 454

—

;

:

iliiller. J.,

on classification. 8

Miillerian duct, 49, 51
Musical ajipreciation of Tortoises. 368
Myobatrachus, 166, 167, 168; M. goxldi,

184, 227, 236
Mi/sfriosaurus, 432, 40I

Nothosauri, 4^*^ fNothosauridae, 477
Xothosaurus, 474

iV. mirabilis,

;

626; X. hungarus s. elajis, 632;
X. luije, 628, 632 ; X. tripudiaiis, 627,
627
Xamiobat rack lis, 238, 24O
Kaosaiin(s clariger, 308
Natterjack, 181

477

Notocentrous vertebrae, defined, 19

Notochord = Chorda dorsalis, q.r.
Xototrema, 189; X. cornutinn, 203; X.
marsvpiatinn, 202; X. ori/erinii, 202;
X.
peculiar gills of embryos, 203
pygmacum, 202 ; X. testudineum, 202
of
Nuchal plate of Chelonia, 323 f.
Pleurodira, 389
Nuchal shield of Chelonia, 326, 327 of
Pleurodira, 389, 399
Nuptial excrescences of Anura, 33
;

;

;

'S\\r^mg,\\a\:)\i%,oiArthroleptisseychdlensis,

243 of Chi romantis rvfescens, 244 of
Rhaccphorus, 248; of Rhinodcnnd, 228
f.
oi Hylo faber, 196 f.
of Pipa, 151
of H. nebuhsa, 198
of//, goeldii, 198
of Xototrema, 203
of Phylldmednsa,
of
of Leptodacfyli's, '219 f.
204 f.
by
eggs by Desmognathus, 103, 103
Autodax, 108
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Xyctibatrachus, 24O

Xyctinmntis rugiceps, 189, 206
Xyctixalus, 238
excondyle, of Eeptilia, 278
aggerated importance of, 285 of Theroniorpha, 302
of Pareiasauri,
305 ;

Occipital

Nails or claws of Amphibia, 32
JVaja,

Chelonia,

Xectes, 166, 168;
Xectophri/ne, 166,

;

part of the egg only
eggs
undergoes the process of cleavage, 53
Merrem. on classification, 8
Mesosauridae, 476
Mesosannis, 4^^ M. tenuiihns, 476
Metamorphosis of Tadpoles. 56 f.

-Merohlastic

66i

;

;

;

of Cynognathus, 307
of Craterotiotus,
307 ; of Dicynodoii, 310 ; of Eusuchia,
of
Amphisbaenidae,
496
437 ;
Odontaglossa, 140
Oligodon, dentition, 593 u.
:

662

INDEX

Onwsaurus = Stegosauriis, J^25
Omosternum of Anura, 25
value, 141
Onychodactylus, 96

Operculum

taxouomic

;

of gills, 44

02)hid<:rpeton,

SI

Ophidia, 491, 5S1

538;
53S

gracilis,

314;

31S,

Pelomedusidae,
332, 390 f.

f.

Ophiophagus, G32
Opfiiops, 551
Ophioxylon (plant), 629
i^phisaitrus,

P. syriani^,

:

Pelobatidae, 139, 160 f. ; distribution. 161
Pelodytes, 161, 165; P. pivnctatiis, 165;
P. cmicasicus, 166
PeJomedusa galeata, 391 ,

109

0. japonicus,

;

162; P. cul tripes, 163, 16i
164

distribution,

Pelosaurus, SI

Anura, 39
15 of Anura, 22. 27
of ^Nlicrosauri. 289
of
of Eryops, 286
Sphenodon, 298 of Theromorpha, 302
of Cy iwgnathv.s,
of Pareiasauri, 305
of Chelonia,
307 of Lici/nodon, 310
of Pleurodira, 388, 389
319, 319, 320

Pelvic, plexus of

538;

apus,

0.

0.

Pelvis, of Urodela,

;

;

:

;

Oplithalmosauriis, limbs, 481, 481, 484
Opisthocoelous, definition, 12
Opisthoglossa, 140
Opisthoglypha, 592, GOG f., 623 f.
Oppel, on classification, 7

2^1
Oreophrynella, 227
OrnithoclieirHS, 4^6
Oniithomimns. 417

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

of Dinosauria, 414: of Eusuchia, 441;
of Plesiosauria. 476 ; of Ichthyosauria,
480 ; of Pterosauria. 485 of Pythononiorpha, 489 ; of Lacertilia, 496
Perennibranchiata, 8, 9 ; not a natural

Oreobatrac/iiis,

;

;

0. grandis,

4^9

group, 65

Ornitliopoda, 425, 4-^6

OniMwpsis, 419
Ornithoscelida, 416

Petrels living with Sphetiodon,
Petrobates, 288. 2S9

Oniitlwsuchus, 4-^3
Orthncosta, 288, 2S9

Phalanges,

Orthopoda, 4-4

;

Osteolaemiis, 4-50

0. tetrasjjis,

;

466

310

0. rugosus,

;

fossil Reptiles,

303

u.

O.xydactyla, 140
Oxijglossus, 239,

24I

Pachijtriton, 96,

115

Terrapin,

:

f. hrevipes, 132
rate
348

347,

of

;

349
vertebral

Palaeobatrcu-hiis,

coluniu,

22,

145
Palaeohatteria longiaiudata, 291

skull,

;

280, 304
Paludioln, resembles Eiigystomops, 166,
212,220; P. fuscomaculaUi, 220 P.hiligonigera, 221
Pahtdina, as food of Trionyx, 407
Parastenium=the sum total of the Abdoof
minal ribs, q.r.
of Splieiiodon, 298
of Ichthyosauria. 480
Crocodilia, 440
:

;

;

;

Parasuchia, 4-^3
Pareiasauri. 301, 302. 304

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

Pareiasaurus baini, 304
dyed with poison of Dendrohates, 21'1

variation

of

sacral vertebra, 22. IGl

Phaneroglossa, 152
Phaneroglosses, 139
Phanerotis, 213
Phisalix, on poison of Amphibia, 37
Pholidosaurus, 451
Phractamphibia, 7S f.
Phrvnaglosses, 139
Phrynella, 227 ; Ph. pioUicaris, 233
Phryniscus, 226, 227, 230 ; Ph. nigricans,

230
Phrynobairachvs, 24I
Phrynocara. 235, 236

521 ; deserticolous, 493
Ph. helioscopus, 522
Ph. interscn}iidaris,522 ; Ph. mystaceus,

Phrynoccphahi.'i,
coloration,

494

;

;

522
Phrynoderma, 241
Phrynomantis. 226, 22S
Phrynopsis, 241
Phrynosnma, 305, 533; Ph. coronatvm,
/'/(. carnutvm, 533, 534
534. 535
PhyU,.bates. 242 ; Ph. bicolor, 242; Ph.
;

Parrots, feathers
Pelobates,

in

;

Ovary, 49
Oviduct, 49, 51

grow-th,

;

;

;

;

Ouarau. 543

Painted

in Urodela, 15

;

Anura. 31, 34 179.

190, 210. 211
Osteoderms = ossifications in the skin, of
of Caiman, 337 ; of
Sphargis, 337
Lizards, 504, 513, 514

Owen, on

of,

Anura, 26, 27, 238
in Stegocephali,
79 in Pahuioludteria, 291 in Chelonia,
in
Chdone, 379 in Scelido320, 321
sauriis, 425
in CampttosaurKS, 427
in Laosaurus, 427
in Iguanodon, 428
in Eusuchia, 441
in Plesiosauria 475 ;
in Ichthyosauria,
in Lariosanrus, 477
in Pterosauria, 485. 485
481, 481
shape in Anura, 138 peculiar in Pipa.
151
;

Ossifications, dermal, in

Oadenodon, 301

number

299

vertebrae,
f.

:

/'.

19

;

fuscus,

trinitatis,

242

Phyllodactybis, 507 ; Ph. eunypaeus, 507
PhyUodromns, 238, 242
Phyllomednm, 1S9, 203 f. Ph. bicolor,
203 ; Ph. dacnicolor, 203; Ph. hyj^ochon;

INDEX
breeding habits and developPh. iheringi,205 ; breeding

dria/is,

ment,

~VJ^ ;

206

liabits,

Pliylogeny, of Amphibia. &Q ; of Anura,
i42 f.
of Reptilia, 282 ; of Lacertilia,
;

515 of Ot)hidia, 592
Physignathus Tesueuri, 523, 524
Pigment in tlie skin, 34
Pipcu 143, 144, 149 f., 150
Pit-Vipers, 6^4
Placodontia, 311
Placodvs, 301
P. gigas, 311
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Platecariius,

skull, 399
PIathander= Xenopus, I46

324

;

f.

Platurus fasciatns s. colubrinus, 637
Platydaetyla, 140
Pliitgdiictyhisfacetanus, 509, 508

345

^75 f. vertebrae, 474
4~S
Plesiosaurvs, 475, ^75 ; P. conybeari, 478 ;
P. dolichodirus, 478
Phthodon, 94, 96, 10 4, 106 ; P. erythronotus, 107 ; P. glutinosus, 106
Plethodontinae, 102, 103
Plethodontohi/lu, 235, 236
Pleurodira, 313, 388 f.
Plenrosaurus, 294
Plairosternum, 390
P/ioplaiecarpiis, 489
Pliosauridae, 477
PJiosaurus grandis, 477
Plover, Egyptian, and Crocodile, 462
Podomnnis, 390, 391 ; P. expunsa, 391 f.
Bates, on habits of, 392 f.
;

Poikilothermous, defined, 67
Poison, of Amphibia, 37, 38

;

peculiar use

272

Poisou-ajiiiaratus, of

Snakes, 586

PsamviosauTUs, 543
Psejjhoderma, 337
Psephophorns, 336, 337
Pseudechi.'i 2Mrphyriaceus, 634
Pseudis, 212, 213 ; P. pamdoxa, 213 f.
Pseudohranchvs, 96 P. striatus, 187
Pseudocentrous, defined, 79
Pseudophryiie, 166, 167, 168; spawning,
223 P. dustralis, 168 ; P. bibroni, 168
/'.
Pseudopns, aberrant scaling, 495
;

4'''^ f-

Prilacanthus,

Psammodrom'us1iispaniais,558; P.algirus,

pallasi,

Plesiosauridae,

of,

Protriton, SO, 81

;

Platysternum megacephalum, 345
Plectroviantis, 212
Plesiochehjs, 380, 389
Plesiosauria,

Prosauri,

;

230

Platypelis, 235, 230
Platysternidae, 314, 326,

Plesiosauri,

2S5
290
Prosauria, 288
Prostherapis, 242
Protection of Amphibia by poison, 38
Proteidae, 94, 96, 132 f.
Proteroglossa, 140
Proteroglypha, 625
Proteus, 96
P. angnimis, 133, 134
Protorosanri, 290, 304
Prutirrosaurus Uncki, 291
Protosphargis, 336
Protostega, 336
Proreptilia,

558

490

Plnteuiyg. suppression of neural plates,

P/aii/hi/la,

Prepubis, of Dinosaurs, 414, 424, 426
Proganochelys, 389
Proganosauria, 476

;

:

of Chelonia, 315, 321, 321
sexual
provided with hinges, 323
movable in Emjis,
characters of, 331
350
of Chelonidae, 321, 321, 322,
380 of Peloniedusidae, 390 of Clielydidae, 399
of Triouychoidea, 406

Plastron,

;

663

Hdodenna, 540

f.

;

of

538

Pseudosphargis, 336
Pseudosuchia, 432
Ptenojms, 507 ; deserticolous, 494

Pteranodon longiceps, 487
Pteranodontes, 487
Pternohyhc, 179, 189 ; J', fodiens, 207
Pterodactyli,

486

Pterodactyl us longirostris, 487

;

P. spect-

487
486
Pterosauria, 484 fPtyas — Zamenis, 611
Ptychozoon, tail, 506
P. hom(doce2ihalv.m,
adhesive apparatus, 505
512, 512
abilis,

Pterosauri,

;

;

Pubis, of Dinosaurs, 414, 424, 426
Puff Adder, 639, 639

Pygopodidae, 514, 567
Pygopus lepidopus, 567
Python, 598 ; P. niolurus, 600, 600 P.
regius=P. sebae, 601; P. retiadatvs,
598 ; P. spilotes, 598, 599
Pythoninae, 598 f.
Pj-thonomorpha, 487 f.
Pyxis arcwhnoides, 365
;

425

Polychrus marmoratus, 529

Radde's "law of the steppe," 493

Polyodontophis, 605 n.
Portschinsky, on parasitic flies, 177 n.
Postpubis, of Dinosaurs, 414, 424, 426
Pouchet, quoted, 571
Predentary bone, of Dinosaur, 424
Prehallux, of Anura, 28

Rana, 24I, 249

f. ; sacral vertebrae, 22 ;
shoulder-girdle, 25; urino-genital organs,
49 ; Tadpoles' horny teeth, 58 vocal
;

excrescences, 250 ;
large glandular complexes, 250; distribution, 351; species with finger -discs.
sacs,

250

;

nuptial

664

INDEX

250 R. qfghana, 250 R. agiU^. 257;
R. albolabris, 250 R. aliicola, 250 R.
arvalis, 257 ; R. catesb^una, 261; R.
chakonota, 250 R. cMoronota. 250 R.
dqiivaia, 262, 263
R. corrugata, 250
R. curtipes, 250 R. cyanoiihlyctis, 250
R. ekgans, 250 R. rri/(/iraea, 250 ; R.
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

268
267

;

;

265 ; var. ridibunda^
265 ; R. fontinalis,
262 ; R. gla)idiclosa, 250 R. gracilis,
261; R. graeca, 259 ; R. guppyi, 261
R. hahcina, 263 ; R. Jiexculaetyla, 250
R. iberica, 258; R, laUistei, 259; R.
liebigi, 250
R. mascariensis, 250 R.
montezuviae, 250
R. mug lens, 261 ; R.
opisthodon, 260 ; R. oxyrhynchvs, 250
R. rugosa, 250 R. silvatica, 259 ; R.
temporalis, 250
R. temporaria, 251 f.,
255 R. tigriim, 261
Ranidae, 139, 237 f.
Ranidens, 96
R. sibiricus, 109
Raniformes 139, 140
Rauiuae, 139, 237, 23S f.
distributiou,
239
Rappia, 241
Rat Snake, 611, 612
Rattle of Rattle-Snake, 644
Rattle-Snake, OjS f., 648, 650
; var. Icssonae,

264;

var.

typica,

:

;

;

;

;

;

Chameleons, 568
Ridewood, on hvoid apparatus of Anura,
31
Ringhals, 6.32, 633
Ritter and Miller, on Autoda:c, 107
Robinson, on peculiar use of Varanus, 546
Rodriguez, gigantic tortoises, 374
Rostral bone of Ceratopsia, 430
Round Island snake, 603
veiitrally in

;

;

;

;

Reduction of limbs, in Urodela, 16 in
Lacertilia, 497
Regeneration, in Amphibia, 66 f.
of tail in
Sphenodon, 298
of shell in Clielonia,
329 of horny shields in Chelonia, 329,
386 of tail in Lacertilia, 495 of tail
in Geckos, 506
Regions, geographical, 74 f.
Reproduction of Tortoise-shell, 386
Reptilia, defined, 277
principal characters
classification of, 279
of, 278
diagram
of affinities of principal groups, 282
atfinities to Mammalia, 303, 309
Respiration, mode of, in Chelonia, 331
assisted by anal sacs, 330
Respiratory organs, of Amphibia, 40
Rhachiodontinae, 633
Rhacoplwrus, 151, 186, 238, 241, 244,
246; Rh. leucomystax, 247 ; tadpoles,
249 Rh. macidatns, nesting, 248 Rh.
uuidagascariensis, 245 ; RJi. inaxim us,
Rh.
245 ; Rh. pardalit, 246, 246
reinmirdti, 247 ; Rh. reticiUatus, 248;
schlegeli,
nesting,
Rh.
248
;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Rhampkoleon spectrum, 5S0

487
RhMmphosuchtis
Rhinatrema^ 89

:

;

:

Rhaiiiphiirhynchu-s
Rh. jihyllurus,

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Rhytidosteus, 83
of Anura, 21
of
Ribs, of Urodela, 14
of Sphenodon, 297
Microsauri, 288
of Cy)wgnathus,
of Theroniorpha, 302
309
of
of Microgomphodon,
307
of Diuosauria,
Clielonia, 315. 320, 324
413 of Crocodilia, 438 of Parasuchia,
of Lacertilia,
434
of Eusuchia, 439
495 of Geckones, 504 much elongated
Iguanidae,
529
meeting
in certain
;

;

;

;

Rhynchocephali, 292
Rhynchusauru-s, 292

203 ;

niechauisin of tougue,
vocal sacs, 269
var. chiaensis,

esculciita,

Rhinoderma, 226, 227, 22S ; Rh. darwini,
22s f.
Rhiiiophis, 91
Rh. sanguineus, 596
Rliinnphrynus, 166, 168; Rh. dorsalis,
1S5, 227
Rhinophrys, 167
Rhombophryne, 225, 227

Sacral vertebrae of Anura, 21, 22
Salamandra, 115 f. ; trunk-vertebra,
skull,

96,

17

115

f.

lower jaw, 17

;

; S.

;

S. atra,

119

f.

109

;

;

<listribution,

;

S. caucasica,

macidosa, 115 f.
Scdamandrella, 96, 109; S.

121

14

;

S. schrenki, egg-sac,

kcyserlingi,

110

Salamandridae, 94, 102

Salamandrina, 96, tiS;
122 ; skull, 17

S. persjncillata,

Salamaudrinae. 102, 115
Sarasin, P. and F., 10
on Coeciliae, 88
on Ichthyophis, 90
;

Sauria.

491

;

f.

Saurichnitcs salamaiulroides, S3

Sauropoda, 4I8
Sauropsida, 5, 277
Sauropterygia, 476

Suurostentnm, 291
Scales of Apoda, 87
Scaling, aberr.ant. 495
Scaphiophryne. 225, 226, 227
Scaphiopus, 161, 164; S. solitarius, 165
Scapteira, deserticolous, 494
Scapula, attached to thoracic

vertebrae,

487

longicandatus,
486
Rh. muensteri,
4^6

;

;

Scetidosaurus, 416
S. Iiarrisoui, 425
Scheuchzer, on Homo diluvii testis, 84
;

Schlegel, on Cryptobranchus, 100

crassidens,

Rhinemys, 389. 399
Rhinochelys, 390

453

«

Schuberg, on mechanism of finger-discs of
Hylid.ae, 187
Schwalbe, on Salamandra atra, 120
Scincidae, 514, 559 f.

INDEX

Elginia. 280, 305 f. Cynognathus. 280,
306 ; (rordonia, 280, 310 Dicynodon,
280, 310
Theriodontia, 306
Mammalian resemblances, 308 f. Lycosanrus

Scincus officinalis, 561
Sciurus hicolor, squirrel, 248
Scolecomorphus, 90
Sea Snakes, 635

ou

Seelev,

fossil Reptiles,

;

;

:

;

;

303

307

Endothiodon,
307
Gompliognathns, 308
Anomodonti^, 309, 280;
Ov.denodon, 310
P/acodus, 311 :— of
Mammalia, generalised, 281
of Chelonia,
316 f.. 280
Sjj/iargis,
335
Chelydridae, 280, 338
Chelydra. 280,
338 Chelonidae, 317, 378, 379 Chelone, 317, 378
Thahissodielys, 379
Clemmys, 356 ; Testvdo, 364
Chchjs,
400,344 Trionyx, 405, 404 Chrysemys,
Vistvdo. 280. 361 Pleurodi'ra,
280. 346
388. 400
Pelomedusidae, 390 Chely-

n.

3S9

Seeleijcu SI.

Sepedon
Seps,

f.

of Croco-

;

:

f.

;

633

haetnacliates, 632,

;

;

Seychelles, gigantic tortoises of, 373
Shell of Chelonia, 321 f., 319,. 320, 321,
322, 323, 327 ; partial regeneration of,

:

;

;

.

;

:

Protorosauri, 290 of Theroniorpha, 302;
of Pareiasauri, 305 ; of Diojiivdoii, 310 ;
of Diuoof Chelonia, 318, 319, 320
of
440
sauria,
414
of Eusiichia,
;

;

Plesiosauria,

:

474

oi Cryptodidus, 475 ;
480, 481 ; of Ptero-

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

in,
327
variation
326,
individual
periodical peeling of, 328
of Anura,
Shoulder-girdle, of Urodela, 14
25,
24, 25, 138 f ; arciferous, 24,
of
tirmisterual,
138
24,
138
25,
of
of Microsauri, 289
Aglossa, 144
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

correlated changes, 328
Shields, horny, of Chelonia, 322, 323,
325 f., 327 : evolution of, 326 f.

of Ichthyosauria,
of
sauria, 485 ; of Ptcranodon, 487
Pythonomorpha, 488 ; of Lacertilia,
;

496

didae.

;

399,

405 :— of

400
Trionychoidea, 404,
Dinosauria. 412 f., 422
;

;

A iichi.^acriis, 421; C'eratosourus, 422;
l)iplodi,rvs, 419 :— of Crocodilia, 280
;

432
Parasuchia, 433
Eusuchia, 434 f.
Gavialis, 452
Crocodilus americanvs, 466
C. niloticvs,
Pseuclosuchia,

;

;

;

;

;

460
458
473

455
C. j^orosus,
468
of Plesiosatiria,
Nothosaurus, 477
of Ichthyosauria, 479
Ichthyosaurus, 281
of
Pterosauria, 484
Jiimorjihodon, 281
Pythonomorpha, 488
of
Clidastes,
of Lacertilia,
281
281
Geckones,
504 Agamidae, 281, 515
Uromastix,
281 Iguanidae, a28
Anguidae, 537
Helodermatidae, 540
Varanidae, 281,
Tejidae. 547
542, 543 Varanvs, 281
Lacertiilae, 281, 550, 550
Lacerta,
Scincidae, 559
Amphisbaenidae,
281
Chamaeleontes, 568, 569 :-— of
565
Ophirlia, 281, 596, 597, 588
Eumdes,
Croto.lvs, 588
596. 597
Slow-worm, 539, 539
Slugs eaten by tortoises, 363
Smell, sense of, of Chelonia, 330
palustris,

C.

;

Alligator,

;

;

on Helodermo,

u.
Ji.ll

:

;

;

:

:

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

136
Sistrurus miliar ins, 647

;

Skeleton, figured, oiTestudo, 319 of Chelone,
320 of Brontosaurus, 418 of Ceratosairnis, 422
of Sfegosanrus, 426 ; of
;

;

;

;

IguanodoH, 428

of Triccrafojis,

;

of Pterodactyl Hs, 485
Skin, of larval Amphibia, 31
32 glands, 32
pigment,

430

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Skin-glands,of Crocodiles,443 of Lacertilia,
497 of Geckones, 504 ; of Snakes, 583
Skull, of Urodela, 16 f., 17; of Ambly;

;

of Scdamandrina, 17
17
Salamandra, 17 of Anura, 28 f.
Apoda, 84, 85
;

;

;

;

196

f.

,281, 588,
skull. 581 f.
Snakes, oSl f.
general
vertebrae, 582
596, 597 f.
geographical
anatomical structure, 583 f.;
:

;

;

585

distribution,

592

;

f..

585

;

f.

Snap]iiug Turtle, 33S

Soft-shelled Turtle. 408

f.

Sound produced by rubbing

Microsauri, 289
of Protorosauri, 280
Palacohatteria, 280. 291 :— of Rhynchocephali (Spheyiodoa), 280, 295, 295 :—
of
Theroniorpha,
303
280,
301,
;

;

classification,

Snake-charming, 631
Snake-poison, 586 f.
Snake-stones, 629 f.

of

:

—

habits.

of

Skull, of Reptilia, 280. 281:— of Proreptilia
Cricotus, 287 ; Eryojis. 286 :— of
:

Smith, the, - Hyki faber, peculiar nursing

Smooth Snake, 619, 620

shedding of,
change
34
of colour, 35
poison, 36
of Apoda,
of Pipa, 149
87
forms receiitacles for
eggs, 151. 248
of Eusuchia. 441 f.
;

;

:

136

S. lacertina, 136,

Sirenidae, 94, 96,

stoiiui,

—

;

;

Siplwnops, 86. 87, 90
Siredon (Axoiotl), 112
Siren, 96

—

:

;

;

Siiiwsairrus,

;

—

:

:

Shufeldt, on Axoiotl, 114

540

—

;

562

329

;

;

Sense-organs, of Chelonia, 329

445

;

;

Segmental duct, 49
diles,

665

of scales of

Teratoscincns, 507

Spade-foot.

162

94, 96, 97, 103, IO4, 106 ; S.
altamcmmicvs IO4 : .*<. hUineatiu% IO4 ;
S. fusaus, 104, 105 ; tongue, 106 ; S.

Spelerpes,

infuscatiis,

104;

S.

lineolus,

104

;

S.

666

INDEX

parvipes, 104; S. porphyriticus, 105; S.
salinoneus, 105; S. subpalnuitus, 1U4;
S.

seychdlensis,
Arthroleptis
243
of
Rana t^mporaria, 255 of 7?. opisthidiin, 260 ; of R. escidenta, 270
its absorption, 61
Tail, of Anura, 21. 24
of Geckos, various
of Chelonia, 328
reproduction of. 506
shapes. 506
Tnrentola manritanica, 508, 509 f.
Tarsus [sef also Limbs), of Chelonia, 319,
of Dinosauria, 416, 418. 420,
320, 321
of Theropoda, 420 ; of
421, 423, 426
423
of Iguanodon,
Coiiq)sognathus,
;

;

uniform iti, 104

Spencer, oa habits of Chirolej^tes, 221

f.

;

;

:

;

;

;

horny shieMs, 325

;

Sphmodinu 288, 290,
imnctatuiii, 293.
cervical vertebrae.

305, 306, 432
.294
;

295
298 f.

skull,

;

297
227
Sphenomiirus, S2, 287
Spiny-tailed Lizard, 524 f-

S.

;

habits,

;

428

;

substitutes
Teeth, of Anura, 30, 138, 139
of Apoda, 86 of
for, 30, 58, 218, 237
;

Sphetiojjhryiie, 225,

Spiracle, development,

Rhyndiosaurns, 292 of Homoeosaurus,
292 of Rhynchocephali, 292 of Si)henof
odi,a, 296
of Theromorpha, 301
Elginia, 306, 280 of Cynognathus, 306,
Galesaurus,
280; oi Lycosaurus, 307 of
307 of Endothiodon, 307 ; of Emof
p)ediiis, 308
of Stereorhuchis, 308
Oomjihognathtis, 308 ; of Tritylodon,
Mammalian resemblances, 309; of
309
Anomodoutia, 309 of Dicynodon, 280.
of Gordonia, 280
of Placodus.
310
311; of Sauropoda. 418 f., 419; of
Theropoda, 420 f. 422 of Orthopoda,
of Ichthy424 f.; of Eusnehia, 437
of Snakes, 582
osauri, 479
;

;

;

45

;

;

;

;

Helena, gigantic tortoises introduced,

;

375

;

Slayoiwlepis, 4-^4
Stannius, 8, 139

ou vertebrae of Pelo-

:

;

Stegocephali, 78

342

f.

;

St.

:

Lepospondyli,

Temnospoudyli, SI

S3

spondyli,

f.

f.

Stereo-

St.

;

<S(? f.;

78 f
dermal armour, 79

vertebrae,

;

shoulder-girdle, 79
Stegosauri, 4~-^
Stegi'isaunis arnuttus,

;

.

S.

;

ungulatus,

426, 426

494

sleeping

;

509

Stereocyclops,

227,

231

incrassatus,

S.

;

231

;

:

,

;

;

|

j

425

Slenridactylus, deserticolous,
attitude,

;

;

20

bates,

StanrotyiJiis salvini,

•St.

;

;

Spotted Newt, 127
Spy-Slange, <:33
St.

;

;

Spermatophores, 53. 128
Spermatozoa of Amphibia, 52 f.
Sphargidae, 313, 314. 333 f.
affinities,
336 morphology of shell, 337
Sphcirgis cnriarea, 333 f., 334
absence of

:

Tejidae, 514. 547 f.
Teju, 54s, 548
Teleosauridae, 450
Teleosaurus, 451
Telerpeton dginense,

291

Teninospondylous vertebrae, defined, 284
f. ; of water for
Crocodiles, 460
Teunent, on immunity of Cobras, 629 f.
on
on turtles at Ceylon, 384, 386

Te-mperature of blood, 67

StereorkachU, 30S
Stereospondylous vertebrae, defined, 284
Sternot/iaerns. 324, 389. 390; S. derbianus,
" '391
; shields of, 327
of Anura, 25 ;
taxouoniic value, 141, 142 ; of SphenDinoodon, 297 f.
Protorosauri, 290

Sternum, of Urodela, 15

:

;

;

sauria, 414
Eusuchia, 440
Stewart, quoted, ou Ileloderma, 540 n.
Stinkpot Terrapin, 342
Suboccipital (first spin.il nerve) of Anur.a,
:

144

;

;

habits of Crocodihis ixdnstris. 45'J f.
on habits of
j^orosus, 459
on peculiar
use of r«ra?if«, 545
on habits', of
;

C

;

Gecko, 511
Tentacular apparatus of Apoda, 45, 86, 88
Tephrometopon, 493
Teratoscincus, deserticolous, 493
T. srincm,

Terrapin,

Subregions, geographical 74

Syrrhopus, 212
Systomata, 139

359

;

eye.

494

;

507
f.

49

Testrs,

f.

;

Testudinid.ie, 313, 314,

345

;

distribution,

332

365; skeleton, 322, 323; shields
327; T. abingdoni, 376, 37S ; T.
tdlos, 372. 377
T. daudini, 375, 376
T. elegam, 370 f.
T. eleplmntina, 374;
T. elephantopns, 37S ; T. ephippivm,
37S ; T. gigaidea, 374 ; T. graeca, 365
eggs, 369
great age,
f.
habits, 367
369
T. Iwrsjiehli,
T. grandidieri, 373
370; T. iberti, 366 ; age .ittained. 369
rate of growth. 370
T. niargimtfa,
367; T. perpigniana, 372: T. jjo/y-

T'sh'dn,

Tadpoles,

horny

teeth

58

of.

f.

of

;

Xrer/alophrys, 59, 60
absorption of tail,
61 f ; of Xennpiis, 147, 148
of
:

.

;

of Alytes, 159
of
157
Ili/la arborea,
193
of H. versicolor,
181
of B.
195
of Bii/o riridis,
adamita, 183 of B. ridgaris, 176
of Tlwrupa mUiarU; 209
of Psendis
j,iirad,,.,-a, 213
oi Hylodes Tnartinicensis,

Bomhinator,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

214

;

of Jihinodenti" dunrini,

229

;

of

of.

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

INDEX
phemus, 371

f.

376

sunieirei,

T.

;

vosmaeri, 373, 377
Tetradactylus, 559 ; T. africanus, 559
seps,

;

T.

;

T.

559

Theobald, on Varanus, 544
Theriodontia, 306
Theroniorpha, 300, 301

301
309

skull, 280,

;

Mammals, 303

their atfinity to

f.,

;

Theropoda, J^O

126;

T.

122,

boscai,

125.

127;

123,

125

;

T.

T.

hagen-

mueUeri,

123; T. helvelicus, 127; T.
127 ; T. marmoratus, 122, 126 ;
127 ; T. montanus, \2Z,
130 ; T. palmatus, 127 ; T. poireti,
123; T. 2ni.ncta.fi'.s = vulgaris, 127; T.
pyrenaeus, 130; T. pyrrhogaster, 123,
128 ; T. ruscunii, 123, 130 ; T. sinensis,
123, 128 ; T. taeniaUis = vulgaris, 127 ;
T. torosus, 123, 128 ; T. viiidescens,
123, 128; egg. 128; T. vitto.tiis, 122,
128; T. ^vulgaris, 123, 127 ; T. waltli,
123, 130, 131
Trittjlodon, 301, 309
Twindonotus, 607 ; T. natrix, 60S f.
T.
m-dinatus, 611; T. sirtjalis, 610, 611 :
T. tessdatus, 611
Trojjidosaura, 558
Tiqnnavibis, 548 ; T. teguixin, 548 ; T.
nigmpjr/idatus, 54^, 548
Turtles, 37$ f.
skull, 317, 379
skeleton,
320 plastron, 321 on Lavsan Islands,
383 Green or Edible, 381 f. Hawksbill, 384, 385
Tylototriton, 96, 115 ; T. andersoni, 130
T. verrucosus, 132
Tympanic cavity, reduction of, in Anura.
30
iu Ophidia. 583
Tympanum of Aglossa, 143
Typhhmolge, 96 T. rathbuni, 135
Typhlonedes. 87, 90 ; T. compi-essicavda,
93
Typhlopidae, 592, 593 f.
Typhhqjs, 91
T. braminus, 594 i T.
rennictdaris, 594
Tyjjhlosaum.s, 564
Typhlotriton. 94, 96, 102
T. speloe.us,
T. montadoni,

;

Thilenius, quoted, 571 n.
Thoracosai(rus, 451

Thorius, 96, 103 ; Th. liennatv.lus, 103
Thompa, 186, 189 ; Th. miliaris, 209
Tiger Snake, 634
s.

i,

italims,

tishes, wluch have fins, 4, 11
Tliahassemydidae, 380
Thnlassochelys caretto., individual variation
of shields, 326, 327, 3S7; skull. 379
Thecophora, definition of term, 337, 338

Tiliqua.

blast

cristatus,

Tetrapoda, Credner's name for "fourfooted " creatures in opposition to the

d/dodus, 561

;

number

in Auura,
of, in Urodela, 16
28 of Geckos, structure, 505, 505
Tomistoma, 435, 436, 4-^0; T. schlegeli,

Toes,

667

;

;

453

:

;

;

;

;

;

Tongue, of Amphibia, nerve-supply, 39
shape of, in Auura, 47; of Spelcrpes,
106; absent in Aglossa, 145 of Jiaiia
escvlenta, 268
of Crocodiles, 443
of
Lacertilia, 498
of Chameleons, 569 f.
Tortoise, Greek, 365 f.
habits, 367 f.
Moroccan, 3(:6 ; habits, 367 f. Starreil,
370 f. Gopher, 371 f. Gigantic LandTortoises, 372 f.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Tortoises

;

= C'helouia,

312

f.

commerce, 386

Tortoise-shell of

Trachea, of Crocodiles, 443
Trachysmtrus, 560, 560 ; T. rvgosvs, 5<iO,

:

;

;

;

V>3

561
Vroeotyphlus, 86, 89

change of colour, 35
f.
Trematosaurus, 80, 83

Tree-frogs, 185

:

413

Triceratojjs.

;

T. j^rorsus, 4-30,

430
Trichohafrachns, 240;

430

;

T.

./fabeUatus,

Tiigonocepihalus

T. robushis,

cenchris, 645,

271

645, 646,

646
Triiiierorhachis,

S2

Trionychidae, 313 ; distribution, 333
Trionychoidea, 313, 314, 404 fhabits,
;

407
324 skull, 405
406
number of costal
plates, 325
T.
T. fero.r, 40S, 409
formosa. 4II1 411
T. ffangeticvs, 4IO,
410 ; T. hurum, 410 T. triunguis, 4IO

Triunyx, nuchal plate,
plastron,

;

;

;

;

;

Ureter, 48 f., 49
Urino-geuital organs, 48 f. 49
Urocordyliis, 8^, 288
Urodaeum of Clielonia, 330
geograi>hical distribution,
Urodela, 94 f.

:

96
Uromastix, 524; U. acanthinitrus, 526,
526
U. hardwicki, 525
;

Uropeltidae, 592, 595
Uropdtis, 595 ; V. grandis, 595
Crnplates, 512
Uroplatinae, 512
of Chelonia, 328
Urostyle, of Anura, 23
;

',

;

Triprion.

179,

185,

189;

T. petasatus,

tribution,

f.

;

skull,

122

Triton,
fossil,

83

:

96, 115, 125, 128, 131
spermatophores, 53 ; T. alpexf.,

123,126;

;

T. aspcr,

123,

130;

T.

;

542; T^ niloticus,
salvator, 543 f.. 546
Vas deferens, 48 f., 49
skull,

542

;

dis-

543

Varanus, 543; V. gmddi, 546

207
Trirhachiodon, 309

tris.

Varanidae, 514, 542

V. griseus,

543;

V.

Vertebrae, procoelous, definition, 19, 138

;

INDEX

668

i.e. without a centre or bodj',
amphicoelous, defined, 12 of Uro-

Viperinae,

acentroiis.

4

;

;

dela, 11

;

gastrocentrous, defined, 282

;

lepospoudylous, 5
defined, 78
notodefined, 19 ; opisthocoecentrous, 4
pseudocentrous,
lous, defined, 12, 138
4, 78 ; stereospoudylous, defined, 79,
;

;

;

;

284 temnospondylous, 13 defined, 79,
284 development of in Urodela, 12,
of trunk of Sala13 in Anur.a, 19
mandra, 14 epichordal, 20 sacral, of
shifting forwards of sacral
Anura. 22
of Reptilia,
attachment of ilium. 23
288
trunkcomposition
of,
283.
of
vertebrae of Eri/ops, 283. 286, 286
of Microsauri, 289
of
Cricotus, 287
Sphenodoii, 294, 296. 297 .itlas and axis
of Theromorpha,
of Sj)henodon, 283
atlas fused
of Pareiasauri, 305
302
of
with axis in C'ljnognathiis, 307
Dimetrodon, with peculiar processes,
of aielonia, 314 f..; atlas of
308
Trionyx, 283 of Clielys, 283 of Dinohollow in Dinosaurs, 415,
sauria, 413
atlas and
of Ensuchia, 438 f.
420
of Metrioaxis of Crocodilns, 283
of Pterosauria, 485
of
rhynchus, 283
Ichthyosauria, 480
of Pythonomorpha,
of Geckones,
488 of Lacertilia, 494
503 of Snakes, 582
;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

63S

Viperine Snake, 610
Vis. lie. on CIdamydosaurus, 523
Viviparous, Chameleon, 572 ; Lacertilia,
499 Geckos, 506
of
of PaZudicoht, 220
Vocal sacs, 47 f.
Rhinoderiiui, used as brood-pouches, 228
Voeltzkow, on nesting of Crocodiles, 462 f.
on Testudo daudini, 375

;

;

Voice, 47

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Wagler, 8
Wallace, on Rhacoj>horus, 246 f.
Wall- Lizard, 557
Warning, attitudes, of Bcnnbinator, 157 ;
colours, 38, 116, 156 ; of Heloderma,
541
Water-Viper, 645, 645
Weismanu, on Axolotl, 64, 114
Werner, on Eryx, 604
White's aged Tortoise, 369
Wilder, on Desmognathns, 103

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

column, instance of greatest
of
of Urodela, 11, 13
shortening, 144
Stegocephali, 78 of Anura, 18 f.. 21, 22
Pijxi.
Palaeobatrachus, 22
22, 143
Bomhinator,
Hynunochirns, 22, 143
Apoda,
143
of
86
Xenopvs,
21,
22 ;
;
number of vertebrae of Protorosaurus,
291 of Palaeohatte ia. 291 of Homoeoof Sphenodon, 297
of
saurus, 292
Cynognathvs, 306
of Iguanodon, 428
of Plesiosauria, 474
of Eusuchia, 440
of Elasmosauridae, 478

Vertebral

;

;

;

;

;

XantHsia, 547
Xantusiidae, 514, 547

X

ophiodon, 228
Xenohatrachns, 225
Xenopeltidae, 593, 605
Xenopeltis vnicolor, 605
Xenopvs, 143 distribution, 143, 144. 146
f.
X. ecdcaratus, 146 X. laevis, 146f.,
147 A'. mveUeri, 146
;

;

;

;

:

Xenorhina, 228
Xenosauridae, 513, 536
Xcnosaurus grandis, 536

;

;

I-

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Vesiculae seminales, 49, 51
Viper, Common, GJ^l f., 620, 642
Vipera. 64 1 ; V. ammodytes, 641, 6^3;
r. aspis, GJfS ; V. hems, ijl,h 642, 620
;

T'.

lotastei,

643

;

1'.

riisselli,

END OF

&

613 ; Z. gemonensis s.
Z. hippocrepis, 613
Z. mucosus, 611. 612
Zanclodon, 417, 421
of
Zander, on habits of Agama, 520
Phrynocfphalus, 522 of Eryx, 6O4
Zaocys carinatus, 6I4, 615
Zatachys, S2
constrictor,

viridiflavus,

612

;

;

;

Zeller,

on spermatophores, 53

;

on Proteus,

134
Zonuridae, 513, 536
Zonurus derbianus s. giganteus, 536, 637

643

Viperidae, 592, 593, 637
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.B^rZ£;?r.—" Several of the groups treated of in this volume are
sight even, to the general reader, and possess no popular name whatsoever and as only a few insignificant details are known of the habits of the
animals composing them, their treatment in the volume before us has necessarily
been to a large extent anatomical. This circumstance renders the book of especial
value to students, more particularly as in some cases the articles on the groups in
question are the first comprehensive ones dealing with their respective subjects.
Most of the articles are of a very high order of merit taken as a whole, it may be
said that they are by far the best which have as yet been published. . .
We may
say with confidence that the same amount of information, within the same compass,
is to be had in no other zoological work."

unknown by
;

.

—

.

.

.

NA TUBAL

This second volume of the Cambridge Natural History
SCIENCE.
certain to prove a most welcome addition to English Zoological literature.
It
deals with a series of animal groups, all deeply interesting to the specialist in
morphology some important from their economic relations to other living things,
others in their life-histories rivalling the marvels of fairy-tales. And the style in
which they are here treated is also interesting history and the early observations
of the older writers lend their charm accounts of habits and mode of occurrence,
of life, in a word, from the cradle to the grave, are given in ample detail,
accompanied by full references to modern and current literature. The whole is
admirably illustrated."
'
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DAILY NEWS. "It would be hard to say too much in praise of this most
It is too often the case that scientific books are written in a
admirable volume.
The reader will iind nothing of that kind to complain
dull and uninteresting style.
The descriptions are clear, the illustrations are excellent while, as in the
of here.
previous volumes of the series, printing and paper are all that could be desired."
SPEAKER. "Amateur naturalists will find the volume of the greatest possible
assistance, while serious workers will welcome it as an extremely convenient handbook, in which the latest results of original research at home and abroad are clearly
and succinctly summarised. No book so comprehensive and of such value has
appeared since Westwood's ClassificcUion marked an epoch in the literature of
entomology sixty years ago."
LITERATURE. " AVe may coniidently expect it will take a similar position
An immense
to that which Westwood's Introduction has so long occupied.
amount of well-selected matter, much of which is by no means easy of access, has
been brought together and made available for instant reference by an index extending over twenty-four pages, in double columns."
:

—

—

.
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AMPHIBIA AND REPTILES
VOLUME

VIII

By H. Gadow, M.A.,

[Ready.

F.R.S.

BIRDS
VOLUME
By

IX

A. H. Evans, M.A., Clare College, Cambridge.
by G. E. Lodge.

With numerous

Illustrations

—

" Mr. Evans has produced a book full of concentrated essence of informaIBIS.
tion on birds, especially as regards their outer structure and habits, and one that
we can cordially recommend as a work of reference to all students of ornithology."
venture to predict that, of the ten volumes of which
NOTES.
this excellent series is planned to consist, none will secure a wider popularity than
Mr. Evans's treatise on birds. Strange as it may appear, among the many books
on birds that have appeared of late years, we do not recall any that covers the same
are grateful to the author for the mine of valuable information
.
ground.
which he has crowded between his two covers."
SCIENCE GOSSIP. "General readers will find this work most useful in
obtaining a proper understanding of birds, and will be assisted by the effective
diagram of a hawk in the introduction, showing the recognised names of every part
The expressions used in naming the various portions
of the exterior appearance.
As we have already said, the illustraare fully explained on the adjoining page.
The book is a useful addition to any library, as it treats of
tions are admirable.
nearly every known kind of bird throughout the world."
" Ks. a descriptive handbook the student can
NATURALISTS'
have no hesitation in saying every ornithologist ought to
have no better. . . .
possess the book."
''The expert and the novice alike must be at once
It is astonishdelighted by the accuracy and the beauty of the illustrations.
ing to note the mass of information the author has been able to bring together.
With a little practice any observant person would soon learn by the help of this
volume to track down any bird very nearly to its ultimate place in classification."
LITERA TURE. " The classification— in the main that of Dr. Hans Gadow is
admirable.
The general account prefixed to the Orders and Sub-Orders is
excellent ; the illustrations, drawn for the greater part by Mr. Lodge, are admirably
characteristic.
In a serviceable introduction the author has shortly dealt with
The book,
feathers, colour, moult, structiire, and the leading facts of migration.
The accuracy
as a whole, is a reflection of conscientious and accurate labour.
of the work is beyond all challenge."
SPEAKER. "It is safe to conclude that all working ornithologists will place
this volume on their slielves within easy reach, and not far from Newton's
Dictionary of Birds
and we have great pleasure in recommending it to all who
take an intelligent interest in birds and bird-life as an admirable introduction and
guide to the study of the subject.
The illustrations by Mr. G. E. Lodge are
admirable.
All reach a very high level of excellence, and for a few no praise can
be too high."
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